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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 20, 2018 22:26:10
GMT
Quote
So I decided to get back to the dating world. My profile is up and and I am having
lovely conversations with 4 men. I have secured two dates for next weekend,
another man has asked but we are yet to fix a day and the 4th man seems very
cautious. All of these men behave very differently to my DA ex BF, I find it
refreshing.I can sense they are closer to what I am really looking for.

Guy 1 lets call him J  - He is very direct, straight forward and apparently very sure
of himself. Not willing to waste time, say exactly what he thinks, don't measure
words worrying about how he will come across. Not afraid of confrontation. Self
aware, says that he might come across harsh by messages but it is actually very
warm in person. Shared essential stuff about his life and calls himself an open book.
Gave me his phone number and told me to call. I didn't but he then asked politely
for us to communicate by phone messages or calls as he doesn't want to use the
dating app all the time. I said no to calls and yes to messages he is ok with it.
Apparently has a very strong set of values and strength of character. Tried very hard
to fix a date with lots of days as options but we settled for a later day when will be
more convenient FOR ME. We are not communicating as often as we used to now
that we moved outside the dating website but we have a fixed day and place so I
think there is nothing to say for now. Lets see how it goes..

Guy 2 lets call him A - He is the one I am least excited about but I will give a short
date with him a go. He doesn't seem as certain of what he is looking for and it
seems that he is trying a little bit too hard, being the less authentic of the 4. 
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Guy 3 lets call him U - He is very interesting, much older and I can't see him as a
long term partner, more as a friend. It seems he is the less compatible as a BF than
all the others (along with A)  He has a slightly self deprecating sense of humour and
this turns me off a little bit. I really do want to meet him, lots of curiosity but with a
friendly feeling instead of romantic. He has hinted a few times that he might not be
the kind of guy for me but at the same time trying to enchant me to a date...so I am
not sure if it is games, red flags or lack of self awareness. He seems like a very
decent guy with strong values (like J).

Guy 4 lest call him T - Very sweet, polite and thoughtful guy. Has been doing a lot
of work on himself over the past 3 years and knows exactly what he is looking for.
He said he is very specific and the right person for him will be too (sounds like me)
 Seems very cautious and somewhat reserved too. He keeps communicating and
gives me lots of feedback on what I say, we seem to agree on everything (unlike all
the other 3) but he is yet to ask me out and I am not sure he will. 

The one thing that set these 4 guys apart from my DA ex BF is that somehow I know
they find me physically attractive but they have NEVER made a comment about my
physical appearance or my photos. They DON'T flirt! They compliment me on other
levels, my intelligence, sense of humour, the way I communicate, my ideas and
thoughts and how I express myself, things I share about me and my life, my values,
what is written on my profile etc...I don't sense a 'sweep off my feet' kind of energy
that is so familiar with the beginning of past romantic interactions!

DA ex BF was all charming, jokes and superficial comments about my appearance
from day 1 online until the end (9 months). I can recall only one or two times he
showed any appreciation for anything else that wasn't physical. And he joked so
much that it either got boring or predictable. At the beginning I told him that i didn't
know what were jokes and what was real... he tuned down, but still used humour to
scape real interaction and serious conversation. All part of fear of intimacy I believe.

So this is it! I am not super excited about dating them, just normal excited. I am
excited about meeting new people regardless of the purpose or outcome. I am
excited to hear their life stories, answer their questions (careful to not overshare)
smile and laugh, have fun. Excited to keep my eyes and ears open and to process
with my body and my gut. If something doesn't feel right, I will pay attention even if
makes no sense in my brain.

No attachment to the outcome whatsoever. Happy!

And I saw a dating advice today:
IGNORE THE POSITIVES AND BELIEVE THE NEGATIVES

The positives got to be a given, not a favour, not a gift from them to us. It should be
expected. But the negatives? Don't swipe under the carpet, believe in them, search
and research. Men reveal a lot on the first few dates when they haven't invested that
much. The secret is to know how to ask the questions and letting them speak. Also
read between lines.

Wish me luck!

Last Edit: May 20, 2018 22:46:46 GMT by DearLover
tnr9
God

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 20, 2018 22:34:14
GMT DearLover likes this
Quote
Good luck.
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 20, 2018 22:57:44
GMT via mobile
Quote
Good luck have fun!

DearLover
Full Member

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 22, 2018 19:59:53
GMT islandwaver likes this
Quote
Red flags waving already, time to celebrate!

First let me say that it is going to be a very good weekend this weekend because of
the rare beautiful weather and a bank holiday on Monday. 

So guy number 1 (J) - If you read above he was the one who were coming the
strongest. Communication outside website has been steady. 

We had a date set for Sunday afternoon. But today, Tuesday, he suddenly just
remembered that he has a work function to go on SUNDAY! 

He suggested that we meet another day in the week OR we would have to
meet after this function, Sunday evening at around 7pm in a different area from the
one agreed originally, somewhere near his function... he suggested a chain
restaurant at this specific area. 

I said OK for Sunday 7pm as it meant that I could spend the whole day doing other
stuff of my interest...

So after a couple of minutes he messaged again saying that this specific
restaurant he wanted to go to will be closed on Sunday because it is bank
holiday on Monday and he thinks this will be a problem with EVERY other place we
try to go to...

(we are in LONDON by the way, restaurants - specially chain restaurants -  don't
close on Sundays or holidays, if anything they will open longer hours to make more
money!) 
(also I have been very clear on my profile that I like  simple and quick 1st date just
to get to know each other physically and see if there is desire for more...something
just like coffee is more than enough...)
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So now he can't do Sunday anymore but he can move things around during the
week and meet me from Tuesday to Saturday.... hmmmm?

I checked this specific restaurant's website and it isn't going to be closed at all. In
fact they would let me book a table if I wanted to. I will call them tomorrow juts to
double check.
I haven't challenged him. Just said that now I don't know when I will have time
again because my daughter will be back home and I will let him know (this is true). 
He says sorry for messing me around and I said 'no worries'. And that will be the
end of it as far as I am concerned.

This is the guy who complains that the dating website is full of fake, flaky people.
This is the guy who proclaims he hasn't got time for ambiguity and lies. This is the
guy who says his life is very organised.... And he just remembered he has a work
function on the same day and time of our date??? On a Sunday?

Interesting.
I am glad he actually gave me 5 days notice. 
 
Isn't fantastic to actually recognise these things happening even before the first date
and just back away?

I have lost interest.

What do you guys think?
Last Edit: May 22, 2018 21:44:20 GMT by DearLover

islandwaver
New Member
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 23, 2018 18:00:37
GMT
Quote
Haha, delete! 

Plenty more fish out there who aren't flakes. 

But on a positive note, at least you learned about it with a very minimum effort!

Last Edit: May 24, 2018 12:03:40 GMT by islandwaver
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 23, 2018 19:50:30
GMT islandwaver likes this
Quote

May 23, 2018 18:00:37 GMT islandwaver said:
Haha, delete! 

Plenty more fish out there who are flakes. 

But on a positive note, at least you learned about it with a very minimum effort!
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Exactly. I can actually imagine the days in the past when I was desperate for a date.
I would make excuses fro him in my head, accept, move my own life around to give
him another day and time, buy a new outfit, get nails and hair done, be more
pleasant, funny, sweet in communication and overall try harder.
I would feel it would be unfair to 'let this guy down' not even recognising that he is
the one letting me down and lying. 
This was perfect to show me that I am actually making progress!

islandwaver
New Member

Posts: 4
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GMT
Quote
Yeah, I had a very bad habit of not being upfront and honest to women that I wasn't
attracted to. I felt bad being honest. So stupid. 

Went on a date last week and at the end told if she wanted to hang out as friends to
give me a shout. I felt zero chemistry and had no problem admitting it. Save her and
me time. 

You're in a huge city, you have A LOT of options! 

Can't wait to hear how the next date goes for you!

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 1:13:04 GMT
Quote
Honestly, I thought your original description of him was one big red flag and this
confirms it. In the original description you gave, he sounded like someone portraying
his own fantasy of himself and not like a real genuine person. 

Anyway, yay for you for recognizing the situation for what it is. Onward to the next
guy!

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 1:19:34 GMT
via mobile
Quote
yasmin. Case in point for quantity of dates available between women and men in an
earlier thread.

goldilocks
Senior
Member

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 8:51:00 GMT tnr9
likes this
Quote
Much luck to you! You are taking a very structured approach.
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I'm also trying some internetdating. Your skill level is kind of admirable. As a DA, I feel
pretty awkward at every stage of increasing intimacy and used to being very passive, so I'm
basically like a thirtysomething teen.

tnr9
God

Posts: 822

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 12:45:08
GMT
Quote
Well..I admire both of you...Internet dating is a real challenge for me as I tend to fall
really quickly on very little information...so i tend to prefer having it be more
"organic"...meet through my church etc.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 15:07:34
GMT via mobile
Quote

May 25, 2018 1:13:04 GMT compassionateavoid said:
Honestly, I thought your original description of him was one big red flag and this
confirms it. In the original description you gave, he sounded like someone portraying
his own fantasy of himself and not like a real genuine person. 

Anyway, yay for you for recognizing the situation for what it is. Onward to the next
guy!

I know right?!
When I read his profile I was repulsed by his arrogance and when he messaged me I
replied with a straight “we are not compatible”
But he kept challenging me and pursuing, it was a bit intense so I decided to give
him a short date for the sake of “research” and to acclimatise myself with going out
with men again. Basically to practice dating again since it’s been 9 months since my
ex. 
He just proved he isn’t what I’m looking for and saved me a lot of grief. 

He still at it, trying to take me out. If I have the free time I might give him one hour

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/user/271
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or two. I’m thinking now it would be an fantastic opportunity to train myself on
challenging a man on a bad behaviour and lies. Of course I will do it the proper,
mature way. 
Also how fun would it be to look out for more red flags and congratulate myself on
heeding it. 
I’ve got nothing to lose!

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 27, 2018 11:45:48
GMT
Quote
Guess what?

Guy number 3 'U' just flaked on me 3 hours before our date! 
The (lame) excuse is a dead rabbit (I suspect in his household) but his children are
18 and over...
WTF??? 
And the manner he cancelled it was very casual as it is no big deal...I didn't like it.
I must say I was sensing it because there were a lot of taking about the actual day
and time but he seemed to want me to plan the activity which I refused. I told him
how flexible I was and the things I usually like to do in the city and suggest he check
the weather and plan somnting, I didn't mind being told the details on the actual
day. And the details are: he canceled. Unbelievable!

This is a very nice guy by the way. Didn't seem like a jerk at all. And he is 60 for
goodness sake! (I am 41 if you are wondering)
Anyway, he asked if we could have a date tomorrow morning instead, I told him that
I had plans to spend the whole day at a certain Art Gallery and he can drop me a
line at around mid day if he is around. That is going to be the last chance and after
that I will close. 
It will be convenient for me as I will be there anyway and at least I can have lunch
with someone if he turns up. 
I have another date planned with guy number 2 'A' tomorrow outside the gallery
too, for a hot chocolate and a quick walk but this is for the end of the day. So if
things go according to plan, it actually works out better for me as I won't need to
use 2 days of my time to go and meet strangers at 2 different places. WIN!

And you might be wondering if I am fuming...Well actually no, do you know why? I
am working really hard on my course assignments and it is giving me amazing
pleasure to see work done and being productive with my own life. I was actually kind
of annoyed I would have to stop, get ready and go meet a stranger I have not much
interest in.

Now, I am really looking forward to be asked by guy number 4 'T'. He is the one I
always liked and we are having a pretty beautiful connection through phone
messages, everything is going wonderfully well. He is visiting his elderly parents in
the countryside (good sign) and I think it is true because he sent me pictures of
countryside walks and his parents' cat which is also in his profile pics. He is very
keen but very cautious so I don't know when he will ask me out or if he will. But I
am enjoying the connection nevertheless. And I would rather him being cautious and
get to know me, making sure he really wants to meet than just arrange for a
random date for lack of something better to do and than change his mind and flake
like all the others did so far.
Last Edit: May 27, 2018 12:20:43 GMT by DearLover

DearLover
Full Member

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 28, 2018 20:13:01
GMT
Quote
Updates.

I met with guy 3(U) and I was surprised on how easy it was. He gave an
explanation about the other day when he couldn't come, I understand, his family
comes first. We spent 3 hours together and he already said he wants to see me
again and to let him know about days and times etc. I would see him again but still
not sure about romantic involvement. I would sure love to make friends if nothing
comes out of it.
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Then straight afterwards I met with guy 2(A) and it was a bit awkward. We manage
to walk and talk for 1 hour and a half and it was pleasant but there is no potential of
absolutely anything going forward. Although he is a good person I couldn't wait for
the date to end.

I am still talking to guy 1(J) and want to meet him at least once and see what it is
all about.

But guy 4(T) completely cooled down and backed away. I can't see the reason but
of course there is one however he doesn't own me any explanation of course. I am
just mirroring him. Today I replied to his latest general but nice message and I am
not sure we will even carry on speaking. I am certainly not chasing. I don't think he
is interested.
Last Edit: May 28, 2018 20:13:46 GMT by DearLover
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 30, 2018 2:37:35 GMT
Quote
It bugs me that guy #1(J) doesn't know how to take no for an answer...be careful if
you meet him. 
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Quote
What I learn from the internet is, to stay friends with FA, the summary I get is be
consistent and don’t go. It seems that some people manage to reconnect with FA again
which gave me hope, but I am too confued about what is happening, because my ex
seems more than FA? 

The last time he broke our “friend thing” was a month ago, since he said “let’s end 
you’ll be in misery if we keep going”, and he read all my what’s app messages without
any response. I did the once a week texting thing, just to share nice things in life, and
yesterday, I said it would make me happy if he would give me an emoji, and I miss
him. He did gave me an , which surprised me! But it stays a one way communication,
but it seems that he is online chatting with other people without problem.

Please give me some advise on how to get pass this stage? Do I need to keep asking for
his reply or he would do so on his own will? Because it seems in the forum that, when
the FA turn around, they don’t act this sort of responsive? Perhaps it is because the
issue is not just about FA? I’ll try to give a rough picture of us, if that helps...

We met 10 months ago from some volenteer work for a week, he seems a friendly
person that doesn’t talk much. After 5 months we met again and he approached me and
said that he wanted a soulmate, but he told me not to get so close to him, because the
closer people are with him, the less he would talk. After that we sort of dated a few
times and got together. At the beginning he said he doesn’t celebrate special days,
won’t take care of me when I’m sick, etc. It was odd but I thought he was just joking,
he said with a smile that without expectatiosn, I might be happier if things happens.
After a few days I got a fever and he rushed to my house looked so worried, so I really
thought that he was just kidding.

We were happy for a few dates, but he never let me know anything about him when I
ask, not even his favourite food. He said he doesn’t trust himself nor like himself, he
just lies when people ask things about him so he doesn’t want to lie to me. He did told
me a little about him when he wanted to.

He brok up with me after we were together for 1 week, because he was scared that he
would hurt me one day, cause he doubt if he loves me. But he cried and asked to be
friends he told me a few things about him that I asked before, and he said he never
told anyone about those things, which was not some secrets by the way. He said he
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might be able to open up if we are just friends, and that he was tired from lying to
himself all the time. But after that, our relationship stayed the same except he
gradually respond less, stoped doing activities that bind us together, but he initiated sex
and felt bad about it each time.

Why I said the issue might be more than FA? He told me on our second date that he
quite school early and stayed home until he needed money, so he started working. I can
take care of myself fianancially, so maybe that was one of his concern? 

He never talk to any friend about his troubles, and he said he is not good at responding
to people. The first few times he said that it takes time for him to process my
sentimental messages, which was much shorter than this message that I’m writing now.

The first meal that we had together, he finished it up very quickly with looking at his
mobile only, then he ran to the sofa and rest, letting me wondering by myself at the
table. He didn’t seems to have problem socialising when we have meals with friends! He
would blame me for comparing with others and not trusting that he treat me better. 

Another odd thing is that, I never met anyone having problem expressing their thoughts
to his degree. The first time he expressed himself, was the night we broke up. One
night he looked troubled and said he had something to tell me, I wait for him to tell me,
it took him an hour in silent but was trying to get a word out of his mouth. He tried so
hard that his eyes turned red but the word just didn’t came out. So I started guessing
and he kept shaking his head, until both of us got very emotional for 4 hours, I went a
bit crazy and he asked me to stop guessing for it made me more painful. Until he finally
said “I should leave you”. But he wanted to stay friend with me, cause he realised that
we only known each other’s for half a year, yet I was the person that ever got so close
to him.

we ended up broke up 3 times, each time happens when I share my worries or needs to
build our relationship, he would break up, but that would be the only moment that he
would share his feelings for me, but it would also be too late to know that he cares
more than I felt it! But each time after the break up, he would share with less words,
and in a more distance way.

The last break up he did, I never imagine he would put a emoji, since he was in silent
for a week and respond less and less, so I thought that he was sick of our friendship.
The reason why we broke up, was that we got together intimately after we broke up the
second time and said to be just friend. He seemed very happy and even send me
messages. But right on the next day, I accidentally saw him walking with another girl,
we were both shocked but said hello, then I texted him to ask what was happening? He
was upset that I didn’t trust him and didn’t want to explain things. Then he went in
silent for a while, and wasn’t replying much after the silent. I told him that I need a
clear answer if he still want to be friends, cause it was becoming stressful for his not so
much response, and that’s when he said “let’s end”

I didn’t expect that he would reply after I tell him that I miss him. I would like to be a
friend to support him, but knowing that he would text with others, it is confusing about
what he has been telling me. If he had friends that he enjoy chatting, why did he ask
me to be his soulmate? I’m confused about the distance that we have, is it building
trust slowly? I don’t dare to walk away cause he always seems to care about us mote
than what he is showing.

Please help!

tnr9
God

How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 2:49:27 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the forums...I have a question for you..would you be ok with only being "at
arm's length" friends? Because that appears to be all he is offering...breadcrumbs of
attention when it suits him. Honestly...he has told you about all his issues and yet..it is
as if you don't want to believe him...it is as if you are clinging to the hope that you and
he can reconnect now that you know about attachment theory. The soulmate comment
was likely a "moment in time".. meaning that at the time he said it, it was true..but the
fact that he said it so early without knowing much about you should have been a red
flag..people can say a lot of really amazing things early in a relationship because they
don't know the other person and are projecting a lot of expectations on them. I would
suggest instead of focusing on him, that you focus on you.  Work through your own
attachment issues....ponder why this guy is so appealing to you when he broke up with
you 3 times.
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May 30, 2018 2:49:27 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the forums...I have a question for you..would you be ok with only being "at
arm's length" friends? Because that appears to be all he is offering...breadcrumbs of
attention when it suits him. Honestly...he has told you about all his issues and yet..it is
as if you don't want to believe him...it is as if you are clinging to the hope that you and
he can reconnect now that you know about attachment theory. The soulmate comment
was likely a "moment in time".. meaning that at the time he said it, it was true..but the
fact that he said it so early without knowing much about you should have been a red
flag..people can say a lot of really amazing things early in a relationship because they
don't know the other person and are projecting a lot of expectations on them. I would
suggest instead of focusing on him, that you focus on you.  Work through your own
attachment issues....ponder why this guy is so appealing to you when he broke up with
you 3 times.

Thanks tnr9 for the welcome and care~^^

Breadcrumbs is a ward to describe my receiving end, but from what I’ve learn from the
forum, that’s all that FA give and I respect that. I’m not hoping to satisfy my needs
through him. And I’m on my way back to a more secure base^^

The core reason why I’m asking how to stay friends with a nonresponsive person, is
that I don’t like to break my promise. After the first break up, I kind of learn about the
attachment issues and I said to him that I don’t want him to be lonely and have short
relationships for the rest of his life. He was tearful hearing me say that, and that broke
my heart. Another reason is also my concept of friendship, friendship takes 2 person’s
need and preferences, it took a few months to find out just how to relate to him in a
way that he would feel more comfortable, it just seems that FA break things up too
soon.

I’m just asking one question, if he is not responding, how to rebuild the friendship in
this stage? Some say they share a dairy once a week, and the FA friends might take
days, weeks, months to respond. What does it mean to be consistent, without letting
the other person feel smashed?

I came back from a trip, told him that I bought him something, yet he didn’t respond,
so I’ll planing to leave it like that, and have other topic of light bid next week, how does
that sound?
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT
Quote
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more message
that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need me...just
message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and are willing
to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands to reach out
when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of mental
space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull back a bit
and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach out at some
point.
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May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT tnr9 said:
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more message
that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need me...just
message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and are willing
to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands to reach out
when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of mental
space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull back a bit
and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach out at some
point.

The beginning when he said that he wanted a soul mate, he asked me to initiate to
invite him, because he doesn’t initiate. Also, he said that he has someone in his heart,
but he would not reach out. And since from the forum, FA’s friend need others to
initiate?
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May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT tnr9 said:
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more message
that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need me...just
message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and are willing
to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands to reach out
when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of mental
space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull back a bit
and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach out at some
point.

Oh, and about reaching out, isn’t the book says that FAs don’t know how to express
their need? So I don’t get why leaving a message like this would invite a reply
eventually?

I have never stay in a full circle with a FA, so thank you for being patience with me
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 15:45:11 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 15:37:00 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT tnr9 said:
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more message
that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need me...just
message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and are willing
to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands to reach out
when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of mental
space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull back a bit
and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach out at some
point.

Oh, and about reaching out, isn’t the book says that FAs don’t know how to express
their need? So I don’t get why leaving a message like this would invite a reply
eventually?

I have never stay in a full circle with a FA, so thank you for being patience with me
Let me put it as clearly for you as possible...your effort-100%, his effort-0% how is that
working?  You have done all the reaching out to be met with silence....FA is not an
excuse for poor communication...but the real truth, I think, is that you don't want to let
him go.  Not sure why...not sure what you get out of this or what you want to
accomplish...but I think it would benefit you to ask yourself those questions...because it
isn't just that you do not want to give up on him.  He can reach out and you would be
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there...but this seems far more like you need him in your life...and I still do not get the
reason.  
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May 30, 2018 15:45:11 GMT tnr9 said:

May 30, 2018 15:37:00 GMT mistakes said:
Oh, and about reaching out, isn’t the book says that FAs don’t know how to express
their need? So I don’t get why leaving a message like this would invite a reply
eventually?

I have never stay in a full circle with a FA, so thank you for being patience with me
Let me put it as clearly for you as possible...your effort-100%, his effort-0% how is that
working?  You have done all the reaching out to be met with silence....FA is not an
excuse for poor communication...but the real truth, I think, is that you don't want to let
him go.  Not sure why...not sure what you get out of this or what you want to
accomplish...but I think it would benefit you to ask yourself those questions...because it
isn't just that you do not want to give up on him.  He can reach out and you would be
there...but this seems far more like you need him in your life...and I still do not get the
reason.  

I post the reasons in the other topic, but I could share more. It’s not about me not
wanting to let go, it’s about what I’m learning about FAs. That’s why I asked, if he is
more than FA? 

Isn’t poor communication one of the uniqueness when they are overwhelmed? That’s
why they drop out of plans, etc? He gave me an emoji when I said that would make me
happy, so he is replying, just not to all my bud, and isn’t that usual?

How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 16:15:51 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 15:55:42 GMT mistakes said:
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May 30, 2018 15:45:11 GMT tnr9 said:
Let me put it as clearly for you as possible...your effort-100%, his effort-0% how is that
working?  You have done all the reaching out to be met with silence....FA is not an
excuse for poor communication...but the real truth, I think, is that you don't want to let
him go.  Not sure why...not sure what you get out of this or what you want to
accomplish...but I think it would benefit you to ask yourself those questions...because it
isn't just that you do not want to give up on him.  He can reach out and you would be
there...but this seems far more like you need him in your life...and I still do not get the
reason.  

I post the reasons in the other topic, but I could share more. It’s not about me not
wanting to let go, it’s about what I’m learning about FAs. That’s why I asked, if he is
more than FA? 

Isn’t poor communication one of the uniqueness when they are overwhelmed? That’s
why they drop out of plans, etc? He gave me an emoji when I said that would make me
happy, so he is replying, just not to all my bud, and isn’t that usual?
Ok...now I see the issue...you are using what you perceive as his attachment style to
justify his behavior.  Ok.  I will say this...the guy I was seeing is also FA and he has
responded to every text message of mine...so no...I don't think "not responding" is
usual.  I think he gave you a carrot because you asked for one...but I think you aren't
giving him a chance to show whether he does truly want to be friends because you are
doing all the work.  
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May 30, 2018 16:15:51 GMT tnr9 said:

May 30, 2018 15:55:42 GMT mistakes said:
I post the reasons in the other topic, but I could share more. It’s not about me not
wanting to let go, it’s about what I’m learning about FAs. That’s why I asked, if he is
more than FA? 

Isn’t poor communication one of the uniqueness when they are overwhelmed? That’s
why they drop out of plans, etc? He gave me an emoji when I said that would make me
happy, so he is replying, just not to all my bud, and isn’t that usual?
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Ok...now I see the issue...you are using what you perceive as his attachment style to
justify his behavior.  Ok.  I will say this...the guy I was seeing is also FA and he has
responded to every text message of mine...so no...I don't think "not responding" is
usual.  I think he gave you a carrot because you asked for one...but I think you aren't
giving him a chance to show whether he does truly want to be friends because you are
doing all the work.  

Because he asked me to be initiative right at the beginning, and already said that he
doesn’t respond well. So after the “honeymoon” beginning of the relationship, I’m not
sure of how to expect him “to do the work”?
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 3:03:50 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 1:48:53 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 16:15:51 GMT tnr9 said:
Ok...now I see the issue...you are using what you perceive as his attachment style to
justify his behavior.  Ok.  I will say this...the guy I was seeing is also FA and he has
responded to every text message of mine...so no...I don't think "not responding" is
usual.  I think he gave you a carrot because you asked for one...but I think you aren't
giving him a chance to show whether he does truly want to be friends because you are
doing all the work.  

Because he asked me to be initiative right at the beginning, and already said that he
doesn’t respond well. So after the “honeymoon” beginning of the relationship, I’m not
sure of how to expect him “to do the work”?
It seems to me that you have done enough initiating.....but it is up to you...seems you
want to keep at this even though his is not responding...good luck.
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Posts: 35 May 31, 2018 1:48:53 GMT mistakes said:
Because he asked me to be initiative right at the beginning, and already said that he
doesn’t respond well. So after the “honeymoon” beginning of the relationship, I’m not
sure of how to expect him “to do the work”?
It seems to me that you have done enough initiating.....but it is up to you...seems you
want to keep at this even though his is not responding...good luck.

Thanks for wishing me luck I really do need it. Let me clarify? Am I pursuing him so
that’s why you suggest me to stop, in order for him to feel better?

tnr9
God

Posts: 822 
Member is Online

How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 6:54:21 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 5:29:16 GMT mistakes said:

May 31, 2018 3:03:50 GMT tnr9 said:
It seems to me that you have done enough initiating.....but it is up to you...seems you
want to keep at this even though his is not responding...good luck.

Thanks for wishing me luck I really do need it. Let me clarify? Am I pursuing him so
that’s why you suggest me to stop, in order for him to feel better?
Let's stop making this about him for a minute.  There are so many men who would
absolutely love a girl who is willing to initiate things and never give up on them....and
the cool thing is that they would respond, they would show gratitude and you would not
have to visit a message board like this one and ask the same question in 6 different
ways.  While your heart is admirable...I question why you feel so very strongly about
questioning every comment and suggestion that you back off..that you actually leave
the door open but stop holding it...he has decided to not walk through for whatever
reason.  Sometimes..you have to give someone a reason to miss you...you are not
doing that if you are the one initiating. 
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 7:05:13 GMT by tnr9
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May 31, 2018 6:54:21 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 5:29:16 GMT mistakes said:
Thanks for wishing me luck I really do need it. Let me clarify? Am I pursuing him so
that’s why you suggest me to stop, in order for him to feel better?
Let's stop making this about him for a minute.  There are so many men who would
absolutely love a girl who is willing to initiate things and never give up on them....and
the cool thing is that they would respond, they would show gratitude and you would not
have to visit a message board like this one and ask the same question in 6 different
ways.  While your heart is admirable...I question why you feel so very strongly about
questioning every comment and suggestion that you back off..that you actually leave
the door open but stop holding it...he has decided to not walk through for whatever
reason.  Sometimes..you have to give someone a reason to miss you...you are not
doing that if you are the one initiating. 

Tnr9, really appreciate you are still being there for me, after I asked in 6 different ways
already  

It’s a family that I grew up with, seeing them in so much loneliness yet can’t break
through, but I’m lucky enough to have friends that didn’t give up on me, have all the
resources that got me where I am now, during the one month NC, it’s the worst feeling
to give up on gentle people that are overwhelmed by guilt and negativities. 

If only he would tell me that, reaching out to him is annoying that’s why he is not
responding. But knowing that he just doesn’t want to hurt me further, from what he
said the 3 times when he broke up with me, I’m really confused about what to do now,
because it just seems like a two extreme choice:
1. let him know that he could always text me. But that sounds like breaking my
promises to him, and reenforcung him to believe that he is not worthy to be loved. By
having this thought in me, I feels worst than tasting bread crumbs.

2. After sinking in the suggestions from you all, I stress of keep texting him once a
week regardless of his respond, I’ll leave more space in between texting to him? Since I
used to invited him to my place when we were friends, I’m hoping that I don’t invite
him anymore, yet I’ll reach out to him, he might get enough distance but know that I’ll
always be there for him?
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New Member
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JoanneG
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 1:58:39 GMT
Quote
Hi,

Recently going through a break up with avoidant personality. He seems to be on the
spectrum of things as he had a caring nature in the relationship with me and
seemed to try for quite sometime however towards the end just completely when
cold and distant. I am secure however as the "distancing" began my anxiety shot
up.

I felt like he wouldn't speak to me or allow me to speak to him. Sex became less
and less and he would avoid any kind of contact. He worked crazy hours and used
this as an excuse to avoid me. It was very hurtful. How can you have a relationship
and not invest some kind of time into it? Towards the end I feel like we would only
spend time together in a group situation. He seemed to just be irritated by
interaction with me.

Towards the end he just seemed very uninterested in me. I seemed to drain him . I
understand my anxiety was draining however I just wanted to spend time with him
even not physical but via phone calls and texting. 

We beat around the bush on the break up and towards the end he would only text
me. At the end nether of us broke up he just said "I hope we can still be friends".We
met up and just couldn't look at me and the interaction lasted about 10 seconds.
Very hard after a year. We were in a serious relationship and we'd met each others
friends and him some of my family. (Although he didn't introduce me to his family)

Looking back I see we never really made future plans although he used to reassure
me saying "you know you're the one for me"

I text after the meet up one night saying I missed him and he said he would call the
next day also saying "thats ok babe" which seemed warm however never called.

Do avoidants miss their exes? Is NC the best way to "get" to them? I wish he'd
come back so we can talk, however I'm not sure theres any point. It would feel good
if he made some contact so I know at some stage he did care about me. 

I feel like we only broke up over our fighting however nothing actually happened.
We fought over his inability to communicate with me. I miss him so much. He seems
to be fine and has never initiated contact. Its so sad. I know it will take time but I
just feel like it was a year of one big lie. These threads are making me feel better.
Thanks.

I wish there is something I could do to make him miss me. Even if I dont know. I
hope he does. Im sad for him because I feel like we had good things to make it
work. 
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He is a work a holic, he also has never had a serious girlfriend before. He seems to
allow his friends "use" him and people pleases however to me could rarely make a
lot of effort.
Thanks for your help.

HowPredictable1
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 5:25:09 GMT
tnr9 likes this
Quote
The way you describe the end of your 1-year relationship is almost identical to how
mine with a Dismissive Avoidant ended -- except it was after almost 4 years. The
inability to communicate, workaholism, the lack of concrete future plans, the slow
but confusingly-cheerful fade out.

My Ex gradually went distant on me, and when we formally agreed to end it he was
ice-cold and quite unrecognizable. I am now about 2 months NC, and although I did
show up unannounced to have a "closure" chat a few days after the breakup, it was
brief and very awkward and I fully expect that I will never see or hear from him
again.

I doubt he will miss or even remember much about me, because he has virtually
prided himself on how quickly he moves on from relationships, and how quickly he
forgets everything. From our discussions while dating he told me that he literally
doesn't remember anything about his past relationships at all, even the wife to
whom he was married for 20 years. 

So if your Ex is anything like mine, unfortunately I doubt you can hold out hope that
he will miss you, that he will confirm that he cared for you, or that he will ever want
to come back. I don't think NC affects them; because by the time they leave they
are so drained from the relationship's demands and so happy to be free of the
demands for intimacy and time together that they are just relieved to be out.

Sorry for what you are going through. I hope others can give you more hope, but
that's my experience at least.

HowPredictable1
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 11:13:12
GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
And something else: Rather than scheme to get my Ex back, I have been trying to
invest my time on looking inward, to figure out what it is about ME that allowed me
to stay so long in an unsatisfactory relationship. 

If your Ex is like mine, he did try hard with me, but he was a severe people-pleaser
and workaholic who routinely put everyone else ahead of my needs and even ahead
of his own. It was impossible to feel like a priority. Plus his communication skills
were simply unworkable. And of course the Avoidance was a problem. It wasn't a
great relationship. I should have left so much sooner, but some unhealthy need of
my one kept me there, hoping for change.

When you find yourself yearning to hear from him, just remember that: 1) if he was
not a good communicator during the relationship, you can't expect him to be one
now. He's not going to reach out to explain his reason for leaving, and he's not
going come back ready to talk through his issues and fears with you. 2) If he's
Avoidant, then he avoids everything emotional, including recognizing and coping
with his feelings now that you are broken up. If he was a workaholic when you
dated, you can be sure he's going to use that same workaholism to keep himself
busy from even thinking about your relationship, and how he feels about it or what
his role might have been.

That's what they do.
Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 11:57:32
GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
Thank you so much for replying. Really good of you. 

I know what you're saying is true. I am going to continue no contact and try to
focus on myself. I just feel so hurt that he cut me off so easily. I've had break ups
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Guest

before and they have been ok, hard but respectful of the other person. I am going
to keep my dignity. I am just so exhausted.I really hope I can get over this in time.

I can't look for him to give me any reassurance or niceties now that the relationship
is over.

When I look back at the relationship think it was in my head like a fantasy type and
he had actually been quite selfish all along.a lot of red flags Everything on his terms
so to speak. Attending events together, not spending a lot of time together, his
schedule bein prioritised etc. 

He also has a drug addiction which I have heard avoidants can have addictions
oftentimes. He also has a close female friend who I almost felt like he was using her
to get his emotional fix off of but can keep her there without any commitment or
responsibility which was very hurtful to me as they would contact each other a lot.
She seemed very jealous when him and I began our relationship and was not nice to
me at all however he just allowed it. 

He seems to have a good relationship with his parents and a good relationship with
his "friends" (although in my opinion they use him a lot of the time and he allows it)
which is confusing as I don't think he was abandoned when he was younger.

I just can't get my head around it.

Towards the end our sex life had diminished to nothing and it almost felt awkward
around each other. 

I wish he had regret for how he treated me or felt some kind of guilt. I know you
can't go around and do that to people and think it's ok. 

His friends were majority of the time rude to me and not including. He didn't seem
to have a backbone to stick up for the fact we were together. 

He had a lot of good traits too. Caring, loving however that seemed to go out the
window when he was through. His actions definitely never matched his words. He
had said to me before that he felt like he had "something wrong " with him. I
assume referring to his lack of emotion.

Do avoidants feel remorse ever? 

I am doing the right thing by keeping no contact yes? 

I sometimes wish I had avoidant style to anxious tendencies. Then at least it would
be easier.

Joanne G
Guest
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Quote
I should have ended things sooner too. For some reason I didn't. I don't think you
can feel bad for giving it your all though. When you care and love someone you
want to work through things. That's not needy but that's seeing the good in
someone. However I don't want to settle again and with those red flags I should
have probably ended things. I hope we both learn and bring this into our next
relationship.

Things will get easier I'm sure for us both.

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 14:11:46
GMT
Quote
Wow, sounds like we dated the same guy. 

* He also had the very close female friend, who was jealous and treated me rudely.
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They had dated before and I think she wanted to keep him as an option if she didn't
find someone better. He never had the backbone to confront her about her poor
treatment of me, and told me it was up to me to address it with her. 

* Although he made it look like he was working with me toward a future, the
relationship was ALWAYS on his terms because with this workaholism and people-
pleasing he always controlled the time we spent together.

* He also had a large group of friends and family, but they use and take advantage
of him at every turn. Again, he allows this... which gave him yet another excuse to
limit our time together.

* And yes, the sex dwindled to nothing, and was awkward and bad at the end, even
though we were together for years. So bad.

Please keep NC, Joanne. You are and I are telling the virtually identical story, except
I wasted three extra years of my life on this guy. Be happy you're out, even if you
didn't end it. It was not going to get better. You are grieving the fantasy of What
Might Have Been.

As for myself, in all honesty, I've gotten past missing HIM (and breaking NC is not
even tempting)... now I'm just spending my time figuring out my part of it and what
kept me working on this and hoping to get a relationship out of someone who
proved very early on that he did not have the capability. 

That's all on me, and I don't want to make that mistake ever again. You will get
there too.

annieb
Junior Member

Posts: 51
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I've also broken up with an avoidant, and have been NC for 7 weeks. There really
isn't anything you can do for the avoidant to "miss you", they don't have the
feelings of a securely attached person. Whenever I used to get back with my
avoidant, I would get some kind of stunted version of him, and he made in his head
that I was some kind of stunted version of me. Their perception of the other person
is very different than if they were a secure. They put huge obstacles in their way to
like or love you, including devaluing you in their minds. They do not think highly and
greatly of you because that would be dangerous, because they could potentially fall
in love with you and avoidants just don't do that. I am myself a FA, and I get into
the same traps all the time. I hardly ever miss an ex because I really cut them off
and cut them out of my life, unless they have activated my attachment system, an
turned me into an anxious preocupied, which is what my dismissive avoidant has
done.

annieb
Junior Member

Posts: 51
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*which is what I have done. It is all my doing, that's the biggest hurdle to
overcome.
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It sounds like we were all dating the same person! 
I was with my ex for 4 years and the last year was horrendous, but looking back the
red flags were there from day one and it got progressively worse. I'm a secure but
as time went on and became anxious. There were times when I felt close to him but
again looking back they were barely there. 
I think subconsciously I knew there was as something wrong, I used to say he was a
fake and that he didn't love me, I was most definitely low on his priorities, excluded
from things, his parents treated me terribly and he did nothing about it, in
arguments he would bring up a girl he worked with and how much he liked her, he
told me I was trying to mound him into what I wanted (not true) and his favourite
phrases were, ' I don't care, I don't give a f**k, it's my life I'll do what I want, if you
don't like it you can f**k off! ' Along with, you can't control me. 
Baring in mind, even after 4 years we only saw each other twice a week,
occasionally 3 times! 
The only time he was vulnerable was a couple of times when he thought I was going
to end it, he begged me to stay with him, that he would get help for his anger issues
and that I was the best thing to happen to him and he was the worst thing to
happen to me. So on some level he knew he wasn't right. 
I think my ex was more fearful avoidant but still had traits of dismissive. When he
broke up with me I of course got the blame. 
Maybe if your ex is FA, he will miss you but because of the insecurity I can't imagine
he will come back. 
It's 10 months on for me and I'm over him, but still recovering from the head mess
from him.

HowPredictable1
Guest
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I'm Avoidant myself, probably a mix of FA and DA, but when faced with his very
strong Dismissive tendencies I went deep into an Anxious attachment style. And
that took on a life of its own, and kept me invested long after I should have been.

Funny enough, when cleaning out old mementos I came across an e-mail I had
written him several years ago, at a point where we were barely 1 year into the
almost 4-year connection it turned out to be. In the note I pointed out his struggles
with poor attachment everywhere in his life. His family relationships, his work
relationships, his past dating history, rapid disconnections, aloofness, etc. 

It was all right there in front of me, actually written BY ME, and yet I didn't heed the
warnings I noticed myself. As AnnieB says, these partners trigger our own
attachment systems and childhood wounds, and so it's extra hard to get out even
when you know you should.

PS. Sam: I only saw me Ex twice a week as well, despite having a long relationship.
I always pressed for more time together, but then again I have to wonder whether
secretly (with my own FA/DA style) I was actually more comfortable with it than I
like to admit.

sam
Junior Member
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May 22, 2017 17:28:05 GMT HowPredictable1 said:
I'm Avoidant myself, probably a mix of FA and DA, but when faced with his very
strong Dismissive tendencies I went deep into an Anxious attachment style. And
that took on a life of its own, and kept me invested long after I should have been.

Funny enough, when cleaning out old mementos I came across an e-mail I had
written him several years ago, at a point where we were barely 1 year into the
almost 4-year connection it turned out to be. In the note I pointed out his struggles
with poor attachment everywhere in his life. His family relationships, his work
relationships, his past dating history, rapid disconnections, aloofness, etc. 

It was all right there in front of me, actually written BY ME, and yet I didn't heed the
warnings I noticed myself. As AnnieB says, these partners trigger our own
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attachment systems and childhood wounds, and so it's extra hard to get out even
when you know you should.

PS. Sam: I only saw me Ex twice a week as well, despite having a long relationship.
I always pressed for more time together, but then again I have to wonder whether
secretly (with my own FA/DA style) I was actually more comfortable with it than I
like to admit.

sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60
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Hi HowPredictable1 
Its weird isn't it, how we know something isn't right but keep going, I guess it's
because you get the occasional glimpse of what they could be and ignore the reality.

My ex actually said to me a long time before he ended it......'you've given up but
you haven't realised it yet' ........ why did he stay with me then if he felt like that? I
think I did start to detach about a year before it ended. And the last couple of weeks
he kind of became anxious, kept asking me if I loved him, said that I hated him,
wanted to book a weekend away with me, talked about a holiday for this year? I'd
had a dream I was getting married and he kept asking who I was marrying. Very
strange. 
Does this sound like a FA? 
How did you as a FA/DA respond in relationships? 

howpredictable
Junior Member

Posts: 81
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May 23, 2017 20:04:51 GMT sam said:
Hi HowPredictable1 

How did you as a FA/DA respond in relationships? 
This is a timely question, because I'm dealing with this now. Having ended the
relationship with the DA recently, I now have some new guys sniffing around,
wanting to get to know me and I presume go on  dates.  At least so far, they seem
"normal" (i.e. not DA or Anxious) .... and they are already driving me crazy, I am
starting to feel caged and trapped.

It's not that they are needy, it's just that their persistence and attention is making
me feel suffocated. They text daily, and one just called as well for what turned out
to be a 20-minute chat. In order to break my own Avoidant habits, I actually forced
myself to answer the phone, whereas my usual approach would be to dodge his calls
for a day or two.  

I am starting to feel a sense of generalized anxiety already.  It's not that I want to
be left alone... but I sort of do, if that makes sense.  Perhaps it's that I don't like the
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feeling of not being in control.  I have been called a "moving target" by the men I
have dated in the past, because I'm hard to reach and hard to pin down.

It's funny, how the tables turn so quickly..... the Ex Dismissive would not text or call
me sometimes for two days, and it was a huge issue for me, it triggered my Anxious
Attachment issues severely.  Yet here only a few weeks later, I am on the other side
of the same equation.  

sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60
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It's really interesting to hear it from the side of an avoidant. 
It actually sounds like you live in confusion, wanting the relationships but when you
get them pushing them away. 
Also that before anything has happened with the new guys your anxiety is kicking in
already, sabotaging before anything has begun. 

I'm a secure but as time went on I became anxious. 

My ex did exactly that at the start, told me he couldn't give me what I wanted (I
hadn't asked for anything) and if I met someone that could to go for it with them.
As time went on he said 'why does it have to go anywhere' told me that he thought
relationships weren't meant to last because people can't be trusted, put down
friends of his who were in relationships saying they changed and stopped going out
because of the women they were with! 
I also found that he had to put me down to feel better about himself, he was always
trying to outdo me. He also criticised me and lectured me. 

I totally understand how you describe it's like a control thing, if me and my ex had
an argument he would completely shut down on me, he would refuse to see me,
even if we had plans that night, we would argue and then as soon as I gave up
arguing and said fine I'll go out with friends then, he would panic and turn anxious
and say 'don't do anything silly' (like cheating). 
And I'm guessing that's why he changed after I started to detach, he became more
insecure and anxious and strangely more attentive, actually asking my opinion
rather than just doing what he wanted. 
My ex actually broke up with me but blamed me saying ' he would have done
anything for me, despite the bravado I was his world and he loved me so much, but
now he had no idea what he was doing' 
Is this something you would 'feel' after a break up. Like, now it's over you can allow
yourself to feel that because there's no threat? 
Do you miss your ex? I've read that after time and distance an avoidant sees their
ex as some kind of hero and even if they don't get in touch thinks about them
incessantly? Do you ever go after someone you meet or is it always them that
pursue you? From reading a lot I'm guessing you wouldn't persue someone for fear
of rejection? 
These boards have really helped me and thank you for talking about what it's like to
be and avoidant. You've made a step in the right direction by trying to resist not
picking up the phone to this guy. 
And without being intrusive I'm guessing somewhere in your past you've been
controlled by someone which is why you resist relationships. My ex was completely
controlled by his parents.

sam
Junior Member
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Quote
Just to add, about a year before it ended, my ex told me that it scared him how
much he loved me, to me that's strange because I think that being in love and
loving someone can be amazing. 
But it clearly scared him and to be honest the last year was horrendous and looking
back a living hell for me.
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How do you get out of a dismissive state with someone?

1

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

If you're in a dismissive state with someone, how do you reclaim desire or
intimacy? 
Do you act like you feel more than you feel in the hopes you'll start feeling it
again? 

I know there are entire books written on this topic, but when I read them, it feels
like they're giving tiny steps that would never really get one to fully climb the
mountain required to get there. 

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 280 

For me, a bit of physical distance awakens my desire. So for example, a boyfriend
going away for a weekend in the woods with his guy friends while I can be home
and take a bubble bath and read a new novel. Upon his return, I definitely want to
cuddle and make love.

To make it happen, I would honestly state that I really miss my own company, and
while he is lovely just as he is, I want to spend some time on my own. I would also
say that he is extra sexy when he has been doing his own thing.

I would not act like I feel more as I really value being honest and honesty also
helps me feel good about myself and the relationship. Now, while honest, I would
be diplomatic and not mention any feelings that are likely to be hurtful to hear. I
would not mention disgust even if I felt it. (Having healed a lot, I quite rarely feel
disgust anymore. I feel tense and am aware that this is the need to be alone. I
respect my needs so that the feeling of disgust need not come up for me.) It would
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Member is Online
not be helpful to mention. Acting like I feel more would be disrespectful to myself
and dishonest to my partner. This would actually de a recipe for repulsion.

If I would live with a man, I would beforehand negotiate regular alonetime. A
couple in my circle has done this. They each have a day off every week when the
other is working. Having a system like this in place would really help. Or living
apart together, in the same neighbourhood, and having a few steady date nights.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

All of the people that I have "dismissed", hurt me in ways that I did not find
repairable. I do not want to get out of a dismissive state with them. Those that
have been kind, supportive, and good for me, I don't dismiss.

tnr9
God

Posts: 822

Removing as I forgot this was DA support section and I don't know how to delete
this.

Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 23:07:45 GMT by tnr9

yasmin
God

Once my switch has been flipped and I have distanced myself from a person, I can
never get it back.

This is one very sad aspect of my character, as due to my avoidance I am often
not sure the other person is often aware they are pushing me too far until it's too
late. I feel quite sad when I feel it is happenning because I know the relationship is
about to be over and the other person seems unaware. I try to tell them, but for
whatever reason they don't seem to really understand.

Almost invariably, people are then devastated to meet my cold side where they are
practically dead to me, but it's a switch I can't control and once they have pushed
that button then there is absolutely no way back.
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Reply

Posts: 535 The disassociation element is so strong that I can look at a photo of them and
have practically no memory of ever having known the person, almost like a
character on the TV or in a book it feels unreal that I ever knew them and I don't
remember their voice, face or how I felt. It just shuts down.
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FAs who still long to reach out

1

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

To start... I'm not sure why I am writing this out here. I guess I feel partially
embarrassed to share any more of my story with my ex-FA with my friends - I
almost feel ashamed for having the feelings I have for this man. I also feel like I
have some sort of impediment since finding out I am semi-FA and really want to
work on myself so as to not unintentionally hurt anyone like I have just been.

I contacted my ex recently after months of absolute silence. I have never, ever
done this before with any ex, normally I am able to walk away with no regrets if I
did the dumping, or get over the feelings after a period of limerence if I'm the
dumped one. And it's no contact forever.

To my surprise, he responded positively and ended up calling me and talking for a
long time on the phone. I really did not expect that, I thought months of silence
was a sign I really meant absolutely nothing to him after the half year of push/pull.
We went from everyday to nothing, he faded away and said he didn't feel anything
for me anymore (total opposite story the day before), and I established NC. At the
time it absolutely killed me to do it, I didn't really know whether to believe him or
not, but I didn't think I could take the anxiety anymore. As the silence continued, I
began to accept what he said must have been true.

He still treated me like I was his other half when we talked. I don't understand this
behaviour, especially because this seemed to be the first conversation where he
fully acknowledged I was his girlfriend rather than his friend in the short time we
were together, the one tiny bit of validation he continually denied me. I had to
remind him that he said he only wants to be friends, and that friends don't treat
each other like lovers. He said he really missed me and was so happy I had
contacted, asked me if we could meet. I evaded the question as I really didn't
know how to feel at that time.

We have now been in semi texting contact for a few weeks. I don't really know
how to proceed. I'm trying to live in the moment and also move forward, have
compassion while letting go and keeping the door open - to other men and him -
and I'm not sure how to succeed in this. Has anyone else managed to do this while
in contact with their ex?

I don't want to avoid my feelings and admitting that I may love this man has been
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tnr9 and bedlam71 like this

Quote

very painful for me as I constantly doubt his intentions and I feel that I should
trust my judgement - that he does have feelings for me that he has now locked
away and doesn't know how to deal with healthily as he tries to face his demons.

I have also never admitted to his face the depth of my feelings, the thought
terrifies me, and I don't want to terrify him! Does any other FA clam up like this
even when they know they feel it?

I thought becoming aware that I am FA would help me decipher more of his
inconsistent behaviour but it really hasn't. I guess we really are enigmas to
everyone else.

I know this was long, thank you for reading everyone.

Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 at 1:24pm by gecko

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 181

Apr 29, 2018 at 12:54pm gecko said:

To start... I'm not sure why I am writing this out here. I guess I feel
partially embarrassed to share any more of my story with my ex-FA with
my friends - I almost feel ashamed for having the feelings I have for this
man. I also feel like I have some sort of impediment since finding out I am
semi-FA and really want to work on myself so as to not unintentionally hurt
anyone like I have just been.

I contacted my ex recently after months of absolute silence. I have never,
ever done this before with any ex, normally I am able to walk away with no
regrets if I did the dumping, or get over the feelings after a period of
limerence if I'm the dumped one. And it's no contact forever.

To my surprise, he responded positively and ended up calling me and
talking for a long time on the phone. I really did not expect that, I thought
months of silence was a sign I really meant absolutely nothing to him after
the half year of push/pull. We went from everyday to nothing, he faded
away and said he didn't feel anything for me anymore (total opposite story
the day before), and I established NC. At the time it absolutely killed me to
do it, I didn't really know whether to believe him or not, but I didn't think I
could take the anxiety anymore. As the silence continued, I began to accept
what he said must have been true.

He still treated me like I was his other half when we talked. I don't
understand this behaviour, especially because this seemed to be the first
conversation where he fully acknowledged I was his girlfriend rather than
his friend in the short time we were together, the one tiny bit of validation
he continually denied me. I had to remind him that he said he only wants to
be friends, and that friends don't treat each other like lovers. He said he
really missed me and was so happy I had contacted, asked me if we could
meet. I evaded the question as I really didn't know how to feel at that time.

We have now been in semi texting contact for a few weeks. I don't really
know how to proceed. I'm trying to live in the moment and also move
forward, have compassion while letting go and keeping the door open - to
other men and him - and I'm not sure how to succeed in this. Has anyone
else managed to do this while in contact with their ex?

I don't want to avoid my feelings and admitting that I may love this man
has been very painful for me as I constantly doubt his intentions and I feel
that I should trust my judgement - that he does have feelings for me that
he has now locked away and doesn't know how to deal with healthily as he
tries to face his demons.

I have also never admitted to his face the depth of my feelings, the thought
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ocarina likes this

Quote

Hello Gecko - I think awareness is part of the key - but in all honesty, inconsistent
behaviour is inconsistent behaviour and before you jump back in, or even dip your
toe in, it would pay to ask yourself if anything has really changed.

It doesn't matter if or how much he loves you - if he is unable to make a
commitment to work through his own issues you will continue to be constantly in
limbo. Perhaps your clamming up is actually self protection and boundary setting.
It sounds as though his behaviour has made you feel unsafe in the past and in all
honesty, I suspect your own fearfulness may have grounds in reality.

Unless both parties are willing to be totally vulnerable and commit to making the
relationship work, it's likely to continue in a painful cycle. The point is he may well
miss you, love you to the end of the earth, be head over heals that you have
contacted him - but this makes no difference to the essential issue that he has left
you feeling confused and unloved. FAs tend to be attracted to other FAs - there's a
certain feeling of being at home with someone who's not quite all in - so feelings of
being smothered don't surface. This doesn't mean it's healthy - relationships really
do require consistent caring and compassionate understanding and this requires a
real degree of self examination on both parts - Anne posted a great list of what it
means to be secure recently on the Secure page of this forum. Worth a look.

I am FA and have been in a relationship with another FA who adores me for many
years - it's been painful and destructive and I have been in your position more
times than I would like to admit.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Thanks ocarina , I have read a number of your posts about your ex, I am amazed
you endured so many years of it, but also now understand going through this how
people can feel stuck.

Unloved and unsafe hits the nail on the head. I also feel like nothing has changed,
judging by how he was on the phone, it's like he had reset all the painful
interactions and his maltreatment towards me. I guess that's why I won't meet
him in person or jump back into old communication patterns, I'm so scared of
reliving that nightmare even though the ending was so abrupt and shocking for
me.

I recently tried to introduce him to attachment theory and he told me he asked his
therapist about it who doesn't know what it's about! He also thinks therapy is not
helping him and I would have to agree, but I don't want to do his research for him
because I feel if he was compelled enough to get the right help, he would endlessly
search for it rather than hide in a hole going through the motions just to say he is
trying.

I know he is trying to change and that I cannot change him myself, but I always
feel a struggle with not wanting to 'abandon' him, not wanting him to forget about
me, and wanting to protect myself. He often tells me feels he has no one and
doesn't know how to find help to get 'better', but I'm not sure I know how to be
supportive without having my heart invested or being crushed if he moves onto
someone else - while telling me this whole while he can't be with me because of
himself, not me.

I'm very sad our relationship didn't work out. I was so secure at first, and it was
the first time I felt like I was jumping into something fearlessly, so living the
demise of it hurt more than I could imagine. It's crazy to me to witness how much

terrifies me, and I don't want to terrify him! Does any other FA clam up like
this even when they know they feel it?

I thought becoming aware that I am FA would help me decipher more of his
inconsistent behaviour but it really hasn't. I guess we really are enigmas to
everyone else.

I know this was long, thank you for reading everyone.
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via mobile

Quote

May 2, 2018 at 4:49pm
Quote

of his life he is willing to let pass by driven by fear - weeks turn into months turn
into years of pain - but maybe I should take my own advice too and not waste
anymore time living my life with the fear of losing him once and for all. He's
already gone after all.

Last Edit: May 1, 2018 at 3:11pm by gecko

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

You opened Pandora’s box. Why did you open Pandora’s box? You want him but
you don’t. He’s the same as you. I have no idea why people try to reach out if they
don’t except it themselves that the whole reason they’re doing it is to try and
reconcile things. Clearly that’s how you feel emotionally, but the logical side of
your brain is trying to make yourself understand that this next time around the
actions will be the same as before which will ultimately lead you to breaking up
again. However it’s also clear that you both care deeply about one another. So
both of you stop putting up roadblocks and give it another shot, try and be open
and communicate exactly how you feel so if it doesn’t work out again you know
that you gave it your best.

Last Edit: May 2, 2018 at 3:43pm by scheme00

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

You're right scheme00, it is my competing sides of the brain telling me what I want
versus what is better for me. I do want to reconcile deep down - I realised this as
he called me a 'friend' the other day and I cringed and hated the sound of it - but I
don't know how to go about it or if it's the right time. I guess that's why I am here.

I actually unleashed a lot of my hidden rage on him last night after what I believe
was another test to manipulate me. I thought that would be the official end of us,
and no coming back from the things I said, I was always terrified of saying these
things but I'd had enough. To my surprise, that ended up in a 2 hour convo where
he went from being impossible and in denial of his maltreatment of me to a gentle
child and opening up like he doesn't to anyone else, admitting a lot of what I said
is true about him and how he is lost and scared. Actually, it was deja vu of the
time I actually did leave, and he came beating down my door.

God, it's just impossible. I know reading this sounds like I enjoy the drama of it all
but I don't. I absolutely hate it and all I want is to have a steady progressive
relationship with HIM, but why does it have to explode like this before he will let
me in? Shouldn't that type of criticism repel someone?

I could ask the same thing of myself really - why on earth do I still care when he

May 2, 2018 at 3:43pm scheme00 said:

You opened Pandora’s box. Why did you open Pandora’s box? You want him
but you don’t. He’s the same as you. I have no idea why people try to reach
out if they don’t except it themselves that the whole reason they’re doing it
is to try and reconcile things. Clearly that’s how you feel emotionally, but
the logical side of your brain is trying to make yourself understand that this
next time around the actions will be the same as before which will
ultimately lead you to breaking up again. However it’s also clear that you
both care deeply about one another. So both of you stop putting up
roadblocks and give it another shot, try and be open and communicate
exactly how you feel so if it doesn’t work out again you know that you gave
it your best.
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tnr9, bedlam71, and 1 more like this

Quote

May 5, 2018 at 2:29pm
 
yasmin likes this

Quote

May 6, 2018 at 8:09am
 
via mobile

 
gecko likes this

Quote

has been so cruel? I can't even answer that, I really don't know, I've never felt this
way about someone before.

I have read your posts. I know you have a lot of insight into this. I always thought
I was so direct and open with my communication, I don't mince words because I
don't know how, but it seems like he only stops being unreasonable when I've
stopped walking on eggshells and given him a good lashing of how selfish he is,
and expect him to bolt licking his wounds. But then he turns around and shows the
vulnerability I've been so starved of. Then I don't know whether it's a game or I'm
just as bad as him!

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

I think the key to being FA is to remember that you're also part AP. 

We're not generally needy people - we can live without relationships - we can walk
away easily - but this ONE person has a pull on us. The answer to why is, I think,
that we are ALSO partly AP and this person, this particular person has triggered
that side of us so we want to keep going back for more in the hope that maybe
this time it will be different.

I think you can desire someone's love even when they're not fully giving it, or
when that love hurts and harms (we learned this with our parents didn't we?) but I
am not sure it's ever going to be the RIGHT love. the right love has surely got to
be one without that price tag.

I get your pain - the only person I have really attached to in a decade was an FA
and he pulled a lot of these same moves on me and still does / would if I allowed
it. I think it's only in distance that you can really keep the AP side at bay and have
your logic and reason take hold and remind you of what love should feel like (not
an uphill struggle or a begging mission).

As to whether I clam up or not. Hmm.... there's very few times I am not in control
of the relationship so mostly I don't feel vulnerable (I hardly allow it) but when I
do feel vulnerable then yes, it is very hard for me to express ANY of my feelings.
Anger, love, what I want, how much they are hurting me. Why? I honestly think
because in my head I am not worthy of love and the person is sure to reject me.

Isn't this all the heart of FA attachment? Distancing from everyone and then
feeling immensely vulnerable in the face of the person who's penetrated the shell?

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 181

Yasmin - you have again, hit the nail of the head for me. The penetration of the
perma coating is just so very very painful and difficult to endure - but also dfficult
to let go.

It's a shame that so often us FAs allow the vulnerability to surface in the face of
those who are actually a risk to our emotional health rather that the secure save
individuals who have earned our trust.

My FA is back again and I am celebrating the fact that this time round I actually
feel very little - excitement and suspense seem to have dissipated an I feel kind of
well - what now? This is a big step forward, I have let go of the hope that things
will be different, have begun to genuinely forge my own life, I feel and look better
than I did before and am no longer willing to sacrifice myself and my own
happiness for him. Vulnerability is a great gift - but learning when to trust and
when to remain guarded is a crucial skill too.

nottheonion
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Quote
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Quote
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via mobile

Quote

New Member

Posts: 40

Your post reminds me of my situation. I’m seeing my FA casually (I’m either a FA
or anxious avoidant). From my point of view, it’s going way better than us being in
a relationship. We still act like a couple in a way (but no expression of feelings
toward each other. No excessive romantic gestures. No commitment). I feel
relieved. I feel that this is what I and possibly both of us can handle right now. 

Do I still have feelings for him? Maybe. But I don’t feel it at the moment. I don’t
feel it anymore. I’ve been surpressing it for far too long. The intense feelings we
both had for each other was way too much for me. I guess we both had to escape.
We both had to retreat back to the little cave where both of us rather fantaisized
about our exes and the possibility of the one rather than facing the reality. You
could also say we’re just “not meant to be” “not compatible”. But we have no real
difference in values or life goals. We both want the same things. We both enjoy the
same things. We both have similar personalities in a way. But for some reasons,
we’re not “right” for each other. I don’t know why. It just feels wrong. 

It all feels so confusing and I just wanna put it on the back burner. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

nottheonion - I can relate to this. You know how everyone says trust your 'gut'
feeling? Sometimes I don't even know what my gut is telling me anymore. It is all
so confusing indeed, and I feel like always giving up - but is that really the solution
when it feels like running away and going through Groundhog Day again?

Last Edit: May 8, 2018 at 1:56am by gecko

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Very wise words yasmin. I know I shouldn't have to beg or convince someone - so
far I think I haven't, but I also don't know if I've given it my all to make my
feelings known or make him feel safe to come out (if that's how he really feels). I
have heard someone say when you are in love or feel loved, you should feel at
peace. I know what this feels like, it's what I once had with my secure ex. I wish I
could find that again.

mrob
Full Member

I’ve only had that once in my life, and that was for a short time.

May 6, 2018 at 8:09am nottheonion said:

But for some reasons, we’re not “right” for each other. I don’t know
why. It just feels wrong. 

May 2, 2018 at 5:13pm yasmin said:

I think it's only in distance that you can really keep the AP side at bay and
have your logic and reason take hold and remind you of what love should
feel like (not an uphill struggle or a begging mission).
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mrob likes this

Quote

May 10, 2018 at 1:24am
Quote

Posts: 180

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

I had it once before too mrob it felt very different. I've made the decision not to
enter into any relationships that make me feel anything other than peaceful.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I don’t trust my gut feeling anymore. Being avoidant, gut feeling just means
anxiety. I prefer to use logic when my gut is trying to tell me something.

gecko
Junior Member

May 8, 2018 at 1:55am gecko said:

nottheonion - I can relate to this. You know how everyone says trust your
'gut' feeling? Sometimes I don't even know what my gut is telling me
anymore. It is all so confusing indeed, and I feel like always giving up - but
is that really the solution when it feels like running away and going through
Groundhog Day again?

May 6, 2018 at 8:09am nottheonion said:

But for some reasons, we’re not “right” for each other. I
don’t know why. It just feels wrong. 
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tnr9 and flic like this

Quote

Reply

Posts: 51

I feel lost and don't know what to do.

The wanting/not wanting to see him is crippling and taking hold of me again.

I just don't know how to push through because I know he won't change. Yet, I
can't stop feeling like I didn't do everything, didn't say everything, to know I tried
my best.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Hang in there. It really takes two. If this was someone you could have a healthy
relationship with, you wouldn't have to "try your best"-- they would still be there. 

I'm not sure how one can make one's self stop trying. At some point one is just
ready to stop. For me, it becomes an awareness of the accumulated cost it takes
for me to keep trying when the other person isn't also trying. Eventually even the
hope, even the possibility-- even if it seems like such a worthy possibility-- is no
longer worth the cost.
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tnr9 likes this

Quote

My AP thinking is at it again.

1

tnr9
God

Posts: 822

So I had a rather stressful event happen and I notice that when I get stressed,
obviously I get triggered and when I am triggered I want to have interaction with
B.  So one thing I do is go to his FB page...and I look at where people are on his
friend list..and for some reason my brain thinks there is a pattern to where people
are...as opposed to some rather arbitrary calculation that does not have anything
to do with how important a person is.  I also noticed that he hasn't been on IM and
neither has a mutual female friend..so of course my AP brain wants to link them
together because of this shared.."not being on messenger" moment.  Ugh...but in
a self loving way.  Just owning it.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 97

Props to you for owning it, writing it out, and the self love.

Searching for patterns, you'll always find them, even if they are not patterns at all.
Coincidence is like that 
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I would love to have an on/off switch for the pattern making aspect of my
brain....but alas..my model of AP did not come with that feature.
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yesterday at 4:39am flic said:

Props to you for owning it, writing it out, and the self love.

Searching for patterns, you'll always find them, even if they are not
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anne12
Full Member

Spotting a secure partner May 30, 2018 15:12:59 GMT
Quote
The secure partner in relationship attachment science is a partner who is
comfortable with closeness and intimacy in relationships and is usually consistent in
their feelings and actions concerning their relationship. A person with a secure
attachment style may not be the most “exciting”, but their straightforward and open
manner creates a comfortable atmosphere and is an asset to the health and stability
of a relationship.

Secure partner are luckily fairly common in the population — one out of every two
people has a secure relationship style. The bad news is that people with a secure
style tend to find a partner early on and stay with them for a long time. So if you’re
dating it may not be easy to find them. There are some out there though, and you
may even be in a relationship with one. Here are some signs of a potential secure
partner that you may want to look out for:

1. Discusses plans and makes decisions with you

The partner with a secure attachment style will rarely make important decisions
about the relationship by themselves. Instead they wait and ask for your input, and
make decisions that take your views into account.

2. Doesn’t believe relationships are hard work

Secure partners tend to be satisfied with their relationships, even during rough
times. They don’t dwell on small problems or talk about how difficult relationships
are. They are open to starting a relationship even when their life circumstances or
potential partner aren’t “perfect”.

3. Trustworthy and reliable

When a person with a secure relationship style says they will do something for you,
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Posts: 247

the chances are that they will. If they can’t follow through on a promise or plan they
made, they will explain why, usually in advance.

4. Compromise

In disagreements secure partners like to reach compromise. They are less concerned
with proving themselves right (and you wrong) than they are with understanding
your point of view and coming to a mutually satisfying agreement.

5. Comfortable with commitment and intimacy

Secure partners don’t mind the closeness created by a long-term relationship. They
don’t worry that you’re cutting down on their freedom or trying to trap them (as an
avoidant partner might) or that you might find them inadequate or reject them (as
an anxious partner might).

6. Effectively communicates

Partners with a secure relationship style share their feelings and opinion in a clear
and straightforward way. They don’t expect you to guess what they are feeling or
create a scene to get your attention. They are also clear about where the
relationship is headed.

7. Flexible and open to adjustment

Secure partners aren’t looking for a certain kind of partner or relationship. They
have a few basic requirements but they are open to various people and
arrangements. In addition, they aren’t threatened by criticism and are willing to
reconsider their actions.

The secure partner is not perfect — they have their flaws like everyone does. But a
secure partner not only helps to create a healthy relationship but works to keep it
that way for the long term.

anne12
Full Member
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Quote
EX: Men treating their women like "royalty"

Steve (Miranda)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxJQLQA5mEg

Harry (Charlotte)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPuYDn80KZI

Smith Jerrod (Samantha)
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnZkp6fgxZw

MAFS US, Season 1, Doug (Jamie)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvlrpO8ddp8
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUZIqTQu0eY
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Full Member
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Quote
Great thread, Love SATC

So if Steve, Harry and Smith were secure, which attachment style are Miranda,
Charlotte and Samantha?

And...does a man like Smith Jerrod really exist?

anne12
Full Member
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Spotting a secure partner May 31, 2018 16:34:15 GMT
Quote
I would think that Miranda is more or less to the DA-side. (not that emotional, uses
logic). Steve softens her. 

I also think Samantha is more to the DA side (a lot of sex and dumps the guys after
sex)

From my point of view Charlotte is more to the AP side. 

What is wrong with Smith Jerrod?
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Spotting a secure partner May 31, 2018 17:09:27 GMT via mobile
Quote
Absolutely nothing!
Waiting for Samantha like that, such a beautiful and loving attitude. 
They were my favourite couple throughout the show. 
And makes me realise that younger men can be good partners to older women. I
just wouldn’t go there, had a terrible experience and not that open minded and
confident like Samantha.
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Carry is totally A-P right? And Big a DA?
How about Aiden? I don’t remember much. Excuse to watch again: research

anne12
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Quote
With Carrie Aiden seams a bit on the AP side. 

About Carrie and Mr. Big
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More about trauma May 31, 2018 14:34:09 GMT
Quote
Problems about love, self-esteem and stress can stem from imbalances caused by
trauma. Imbalances that make us react improperly. Or that drains us for energy and
joy of life.

If you have worked with yourself and have been in therapy for years without getting
well - it may be due to shock trauma. If they are not healed, the rest can not really
be good. It corresponds to having a poor foundation house that you are just building
upstairs.

Causes:

chock trauma and overwhelmingness

association trauma

bullying

adoption

accident, operation, assault, assault, etc.

symptoms:

problems with love and relationship

lack of self-esteem

stagnancy

life is a struggle

weight problems

stress

anxiety
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anne12
Full Member

Posts: 247

PTSD

chronic fatigue (s syndrome)

whiplash etc.

Ac wider definition of trauma:

A trauma is any event that breaks through the body's stimulus barrier and
leads to overwhelming feelings of helplessness. Freud

We are being traumatized if our ability to respond to a single threat is overwhelmed
in one way or another (too much, to intense, too early) Peter Levine

If you ask most attatchmenttherapists if their clients have experienced trauma, most
respond no.

Trauma is something we associate with violent events. Typically, we are thinking of
assault, rape, incest, maltreatment, torture and war. That's certainly the case too.

At the same time, trauma and trauma symptoms can be attributed to much more
common events. It's typical:

traffic accident

operations

death of close
relatives
serious disease

decrease

loss of af partner / work / economy

violent stress

emotionally difficult situations in childhood such as bullying, drama, threatening or
unpredictable atmosphere in the home, abusive parents, neglect of care or parents'
quarrels and fights (which can be done very quietly, the mood is still recorded by the
children). Yes, even so loving parents who are heavily stressed can be a burden for
the children.

These examples give far from always trauma, but there is a risk that they can.

The more one's own nervous system has been out without good support and
presence (especially in childhood), the greater the tendency to be stressed and
things can turn as trauma and stiffness in the nervous system.

In shock trauma, the instinctive level of us has perceived the situation as life-
threatening.
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Emotional overwhelming can give some of the same symptoms as real chock
trauma.

When we experience chock trauma, it is common to dissociate.

That means we stop feeling ourselves. The more dissociated we are, the harder it
will be to feel the body. And if we finally notice something, it can be uncomfortable.
Before that, we typically come into contact with the feelings or the mood that was
the reason that we initially closed off to feel.

If you have trauma, you will usually also have other symptoms besides dissociation.

Some of these are acute, while others develop over time. They can turn out for
years after the actual trauma, sometimes 30-40 years later. 

Diane Poole  Heller
Peter Levine
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sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 9

Hi ocarina and thankyou for that ...i know what your saying and yes i do feel
rejected over and over when he ignores me and the thing is he kniws thus which
makes me wonder why i think im losing something valuable, this man caused me
so much confusion and pain, but i let myself down too because i allowed it...
I suppose i struggle to stick by a decision as in 
1. Should i be compassionate and supportive as he obviously has issues..so i shld
be there even if he behaves badly .
Or
2. I should stop making excuses for him because he knows hes hurting me but
chooses to carry on so i deserve better! So i should walk away ...im torn as to
what the secure reaction would be ..rise above and have empathy or walk away.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 281

You are sweet Anne!
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Showing interest when dating
7 hours ago  via mobile

Quote

The triggering aspect of silence
7 hours ago  tnr9 likes this

Quote

anne12
Full Member

Posts: 247

Akward can be fun!! Most men loves women, who are able to laugh. Have fun girl!
m.youtube.com/watch?v=PIb6AZdTr-A

Last Edit: 6 hours ago by anne12

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 181

Apologies I am not Yasmin.... but as her attachment style twin, maybe this might
help.

None of what he thinks or why or how you should react matters here.

What does matter is how you feel - it doesn't matter why he has ignored this or
what you should say in response. What is important is how you feel - there's no
right or wrong, but what are you trying to get out of this interaction? How do you
feel when he ignores you again and again? I assume from what you're written you
feel pretty fed up in which case you need to acknowledge this to yourself and then
act by either ignoring him (in order to be kind to yourself) or briefly engage to tell
him what you don't like and then leave it at that.

It needs to be all about you and how you really feel - not about the whys and what
you "should" say. Thinking otherwise will tie yourself in horrible emotional knots.

9 hours ago sandiew662 said:

HI YASMIN , and everyone iv chatted to a cpl of you about this today but
would like a general viewpoint..yasmin you seem so strong minded i love
that you are unshakeable or appear so anyway....
I feel in myself that my.mind is strong and opinionated but my heart is
overly soft and needy ..
So i just wanted opinions ...seeing that avoidents avoid and do the " silent
treatment " as a way to avoid ..should this be understood and empathised
..or is the silent treatment a rude selfish hurtful behaviour that shouldnt be
tolerated???
My ex of a year has ignored me for the last 6 mnths because i told him how
awful his avoident behaviour was...i tried numerous times to just re instate
friendship by texting him which he ignored ...but last week he replied to my
request that we cld at some point be friends again..he said a basic yes and i
left it at that , saying we should catch up soon. I text him 2 dsts ago to
break the ice and hes not responded again altho read the msg. So ??....
should this be allowed for as hes very avoident and just give him space
...or should it not be tolerated and i either just tell him i dont like him
ignoring me again ..or shld i not react atall? Im confused...and why would
he do this anyway after eventually replying after 6 mnths?
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Showing interest when dating
8 hours ago

Quote

The triggering aspect of silence
9 hours ago  via mobile

Quote

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
11 hours ago  via mobile

Quote

Spotting a secure partner
13 hours ago

Quote

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 281

Today in therapy we did some exercises related to dating. I was wobbling and
giggling like a 17yo girl. I really laugh at myself. Hope the guys like awkward and
uneasy but vulnerable!

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 9

HI YASMIN , and everyone iv chatted to a cpl of you about this today but would
like a general viewpoint..yasmin you seem so strong minded i love that you are
unshakeable or appear so anyway....
I feel in myself that my.mind is strong and opinionated but my heart is overly soft
and needy ..
So i just wanted opinions ...seeing that avoidents avoid and do the " silent
treatment " as a way to avoid ..should this be understood and empathised ..or is
the silent treatment a rude selfish hurtful behaviour that shouldnt be tolerated???
My ex of a year has ignored me for the last 6 mnths because i told him how awful
his avoident behaviour was...i tried numerous times to just re instate friendship by
texting him which he ignored ...but last week he replied to my request that we cld
at some point be friends again..he said a basic yes and i left it at that , saying we
should catch up soon. I text him 2 dsts ago to break the ice and hes not responded
again altho read the msg. So ??.... should this be allowed for as hes very avoident
and just give him space ...or should it not be tolerated and i either just tell him i
dont like him ignoring me again ..or shld i not react atall? Im confused...and why
would he do this anyway after eventually replying after 6 mnths?

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 9

I dont know what you mean mrob u only felt the feelings retrospectively ?

anne12
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Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
13 hours ago  via mobile tnr9 likes this

Quote

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
14 hours ago

Quote

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Quote

Full Member

Posts: 247

With Carrie Aiden seams a bit on the AP side. 

About Carrie and Mr. Big

jebkinnisonforum.com/thread/900/city-therapists-point-view

Last Edit: 13 hours ago by anne12

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

I don’t know how others are, but there have been times where I have only been
able to feel the feeling retrospectively. I just look at my “not a relationship”. Well,
she knew it was a relationship, and I certainly knew it was after being here a
couple of months. The pining has been awful. I’ve done all the AP stuff - gotta love
being FA!!

Last Edit: 13 hours ago by mrob

tnr9
God

Posts: 822 
Member is Online

I am not "ahead" of you at all....I have just been at this a tad longer on these
boards. Case in point, last night I looked up what is the difference between I care
a lot about you and I love you....because B tells me the former now. And, the
answers were not a surprise...someone can care about you and not love
you...ouch! My heart hurt/sank reading those words because I wanted those words
to read into so much more....that was my "hope" and I cried at the great distance
between how he feels about me and how I feel about him. I even got a bit
angry/entitled as in why doesn't he love me when I love him so much.
However....as I thought about it more....through a more adult lens.....I am grateful
that B cares a lot about me....I am grateful that he has been honest with me. I
wanted to send him another long explanation of how we have different feelings for
each other...but now I see that the only reason I wanted to send that was to
remind him that I am not tracking with him yet. And that is ok...I don't need to
remind him of this fact...he knows...we have talked about this before. So what I
am trying to do (which is so unique for me) is to let in his care for me....I pushed it
away because it wasn't what I wanted...it wasn't "love" so I rejected it....but why
reject a gift because it isn't 100% of what we desire? So that is what I am working
on right now...being ok with him being in a different place than me and accepting
his care without questioning it or rejecting it. If you click on my name you will
reach a page where you can then click to look at my posts...believe me...you and I
are more similiar than you think. Good luck.

sandiew662
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21 hours ago  via mobile tnr9 likes this

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
yesterday at 4:10pm

Quote

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
yesterday at 3:53pm  via mobile

Quote

New Member

Posts: 9

Aww thankyou for your reply , yes id like to be on friendly terms regardless
although i do understand that maybe thats partially due to my own abandonment
issues, to be honest some of the anxiety and stress has returned since he replied
then ignored me again, i dont want that! 
I have been working on myself but it sounds like your further along with that than
me .xx 
The hardest thing for me is believing that this is not about me ..i think when ur
anxious as you say u cant help but take it personal.im going to read your thread
today and others and try to gain a more secure insight as to my own reactions .
Thankyou xx

tnr9
God

Posts: 822 
Member is Online

Honestly...I don't know him...I don't know what seeing it and not replying meant
to him...maybe he needs to think about it more, maybe he felt it did not need a
reply, maybe he got busy...our AP brain looks for patterns and we tend to go on
autopilot and often think the worst about a situation..and we make it
personal...because to us...relationships are personal...that is why we are
AP...because we overly focus on the other person.  One of the best things I am
doing is becoming aware of these autopilot responses...and then owning them as
coming from inside me.  They are not usually built on reality...but boy we can
react as if they are.  I will ask you...do you want to stay in touch?  Even if he
doesn't respond, even if he finds someone else?  If the answer is "yes", then keep
texting him.  Just be aware that you will continue to be triggered...you will
continue to have these autopilot thoughts.  For me, right now, the thought of
cutting B from my life is far too painful...so I accept that because I am choosing to
stay in contact, I am bringing about my own painful moments.  But I am trying to
use those moments to understand myself better...that is what I have chosen to do.
 You have the same choice...it really is up to you. 

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 9

Yes your right abt that i thknk way too much but in your opinion why would he
return to non response? I mean should i continue to text occassionally even if he
doesnt reply? Is he being avoident or is he being an asshole? I just dont know
what to think...

yesterday at 3:53pm sandiew662 said:

Yes your right abt that i thknk way too much but in your opinion why would
he return to non response? I mean should i continue to text occassionally
even if he doesnt reply? Is he being avoident or is he being an asshole? I
just dont know what to think...
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Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
yesterday at 3:07pm

Quote

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least
yesterday at 2:29pm

Quote

tnr9
God

Posts: 822 
Member is Online

Here is the thing...if you can....try not to "mind guess"...it is so very hard to do,
but in the absence of context, you really do not know anything at this point.

tnr9
God

Posts: 822 
Member is Online

So..it might be easiest if you were to look at all my threads...because they will
show you how challenging this has been. I have a lot of threads. 
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 20, 2018 22:26:10
GMT
Quote
So I decided to get back to the dating world. My profile is up and and I am having
lovely conversations with 4 men. I have secured two dates for next weekend,
another man has asked but we are yet to fix a day and the 4th man seems very
cautious. All of these men behave very differently to my DA ex BF, I find it
refreshing.I can sense they are closer to what I am really looking for.

Guy 1 lets call him J  - He is very direct, straight forward and apparently very sure
of himself. Not willing to waste time, say exactly what he thinks, don't measure
words worrying about how he will come across. Not afraid of confrontation. Self
aware, says that he might come across harsh by messages but it is actually very
warm in person. Shared essential stuff about his life and calls himself an open book.
Gave me his phone number and told me to call. I didn't but he then asked politely
for us to communicate by phone messages or calls as he doesn't want to use the
dating app all the time. I said no to calls and yes to messages he is ok with it.
Apparently has a very strong set of values and strength of character. Tried very hard
to fix a date with lots of days as options but we settled for a later day when will be
more convenient FOR ME. We are not communicating as often as we used to now
that we moved outside the dating website but we have a fixed day and place so I
think there is nothing to say for now. Lets see how it goes..

Guy 2 lets call him A - He is the one I am least excited about but I will give a short
date with him a go. He doesn't seem as certain of what he is looking for and it
seems that he is trying a little bit too hard, being the less authentic of the 4. 
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Full Member
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Guy 3 lets call him U - He is very interesting, much older and I can't see him as a
long term partner, more as a friend. It seems he is the less compatible as a BF than
all the others (along with A)  He has a slightly self deprecating sense of humour and
this turns me off a little bit. I really do want to meet him, lots of curiosity but with a
friendly feeling instead of romantic. He has hinted a few times that he might not be
the kind of guy for me but at the same time trying to enchant me to a date...so I am
not sure if it is games, red flags or lack of self awareness. He seems like a very
decent guy with strong values (like J).

Guy 4 lest call him T - Very sweet, polite and thoughtful guy. Has been doing a lot
of work on himself over the past 3 years and knows exactly what he is looking for.
He said he is very specific and the right person for him will be too (sounds like me)
 Seems very cautious and somewhat reserved too. He keeps communicating and
gives me lots of feedback on what I say, we seem to agree on everything (unlike all
the other 3) but he is yet to ask me out and I am not sure he will. 

The one thing that set these 4 guys apart from my DA ex BF is that somehow I know
they find me physically attractive but they have NEVER made a comment about my
physical appearance or my photos. They DON'T flirt! They compliment me on other
levels, my intelligence, sense of humour, the way I communicate, my ideas and
thoughts and how I express myself, things I share about me and my life, my values,
what is written on my profile etc...I don't sense a 'sweep off my feet' kind of energy
that is so familiar with the beginning of past romantic interactions!

DA ex BF was all charming, jokes and superficial comments about my appearance
from day 1 online until the end (9 months). I can recall only one or two times he
showed any appreciation for anything else that wasn't physical. And he joked so
much that it either got boring or predictable. At the beginning I told him that i didn't
know what were jokes and what was real... he tuned down, but still used humour to
scape real interaction and serious conversation. All part of fear of intimacy I believe.

So this is it! I am not super excited about dating them, just normal excited. I am
excited about meeting new people regardless of the purpose or outcome. I am
excited to hear their life stories, answer their questions (careful to not overshare)
smile and laugh, have fun. Excited to keep my eyes and ears open and to process
with my body and my gut. If something doesn't feel right, I will pay attention even if
makes no sense in my brain.

No attachment to the outcome whatsoever. Happy!

And I saw a dating advice today:
IGNORE THE POSITIVES AND BELIEVE THE NEGATIVES

The positives got to be a given, not a favour, not a gift from them to us. It should be
expected. But the negatives? Don't swipe under the carpet, believe in them, search
and research. Men reveal a lot on the first few dates when they haven't invested that
much. The secret is to know how to ask the questions and letting them speak. Also
read between lines.

Wish me luck!

Last Edit: May 20, 2018 22:46:46 GMT by DearLover
tnr9
God

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 20, 2018 22:34:14
GMT DearLover likes this
Quote
Good luck.
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 20, 2018 22:57:44
GMT via mobile
Quote
Good luck have fun!

DearLover
Full Member

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 22, 2018 19:59:53
GMT islandwaver likes this
Quote
Red flags waving already, time to celebrate!

First let me say that it is going to be a very good weekend this weekend because of
the rare beautiful weather and a bank holiday on Monday. 

So guy number 1 (J) - If you read above he was the one who were coming the
strongest. Communication outside website has been steady. 

We had a date set for Sunday afternoon. But today, Tuesday, he suddenly just
remembered that he has a work function to go on SUNDAY! 

He suggested that we meet another day in the week OR we would have to
meet after this function, Sunday evening at around 7pm in a different area from the
one agreed originally, somewhere near his function... he suggested a chain
restaurant at this specific area. 

I said OK for Sunday 7pm as it meant that I could spend the whole day doing other
stuff of my interest...

So after a couple of minutes he messaged again saying that this specific
restaurant he wanted to go to will be closed on Sunday because it is bank
holiday on Monday and he thinks this will be a problem with EVERY other place we
try to go to...

(we are in LONDON by the way, restaurants - specially chain restaurants -  don't
close on Sundays or holidays, if anything they will open longer hours to make more
money!) 
(also I have been very clear on my profile that I like  simple and quick 1st date just
to get to know each other physically and see if there is desire for more...something
just like coffee is more than enough...)
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So now he can't do Sunday anymore but he can move things around during the
week and meet me from Tuesday to Saturday.... hmmmm?

I checked this specific restaurant's website and it isn't going to be closed at all. In
fact they would let me book a table if I wanted to. I will call them tomorrow juts to
double check.
I haven't challenged him. Just said that now I don't know when I will have time
again because my daughter will be back home and I will let him know (this is true). 
He says sorry for messing me around and I said 'no worries'. And that will be the
end of it as far as I am concerned.

This is the guy who complains that the dating website is full of fake, flaky people.
This is the guy who proclaims he hasn't got time for ambiguity and lies. This is the
guy who says his life is very organised.... And he just remembered he has a work
function on the same day and time of our date??? On a Sunday?

Interesting.
I am glad he actually gave me 5 days notice. 
 
Isn't fantastic to actually recognise these things happening even before the first date
and just back away?

I have lost interest.

What do you guys think?
Last Edit: May 22, 2018 21:44:20 GMT by DearLover

islandwaver
New Member

Posts: 4

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 23, 2018 18:00:37
GMT
Quote
Haha, delete! 

Plenty more fish out there who aren't flakes. 

But on a positive note, at least you learned about it with a very minimum effort!

Last Edit: May 24, 2018 12:03:40 GMT by islandwaver
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Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 23, 2018 19:50:30
GMT islandwaver likes this
Quote

May 23, 2018 18:00:37 GMT islandwaver said:
Haha, delete! 

Plenty more fish out there who are flakes. 

But on a positive note, at least you learned about it with a very minimum effort!
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Exactly. I can actually imagine the days in the past when I was desperate for a date.
I would make excuses fro him in my head, accept, move my own life around to give
him another day and time, buy a new outfit, get nails and hair done, be more
pleasant, funny, sweet in communication and overall try harder.
I would feel it would be unfair to 'let this guy down' not even recognising that he is
the one letting me down and lying. 
This was perfect to show me that I am actually making progress!

islandwaver
New Member

Posts: 4

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 24, 2018 12:05:50
GMT
Quote
Yeah, I had a very bad habit of not being upfront and honest to women that I wasn't
attracted to. I felt bad being honest. So stupid. 

Went on a date last week and at the end told if she wanted to hang out as friends to
give me a shout. I felt zero chemistry and had no problem admitting it. Save her and
me time. 

You're in a huge city, you have A LOT of options! 

Can't wait to hear how the next date goes for you!

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 1:13:04 GMT
Quote
Honestly, I thought your original description of him was one big red flag and this
confirms it. In the original description you gave, he sounded like someone portraying
his own fantasy of himself and not like a real genuine person. 

Anyway, yay for you for recognizing the situation for what it is. Onward to the next
guy!

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 1:19:34 GMT
via mobile
Quote
yasmin. Case in point for quantity of dates available between women and men in an
earlier thread.

goldilocks
Senior
Member

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 8:51:00 GMT tnr9
likes this
Quote
Much luck to you! You are taking a very structured approach.
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I'm also trying some internetdating. Your skill level is kind of admirable. As a DA, I feel
pretty awkward at every stage of increasing intimacy and used to being very passive, so I'm
basically like a thirtysomething teen.

tnr9
God

Posts: 823

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 12:45:08
GMT
Quote
Well..I admire both of you...Internet dating is a real challenge for me as I tend to fall
really quickly on very little information...so i tend to prefer having it be more
"organic"...meet through my church etc.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 25, 2018 15:07:34
GMT via mobile
Quote

May 25, 2018 1:13:04 GMT compassionateavoid said:
Honestly, I thought your original description of him was one big red flag and this
confirms it. In the original description you gave, he sounded like someone portraying
his own fantasy of himself and not like a real genuine person. 

Anyway, yay for you for recognizing the situation for what it is. Onward to the next
guy!

I know right?!
When I read his profile I was repulsed by his arrogance and when he messaged me I
replied with a straight “we are not compatible”
But he kept challenging me and pursuing, it was a bit intense so I decided to give
him a short date for the sake of “research” and to acclimatise myself with going out
with men again. Basically to practice dating again since it’s been 9 months since my
ex. 
He just proved he isn’t what I’m looking for and saved me a lot of grief. 

He still at it, trying to take me out. If I have the free time I might give him one hour

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/user/271
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/user/124
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or two. I’m thinking now it would be an fantastic opportunity to train myself on
challenging a man on a bad behaviour and lies. Of course I will do it the proper,
mature way. 
Also how fun would it be to look out for more red flags and congratulate myself on
heeding it. 
I’ve got nothing to lose!

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 27, 2018 11:45:48
GMT
Quote
Guess what?

Guy number 3 'U' just flaked on me 3 hours before our date! 
The (lame) excuse is a dead rabbit (I suspect in his household) but his children are
18 and over...
WTF??? 
And the manner he cancelled it was very casual as it is no big deal...I didn't like it.
I must say I was sensing it because there were a lot of taking about the actual day
and time but he seemed to want me to plan the activity which I refused. I told him
how flexible I was and the things I usually like to do in the city and suggest he check
the weather and plan somnting, I didn't mind being told the details on the actual
day. And the details are: he canceled. Unbelievable!

This is a very nice guy by the way. Didn't seem like a jerk at all. And he is 60 for
goodness sake! (I am 41 if you are wondering)
Anyway, he asked if we could have a date tomorrow morning instead, I told him that
I had plans to spend the whole day at a certain Art Gallery and he can drop me a
line at around mid day if he is around. That is going to be the last chance and after
that I will close. 
It will be convenient for me as I will be there anyway and at least I can have lunch
with someone if he turns up. 
I have another date planned with guy number 2 'A' tomorrow outside the gallery
too, for a hot chocolate and a quick walk but this is for the end of the day. So if
things go according to plan, it actually works out better for me as I won't need to
use 2 days of my time to go and meet strangers at 2 different places. WIN!

And you might be wondering if I am fuming...Well actually no, do you know why? I
am working really hard on my course assignments and it is giving me amazing
pleasure to see work done and being productive with my own life. I was actually kind
of annoyed I would have to stop, get ready and go meet a stranger I have not much
interest in.

Now, I am really looking forward to be asked by guy number 4 'T'. He is the one I
always liked and we are having a pretty beautiful connection through phone
messages, everything is going wonderfully well. He is visiting his elderly parents in
the countryside (good sign) and I think it is true because he sent me pictures of
countryside walks and his parents' cat which is also in his profile pics. He is very
keen but very cautious so I don't know when he will ask me out or if he will. But I
am enjoying the connection nevertheless. And I would rather him being cautious and
get to know me, making sure he really wants to meet than just arrange for a
random date for lack of something better to do and than change his mind and flake
like all the others did so far.
Last Edit: May 27, 2018 12:20:43 GMT by DearLover

DearLover
Full Member

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 28, 2018 20:13:01
GMT
Quote
Updates.

I met with guy 3(U) and I was surprised on how easy it was. He gave an
explanation about the other day when he couldn't come, I understand, his family
comes first. We spent 3 hours together and he already said he wants to see me
again and to let him know about days and times etc. I would see him again but still
not sure about romantic involvement. I would sure love to make friends if nothing
comes out of it.
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Then straight afterwards I met with guy 2(A) and it was a bit awkward. We manage
to walk and talk for 1 hour and a half and it was pleasant but there is no potential of
absolutely anything going forward. Although he is a good person I couldn't wait for
the date to end.

I am still talking to guy 1(J) and want to meet him at least once and see what it is
all about.

But guy 4(T) completely cooled down and backed away. I can't see the reason but
of course there is one however he doesn't own me any explanation of course. I am
just mirroring him. Today I replied to his latest general but nice message and I am
not sure we will even carry on speaking. I am certainly not chasing. I don't think he
is interested.
Last Edit: May 28, 2018 20:13:46 GMT by DearLover

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 30, 2018 2:37:35 GMT
Quote
It bugs me that guy #1(J) doesn't know how to take no for an answer...be careful if
you meet him. 
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 30, 2018 8:08:07 GMT
via mobile
Quote

May 30, 2018 2:37:35 GMT compassionateavoid said:
It bugs me that guy #1(J) doesn't know how to take no for an answer...be careful if
you meet him. 

I never told him no, to be fair. He did ask if I still wanted to meet and I said yes. So
it’s going to be today. Just so I know what it’s all about and see what he is like in
real life.
Back to the dating world ~ Feelings about potential partners May 30, 2018 21:36:28
GMT
Quote
More updates 
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Full Member
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I met with Guy 1(J) today and he is exactly what he said he is. I have never met a
person so direct in my life which is great because I can be the same way. As it turns
out, lots of red flags about his personality, he said so much about himself and he
lacks self awareness in that respect. At least he wasn't trying to impress me or
pretend to be something that he isn't. Really pay attention on the first date and
ask questions people, sit back and listen, it will save a lot of headache. And
even if I had a romantic interest in him it wouldn't be an ideal situation for me
because his life is too busy, hectic and stressful, lots of traveling and hard work, he
is all about money and status, I don't feel he is in the right place for a serious and
committed partnership. 

Guy 4(T) Finally suggested at the end of this morning conversation "lets have tea
sometime, x" I replied 'sounds good" (without the x, he usually sends me x and I did
too once or twice), I used to be more enthusiastic then that but although I don't
think he is a player or a bad guy, I feel I am on the shelve and I am not thrilled.
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 21:38:18 GMT by DearLover
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subzero
New Member

Posts: 5

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 28, 2018 21:34:09 GMT
Quote
Hello guys,

I don't want to bother you at all with a long story, hence I will make it short.

I got to know a girl three years ago and we quickly moved together. She was an
awesome girl, really lovely, beautiful and fun but - unfortunately - on the other hand
really controlling and jealous. 

I could handle that although it was not always easy - I always had to reassure her
and make her feel safe. So I spent almost one year with pure studying and the rest
of the time I spent with her to make her (and me) feel comfortable. We both were
students at that time and once we were both finished, I got a really awesome job
and she also found her "dream" job about 310 miles away. I was really thinking
moving with her but as she provocated me with a lot of stuff (making me jealous
with other guys, talking about separation etc.), I decided to keep the job. She
missed to make me feel safe enough to leave my job dream job (it's really hard do
get a job as a fresh graduate here (!)), leave my friends and family behind.

You can imagine what has happened - she broke up in October 2016. Although I am
quite experienced with women (already had a couple of relationships and tons of
dates), I felt devastated and guilty for letting her go.

I started to read through all kind of studies regarding attachment for over 1.5
years now and everything became so clear to me. Her jealous games, her clingy
and possessive behaviour, the guilt I felt...this was the missing puzzle and explained
everything to me - her jealous and blame games were there to get attention and not
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to really cheat on me. Without being a psychologist but everything I read about
anxious-preoccupied was fitting to her behaviour to more than 100%.

I really would like to get her back but what would be the best approach...? And what
is the inner attitude of anxious-preoccupied towards their ex-partners ?

Thanks in advance.
Last Edit: May 28, 2018 21:48:59 GMT by subzero

tnr9
God

Posts: 823

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 1:31:00 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the forum. What is missing from the above is whether you and she are
still in contact and whether she is seeing someone else...this information is rather
important to understand where things are between the two of you right now. As to
your question about how I feel about the men I dated....it really depends on how
connected I felt to him, how the relationship ended and his own attachment style. 

I do have a question to ask....are you willing to accept her 100% the way she was
when you were dating..protest behaviors and all? Because if you are hoping to only
keep the good parts and change the protest behaviors..she will sense that you don't
accept her for who she is. Really consider whether you are willing to undertake
understanding her needs and not labeling them.

subzero
New Member

Posts: 5

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 7:53:57 GMT
Quote

May 29, 2018 1:31:00 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the forum. What is missing from the above is whether you and she are
still in contact and whether she is seeing someone else...this information is rather
important to understand where things are between the two of you right now. As to
your question about how I feel about the men I dated....it really depends on how
connected I felt to him, how the relationship ended and his own attachment style. 

I do have a question to ask....are you willing to accept her 100% the way she was
when you were dating..protest behaviors and all? Because if you are hoping to only
keep the good parts and change the protest behaviors..she will sense that you don't
accept her for who she is. Really consider whether you are willing to undertake
understanding her needs and not labeling them.
First of all, let me thank you for your reply. I appreciate it a lot.

Basically, I would rate myself as a 'secure' type - this was also the result of several
tests. I spent more than a year 24/7 with her. 

Things got out of control once I got my new job as I had to go abroad for 2 months.
She was crying, missing me, threatening to leave, making me jealous and trying to
make me insecure as she was totally alone in the new city she started the job. In
fact she, made me insecure as hell once I was going out with colleagues.

I visited her directly once I returned and we spent a nice weekend and then drove
back 310 miles back to my place. Then she broke up as she could not have a long
distance relationship and seeing each other only on weekends or every two weeks.
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I saw her 2 weeks later once she visited her sister - I was begging & crying
(something I never did before!) but she was cold as ice, keeping blaming me.

Ironically, 2 months after the break up, my company offered me the possibility to
work mostly remote from any place I want...

She got a new boyfriend but I don't know how things are going - she neither
updaded her Whatsapp profile picture since months nor posted anything new on
Instagram or so. I messaged her 3 weeks ago, she read the message but did not
reply.

As I now know what's all behind it - yes, I would take her. In fact, all the drama is
also fun - all these emotions. :-) 

And in fact, I handled it quite nice during our relationship but the 2 months abroad
broke everything.

Last Edit: May 29, 2018 7:56:01 GMT by subzero
tnr9
God

Posts: 823

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 12:31:08 GMT subzero
likes this
Quote
Honestly, I don't know why you want her back if you became insecure as a result of
being in a relationship with her. I also think that if she is dating someone else, you
need to respect that. If she did not respond to your message....that is a clear sign
that she currently doesn't want to pursue something with you.

subzero
New Member

Posts: 5

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 13:34:29 GMT
Quote
Well, in the end, she exceeded it too much. I should call her each evening out,
sending pictures on weekends to prove that I am alone in bed. As I asked her to do
the same, she reacted really aggressive. That's the reason I did not move with her -
It was too uncertain for me. Anyway, besides these abnormal behaviour she was the
most awesome girl I ever met.

But maybe - it's for the best. Who knows how long I could take such kind of
behaviour even if she stayed. I read, that insecurities even grow by time - no matter
how much you try to reassure her.

I suppose you are right - maybe it's the best, that the next is going to have her
"problems".

tnr9
God

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 14:03:08 GMT goldilocks
likes this
Quote
Actually..the way you talk about her does not sound like someone secure. So
perhaps it is best that both of you move on to partners who can better understand
the needs you both have.
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subzero
New Member

Posts: 5

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 14:17:47 GMT
Quote

May 29, 2018 14:03:08 GMT tnr9 said:
Actually..the way you talk about her does not sound like someone secure. So
perhaps it is best that both of you move on to partners who can better understand
the needs you both have.

Well, I have never been a jealous or a controlling person. I asked her to do the same
to show her how silly and how draining such a behavior is.

I tried my best to care for her - but anyway, a girl/women has to provide some
confidence too. Threatening to break up because I forgot to clean the kitchen is FAR
too much or giving me every second day a small task do to for her too. I did my best
to keep her and my life on track and well in the end I did it well - we both got well
paid jobs and graduated successfully.

As I already said - If you do not take into account all these behaviors she was the
most fascinating girl I ever met. 

Through all the little struggles (anyway I became quite well in handling that), I
never met a person who touched me emotionally the way she did.

You know, I promised her millions of times that we will stay together forever no
matter what - I asked / pleased her just to give me 2 months but I suppose that's
also typical for AP => Small separations causes a lot of pain to them.
Last Edit: May 29, 2018 14:32:12 GMT by subzero

tnr9
God

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 29, 2018 17:53:19 GMT
Quote
This honestly does not appear to be a very healthy dynamic and as I said before....if
she has moved on, then it seems best if you do too.
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How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 30, 2018 2:44:57 GMT
Quote
I agree with Tnr9.... That relationship sounds exhausting. There should be way more
mutual trust than what the two of you had. 
Dare I say part of why she's fascinating is because she'll never let you actually know
her? Also if she were ready for a healthier dynamic, I think she would have
responded to your text/message. 

subzero
New Member

Posts: 5

How to Win back my ex ? (anxious-preoccupied) May 30, 2018 11:48:53 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 2:44:57 GMT compassionateavoid said:
I agree with Tnr9.... That relationship sounds exhausting. There should be way more
mutual trust than what the two of you had. 
Dare I say part of why she's fascinating is because she'll never let you actually know
her? Also if she were ready for a healthier dynamic, I think she would have
responded to your text/message. 

Actually, I enjoyed her that she was a really emotional girl. I got her to know really
well - I mean, we lived for 1 year 24/7 in one single room. But she was preoccupied
with the imagination of a fantasy bond i.e. being together forever, doing everything
together, always keeping in touch. After a while I enjoyed that kind of closeness and
felt somehow responsible to fix stuff her. On the other hand, she always tried to get
my attention by making me jealous, drama and insecure to keep me tight to her.

I did not get the dynamic at this point of time - but this what I mean: Now I know,
how everything is connected and that in fact she did not want to cheat on me or
anything else - She wanted me to keep as close to her as possible.

I rather should have gone with her to a psychologist to heal her inner child wounds.
And this is what I am blaming myself today for - that I did not get that point. 

I pray for her, that she is happy today and that one day she is able to handle that
much pain what her parents did to her  but I always told her: No matter what, she
can always rely on me. I will be there for her - no matter what will happen in her
life.
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 12:01:17 GMT by subzero
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

I contacted him. May 28, 2018 20:23:39 GMT
Quote
So today I went to this art gallery to watch this amazing exhibition and I thought
about ex DA BF. We used to go to lots of exhibitions together and I imagined how
fun t would be if we were on this one together.
There was also a quote from the artist saying something along the lines that at the
end of the day, love is all we have, and if you love something, even if it changes or
ends, which is inevitable, you do have to honour and appreciate it or a happy
memory of it.

So when I was taking a break I just decided to send a message to him. I said that I
just finished seen the exhibition and I thought about him. And that I thought
something at the gift shop and wondered if he would love it and buy it (the way I
wrote was a bit wobbly and I hope he didn't think I bought a gift for him!)
I closed saying I hope all is well and signed my name (in case he deleted my
number)

So yes, I sent from a place of love there wasn't one drop of sadness or any other
feeling attached to it and I am not expecting an answer or nothing back really. If he
saw the exhibition thing I am sure he did or will, he will know what I am talking
about. 

Now I am thinking if I should clarify the gift thing just so he doesn't freak out
thinking I bought him something but it was few hours ago, maybe I will just leave
it...

DearLover
Full Member

I contacted him. May 28, 2018 22:52:43 GMT via mobile compassionateavoid and tnr9
like this
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Wow 
He replied
We exchanged a couple of messages so far 
He said I left him devastated when I broke up with him
I explained what I was feeling and why
I apologised 
I feel so much lighter 
So grateful for the opportunity to clear things up 
Grace happens

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

I contacted him. May 29, 2018 19:32:18 GMT via mobile compassionateavoid and tnr9
like this
Quote
We keep exchanging messages. He has apologised and I have too, now that I
understand my behaviour so much better. 
I’m glad I reached out. Finally I’m getting the closure I have been waiting for.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

I contacted him. May 30, 2018 2:48:39 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
Nice about grace. 
A few months ago I had an experience like that after something like 18 years of no
contact! We just happened to be at the same hotel in a totally random city (same
conference even though our professional fields are very different).
It made me think a lot about how sometimes you think grace will never happen and
the universe just provides it. I know in this case you also played a part by reaching
out, but I'm glad he wrote you back in a real way. 

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

I contacted him. May 30, 2018 8:04:55 GMT via mobile tnr9, bip, and 1 more like this
Quote
Yes. 
He was more open then he had ever been before 
I just took responsibility for my part. My inability to ask for what I wanted and
needed because of the feelings of not being worthy and good enough. The
manipulation in trying to get him to do what I wanted him to do instead of just
communicating my true feelings. Of course I didn’t understand this behaviour back
then but I do now so I wanted to share this with him and apologised. 
It was all about me, I didn’t point fingers or blamed him for anything. 

I realised that when we don’t communicate with real vulnerability and openness we
assume the worst from the other. He was assuming the worst from me. He didn’t
know how much I was suffering all this time and I didn’t know he was devastated
with the break up. I thought he wanted it and was relieved. 
Glad to know all is clear and we will both have more awareness in our personal lives
moving forward.
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Ambivalent attatchment and complaining May 27, 2018 8:25:21 GMT

Quote 
The ambivalent / preocupied attachment and complaining:

With the ambivlent there will be regrets and perhaps shame (something is wrong
with me) in the air.

A basic tone of being a victim and not being able to do something about it.

"I feel sorry for myself…"

It´s a burden for the ambivalent and for his relationships.

What happens when we complain?

It is generally energy-and mood-draining both for the ambivalent and for the one
who listens.

At the same time it may be releaving, and clams down the one who complains.

As a safety valve that takes of the pressure of the feminine.

We all have both a feminine and a masculine side.

The feminine releave stress by talking and complaining.

If the partner thinks he / she must fix it,  or even worse, the partner does not feel
like listening to the complaints, then the feminine does not get rid of their tensions.
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There is even more frustration => The pressure in the pressure cooker rises.
(like a watertank where there is to mush pressure in the tank)

And the need to complain is rising.

The complaints can be more loud!

And the stress level rises!

It may end with the ambivalent giving up on the partner, it the partner does not
listen.

Then the ambivalent will shut down and ultimately say goodbye.

The worst thing is, that the reason why you complain can be something completely
different from what is being said!

It is often unconscious for the one who complains!

Unfortunately, complaining drains the other. At least it creates resistance. Therefore,
the price of complaining can easily be too high:

What happens to the one who listens?

One of 3 things:

They try protect themsleves and stop listening to you

They try to fix you / the problem for you and then stop listening to you

They start talking about the problem, as if they know it, and then stop listening to
you

Therefore, you do not get the contact and what you basically need

What to do then?

Tell the other what you really want!

In short:

"I'll be happy if you ..."

When your cup floats over, ask yourself: "What do I basically need right now besides
complaining?"

Do you need to be listened to - being hold - being told that you are super lovely,
whatever others may have said and done to you, do you want take a trip, being  left
alone (for how long ?)?

Explain briefly and concretely:

"If I could get it exactly as I would like, I would like to ..."

When you tell the other about your needs, then he / she can decide, if it is
something that he / she can and will give to you.

Most people would like to please others, especially their partner if they can.

But if you ask with an attitude, where you think the other is bound to give you this,
then let it be.

Consider for a moment, if someone had the same attitude towards you, how would
you react?
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Remember, it's VERY demanding for the masculine to just listen to problems without
having to solve them!

Therefore, limit "passive" listening to 10 and no more than 15 minutes a day.

The masculine must know that he / she is not going to have to fix something but
"just" listen interested.

Mostly the listener can ask: "What do you need (from me)"

If you are in an emergency, major crisis. Then you can agree for longer time.

It's okay to complain, you if you do it within the agreed framework.

Go for the ball, and not the player!

Remember the point: What do you basically need?

Otherwise do not bother to complain!

Instead, find out if it's something you can do something about?

If yes - then do it

If no, let it slip 
Last Edit: May 27, 2018 8:52:22 GMT by anne12
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How to find love and stop needyness May 19, 2018 20:16:36 GMT via mobile tigrio likes
this
Quote
Tips from an attatchment therapist to the ambivalent:

Get back to yourself and stop obsessing about the other person:.

Ask yourself "what do I need right now in this situation, what would be kind to
myself, what can I actually do right now to be kind to myself"

Try to accept your situation (if you do not have a partner yet and/or you have to get
to know the other person, and it takes time). 
If you get sad and feel hopeless or mad, tell yourself that it is okay, and tell the
feeling: "it's okay, your are allowed to be here right now, in this moment".

When you're in panik/needy/obsessing mode use a grounding energy exersice that
calms down your nerveussystem: 

Sit down on a chair. Keep your eyes open. Feel your seat knots, legs and feet. If you
can not feel your seat knots, try to move from side to side. If you can not feel your
feet, try to move your toes. Put your hands on your thies, so that your can see your
handpalms. Look at your hands and feel your arms, hands and fingers. If you can
not feel your hands or fingr, move your fingers. Then feel the energy move throw
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your arms and/or legs. Notise the sensations in your body and the shift in your
breath. Often you will become more calm and the exersice will bring you into the
present.

Be aware of your thoughts. Do you hear wedding bells, do you imagine moving in
together, having kids aso. A partner can often sence that, and you will scare a
potential partner away. 

Practice to ask your partner for what you need in a caring, assertive, non needy
way. Remember that your partner can not read your mind.

Work with your anger from the past.

When dating, wait on having sex until you know the person you are dating better.
Oxytocin together with your ambivalent style will make you bond and attatch too
fast and it becomes more difficult for you, to see the person for whom he/she really
is.

Remember that just because someone is showing you some kind of interessest, that
doesn't mean, that you have to become their partner. YOU are the one choosing!

Try to observe the kind gestures your potential partner is showing you. 

Practice the "general moving into secure" exersice every day:
Secure exersice for all attatchmentstyles:

Sit on a chair. Feel your seat knots legs and feet. Take 3 deep breaths. Now imagine
a person or an animal you could count on from your past or present. Imagine the
person standing by your side supporting you (a person from your own life - dead or
alive) Feel the sensations in your body thinking of this person. Notice the shift in
your breath and your body.

Practice " the love journey" exersice every day to help you. (Posted in the Secure
forum section)
Last Edit: May 25, 2018 12:21:19 GMT by anne12
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Quote
Great list!

tigrio
Junior Member

How to find love and stop needyness May 25, 2018 7:52:54 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
Thanks Anne, yet another brilliant resource
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A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT BreakingTheSpell,
kristyrose, and 5 more like this
Quote
Prefacing this post with a reminder that I am FA, and the reason I make these
observations is that I am seeing / listening to so many AP posts and stories and
seeing so many threads running through them and I wanted to comment on a few
things I see repeated over and over and some observations on that.  None of this is
in any particular order.  I have a thick thread of AP running through me and I have
been there, felt it, done it and I am with all the APs in total solidarity with this one
so although there's tough love in here there's no judgement.  there ain't nuthin on
this list I have not done myself or not realised about myself at one point or another!

This is all going to be a little bit random, but I just wanted to offer some of this...

1.  You all seem to think /feel that you are worth less / not as good as the DA or FA
in your life.  This seems to be an almost universal belief every AP seems to have -
almost as if you deserve to be rejected and you need to improve yourself or change
yourself to be worthy or that someone else you have never met is going to be more
worthy than you are.  I see and read this in almost every thread on this site.  I think
for most APs this is a totally self fulfilling prophecy.  If you act like you are worth
less, the other person is going to think you are too. I let the FA I dated get VERY
comfortable treating me like crap.

2.  The DA or FA you are relating to might act like you are a burden of some sort,
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but please, remember he or she is getting a payoff from your arrangement with
them.  I'm not saying all DAs or FAs are cruel and selfish or stereotyping ANYONE
here, but somewhere in the equation, they quite like the fact that you pursue them
in order to get their emotional needs met and the anxious-avoidant cycle of
attachment ensues because THEY choose it as much as you do.  They get as much
out of it as you do.   They just don't realise it as easily.  People only do something if
they want to.

3.  You all seem to have the same characteristic of feeling responsible or in control
of someone else's life as if something YOU can say or do can solely transform a
relationship without realising it ALWAYS takes two people.  That's maybe not
phrased right, but there's so much of this desperation to want the person to "see"
they are DA or FA and for you to solve the puzzle and win the game somehow or get
some magic answer that gives you the fairytale ending which somehow resolves life
for you.  The answer is always the same "if the person you are dating isn't
making you happy, ask them to change.  If they don't change then LEAVE
and date someone else who does make you happy".  Why they are doing it
doesn't matter.  That is basically irrelevant.  It's almost like you want to rescue /
save / take responsibility for the relationship and you feel like if you say / do /be the
exactly perfect way that this will somehow change the result.  You're never going to
change anybody.  Never, never, never, never, never NEVER!   The reason your DA or
FA rejects you and pulls away and confuses you if because THEY are f**ed up and
because your own nature brings out the worst of that.  Nothing you say or do will
change that.  You've got no control over anything that happens in your relationship
beyond (1) stating your needs (2) walking away if they're not met.  It can be
simplified to those two sentences every single time.  No person in the history of time
has ever gone from a crappy relationship to a good one without the person who is
behaving crappily choosing to change.  Husbands on't stop hitting their wives
because they behaved nicely.  Alcoholics don't stop drinking because you were good
enough.  DAs don't stop distancing because you behaved nicely.  People change
because they change.  Not because you did good enough.

4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing that
will make you feel better long term.

5.  You seem to neglect your own feelings totally and worry all the time about what
the FA or DA feels or thinks.  Honesty?  That's their problem!  Stop taking
responsibility for someone else's feelings.  If they feel bad they should sort their life
out.  It's almost like you consider your own feelings as less important.  They're not! 
I guarantee.

6.  You beat yourselves up ALL THE TIME.  This seems to be the default AP setting
that everything is your fault.  It's not.

7.  AP attachment is a lot like anxiety.  I have a relative with hypochondria who
needs constant reassurance that they are not sick and is always inventing reasons to
think they are sick.  they actually make themselves sick from being so stressed
about being sick.  It looks and feels so similar, and maybe focusing on anxiety work
would be helpful.  I know when I am triggered I ruminate, obsess and feel very
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desperate.  That's anxiety.  

Sorry if all this is jumbled and at times harsh.  I have been reading on here for
months now and these are just observations.  I have stayed away from the FA I was
dating and I have also rejected anyone who has show signs of avoidance or
emotional unavailability and thus have been clear from any AP feelings for a long
time.  It gives me enough distance to observe how frankly nuts my own behavior
was when I was triggered.

He was treating me like crap and I was feeling like it was because I wasn't good
enough.  Do you realise how ridiculous that sentence is?  It pains me a lot to see so
many people going through it over and over and over again lost for months or years
pining after someone like this.  You all deserve love.  None of you need to be better. 
You just need to love yourselves better.

david21
New Member

Posts: 30

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 19:55:17 GMT via mobile
Quote
Possibly the best post ever written on here. Absolutely 110% spot on.

tnr9
God

Posts: 824 
Member is Online

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 19:55:20 GMT
Quote
Thank you Yasmin...it truly makes sense. I have a new motto..."teach people how I
want to be treated"...that is...if I want people to see me as strong but caring...then
it is my job to portray that to the world. And if I mess up here or there...so be it...if
I move on, so will others.

bedlam71
Full Member

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:13:35 GMT via mobile
Quote
Brilliant, Yasmin
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New Member
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A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:30:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
Whoaaa... you called it perfectly. Everything that I feel or have done is listed above.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:37:38 GMT via mobile flic likes this
Quote
Haha. This post made my status "God". Too funny. 

I'm glad it helped you all. I was worried it was harsh but it wasn't meant to be.

tnr9
God

Posts: 824 

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:46:39 GMT yasmin likes this
Quote
For those that are new or lurking and don't understand much about attachment
theory...all the above makes sense from the perspective that these patterns started
when we were children and our parent/caregiver was the DA/FA. We chose not to
give up on them because we were dependent on them and we could not see them as
"flawed" so we saw ourselves as flawed and have been following the same pattern
ever since. As Yasmin said...there is nothing wrong with you...this all started a long
time ago. Choose to love yourself through the process of healing. 
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Quote
Amazing Yasmin. Thank you so much. We AP need to print it in huge letters and
keep reading it until we can’t think/feel otherwise. 

Happiness is a choice. Our attachment is not making us happy. Obsessing or trying
to understand them, change them / the relationship won’t make us happy. 
We have the power to choose differently now. We are not that dependent child
anymore.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 21:54:59 GMT kristyrose, bedlam71, and
1 more like this
Quote
Yes, yes, yes. We are not those children anymore.

I am working through all this in therapy right now -mostly focusing on my avoidance
as that's the more prevalent problem for me -and we're going over interactions with
my parents, dates and other people I am learning that there's new ways to react.
We have a choice. We didn't when we were 2 years old or 5 years old or 12 years
old, but we DO have a choice NOW.

Someone is being a jerk to you? You have the choice to say "no" and walk away if
they continue. You have the choice to not speak to your parents or anyone else who
is doing things that feel crappy. We are all grown up now and don't HAVE to continue
to do this. It is so simple. 

It's surprisingly easy (and my attachment problems are deep) to begin to implement
those changes in daily life. Fake it until you make it even. And when you start doing
it, it's a self fulfilling prophecy because when someone hurts you and you focus on
YOUR feelings and care for YOU and tell them to go to hell, it's a way of caring for
yourself and it sends a message to you and to them that you are worthy. You're
telling yourself you are worthy. You're seeing the other person as flawed instead of
naturally always assuming it must be you. 

It's like re-parenting.

Huge changes have come about in my interactions with my parents from changing
the way I respond, and a few times this has meant saying "go to hell" which was
immensely difficult, but I did it anyway. And you know what, sometimes the
response was bad and sometimes it was surprisingly good (I think my mother
apologized to me for the first time in a decade a few weeks ago when I called her
out).

But the real point is that it doesn't change her. It changes ME. It teaches me that I
can have boundaries with people I love and say "no". It teaches me I deserve to be
treated nicely just as much as the other person does. It teaches me that I can reject
something that doesn't feel good. It teaches me that it is not my job to put everyone
else's needs before my own.

And the last time my FA contacted me? I told him to go right to hell. And it felt
great, because I genuinely meant it. I genuinely meant it because I don't want or
need or deserve anyone who doesn't treat me right and if he doesn't see that then
it's his mistake and his problem. and I didn't think for even one second about how
HE felt or what HE wanted because that is not my problem.

I'm not healed, but I am in the slow process of relearning all this that was so
messed up in childhood. When you begin to make that journey you start to realise
how ridiculous some of the AP behavior is. I personally believe AP is easier to heal
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than DA or FA because actually you are very good at intimacy and loving and
trusting and being close to people. All you need is to grow your self esteem and the
healing is done.

For FA and DA, the avoidance is harder to heal. The fear of closeness is so powerful,
some days I feel absolutely powerless over it. Id' rather just be alone / not date /
not meet anyone new than ever risk anyone hurting me again. Such a terrible, sad
way to live. Hopefully I will have some more epiphanies on that element!

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 22:05:44 GMT yasmin likes this
Quote
*slow clap* yasmin.

As another FA, I can also relate to both sides of anxious and avoidant. When I see
extremes of each in my circle of friends sharing their dating woes/views, I tell you
what, it drives me absolutely nuts! Behaviours of both are equally destructive and
unattractive, and are the moments of clarity where I see how crazy I have also
behaved in the past when triggered by an unsuitable partner, and turns the focus
back on me to work internally than focus or blame the other person. I can't control
what the other person is doing, I can't read their mind... I can only control my own
happiness and how I don't want history to repeat itself again.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 22:13:55 GMT yasmin likes this
Quote

May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT yasmin said:
4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing
that will make you feel better long term.

I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.
Last Edit: May 10, 2018 22:16:48 GMT by gecko
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May 10, 2018 22:13:55 GMT gecko said:

May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT yasmin said:
4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing
that will make you feel better long term.
I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.

Sane here!!!

flic
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Junior Member

Posts: 98

May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT yasmin said:
4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing
that will make you feel better long term.
I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.

This is my fave bit also. My only complaint is that you didn't post this 2 months ago
before I enacted the most dramatic, drawn-out, ridiculous and fantastical telenovela
seen outside of Latin America. 

I actually don't regret the letter I sent him, because it has freed me from my own
hope, which has nothing to do with him. But there is a bit of me that wishes I'd
added that he can go to hell (I too had the realisation immediately after sending the
letter that I've been acting like a doormat for 2 months, which is yuk feeling)  

Last Edit: May 11, 2018 3:12:23 GMT by flic
tnr9
God

Posts: 824 
Member is Online

A few observations (tough love) May 11, 2018 3:08:13 GMT
Quote
I do think that some of our suffering is self inflicted..meaning...we are so focused on
the "relationship" that we can lose perspective and take something personally that is
not personal at all. It is important to consider when a concern is real or the result of
an activated attachment system giving you false warnings.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

A few observations (tough love) May 11, 2018 23:52:21 GMT Jaeger and yasmin like this
Quote
I mostly agree, except for the sentence "If you act like you are worth less, the other
person is going to think you are too." It doesn't matter how you are acting-- if
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Posts: 266

another person thinks you are worthless, then they're being an a--. Everyone has
worth regardless of their self esteem. 

Also #3 about not trying to figure out a formula for unilaterally saving the
relationship is an important point-- I see too much discussion here of how to get a
DA person to return or stick around. It's up to the DA person to do that, it isn't up to
someone who has feelings for the DA person to be a certain way (usually the advice
given is to act aloof and as if you had no desires or needs) to make it happen. 

Last Edit: May 11, 2018 23:54:05 GMT by compassionateavoid
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A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT BreakingTheSpell,
kristyrose, and 5 more like this
Quote
Prefacing this post with a reminder that I am FA, and the reason I make these
observations is that I am seeing / listening to so many AP posts and stories and
seeing so many threads running through them and I wanted to comment on a few
things I see repeated over and over and some observations on that.  None of this is
in any particular order.  I have a thick thread of AP running through me and I have
been there, felt it, done it and I am with all the APs in total solidarity with this one
so although there's tough love in here there's no judgement.  there ain't nuthin on
this list I have not done myself or not realised about myself at one point or another!

This is all going to be a little bit random, but I just wanted to offer some of this...

1.  You all seem to think /feel that you are worth less / not as good as the DA or FA
in your life.  This seems to be an almost universal belief every AP seems to have -
almost as if you deserve to be rejected and you need to improve yourself or change
yourself to be worthy or that someone else you have never met is going to be more
worthy than you are.  I see and read this in almost every thread on this site.  I think
for most APs this is a totally self fulfilling prophecy.  If you act like you are worth
less, the other person is going to think you are too. I let the FA I dated get VERY
comfortable treating me like crap.

2.  The DA or FA you are relating to might act like you are a burden of some sort,
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but please, remember he or she is getting a payoff from your arrangement with
them.  I'm not saying all DAs or FAs are cruel and selfish or stereotyping ANYONE
here, but somewhere in the equation, they quite like the fact that you pursue them
in order to get their emotional needs met and the anxious-avoidant cycle of
attachment ensues because THEY choose it as much as you do.  They get as much
out of it as you do.   They just don't realise it as easily.  People only do something if
they want to.

3.  You all seem to have the same characteristic of feeling responsible or in control
of someone else's life as if something YOU can say or do can solely transform a
relationship without realising it ALWAYS takes two people.  That's maybe not
phrased right, but there's so much of this desperation to want the person to "see"
they are DA or FA and for you to solve the puzzle and win the game somehow or get
some magic answer that gives you the fairytale ending which somehow resolves life
for you.  The answer is always the same "if the person you are dating isn't
making you happy, ask them to change.  If they don't change then LEAVE
and date someone else who does make you happy".  Why they are doing it
doesn't matter.  That is basically irrelevant.  It's almost like you want to rescue /
save / take responsibility for the relationship and you feel like if you say / do /be the
exactly perfect way that this will somehow change the result.  You're never going to
change anybody.  Never, never, never, never, never NEVER!   The reason your DA or
FA rejects you and pulls away and confuses you if because THEY are f**ed up and
because your own nature brings out the worst of that.  Nothing you say or do will
change that.  You've got no control over anything that happens in your relationship
beyond (1) stating your needs (2) walking away if they're not met.  It can be
simplified to those two sentences every single time.  No person in the history of time
has ever gone from a crappy relationship to a good one without the person who is
behaving crappily choosing to change.  Husbands on't stop hitting their wives
because they behaved nicely.  Alcoholics don't stop drinking because you were good
enough.  DAs don't stop distancing because you behaved nicely.  People change
because they change.  Not because you did good enough.

4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing that
will make you feel better long term.

5.  You seem to neglect your own feelings totally and worry all the time about what
the FA or DA feels or thinks.  Honesty?  That's their problem!  Stop taking
responsibility for someone else's feelings.  If they feel bad they should sort their life
out.  It's almost like you consider your own feelings as less important.  They're not! 
I guarantee.

6.  You beat yourselves up ALL THE TIME.  This seems to be the default AP setting
that everything is your fault.  It's not.

7.  AP attachment is a lot like anxiety.  I have a relative with hypochondria who
needs constant reassurance that they are not sick and is always inventing reasons to
think they are sick.  they actually make themselves sick from being so stressed
about being sick.  It looks and feels so similar, and maybe focusing on anxiety work
would be helpful.  I know when I am triggered I ruminate, obsess and feel very
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desperate.  That's anxiety.  

Sorry if all this is jumbled and at times harsh.  I have been reading on here for
months now and these are just observations.  I have stayed away from the FA I was
dating and I have also rejected anyone who has show signs of avoidance or
emotional unavailability and thus have been clear from any AP feelings for a long
time.  It gives me enough distance to observe how frankly nuts my own behavior
was when I was triggered.

He was treating me like crap and I was feeling like it was because I wasn't good
enough.  Do you realise how ridiculous that sentence is?  It pains me a lot to see so
many people going through it over and over and over again lost for months or years
pining after someone like this.  You all deserve love.  None of you need to be better. 
You just need to love yourselves better.

david21
New Member

Posts: 30

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 19:55:17 GMT via mobile
Quote
Possibly the best post ever written on here. Absolutely 110% spot on.

tnr9
God

Posts: 824

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 19:55:20 GMT
Quote
Thank you Yasmin...it truly makes sense. I have a new motto..."teach people how I
want to be treated"...that is...if I want people to see me as strong but caring...then
it is my job to portray that to the world. And if I mess up here or there...so be it...if
I move on, so will others.

bedlam71
Full Member

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:13:35 GMT via mobile
Quote
Brilliant, Yasmin
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New Member

Posts: 20

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:30:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
Whoaaa... you called it perfectly. Everything that I feel or have done is listed above.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:37:38 GMT via mobile flic likes this
Quote
Haha. This post made my status "God". Too funny. 

I'm glad it helped you all. I was worried it was harsh but it wasn't meant to be.

tnr9
God

Posts: 824

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 20:46:39 GMT yasmin likes this
Quote
For those that are new or lurking and don't understand much about attachment
theory...all the above makes sense from the perspective that these patterns started
when we were children and our parent/caregiver was the DA/FA. We chose not to
give up on them because we were dependent on them and we could not see them as
"flawed" so we saw ourselves as flawed and have been following the same pattern
ever since. As Yasmin said...there is nothing wrong with you...this all started a long
time ago. Choose to love yourself through the process of healing. 

DearLover
Full Member

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 21:08:11 GMT via mobile yasmin likes this
Quote
Amazing Yasmin. Thank you so much. We AP need to print it in huge letters and
keep reading it until we can’t think/feel otherwise. 

Happiness is a choice. Our attachment is not making us happy. Obsessing or trying
to understand them, change them / the relationship won’t make us happy. 
We have the power to choose differently now. We are not that dependent child
anymore.
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A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 21:54:59 GMT kristyrose, bedlam71, and
1 more like this
Quote
Yes, yes, yes. We are not those children anymore.

I am working through all this in therapy right now -mostly focusing on my avoidance
as that's the more prevalent problem for me -and we're going over interactions with
my parents, dates and other people I am learning that there's new ways to react.
We have a choice. We didn't when we were 2 years old or 5 years old or 12 years
old, but we DO have a choice NOW.

Someone is being a jerk to you? You have the choice to say "no" and walk away if
they continue. You have the choice to not speak to your parents or anyone else who
is doing things that feel crappy. We are all grown up now and don't HAVE to continue
to do this. It is so simple. 

It's surprisingly easy (and my attachment problems are deep) to begin to implement
those changes in daily life. Fake it until you make it even. And when you start doing
it, it's a self fulfilling prophecy because when someone hurts you and you focus on
YOUR feelings and care for YOU and tell them to go to hell, it's a way of caring for
yourself and it sends a message to you and to them that you are worthy. You're
telling yourself you are worthy. You're seeing the other person as flawed instead of
naturally always assuming it must be you. 

It's like re-parenting.

Huge changes have come about in my interactions with my parents from changing
the way I respond, and a few times this has meant saying "go to hell" which was
immensely difficult, but I did it anyway. And you know what, sometimes the
response was bad and sometimes it was surprisingly good (I think my mother
apologized to me for the first time in a decade a few weeks ago when I called her
out).

But the real point is that it doesn't change her. It changes ME. It teaches me that I
can have boundaries with people I love and say "no". It teaches me I deserve to be
treated nicely just as much as the other person does. It teaches me that I can reject
something that doesn't feel good. It teaches me that it is not my job to put everyone
else's needs before my own.

And the last time my FA contacted me? I told him to go right to hell. And it felt
great, because I genuinely meant it. I genuinely meant it because I don't want or
need or deserve anyone who doesn't treat me right and if he doesn't see that then
it's his mistake and his problem. and I didn't think for even one second about how
HE felt or what HE wanted because that is not my problem.

I'm not healed, but I am in the slow process of relearning all this that was so
messed up in childhood. When you begin to make that journey you start to realise
how ridiculous some of the AP behavior is. I personally believe AP is easier to heal
than DA or FA because actually you are very good at intimacy and loving and
trusting and being close to people. All you need is to grow your self esteem and the
healing is done.

For FA and DA, the avoidance is harder to heal. The fear of closeness is so powerful,
some days I feel absolutely powerless over it. Id' rather just be alone / not date /
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not meet anyone new than ever risk anyone hurting me again. Such a terrible, sad
way to live. Hopefully I will have some more epiphanies on that element!

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 22:05:44 GMT yasmin likes this
Quote
*slow clap* yasmin.

As another FA, I can also relate to both sides of anxious and avoidant. When I see
extremes of each in my circle of friends sharing their dating woes/views, I tell you
what, it drives me absolutely nuts! Behaviours of both are equally destructive and
unattractive, and are the moments of clarity where I see how crazy I have also
behaved in the past when triggered by an unsuitable partner, and turns the focus
back on me to work internally than focus or blame the other person. I can't control
what the other person is doing, I can't read their mind... I can only control my own
happiness and how I don't want history to repeat itself again.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

A few observations (tough love) May 10, 2018 22:13:55 GMT yasmin likes this
Quote

May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT yasmin said:
4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing
that will make you feel better long term.

I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.
Last Edit: May 10, 2018 22:16:48 GMT by gecko
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May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT yasmin said:
4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing
that will make you feel better long term.
I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.

Sane here!!!

flic
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May 10, 2018 19:04:20 GMT yasmin said:
4.  All APs seem to share this way of treating a goodbye like a soap opera.  That
might sound mean, but so many on here post details of break ups or conversations
with clear rejections and even when you post break up letters or messages saying
goodbye, they still read as being a little manipulative emotionally, as if you can say
goodbye in this certain way that is going to make the person realise how amazing
you are, how benevolent you are,  and how much they loved you and come back.  to
be honest, in a lot of these relationship situations I think you'd be better off (a)
ignoring the person completely or (b) getting angry and showing it.  It's almost like
even in the goodbye you believe if you're the better person that it will make you
"good enough".  It's like an act of self violence.  This person hurt you and dumped
you.  Feel free to tell them to go to hell or stop speaking to you.  Even doing
that will make you feel better long term.
I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.

This is my fave bit also. My only complaint is that you didn't post this 2 months ago
before I enacted the most dramatic, drawn-out, ridiculous and fantastical telenovela
seen outside of Latin America. 

I actually don't regret the letter I sent him, because it has freed me from my own
hope, which has nothing to do with him. But there is a bit of me that wishes I'd
added that he can go to hell (I too had the realisation immediately after sending the
letter that I've been acting like a doormat for 2 months, which is yuk feeling)  

Last Edit: May 11, 2018 3:12:23 GMT by flic
tnr9
God

Posts: 824

A few observations (tough love) May 11, 2018 3:08:13 GMT
Quote
I do think that some of our suffering is self inflicted..meaning...we are so focused on
the "relationship" that we can lose perspective and take something personally that is
not personal at all. It is important to consider when a concern is real or the result of
an activated attachment system giving you false warnings.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

A few observations (tough love) May 11, 2018 23:52:21 GMT Jaeger and yasmin like this
Quote
I mostly agree, except for the sentence "If you act like you are worth less, the other
person is going to think you are too." It doesn't matter how you are acting-- if
another person thinks you are worthless, then they're being an a--. Everyone has
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worth regardless of their self esteem. 

Also #3 about not trying to figure out a formula for unilaterally saving the
relationship is an important point-- I see too much discussion here of how to get a
DA person to return or stick around. It's up to the DA person to do that, it isn't up to
someone who has feelings for the DA person to be a certain way (usually the advice
given is to act aloof and as if you had no desires or needs) to make it happen. 

Last Edit: May 11, 2018 23:54:05 GMT by compassionateavoid
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A few observations (tough love) May 12, 2018 0:31:04 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 11, 2018 3:07:15 GMT flic said:

May 10, 2018 22:13:55 GMT gecko said:
I just wanted to say this was my favourite part. Because it's always taken me
forever to tell someone to 'go to hell' (I said those exact words to my FA ex the
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other night) for fear of looking unreasonable, lacking compassion, or being
emotionally out of control. But boy, did it feel GOOD! Everytime I have done this to
someone toxic in my life, I've realised immediately after that I disrespected myself
for way too long for it to get to this point.
This is my fave bit also. My only complaint is that you didn't post this 2 months ago
before I enacted the most dramatic, drawn-out, ridiculous and fantastical telenovela
seen outside of Latin America. 

I actually don't regret the letter I sent him, because it has freed me from my own
hope, which has nothing to do with him. But there is a bit of me that wishes I'd
added that he can go to hell (I too had the realisation immediately after sending the
letter that I've been acting like a doormat for 2 months, which is yuk feeling)  

This really made me laugh. Trust me. I have done the same x 1000. I cringe right
now at the 4 page letters I've sent ranting out total dramatic rubbish.

I'm promising myself not to do that ever again. It's never something I look back on
and feel good about.

It's really hard when you're anxious to let go of that compulsion where you believe
something you say is going to magically resolve things.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

A few observations (tough love) May 12, 2018 0:33:25 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 11, 2018 23:52:21 GMT compassionateavoid said:
I mostly agree, except for the sentence "If you act like you are worth less, the other
person is going to think you are too." It doesn't matter how you are acting-- if
another person thinks you are worthless, then they're being an a--. Everyone has
worth regardless of their self esteem. 

Also #3 about not trying to figure out a formula for unilaterally saving the
relationship is an important point-- I see too much discussion here of how to get a
DA person to return or stick around. It's up to the DA person to do that, it isn't up to
someone who has feelings for the DA person to be a certain way (usually the advice
given is to act aloof and as if you had no desires or needs) to make it happen. 

I think they're reacting to their own low self worth? When people think you're worth
less because you are so nice to them etc. I think it's because they hate themselves
and only value people who don't like them back
A few observations (tough love) May 18, 2018 18:30:04 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
Hi Yasmin,
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I took a break for a while, have been dating up a storm and trying to focus on ME. I
was getting distance from my ex, he was of course coming towards me, and I was
meeting some great new people.

However, the last guy I dated that I really liked, told me he wasn't over his ex and
needed time alone, so we are not seeing each other.

What happened after that? Well I started seeing my ex again, even more. We spent
my bday weekend together and even have spent time during the week. Now of
course, he is starting his usual aloofness, pulling away by not responding to simple
questions like, "how was your day?"-

It started to trigger me today, except I would not let it. I decided to just not
communicate with him right now and continue on my path. I'm not seeing anyone
else right now, but I know that I can and there is hope down the road. The more I
do this and focus on me, the more value I see in myself.

Your post was perfect because it is exactly what I am discovering as well- I am very
much worthy of happiness and love and I won't let his pulling away be a sign of my
unworthiness. I'm so glad you are finding peace in the hard work, I am as well, but
it's still a struggle.

Sending you lots of hugs

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

A few observations (tough love) May 20, 2018 19:43:48 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
kristyrose Keep working at it! No contact is the best way to break the cycle and get
your power back.

It's not easy for anyone, especially APs and FAs once we are triggered in the
rejection cycle.

My FA is completely incapable of letting me go. I sent him a message a few weeks
ago saying "Please don't contact me again". A few days ago he messages me and
start talking and I said, "I can't do this" and he said "Sorry, I thought you'd want to
hear from me".

Err..no....I specifically said I didn't want to hear from you. My specific words were
DO NOT CONTACT ME.

I was so tempted for a few minutes to get sucked right back in, it would have been
so easy to do so, but I cut him right off there and messaged again to say I didn't
wan tot speak to him again because his behavior was toxic and I didn't want toxic.

I think the difference you get with no contact is that you suddenly feel the anxiety
go and realise you are actually happier without this person who made you feel so
small and confused and rejected and not good enough

kristyrose
Senior Member

A few observations (tough love) May 22, 2018 17:18:17 GMT
Quote
yasmin

I have to admit, I ended up seeing my ex after all the next day...I have to keep
reminding myself of the reality of the situation, and I try to stay with myself.

I noticed my ex has been trying to reconnect with my sister and people in my life
and I do not know why. He texted a pic he took of me to my sister on Sunday, she
only responded to me and he got upset and asked me if she "still hates me"- I said
she has her own opinions and left it at that. I ended up staying at his place and
doing work from his house, I wasn't feeling good so he drew me a bath and was very
loving towards me, it was nice, admittedly I just ate it up. He is just so much more
relaxed, loving and seems to keep trying to make amends with ppl in my life. I do
not know why, I definitely do not think it has anything to do with us being back
together, it's just odd behavior. Showing up to my birthday party when I told him it
would be uncomfortable, then he goes around to all of my friends trying to have
conversations with them when he barely did this when we were together.
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I guess I'm just spending time with him because I want to, but his behavior is
beyond confusing, so I have to not get sucked in wondering why.

I made a date next week with someone who seems really great so far, we shall see.
compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

A few observations (tough love) May 25, 2018 1:08:02 GMT
Quote
YIkes on him showing up to you birthday when you told him it would be
uncomfortable. Does he generally respect your boundaries?
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scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 17, 2018 23:47:28 GMT
Quote
Hey guys. Wanted to give an update. A little over a week ago I dumped the girl I
was seeing for 4 months because she lied about going out of town. She said she
understood and here we are one week later. I found out through some social media
detective work that she's now on vacation in the caribbean with her ex husband. SO
it looks like the whole reason all this happened was because her ex husband had
been trying to get her back and was successful. Although it sucks, she was married
with this man and together with him for a total of 13 years, they have a child
together so I don't think I have much reason to be angry. We had a fun 4 months
together but how am i supposed to compete with that bond? He's also a famous
athlete, so combine all that and I don't think I stood much of a chance really. I will
be TOTALLY honest here and just say that i do not hope it works out for them. It has
not in the past and hope that she will see all of his shortcomings again sooner rather
than later. I know thats my bruised ego talking but I'm owning it.

tnr9
God

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 1:52:56 GMT
Quote
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May 17, 2018 23:47:28 GMT scheme00 said:
Hey guys. Wanted to give an update. A little over a week ago I dumped the girl I
was seeing for 4 months because she lied about going out of town. She said she
understood and here we are one week later. I found out through some social media
detective work that she's now on vacation in the caribbean with her ex husband. SO
it looks like the whole reason all this happened was because her ex husband had
been trying to get her back and was successful. Although it sucks, she was married
with this man and together with him for a total of 13 years, they have a child
together so I don't think I have much reason to be angry. We had a fun 4 months
together but how am i supposed to compete with that bond? He's also a famous
athlete, so combine all that and I don't think I stood much of a chance really. I will
be TOTALLY honest here and just say that i do not hope it works out for them. It has
not in the past and hope that she will see all of his shortcomings again sooner rather
than later. I know thats my bruised ego talking but I'm owning it.
I don't understand...you broke up with her.  Sounds more like a hurt child's
perspective rather than an adult.  

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 2:43:35 GMT via
mobile
Quote
I broke up with her only because I caught her lying to me. I did not want it to end.
Clearly she was working things out with the ex. You’re right, my hurt inner child is
angry 

tnr9
God

Posts: 824

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 2:50:56 GMT
Quote

May 18, 2018 2:43:35 GMT scheme00 said:
I broke up with her only because I caught her lying to me. I did not want it to end.
Clearly she was working things out with the ex. You’re right, my hurt inner child is
angry 
Scheme..I really think you have an opportunity to uncover some deep beliefs and
wounds and change them...stay with the angry child but release this woman....why
is the child angry?  Seriously....don't get stuck on "her" because she is just a
symptom and you will lose a chance to work on the deeper stuff if you simply make
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this about her.
scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 2:56:03 GMT via
mobile
Quote
I agree with you but I don’t know what else I can do. I’ve tried all types of therapy.
Multiple therapists and even went to do a psychedelic drug to work on this stuff but
it hasn’t gone away. Granted this would have made me suicidal a few years ago.
Now I’m just sad for a few weeks. Unfortunately I don’t think there will ever be a
way for me to heal these deep rooted abandonment issues.

tnr9
God

Posts: 824

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 3:07:06 GMT
Quote

May 18, 2018 2:56:03 GMT scheme00 said:
I agree with you but I don’t know what else I can do. I’ve tried all types of therapy.
Multiple therapists and even went to do a psychedelic drug to work on this stuff but
it hasn’t gone away. Granted this would have made me suicidal a few years ago.
Now I’m just sad for a few weeks. Unfortunately I don’t think there will ever be a
way for me to heal these deep rooted abandonment issues.
So..honestly..give yourself a break...patterns don't develop in a vacuum....I actually
like to be a curious about myself..not staring at belly button curious, but more along
the lines of...I am feeling really angry about this situation...did I ever experience this
kind of anger when I was a child?  Just a thought of a way you could approach it.
 Getting back to the situation....if there is a way you can detach from it, that would
be helpful because it seems to me you have a lot of rawness over it which is not
helping you...this is just an observation.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 11:11:25 GMT via
mobile tnr9 and nottheonion like this
Quote
I hope this gives you the clarity you need to move on.

In some of these cases, what I read doesn't sound like love. It sounds like
obsession. If you cared about this woman truly then you would definitely want her to
be happy.

You'll never be happy unless what you want is someone who wants and loves you
back.

Obsessing so much about someone who doesn't return it feels like avoidance. 

It's a way to avoid really having a loving and reciprocal relationship. 

You're so fixated on the past or the impossible that it frees you from actually living.

I can understand being a bit obsessed or depressed at the end of a long relationship
or marriage - but reating like this and giving so much of your life to a 16 or 17 week
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relationship wit someone emotionally unavailable? 

Ahh. You will be old one day and regret it. 

Have fun. Go out. Meet a girl who's available and thinks you're awesome. 

tnr9
God

Posts: 824

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 13:01:19 GMT
Quote

May 18, 2018 11:11:25 GMT yasmin said:
I hope this gives you the clarity you need to move on.

In some of these cases, what I read doesn't sound like love. It sounds like
obsession. If you cared about this woman truly then you would definitely want her to
be happy.

You'll never be happy unless what you want is someone who wants and loves you
back.

Obsessing so much about someone who doesn't return it feels like avoidance. 

It's a way to avoid really having a loving and reciprocal relationship. 

You're so fixated on the past or the impossible that it frees you from actually living.

I can understand being a bit obsessed or depressed at the end of a long relationship
or marriage - but reating like this and giving so much of your life to a 16 or 17 week
relationship wit someone emotionally unavailable? 

Ahh. You will be old one day and regret it. 

Have fun. Go out. Meet a girl who's available and thinks you're awesome. 

Yes...absolutely truthful Yasmin....and I find that I usually can't move beyond what
is "familiar" until I figure out why I am locked so deeply onto someone.  And it isn't
usually the person, it is what the person represents.  For instance, I have a really
rotten self belief that if a person I have feelings for doesn't have feelings back..that
that somehow is a personal affront..that somehow that speaks into my worth and
value....which it doesn't, the adult knows that, the child part doesn't....so I either
have to get angry at the other person, or angry at myself and usually it is a
combination of the 2.  Why didn't he return my feelings when I did such and
such.....that is wanting to be special in the eyes of someone I have chosen, Why did
I chose the wrong person again, what is wrong with me that is the other side of the
coin....and I will vacillate between those perspectives....but that is just me.
Last Edit: May 18, 2018 13:03:09 GMT by tnr9

DearLover
Full Member

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 15:07:39 GMT via
mobile yasmin likes this
Quote
Stop stalking her on social media and go out have fun, start a new hobby, practice a
sport, whatever you can do to fill your mind, move your body, meet different people.

I know it sounds easy for me saying this from here but I have been there many
times. 
You need to release. 
Be excited, jump for joy, now you are free to meet someone more compatible with
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you. Now you have more insight into your own wounds and behaviour. Now you
know better what you want and what you don’t want. It’s a reason to celebrate!
Imagine how many women are out there in the world. Why fixate in this one? She
wasn’t making you feel happy, valued and loved anyway. 
Thank her (from your heart to hers, no need to contact) for the good times you
shared and let go. 
Wish to others (especially your ‘enemies’) whatever you want to have in your own
life. It will come back like a boomerang. 
Each failed romantic relationship is one or more steps towards a better one.

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 18, 2018 19:51:57 GMT
yasmin likes this
Quote
Thanks everyone for your responses. I posted this right when I found out so it was
pretty fresh and raw. Feeling a bit better now!

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 19, 2018 1:14:40 GMT via
mobile tnr9 and gecko like this
Quote
I was surprisingly more hurt than I should be after ending a three-month
relationship with my FA ex. I didn’t want anything bad happened to him. I just felt
angry. For him treating me the way he did. His fault finding. How things ended. I
also didn’t have any prior experience dealing with an extremely insecure guy who
hurt my self esteem so much by judging me so badly. 

In a way I guess we both need to ask ourselves why we are so hurt by someone we
only dated for a few months. I know the intensity of the relationship plays a role too
but I feel that i really should’nt have had invested so much so soon. 

I didn’t have strong chemistry with him in the first place but I felt the most
comfortable with him both emotionally and physically and I hadn’t felt that in a long
time. I got sooo excited and anxious as he was so keen to have a relationship with
me right from the start. It took me two years to actually find someone who I could
date exclusively and I was terrified that it’ll take me another two years to find
someone again. 

There really isn’t a point for you to compare yourself with her ex husband. If she had
completely moved on, you wouldn’t even have to worry about him. The fact that he’s
a pro athlete means nothing to your relationship with her. No matter who you meet
in the future, there’s always an ex who had a strong bond with them. The min I find
out I have to “compete” with that bond, I’ll nope the fuck out. 

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 1:18:19 GMT by nottheonion
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Senior Member

Update on "I dumped Her" - She is back with her EX May 25, 2018 1:03:38 GMT
Quote
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May 18, 2018 2:56:03 GMT scheme00 said:
I agree with you but I don’t know what else I can do. I’ve tried all types of therapy.
Multiple therapists and even went to do a psychedelic drug to work on this stuff but
it hasn’t gone away. Granted this would have made me suicidal a few years ago.
Now I’m just sad for a few weeks. Unfortunately I don’t think there will ever be a
way for me to heal these deep rooted abandonment issues.
Scheme00, that sounds like tons of progress to me! It would have made you suicidal
and now you're just sad for a few weeks-- that's awesome progress. I bet you'll find
even more progress in these regards as life goes on (not that it's always a linear
process, but still). 
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Why I don't use "my ex" in my posts May 23, 2018 12:27:03 GMT ocarina and goldilocks
like this
Quote
There are actually two reasons I have chosen not to use "my ex"...first he was never
"mine" and I think it can be very confusing to our brains to keep referring to a
person under a label that can come across like a possession (like "my home", "my
car" etc) and can actually keep us viewing the person as somehow connected to us.
 The second is that I personally feel it does not necessarily honor the guy I was
dating as an autonomous person.  He is fully his own person and I know that for DAs
and FAs who felt smothered/not respected for being who they are individually as
children, this type of label can potentially be triggering.  So out of respect for B, I
want to always respect his "separateness", especially since we are no longer dating.
 

Obviously, it is a personal decision how you frame the wording regarding the person
you were dating..but I have found it beneficial to change the phrasing to "the guy I
dated". 

flic
Junior Member

Why I don't use "my ex" in my posts May 23, 2018 23:00:22 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
I actually noticed you used this phrase in a reply to my post. I struggle with writing
'my ex' too - for the same reasons as you, but sometimes i feel using his first initial
is too personal for a public forum.

the problem i have with 'guy i dated' is that we lived together and talked about
getting married and having children. 'Guy i dated' feels really superficial in that
context - I've 'dated' many guys, and D was much more than that. He was, for a
time, my partner, my best friend, my confidante and the greatest love i've known
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to-date. 

But I agree with you on the 'ex' point... Maybe the initial is the way to go after all.

tnr9
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Posts: 824 
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Why I don't use "my ex" in my posts May 24, 2018 2:18:04 GMT
Quote

May 23, 2018 23:00:22 GMT flic said:
I actually noticed you used this phrase in a reply to my post. I struggle with writing
'my ex' too - for the same reasons as you, but sometimes i feel using his first initial
is too personal for a public forum.

the problem i have with 'guy i dated' is that we lived together and talked about
getting married and having children. 'Guy i dated' feels really superficial in that
context - I've 'dated' many guys, and D was much more than that. He was, for a
time, my partner, my best friend, my confidante and the greatest love i've known
to-date. 

But I agree with you on the 'ex' point... Maybe the initial is the way to go after all.
I understand....B actually is more than a "guy I dated" too.  The thing
is....regardless of how special B is to me, the  "relationship" ( in context of what we
shared) is in the past...which is why, I use his initial or "guy I dated", in part to try
to move my heart forward towards being open to someone new.  But I am totally
tracking with you on how superficial it sounds.
Last Edit: May 24, 2018 10:14:22 GMT by tnr9

ocarina
Full Member

Why I don't use "my ex" in my posts May 24, 2018 20:29:41 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 23, 2018 12:27:03 GMT tnr9 said:
There are actually two reasons I have chosen not to use "my ex"...first he was never
"mine" and I think it can be very confusing to our brains to keep referring to a
person under a label that can come across like a possession (like "my home", "my
car" etc) and can actually keep us viewing the person as somehow connected to us.
 The second is that I personally feel it does not necessarily honor the guy I was
dating as an autonomous person.  He is fully his own person and I know that for DAs
and FAs who felt smothered/not respected for being who they are individually as
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children, this type of label can potentially be triggering.  So out of respect for B, I
want to always respect his "separateness", especially since we are no longer dating.
 

Obviously, it is a personal decision how you frame the wording regarding the person
you were dating..but I have found it beneficial to change the phrasing to "the guy I
dated". 
One of the things I really admire about you TNr9 is that you never ever complain
about/ speak down about or criticise B - that takes a big heart and some real self
knowledge. Just sayin.......
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 11, 2018 11:03:48 GMT tnr9,
bedlam71, and 1 more like this
Quote
www.goodtherapy.org/blog/own-inner-child-breaking-free-of-anxious-attachment-0613164

“It’s like a mother: when the baby is crying,

she picks up the baby and she holds the baby tenderly in her arms.

Your pain, your anxiety is your baby.

You have to take care of it.

You have to go back to yourself,

to recognize the suffering in you.

Embrace the suffering, and you get a relief.”

—Thich Nhat Hanh

There’s some part in all of us that yearns to belong. This is our safety, our security. It means
we can relax, that others are there to hold us, cherish us, praise us, and keep guard when
we cannot. It means we matter.
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When we’ve experienced a single relational disconnection, we generally recover. When it
becomes a pattern—when someone who is “supposed to be there” for us finds ways to
disengage or disappear on a daily basis—recovery feels intangible and unattainable. We
make decisions about the self, saying, “I’m not wanted. I must be flawed.”

Anxious Attachment Says: ‘You’re Not Giving Me Enough’

Those landing on the anxious side of attachment are often aware they are seeking others as
a way to regulate their overwhelm. They may feel “clingy.” When living in this mode, many
feel easily rejected or abandoned, becoming angry when partners fail to live up to perceived
expectations. On guard, attuned to signs of others leaving, they easily fall into internal panic,
exhibiting protest behaviors in often futile attempts to elicit caring responses. They may guilt
or blame partners into submission, choosing to argue (and continue arguing) because it feels
better than no connection at all, because preoccupation allows no other choice.

Many in this mode give up their own desires in attempts to win their partner’s approval,
placing survival needs over authenticity. The “real” identity of their partner is often less
relevant than the fact the partner presents as available just often enough for the preoccupied
one to maintain an illusion of love. This can leave their partners feeling like disposable place-
keepers, while for the anxious one, self-justification creates a paradoxical argument: “I
would not put this much effort into someone who was not ‘the one.’ ”

Some have referred to this as “fantasy bonding”—in love with the idea of the person, often
ignoring uncomfortable parts.

Many anxiously attached individuals recognize—in calmer moments, after the fact—they’ve
been so involved with their own discomfort and dysregulation that they failed to catch
unspoken emotional cues from partners that might have led to feelings of mutual connection
and intimacy.

Anxious Relationship with the Self

Sometimes the panic itself becomes the enemy, and the anxious person develops strategies
to hide or contain it, saying, “If others see this panic, they will leave me.” This message itself
perpetuates internal conflict—self against self—amplifying pain as internal parts polarize.

While many, trapped in anxiety, function excessively in the presence of others (which can be
perceived by others as demanding), when alone they may find tasks difficult to complete.
Sometimes, in the absence of constant reassurance, they find their motivation dissolved.
They may recognize an absence of perceived selfhood when not in the presence of another.

As familiar as the relational desperation becomes, they may find that when real intimacy is
offered, they do not know how to be with it. It may fall flat. They may tell themselves they
are just bored. They might distract themselves from it or sabotage it. It invokes too much
shame, bringing to awareness parts of the self that they do not know how to meet.
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Origins of Anxious Attachment

Many theories describe the creation of anxious attachment, citing both nature and nurture.
One of the foremost frames the caregiver as someone overwhelmed by their child’s emotion.
It might be a parent who appreciates or loves the baby while also feeling out of sync,
helpless, as if there is no way to calm the baby. This is an unfortunate misattunement or
inaccurate empathy. The baby, of course, gets more attention when crying, thus training it
to use tantrums as a primary way to elicit attention and meet its security needs.

Another theory, one that could work in conjunction with the above: the caregiver who carries
abandonment wounds actively (even subconsciously) creates dependence in their child,
ensuring the child will need them and remain with them. The child of this parenting strategy
is thus trained to remain a child, to take a dependent role in intimate relationships in order
to get needs met.

Anxious Attachment in Conflict

Those on the anxious side of attachment fight in and for relationship, feeling incapable of
calming until another person meets their needs for assurance. This often leads to long-term
deterioration of the relationship as their partners learn to distance, placate, and resent
rather than pursue seemingly endless conflict. This withdrawal by partners may perpetuate
negative beliefs: “They are trying to leave me. I am not lovable. I have to make my emotion
bigger to get a response.”

Open Letter from the Avoidant to the Anxiously Attached

I see your panic. I hear it in your breathing, your sighs, your many signs and gestures—the
ones meant to elicit attention from me. I resent you in this mood because it means I lose a
partner and gain a child. I become the parent. I become your “fix.” In your panic, my
existence is no longer mine. I’m no longer free, whole, separate from you. With nobody in
you to meet me, I am trapped and alone.

Your dependence becomes a weight for me to carry. It’s like a child in you with nowhere to
go. Sometimes it feels like an insatiable bully, entitled, demanding I care for it. But it has no
sense of time, and I could meet it for hours, resenting you each minute. And nothing
changes.

I want to be loved, not needed.

Part of me also yearns to be taken care of.

Therapy for the Anxious: Bonding with the Self
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In moments of interpersonal conflict, many of us switch to younger states. We disconnect
from present-day resources, reacting not to partners but to parents. Even with adult
partners, we return to perceptions, expectations, and strategies learned at an early age. We
become the child in the empty room, feeling ourselves empty until it fills once again. Or we
become the child playing in our room, safe, away from the needs or threats of others
throughout the house, hoping no one comes to the door.

Invariably, in order to heal and decrease dependence on others, those on the anxious end of
the spectrum will find themselves exploring ways to build an internal support structure—
some part of the self that remains strong, dependable, unthreatened by intense emotion.
This might be framed as “self-validation” or as an “internal parent.”

In the beginning, though, they naturally seek others—friends, partners, and therapists—to
provide this support, validation, and witnessing. “This isn’t the way life is supposed to be,”
they may say. “We are supposed to be able to depend on others.”

Some may recognize a resentment of the therapy work, even a shame in it. They may view
self-sufficiency or self-soothing as a secondary strategy, only used when one fails to belong
in the world. They may feel conflict internally and with their therapist, feeling blamed while
also feeling victimized in relationship: “I’m the one who feels so devastated when people
leave me. Yet you’re saying I play a part in that.”

Another Way to Frame Anxious Attachment

If we reframe “preoccupation” as the ongoing abandonment feelings of an inner child, we
begin to differentiate from the part feeling the pain. This is important for the present-day
adult who feels hijacked by emotions. It is also vitally important for the hurting child (or the
old neural network that takes over) to have a compassionate internal witness.

If we reframe “preoccupation” as the ongoing abandonment feelings of an inner child, we
begin to differentiate from the part feeling the pain. This is important for the present-day
adult who feels hijacked by emotions. It is also vitally important for the hurting child (or the
old neural network that takes over) to have a compassionate internal witness.

It’s hard to take ownership of the child inside, noticing that it reaches out to make demands
of others—a natural next step when it finds no internal caregiver available.

There’s a message often internalized in childhood: the unspoken message from a parent
saying, “I can’t handle this child! Let someone else take care of it.” It’s a message repeated
internally when emotion is high, when the old state is triggered. Many in therapy eventually
realize they actually hate the child in them. They hand this emotional part of the self out to
others, saying to friends, families, and partners: “I can’t handle this child in me! It’s too
much! You take care of it.”

It’s important to begin separating parts in this way, to speak of each in third person, to
gradually hear the dialogue already occurring between them. This is differentiation, and it is
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a necessary component of self-soothing. We cannot witness a part when we are that part. It
requires some distance. Effective witnessing requires the development of an internal “other.”

Developing internal parts is something most of us have already done many times throughout
life. We’ve developed internal guards and gatekeepers—judges, parents. These are the parts
that judge and contain us today.

We can also develop an internal witness—one that does not judge, is not threatened by any
emotion, does not attack, pull away, pity, analyze, or try to fix. One that meets us with
empathy and compassion to witness our pains and joys in the ways we always wished an
other would.

An intentionally developed part is just as valid as the parts that developed automatically in
life. The compassion and affirmation we can give ourselves is just as real and valid as the
internal abuse we already trust. It’s all internal dialogue between parts of the self. In
therapy, we are just making that dialogue more conscious and intentional.

Certain therapeutic approaches, such as Hakomi and Internal Family Systems, work precisely
to create an internal environment of acceptance and unity, facilitating integration through
differentiation of parts.

Some Final Points and Considerations

Our own perceptions are less accurate when the body is in fight-or-flight mode. We easily
catastrophize when activated. Mindfulness practice can increase present-moment awareness
of our bodily activation level. When it gets too high, it’s okay to take a break, to step away
from the argument, and to connect with resources to help your body calm. Life looks
different on the other side of the nervous system.

Another way to tell if you are activated: Can you hear someone’s “no” and not take it
personally?

It’s important to begin recognizing the elements of fantasy in your relationships. Do you
want an equal partner? Are there moments you really do want to be taken care of? Most of
us experience both.

This struggle is common. It is human.

Do you give up your own interests, ideas, ideals, and pursuits in order to keep a
relationship?

It’s okay to grieve the fantasy.

tnr9
God

Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 11, 2018 12:55:43 GMT
Quote
Hey Golilocks....it is very good to see you posting. . I think this ties into so many
aspects of AP....the reason why we strongly want to rescue/caretake is because we
want to be taken care of, the reason we do not give up, is because we want
someone to not give up on us...and the reason we tend to read into things is
because we do not want to "miss" anything important.

I think it is crucial when reading posts like this to first be able to embrace all of who
you are...accept that you have needs and desires that were not fulfilled from when
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you were a child. Accept that you are likely to misinterpret situations, and people's
intentions just due to the bias you have. Accept that there is a mix of amazing gifts
along with blind spots. Only after acceptance of all of who you are (which is
truthfully what you have been craving all along from others) then can you work on
the blind spots with love. Because we all have blind spots.

goldilocks
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Posts: 281

Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 11, 2018 17:38:18 GMT
Quote
Perhaps it would also be a good idea for two AP's to date each other. Either you are meeting
each other's needs or you act as a mutual mirror.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT
robin likes this
Quote

May 11, 2018 17:38:18 GMT goldilocks said:
Perhaps it would also be a good idea for two AP's to date each other. Either you are
meeting each other's needs or you act as a mutual mirror.
Actually...they don't recommend 2 APs to date each other...but I understand about
what you mean about being a mirror for each other.

Interestingly enough...I become very "avoidant" around men who exhibit AP
tendencies...I build huge walls as if to say "I can't give you what you need, go
elsewhere".  Thinking about this further it makes sense....there is a desperate
emptiness in my attachment....an "I did not get enough because my parent could
not give me enough".  The fantasy that I have lived by is that someone else "can"
give it to me...they are just "witholding it".  That perspective has led to one up/one
down (I am usually the one down) comparisons, other people/girls being a threat,
distance being unbearable....I own the fact that it is not healthy....not by a long
stretch...but what I have done in the past is just plopped shame on top of all of that
because I know how unhealthy it is...and shame just purpetuates the cycle of "I am
not enough" and "please someone else give me enough".  The other brilliant thing I
do is pick men who have other issues...addictions, workaholics, narcs...because I
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think if I just love them enough, they will heal from whatever is ailing them and they
will be so very grateful that they will love me back....as if I have no value outside of
my ability to give, give, give.  So I am working on changing that by seeing myself as
being enough...if I am enough, I don't need you, I choose you.....being enough also
allows me to release you to be who you need to be...you get to choose me as
well...there is no manipulation/no pleading/no neediness.  I am fully me while you
are fully you.  I think it starts with understanding that the emptiness I feel may
never be filled by another and that has to be ok.  As I said..I am still working on it.  

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 12, 2018 0:02:48 GMT
Quote
Great article! 

As a parent (of an actual child), I find the notion of considering how one may--
perhaps even subconsciously-- be parenting partly as a result of one's attachment
style(s) to be very important. I know the more I think about that, the more I see my
parenting in a new way.
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Have you heard of attachment parenting?
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Quote

May 12, 2018 17:10:34 GMT goldilocks said:
Have you heard of attachment parenting?

Been there, read all the books and articles, did it, read more books and articles... I
have mixed feelings about it (I think in some cases it can lead to over-parenting and
struggling with limit-setting), but it's definitely better than a lot of other approaches
to parenting and I think it encourages one to keep working to be a responsive
parent.
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I think sometimes I overcompensate--- if you're trying to not be an emotionally
distant parent, it's possible to swing too much in the other direction. But my kids are
still relatively young and I think I have a good balance now.
Last Edit: May 13, 2018 23:42:51 GMT by compassionateavoid
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

May 11, 2018 17:38:18 GMT goldilocks said:
Perhaps it would also be a good idea for two AP's to date each other. Either you are meeting
each other's needs or you act as a mutual mirror.
Actually...they don't recommend 2 APs to date each other...but I understand about what you
mean about being a mirror for each other.

Interestingly enough...I become very "avoidant" around men who exhibit AP tendencies...I
build huge walls as if to say "I can't give you what you need, go elsewhere".  Thinking about
this further it makes sense....there is a desperate emptiness in my attachment....an "I did
not get enough because my parent could not give me enough".

So you don't actually want to give what you want to receive?

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

The fantasy that I have lived by is that someone else "can" give it to me...they are just
"witholding it".  That perspective has led to one up/one down (I am usually the one down)
comparisons, other people/girls being a threat, distance being unbearable....I own the fact
that it is not healthy....not by a long stretch...but what I have done in the past is just
plopped shame on top of all of that because I know how unhealthy it is...and shame just
purpetuates the cycle of "I am not enough" and "please someone else give me enough".

It sounds like deep down, you know this is an unrealistic fantasy; is that correct?
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

The other brilliant thing I do is pick men who have other issues...addictions, workaholics,
narcs...because I think if I just love them enough, they will heal from whatever is ailing them
and they will be so very grateful that they will love me back....as if I have no value outside
of my ability to give, give, give. 

So in the fantasy you want to trade healing powers for unlimited and undivided attention?

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

So I am working on changing that by seeing myself as being enough...if I am enough, I don't
need you, I choose you.....being enough also allows me to release you to be who you need
to be...you get to choose me as well...there is no manipulation/no pleading/no neediness.  I
am fully me while you are fully you.  I think it starts with understanding that the emptiness I
feel may never be filled by another and that has to be ok.  As I said..I am still working on it.
 

I think only you can feel the emptiness and only you can give unlimited love to yourself.
Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 19:41:13 GMT
bip and robin like this
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
Actually...they don't recommend 2 APs to date each other...but I understand about
what you mean about being a mirror for each other.

Interestingly enough...I become very "avoidant" around men who exhibit AP
tendencies...I build huge walls as if to say "I can't give you what you need, go
elsewhere".  Thinking about this further it makes sense....there is a desperate
emptiness in my attachment....an "I did not get enough because my parent could
not give me enough".
So you don't actually want to give what you want to receive?

TNR: I know it sounds just really odd...but it isn't "withholding"...it is more of an
awareness that I have a deficit and the other person has a deficit and I cannot fill
their deficit out of mine.  Does that make more sense?  And yet, in my "magical
thinking" land...other people don't have the same deficit and "are withholding"...like
they have more love "on reserve".  That is how I felt about my mom.  I did not think
that she was "limited" in what she could give to me based on her own "deficit"...I
honestly thought there was more and I could get it "if I was...less demanding, less
emotional etc etc"

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
The fantasy that I have lived by is that someone else "can" give it to me...they are
just "witholding it".  That perspective has led to one up/one down (I am usually the
one down) comparisons, other people/girls being a threat, distance being
unbearable....I own the fact that it is not healthy....not by a long stretch...but what I
have done in the past is just plopped shame on top of all of that because I know how
unhealthy it is...and shame just purpetuates the cycle of "I am not enough" and
"please someone else give me enough".
It sounds like deep down, you know this is an unrealistic fantasy; is that correct?  

TNR: Yes....I do know that it is a complete fantasy...yet I keep acting out of that
perception...which I am working on.
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
The other brilliant thing I do is pick men who have other issues...addictions,
workaholics, narcs...because I think if I just love them enough, they will heal from
whatever is ailing them and they will be so very grateful that they will love me
back....as if I have no value outside of my ability to give, give, give. 
So in the fantasy you want to trade healing powers for unlimited and undivided
attention?

TNR: Something along those lines...to the little girl...it really is not a fantasy..it
honestly feels like this is possible....as an adult, I know this is not how it works...but
our attachment pain is not formed in our adult self.

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
So I am working on changing that by seeing myself as being enough...if I am
enough, I don't need you, I choose you.....being enough also allows me to release
you to be who you need to be...you get to choose me as well...there is no
manipulation/no pleading/no neediness.  I am fully me while you are fully you.  I
think it starts with understanding that the emptiness I feel may never be filled by
another and that has to be ok.  As I said..I am still working on it.  
I think only you can feel the emptiness and only you can give unlimited love to
yourself.

TRN: Agreed...but here is the interesting thing in all of this...how do you give
yourself what was never demonstrated to you?  I am practicing a lot of self
empowering things...monitoring and changing my thoughts, praising myself, making
mini goals....still....if your parent never showed you how to love in a secure
way...how do you then "parent" the little child in you differently?  I am still trying to
figure that one out.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 20:18:01 GMT tnr9
likes this
Quote
psychcentral.com/blog/6-steps-to-help-heal-your-inner-child/

tinybuddha.com/blog/7-things-your-inner-child-needs-to-hear-you-say/

Try these!

And definitely if you have fantasies of how a partner would spoil you, spoil yourself that way.

If you need something more specific, but are not conscious of it, ask a therapist to help you
delve into your shadow.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 20:24:46 GMT
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May 14, 2018 20:18:01 GMT goldilocks said:
psychcentral.com/blog/6-steps-to-help-heal-your-inner-child/

tinybuddha.com/blog/7-things-your-inner-child-needs-to-hear-you-say/

Try these!

And definitely if you have fantasies of how a partner would spoil you, spoil yourself
that way.

If you need something more specific, but are not conscious of it, ask a therapist to
help you delve into your shadow.
I think it isn't so much "spoiling"....I think it is more "filling the deficit".  It is moving
from a model of scarcity to abundance....in my household...it was very clear that
there was only "so much" to go around.  Also...spoiling has a very negative
association with it....it is providing more than what is needed..not giving enough to
actually meet the need.
Last Edit: May 14, 2018 20:25:34 GMT by tnr9
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 20:42:08 GMT
Quote
For me, some things I have not gotten from my parents; safety, patience, being put first,
came up in therapy or meditation. I grieved having lacked them, actually feeling that these
were things I have really needed. (As DA, I have needs that I was not aware of, and being
aware of unmet needs releases a river of pain. This may be different for you.) Then, I found
ways to give myself these things in my life today. 

On a more superficial note, I remember teen fantasies of a guy buying me certain gifts or
taking me certain places. I get myself those thing and to to those places. Maybe not exactly
what the teen me would have wanted, but something that makes me feel spoiled and desired
in that way.

Lastly, it can also be useful to give to others, just not too much. I gave my ex a holiday
candy that he had really wanted to receive from his father when he was small. His father was
always busy with business when he was a child. He was really super happy to receive that
candy and it was healing for me to see that. Just be sure to keep it moderate; things that
cost 10$ and an hour of effort are great. It is not about sacrifices. 

But mostly give to yourself and be good to yourself.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 15, 2018 2:58:40 GMT
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Quote
I just discovered something....I am more than willing to give out of my deficit to a
man who is more FA, where there is a push aspect when I try to pull versus another
AP. Gosh I learn so much here.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 15, 2018 5:58:55 GMT
Quote

May 15, 2018 2:58:40 GMT tnr9 said:
I just discovered something....I am more than willing to give out of my deficit to a man who
is more FA, where there is a push aspect when I try to pull versus another AP. Gosh I learn
so much here.
But... why?
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May 15, 2018 5:58:55 GMT goldilocks said:

May 15, 2018 2:58:40 GMT tnr9 said:
I just discovered something....I am more than willing to give out of my deficit to a
man who is more FA, where there is a push aspect when I try to pull versus another
AP. Gosh I learn so much here.
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But... why?
Honestly...it makes sense...it mirrors the experience with my mom...it is "familiar"
to the extent that there is a "push side as well as a pull side".  Just having a "pull
side" doesn't activate my attachment system...there has to be both.  I was going to
say that someone who is too interested right off the bat (and I feel the "deficit" in
the other person), actually repels me...this is so very interesting.....but throw in
some interest with a huge amount of aloofness...now that will activate me because I
won't know whether I have him or not and that is the push/pull I am used to...but
the key is...there has to be a "chance" to win him over...or my hope won't get
activated.  How I describe it is I fall for lost little boys in very hurt men.  But
honestly....there isn't a formula....it isn't like when I first met B sparks
flew....initially I got the sense he liked me....and then one night, something in me
"switched" from curious fun to completely mesmerized/hooked.  The way I describe
it is...there was a "look" and in that look there was a glimpse of his little boy (I can't
say that was the case for sure...it was completely subconciously) and my little girl
got all caught up in "he's the one".  There is nothing rational in the selection..and
once I got to know him more...it became all too clear that he was fitting my pattern
to a "t" because of the other issues he had that would make a partnership even
harder...but I was already committed to the notion that it would be different with me
because I was going to give him what he needed but never got.  Seriously...it is this
extremely sweet little girl's promise to never leave this man because she sees
beyond his circumstances into his heart and just purely loves him.  She honestly
believes she can heal his wounds, make him whole and then he will grow to love her
and never want to leave her.  
When I was in therapy years ago...my therapist recommended "Leaving the
enchanted forest" which is a book for people who are "love addicts"...people who go
from relationship to relationship because they fall for the idea of the person rather
than the actual person.  I do admit...it takes real effort to see B for who B is rather
than the fantasy the little girl in me tries to make him.  And his wounds are much
more complicated than she would ever imagine...yet the thought that I can win
someone's love through my dedication to loving him still persists and requires daily
awareness of, lest I fall for someone else like B.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 7:47:46 GMT by tnr9
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“It’s like a mother: when the baby is crying,

she picks up the baby and she holds the baby tenderly in her arms.

Your pain, your anxiety is your baby.

You have to take care of it.

You have to go back to yourself,

to recognize the suffering in you.

Embrace the suffering, and you get a relief.”

—Thich Nhat Hanh
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There’s some part in all of us that yearns to belong. This is our safety, our security. It means
we can relax, that others are there to hold us, cherish us, praise us, and keep guard when
we cannot. It means we matter.

When we’ve experienced a single relational disconnection, we generally recover. When it
becomes a pattern—when someone who is “supposed to be there” for us finds ways to
disengage or disappear on a daily basis—recovery feels intangible and unattainable. We
make decisions about the self, saying, “I’m not wanted. I must be flawed.”

Anxious Attachment Says: ‘You’re Not Giving Me Enough’

Those landing on the anxious side of attachment are often aware they are seeking others as
a way to regulate their overwhelm. They may feel “clingy.” When living in this mode, many
feel easily rejected or abandoned, becoming angry when partners fail to live up to perceived
expectations. On guard, attuned to signs of others leaving, they easily fall into internal panic,
exhibiting protest behaviors in often futile attempts to elicit caring responses. They may guilt
or blame partners into submission, choosing to argue (and continue arguing) because it feels
better than no connection at all, because preoccupation allows no other choice.

Many in this mode give up their own desires in attempts to win their partner’s approval,
placing survival needs over authenticity. The “real” identity of their partner is often less
relevant than the fact the partner presents as available just often enough for the preoccupied
one to maintain an illusion of love. This can leave their partners feeling like disposable place-
keepers, while for the anxious one, self-justification creates a paradoxical argument: “I
would not put this much effort into someone who was not ‘the one.’ ”

Some have referred to this as “fantasy bonding”—in love with the idea of the person, often
ignoring uncomfortable parts.

Many anxiously attached individuals recognize—in calmer moments, after the fact—they’ve
been so involved with their own discomfort and dysregulation that they failed to catch
unspoken emotional cues from partners that might have led to feelings of mutual connection
and intimacy.

Anxious Relationship with the Self

Sometimes the panic itself becomes the enemy, and the anxious person develops strategies
to hide or contain it, saying, “If others see this panic, they will leave me.” This message itself
perpetuates internal conflict—self against self—amplifying pain as internal parts polarize.

While many, trapped in anxiety, function excessively in the presence of others (which can be
perceived by others as demanding), when alone they may find tasks difficult to complete.
Sometimes, in the absence of constant reassurance, they find their motivation dissolved.
They may recognize an absence of perceived selfhood when not in the presence of another.
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As familiar as the relational desperation becomes, they may find that when real intimacy is
offered, they do not know how to be with it. It may fall flat. They may tell themselves they
are just bored. They might distract themselves from it or sabotage it. It invokes too much
shame, bringing to awareness parts of the self that they do not know how to meet.

Origins of Anxious Attachment

Many theories describe the creation of anxious attachment, citing both nature and nurture.
One of the foremost frames the caregiver as someone overwhelmed by their child’s emotion.
It might be a parent who appreciates or loves the baby while also feeling out of sync,
helpless, as if there is no way to calm the baby. This is an unfortunate misattunement or
inaccurate empathy. The baby, of course, gets more attention when crying, thus training it
to use tantrums as a primary way to elicit attention and meet its security needs.

Another theory, one that could work in conjunction with the above: the caregiver who carries
abandonment wounds actively (even subconsciously) creates dependence in their child,
ensuring the child will need them and remain with them. The child of this parenting strategy
is thus trained to remain a child, to take a dependent role in intimate relationships in order
to get needs met.

Anxious Attachment in Conflict

Those on the anxious side of attachment fight in and for relationship, feeling incapable of
calming until another person meets their needs for assurance. This often leads to long-term
deterioration of the relationship as their partners learn to distance, placate, and resent
rather than pursue seemingly endless conflict. This withdrawal by partners may perpetuate
negative beliefs: “They are trying to leave me. I am not lovable. I have to make my emotion
bigger to get a response.”

Open Letter from the Avoidant to the Anxiously Attached

I see your panic. I hear it in your breathing, your sighs, your many signs and gestures—the
ones meant to elicit attention from me. I resent you in this mood because it means I lose a
partner and gain a child. I become the parent. I become your “fix.” In your panic, my
existence is no longer mine. I’m no longer free, whole, separate from you. With nobody in
you to meet me, I am trapped and alone.

Your dependence becomes a weight for me to carry. It’s like a child in you with nowhere to
go. Sometimes it feels like an insatiable bully, entitled, demanding I care for it. But it has no
sense of time, and I could meet it for hours, resenting you each minute. And nothing
changes.

I want to be loved, not needed.

Part of me also yearns to be taken care of.
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Therapy for the Anxious: Bonding with the Self

In moments of interpersonal conflict, many of us switch to younger states. We disconnect
from present-day resources, reacting not to partners but to parents. Even with adult
partners, we return to perceptions, expectations, and strategies learned at an early age. We
become the child in the empty room, feeling ourselves empty until it fills once again. Or we
become the child playing in our room, safe, away from the needs or threats of others
throughout the house, hoping no one comes to the door.

Invariably, in order to heal and decrease dependence on others, those on the anxious end of
the spectrum will find themselves exploring ways to build an internal support structure—
some part of the self that remains strong, dependable, unthreatened by intense emotion.
This might be framed as “self-validation” or as an “internal parent.”

In the beginning, though, they naturally seek others—friends, partners, and therapists—to
provide this support, validation, and witnessing. “This isn’t the way life is supposed to be,”
they may say. “We are supposed to be able to depend on others.”

Some may recognize a resentment of the therapy work, even a shame in it. They may view
self-sufficiency or self-soothing as a secondary strategy, only used when one fails to belong
in the world. They may feel conflict internally and with their therapist, feeling blamed while
also feeling victimized in relationship: “I’m the one who feels so devastated when people
leave me. Yet you’re saying I play a part in that.”

Another Way to Frame Anxious Attachment

If we reframe “preoccupation” as the ongoing abandonment feelings of an inner child, we
begin to differentiate from the part feeling the pain. This is important for the present-day
adult who feels hijacked by emotions. It is also vitally important for the hurting child (or the
old neural network that takes over) to have a compassionate internal witness.

If we reframe “preoccupation” as the ongoing abandonment feelings of an inner child, we
begin to differentiate from the part feeling the pain. This is important for the present-day
adult who feels hijacked by emotions. It is also vitally important for the hurting child (or the
old neural network that takes over) to have a compassionate internal witness.

It’s hard to take ownership of the child inside, noticing that it reaches out to make demands
of others—a natural next step when it finds no internal caregiver available.

There’s a message often internalized in childhood: the unspoken message from a parent
saying, “I can’t handle this child! Let someone else take care of it.” It’s a message repeated
internally when emotion is high, when the old state is triggered. Many in therapy eventually
realize they actually hate the child in them. They hand this emotional part of the self out to
others, saying to friends, families, and partners: “I can’t handle this child in me! It’s too
much! You take care of it.”
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It’s important to begin separating parts in this way, to speak of each in third person, to
gradually hear the dialogue already occurring between them. This is differentiation, and it is
a necessary component of self-soothing. We cannot witness a part when we are that part. It
requires some distance. Effective witnessing requires the development of an internal “other.”

Developing internal parts is something most of us have already done many times throughout
life. We’ve developed internal guards and gatekeepers—judges, parents. These are the parts
that judge and contain us today.

We can also develop an internal witness—one that does not judge, is not threatened by any
emotion, does not attack, pull away, pity, analyze, or try to fix. One that meets us with
empathy and compassion to witness our pains and joys in the ways we always wished an
other would.

An intentionally developed part is just as valid as the parts that developed automatically in
life. The compassion and affirmation we can give ourselves is just as real and valid as the
internal abuse we already trust. It’s all internal dialogue between parts of the self. In
therapy, we are just making that dialogue more conscious and intentional.

Certain therapeutic approaches, such as Hakomi and Internal Family Systems, work precisely
to create an internal environment of acceptance and unity, facilitating integration through
differentiation of parts.

Some Final Points and Considerations

Our own perceptions are less accurate when the body is in fight-or-flight mode. We easily
catastrophize when activated. Mindfulness practice can increase present-moment awareness
of our bodily activation level. When it gets too high, it’s okay to take a break, to step away
from the argument, and to connect with resources to help your body calm. Life looks
different on the other side of the nervous system.

Another way to tell if you are activated: Can you hear someone’s “no” and not take it
personally?

It’s important to begin recognizing the elements of fantasy in your relationships. Do you
want an equal partner? Are there moments you really do want to be taken care of? Most of
us experience both.

This struggle is common. It is human.

Do you give up your own interests, ideas, ideals, and pursuits in order to keep a
relationship?

It’s okay to grieve the fantasy.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 11, 2018 12:55:43 GMT
Quote
Hey Golilocks....it is very good to see you posting. . I think this ties into so many
aspects of AP....the reason why we strongly want to rescue/caretake is because we
want to be taken care of, the reason we do not give up, is because we want
someone to not give up on us...and the reason we tend to read into things is
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because we do not want to "miss" anything important.

I think it is crucial when reading posts like this to first be able to embrace all of who
you are...accept that you have needs and desires that were not fulfilled from when
you were a child. Accept that you are likely to misinterpret situations, and people's
intentions just due to the bias you have. Accept that there is a mix of amazing gifts
along with blind spots. Only after acceptance of all of who you are (which is
truthfully what you have been craving all along from others) then can you work on
the blind spots with love. Because we all have blind spots.
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Quote
Perhaps it would also be a good idea for two AP's to date each other. Either you are meeting
each other's needs or you act as a mutual mirror.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT
robin likes this
Quote

May 11, 2018 17:38:18 GMT goldilocks said:
Perhaps it would also be a good idea for two AP's to date each other. Either you are
meeting each other's needs or you act as a mutual mirror.
Actually...they don't recommend 2 APs to date each other...but I understand about
what you mean about being a mirror for each other.

Interestingly enough...I become very "avoidant" around men who exhibit AP
tendencies...I build huge walls as if to say "I can't give you what you need, go
elsewhere".  Thinking about this further it makes sense....there is a desperate
emptiness in my attachment....an "I did not get enough because my parent could
not give me enough".  The fantasy that I have lived by is that someone else "can"
give it to me...they are just "witholding it".  That perspective has led to one up/one
down (I am usually the one down) comparisons, other people/girls being a threat,
distance being unbearable....I own the fact that it is not healthy....not by a long
stretch...but what I have done in the past is just plopped shame on top of all of that
because I know how unhealthy it is...and shame just purpetuates the cycle of "I am
not enough" and "please someone else give me enough".  The other brilliant thing I
do is pick men who have other issues...addictions, workaholics, narcs...because I
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think if I just love them enough, they will heal from whatever is ailing them and they
will be so very grateful that they will love me back....as if I have no value outside of
my ability to give, give, give.  So I am working on changing that by seeing myself as
being enough...if I am enough, I don't need you, I choose you.....being enough also
allows me to release you to be who you need to be...you get to choose me as
well...there is no manipulation/no pleading/no neediness.  I am fully me while you
are fully you.  I think it starts with understanding that the emptiness I feel may
never be filled by another and that has to be ok.  As I said..I am still working on it.  
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 12, 2018 0:02:48 GMT
Quote
Great article! 

As a parent (of an actual child), I find the notion of considering how one may--
perhaps even subconsciously-- be parenting partly as a result of one's attachment
style(s) to be very important. I know the more I think about that, the more I see my
parenting in a new way.
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Have you heard of attachment parenting?
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Quote

May 12, 2018 17:10:34 GMT goldilocks said:
Have you heard of attachment parenting?

Been there, read all the books and articles, did it, read more books and articles... I
have mixed feelings about it (I think in some cases it can lead to over-parenting and
struggling with limit-setting), but it's definitely better than a lot of other approaches
to parenting and I think it encourages one to keep working to be a responsive
parent.
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I think sometimes I overcompensate--- if you're trying to not be an emotionally
distant parent, it's possible to swing too much in the other direction. But my kids are
still relatively young and I think I have a good balance now.
Last Edit: May 13, 2018 23:42:51 GMT by compassionateavoid
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

May 11, 2018 17:38:18 GMT goldilocks said:
Perhaps it would also be a good idea for two AP's to date each other. Either you are meeting
each other's needs or you act as a mutual mirror.
Actually...they don't recommend 2 APs to date each other...but I understand about what you
mean about being a mirror for each other.

Interestingly enough...I become very "avoidant" around men who exhibit AP tendencies...I
build huge walls as if to say "I can't give you what you need, go elsewhere".  Thinking about
this further it makes sense....there is a desperate emptiness in my attachment....an "I did
not get enough because my parent could not give me enough".

So you don't actually want to give what you want to receive?

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

The fantasy that I have lived by is that someone else "can" give it to me...they are just
"witholding it".  That perspective has led to one up/one down (I am usually the one down)
comparisons, other people/girls being a threat, distance being unbearable....I own the fact
that it is not healthy....not by a long stretch...but what I have done in the past is just
plopped shame on top of all of that because I know how unhealthy it is...and shame just
purpetuates the cycle of "I am not enough" and "please someone else give me enough".

It sounds like deep down, you know this is an unrealistic fantasy; is that correct?
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

The other brilliant thing I do is pick men who have other issues...addictions, workaholics,
narcs...because I think if I just love them enough, they will heal from whatever is ailing them
and they will be so very grateful that they will love me back....as if I have no value outside
of my ability to give, give, give. 

So in the fantasy you want to trade healing powers for unlimited and undivided attention?

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:

So I am working on changing that by seeing myself as being enough...if I am enough, I don't
need you, I choose you.....being enough also allows me to release you to be who you need
to be...you get to choose me as well...there is no manipulation/no pleading/no neediness.  I
am fully me while you are fully you.  I think it starts with understanding that the emptiness I
feel may never be filled by another and that has to be ok.  As I said..I am still working on it.
 

I think only you can feel the emptiness and only you can give unlimited love to yourself.
Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 19:41:13 GMT
bip and robin like this
Quote

May 14, 2018 17:36:45 GMT goldilocks said:
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
Actually...they don't recommend 2 APs to date each other...but I understand about
what you mean about being a mirror for each other.

Interestingly enough...I become very "avoidant" around men who exhibit AP
tendencies...I build huge walls as if to say "I can't give you what you need, go
elsewhere".  Thinking about this further it makes sense....there is a desperate
emptiness in my attachment....an "I did not get enough because my parent could
not give me enough".
So you don't actually want to give what you want to receive?

TNR: I know it sounds just really odd...but it isn't "withholding"...it is more of an
awareness that I have a deficit and the other person has a deficit and I cannot fill
their deficit out of mine.  Does that make more sense?  And yet, in my "magical
thinking" land...other people don't have the same deficit and "are withholding"...like
they have more love "on reserve".  That is how I felt about my mom.  I did not think
that she was "limited" in what she could give to me based on her own "deficit"...I
honestly thought there was more and I could get it "if I was...less demanding, less
emotional etc etc"

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
The fantasy that I have lived by is that someone else "can" give it to me...they are
just "witholding it".  That perspective has led to one up/one down (I am usually the
one down) comparisons, other people/girls being a threat, distance being
unbearable....I own the fact that it is not healthy....not by a long stretch...but what I
have done in the past is just plopped shame on top of all of that because I know how
unhealthy it is...and shame just purpetuates the cycle of "I am not enough" and
"please someone else give me enough".
It sounds like deep down, you know this is an unrealistic fantasy; is that correct?  

TNR: Yes....I do know that it is a complete fantasy...yet I keep acting out of that
perception...which I am working on.
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May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
The other brilliant thing I do is pick men who have other issues...addictions,
workaholics, narcs...because I think if I just love them enough, they will heal from
whatever is ailing them and they will be so very grateful that they will love me
back....as if I have no value outside of my ability to give, give, give. 
So in the fantasy you want to trade healing powers for unlimited and undivided
attention?

TNR: Something along those lines...to the little girl...it really is not a fantasy..it
honestly feels like this is possible....as an adult, I know this is not how it works...but
our attachment pain is not formed in our adult self.

May 11, 2018 19:49:00 GMT tnr9 said:
So I am working on changing that by seeing myself as being enough...if I am
enough, I don't need you, I choose you.....being enough also allows me to release
you to be who you need to be...you get to choose me as well...there is no
manipulation/no pleading/no neediness.  I am fully me while you are fully you.  I
think it starts with understanding that the emptiness I feel may never be filled by
another and that has to be ok.  As I said..I am still working on it.  
I think only you can feel the emptiness and only you can give unlimited love to
yourself.

TRN: Agreed...but here is the interesting thing in all of this...how do you give
yourself what was never demonstrated to you?  I am practicing a lot of self
empowering things...monitoring and changing my thoughts, praising myself, making
mini goals....still....if your parent never showed you how to love in a secure
way...how do you then "parent" the little child in you differently?  I am still trying to
figure that one out.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 20:18:01 GMT tnr9
likes this
Quote
psychcentral.com/blog/6-steps-to-help-heal-your-inner-child/

tinybuddha.com/blog/7-things-your-inner-child-needs-to-hear-you-say/

Try these!

And definitely if you have fantasies of how a partner would spoil you, spoil yourself that way.

If you need something more specific, but are not conscious of it, ask a therapist to help you
delve into your shadow.
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Own the Inner Child: Breaking Free of Anxious Attachment May 14, 2018 20:24:46 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 20:18:01 GMT goldilocks said:
psychcentral.com/blog/6-steps-to-help-heal-your-inner-child/

tinybuddha.com/blog/7-things-your-inner-child-needs-to-hear-you-say/

Try these!

And definitely if you have fantasies of how a partner would spoil you, spoil yourself
that way.

If you need something more specific, but are not conscious of it, ask a therapist to
help you delve into your shadow.
I think it isn't so much "spoiling"....I think it is more "filling the deficit".  It is moving
from a model of scarcity to abundance....in my household...it was very clear that
there was only "so much" to go around.  Also...spoiling has a very negative
association with it....it is providing more than what is needed..not giving enough to
actually meet the need.
Last Edit: May 14, 2018 20:25:34 GMT by tnr9
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Quote
For me, some things I have not gotten from my parents; safety, patience, being put first,
came up in therapy or meditation. I grieved having lacked them, actually feeling that these
were things I have really needed. (As DA, I have needs that I was not aware of, and being
aware of unmet needs releases a river of pain. This may be different for you.) Then, I found
ways to give myself these things in my life today. 

On a more superficial note, I remember teen fantasies of a guy buying me certain gifts or
taking me certain places. I get myself those thing and to to those places. Maybe not exactly
what the teen me would have wanted, but something that makes me feel spoiled and desired
in that way.

Lastly, it can also be useful to give to others, just not too much. I gave my ex a holiday
candy that he had really wanted to receive from his father when he was small. His father was
always busy with business when he was a child. He was really super happy to receive that
candy and it was healing for me to see that. Just be sure to keep it moderate; things that
cost 10$ and an hour of effort are great. It is not about sacrifices. 

But mostly give to yourself and be good to yourself.
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Quote
I just discovered something....I am more than willing to give out of my deficit to a
man who is more FA, where there is a push aspect when I try to pull versus another
AP. Gosh I learn so much here.
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Quote

May 15, 2018 2:58:40 GMT tnr9 said:
I just discovered something....I am more than willing to give out of my deficit to a man who
is more FA, where there is a push aspect when I try to pull versus another AP. Gosh I learn
so much here.
But... why?
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May 15, 2018 5:58:55 GMT goldilocks said:

May 15, 2018 2:58:40 GMT tnr9 said:
I just discovered something....I am more than willing to give out of my deficit to a
man who is more FA, where there is a push aspect when I try to pull versus another
AP. Gosh I learn so much here.
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But... why?
Honestly...it makes sense...it mirrors the experience with my mom...it is "familiar"
to the extent that there is a "push side as well as a pull side".  Just having a "pull
side" doesn't activate my attachment system...there has to be both.  I was going to
say that someone who is too interested right off the bat (and I feel the "deficit" in
the other person), actually repels me...this is so very interesting.....but throw in
some interest with a huge amount of aloofness...now that will activate me because I
won't know whether I have him or not and that is the push/pull I am used to...but
the key is...there has to be a "chance" to win him over...or my hope won't get
activated.  How I describe it is I fall for lost little boys in very hurt men.  But
honestly....there isn't a formula....it isn't like when I first met B sparks
flew....initially I got the sense he liked me....and then one night, something in me
"switched" from curious fun to completely mesmerized/hooked.  The way I describe
it is...there was a "look" and in that look there was a glimpse of his little boy (I can't
say that was the case for sure...it was completely subconciously) and my little girl
got all caught up in "he's the one".  There is nothing rational in the selection..and
once I got to know him more...it became all too clear that he was fitting my pattern
to a "t" because of the other issues he had that would make a partnership even
harder...but I was already committed to the notion that it would be different with me
because I was going to give him what he needed but never got.  Seriously...it is this
extremely sweet little girl's promise to never leave this man because she sees
beyond his circumstances into his heart and just purely loves him.  She honestly
believes she can heal his wounds, make him whole and then he will grow to love her
and never want to leave her.  
When I was in therapy years ago...my therapist recommended "Leaving the
enchanted forest" which is a book for people who are "love addicts"...people who go
from relationship to relationship because they fall for the idea of the person rather
than the actual person.  I do admit...it takes real effort to see B for who B is rather
than the fantasy the little girl in me tries to make him.  And his wounds are much
more complicated than she would ever imagine...yet the thought that I can win
someone's love through my dedication to loving him still persists and requires daily
awareness of, lest I fall for someone else like B.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 7:47:46 GMT by tnr9
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That’s incredible. That’s the “bad boy” formula encapsulated, but slightly different.
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May 15, 2018 8:56:13 GMT mrob said:
That’s incredible. That’s the “bad boy” formula encapsulated, but slightly different.
Yes...but the "slightly different" is really important....because he is a bad boy out of
his wounding.  I don't think I would fall for someone who was using tips out of a
book....because there would not be a genuine "hook" for me...maybe there would be
for others. 
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So once activated you are willing to give and give and give?

And what if...

The little girl got with an avoidant...

And actually healed him...

Then there is less push.

Would you stop being attracted?
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May 15, 2018 18:45:08 GMT goldilocks said:
So once activated you are willing to give and give and give?

And what if...

The little girl got with an avoidant...

And actually healed him...

Then there is less push.

Would you stop being attracted?
That is a good question...and as you know...these patterns are formed when we are
young...so my little girl has hoped this would lead to both of us becoming secure.
 The reality however, is that none of my partners have become "healed" due to
dating me.
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Quote
Yup!
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Quote
Does anyone actually become healed from dating another person? That seems very
unrealistic. Maybe more realistic it could be mutual.
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May 17, 2018 0:06:06 GMT compassionateavoid said:
Does anyone actually become healed from dating another person? That seems very
unrealistic. Maybe more realistic it could be mutual.
Oh..it completely is unrealistic...but I think the idea that we can heal another comes
from a very young place.  
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gaynxious
Full Member
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Intermittent reinforcement May 16, 2018 23:33:51 GMT via mobile islandwaver likes this
Quote
Something that has really resonated with me when reading about the neuroscience
of attachment is the observation that anxious people are very prone to becoming
dependent on their partners when their partners exhibit intermittent reward styles.

A quick explanation is that reinforcement/reward can be doled out in a few ways.
You can always reward a behavior, reward it and suddenly stop, or reward it at
random intervals. What is surprising is that random/intermittent reward is the best
way to ensure a behavior is repeated indefinitely. Always rewarding a behavior
works well bu should the reward ever stop the behavior ends soon after.

Avoidants tend to behave in a intermittent fashion because they don't always feel
like rewarding behaviors wih affection or sex. This creates a situation where the
anxious person is literally addicted to their partner. Even when they want to leave, a
single instance of affection, sex, validation releases a ton of endorphins and an
overwhelming urge to stay. Gambling addiction is the closest analogy I can come up
with. You never know when you will win so you keep playing hoping to win.

I'm wondering how as an anxious person we can lookout for and combat this
situation. Simply knowing about it has helped some and I have deffinetly used the
instances where reinforcement is not given as examples that it won't always be
there and that it's not my fault when affection/sex/intimacy are not extended.

But are there other strategies from dealing with other addictive behaviors, sex
addiction, gambling, alcohol and drugs, etc that could be similarly applied to
resisting intermittent reinforcement and either learning to pull away from it or to
accept the situation for what it is.
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Intermittent reinforcement May 17, 2018 0:09:35 GMT
Quote
I wrote about this on another post, but I think there's a metaphoric equivalent to
someone in recovery "walking into a bar" or going to a alcohol-heavy party. What is
the metaphoric bar/party here? I think that varies from person to person, but you
could start to figure out for yourself what it is. It's not like you're going to
immediately end any desires (cravings) but you don't have to go places that smell
like "alcohol" or where other people are "drinking" or take just a "sip."

A common example is social media engagement. Facebook (or email or Snapchat or
texting or whatever) is like the metaphoric bar. OR maybe going to the restaurant
you always hung out in even if you go alone. That sort of thing. 

In short, get yourself away from the intermittent reinforcement as much as you can.

gaynxious
Full Member

Posts: 144

Intermittent reinforcement May 17, 2018 4:04:33 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote
I'm deff having trouble assimilating that advice as the source of the intermittent
reinforcement is a person. So I guess just be aware when someone is using an
intermittent rather than consistent reinforcement strategy and cut things off as
quickly as possible if it's intermittent?

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Intermittent reinforcement May 18, 2018 1:27:10 GMT via mobile
Quote
What specifically are they doing?
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The anger paradox May 10, 2018 7:07:55 GMT via mobile robin likes this
Quote
www.psychologytoday.com/intl/blog/the-freedom-change/201803/anxious-
attachment-and-the-anger-paradox
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God

The anger paradox May 10, 2018 12:04:27 GMT
Quote
Thank you Annie.
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The anger paradox May 11, 2018 3:44:56 GMT
Quote
This makes me feel better. 

robin
New Member

Posts: 14

The anger paradox May 15, 2018 3:08:57 GMT
Quote
Thanks for sharing, anne12
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Well, if you can't laugh at yourself... #hyperactivating May 9, 2018 23:35:56 GMT tigrio
likes this
Quote
LOL

robin
New Member

Well, if you can't laugh at yourself... #hyperactivating May 15, 2018 3:07:55 GMT
Quote
Trigger!

Seriously, though, this made me laugh.
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I dumped her. May 13, 2018 1:30:50 GMT via mobile tigrio likes this
Quote
Dated a girl for 4 months. Things were going well and we had a great time. She was
married before for 13 years and has been divorced for 2 and had a kid with her
previous ex that is a famous sports player. So he’s still in the background somewhat
with kid but the way she talked about him was without respect so I assume that
she’s not romantically attached to him. But maybe she still is because of his high
status. 

Anyway, she planned a trip for us and she cancelled 3 days prior because she said
she got called into work. I said “no problem.” I found out through her friends social
media that she went on the trip with her girlfriend instead. I sent her a screenshot
and she told me she wasn’t ready for a trip yet and didn’t know how to tell me so
she lied and was sorry. I told her I appreciated all of the times we shared and
dumped her. She said she was still figuring things out but understands. Oh
well...next...no time for lying partners.
Last Edit: May 13, 2018 1:33:31 GMT by scheme00

szorn2296
New Member

I dumped her. May 13, 2018 4:13:05 GMT
Quote
Do you think she may have more avoidant than anxious behaviors?

I believe my ex is fearful-avoidant and I actually ran into a similar situation with
him. He invited me to his work party (he actually has a sports job, so it is a high
profile event) and then as it got closer, kept saying he had no information on the
party and wasn't sure if they were having it. I was in town that weekend, and he
never mentioned the party, so I assumed it did not happen.

The next day, I found out through social media that it did. I was confused so I asked
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Posts: 19

him if there was a reason he felt he couldn't be honest with me about it or a reason
he decided not to go? He was extremely embarrassed and explained that not many
guys went and they found out about it last minute and that he appreciated me
calling him out on it because he talks about how important honesty is and he felt
bad. He also stated that his work world, because his job is high-profile, is not normal
and he desperately wants normal, so it is hard to bring people into that world when
he doesn't even feel comfortable in it himself. This was confusing, considering he
invited me to the event very early on and seemed excited to bring me, then I guess
suddenly panicked about it? This was the first issue at all in our relationship, very
early on, so I waved it and told him it was not a big deal at all. 

As it turns out, this was normal behavior for him. Avoiding and not properly
communicating. It got exhausting and extremely bizarre. 

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

I dumped her. May 13, 2018 4:26:22 GMT via mobile tigrio likes this
Quote
I think she may be FA. But I’m ap->secure so I posted it here! But yes, this girls
behavior seems a little bit FA. My last GF was hard core dismissive so the way she
acted was very different. My whole take on it is that if she acts like this at the
beginning, if I get further involved then what will she do once I’m totally invested? I
ejected, didn’t want to but I must look ay myself in the mirror every day and know I
respect myself and set boundaries.

Your situation sounds extremely similar. If you could go back would you have stayed
with him knowing you have seen the red flags like I have?

Last Edit: May 13, 2018 4:33:25 GMT by scheme00

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

I dumped her. May 13, 2018 4:47:35 GMT scheme00 likes this
Quote

May 13, 2018 4:26:22 GMT scheme00 said:
I think she may be FA. But I’m ap->secure so I posted it here! But yes, this girls
behavior seems a little bit FA. My last GF was hard core dismissive so the way she
acted was very different. My whole take on it is that if she acts like this at the
beginning, if I get further involved then what will she do once I’m totally invested? I
ejected, didn’t want to but I must look ay myself in the mirror every day and know I
respect myself and set boundaries.

Your situation sounds extremely similar. If you could go back would you have stayed
with him knowing you have seen the red flags like I have?

Ah, that makes sense!

Yes, good for you for letting that go before it got worse. I'm here to say it only got
worse over the next several months. Deep down I knew in my gut that the work
party thing was a red flag. It just felt off, but I have never dated someone with that
kind of job so I told myself I shouldn't try to understand his reasoning and that he
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would invite me into that world when he was ready and his hesitations were
understandable (we had only been dating two months). His explanation sounded
innocent and legitimate (and I think it was, somewhat, but a secure person could
and would have communicated this properly rather than avoiding it/being
dishonest). 

I have learned through this situation, always go with your gut. Ultimately, that's
what led to me walking away about a month ago. I just knew that it wasn't right and
these behaviors were too bizarre to justify anymore. I just posted a long thread
explanation about him in the fearful-avoidant one earlier today. 

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

I dumped her. May 13, 2018 12:02:06 GMT scheme00 likes this
Quote
Well done.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

I dumped her. May 13, 2018 13:09:22 GMT via mobile scheme00 and tigrio like this
Quote
Lying about something like that should be a deal breaker. Well done
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DearLover
Full Member

Listening to your body when meeting new men (or women) May 8, 2018 19:29:27 GMT
Quote
I have been very fortunate to have had the opportunity to meet and flirt with two
new different guys this weekend. I will call them guy 1 and guy 2.

First time I saw guy 1 I felt some sort of magnetism straight away. Curiosity even. I
felt open and comfortable. Eye contact and smiles happened effortlessly and it was
kind of synchronised. I noticed his strong qualities first. When he gave attention to
other people I felt at ease and never doubted that there was actually a spark going
on between us. We talked to each other for a bit and I left hopeful that there is a
possibility to see him again. 

First time I saw guy 2 I felt some sort of repulsion for a moment (same feeling I felt
from DA ex BF) but I couldn't put my finger on it. There was really no rational
reason. I didn't want to get to know him or get close at first. I didn't want him to
even notice me. As the event progressed, I observed him better and I started to
rationalise: he was good looking and he was at this event which I am totally
passionate about (so I could see us together in the future taking part in it as a
couple) but I noticed his 'flaws' first then deliberately looked for qualities. The eye
contact and smiles didn't start straight away but when it did, it was a bit awkward
and a shy side of me came through even though I wasn't feeling shy until then. It
felt like there was an invisible barrier between us. I had to try hard to remain
authentic and not put on a mask. When he was giving attention to other people I felt
worried (and yes we were just flirting), thinking if all the flirting was just in my head
/ or he lost interest. However I tried to avoid further flirting because it didn't feel
easy. We didn't have opportunity to talk as I had to leave before the end but the
thoughts that crossed my mind were: will I see him again? should I make some sort
of move? should I make a plan to manipulate him into approaching me? What if he is
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Posts: 171
'the one' and I am wasting this opportunity? What if he didn't approach because I
didn't flirt well enough??

See the difference??

I know it sounds obvious but believe me, few months ago I would be totally unaware
of my body feelings and my mind playing tricks on me.

And by the way, with guy 1 , we also were doing something that I am passionate
about but my mind didn't go into overdrive thinking that this must be a sign, and
"Oh my God we are going to do this together once we are a couple"

I think guy 1 brought the Secure aspects out of me and guy 2 brought the AP
aspects out of me. And all done in the subconscious level since the interactions were
very superficial. 
It would be so interesting to get to know both of them better and do a 'study' to see
which attachment style they have. 

Fun fun fun!
Last Edit: May 8, 2018 20:45:04 GMT by DearLover

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Listening to your body when meeting new men (or women) May 8, 2018 19:32:27 GMT
Quote
And did you notice how I wrote more about guy2 than guy1?
Drama, drama, drama!

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

Listening to your body when meeting new men (or women) May 8, 2018 20:32:55 GMT
via mobile
Quote
I just had to comment on this. This is the exact same way I felt around my DA guy
which I have wondered if it is unconscious. It did not act insecure with most people
that I meet, but he really brought it out in me. I noticed the difference too and it
was something that was hard to control. I chalked it up to really liking him, but it
was an uncomfortable place to be.
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May 8, 2018 20:32:55 GMT aubreyap said:
I just had to comment on this. This is the exact same way I felt around my DA guy
which I have wondered if it is unconscious. It did not act insecure with most people
that I meet, but he really brought it out in me. I noticed the difference too and it
was something that was hard to control. I chalked it up to really liking him, but it
was an uncomfortable place to be.
Yes, there is this feeling that something isn't quite right but because we can't see
anything concrete we believe that it isn't important or we are making silly excuses.
I can think about my 1st date with ex DA BF and although everything was going ok
and he was being nice, there were a few occasions were I knew he wasn't the one
for me. But I had been single for a while and there was nobody else I liked on the
dating website. When he asked me again I felt accepted and excited. The uneasy
feeling kept coming and instead of listening I kept investing in him, ignoring my own
judgement for pure fear of being alone and boredom.

tnr9
God

Posts: 827 
Member is Online

Listening to your body when meeting new men (or women) May 8, 2018 21:19:55 GMT
Quote
Honestly...I did not even notice B for 5 months. In January of 2016, I got the
impression he liked me but I wasn't really into him...and then one night it
"changed"...I was leaving an event early that he also attended and as I left, I made
eye contact with him and there was just something that pulled on my
heartstrings...and wham....I was hooked....and I have not been able to look at him
any differently since then..but I would give anything to go back to pre wham days.  

Last Edit: May 8, 2018 21:20:40 GMT by tnr9
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Full Member
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Listening to your body when meeting new men (or women) May 8, 2018 22:02:46 GMT
via mobile
Quote
Plot twist. Both are not secure! Just kidding. Always nice when the interactions are
effortless!

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Listening to your body when meeting new men (or women) May 9, 2018 23:33:12 GMT
Quote
Interesting to ponder what may be subconscious...

Even though you can't really know about either guy without a lot more time and
interaction, it does sound like Guy #1 would be a healthier experience.
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Quote
@dearlover - do the study! And then report back!
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 0:38:02 GMT bedlam71 likes
this
Quote
I'm really struggling today.

I feel like the more clarity I get on why things went wrong in my relationship,
especially due to Attachment styles, the more depressed I become. So apologies for
venting as I've already put some of this stuff in other posts, but I'm just so down
today and feel like maybe I should have avoided this relationship altogether, which
breaks my heart because i thought he truly was/is everything i thought i wanted in a
partner.

Maybe there were red flags were there from the start. I'm wondering if my ex is
actually FA - he has a need to be close to women (before he met me he was having
a string of casual affairs but they were quite intense, one woman became obsessed
with him), and when we met there was the most incredible connection. He posted
chocolate through my door two days after meeting me, wanted to see me every
night for a week, introduced me to his best friend and his housemate, then 2 weeks
later pulled away when i said I liked him. He then came back a few weeks later
(lying to me about having been really down being the reason he hasn't contacted
me, but i know it's because he was still sleeping with other women) and he went all
in on the relationship. Yes there were little white lies, and yes I overlooked them. I
was infatuated, enamoured.

He was always loving and professed this all the time, did everything for me, bought
me flowers and wrote me notes all the time, and was so supportive and caring. But i
was always a little anxious, partly because I knew there were other women still
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interested in him and he wasn't explicitly telling them he was in a relationship. But
he would always tell me i was the one, he'd never felt this way about anyone before,
he'd never felt safe with anyone before, and after 18 months, started to become a
lot more vulnerable with me, telling me i made him feel brave, that i was 'his person'
etc. We had an incredible mental and physical connection, but was i blind to the lack
of emotional intimacy that i needed, and he wasn't able to provide?

In my gut i never quite felt right. I was always a little scared, and became
mistrusting - i even checked his phone messages which is something i'd never
normally do. I always felt like he was holding back, I didn't see it was because he
was so scared of the intimacy we were developing.

We moved overseas together and my anxiety sky-rocketed, i became needy and
clingy and depressed and anxious. I was so caught up with fear that he was going to
cheat on me. I couldn't see that he was terrified too, that i was going to leave him
and go home.

I'm not sure i was AP before this relationship, or maybe i was but was with secure
partners. I lack the ability to self soothe, expected so much from him, and didn't
fully commit to being in our new city. But instead of addressing my fear, i just
became sullen and mean and controlling.

He sought out other options after our first big fight overseas (no cheating but
definitely setting up options as he was sure i was going to leave), and steadily began
to withdraw, emotionally and physically. And still i didn't speak up, didn't address it.

We completely forgot all the honest conversations we'd been having before we left,
where we were trying to be vulnerable and ensure the other felt supported, that we
were a team.

I guess I'm just wondering whether this relationship was always doomed? I feel like
we were really making progress before we moved, and I know he was trying to be
more vulnerable with me. Until then, I'd been really good at holding emotional space
for him, because I hid my anxiety and mostly presented as secure and open and safe
for him.

I just miss him so much, i miss the relationship we had before we moved where i
really feel we were starting to overcome some of our fears. Or maybe just his fear.
Maybe i didn't see the work i needed to do. I know i have work to do, but I'm just so
distraught still, at losing him, and I fear I'll never recover, nor have another
relationship again. This one has really ruined my sense of worth, my self-esteem,
and made me question everything i thought i needed and everything i thought was
real. 

Last Edit: May 5, 2018 1:21:03 GMT by flic
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Full Member

Posts: 161

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 3:38:39 GMT via mobile
Quote
Some days are really rough. I’m having one today also if it makes you feel any
better. After a little bit of time you will read this post again and clearly see what I
can. There are many many red flags here and you are fantasizing of who he “could”
be. Not who he actually was. You’ve created a version of him in your head that is not
accurate. So you aren’t feeling the loss of MR Red flag, but the loss of this fantasy
guy who was him all the time at his best. He will never BE that guy. You never had
that guy, he doesn’t exist. I have the same fantasy of my ex.
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 5:28:07 GMT bip likes this
Quote
Geez...it is like we APs are all " cycling" together....today was rough for me as
well...but honestly glad I am not alone.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 11:46:28 GMT
Quote
Be easy and kind to yourself. It is ok to feel the way you feel right now. It usually
follows with relief.
I am sure you will come back to your post and see that you answered all of your
questions already. The answer is in the question. Why there is a question in the first
place? If you have to ask....

Yes, for what I can read, it was too much too soon. You committed to him even
though he didn't commit to you. You accepted lies. 

This thread reminds me that I need to read "Mar and Venus on a Date" again. It has
good insights and tips on how to go through stages of dating to build a solid
foundation and when to recognise we might be getting ourselves into trouble.

Take care.
flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 13:36:47 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
scheme00 tnr9 @dearlover - thanks guys, your words help so much. Big love.

Tonight has been much better. I've realised i have to make some massive changes
in my life, because the life i left to go overseas no longer exists here anymore. It's
scary, but there's freedom in it.

Hope you're all doing ok - sending good vibes from Oz!

mrob
Full Member

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 13:47:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
But we’re such nice people here in Oz! 
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 14:53:09 GMT
Quote

May 5, 2018 13:47:13 GMT mrob said:
But we’re such nice people here in Oz!         
Oh don't get me started on the toxic masculinity inherent in Oz culture and how that
affects dating dynamics. ugh.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 18:25:07 GMT via mobile
Quote
I apologise. This isn’t my part of the forum and I really shouldn’t have posted here.
I’m sorry your experience here has been this way.

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 19:10:35 GMT via mobile flic
likes this
Quote
I can totally relate. I have been struggling with feeling unworthy after watching my
ex put everyone else first. The gaslighting and blaming take a toll on one's mental
health. It hurts. We want to escape the pain. We want to know what is the truth.
Was it all a lie? Just keep turning your mind to you and imagine yourself having self-
worth and being lovable. That is your true nature. Keep reconnecting with it.
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 22:40:18 GMT flic likes this
Quote
Signing in as another one having one of those days.

I can completely relate to feeling more down the more you learn about attachment
styles.

Sometimes I wish I was ignorant and could just simply write off the ex as NOT THAT
GREAT/NOT HERE FOR THIS instead of trying to Sherlock Holmes through the
behaviour.

I don't really have anything helpful to add except a hug, and to say that it's a good
lesson to learn that holding your tongue and stuffing down your needs backfires.
You're scared to have expressed yourself... but in not doing so, you still ended up in
a 'doomed' relationship.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 23:29:17 GMT
Quote

May 5, 2018 18:25:07 GMT mrob said:
I apologise. This isn’t my part of the forum and I really shouldn’t have posted here.
I’m sorry your experience here has been this way.
mrob No need to apologise - I'm from Oz, i was being facetious! 
Last Edit: May 6, 2018 3:58:15 GMT by flic
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 23:59:15 GMT
Quote
Two thoughts:

1. If you had been in a relationship with strong potential, then moving abroad
together would not have led to its demise. Probably there was always some
fundamental incompatibility. You both did the best you could at the time. 

2. I can relate to "learning" more about psychology, attachment theory, etc., and
having a stage where one feels very low, things seem futile, in that we start to
recognize longterm patterns and how our minds work-- and if this is essentially how
one is wired or has been for years or decades, how can one really expect to ever
radically change? However, after that stage, I think one can start to take great pride
in small changes and places of growth. There is hope out there, you just have to let
the light in to see it. Your future does not have to be defined by your past.

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 0:48:33 GMT
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May 5, 2018 23:59:15 GMT compassionateavoid said:
Two thoughts:

1. If you had been in a relationship with strong potential, then moving abroad
together would not have led to its demise. Probably there was always some
fundamental incompatibility. You both did the best you could at the time. 

2. I can relate to "learning" more about psychology, attachment theory, etc., and
having a stage where one feels very low, things seem futile, in that we start to
recognize longterm patterns and how our minds work-- and if this is essentially how
one is wired or has been for years or decades, how can one really expect to ever
radically change? However, after that stage, I think one can start to take great pride
in small changes and places of growth. There is hope out there, you just have to let
the light in to see it. Your future does not have to be defined by your past.
compassionateavoid Thanks for this. I hate the idea that there was fundamental
compatibility issues, only because we were both so sure we were 'the one' for each
other. Maybe him more than me actually, as I had some anxiety, so maybe you're
right  I do think moving had a big impact though - I was fairly secure when we
lived independently, I had a strong social and family network, was working a lot and
had a strong sense of identity. Moving somewhere where i knew no one, had no job,
and no support other than him, shattered my sense of identity and really made me
dependent on him. Though, perhaps any big stressor - baby, job loss, family death
etc, would have had the same effect no matter where we were.

Your second point does give me hope. What i find difficult is to accept that the
choices I've made may not have been in my best interest, even though they were
full of love. Knowing there were incompatibilities doesn't diminish the love,
admiration and desire i still feel for my ex. And the attachment to him as an object,
whilst i may rationally know is part of my attachment wound, is still so strong, which
is both painful but also reminds me constantly that I have so much work to do. And
then there's the emotional side overriding it constantly by saying "No, i just love him
and i must have him back." It's so exhausting!
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 1:56:22 GMT flic likes this
Quote

May 5, 2018 13:47:13 GMT mrob said:
But we’re such nice people here in Oz! 
So..will there be a board meet up with you two?    

bedlam71
Full Member

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 2:37:46 GMT via mobile
Quote
FYI... ruminating, obsessing, worrying can actually be avoidance behaviors.
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 0:38:02 GMT bedlam71 likes
this
Quote
I'm really struggling today.

I feel like the more clarity I get on why things went wrong in my relationship,
especially due to Attachment styles, the more depressed I become. So apologies for
venting as I've already put some of this stuff in other posts, but I'm just so down
today and feel like maybe I should have avoided this relationship altogether, which
breaks my heart because i thought he truly was/is everything i thought i wanted in a
partner.

Maybe there were red flags were there from the start. I'm wondering if my ex is
actually FA - he has a need to be close to women (before he met me he was having
a string of casual affairs but they were quite intense, one woman became obsessed
with him), and when we met there was the most incredible connection. He posted
chocolate through my door two days after meeting me, wanted to see me every
night for a week, introduced me to his best friend and his housemate, then 2 weeks
later pulled away when i said I liked him. He then came back a few weeks later
(lying to me about having been really down being the reason he hasn't contacted
me, but i know it's because he was still sleeping with other women) and he went all
in on the relationship. Yes there were little white lies, and yes I overlooked them. I
was infatuated, enamoured.

He was always loving and professed this all the time, did everything for me, bought
me flowers and wrote me notes all the time, and was so supportive and caring. But i
was always a little anxious, partly because I knew there were other women still
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interested in him and he wasn't explicitly telling them he was in a relationship. But
he would always tell me i was the one, he'd never felt this way about anyone before,
he'd never felt safe with anyone before, and after 18 months, started to become a
lot more vulnerable with me, telling me i made him feel brave, that i was 'his person'
etc. We had an incredible mental and physical connection, but was i blind to the lack
of emotional intimacy that i needed, and he wasn't able to provide?

In my gut i never quite felt right. I was always a little scared, and became
mistrusting - i even checked his phone messages which is something i'd never
normally do. I always felt like he was holding back, I didn't see it was because he
was so scared of the intimacy we were developing.

We moved overseas together and my anxiety sky-rocketed, i became needy and
clingy and depressed and anxious. I was so caught up with fear that he was going to
cheat on me. I couldn't see that he was terrified too, that i was going to leave him
and go home.

I'm not sure i was AP before this relationship, or maybe i was but was with secure
partners. I lack the ability to self soothe, expected so much from him, and didn't
fully commit to being in our new city. But instead of addressing my fear, i just
became sullen and mean and controlling.

He sought out other options after our first big fight overseas (no cheating but
definitely setting up options as he was sure i was going to leave), and steadily began
to withdraw, emotionally and physically. And still i didn't speak up, didn't address it.

We completely forgot all the honest conversations we'd been having before we left,
where we were trying to be vulnerable and ensure the other felt supported, that we
were a team.

I guess I'm just wondering whether this relationship was always doomed? I feel like
we were really making progress before we moved, and I know he was trying to be
more vulnerable with me. Until then, I'd been really good at holding emotional space
for him, because I hid my anxiety and mostly presented as secure and open and safe
for him.

I just miss him so much, i miss the relationship we had before we moved where i
really feel we were starting to overcome some of our fears. Or maybe just his fear.
Maybe i didn't see the work i needed to do. I know i have work to do, but I'm just so
distraught still, at losing him, and I fear I'll never recover, nor have another
relationship again. This one has really ruined my sense of worth, my self-esteem,
and made me question everything i thought i needed and everything i thought was
real. 

Last Edit: May 5, 2018 1:21:03 GMT by flic
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 3:38:39 GMT via mobile
Quote
Some days are really rough. I’m having one today also if it makes you feel any
better. After a little bit of time you will read this post again and clearly see what I
can. There are many many red flags here and you are fantasizing of who he “could”
be. Not who he actually was. You’ve created a version of him in your head that is not
accurate. So you aren’t feeling the loss of MR Red flag, but the loss of this fantasy
guy who was him all the time at his best. He will never BE that guy. You never had
that guy, he doesn’t exist. I have the same fantasy of my ex.
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 5:28:07 GMT bip likes this
Quote
Geez...it is like we APs are all " cycling" together....today was rough for me as
well...but honestly glad I am not alone.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 11:46:28 GMT
Quote
Be easy and kind to yourself. It is ok to feel the way you feel right now. It usually
follows with relief.
I am sure you will come back to your post and see that you answered all of your
questions already. The answer is in the question. Why there is a question in the first
place? If you have to ask....

Yes, for what I can read, it was too much too soon. You committed to him even
though he didn't commit to you. You accepted lies. 

This thread reminds me that I need to read "Mar and Venus on a Date" again. It has
good insights and tips on how to go through stages of dating to build a solid
foundation and when to recognise we might be getting ourselves into trouble.

Take care.
flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 13:36:47 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
scheme00 tnr9 @dearlover - thanks guys, your words help so much. Big love.

Tonight has been much better. I've realised i have to make some massive changes
in my life, because the life i left to go overseas no longer exists here anymore. It's
scary, but there's freedom in it.

Hope you're all doing ok - sending good vibes from Oz!

mrob
Full Member

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 13:47:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
But we’re such nice people here in Oz! 
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The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 14:53:09 GMT
Quote

May 5, 2018 13:47:13 GMT mrob said:
But we’re such nice people here in Oz!         
Oh don't get me started on the toxic masculinity inherent in Oz culture and how that
affects dating dynamics. ugh.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 18:25:07 GMT via mobile
Quote
I apologise. This isn’t my part of the forum and I really shouldn’t have posted here.
I’m sorry your experience here has been this way.

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 19:10:35 GMT via mobile flic
likes this
Quote
I can totally relate. I have been struggling with feeling unworthy after watching my
ex put everyone else first. The gaslighting and blaming take a toll on one's mental
health. It hurts. We want to escape the pain. We want to know what is the truth.
Was it all a lie? Just keep turning your mind to you and imagine yourself having self-
worth and being lovable. That is your true nature. Keep reconnecting with it.
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 22:40:18 GMT flic likes this
Quote
Signing in as another one having one of those days.

I can completely relate to feeling more down the more you learn about attachment
styles.

Sometimes I wish I was ignorant and could just simply write off the ex as NOT THAT
GREAT/NOT HERE FOR THIS instead of trying to Sherlock Holmes through the
behaviour.

I don't really have anything helpful to add except a hug, and to say that it's a good
lesson to learn that holding your tongue and stuffing down your needs backfires.
You're scared to have expressed yourself... but in not doing so, you still ended up in
a 'doomed' relationship.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 23:29:17 GMT
Quote

May 5, 2018 18:25:07 GMT mrob said:
I apologise. This isn’t my part of the forum and I really shouldn’t have posted here.
I’m sorry your experience here has been this way.
mrob No need to apologise - I'm from Oz, i was being facetious! 
Last Edit: May 6, 2018 3:58:15 GMT by flic

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 5, 2018 23:59:15 GMT
Quote
Two thoughts:

1. If you had been in a relationship with strong potential, then moving abroad
together would not have led to its demise. Probably there was always some
fundamental incompatibility. You both did the best you could at the time. 

2. I can relate to "learning" more about psychology, attachment theory, etc., and
having a stage where one feels very low, things seem futile, in that we start to
recognize longterm patterns and how our minds work-- and if this is essentially how
one is wired or has been for years or decades, how can one really expect to ever
radically change? However, after that stage, I think one can start to take great pride
in small changes and places of growth. There is hope out there, you just have to let
the light in to see it. Your future does not have to be defined by your past.

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 0:48:33 GMT
Quote
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

May 5, 2018 23:59:15 GMT compassionateavoid said:
Two thoughts:

1. If you had been in a relationship with strong potential, then moving abroad
together would not have led to its demise. Probably there was always some
fundamental incompatibility. You both did the best you could at the time. 

2. I can relate to "learning" more about psychology, attachment theory, etc., and
having a stage where one feels very low, things seem futile, in that we start to
recognize longterm patterns and how our minds work-- and if this is essentially how
one is wired or has been for years or decades, how can one really expect to ever
radically change? However, after that stage, I think one can start to take great pride
in small changes and places of growth. There is hope out there, you just have to let
the light in to see it. Your future does not have to be defined by your past.
compassionateavoid Thanks for this. I hate the idea that there was fundamental
compatibility issues, only because we were both so sure we were 'the one' for each
other. Maybe him more than me actually, as I had some anxiety, so maybe you're
right  I do think moving had a big impact though - I was fairly secure when we
lived independently, I had a strong social and family network, was working a lot and
had a strong sense of identity. Moving somewhere where i knew no one, had no job,
and no support other than him, shattered my sense of identity and really made me
dependent on him. Though, perhaps any big stressor - baby, job loss, family death
etc, would have had the same effect no matter where we were.

Your second point does give me hope. What i find difficult is to accept that the
choices I've made may not have been in my best interest, even though they were
full of love. Knowing there were incompatibilities doesn't diminish the love,
admiration and desire i still feel for my ex. And the attachment to him as an object,
whilst i may rationally know is part of my attachment wound, is still so strong, which
is both painful but also reminds me constantly that I have so much work to do. And
then there's the emotional side overriding it constantly by saying "No, i just love him
and i must have him back." It's so exhausting!

tnr9
God

Posts: 828 
Member is Online

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 1:56:22 GMT flic likes this
Quote

May 5, 2018 13:47:13 GMT mrob said:
But we’re such nice people here in Oz! 
So..will there be a board meet up with you two?    

bedlam71
Full Member

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 2:37:46 GMT via mobile
Quote
FYI... ruminating, obsessing, worrying can actually be avoidance behaviors.
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 6, 2018 3:57:33 GMT
Quote

May 6, 2018 2:37:46 GMT bedlam71 said:
FYI... ruminating, obsessing, worrying can actually be avoidance behaviors.
bedlam71 Do you mean behaviours of people who are Avoidant, or avoidance of
accepting what is?

bedlam71
Full Member

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 10, 2018 20:12:10 GMT via mobile
Quote
Avoidance of accepting. We all do it. If I obsess over someone else, I'm avoiding me.
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

The more I learn, the more hopeless I feel May 11, 2018 3:09:24 GMT bedlam71 likes
this
Quote

May 10, 2018 20:12:10 GMT bedlam71 said:
Avoidance of accepting. We all do it. If I obsess over someone else, I'm avoiding me.
Totally get this. Since accepting it 2 days ago, my ruminating has all but ceased.

The fog is clearing and suddenly I'm having ideas on what I actually want from my
life.
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aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

Common Negative Traits and Themes May 8, 2018 3:29:39 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hi guys! I saw my counselor today and she gave me a personal list of negative traits
that I demonstrate in my relationships that I need to be aware of. She wants me to
read the book “Women Who Love too Much”. Have you ever read this book? 

Traits:

1. Ignoring your gut feeling
2. Aubrey will rationalize bad behaviors and take the blame
3. Quick flash of attraction early on which blinds her judgement
4. You lose yourself (lose trust in yourself and your own judgement
5. Tolerates bad behavior for long periods of time

Common themes experienced in relationships:

1. Love and Intimacy avoiders
2. Gaslighting and Manipulation
3. Emotional immaturity
4. Critical and verbal abuse
5. Poor anger control
5. Principal intimidation
6.Possible drug and alcohol abuse
7. You never know what kind of behavior you’re going to get
8. Yelling

Also, found this video which states what I have learned on this forum:
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youtu.be/jdkcAn0F8Kk 

The video talks about losing yourself in a relationship and mentions anxious/avoidant
attachments. 

This may not apply to everyone as our experiences are unique, but I thought it could
be helpful to share and I wanted to see if anyone had read that book mentioned
above.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Common Negative Traits and Themes May 8, 2018 15:33:29 GMT via mobile
Quote
I read “Letters from Women Who Love Too Much “ witch is s follow up of the original
book. 
I totally recommend it and will read the original book one day. I can positively say
that it changed my behaviour into the relationship. I started reading it because I
noticed it was getting dysfunctional and the patterns were starting to appear and
affect me and my emotional health. I ended the relationship few weeks after reading
it because I couldn’t carry on not being into a relationship I desire and deserve. 
After reading the book you don’t need to do excercises, meditation etc, no work at
all is needed.... Something clicks on your head and off you go to the healing path. 
I also must say that my DA ex BF avoidance symptoms got worse. I believe he
became more insecure and fearful of getting hurt because I wasn’t displaying
insecurities myself. His words after I finished the book: “You are your own woman”.
He didn’t know about the book. It was a praise but it also meant I wouldn’t put up
with his BS any longer. I believe he wanted to test the water and push it. I then left
the relationship. 
Or maybe he didn’t care since sometimes I also think he could be a Narcissist. 
Anyway read it and tell us your own opinion after you finish. I’m looking forward to
listen. I have recommended this book here a few times. 
Last Edit: May 8, 2018 15:38:00 GMT by DearLover

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Common Negative Traits and Themes May 9, 2018 23:30:05 GMT
Quote
I haven't read the book, but from what I've heard the book would be good for
someone with the relationship tendencies you have described! I think it was written
decades ago though, so I would recognize that some parts of it might seem outdated
but that it could still be a useful book. 
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Junior Member

Posts: 98

Deleted thread May 9, 2018 0:33:18 GMT
Quote
Have re-posted the actual thread about receiving a letter from my ex in the DA
forum...

I'm so ashamed at not being able to accept the message from my ex. He has
explicitly said he's sorry for giving me false hope.

And yet i still hope. Why is my brain doing this to me? Will therapy on attachment
issues resolve this?

I feel like I'm actually crazy.

Last Edit: May 9, 2018 0:58:16 GMT by flic

gecko
Junior Member

Deleted thread May 9, 2018 7:55:26 GMT
Quote
flic - you are not crazy. You may be acting crazy though. And I think you are
increasingly realising this man is activating your 'crazy' even more and you need to
get away.

I think everyone could do with a little therapy, especially when they feel lost and in
need of putting the pieces back together.
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Deleted thread May 9, 2018 8:09:44 GMT
Quote

May 9, 2018 7:55:26 GMT gecko said:
flic - you are not crazy. You may be acting crazy though. And I think you are
increasingly realising this man is activating your 'crazy' even more and you need to
get away.

I think everyone could do with a little therapy, especially when they feel lost and in
need of putting the pieces back together.
Thanks for this gecko.

I ended up deleting my long-winded explaining of his letter in the DA forum, and
replaced it with what I replied with instead. 

It's so obvious, but I'm just realising that i have to empower myself by making the
decision to let him go. It's not about him saying it. It's about me saying it to myself.
And to him.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Deleted thread May 9, 2018 21:01:47 GMT compassionateavoid likes this
Quote
Well I agree. It is a choice. We can choose to choose ourselves and be happy instead
of leaving in agony. It takes conscious effort.
Maybe at the start we will need to make this choice very single minute... But it will
come a day when we won't even have to chose anymore. We will live the choice
automatically.
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 14:29:41 GMT via mobile tnr9, tigrio, and 1 more like this
Quote
I decided to take up lessons of something that I used to love but haven’t practiced
for about 20 years. It made me feel so good and at the right place. Sudden my
identity and sense of self became stronger and I felt more present and in love with
me. 
Detail: to my surprise the instructor was not only hot, he seemed to have a nice
personality, I was attracted straight away!
Attracted to a new man in nearly 9 months since the break up! Hooray!!!
After the lesson we chatted for a bit and I could have stayed and chatted more but I
left. I usually get weird in 1st time meetings/ conextions even if there’s no agenda
involved. Perhaps it’s insecurity or a bit of avoidance...

But anyway, if this guy was available, he seemed like he would be a good candidate
but .... he is actually shorter than me ... and I don’t like it... ;(

Anyway left the class feeling amazing and wondering why did I spent so much time
stuck on ex DA BF. I’m very excited for new beginnings even if it involves only
myself, my life and my passions! 
Let’s live our life to the fullest and be happy regardless of ex, current or future men.
Last Edit: May 6, 2018 21:51:54 GMT by DearLover

tnr9
God

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 14:33:20 GMT DearLover likes this
Quote
That is great news DearLover. So excited to read of your progress!!!
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cogs74
New Member

Posts: 24

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 21:41:16 GMT via mobile DearLover likes this
Quote
Cmon Tnr9, give this short man some love....for me lol

cogs74
New Member

Posts: 24

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 21:42:53 GMT via mobile
Quote
Oh my bad, give that short man some love....request from another short man lol

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 21:43:13 GMT
Quote
And it will get better. Tomorrow I am going to an event. The host and I flirt
whenever we meet but time, location, limitations always get in the way... It will be
good to see him tomorrow again and feel like a woman.

cogs74 Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 21:45:58 GMT via mobile
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New Member

Posts: 24

Quote
It must feel good to be experiencing these positive emotions... enjoy

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 21:47:05 GMT
Quote

May 6, 2018 21:41:16 GMT cogs74 said:
Cmon Tnr9, give this short man some love....for me lol
LOL, was this meant for me?

It feels weird being with a man who is shorter than me...for hugs etc...but he is so
damn hot, damn it, beautiful smile, expressive eyes, there is definitely a spark!

 

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 21:50:46 GMT
Quote

May 6, 2018 21:42:53 GMT cogs74 said:
Oh my bad, give that short man some love....request from another short man lol
Oh! Do you usually date taller women? How does it feel for you?

Thing is...my last two husbands were as tall as me, and because I had lots of trauma
with them, I try to avoid short men...I know it is totally irrational and stupid lol

cogs74
New Member

Breakthrough! May 6, 2018 22:54:02 GMT via mobile DearLover likes this
Quote
Wow, I haven’t been quite in the mindset of thinking about other woman. 46 days
into no contact with my ex (she was 5’8 and I’m 5’6) and I’d do anything to hear her
voice but I know I can’t reach out.
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Posts: 24

I have dated taller and shorter women. And I know it’s an issue for many. Not as
easy to feel feminine with a shorter man but if the rest of the package is good it can
be great. You sound like you like his looks lol...

I know it’s a basically a must to be attracted to our partner but it really is how about
how you treat one another...

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Breakthrough! May 7, 2018 23:40:43 GMT
Quote
I think it's hard enough in life to find awesome people than to worry about things
like height, but maybe I'm being overly judgemental :-o

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Breakthrough! May 8, 2018 10:12:46 GMT via mobile
Quote
As long as the man is my height or few inches taller than me it’s ok. I feel more
feminine if I’m not the bigger one. 
But I will try and keep an open mind. If a guy ticks all of the other boxes so being
shorter than me will be a non issue I’m sure.
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aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

My true experience.. this video says it all May 6, 2018 6:39:01 GMT via mobile
Quote 
youtu.be/BTCy4FEl4UE

DearLover
Full Member

My true experience.. this video says it all May 6, 2018 21:40:57 GMT

Quote 
Thank you for sharing.
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Senior Member
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Opinions wanted May 5, 2018 23:53:07 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
It sounds like you're both being too defensive and one of you needs to take the high
road.

tnr9
God

Opinions wanted May 6, 2018 1:02:13 GMT
Quote
In a class I just finished we were learning to ask ourselves in our interactions with
others... whether the relationship was bigger than the problem ( which leads to our
relational circuits being on) or whether the problem was bigger than the relationship
(which leads to our relational circuits being off). It sounds like you are both making
the problem bigger than the relationship. Does the "stuff" really matter or is all of
this protest behaviors?
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God

Posts: 830

Opinions wanted May 6, 2018 2:52:02 GMT
Quote

May 6, 2018 2:20:37 GMT bedlam71 said:
There is no relationship. She is my ex. She broke up with me 5 months ago. We
have talked here and there. I've asked to use the truck and mower that I purchased
and I never got to use it. She knew I needed to use it. I offered for her to freely use
it whenever but I can't depend on her to follow through so please let's keep it at my
house. So how is it that someone who didn't pay a dime, broke up with me, knows
that I needed to use them okay with just disregarding me? I took the high road in
telling her she can come get them whenever she needed them. I was looking out for
her but it obviously wasn't reciprocated.
Replace relationship with person and you get my drift. The way I read your first
post, before you offered to allow her use of the two items...you said...."you broke up
with me" (you can go back to the original post for your words) which I don't really
see as important to getting your items back.  The conversation could have started
with "I know you have had these items for a while, but since I paid for them, I would
really like to have them returned to me."  I don't think extending any olive branch
was even necessary because it doesn't sound like an amicable breakup..so what is
the point of having anything "shared".  That to me comes across as a weird control
thing.
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aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

Trying to Not have hope Apr 30, 2018 4:50:37 GMT via mobile
Quote
If you read my last post (posted in DA forum) I was being given the silent treatment
by my DA guy (non official relationship). I told him I was very upset with some of
the things he had said to me on our last conversation and instead of talking it out
with me and treating me like a human with feelings he ghosted me. I am trying to
wrap my head around the situation and I honestly believed that he would have tried
to reach out to me by now since he has had going on two weeks of space. I have
heard nothing from him and my ego/ broken heart makes it hard for me to reach out
bc I am afraid of more rejection. I know this isn’t the right guy for me, but I can’t
understand why this happened and why I was given no information from him. I was
literally just discarded like trash after 9 months. 

Although my anxiety has gone down bc I am no longer participating in the
anxious/avoidant trap bc he is no longer in my life; I am still very sad and I want
nothing more than to speak to him. How do you move on... and stop blaming
yourself although you have no idea what the problem was and was never told what
the issue was. 

I want this hope to go away. The hope that he will finally call or text me and
apologize.
Trying to Not have hope Apr 30, 2018 10:54:27 GMT via mobile tnr9, bip, and 1 more
like this
Quote
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Jaeger
Senior Member

Posts: 309

Apr 30, 2018 4:50:37 GMT aubreyap said:
If you read my last post (posted in DA forum) I was being given the silent treatment
by my DA guy (non official relationship). I told him I was very upset with some of
the things he had said to me on our last conversation and instead of talking it out
with me and treating me like a human with feelings he ghosted me. I am trying to
wrap my head around the situation and I honestly believed that he would have tried
to reach out to me by now since he has had going on two weeks of space. I have
heard nothing from him and my ego/ broken heart makes it hard for me to reach out
bc I am afraid of more rejection. I know this isn’t the right guy for me, but I can’t
understand why this happened and why I was given no information from him. I was
literally just discarded like trash after 9 months. 

Although my anxiety has gone down bc I am no longer participating in the
anxious/avoidant trap bc he is no longer in my life; I am still very sad and I want
nothing more than to speak to him. How do you move on... and stop blaming
yourself although you have no idea what the problem was and was never told what
the issue was. 

I want this hope to go away. The hope that he will finally call or text me and
apologize.

To my mind, hope isn't the issue here. To me, it's about where you place it. When
you start hoping for things that depend on factors outside of yourself, you are letting
go of all of your personal power as it makes you dependent on the whims of another.

By all means, hope! But combine it with using your own power and talents to better
your situation and to judge when it's better to look for another situation. Your
current hope rides on two people wanting the same thing and both actively and
consistently working towards that point when your observations tell you that isn't
the case. 

In situations like those, act to untangle the ties of attachment you have with this
person to such a point that you can move on. A good way to do so is to get and keep
active and focusing on yourself to rediscover the things that make you a great
person and what you need to do to hold onto that even in a relationship. From that
realization, any future relationships will have a better chance of working out.
Last Edit: Apr 30, 2018 10:58:45 GMT by Jaeger

tnr9
God

Trying to Not have hope Apr 30, 2018 12:02:06 GMT
Quote
I do think Jaegar has a point....but as an AP....I was thinking further about this and I
realized that what I have broadly labeled as "hope" is really a very young part of me
that is stuck n a very old pattern of being in relationship. When you feel this "hope"..
how old do you "feel" because for me, it is around 3-5.years old. It is hope as a child
sees hope...which is in another person (parent/caregiver). I think instead of trying to
remove the hope...give yourself the love, care and consistency that the "hope" is
seeking in another. I believe that is what Jaeger is saying...just phrased differently.
Good luck.
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Trying to Not have hope Apr 30, 2018 19:36:57 GMT
Quote
I had a similar situation down to the 9 months relationship, the only difference is
that now nearly another 9 months of NC since he ghosted me when I expressed my
feelings of dissatisfaction by the way I was been treated (hoping he would want to
adjust in order to not lose me). Yep 9 months down the line, total NC and still have
ups and downs. It is the idea that he owes me an apology, explanation or closure.
But I believe something better will come out of this once I finally get over the whole
situation eventually.

I came to understand that he disappeared and gave nothing in return simple
because he hasn't got nothing to give. 

Good luck.
Last Edit: Apr 30, 2018 19:38:46 GMT by DearLover

future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Trying to Not have hope Apr 30, 2018 22:26:57 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 30, 2018 19:36:57 GMT DearLover said:
I had a similar situation down to the 9 months relationship, the only difference is
that now nearly another 9 months of NC since he ghosted me when I expressed my
feelings of dissatisfaction by the way I was been treated (hoping he would want to
adjust in order to not lose me). Yep 9 months down the line, total NC and still have
ups and downs. It is the idea that he owes me an apology, explanation or closure.
But I believe something better will come out of this once I finally get over the whole
situation eventually.

I came to understand that he disappeared and gave nothing in return simple
because he hasn't got nothing to give. 

Good luck.

I'm a little confused. I went back and read your original post and you said you broke
up with him via text. You gambled that he would try to change and win you back.
You played a game and lost. Why do you think he owes you an apology? 

I'm not getting why AP's seem to think they will feel better if they get an apology?
Trying to Not have hope May 1, 2018 7:17:02 GMT
Quote
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Apr 30, 2018 22:26:57 GMT future said:

Apr 30, 2018 19:36:57 GMT DearLover said:
I had a similar situation down to the 9 months relationship, the only difference is
that now nearly another 9 months of NC since he ghosted me when I expressed my
feelings of dissatisfaction by the way I was been treated (hoping he would want to
adjust in order to not lose me). Yep 9 months down the line, total NC and still have
ups and downs. It is the idea that he owes me an apology, explanation or closure.
But I believe something better will come out of this once I finally get over the whole
situation eventually.

I came to understand that he disappeared and gave nothing in return simple
because he hasn't got nothing to give. 

Good luck.

I'm a little confused. I went back and read your original post and you said you broke
up with him via text. You gambled that he would try to change and win you back.
You played a game and lost. Why do you think he owes you an apology? 

I'm not getting why AP's seem to think they will feel better if they get an apology?

You are right. He doesn't owe me an apology. I gambled and lost. 
Even after all of the distancing methods, silent treatments, covert disapproval and
attempts to create chaos and insecurity in the relationship, I thought he would want
to talk about the relationship when I expressed my feelings via message (because he
wouldn't call and because he cancelled yet another date by text too). I didn't end the
relationship. I expressed my feelings and asked about his. He never got back to me
so the relationship ended. I think in the end he was the one who ended everything.
Deep inside I knew that if I spoke to him face to face I would not be able to express
myself properly for fear of pushing him away.

I was grieving the death of my dad and expecting him to give me some sort of
support. In truth, he started pushing me away and pulling away way before I finally
had the courage to admit that it was getting dysfunctional.

Yes, maybe the I am still battling with feelings because I know that a face to face
conversation was a better option. In a hindsight, if I had the knowledge then about
attachment styles I would probably have done everything differently.

Trying to Not have hope May 1, 2018 11:03:54 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 1, 2018 7:17:02 GMT DearLover said:
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Apr 30, 2018 22:26:57 GMT future said:
I'm a little confused. I went back and read your original post and you said you broke
up with him via text. You gambled that he would try to change and win you back.
You played a game and lost. Why do you think he owes you an apology? 

I'm not getting why AP's seem to think they will feel better if they get an apology?

You are right. He doesn't owe me an apology. I gambled and lost. 
Even after all of the distancing methods, silent treatments, covert disapproval and
attempts to create chaos and insecurity in the relationship, I thought he would want
to talk about the relationship when I expressed my feelings via message (because he
wouldn't call and because he cancelled yet another date by text too). I didn't end the
relationship. I expressed my feelings and asked about his. He never got back to me
so the relationship ended. I think in the end he was the one who ended everything.
Deep inside I knew that if I spoke to him face to face I would not be able to express
myself properly for fear of pushing him away.

I was grieving the death of my dad and expecting him to give me some sort of
support. In truth, he started pushing me away and pulling away way before I finally
had the courage to admit that it was getting dysfunctional.

Yes, maybe the I am still battling with feelings because I know that a face to face
conversation was a better option. In a hindsight, if I had the knowledge then about
attachment styles I would probably have done everything differently.

I'm sorry, but go back and read your original post. You specifically said you ended
the relationship via text. You further said you did it via text bcuz you were afraid
you'd "crumble" and not end it if you were in person.

Not trying to be mean, just keeping it real. If he ghosted you, it was after you broke
up with him.

You probably did the right thing by ending the relationship. I just don't think it's fair
to say he ghosted you because you voiced your feelings. AP don't tend to see their
side of the issues. We can't heal if we don't admit to our own dysfunction.
Trying to Not have hope May 1, 2018 17:29:11 GMT DearLover likes this
Quote
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

May 1, 2018 7:17:02 GMT DearLover said:

I'm sorry, but go back and read your original post. You specifically said you ended
the relationship via text. You further said you did it via text bcuz you were afraid
you'd "crumble" and not end it if you were in person.

Not trying to be mean, just keeping it real. If he ghosted you, it was after you broke
up with him.

You probably did the right thing by ending the relationship. I just don't think it's fair
to say he ghosted you because you voiced your feelings. AP don't tend to see their
side of the issues. We can't heal if we don't admit to our own dysfunction.
I totally agree with you. 

We can't heal if we don't know what is the disease we have got. 

In this particular case, I was hesitant and fearful of expressing my feelings and
setting boundaries from the beginning of the relationship because I was scared of
losing him. Although I wasn't as clingy and needy as I used to be in past
relationships, I definitely didn't express myself as clearly as I could and didn't
confront him when he was treating me in a way that I didn't like. I did speak up a
bit, I was slightly assertive in some instances but I can see now I didn't do it as well
as a person with a secure attachment style would have done. I was fearful of
intimacy too. 

I can see it now but I couldn't see it then. 

When I sent him the unfortunate text message, I was honest and polite. 
It was a reply to his message cancelling a date with me (again) 3 days after my dad
died far away in my home country (I couldn't travel to his death bed because I was
on holidays abroad myself, my dad died the morning I was coming back home). DA
ex offered me no support at all, got even more distant and very cold. I think he was
worried that I would need him to be emotionally strong for me which wasn't the case
at all. I was serene. But if you are with someone who call you a partner, don't you
expect them to at least call you when your parent dies? He also could be in my
house in 15 minutes if he wanted to. Or call me at least for Gods' sake!. 
He just sent text messages in two hours intervals. We were together for 9 months.

Before my holidays abroad, he cancelled a date the day before my departure (by
text message) and replied with a 'maybe' when I asked him if he was going to be
waiting for me on my return...the only reason I asked that question was because he
was complaining he would be lonely and bored while I was gone. I didn't even
entertain his attempt to create insecurity and chaos. I just changed the subject.
maybe it was a mistake. Maybe he feels loved only if his girlfriend act needy and
desperate. Bingo, this never occurred to me until now.

During my holidays he sent a message, joking, saying that he was thinking about
going back to the dating website. Again, I replied with something else. Another
mistake because I thought it was immature and not funny but I just ignored and
talked about something else. Should have expressed exactly what I was feeling.

I texted him the night before I came back and when I was arriving but he didn't
make any plans to see me even though it was a Sunday morning. He replied
vaguely, I replied then he disappeared for the whole day, showing up by text
message again in the evening when I told him that my dad had passed away. After a
few scattered messages in 2 hours intervals from him, I was replying straight away,
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I said good night and went to sleep. He texted me back on Monday 3pm with a hard,
cold
"Are you ok?" He used to message me every morning on normal days full of
sweetness and love.

Anyway, he then decide that I should go and see him on Wednesday, the only day
he would have some 'spare time' (his words) and then cancelled on Wednesday
afternoon by text message. That was when I really saw that I needed more than
crumbs. He wasn't valuing or cherishing me. I was feeling taking from granted.

So my message to him was along the lines that I was feeling very confused by his
behaviour and he knew I had been struggling with it lately (silent treatments and
lack of time for me). I said that it wasn't fair on him or me that I keep expecting him
to act in any different way. I said that the way we process emotions and feelings
seemed to be opposite and I sensed that we had different wants and needs from a
relationship. I was wondering if we were right for each other. Then I asked what he
thought? Did he agree?

Then I was met with silence.

And that is why I say he ghosted. He could have replied to my messages. I was
expressing doubts, but I don't think I broke up as such. And I asked him a question.
He didn't answer, or rather he did, with silence.

The day after, I sent him another message, apologising for not saying what I said in
the first message face to face and explaining that I was really confused, grieving etc.
I said that I felt if I saw him I would 'crumble' and not be able to express my
feelings. I explained that I was just trying to look after myself and my emotional
health. I said that I thought he was an amazing guy and I thanked him for
everything he brought to my life. I said I would always have dear memories of him.

Again nothing back.

Then I called him 4 days after, he didn't answer or call back. I decided to leave him
alone.

I don't know why I am explaining this, what I am trying to convince myself or other
people of... the truth is, I feel horrible still and I wish I had the strength to have
handled it much better. I just didn't want to change my mind about telling him my
feelings, hence the text message. If few more days passed, I would again see him
like a necessity in my life, put him on a higher pedestal and would be steeping on
eggs not to make him pull away further when in fact he was pulling away because
that is what he does due to his attachment style. 

So yeah, he doesn't owe me anything but I think an emotional healthy person would
have given some sort of reply. Or maybe I have too high expectations? I know that
the break up was necessary. I am not sure if I broke up or if he did it, but it seems
to me that he was preparing to do it anyway. Maybe he felt relive when received my
messaged and dispaeread in order to avoid been sucked into the relationship again. 

Who knows?

Only him, but after nearly 9 months no contact, I won't contact him again. It is
painful. It is ridiculous that I still need closure. but I will break through.

Although I know I didn't do the right think, it was only a careless mistake in a
moment of pain and confusion. Hopefully is a lesson well learned. And hopefully I
will forgive myself one day.
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Last Edit: May 1, 2018 19:07:36 GMT by DearLover
DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Trying to Not have hope May 1, 2018 17:31:43 GMT
Quote
Sorry aubreyap for hijacking your thread. 
Hope your recovery will be easier and faster than mine. 
And if you ever have the opportunity to clarify the situation, go for it. Unresolved
issues are so painful. Why live with doubt?

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

Trying to Not have hope May 2, 2018 3:19:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
That’s ok guys! We are all here to grow and learn. It’s helpful to know that others
have gone through similar situations. I am truly depressed by this, but I am starting
to have an understanding of why this was not healthy and I can truly empathize with
you. I feel like I went through the same thing... I went back and read some of your
threads. I find comfort, but now I must find a way to move on to make sure to never
go through this again. Thanks for sharing with me.

Trying to Not have hope May 2, 2018 11:33:29 GMT tigrio likes this
Quote

May 1, 2018 17:29:11 GMT DearLover said:

May 1, 2018 11:03:54 GMT future said:
I'm sorry, but go back and read your original post. You specifically said you ended
the relationship via text. You further said you did it via text bcuz you were afraid
you'd "crumble" and not end it if you were in person.

Not trying to be mean, just keeping it real. If he ghosted you, it was after you broke
up with him.

You probably did the right thing by ending the relationship. I just don't think it's fair
to say he ghosted you because you voiced your feelings. AP don't tend to see their
side of the issues. We can't heal if we don't admit to our own dysfunction.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/10391/quote/901
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/10404/quote/901
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/10417/quote/901
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/10390/thread
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/10387/thread
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I totally agree with you. 

We can't heal if we don't know what is the disease we have got. 

In this particular case, I was hesitant and fearful of expressing my feelings and
setting boundaries from the beginning of the relationship because I was scared of
losing him. Although I wasn't as clingy and needy as I used to be in past
relationships, I definitely didn't express myself as clearly as I could and didn't
confront him when he was treating me in a way that I didn't like. I did speak up a
bit, I was slightly assertive in some instances but I can see now I didn't do it as well
as a person with a secure attachment style would have done. I was fearful of
intimacy too. 

I can see it now but I couldn't see it then. 

When I sent him the unfortunate text message, I was honest and polite. 
It was a reply to his message cancelling a date with me (again) 3 days after my dad
died far away in my home country (I couldn't travel to his death bed because I was
on holidays abroad myself, my dad died the morning I was coming back home). DA
ex offered me no support at all, got even more distant and very cold. I think he was
worried that I would need him to be emotionally strong for me which wasn't the case
at all. I was serene. But if you are with someone who call you a partner, don't you
expect them to at least call you when your parent dies? He also could be in my
house in 15 minutes if he wanted to. Or call me at least for Gods' sake!. 
He just sent text messages in two hours intervals. We were together for 9 months.

Before my holidays abroad, he cancelled a date the day before my departure (by
text message) and replied with a 'maybe' when I asked him if he was going to be
waiting for me on my return...the only reason I asked that question was because he
was complaining he would be lonely and bored while I was gone. I didn't even
entertain his attempt to create insecurity and chaos. I just changed the subject.
maybe it was a mistake. Maybe he feels loved only if his girlfriend act needy and
desperate. Bingo, this never occurred to me until now.

During my holidays he sent a message, joking, saying that he was thinking about
going back to the dating website. Again, I replied with something else. Another
mistake because I thought it was immature and not funny but I just ignored and
talked about something else. Should have expressed exactly what I was feeling.

I texted him the night before I came back and when I was arriving but he didn't
make any plans to see me even though it was a Sunday morning. He replied
vaguely, I replied then he disappeared for the whole day, showing up by text
message again in the evening when I told him that my dad had passed away. After a
few scattered messages in 2 hours intervals from him, I was replying straight away,
I said good night and went to sleep. He texted me back on Monday 3pm with a hard,
cold
"Are you ok?" He used to message me every morning on normal days full of
sweetness and love.

Anyway, he then decide that I should go and see him on Wednesday, the only day
he would have some 'spare time' (his words) and then cancelled on Wednesday
afternoon by text message. That was when I really saw that I needed more than
crumbs. He wasn't valuing or cherishing me. I was feeling taking from granted.

So my message to him was along the lines that I was feeling very confused by his
behaviour and he knew I had been struggling with it lately (silent treatments and
lack of time for me). I said that it wasn't fair on him or me that I keep expecting him
to act in any different way. I said that the way we process emotions and feelings
seemed to be opposite and I sensed that we had different wants and needs from a
relationship. I was wondering if we were right for each other. Then I asked what he
thought? Did he agree?

Then I was met with silence.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/user/271
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And that is why I say he ghosted. He could have replied to my messages. I was
expressing doubts, but I don't think I broke up as such. And I asked him a question.
He didn't answer, or rather he did, with silence.

The day after, I sent him another message, apologising for not saying what I said in
the first message face to face and explaining that I was really confused, grieving etc.
I said that I felt if I saw him I would 'crumble' and not be able to express my
feelings. I explained that I was just trying to look after myself and my emotional
health. I said that I thought he was an amazing guy and I thanked him for
everything he brought to my life. I said I would always have dear memories of him.

Again nothing back.

Then I called him 4 days after, he didn't answer or call back. I decided to leave him
alone.

I don't know why I am explaining this, what I am trying to convince myself or other
people of... the truth is, I feel horrible still and I wish I had the strength to have
handled it much better. I just didn't want to change my mind about telling him my
feelings, hence the text message. If few more days passed, I would again see him
like a necessity in my life, put him on a higher pedestal and would be steeping on
eggs not to make him pull away further when in fact he was pulling away because
that is what he does due to his attachment style. 

So yeah, he doesn't owe me anything but I think an emotional healthy person would
have given some sort of reply. Or maybe I have too high expectations? I know that
the break up was necessary. I am not sure if I broke up or if he did it, but it seems
to me that he was preparing to do it anyway. Maybe he felt relive when received my
messaged and dispaeread in order to avoid been sucked into the relationship again. 

Who knows?

Only him, but after nearly 9 months no contact, I won't contact him again. It is
painful. It is ridiculous that I still need closure. but I will break through.

Although I know I didn't do the right think, it was only a careless mistake in a
moment of pain and confusion. Hopefully is a lesson well learned. And hopefully I
will forgive myself one day.

DearLover...it isn't rediculous for you to want closure...I would too given your
situation.  I hear a lot of "if onlys" in you post and I hope you can see how
tremendously brave you were to ask the questions that were on your heart.  I know
that oftentimes, out of fear of losing a guy, I haven't said anything and had to sit
with my questions unasked ...at least you put a voice to your feelings.     
Trying to Not have hope May 3, 2018 0:49:09 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 1, 2018 17:29:11 GMT DearLover said:

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/10458/quote/901
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future
Full Member

May 1, 2018 11:03:54 GMT future said:
I'm sorry, but go back and read your original post. You specifically said you ended
the relationship via text. You further said you did it via text bcuz you were afraid
you'd "crumble" and not end it if you were in person.

Not trying to be mean, just keeping it real. If he ghosted you, it was after you broke
up with him.

You probably did the right thing by ending the relationship. I just don't think it's fair
to say he ghosted you because you voiced your feelings. AP don't tend to see their
side of the issues. We can't heal if we don't admit to our own dysfunction.
I totally agree with you. 

We can't heal if we don't know what is the disease we have got. 

In this particular case, I was hesitant and fearful of expressing my feelings and
setting boundaries from the beginning of the relationship because I was scared of
losing him. Although I wasn't as clingy and needy as I used to be in past
relationships, I definitely didn't express myself as clearly as I could and didn't
confront him when he was treating me in a way that I didn't like. I did speak up a
bit, I was slightly assertive in some instances but I can see now I didn't do it as well
as a person with a secure attachment style would have done. I was fearful of
intimacy too. 

I can see it now but I couldn't see it then. 

When I sent him the unfortunate text message, I was honest and polite. 
It was a reply to his message cancelling a date with me (again) 3 days after my dad
died far away in my home country (I couldn't travel to his death bed because I was
on holidays abroad myself, my dad died the morning I was coming back home). DA
ex offered me no support at all, got even more distant and very cold. I think he was
worried that I would need him to be emotionally strong for me which wasn't the case
at all. I was serene. But if you are with someone who call you a partner, don't you
expect them to at least call you when your parent dies? He also could be in my
house in 15 minutes if he wanted to. Or call me at least for Gods' sake!. 
He just sent text messages in two hours intervals. We were together for 9 months.

Before my holidays abroad, he cancelled a date the day before my departure (by
text message) and replied with a 'maybe' when I asked him if he was going to be
waiting for me on my return...the only reason I asked that question was because he
was complaining he would be lonely and bored while I was gone. I didn't even
entertain his attempt to create insecurity and chaos. I just changed the subject.
maybe it was a mistake. Maybe he feels loved only if his girlfriend act needy and
desperate. Bingo, this never occurred to me until now.

During my holidays he sent a message, joking, saying that he was thinking about
going back to the dating website. Again, I replied with something else. Another
mistake because I thought it was immature and not funny but I just ignored and
talked about something else. Should have expressed exactly what I was feeling.

I texted him the night before I came back and when I was arriving but he didn't
make any plans to see me even though it was a Sunday morning. He replied
vaguely, I replied then he disappeared for the whole day, showing up by text
message again in the evening when I told him that my dad had passed away. After a
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few scattered messages in 2 hours intervals from him, I was replying straight away,
I said good night and went to sleep. He texted me back on Monday 3pm with a hard,
cold
"Are you ok?" He used to message me every morning on normal days full of
sweetness and love.

Anyway, he then decide that I should go and see him on Wednesday, the only day
he would have some 'spare time' (his words) and then cancelled on Wednesday
afternoon by text message. That was when I really saw that I needed more than
crumbs. He wasn't valuing or cherishing me. I was feeling taking from granted.

So my message to him was along the lines that I was feeling very confused by his
behaviour and he knew I had been struggling with it lately (silent treatments and
lack of time for me). I said that it wasn't fair on him or me that I keep expecting him
to act in any different way. I said that the way we process emotions and feelings
seemed to be opposite and I sensed that we had different wants and needs from a
relationship. I was wondering if we were right for each other. Then I asked what he
thought? Did he agree?

Then I was met with silence.

And that is why I say he ghosted. He could have replied to my messages. I was
expressing doubts, but I don't think I broke up as such. And I asked him a question.
He didn't answer, or rather he did, with silence.

The day after, I sent him another message, apologising for not saying what I said in
the first message face to face and explaining that I was really confused, grieving etc.
I said that I felt if I saw him I would 'crumble' and not be able to express my
feelings. I explained that I was just trying to look after myself and my emotional
health. I said that I thought he was an amazing guy and I thanked him for
everything he brought to my life. I said I would always have dear memories of him.

Again nothing back.

Then I called him 4 days after, he didn't answer or call back. I decided to leave him
alone.

I don't know why I am explaining this, what I am trying to convince myself or other
people of... the truth is, I feel horrible still and I wish I had the strength to have
handled it much better. I just didn't want to change my mind about telling him my
feelings, hence the text message. If few more days passed, I would again see him
like a necessity in my life, put him on a higher pedestal and would be steeping on
eggs not to make him pull away further when in fact he was pulling away because
that is what he does due to his attachment style. 

So yeah, he doesn't owe me anything but I think an emotional healthy person would
have given some sort of reply. Or maybe I have too high expectations? I know that
the break up was necessary. I am not sure if I broke up or if he did it, but it seems
to me that he was preparing to do it anyway. Maybe he felt relive when received my
messaged and dispaeread in order to avoid been sucked into the relationship again. 

Who knows?

Only him, but after nearly 9 months no contact, I won't contact him again. It is
painful. It is ridiculous that I still need closure. but I will break through.

Although I know I didn't do the right think, it was only a careless mistake in a
moment of pain and confusion. Hopefully is a lesson well learned. And hopefully I
will forgive myself one day.
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I understand what you are saying and the silent treatment is absolutely devastating.
My guy will not engage in any conflict with me, anyone else, yes, but not with me.
He will go silent. I've learned to only talk in person bcuz, in text, he will shut down.
For whatever reason, it's too painful for him...or too annoying, LOL 

WheneverI lose my mind and text if upset, I regret it bcuz I know I'm in for silence
and I did it to myself. Makes me so mad at myself. Texting sucks!!!

Anyway, not trying to be hard on you. Just pointing out that he has the same
insecurities that you do. They just manifest themselves differently. His silence isn't
necessarily to hurt you but maybe to protect himself. Just like your telling him your
feelings isn't to hurt him, kwim?

As AP, our 1st thought is to figure out how to manipulate our partner. I catch myself
all the time trying to plan what to say to sway his feelings. God, it's crazy. I can't
believe, myself, how much I did that until I started being aware of it. 

So, don't be hard on yourself. You know better now, so you can do better. You didn't
know before.

Reply
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 10, 2018 8:23:44 GMT bip
likes this
Quote
I wish I'd known about Attachment Theory before i started my now finished
relationship of 2 years (don't we all).

I think I was fairly secure when we met, but over time became more and more
Anxious. My ex DA ghosted me 3 weeks after we met, after showering me with
praise and affection and doing sweet things. He then came back, apologised and we
started an intense relationship (silly me). On paper, it seemed the perfect
relationship, he told me he'd never felt this way before, that i was 'the one', he
seemed so perfect in every way, everyone marvelled at how perfect we were
together - we all know the story. And I was largely happy to have found someone
with whom i had such chemistry, who i admired so much, and who was always
telling me how much they adored me. Though i always a little anxious, because of
his emotional distance and need for space (which I was able to respect) and also he
seemed to hold things back, not really care about my interests (I completely got
caught up in his) lie about little things, not be honest with other women that he was
in a relationship. If I'm honest, I was holding back the anxious side of me, because
he had me on such a pedestal I was scared he'd run if he knew i wasn't perfect. I
also realise now that we had incredible mental and physical connection, but he faked
over emotional connection with external words and niceties.
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Anyway, fast forward 18 months and he gets accepted into a post-grad program
across the other side of the world. For 4 years. He asks me to come, tells me he is
certain i am 'his person' and that he wants to be vulnerable with me. And i do
believe that was true, which is the sad thing (he'd just started working with a
therapist). So I give up my home, my job, my family, my 6-month old niece, my
friends, and move with him. We hadn't lived together before, and he had purpose,
community and new friends as soon as we arrived. I didn't, and completely lost
myself, felt lonely, isolated, and my anxiety sky-rocketed. I clung, became needy,
complained about the city we were in, got sad and depressed. He did do everything
he could externally to make me happy - buying me things, suggesting i try new
hobbies, make friends, etc, but suddenly his lack of emotional availability became a
massive issue for me. I needed him to hold space for me, to empathise, and he
didn't seem able to. He just withdrew, stopped wanting to have sex, and got more
distant. And I got more and more Anxious and crazy.

But I was starting to ease a bit, 3 months in, and had a trip planned for back home
for the following month, which I thought would help me. Anyway, a month before i
was supposed to leave, he tells me he can't ask me to come back, that he's been
scared i was going to leave the whole time, that i didn't commit and he couldn't
handle my insecurity and neediness. It blindsided me because not once did he say
"im scared you're going to leave" or even engage me in discussion. Instead, he'd be
slowly detaching himself, even starting to look for other 'options' in girls, telling
people we'd broken up etc... I tried to convince him to give me another chance
(classic AP), he considered it for a while and said no, that he couldn't trust me, that
he'd been fighting for our relationship the whole time, and i hadn't.

So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA? And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-
esteem b) Find a way of becoming secure and not traumatised by this

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.
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God
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 10, 2018 12:07:55 GMT bip
and flic like this
Quote
Welcome...wow.....so to answer your question...yes, a person with AP attachment
can lose themselves in an unhealthy relationship. Especially if the relationship
equites losing all other aspects that assist with defining and validating who you are.
Honestly, I would have such compassion for yourself right now...you literally left
everything for this man under the pretense that it would last forever. It is also
completely understandable that you would become anxious in a foreign country and
become needy. My personal assessment of his trust comments is that he was
projecting his own behavior onto you (since you said he was acting to other girls like
he was already single). Right now....the best thing you can do is give yourself time
to grieve and heal. Your identity will come back as you make new friends and find
new hobbies. I am terribly sorry you went through this. The " you are the one" to
"you aren't the one" story is very common on these boards...I encourage you to
read back through the AP section as you will find that you are not alone. Hugs.

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT
tnr9 likes this
Quote
Hi flic, although your post sounds a little lost on your end, I actually see a huge
beginning of hope in what your wrote. Let me explain!
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So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA?

First, yes, it's normal what you are feeling. Unfortunately you gave years of your life
to a rather selfish man with no regard for your situation upon your break-up. At
least if you had been married, you would receive alimony to tide you through till you
get on your own feet. Fortunately, your folks are behind you. I had a friend who
went through the very same, a horrible marriage, a child and divorce to a lost man,
with hardly any alimony or child support from her wealthy in-law's, but she had her
own parents and family supporting her while she got back to work and support
herself.

So believe above all that you WILL get there...like they say, when you're walking
through hell, keep walking. Most of us walked through hell and ended up the other
side, looking back and beckoning at the ones behind. 

And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-esteem b) Find a way
of becoming secure and not traumatised by this
Here's HOW.

Believe that you can control how you feel, because it is all in your head. Confidence
stems from belief in yourself, belief that you WILL achieve what you set out to do,
not all at once, but step by step as you move towards your goal.

For example, close your eyes and imagine you are holding a big juicy lemon. Smell
it. Inhale its citron essence. Imagine you sink your teeth into it. Your mouth starts to
salivate, right? So even though you know for a fact that it doesn't exist, when you
tell your mind that it does, your mind (and body) obeys your command.

So if you want your self-esteem back, you can, because YOU are in charge here. You
can practise reminding your mind, body and soul of the hugely competent, self-
aware, intelligent woman you are, focusing on the memories of achievement and
success you had. You are still the same person who had achieved much in the past.
You wandered off for a while but you are back.

One of the best therapist for this is Marisa Peer and her methods. The lemon
experiment is one of them. They are so simple, yet effective in getting you to
understand their message. They have helped me so much. I highly recommend her
book "Ultimate Confidence".

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.
The most positive impression I got from this seemingly negative sentence is that you
WANT to put yourself back together again.

You ARE together already, because there are many out there who don't even want to
put themselves back together, but prefer to linger in limbo hell. I was one such
person. It is only when I made up my mind to recover from an abusive relationship
with a NPD man and his family that I did.

Be kind to yourself, though you can set yourself a timeline with goals to get your
mojo back. That is really helpful because that speeds things up even more. It is all a
matter of your mind. You might slip, fail, but as long as you keep going, you will get
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there. Tell yourself it's ok to fail when you try, but never fail to try. Everyone in this
world had to grapple with failures, so you are not alone. The ones who succeed are
the ones that pick themselves up and try again and again, with each success comes
confidence and self-esteem.

Remember the word SELF-esteem contains a very big word, SELF. See, it's all doable
because it's YOU who is doing this work. If you start respecting and encouraging
yourself instead of chiding yourself for the failures, you will immediately gain self-
esteem because you have changed the voice inside your head, from a critic to a
partner, supporter and friend. It isn't that easy to get rid of this critical voice, but
you can, because it is *your* voice. You can praise and encourage yourself for your
strength, intelligence and resilience, just like you tell yourself that you are biting into
a lemon. The self-esteem magically returns as you esteem yourself. Self-esteem.
See?

Read the books, watch her TED talks and videos, your realization comes fast and
soon you will be on your way.  
Last Edit: Apr 12, 2018 12:03:41 GMT by curious
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Hi flic, although your post sounds a little lost on your end, I actually see a huge
beginning of hope in what your wrote. Let me explain!

So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA?

First, yes, it's normal what you are feeling. Unfortunately you gave years of your life
to a rather selfish man with no regard for your situation upon your break-up. At
least if you had been married, you would receive alimony to tide you through till you
get on your own feet. Fortunately, your folks are behind you. I had a friend who
went through the very same, a horrible marriage, a child and divorce to a lost man,
with hardly any alimony or child support from her wealthy in-law's, but she had her
own parents and family supporting her while she got back to work and support
herself.

So believe above all that you WILL get there...like they say, when you're walking
through hell, keep walking. Most of us walked through hell and ended up the other
side, looking back and beckoning at the ones behind. 

And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-esteem b) Find a way
of becoming secure and not traumatised by this
Here's HOW.

Believe that you can control how you feel, because it is all in your head. Confidence
stems from belief in yourself, belief that you WILL achieve what you set out to do,
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not all at once, but step by step as you move towards your goal.

For example, close your eyes and imagine you are holding a big juicy lemon. Smell
it. Inhale its citron essence. Imagine you sink your teeth into it. Your mouth starts to
salivate, right? So even though you know for a fact that it doesn't exist, when you
tell your mind that it does, your mind (and body) obeys your command.

So if you want your self-esteem back, you can, because YOU are in charge here. You
can practise reminding your mind, body and soul of the hugely competent, self-
aware, intelligent woman you are, focusing on the memories of achievement and
success you had. You are still the same person who had achieved much in the past.
You wandered off for a while but you are back.

One of the best therapist for this is Marisa Peer and her methods. The lemon
experiment is one of them. They are so simple, yet effective in getting you to
understand their message. They have helped me so much. I highly recommend her
book "Ultimate Confidence".

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.
The most positive impression I got from this seemingly negative sentence is that you
WANT to put yourself back together again.

You ARE together already, because there are many out there who don't even want to
put themselves back together, but prefer to linger in limbo hell. I was one such
person. It is only when I made up my mind to recover from an abusive relationship
with a NPD man and his family that I did.

Be kind to yourself, though you can set yourself a timeline with goals to get your
mojo back. That is really helpful because that speeds things up even more. It is all a
matter of your mind. You might slip, fail, but as long as you keep going, you will get
there. Tell yourself it's ok to fail when you try, but never fail to try. Everyone in this
world had to grapple with failures, so you are not alone. The ones who succeed are
the ones that pick themselves up and try again and again, with each success comes
confidence and self-esteem.

Remember the word SELF-esteem contains a very big word, SELF. See, it's all doable
because it's YOU who is doing this work. If you start respecting and encouraging
yourself instead of chiding yourself for the failures, you will immediately gain self-
esteem because you have changed the voice inside your head, from a critic to a
partner, supporter and friend. It isn't that easy to get rid of this critical voice, but
you can, because it is *your* voice. You can praise and encourage yourself for your
strength, intelligence and resilience, just like you tell yourself that you are biting into
a lemon. The self-esteem magically returns as you esteem yourself. Self-esteem.
See?

Read the books, watch her TED talks and videos, your realization comes fast and
soon you will be on your way.  
Hey curious...I watched one of her videos...thought it was interesting...what struck
me is that I hit an internal snag with saying I am enough...because somewhere I
was taught that those words are prideful.  I am trying to figure out where that
message originated from but it has really thrown me for a loop.  It is as if have
condemned myself to constantly feel bad because anything I say that is good hits
against a feeling of shame that I am boasting and as a Christian...pride is a sin.  So I
need to explore this a bit more with my bible study teacher tonight.
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Also...it is ok t say good things about others...just not so much about myself.
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Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT curious said:

Hey curious...I watched one of her videos...thought it was interesting...what struck
me is that I hit an internal snag with saying I am enough...because somewhere I
was taught that those words are prideful.  I am trying to figure out where that
message originated from but it has really thrown me for a loop.  It is as if have
condemned myself to constantly feel bad because anything I say that is good hits
against a feeling of shame that I am boasting and as a Christian...pride is a sin.  So I
need to explore this a bit more with my bible study teacher tonight.
Oh I get it! It can sound arrogant if put in a certain way, and we are all taught to be
humble, because we can always improve ourselves, so we should never feel self-
satisfied, etc.

I'm not really a Christian (rather scientific...do believe in the Universe) but I went to
church when I was young. I'm going to do a mind experiment, substituting Good,
Positive = God vs. Not Good, Negative  = Other, to reframe the dialogue with self.

Let's see how to put it the Christian way....it's not really "I am good enough so I
don't need to become a better person", but "I am enough because God loves me as I
am, sinner and all. I am enough for God to love me, and so I love myself, even if no
other person out there loves me. God loves me and I deserve His great love, so why
should I not love myself, be kind to myself, forgive myself, as God is kind and loving
and forgiving. He has already filled me, so I am ENOUGH"?

When I am anchored in this peace, this love, knowing I am enough, I can surely
focus inwards and outwards, to move mountains, to achieve a higher purpose
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instead of searching within and without for something to fill that deceptive void,
which says there isn't enough? To always be longing for "something" as if it's not
there, it's out of reach, when it's *there* all along, inside?

God is telling me all along I am enough, it's the ahem...*other* voice that's telling
me I'm short, I'm not good enough, not whole enough, not lovable enough.  

Hope it breaks the snag for you because Peer has a really great message and it is so
simple to understand and it works.

If you are able to "get" this primordial God's love for yourself, that you stop
criticizing yourself for your perceived shortcomings, but focus on all the positives,
and harness all the power that your God gave you as a mind with its own will, that
you can be master of your mind to do more right by yourself, so you don't need
anything or anybody out there to feel you are enough, then you can rise up to every
challenge in life, without a single hesitation. Whatever that is good for yourself is
available to you to achieve as a goal.

Don't know if I'm getting this right...

If I am can I become a preacher?  I am waiting for my next project/contract and
man, I could do with a short stint doing something.... 
Last Edit: Apr 12, 2018 22:33:43 GMT by curious
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First, yes, it's normal what you are feeling. Unfortunately you gave years of your life
to a rather selfish man with no regard for your situation upon your break-up. At
least if you had been married, you would receive alimony to tide you through till you
get on your own feet. Fortunately, your folks are behind you. I had a friend who
went through the very same, a horrible marriage, a child and divorce to a lost man,
with hardly any alimony or child support from her wealthy in-law's, but she had her
own parents and family supporting her while she got back to work and support
herself.

So believe above all that you WILL get there...like they say, when you're walking
through hell, keep walking. Most of us walked through hell and ended up the other
side, looking back and beckoning at the ones behind. 
Thanks - this helped a lot.

I'm really struggling at the moment because he gets to keep living his life as he was,
and I know he will be out there meeting new girls, probably getting into another
relationship really soon. 

And i am back here, hating my old life, wishing i'd tried harder to like it over there,
wondering whether maybe it is all my fault. Everything about my old life is tainted
with memories of him, and I feel so stuck.

Sometimes i wonder where he had NPD (though I'm sure he doesn't, though maybe
Avoidant Personality Disorder) because i actually feel like i was brainwashed for 2
years and have been left with nothing.
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I will have a watch of Marisa Peer, hopefully it helps. I've never felt such low self-
worth before - before we left to go overseas my life seemed so good (though truth
be told i was already a bit anxious about the relationship. But was it self-fulfilling
prophecy by me, or was it his behaviour?)
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Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT curious said:
Thanks - this helped a lot.

I'm really struggling at the moment because he gets to keep living his life as he was,
and I know he will be out there meeting new girls, probably getting into another
relationship really soon. 

And i am back here, hating my old life, wishing i'd tried harder to like it over there,
wondering whether maybe it is all my fault. Everything about my old life is tainted
with memories of him, and I feel so stuck.

Sometimes i wonder where he had NPD (though I'm sure he doesn't, though maybe
Avoidant Personality Disorder) because i actually feel like i was brainwashed for 2
years and have been left with nothing.

I will have a watch of Marisa Peer, hopefully it helps. I've never felt such low self-
worth before - before we left to go overseas my life seemed so good (though truth
be told i was already a bit anxious about the relationship. But was it self-fulfilling
prophecy by me, or was it his behaviour?)

Gosh...I understand the story that your brain is telling yourself about it possibly
being all your fault.  That is a straight out lie....it takes 2 people for a relationship to
work....I haven't read where he tried to make it better.  Give yourself some time to
heal...please do not rush the process or judge yourself based on some arbitrary
thought that you should be doing better by now.  Also....you don't know what he is
up to...so when your mind goes there....just remind yourself that that is just one
possible scenario....he could be miserable for all you know.  
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 13, 2018 12:42:32 GMT
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Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT curious said:
Thanks - this helped a lot.

I'm really struggling at the moment because he gets to keep living his life as he was,
and I know he will be out there meeting new girls, probably getting into another
relationship really soon. 

And i am back here, hating my old life, wishing i'd tried harder to like it over there,
wondering whether maybe it is all my fault. Everything about my old life is tainted
with memories of him, and I feel so stuck.

Sometimes i wonder where he had NPD (though I'm sure he doesn't, though maybe
Avoidant Personality Disorder) because i actually feel like i was brainwashed for 2
years and have been left with nothing.

I will have a watch of Marisa Peer, hopefully it helps. I've never felt such low self-
worth before - before we left to go overseas my life seemed so good (though truth
be told i was already a bit anxious about the relationship. But was it self-fulfilling
prophecy by me, or was it his behaviour?)

I was in a similar dilemma as you, but I left a long toxic relationship of my own will
because the NPD partner really did a lot to destroy my self-esteem, my career, my
belief in my own abilities. We were in the same profession, in the same office, and it
would be unbelievable that he actually viewed me as a rival, copied my work, lied,
attacked me in front of junior staff and maneuvred to have my work sidelined and
buried. I couldn't believe it, neither could anyone - they thought I was crazy when I
described what was happening. Why would one's partner actively worked to
sabotage not only the relationship but the other's career? The bizarre thing is he
didn't ever want to break up - he thought he loved me, to this day he claims that. It
was only when I Googled his behavior and discovered "gaslighting", "projection",
"narcissistic injury", "devaluation", "hoovering", etc. that I finally understood the
madness of this personality disorder.

Like you, I was left devastated, ruminating, marinating in misery, wondering WHY it
happened to me, what was I supposed to do, etc. I now wish I had discovered Life
Coaching and Mind Hacking earlier instead of wasting a lot of time asking myself
"Why" questions and not "How" questions.

Although Peer had some great videos, I find her book "Ultimate confidence" even
more helpful.

When you ask yourself "Why" questions, you keep digging in your hole because your
Mind would give you answers that keep you stuck.
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Eg. Why did I waste X years of my life with this heartless partner?

Your Mind answers because you are gullible, weak-minded, he is greater than you,
you are lost without him.

This just keeps you in a perpetual feedback loop of your own hell/hole.

I felt optimistic because you mentioned you would like to know HOW to get your
mojo back. That's the right question to get you on your way!

Your current state stuck in hole--->HOW/METHOD of Mind Transformation----
>Transformed state of becoming your confident self, completely free of baggage.

Your Mind likes the familiar, even if it is sheer misery, and doesn't want to go to the
unfamiliar, even if it is a state of peace, confidence and optimism.

It hears you asking WHY questions, it "gets" that you like staying in this state asking
WHY questions, your Mind will help you stay in the state that you WANT to remain
in.

When you WANT to move to a higher plane, your Mind will help you do that too.

How?

So Peer's methods help you to train your Mind to make the familiar (misery)
unfamiliar, and the unfamiliar (that elusive confident Self) familiar.

That's basically it, really simple.

I'm going through the same process and it works FAST. I'm still reading and
practising the methods, and I've already seen some results over a matter of days. 

 

However, if you keep your focus on HIM, what he's doing now, why he did what he
did, did you do something to make yourself repulsive to him, etc..stewing WHY
questions, you won't get out of the hole as you keep digging, digging, for answers
that keep you deeper in the hole.

That's one of the reasons I have left this site too, because there was a lot of
ruminating over my ex DA in my posts, which I contributed to. 

However, there're a lot of fellow members who are sharing their HOW journeys,
especially the DAs, which form a very encouraging self-help group, and I find the
support super helpful.  I'm also discovering and understanding my own Avoidant
tendencies, becoming more self-aware.

I might need that if my ex DA comes back to look-see.. ...I still like him more than
any other men I've met so far, even though his extreme DA makes him completely
unsuitable. I suspect it's because I'm older and the pool of good men is
shrinking...oh there I go again with WHY questions! 

The situation doesn't change, but if I take on a more glass half-full perspective, it is
more likely that I would stay optimistic, and this optimism will get me to not give up,
to go out and meet more men, thus increasing my chances of meeting a great guy
some day. 
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See how it works?

Good luck with your journey!
Last Edit: Apr 13, 2018 13:17:27 GMT by curious
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I was in a similar dilemma as you, but I left a long toxic relationship of my own will
because the NPD partner really did a lot to destroy my self-esteem, my career, my
belief in my own abilities. We were in the same profession, in the same office, and it
would be unbelievable that he actually viewed me as a rival, copied my work, lied,
attacked me in front of junior staff and maneuvred to have my work sidelined and
buried. I couldn't believe it, neither could anyone - they thought I was crazy when I
described what was happening. Why would one's partner actively worked to
sabotage not only the relationship but the other's career? The bizarre thing is he
didn't ever want to break up - he thought he loved me, to this day he claims that. It
was only when I Googled his behavior and discovered "gaslighting", "projection",
"narcissistic injury", "devaluation", "hoovering", etc. that I finally understood the
madness of this personality disorder.

Like you, I was left devastated, ruminating, marinating in misery, wondering WHY it
happened to me, what was I supposed to do, etc. I now wish I had discovered Life
Coaching and Mind Hacking earlier instead of wasting a lot of time asking myself
"Why" questions and not "How" questions.

Although Peer had some great videos, I find her book "Ultimate confidence" even
more helpful.

When you ask yourself "Why" questions, you keep digging in your hole because your
Mind would give you answers that keep you stuck.

Eg. Why did I waste X years of my life with this heartless partner?

Your Mind answers because you are gullible, weak-minded, he is greater than you,
you are lost without him.

This just keeps you in a perpetual feedback loop of your own hell/hole.

I felt optimistic because you mentioned you would like to know HOW to get your
mojo back. That's the right question to get you on your way!

Your current state stuck in hole--->HOW/METHOD of Mind Transformation----
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>Transformed state of becoming your confident self, completely free of baggage.

Your Mind likes the familiar, even if it is sheer misery, and doesn't want to go to the
unfamiliar, even if it is a state of peace, confidence and optimism.

It hears you asking WHY questions, it "gets" that you like staying in this state asking
WHY questions, your Mind will help you stay in the state that you WANT to remain
in.

When you WANT to move to a higher plane, your Mind will help you do that too.

How?

So Peer's methods help you to train your Mind to make the familiar (misery)
unfamiliar, and the unfamiliar (that elusive confident Self) familiar.

That's basically it, really simple.

I'm going through the same process and it works FAST. I'm still reading and
practising the methods, and I've already seen some results over a matter of days. 

 

However, if you keep your focus on HIM, what he's doing now, why he did what he
did, did you do something to make yourself repulsive to him, etc..stewing WHY
questions, you won't get out of the hole as you keep digging, digging, for answers
that keep you deeper in the hole.

That's one of the reasons I have left this site too, because there was a lot of
ruminating over my ex DA in my posts, which I contributed to. 

However, there're a lot of fellow members who are sharing their HOW journeys,
especially the DAs, which form a very encouraging self-help group, and I find the
support super helpful.  I'm also discovering and understanding my own Avoidant
tendencies, becoming more self-aware.

I might need that if my ex DA comes back to look-see.. ...I still like him more than
any other men I've met so far, even though his extreme DA makes him completely
unsuitable. I suspect it's because I'm older and the pool of good men is
shrinking...oh there I go again with WHY questions! 

The situation doesn't change, but if I take on a more glass half-full perspective, it is
more likely that I would stay optimistic, and this optimism will get me to not give up,
to go out and meet more men, thus increasing my chances of meeting a great guy
some day. 

See how it works?

Good luck with your journey!
The whole thing about not using WHY questions is fascinating...it is counter what
Simon Sinek recommends.

m.youtube.com/watch?v=u4ZoJKF_VuA
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His point is that people do not buy for WHAT but for WHY...as in...purchases are a
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heart connection over a head connection. I do think " why" as a word carries deeper
meaning than "what".

curious
Senior Member
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His point is that people do not buy for WHAT but for WHY...as in...purchases are a
heart connection over a head connection. I do think " why" as a word carries deeper
meaning than "what".

Apple inventions and ruminating over failed relationships, are, pardon the pun,
apples and oranges, eg. "Why does the apple fall from the tree?" leads to  answers
like Gravity, which is useful Newtonian Physics leading to space travel. 

"Why does he leave me?" leads to endless thought-looping with a million possible
answers in a hole no amount of digging will fill.  

If someone *wants* to stay in the same state, and millions all over the world
unconsciously do, right this moment, spending more time ruminating, about why he
did what he did, can she get him back, what is she going to do now.... etc. he or she
can certainly stay stuck there for months and even years. Multiply that by all these
millions of hurt and lost partners...that's a lot of years.

Someone I know in real life is like this - she has an unreciprocated crush on a man
who never was even remotely a boyfriend, and at first, her friends were
sympathetic, we all tried to help her to move on because it's a lost cause and we all
believed it is healthier for her to get back to a happier place and find the right man.
The very first lunch we had together, 1.5 years ago, she was already talking about
this crush. It's a 3 year old crush by now that leads nowhere.

In reality, she WANTS to be stuck on her crush and her unhappy life - he is the key
to her happiness. She is happier to go on and on about this crush to us, she is
happier stalking his Facebook, finding excuses to show up at his home, happier
showing up where he is with his hobby group and we simply have to let her do what
makes her happy. Most of us start to avoid seeing her because we don't want to
part-take in her hole-digging anymore - it wastes our time too. I find stalking a lost
cause troubling, that's for sure. She phones me complaining that everyone seems
buried in their lives, and I too used an excuse to turn her invitation for tea down,
because I know what will happen. There won't be a fruitful exchange but her
incessant monologue and conversation loop, stuck in the same hole no matter what
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we advise her. She just wants some company with her as she digs and digs.

In the end, all of us are on our own, making decisions for ourselves. The responsible
decision I need to make for myself is to travel with other fellow beings on the same
journey moving forward, supporting each other, learning wisdom and mind hacking,
seeking clarity, helping each other live better and better. For me, I look back on the
days when I was stuck with NPD partner and crying to friends with utter horror - my
friends were saints to have put up with it, but unfortunately, none of us had any
answers, no one knew about NPD, no one knew about life coaching. I wasted many
good years - I could have been far far along on my career and relationship trajectory
by now, if I hadn't been so stuck in my hell/hole. I wish someone had told me all
these methods years ago - I wanted to get out, I didn't know HOW. 

OP seems to want to get out of a rut from her posts, I am answering the best way I
can, as I distance myself from a shallow friendship in real life (there's no depth
because it's 1-way, I'm just misery's company). I hope to help save time for OP. I
think all of us do, answering with our best intentions, from what we learned, to lend
a hand when one is needed.

You are giving your own answers to her questions and that's great too. Perhaps
yours is the right path for her. Or perhaps she will find her own third way combining
different approaches?

Everyone's journey is personal - the more one knows, though, the better equipped
one becomes to make one's decisions to either stay or move on. This is the purpose
of such forums, I feel.

I'm not going to post more for the time being. Real life beckons, including a sunny
vacation in the south of France. *dances*  

The ex DA *might* look for me again, after the 3rd break-up, it seems many do,
and if he is open to embark on the same self-betterment journey, I'll gladly walk
with him. Otherwise, I need some strong medicine to keep me on the path. That's
when I'll be back looking for support or advice. Again. 

Last Edit: Apr 13, 2018 17:39:40 GMT by curious
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 13, 2018 18:02:20 GMT
ulrike21 likes this
Quote

Apr 13, 2018 17:33:07 GMT curious said:

Apr 13, 2018 15:18:18 GMT tnr9 said:
His point is that people do not buy for WHAT but for WHY...as in...purchases are a
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heart connection over a head connection. I do think " why" as a word carries deeper
meaning than "what".

Apple inventions and ruminating over failed relationships, are, pardon the pun,
apples and oranges, eg. "Why does the apple fall from the tree?" leads to  answers
like Gravity, which is useful Newtonian Physics leading to space travel. 

"Why does he leave me?" leads to endless thought-looping with a million possible
answers in a hole no amount of digging will fill.  

If someone *wants* to stay in the same state, and millions all over the world
unconsciously do, right this moment, spending more time ruminating, about why he
did what he did, can she get him back, what is she going to do now.... etc. he or she
can certainly stay stuck there for months and even years. Multiply that by all these
millions of hurt and lost partners...that's a lot of years.

Someone I know in real life is like this - she has an unreciprocated crush on a man
who never was even remotely a boyfriend, and at first, her friends were
sympathetic, we all tried to help her to move on because it's a lost cause and we all
believed it is healthier for her to get back to a happier place and find the right man.
The very first lunch we had together, 1.5 years ago, she was already talking about
this crush. It's a 3 year old crush by now that leads nowhere.

In reality, she WANTS to be stuck on her crush and her unhappy life - he is the key
to her happiness. She is happier to go on and on about this crush to us, she is
happier stalking his Facebook, finding excuses to show up at his home, happier
showing up where he is with his hobby group and we simply have to let her do what
makes her happy. Most of us start to avoid seeing her because we don't want to
part-take in her hole-digging anymore - it wastes our time too. I find stalking a lost
cause troubling, that's for sure. She phones me complaining that everyone seems
buried in their lives, and I too used an excuse to turn her invitation for tea down,
because I know what will happen. There won't be a fruitful exchange but her
incessant monologue and conversation loop, stuck in the same hole no matter what
we advise her. She just wants some company with her as she digs and digs.

In the end, all of us are on our own, making decisions for ourselves. The responsible
decision I need to make for myself is to travel with other fellow beings on the same
journey moving forward, supporting each other, learning wisdom and mind hacking,
seeking clarity, helping each other live better and better. For me, I look back on the
days when I was stuck with NPD partner and crying to friends with utter horror - my
friends were saints to have put up with it, but unfortunately, none of us had any
answers, no one knew about NPD, no one knew about life coaching. I wasted many
good years - I could have been far far along on my career and relationship trajectory
by now, if I hadn't been so stuck in my hell/hole. I wish someone had told me all
these methods years ago - I wanted to get out, I didn't know HOW. 

OP seems to want to get out of a rut from her posts, I am answering the best way I
can, as I distance myself from a shallow friendship in real life (there's no depth
because it's 1-way, I'm just misery's company). I hope to help save time for OP. I
think all of us do, answering with our best intentions, from what we learned, to lend
a hand when one is needed.

You are giving your own answers to her questions and that's great too. Perhaps
yours is the right path for her. Or perhaps she will find her own third way combining
different approaches?

Everyone's journey is personal - the more one knows, though, the better equipped
one becomes to make one's decisions to either stay or move on. This is the purpose
of such forums, I feel.

I'm not going to post more for the time being. Real life beckons, including a sunny
vacation in the south of France. *dances*  

The ex DA *might* look for me again, after the 3rd break-up, it seems many do,
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and if he is open to embark on the same self-betterment journey, I'll gladly walk
with him. Otherwise, I need some strong medicine to keep me on the path. That's
when I'll be back looking for support or advice. Again. 

I think you have missed my point...which is that although it is well and good to focus
on whats...our decisions oftentimes are not made on whats but on whys.  I think it is
a dangerous place to cut off whys altogether..whys are often great soul awakening
opportunities to discover whats.  

I have had many of my greatest revelations within the context of being caught in
circular thinking.  I am fortunate to have a group of friends  who will sit with me in
those moments and tell me that they are glad to be with me, even in my moments
of round about thoughts.  It has really made a huge difference...the idea that no
matter how looney my behavior may seem to the outside world, I am with safe
individuals who will let me find my own answers in my own time.  Acceptance is a
very wonderful thing.

I wasn't trying to provide counter advice...just pointing out that it is a bit contrary to
some other speakers that I follow.  There is enough flexibility that both can coexist.
Last Edit: Apr 13, 2018 18:14:22 GMT by tnr9
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 2:41:15 GMT
Quote

Apr 13, 2018 12:42:32 GMT curious said:

Apr 13, 2018 0:35:58 GMT flic said:

I felt optimistic because you mentioned you would like to know HOW to get your
mojo back. That's the right question to get you on your way!

Your current state stuck in hole--->HOW/METHOD of Mind Transformation----
>Transformed state of becoming your confident self, completely free of baggage.

Your Mind likes the familiar, even if it is sheer misery, and doesn't want to go to the
unfamiliar, even if it is a state of peace, confidence and optimism.

It hears you asking WHY questions, it "gets" that you like staying in this state asking
WHY questions, your Mind will help you stay in the state that you WANT to remain
in.

When you WANT to move to a higher plane, your Mind will help you do that too.

How?
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So Peer's methods help you to train your Mind to make the familiar (misery)
unfamiliar, and the unfamiliar (that elusive confident Self) familiar.

That's basically it, really simple.

I'm going through the same process and it works FAST. I'm still reading and
practising the methods, and I've already seen some results over a matter of days. 

 

However, if you keep your focus on HIM, what he's doing now, why he did what he
did, did you do something to make yourself repulsive to him, etc..stewing WHY
questions, you won't get out of the hole as you keep digging, digging, for answers
that keep you deeper in the hole.

That's one of the reasons I have left this site too, because there was a lot of
ruminating over my ex DA in my posts, which I contributed to. 

However, there're a lot of fellow members who are sharing their HOW journeys,
especially the DAs, which form a very encouraging self-help group, and I find the
support super helpful.  I'm also discovering and understanding my own Avoidant
tendencies, becoming more self-aware.

I might need that if my ex DA comes back to look-see.. ...I still like him more than
any other men I've met so far, even though his extreme DA makes him completely
unsuitable. I suspect it's because I'm older and the pool of good men is
shrinking...oh there I go again with WHY questions! 

The situation doesn't change, but if I take on a more glass half-full perspective, it is
more likely that I would stay optimistic, and this optimism will get me to not give up,
to go out and meet more men, thus increasing my chances of meeting a great guy
some day. 

See how it works?

Good luck with your journey!
Again, thank you - your point about HOW makes perfect sense to me. I do WANT to
put myself back together, and what I'm realising is that I can't put myself back
together to what I was before - she doesn't exist anymore. And that in itself is a kind
of grief, but it's also the opportunity. There's a wonderful (but sad) saying - "you can
never go home again" - and I'm experiencing it quite literally at the moment, but
that doesn't mean it's a bad thing. I really believe all evolution and change of the
self can only be good, if we allow it to be. Here's another quote i like, from a yoga
teacher i follow:

"The moment we start pushing or struggling to get ahead, we stay stuck. The
moment we let go, we stop trying, we surrender to the situation we are in, that's
how we move forward."

And I totally hear you on the ruminating thing - we're all guilty of that i think, and
this site unfortunately can encourage it without meaning to i think, partly because of
all the lovely empathetic souls on here.

tnr9 - I also totally understand your take on this - actually i'm loving the difference
in opinion, it gives me a lot to think about!

The last couple of days have been better - I've been DOING more, which has
helped. 

Here's the rub, and curious it's interesting to me how you talk about your ex-DA
coming back and your wondering whether they will have taken a path of self-
betterment.

I spoke to my ex last night - he'd asked to speak earlier in the week since we do at
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some point need to work out what I am going to do with all my stuff over there.
Anyway, I geared myself up for a cold, practical conversation, told myself he is an
awful human, that i would just be cold back.

But of course, as is always the way, it didn't go like that. Very early into the
conversation he broke down crying (he actually hadn't cried for about 10 years
before we broke up), telling me again how he is sorry for everything he did, and that
every day he ruminates over what he could have done differently. We talked openly
and honestly about both our behaviours when we are scared (i control and get
angry, he pulls away and gets 'slippery'), we acknowledged both our parts from this
that led to the break-up, and the fact that we just didn't communicate. He told me
he can't believe how much he is crying at the moment. He's also incredibly lonely
and isolated, since he's over there with no close friends or family. He said he can
feel the change in himself, of letting the barriers down - and that he wished he'd
been able to do it earlier, while we were together. To which I replied "great, i've just
fixed you for the next girl." There was a lot of 'i miss you' from both of us, of talking
about how we're both the 'worst best thing that ever happened' to each other, how
everything reminds us of the other in each city... He said he still wants me in his life,
he thinks we can be friends, and if i go over and get my stuff, how he really wants to
see me. 

Now I find myself wondering whether, even though I know he did do a lot of DA stuff
in the relationship (before i understood what a DA was), whether i am being harsh
on him. I am not faultless either - i was so negative when we moved and pushed
him away due to my own fear of abandonment. He did try hard to make things
better for me when i was there - but they were things he knew, external things
rather than emotionally connecting with me. I genuinely can see him accessing, for
the first time, the vulnerable part of himself, the emotional side of himself. It's kind
of beautiful to see. After we spoke, he sent me a text apologising for putting his
sadness and loneliness on me, he said he just feels so isolated and lonely right now.
It's breaking my heart that he is going through this alone, even though there's irony
because it's exactly what i was experiencing when i was there (minus the
heartbreak). There's part of me that just wants to book a flight and go tomorrow, to
hug him and tell him it will be ok.

After we spoke I cried for an hour, and I haven't cried for a month. It was cathartic,
and since i've been filled with such love and gratitude for the entire world.

But I wonder if it is dangerous for me to be trying to support him in this? I still love
him obviously, and the romantic in me has the little fantasies of going over, and
whilst I don't think it's feasible it could work out over there, i dream of us just
having some time together, of being emotionally connected and acknowledging the
love we still have.

Am I just setting myself up for more pain? I was genuinely starting to inch towards
feeling better. But I will also never be someone who can give up on people, because
i believe in the good in people, that they are capable of change and self-
development. I don't know...

juniper
Deleted Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 3:11:03 GMT via
mobile tnr9 and ulrike21 like this
Quote
hi flic,

I am DA, for reference.
i don't know how exactly things have happened between you two to get to the point
you are.
it sounds as if there is a process happening in each of you and where that process
leads, individually and in terms of any connection you have with him, remains to be
seen.

But i want to encourage you to open your mind to possibilities other than what your
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fear tells you.
the honesty and openness between the two of you is a precious thing. If you don't
overlay the present with your bias and fear from the past, new ways of thinking,
understanding, and relating can take form. 
Our experiences are not meant to keep us swirling in stagnation, they are meant to
evoke change in us. if we fail to make the change, we stagnate. but new
opportunities always arise. eventually, we get it. 

For whatever it's worth, i think that remaining open to the experience of relating to
him might be beneficial to you both.

outcomes are not guaranteed, one way are the other.
they are created. But it all happens moment by moment, a day at a time.

sometimes things are not what we think they are. sometimes things did not happen
as we perceived them to be , we saw them through our lens and reacted, and we
can only clearly when looking in hindsight. 

I am not trying to influence you in one way or the other, only encouraging you to be
open to the experience and let it unfold, as you authentically show up, a day at a
time. And let the outcome happen without willing it or blocking it. 

Reply
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 10, 2018 8:23:44 GMT bip
likes this
Quote
I wish I'd known about Attachment Theory before i started my now finished
relationship of 2 years (don't we all).

I think I was fairly secure when we met, but over time became more and more
Anxious. My ex DA ghosted me 3 weeks after we met, after showering me with
praise and affection and doing sweet things. He then came back, apologised and we
started an intense relationship (silly me). On paper, it seemed the perfect
relationship, he told me he'd never felt this way before, that i was 'the one', he
seemed so perfect in every way, everyone marvelled at how perfect we were
together - we all know the story. And I was largely happy to have found someone
with whom i had such chemistry, who i admired so much, and who was always
telling me how much they adored me. Though i always a little anxious, because of
his emotional distance and need for space (which I was able to respect) and also he
seemed to hold things back, not really care about my interests (I completely got
caught up in his) lie about little things, not be honest with other women that he was
in a relationship. If I'm honest, I was holding back the anxious side of me, because
he had me on such a pedestal I was scared he'd run if he knew i wasn't perfect. I
also realise now that we had incredible mental and physical connection, but he faked
over emotional connection with external words and niceties.
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Anyway, fast forward 18 months and he gets accepted into a post-grad program
across the other side of the world. For 4 years. He asks me to come, tells me he is
certain i am 'his person' and that he wants to be vulnerable with me. And i do
believe that was true, which is the sad thing (he'd just started working with a
therapist). So I give up my home, my job, my family, my 6-month old niece, my
friends, and move with him. We hadn't lived together before, and he had purpose,
community and new friends as soon as we arrived. I didn't, and completely lost
myself, felt lonely, isolated, and my anxiety sky-rocketed. I clung, became needy,
complained about the city we were in, got sad and depressed. He did do everything
he could externally to make me happy - buying me things, suggesting i try new
hobbies, make friends, etc, but suddenly his lack of emotional availability became a
massive issue for me. I needed him to hold space for me, to empathise, and he
didn't seem able to. He just withdrew, stopped wanting to have sex, and got more
distant. And I got more and more Anxious and crazy.

But I was starting to ease a bit, 3 months in, and had a trip planned for back home
for the following month, which I thought would help me. Anyway, a month before i
was supposed to leave, he tells me he can't ask me to come back, that he's been
scared i was going to leave the whole time, that i didn't commit and he couldn't
handle my insecurity and neediness. It blindsided me because not once did he say
"im scared you're going to leave" or even engage me in discussion. Instead, he'd be
slowly detaching himself, even starting to look for other 'options' in girls, telling
people we'd broken up etc... I tried to convince him to give me another chance
(classic AP), he considered it for a while and said no, that he couldn't trust me, that
he'd been fighting for our relationship the whole time, and i hadn't.

So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA? And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-
esteem b) Find a way of becoming secure and not traumatised by this

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.

tnr9
God

Posts: 831

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 10, 2018 12:07:55 GMT bip
and flic like this
Quote
Welcome...wow.....so to answer your question...yes, a person with AP attachment
can lose themselves in an unhealthy relationship. Especially if the relationship
equites losing all other aspects that assist with defining and validating who you are.
Honestly, I would have such compassion for yourself right now...you literally left
everything for this man under the pretense that it would last forever. It is also
completely understandable that you would become anxious in a foreign country and
become needy. My personal assessment of his trust comments is that he was
projecting his own behavior onto you (since you said he was acting to other girls like
he was already single). Right now....the best thing you can do is give yourself time
to grieve and heal. Your identity will come back as you make new friends and find
new hobbies. I am terribly sorry you went through this. The " you are the one" to
"you aren't the one" story is very common on these boards...I encourage you to
read back through the AP section as you will find that you are not alone. Hugs.

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT
tnr9 likes this
Quote
Hi flic, although your post sounds a little lost on your end, I actually see a huge
beginning of hope in what your wrote. Let me explain!

So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
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move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA?

First, yes, it's normal what you are feeling. Unfortunately you gave years of your life
to a rather selfish man with no regard for your situation upon your break-up. At
least if you had been married, you would receive alimony to tide you through till you
get on your own feet. Fortunately, your folks are behind you. I had a friend who
went through the very same, a horrible marriage, a child and divorce to a lost man,
with hardly any alimony or child support from her wealthy in-law's, but she had her
own parents and family supporting her while she got back to work and support
herself.

So believe above all that you WILL get there...like they say, when you're walking
through hell, keep walking. Most of us walked through hell and ended up the other
side, looking back and beckoning at the ones behind. 

And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-esteem b) Find a way
of becoming secure and not traumatised by this
Here's HOW.

Believe that you can control how you feel, because it is all in your head. Confidence
stems from belief in yourself, belief that you WILL achieve what you set out to do,
not all at once, but step by step as you move towards your goal.

For example, close your eyes and imagine you are holding a big juicy lemon. Smell
it. Inhale its citron essence. Imagine you sink your teeth into it. Your mouth starts to
salivate, right? So even though you know for a fact that it doesn't exist, when you
tell your mind that it does, your mind (and body) obeys your command.

So if you want your self-esteem back, you can, because YOU are in charge here. You
can practise reminding your mind, body and soul of the hugely competent, self-
aware, intelligent woman you are, focusing on the memories of achievement and
success you had. You are still the same person who had achieved much in the past.
You wandered off for a while but you are back.

One of the best therapist for this is Marisa Peer and her methods. The lemon
experiment is one of them. They are so simple, yet effective in getting you to
understand their message. They have helped me so much. I highly recommend her
book "Ultimate Confidence".

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.
The most positive impression I got from this seemingly negative sentence is that you
WANT to put yourself back together again.

You ARE together already, because there are many out there who don't even want to
put themselves back together, but prefer to linger in limbo hell. I was one such
person. It is only when I made up my mind to recover from an abusive relationship
with a NPD man and his family that I did.

Be kind to yourself, though you can set yourself a timeline with goals to get your
mojo back. That is really helpful because that speeds things up even more. It is all a
matter of your mind. You might slip, fail, but as long as you keep going, you will get
there. Tell yourself it's ok to fail when you try, but never fail to try. Everyone in this
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world had to grapple with failures, so you are not alone. The ones who succeed are
the ones that pick themselves up and try again and again, with each success comes
confidence and self-esteem.

Remember the word SELF-esteem contains a very big word, SELF. See, it's all doable
because it's YOU who is doing this work. If you start respecting and encouraging
yourself instead of chiding yourself for the failures, you will immediately gain self-
esteem because you have changed the voice inside your head, from a critic to a
partner, supporter and friend. It isn't that easy to get rid of this critical voice, but
you can, because it is *your* voice. You can praise and encourage yourself for your
strength, intelligence and resilience, just like you tell yourself that you are biting into
a lemon. The self-esteem magically returns as you esteem yourself. Self-esteem.
See?

Read the books, watch her TED talks and videos, your realization comes fast and
soon you will be on your way.  
Last Edit: Apr 12, 2018 12:03:41 GMT by curious
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Hi flic, although your post sounds a little lost on your end, I actually see a huge
beginning of hope in what your wrote. Let me explain!

So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA?

First, yes, it's normal what you are feeling. Unfortunately you gave years of your life
to a rather selfish man with no regard for your situation upon your break-up. At
least if you had been married, you would receive alimony to tide you through till you
get on your own feet. Fortunately, your folks are behind you. I had a friend who
went through the very same, a horrible marriage, a child and divorce to a lost man,
with hardly any alimony or child support from her wealthy in-law's, but she had her
own parents and family supporting her while she got back to work and support
herself.

So believe above all that you WILL get there...like they say, when you're walking
through hell, keep walking. Most of us walked through hell and ended up the other
side, looking back and beckoning at the ones behind. 

And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-esteem b) Find a way
of becoming secure and not traumatised by this
Here's HOW.

Believe that you can control how you feel, because it is all in your head. Confidence
stems from belief in yourself, belief that you WILL achieve what you set out to do,
not all at once, but step by step as you move towards your goal.
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For example, close your eyes and imagine you are holding a big juicy lemon. Smell
it. Inhale its citron essence. Imagine you sink your teeth into it. Your mouth starts to
salivate, right? So even though you know for a fact that it doesn't exist, when you
tell your mind that it does, your mind (and body) obeys your command.

So if you want your self-esteem back, you can, because YOU are in charge here. You
can practise reminding your mind, body and soul of the hugely competent, self-
aware, intelligent woman you are, focusing on the memories of achievement and
success you had. You are still the same person who had achieved much in the past.
You wandered off for a while but you are back.

One of the best therapist for this is Marisa Peer and her methods. The lemon
experiment is one of them. They are so simple, yet effective in getting you to
understand their message. They have helped me so much. I highly recommend her
book "Ultimate Confidence".

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.
The most positive impression I got from this seemingly negative sentence is that you
WANT to put yourself back together again.

You ARE together already, because there are many out there who don't even want to
put themselves back together, but prefer to linger in limbo hell. I was one such
person. It is only when I made up my mind to recover from an abusive relationship
with a NPD man and his family that I did.

Be kind to yourself, though you can set yourself a timeline with goals to get your
mojo back. That is really helpful because that speeds things up even more. It is all a
matter of your mind. You might slip, fail, but as long as you keep going, you will get
there. Tell yourself it's ok to fail when you try, but never fail to try. Everyone in this
world had to grapple with failures, so you are not alone. The ones who succeed are
the ones that pick themselves up and try again and again, with each success comes
confidence and self-esteem.

Remember the word SELF-esteem contains a very big word, SELF. See, it's all doable
because it's YOU who is doing this work. If you start respecting and encouraging
yourself instead of chiding yourself for the failures, you will immediately gain self-
esteem because you have changed the voice inside your head, from a critic to a
partner, supporter and friend. It isn't that easy to get rid of this critical voice, but
you can, because it is *your* voice. You can praise and encourage yourself for your
strength, intelligence and resilience, just like you tell yourself that you are biting into
a lemon. The self-esteem magically returns as you esteem yourself. Self-esteem.
See?

Read the books, watch her TED talks and videos, your realization comes fast and
soon you will be on your way.  
Hey curious...I watched one of her videos...thought it was interesting...what struck
me is that I hit an internal snag with saying I am enough...because somewhere I
was taught that those words are prideful.  I am trying to figure out where that
message originated from but it has really thrown me for a loop.  It is as if have
condemned myself to constantly feel bad because anything I say that is good hits
against a feeling of shame that I am boasting and as a Christian...pride is a sin.  So I
need to explore this a bit more with my bible study teacher tonight.
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Also...it is ok t say good things about others...just not so much about myself.
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Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT curious said:

Hey curious...I watched one of her videos...thought it was interesting...what struck
me is that I hit an internal snag with saying I am enough...because somewhere I
was taught that those words are prideful.  I am trying to figure out where that
message originated from but it has really thrown me for a loop.  It is as if have
condemned myself to constantly feel bad because anything I say that is good hits
against a feeling of shame that I am boasting and as a Christian...pride is a sin.  So I
need to explore this a bit more with my bible study teacher tonight.
Oh I get it! It can sound arrogant if put in a certain way, and we are all taught to be
humble, because we can always improve ourselves, so we should never feel self-
satisfied, etc.

I'm not really a Christian (rather scientific...do believe in the Universe) but I went to
church when I was young. I'm going to do a mind experiment, substituting Good,
Positive = God vs. Not Good, Negative  = Other, to reframe the dialogue with self.

Let's see how to put it the Christian way....it's not really "I am good enough so I
don't need to become a better person", but "I am enough because God loves me as I
am, sinner and all. I am enough for God to love me, and so I love myself, even if no
other person out there loves me. God loves me and I deserve His great love, so why
should I not love myself, be kind to myself, forgive myself, as God is kind and loving
and forgiving. He has already filled me, so I am ENOUGH"?

When I am anchored in this peace, this love, knowing I am enough, I can surely
focus inwards and outwards, to move mountains, to achieve a higher purpose
instead of searching within and without for something to fill that deceptive void,
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which says there isn't enough? To always be longing for "something" as if it's not
there, it's out of reach, when it's *there* all along, inside?

God is telling me all along I am enough, it's the ahem...*other* voice that's telling
me I'm short, I'm not good enough, not whole enough, not lovable enough.  

Hope it breaks the snag for you because Peer has a really great message and it is so
simple to understand and it works.

If you are able to "get" this primordial God's love for yourself, that you stop
criticizing yourself for your perceived shortcomings, but focus on all the positives,
and harness all the power that your God gave you as a mind with its own will, that
you can be master of your mind to do more right by yourself, so you don't need
anything or anybody out there to feel you are enough, then you can rise up to every
challenge in life, without a single hesitation. Whatever that is good for yourself is
available to you to achieve as a goal.

Don't know if I'm getting this right...

If I am can I become a preacher?  I am waiting for my next project/contract and
man, I could do with a short stint doing something.... 
Last Edit: Apr 12, 2018 22:33:43 GMT by curious
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First, yes, it's normal what you are feeling. Unfortunately you gave years of your life
to a rather selfish man with no regard for your situation upon your break-up. At
least if you had been married, you would receive alimony to tide you through till you
get on your own feet. Fortunately, your folks are behind you. I had a friend who
went through the very same, a horrible marriage, a child and divorce to a lost man,
with hardly any alimony or child support from her wealthy in-law's, but she had her
own parents and family supporting her while she got back to work and support
herself.

So believe above all that you WILL get there...like they say, when you're walking
through hell, keep walking. Most of us walked through hell and ended up the other
side, looking back and beckoning at the ones behind. 
Thanks - this helped a lot.

I'm really struggling at the moment because he gets to keep living his life as he was,
and I know he will be out there meeting new girls, probably getting into another
relationship really soon. 

And i am back here, hating my old life, wishing i'd tried harder to like it over there,
wondering whether maybe it is all my fault. Everything about my old life is tainted
with memories of him, and I feel so stuck.

Sometimes i wonder where he had NPD (though I'm sure he doesn't, though maybe
Avoidant Personality Disorder) because i actually feel like i was brainwashed for 2
years and have been left with nothing.

I will have a watch of Marisa Peer, hopefully it helps. I've never felt such low self-
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worth before - before we left to go overseas my life seemed so good (though truth
be told i was already a bit anxious about the relationship. But was it self-fulfilling
prophecy by me, or was it his behaviour?)
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Thanks - this helped a lot.

I'm really struggling at the moment because he gets to keep living his life as he was,
and I know he will be out there meeting new girls, probably getting into another
relationship really soon. 

And i am back here, hating my old life, wishing i'd tried harder to like it over there,
wondering whether maybe it is all my fault. Everything about my old life is tainted
with memories of him, and I feel so stuck.

Sometimes i wonder where he had NPD (though I'm sure he doesn't, though maybe
Avoidant Personality Disorder) because i actually feel like i was brainwashed for 2
years and have been left with nothing.

I will have a watch of Marisa Peer, hopefully it helps. I've never felt such low self-
worth before - before we left to go overseas my life seemed so good (though truth
be told i was already a bit anxious about the relationship. But was it self-fulfilling
prophecy by me, or was it his behaviour?)

Gosh...I understand the story that your brain is telling yourself about it possibly
being all your fault.  That is a straight out lie....it takes 2 people for a relationship to
work....I haven't read where he tried to make it better.  Give yourself some time to
heal...please do not rush the process or judge yourself based on some arbitrary
thought that you should be doing better by now.  Also....you don't know what he is
up to...so when your mind goes there....just remind yourself that that is just one
possible scenario....he could be miserable for all you know.  
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 13, 2018 12:42:32 GMT
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Apr 12, 2018 11:39:48 GMT curious said:
Thanks - this helped a lot.

I'm really struggling at the moment because he gets to keep living his life as he was,
and I know he will be out there meeting new girls, probably getting into another
relationship really soon. 

And i am back here, hating my old life, wishing i'd tried harder to like it over there,
wondering whether maybe it is all my fault. Everything about my old life is tainted
with memories of him, and I feel so stuck.

Sometimes i wonder where he had NPD (though I'm sure he doesn't, though maybe
Avoidant Personality Disorder) because i actually feel like i was brainwashed for 2
years and have been left with nothing.

I will have a watch of Marisa Peer, hopefully it helps. I've never felt such low self-
worth before - before we left to go overseas my life seemed so good (though truth
be told i was already a bit anxious about the relationship. But was it self-fulfilling
prophecy by me, or was it his behaviour?)

I was in a similar dilemma as you, but I left a long toxic relationship of my own will
because the NPD partner really did a lot to destroy my self-esteem, my career, my
belief in my own abilities. We were in the same profession, in the same office, and it
would be unbelievable that he actually viewed me as a rival, copied my work, lied,
attacked me in front of junior staff and maneuvred to have my work sidelined and
buried. I couldn't believe it, neither could anyone - they thought I was crazy when I
described what was happening. Why would one's partner actively worked to
sabotage not only the relationship but the other's career? The bizarre thing is he
didn't ever want to break up - he thought he loved me, to this day he claims that. It
was only when I Googled his behavior and discovered "gaslighting", "projection",
"narcissistic injury", "devaluation", "hoovering", etc. that I finally understood the
madness of this personality disorder.

Like you, I was left devastated, ruminating, marinating in misery, wondering WHY it
happened to me, what was I supposed to do, etc. I now wish I had discovered Life
Coaching and Mind Hacking earlier instead of wasting a lot of time asking myself
"Why" questions and not "How" questions.

Although Peer had some great videos, I find her book "Ultimate confidence" even
more helpful.

When you ask yourself "Why" questions, you keep digging in your hole because your
Mind would give you answers that keep you stuck.
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Eg. Why did I waste X years of my life with this heartless partner?

Your Mind answers because you are gullible, weak-minded, he is greater than you,
you are lost without him.

This just keeps you in a perpetual feedback loop of your own hell/hole.

I felt optimistic because you mentioned you would like to know HOW to get your
mojo back. That's the right question to get you on your way!

Your current state stuck in hole--->HOW/METHOD of Mind Transformation----
>Transformed state of becoming your confident self, completely free of baggage.

Your Mind likes the familiar, even if it is sheer misery, and doesn't want to go to the
unfamiliar, even if it is a state of peace, confidence and optimism.

It hears you asking WHY questions, it "gets" that you like staying in this state asking
WHY questions, your Mind will help you stay in the state that you WANT to remain
in.

When you WANT to move to a higher plane, your Mind will help you do that too.

How?

So Peer's methods help you to train your Mind to make the familiar (misery)
unfamiliar, and the unfamiliar (that elusive confident Self) familiar.

That's basically it, really simple.

I'm going through the same process and it works FAST. I'm still reading and
practising the methods, and I've already seen some results over a matter of days. 

 

However, if you keep your focus on HIM, what he's doing now, why he did what he
did, did you do something to make yourself repulsive to him, etc..stewing WHY
questions, you won't get out of the hole as you keep digging, digging, for answers
that keep you deeper in the hole.

That's one of the reasons I have left this site too, because there was a lot of
ruminating over my ex DA in my posts, which I contributed to. 

However, there're a lot of fellow members who are sharing their HOW journeys,
especially the DAs, which form a very encouraging self-help group, and I find the
support super helpful.  I'm also discovering and understanding my own Avoidant
tendencies, becoming more self-aware.

I might need that if my ex DA comes back to look-see.. ...I still like him more than
any other men I've met so far, even though his extreme DA makes him completely
unsuitable. I suspect it's because I'm older and the pool of good men is
shrinking...oh there I go again with WHY questions! 

The situation doesn't change, but if I take on a more glass half-full perspective, it is
more likely that I would stay optimistic, and this optimism will get me to not give up,
to go out and meet more men, thus increasing my chances of meeting a great guy
some day. 
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See how it works?

Good luck with your journey!
Last Edit: Apr 13, 2018 13:17:27 GMT by curious
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I was in a similar dilemma as you, but I left a long toxic relationship of my own will
because the NPD partner really did a lot to destroy my self-esteem, my career, my
belief in my own abilities. We were in the same profession, in the same office, and it
would be unbelievable that he actually viewed me as a rival, copied my work, lied,
attacked me in front of junior staff and maneuvred to have my work sidelined and
buried. I couldn't believe it, neither could anyone - they thought I was crazy when I
described what was happening. Why would one's partner actively worked to
sabotage not only the relationship but the other's career? The bizarre thing is he
didn't ever want to break up - he thought he loved me, to this day he claims that. It
was only when I Googled his behavior and discovered "gaslighting", "projection",
"narcissistic injury", "devaluation", "hoovering", etc. that I finally understood the
madness of this personality disorder.

Like you, I was left devastated, ruminating, marinating in misery, wondering WHY it
happened to me, what was I supposed to do, etc. I now wish I had discovered Life
Coaching and Mind Hacking earlier instead of wasting a lot of time asking myself
"Why" questions and not "How" questions.

Although Peer had some great videos, I find her book "Ultimate confidence" even
more helpful.

When you ask yourself "Why" questions, you keep digging in your hole because your
Mind would give you answers that keep you stuck.

Eg. Why did I waste X years of my life with this heartless partner?

Your Mind answers because you are gullible, weak-minded, he is greater than you,
you are lost without him.

This just keeps you in a perpetual feedback loop of your own hell/hole.

I felt optimistic because you mentioned you would like to know HOW to get your
mojo back. That's the right question to get you on your way!

Your current state stuck in hole--->HOW/METHOD of Mind Transformation----
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>Transformed state of becoming your confident self, completely free of baggage.

Your Mind likes the familiar, even if it is sheer misery, and doesn't want to go to the
unfamiliar, even if it is a state of peace, confidence and optimism.

It hears you asking WHY questions, it "gets" that you like staying in this state asking
WHY questions, your Mind will help you stay in the state that you WANT to remain
in.

When you WANT to move to a higher plane, your Mind will help you do that too.

How?

So Peer's methods help you to train your Mind to make the familiar (misery)
unfamiliar, and the unfamiliar (that elusive confident Self) familiar.

That's basically it, really simple.

I'm going through the same process and it works FAST. I'm still reading and
practising the methods, and I've already seen some results over a matter of days. 

 

However, if you keep your focus on HIM, what he's doing now, why he did what he
did, did you do something to make yourself repulsive to him, etc..stewing WHY
questions, you won't get out of the hole as you keep digging, digging, for answers
that keep you deeper in the hole.

That's one of the reasons I have left this site too, because there was a lot of
ruminating over my ex DA in my posts, which I contributed to. 

However, there're a lot of fellow members who are sharing their HOW journeys,
especially the DAs, which form a very encouraging self-help group, and I find the
support super helpful.  I'm also discovering and understanding my own Avoidant
tendencies, becoming more self-aware.

I might need that if my ex DA comes back to look-see.. ...I still like him more than
any other men I've met so far, even though his extreme DA makes him completely
unsuitable. I suspect it's because I'm older and the pool of good men is
shrinking...oh there I go again with WHY questions! 

The situation doesn't change, but if I take on a more glass half-full perspective, it is
more likely that I would stay optimistic, and this optimism will get me to not give up,
to go out and meet more men, thus increasing my chances of meeting a great guy
some day. 

See how it works?

Good luck with your journey!
The whole thing about not using WHY questions is fascinating...it is counter what
Simon Sinek recommends.

m.youtube.com/watch?v=u4ZoJKF_VuA
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His point is that people do not buy for WHAT but for WHY...as in...purchases are a
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heart connection over a head connection. I do think " why" as a word carries deeper
meaning than "what".

curious
Senior Member
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His point is that people do not buy for WHAT but for WHY...as in...purchases are a
heart connection over a head connection. I do think " why" as a word carries deeper
meaning than "what".

Apple inventions and ruminating over failed relationships, are, pardon the pun,
apples and oranges, eg. "Why does the apple fall from the tree?" leads to  answers
like Gravity, which is useful Newtonian Physics leading to space travel. 

"Why does he leave me?" leads to endless thought-looping with a million possible
answers in a hole no amount of digging will fill.  

If someone *wants* to stay in the same state, and millions all over the world
unconsciously do, right this moment, spending more time ruminating, about why he
did what he did, can she get him back, what is she going to do now.... etc. he or she
can certainly stay stuck there for months and even years. Multiply that by all these
millions of hurt and lost partners...that's a lot of years.

Someone I know in real life is like this - she has an unreciprocated crush on a man
who never was even remotely a boyfriend, and at first, her friends were
sympathetic, we all tried to help her to move on because it's a lost cause and we all
believed it is healthier for her to get back to a happier place and find the right man.
The very first lunch we had together, 1.5 years ago, she was already talking about
this crush. It's a 3 year old crush by now that leads nowhere.

In reality, she WANTS to be stuck on her crush and her unhappy life - he is the key
to her happiness. She is happier to go on and on about this crush to us, she is
happier stalking his Facebook, finding excuses to show up at his home, happier
showing up where he is with his hobby group and we simply have to let her do what
makes her happy. Most of us start to avoid seeing her because we don't want to
part-take in her hole-digging anymore - it wastes our time too. I find stalking a lost
cause troubling, that's for sure. She phones me complaining that everyone seems
buried in their lives, and I too used an excuse to turn her invitation for tea down,
because I know what will happen. There won't be a fruitful exchange but her
incessant monologue and conversation loop, stuck in the same hole no matter what
we advise her. She just wants some company with her as she digs and digs.
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In the end, all of us are on our own, making decisions for ourselves. The responsible
decision I need to make for myself is to travel with other fellow beings on the same
journey moving forward, supporting each other, learning wisdom and mind hacking,
seeking clarity, helping each other live better and better. For me, I look back on the
days when I was stuck with NPD partner and crying to friends with utter horror - my
friends were saints to have put up with it, but unfortunately, none of us had any
answers, no one knew about NPD, no one knew about life coaching. I wasted many
good years - I could have been far far along on my career and relationship trajectory
by now, if I hadn't been so stuck in my hell/hole. I wish someone had told me all
these methods years ago - I wanted to get out, I didn't know HOW. 

OP seems to want to get out of a rut from her posts, I am answering the best way I
can, as I distance myself from a shallow friendship in real life (there's no depth
because it's 1-way, I'm just misery's company). I hope to help save time for OP. I
think all of us do, answering with our best intentions, from what we learned, to lend
a hand when one is needed.

You are giving your own answers to her questions and that's great too. Perhaps
yours is the right path for her. Or perhaps she will find her own third way combining
different approaches?

Everyone's journey is personal - the more one knows, though, the better equipped
one becomes to make one's decisions to either stay or move on. This is the purpose
of such forums, I feel.

I'm not going to post more for the time being. Real life beckons, including a sunny
vacation in the south of France. *dances*  

The ex DA *might* look for me again, after the 3rd break-up, it seems many do,
and if he is open to embark on the same self-betterment journey, I'll gladly walk
with him. Otherwise, I need some strong medicine to keep me on the path. That's
when I'll be back looking for support or advice. Again. 

Last Edit: Apr 13, 2018 17:39:40 GMT by curious
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 13, 2018 18:02:20 GMT
ulrike21 likes this
Quote

Apr 13, 2018 17:33:07 GMT curious said:

Apr 13, 2018 15:18:18 GMT tnr9 said:
His point is that people do not buy for WHAT but for WHY...as in...purchases are a
heart connection over a head connection. I do think " why" as a word carries deeper
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meaning than "what".

Apple inventions and ruminating over failed relationships, are, pardon the pun,
apples and oranges, eg. "Why does the apple fall from the tree?" leads to  answers
like Gravity, which is useful Newtonian Physics leading to space travel. 

"Why does he leave me?" leads to endless thought-looping with a million possible
answers in a hole no amount of digging will fill.  

If someone *wants* to stay in the same state, and millions all over the world
unconsciously do, right this moment, spending more time ruminating, about why he
did what he did, can she get him back, what is she going to do now.... etc. he or she
can certainly stay stuck there for months and even years. Multiply that by all these
millions of hurt and lost partners...that's a lot of years.

Someone I know in real life is like this - she has an unreciprocated crush on a man
who never was even remotely a boyfriend, and at first, her friends were
sympathetic, we all tried to help her to move on because it's a lost cause and we all
believed it is healthier for her to get back to a happier place and find the right man.
The very first lunch we had together, 1.5 years ago, she was already talking about
this crush. It's a 3 year old crush by now that leads nowhere.

In reality, she WANTS to be stuck on her crush and her unhappy life - he is the key
to her happiness. She is happier to go on and on about this crush to us, she is
happier stalking his Facebook, finding excuses to show up at his home, happier
showing up where he is with his hobby group and we simply have to let her do what
makes her happy. Most of us start to avoid seeing her because we don't want to
part-take in her hole-digging anymore - it wastes our time too. I find stalking a lost
cause troubling, that's for sure. She phones me complaining that everyone seems
buried in their lives, and I too used an excuse to turn her invitation for tea down,
because I know what will happen. There won't be a fruitful exchange but her
incessant monologue and conversation loop, stuck in the same hole no matter what
we advise her. She just wants some company with her as she digs and digs.

In the end, all of us are on our own, making decisions for ourselves. The responsible
decision I need to make for myself is to travel with other fellow beings on the same
journey moving forward, supporting each other, learning wisdom and mind hacking,
seeking clarity, helping each other live better and better. For me, I look back on the
days when I was stuck with NPD partner and crying to friends with utter horror - my
friends were saints to have put up with it, but unfortunately, none of us had any
answers, no one knew about NPD, no one knew about life coaching. I wasted many
good years - I could have been far far along on my career and relationship trajectory
by now, if I hadn't been so stuck in my hell/hole. I wish someone had told me all
these methods years ago - I wanted to get out, I didn't know HOW. 

OP seems to want to get out of a rut from her posts, I am answering the best way I
can, as I distance myself from a shallow friendship in real life (there's no depth
because it's 1-way, I'm just misery's company). I hope to help save time for OP. I
think all of us do, answering with our best intentions, from what we learned, to lend
a hand when one is needed.

You are giving your own answers to her questions and that's great too. Perhaps
yours is the right path for her. Or perhaps she will find her own third way combining
different approaches?

Everyone's journey is personal - the more one knows, though, the better equipped
one becomes to make one's decisions to either stay or move on. This is the purpose
of such forums, I feel.

I'm not going to post more for the time being. Real life beckons, including a sunny
vacation in the south of France. *dances*  

The ex DA *might* look for me again, after the 3rd break-up, it seems many do,
and if he is open to embark on the same self-betterment journey, I'll gladly walk
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with him. Otherwise, I need some strong medicine to keep me on the path. That's
when I'll be back looking for support or advice. Again. 

I think you have missed my point...which is that although it is well and good to focus
on whats...our decisions oftentimes are not made on whats but on whys.  I think it is
a dangerous place to cut off whys altogether..whys are often great soul awakening
opportunities to discover whats.  

I have had many of my greatest revelations within the context of being caught in
circular thinking.  I am fortunate to have a group of friends  who will sit with me in
those moments and tell me that they are glad to be with me, even in my moments
of round about thoughts.  It has really made a huge difference...the idea that no
matter how looney my behavior may seem to the outside world, I am with safe
individuals who will let me find my own answers in my own time.  Acceptance is a
very wonderful thing.

I wasn't trying to provide counter advice...just pointing out that it is a bit contrary to
some other speakers that I follow.  There is enough flexibility that both can coexist.
Last Edit: Apr 13, 2018 18:14:22 GMT by tnr9
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 2:41:15 GMT
Quote

Apr 13, 2018 12:42:32 GMT curious said:

Apr 13, 2018 0:35:58 GMT flic said:

I felt optimistic because you mentioned you would like to know HOW to get your
mojo back. That's the right question to get you on your way!

Your current state stuck in hole--->HOW/METHOD of Mind Transformation----
>Transformed state of becoming your confident self, completely free of baggage.

Your Mind likes the familiar, even if it is sheer misery, and doesn't want to go to the
unfamiliar, even if it is a state of peace, confidence and optimism.

It hears you asking WHY questions, it "gets" that you like staying in this state asking
WHY questions, your Mind will help you stay in the state that you WANT to remain
in.

When you WANT to move to a higher plane, your Mind will help you do that too.

How?
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So Peer's methods help you to train your Mind to make the familiar (misery)
unfamiliar, and the unfamiliar (that elusive confident Self) familiar.

That's basically it, really simple.

I'm going through the same process and it works FAST. I'm still reading and
practising the methods, and I've already seen some results over a matter of days. 

 

However, if you keep your focus on HIM, what he's doing now, why he did what he
did, did you do something to make yourself repulsive to him, etc..stewing WHY
questions, you won't get out of the hole as you keep digging, digging, for answers
that keep you deeper in the hole.

That's one of the reasons I have left this site too, because there was a lot of
ruminating over my ex DA in my posts, which I contributed to. 

However, there're a lot of fellow members who are sharing their HOW journeys,
especially the DAs, which form a very encouraging self-help group, and I find the
support super helpful.  I'm also discovering and understanding my own Avoidant
tendencies, becoming more self-aware.

I might need that if my ex DA comes back to look-see.. ...I still like him more than
any other men I've met so far, even though his extreme DA makes him completely
unsuitable. I suspect it's because I'm older and the pool of good men is
shrinking...oh there I go again with WHY questions! 

The situation doesn't change, but if I take on a more glass half-full perspective, it is
more likely that I would stay optimistic, and this optimism will get me to not give up,
to go out and meet more men, thus increasing my chances of meeting a great guy
some day. 

See how it works?

Good luck with your journey!
Again, thank you - your point about HOW makes perfect sense to me. I do WANT to
put myself back together, and what I'm realising is that I can't put myself back
together to what I was before - she doesn't exist anymore. And that in itself is a kind
of grief, but it's also the opportunity. There's a wonderful (but sad) saying - "you can
never go home again" - and I'm experiencing it quite literally at the moment, but
that doesn't mean it's a bad thing. I really believe all evolution and change of the
self can only be good, if we allow it to be. Here's another quote i like, from a yoga
teacher i follow:

"The moment we start pushing or struggling to get ahead, we stay stuck. The
moment we let go, we stop trying, we surrender to the situation we are in, that's
how we move forward."

And I totally hear you on the ruminating thing - we're all guilty of that i think, and
this site unfortunately can encourage it without meaning to i think, partly because of
all the lovely empathetic souls on here.

tnr9 - I also totally understand your take on this - actually i'm loving the difference
in opinion, it gives me a lot to think about!

The last couple of days have been better - I've been DOING more, which has
helped. 

Here's the rub, and curious it's interesting to me how you talk about your ex-DA
coming back and your wondering whether they will have taken a path of self-
betterment.

I spoke to my ex last night - he'd asked to speak earlier in the week since we do at
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some point need to work out what I am going to do with all my stuff over there.
Anyway, I geared myself up for a cold, practical conversation, told myself he is an
awful human, that i would just be cold back.

But of course, as is always the way, it didn't go like that. Very early into the
conversation he broke down crying (he actually hadn't cried for about 10 years
before we broke up), telling me again how he is sorry for everything he did, and that
every day he ruminates over what he could have done differently. We talked openly
and honestly about both our behaviours when we are scared (i control and get
angry, he pulls away and gets 'slippery'), we acknowledged both our parts from this
that led to the break-up, and the fact that we just didn't communicate. He told me
he can't believe how much he is crying at the moment. He's also incredibly lonely
and isolated, since he's over there with no close friends or family. He said he can
feel the change in himself, of letting the barriers down - and that he wished he'd
been able to do it earlier, while we were together. To which I replied "great, i've just
fixed you for the next girl." There was a lot of 'i miss you' from both of us, of talking
about how we're both the 'worst best thing that ever happened' to each other, how
everything reminds us of the other in each city... He said he still wants me in his life,
he thinks we can be friends, and if i go over and get my stuff, how he really wants to
see me. 

Now I find myself wondering whether, even though I know he did do a lot of DA stuff
in the relationship (before i understood what a DA was), whether i am being harsh
on him. I am not faultless either - i was so negative when we moved and pushed
him away due to my own fear of abandonment. He did try hard to make things
better for me when i was there - but they were things he knew, external things
rather than emotionally connecting with me. I genuinely can see him accessing, for
the first time, the vulnerable part of himself, the emotional side of himself. It's kind
of beautiful to see. After we spoke, he sent me a text apologising for putting his
sadness and loneliness on me, he said he just feels so isolated and lonely right now.
It's breaking my heart that he is going through this alone, even though there's irony
because it's exactly what i was experiencing when i was there (minus the
heartbreak). There's part of me that just wants to book a flight and go tomorrow, to
hug him and tell him it will be ok.

After we spoke I cried for an hour, and I haven't cried for a month. It was cathartic,
and since i've been filled with such love and gratitude for the entire world.

But I wonder if it is dangerous for me to be trying to support him in this? I still love
him obviously, and the romantic in me has the little fantasies of going over, and
whilst I don't think it's feasible it could work out over there, i dream of us just
having some time together, of being emotionally connected and acknowledging the
love we still have.

Am I just setting myself up for more pain? I was genuinely starting to inch towards
feeling better. But I will also never be someone who can give up on people, because
i believe in the good in people, that they are capable of change and self-
development. I don't know...

juniper
Deleted Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 3:11:03 GMT via
mobile tnr9 and ulrike21 like this
Quote
hi flic,

I am DA, for reference.
i don't know how exactly things have happened between you two to get to the point
you are.
it sounds as if there is a process happening in each of you and where that process
leads, individually and in terms of any connection you have with him, remains to be
seen.

But i want to encourage you to open your mind to possibilities other than what your
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fear tells you.
the honesty and openness between the two of you is a precious thing. If you don't
overlay the present with your bias and fear from the past, new ways of thinking,
understanding, and relating can take form. 
Our experiences are not meant to keep us swirling in stagnation, they are meant to
evoke change in us. if we fail to make the change, we stagnate. but new
opportunities always arise. eventually, we get it. 

For whatever it's worth, i think that remaining open to the experience of relating to
him might be beneficial to you both.

outcomes are not guaranteed, one way are the other.
they are created. But it all happens moment by moment, a day at a time.

sometimes things are not what we think they are. sometimes things did not happen
as we perceived them to be , we saw them through our lens and reacted, and we
can only clearly when looking in hindsight. 

I am not trying to influence you in one way or the other, only encouraging you to be
open to the experience and let it unfold, as you authentically show up, a day at a
time. And let the outcome happen without willing it or blocking it. 

Reply
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hi flic ,

I am DA, for reference.
i don't know how exactly things have happened between you two to get to the point
you are.
it sounds as if there is a process happening in each of you and where that process
leads, individually and in terms of any connection you have with him, remains to be
seen.
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But i want to encourage you to open your mind to possibilities other than what your
fear tells you.
the honesty and openness between the two of you is a precious thing. If you don't
overlay the present with your bias and fear from the past, new ways of thinking,
understanding, and relating can take form. 
Our experiences are not meant to keep us swirling in stagnation, they are meant to
evoke change in us. if we fail to make the change, we stagnate. but new
opportunities always arise. eventually, we get it. 

For whatever it's worth, i think that remaining open to the experience of relating to
him might be beneficial to you both.

outcomes are not guaranteed, one way are the other.
they are created. But it all happens moment by moment, a day at a time.

sometimes things are not what we think they are. sometimes things did not happen
as we perceived them to be , we saw them through our lens and reacted, and we
can only clearly when looking in hindsight. 

I am not trying to influence you in one way or the other, only encouraging you to be
open to the experience and let it unfold, as you authentically show up, a day at a
time. And let the outcome happen without willing it or blocking it. 

juniper, what a beautiful comment, thank you so much. It made me cry, but then I
can't seem to stop at the moment 

I think everything you say is spot-on. I find so often, especially in internet forums, a
lot of people dismiss the idea of change in people. It's easier to rest in our fears and
what we've 'known' to be 'true', and play people off as victims or villains. But isn't
the point of knowing about attachment theory to have awareness, and in that, have
process, and in that, there is always room for growth? We are not bound by our
stories.

I'm trying to be very gentle with my ex, because I know that he is going through
something so huge, and quite traumatic. I want to be, as you say, open to the
experience of relating to him, but I also know how quickly he might get scared, since
this was his experience in our relationship. I'm really trying to toe the line - to hold
space for him without asking anything of him. I actually feel nothing but pure love
for him right now, and weirdly, i think it's closer to the idea of 'love without
attachment' than i've ever had before. Not completely there, but closer.

I completely agree with you that we see things through our own lens - it's funny how
much we can be surprised when the experience isn't what we thought it would be -
for example the conversation i had last night, and the place of vulnerability my ex
was in. So many of my friends have been trying to convince me he is a horrible
person, but he's not. He's just scared.

I will try and stay open...Where i get a bit stuck is whether I'm following my
intuition, heart, head etc in this... If I suggest that i go over and see him, am I doing
that purely from a place of non-attached love? I can't say that i am. But I want so
much to go, to hold his hand, to see him. How do i know if im showing up
authentically when there is undoubtedly some ego and attachment in my desire to
be close to him, as much as i can't untangle it from just not wanting him to be in
pain?

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 4:11:05 GMT via
mobile
Quote
flic,
i don't believe we can, in this life, be totally separated from ego or attachment. 
however, the ability to let them fade to the back and let authentic interaction come
forward, is a process that nets tangible results.
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If you are able to understand and empathize with yourself, that leads to
understanding and empathy for him also.
He is, after all, human and in need of intimacy and secure attachment also. we all
are.

This is your path to walk. There are risks involved in any endeavor of expansion.

If the time calls for communicating by voice until you know the next right thing, then
communicate by voice.
Don't abandon all the processes you have in place to take care of your own healing,
as you stay open.
Let that process show you the way, things do unfold. 

It's going to be a matter of observing and being receptive to the input from the
situation itself. From him, from your healing resources, from your quiet
introspection... you'll learn to differentiate fear from intuition with practice.

If you come to the place of wanting to go see him and he is receptive, then do that,
being aware of any risks and making conscious choices. If the time comes you will
know, he will know. If it doesn't, you will know. You don't have to decide today,
tomorrow. There isn't a rush for anything, don't react to big feelings. let things settle
in yourself and make choices as you go. Keep listening to him, and to yourself. let
things unfold as they will. You don't have enough information or trust to proceed, so
rest and keep healing. 

In the end, things will go one way or another. 
What you need to know and what you need to do will reveal itself with time if you
are committed to real growth in yourself.

Change and healing is possible, i know it by experience in me and some people
around me. It's highly individual. You have to let the reality of the individuals and
situation itself speak to you. 

And , you need to be able to begin to trust your process and the things that support
you, knowing that you will be okay, more than okay, whatever comes.

it's alll growth.
Last Edit: Apr 14, 2018 4:11:20 GMT by juniper
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Junior Member
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Quote
juniper I think i might print out your last comment and stick it on a wall. It's filled
with such gentle wisdom, I cannot thank you enough.

Trust my process, I really love that. People always say 'trust THE process' to me, but
making it my own makes so much sense. Because it is all within me, even if i cannot
see it all yet. The only thing i must do is trust.

I've been reading a lot of Greek mythology lately, because i love it as metaphor for
our life experiences. There's a Rilke poem from 1904, telling the story of Eurydices,
who died and whom the Gods agreed to bring back after being asked by her husband
Orpheus. This was on the proviso that she walk behind him back to the world of the
living, and that he not turn around to check she is following. Of course he does look
back as he's worried she is not there, and she is cast back to the underworld. But in
this poem, both as she walks towards life, and then back to death, Rilke uses these
words to describe her:

"Gentle, uncertain and without impatience." I really love that as the way we should
be as we go through any process. Also inherent in this poem, is that she is okay with
each option, as there is growth in both.

Again, thank you for your words. Sending you gratitude and light through the
interwebs 
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 5:06:06 GMT via
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Quote
flic, it appears he created the outcome he feared most, with his .... fear?

ah, yes.

do keep us posted, and i'm likely to be around if you need support, at least for a
while.
i'm going through my own processes and it's been good.
i also happen to have a soft spot for misunderstood DA guys. i don't think everyone
is on the same place on the spectrum of attachment.... be sure to pay attention to
who you are dealing with personally and not a cardboard cutout. he is an individual
and so are you. let that be true and let (internal) wisdom be your guide as you
search for your answers. 
it's not just about a love story, it's about personal growth. that's the actual plot line. 

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 276
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Hi flic,

So glad that you're on your reclaiming self-confidence journey. You'd be amazed
how much mojo there is within you to muster, whether or not there is a man in your
life. 

I'm really glad that you ex realized what he lost and is reaching out to you.

I don't know him or you personally, so it is difficult for me to help you in determining
if it's a good idea to get back together with him. You are the person who knows him
inside out, maybe you know him better than he knows himself!

This is a decision that you know best, so trust yourself.

Sharing from what I went through personally, there are people who CAN change and
people who CANNOT, especially those with personality disorders.

They need to pass the sniff tests for me - i.e. no craziness, no abusive behaviors, no
cruelty, no narcissism, no inability to empathize and put oneself in other's shoes.

This is because of my own horrible journey with a NPD, and also encountering other
NPDs and Cluster Bs, seeing how they affected those in their lives.

I got hoovered a lot, kept returning to the NPD partner, because he always regretted
his raging, lashing out, etc afterwards, and as I had deep empathy for his hurt inner
child, I kept taking him back, and the crazy cycle started all over again till I hit
bottom and learnt my lesson.

DA behavior, in contrast, is a cakewalk. 

So I hope that your guy is a DA and not anything more.

However, I still highly recommend that you make yourself stronger by doing the
Mind Hacking, which is completely separate from deciding whether to go back to
your ex.

It's a tonic for your soul, like going to the gym but for your inner self, whatever
happens outside of yourself.

Learn the methods to become absolutely confident, to partner yourself so you never
feel alone ever again, because you are your own best friend, life coach and loving
partner. So no matter what befalls you, you know exactly what to do to pick yourself
up and never fall to pieces or "hit bottom".
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With this inner confidence, you can take charge of your life, take risks, with zero
chance of becoming a passive casualty when things go wrong because you are
equipped to face challenges.

Good luck with your journey, and choose well! 

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 14, 2018 12:34:40 GMT via
mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote

Apr 14, 2018 12:13:46 GMT curious said:
Hi flic,

So glad that you're on your reclaiming self-confidence journey. You'd be amazed
how much mojo there is within you to muster, whether or not there is a man in your
life. 

I'm really glad that you ex realized what he lost and is reaching out to you.

I don't know him or you personally, so it is difficult for me to help you in determining
if it's a good idea to get back together with him. You are the person who knows him
inside out, maybe you know him better than he knows himself!

This is a decision that you know best, so trust yourself.

Sharing from what I went through personally, there are people who CAN change and
people who CANNOT, especially those with personality disorders.

They need to pass the sniff tests for me - i.e. no craziness, no abusive behaviors, no
cruelty, no narcissism, no inability to empathize and put oneself in other's shoes.

This is because of my own horrible journey with a NPD, and also encountering other
NPDs and Cluster Bs, seeing how they affected those in their lives.

I got hoovered a lot, kept returning to the NPD partner, because he always regretted
his raging, lashing out, etc afterwards, and as I had deep empathy for his hurt inner
child, I kept taking him back, and the crazy cycle started all over again till I hit
bottom and learnt my lesson.

DA behavior, in contrast, is a cakewalk. 

So I hope that your guy is a DA and not anything more.

However, I still highly recommend that you make yourself stronger by doing the
Mind Hacking, which is completely separate from deciding whether to go back to
your ex.

It's a tonic for your soul, like going to the gym but for your inner self, whatever
happens outside of yourself.

Learn the methods to become absolutely confident, to partner yourself so you never
feel alone ever again, because you are your own best friend, life coach and loving
partner. So no matter what befalls you, you know exactly what to do to pick yourself
up and never fall to pieces or "hit bottom".
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With this inner confidence, you can take charge of your life, take risks, with zero
chance of becoming a passive casualty when things go wrong because you are
equipped to face challenges.

Good luck with your journey, and choose well! 

curious, this is all such great advice.
i have the same "sniff test", i've been involved with NPD also and it's a whole
different ballgame!

flic, use the sniff test ! 

I love everything you wrote here. We have to take what we know and have the
courage to look inward and at our involvements and really use our discernment,
because our life paths are different according to what it is we need to accomplish at
the time.

I think this is such a great community, i feel that i grow daily just by having these
conversations. Thank you all for letting me be Myself and accepting me, also. I know
that we all have been hurt, we all have been hurtful. It's nice to belong, as we are.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 15, 2018 7:11:20 GMT
Quote

juniper curious Thanks guys. This really is such a great community - the insight i
have gained from others and the confidence it gives me to learn grow etc has been
immeasurable.

Also the compassion. So when i say that after the conversation with my ex on
Friday, when I was feeling pretty good and all ready to take all your advice and
wisdom - i fell back into the hole, I know you'll understand.

My mind goes so quickly from 'he says he misses me and he feels remorse and i can
see he is changing' to 'he wants to get back together, i should move back across to
the other side of the world'. Which is nowhere near the same thing and also not
actually a very easy thing to just do. I definitely need to start Mind Hacking.

I think I'm concentrating so much on him and his emotional journey, that I'm not
actually honouring my own. But I am also really struggling to focus on myself while
we are in contact. Before Friday we hadn't spoken on the phone in a month and i'd
done over 2 weeks of NC before he messaged me - and i think it was helping. And
whilst i feel less heartbroken now than i did a month ago - I'm still holding myself
back in so many ways. I can't even bring myself to unpack my clothes from the
suitcases and put them in the drawers, because it will mean I really live back here
now. One of my friends pulled me up on it last night - my attitude to everything here
is negative and quite selfish, even to my friends and their lives.

So now I'm wondering whether I need to cut contact with him while i get my
strength back. I did suggest that when we spoke, but then failed in subsequent
messages and said we should talk in a few days so i can check in with him (to which
he agreed). And I don't want to cut contact, especially not now since he has been
more emotionally open, but I also wonder whether unintentionally, he is just using
me for emotional support while he goes through this rough time, and whether it's
really dangerous of me to engage. I have been so supportive over text since our
conversation on Friday - but the thing is, I'm not supporting myself. 

He has not said he wants to get back together, only that he misses me and that he
is sorry and he wants me in his life (as a 'friend'), and the way i feel today there is
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no way i can go back over there under the guise of getting my things and not hope
for reconciliation. And even if he did ask to reconcile, it's such a big risk since it
already didn't work once and we're talking intercontinental moves here. Which i
imagine would hold him back even if he did want to try again. 

Sorry, this is a bit rambling. i need to start implementing some of the tools I guess.
I'm just so bummed out and annoyed at myself - I thought Friday's conversation
was a good one, and now I'm worried it's just set me back in my recovery. I'm back
to thinking about him all the time, not focusing on myself and re-starting my life - I
feel like bloody Miss Havisham. And whilst i definitely think he passes the 'sniff test'
(love that btw) - there's a bit of me that has to admit that I'm doing all the
'supporting' - he isn't really offering it back, and he knows my situation (the lack of
job, home, life because i ditched it all to go overseas with him)... Just a bit
disappointed in myself I guess 

juniper
Deleted Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 15, 2018 13:11:52 GMT via
mobile curious likes this
Quote
flic, you're making good sense.
your thought process concerning reconciliation is understandable, even if it's
unrealistic.
i think anyone would feel that way, and struggle with it.
So, it seems that engaging with him is, as you say, impeding your priorities of
focusing on yourbhealing and stepping back into your life where you live.
How excruciating for you, it must be awful.

i can see how unpacking might feel like jumping off a cliff actually, into the canyon
of loss you cannot bring yourself to face.

I am sure that your absence has brought him to a place of questioning himself, and
the distance makes it feel "safer" for him to engage on the level he is with you. 

So, both of you are using a quick fix mentality, maybe. But that isn't going to lead to
the most growth individually. It is probably impeding you both. When i suggested
remaining open i wasn't seeing that it would hold you back, and i apologize for that.
I was maintaining contact with my ex during separation and uncertainty but my
main focus was on my internal work. I think it's the natural difference between
styles, the different focus. I forget that we come from two different inclinations, i
know that seems stupid but i do!

I think i also have a longer range, less black and white perspective of this. If the
bond is strong, cutting contact while you work on yourself and he takes care of
whatever emotional processes he has going, may or may not mean goodbye forever.
It may be that an AP needs to see it that way to stop focusing on the partner, and i
understand that. It's a tricky thing... but being able to cut contact with compassion
and understanding with clear communication about your intention to focus on your
healing, seems healthy to me. Better than seeing him as all dark and as the
perpetrator with you, the victim. You both played into a dynamic that has hurt you
both deeply.

if you both can recognize that, you might be able to just agree that contact is
keeping you stuck in your own healing, and that without animosity or blame, you will
be separating emotionally to work individually on your issues.

It's not in his best interest to "have" you emotionally without being able to tolerate
your closeness physically, if that's what's happened.

It's not in your best interest to "have" him at the expense of your own recovery from
your deep AP issues either.

The only chance you two would have of "having" each other in a healthy sense is if
real change happens individually, on both sides, and the quick fix of contact might
truly impede that.

I might be rambling also, i tend to think as i type instead of organizing my thoughts
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Posts: 0 then posting lol.

It might be tough love for the both of you to agree to separate with no discussion of
any outcome at all and maybe address potential later. He doesn't get to have
reassurance from across the globe. He's got to earn it. Same for you. Neither of you
have shown up to this in a way to make it sustainable, and that puts the
responsibility on both of you, if you ever want it to work.

I want to emphasize that i think your healing, internally for you, is the most
important thing here. you aren't responsible for him, or solely for the relationship. If
you heal, and stay true to yourself, you can create much better opportunities for a
sustainable, realistic relationship.

with him or someone who is more capable- who knows. But you can't do it in the
state you're in.

I hope i haven't confused the issues more! But one thing i'd like you to be able to
recognize is that even if it doesn't work, a balanced perspective of his role and your
role is going to cause you the least anguish over the long term, and facilitate the
best healing.

for both of you. 

Anyway, i think you're doing really well even if you feel lost and like you don't have
direction yet. This has been an ordeal. You're still rising to the surface to be able to
swim to the other side, and there are powerful currents pulling you down. You'll
make it though, no doubt.

keep processing and posting and staying honest with yourself. and as i said
originally, the next right thing will become apparent as you go through YOUR
process. it's a mystery sometimes, what your next step will be. But you are doing
YOUR process, messy as it feels, and gaining clarity as you go. That's the whole
process right there! So you're doing fine even though it hurts. Don't beat yourself up
because finding clarity after confusion is the whole point. the confusion is
unavoidable, but working through it as you are IS the process!!! You're right on
track.

Hugs!
Last Edit: Apr 15, 2018 13:16:29 GMT by juniper
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Senior Member

Posts: 276

I think this is such a great community, i feel that i grow daily just by having these
conversations. Thank you all for letting me be Myself and accepting me, also. I know
that we all have been hurt, we all have been hurtful. It's nice to belong, as we are.

Hi juniper, you're helping to build the community so much, and you bring great
insight, thank you for being here to offer advice and thinking points.  

flic,

I second juniper.

I notice that you really long to go back to the safety of the relationship as you were
blindsided by the break up. However, it seems to be always about him, him wanting
you to give up everything to move there, his new life and "options" when you got
moody, his desire for you to return after a few months, his needs, his loneliness now
that you've left.

I didn't read anything about *your* needs. Do you even like to live in this new city?
I'm also stunned that he didn't seem to apologize or feel bad about you returning
home to your parents, without your job, without a boyfriend, etc. 

Until you are sure that he is capable of empathy for you, it's risky to immediately
return as there is a possibility that the same dynamic could play itself out again.

Take a bit more time to find out his true intentions, if he understands himself, if he
is matured enough to also care about you. You don't need to rush this decision, as
you need to clarify his position (does he truly want you back together or is this an
emotional lapse that won't last?), plus you allow yourself space to think about the
permanence of this relationship. 

If you choose to go back to him, I feel that it is important to ensure you will be able
to build a new life there yourself, to find a job there, to make friends, to avoid the
feeling of being needy and clingy.

This way, you will not only have your own life but you will be a more interesting
partner for him too, and he will respect you more as you can bring your own views
and thoughts when you're together or with his friends.

He will only respect you if you show respect for yourself, he will only value you if you
show that you KNOW your own value.

At the same time, whether you go back to him or stay for a while to mull things
over, go on ahead with the self-transformation, as that's the only way for you to feel
secure and confident all your life, resilient in the face of whatever challenges lie
ahead of you.

Good luck!

Last Edit: Apr 15, 2018 14:35:49 GMT by curious
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 2:15:14 GMT
Quote
juniper curious Such great responses.. I thank you for being objective sounding
boards on this - my friends and family are too invested, and I was seeing a therapist
but I didn't find it was helping at all. It helps to know i can vent here, and that my
confused thinking makes sense to some degree 

I'm trying to just sit in the confusion and trust that as you said juniper, there will be
clarity that comes from it.

I have definitely stopped painting him as the villain in this - I really do acknowledge
that he himself has attachment wounds that haven't healed, and he got very scared
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Junior Member
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over there in thinking i was going to abandon him (with good reason as I felt so
isolated and out of my depth there, i really found it hard to commit). I think the
remorse he is feeling now, for his actions, is part of his growth. Though it's a good
point you raise curious and one i did have - his remorse is more about the things he
did wrong, than having empathy for the fact I've had to come home with my life
completely disrupted and start again from scratch. I wonder if my extreme empathy
for him is just perpetuating the same pattern - for example there's irony in the fact
that i am still paying for the internet over there (he then pays me back) but i can't
get broadband connected here because i don't want to have monthly bills until i have
a job. But our conversation the other night was very much about a) his loneliness
and pain and b) how much we miss each other. We didn't discuss the absolute mess
my own life is in, and how hard that is for me (because I didn't want to scare him
with it). Still, i do not see him as evil for missing this, just not emotionally capable of
seeing it.

But without him as the villain, i find it so hard to accept that the relationship still
might be untenable. Logically, I KNOW i need to heal, and get back to a place of
independence and strength. Logically I KNOW unless he also grew, the same thing
would probably happen - now or down the track. Logically I KNOW the hope for
reconciliation is so so slim, and probably non-existent for now. But, and maybe this
is because i AM in contact with him, since our conversation I've been entertaining
fantasies of living there, I've been dreaming about him, I nearly even started looking
up jobs there so I could plan a way to not be so dependent on him. I can't stop
obsessing. I watched some of the Alan Robarge videos suggested on another post on
these boards, and it highlighted how much this mental loop is part of the AP mind
when the trauma is triggered.

Maybe I do need to cut contact. But I really, really don't want to. I know it's the
attachment, but I just can't let go of it, even if i know it's unhealthy for me. I think
we're going to chat again in a couple of days. So maybe I need to hold back a bit
when we do, be open absolutely, but just hear where he is at. And if Friday was just
an emotional relapse for him in which he was able to get emotional support from me
because of his loneliness, maybe then i can tell him i need some space. Should i go
as far as to ask him where his head is at, whether there is any hope for
reconciliation in his mind? I fear that might scare him off completely.

He said he wants us to be friends, which shocked me because he usually cuts
people, especially exes, from his life completely. I actually think he sits lightly on the
DA spectrum, and I sit lightly on AP (usually) but this situation - moving overseas,
never having lived together before, the isolation and lack of purpose i felt and my
subsequent neediness coupled with his need for independence which i could honour
here but found hard over there, has exacerbated both our tendencies. Which is the
bit that makes me so sad - i really feel like we were building a solid foundation here
that respected each others' boundaries and needs, and it just couldn't sustain in that
very specific situation.

You're so spot-on juniper with what you said here:
It's not in his best interest to "have" you emotionally without being able to tolerate
your closeness physically, if that's what's happened.
It's not in your best interest to "have" him at the expense of your own recovery from
your deep AP issues either.
The only chance you two would have of "having" each other in a healthy sense is if
real change happens individually, on both sides, and the quick fix of contact might
truly impede that.

I actually read that and my initial response was quite childish - "I DON'T WANT TO
CUT CONTACT!" Which is really part of the problem - I'm so attached to him even
though i recognise it might be bad for me. I just don't know if i can put my life back
together when there's this tiny bit of me holding out hope that we can make it work.
But equally I don't know how to let go of that. Can i do the two things at the same
time? Feels like cognitive dissonance!

flic
Junior Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 2:25:25 GMT
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Oh I was just going to add, because I think it's important for me to acknowledge in
myself and not stay in victim mentality - I am finally back living in my rental
apartment I had before I left (i sub-let it when i went away) - it's lonely as hell but i
am here, I put some of my clothes in the drawers, I did some washing, I went out
with some friends on the weekend (hated it, but still went) and I might even look at
some jobs online today. I have this internal resistance to doing all of this of course,
it feels so bloody awful and there's this bit inside me saying "Don't do too much, you
might go back overseas soon!" (shut up, Attached voice) , but i am trying. 

tnr9
God

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 2:39:19 GMT flic
likes this
Quote

Apr 16, 2018 2:15:14 GMT flic said:
juniper curious Such great responses.. I thank you for being objective sounding
boards on this - my friends and family are too invested, and I was seeing a therapist
but I didn't find it was helping at all. It helps to know i can vent here, and that my
confused thinking makes sense to some degree 

I'm trying to just sit in the confusion and trust that as you said juniper , there will be
clarity that comes from it.

I have definitely stopped painting him as the villain in this - I really do acknowledge
that he himself has attachment wounds that haven't healed, and he got very scared
over there in thinking i was going to abandon him (with good reason as I felt so
isolated and out of my depth there, i really found it hard to commit). I think the
remorse he is feeling now, for his actions, is part of his growth. Though it's a good
point you raise curious and one i did have - his remorse is more about the things he
did wrong, than having empathy for the fact I've had to come home with my life
completely disrupted and start again from scratch. I wonder if my extreme empathy
for him is just perpetuating the same pattern - for example there's irony in the fact
that i am still paying for the internet over there (he then pays me back) but i can't
get broadband connected here because i don't want to have monthly bills until i have
a job. But our conversation the other night was very much about a) his loneliness
and pain and b) how much we miss each other. We didn't discuss the absolute mess
my own life is in, and how hard that is for me (because I didn't want to scare him
with it). Still, i do not see him as evil for missing this, just not emotionally capable of
seeing it.

But without him as the villain, i find it so hard to accept that the relationship still
might be untenable. Logically, I KNOW i need to heal, and get back to a place of
independence and strength. Logically I KNOW unless he also grew, the same thing
would probably happen - now or down the track. Logically I KNOW the hope for
reconciliation is so so slim, and probably non-existent for now. But, and maybe this
is because i AM in contact with him, since our conversation I've been entertaining
fantasies of living there, I've been dreaming about him, I nearly even started looking
up jobs there so I could plan a way to not be so dependent on him. I can't stop
obsessing. I watched some of the Alan Robarge videos suggested on another post on
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these boards, and it highlighted how much this mental loop is part of the AP mind
when the trauma is triggered.

Maybe I do need to cut contact. But I really, really don't want to. I know it's the
attachment, but I just can't let go of it, even if i know it's unhealthy for me. I think
we're going to chat again in a couple of days. So maybe I need to hold back a bit
when we do, be open absolutely, but just hear where he is at. And if Friday was just
an emotional relapse for him in which he was able to get emotional support from me
because of his loneliness, maybe then i can tell him i need some space. Should i go
as far as to ask him where his head is at, whether there is any hope for
reconciliation in his mind? I fear that might scare him off completely.

He said he wants us to be friends, which shocked me because he usually cuts
people, especially exes, from his life completely. I actually think he sits lightly on the
DA spectrum, and I sit lightly on AP (usually) but this situation - moving overseas,
never having lived together before, the isolation and lack of purpose i felt and my
subsequent neediness coupled with his need for independence which i could honour
here but found hard over there, has exacerbated both our tendencies. Which is the
bit that makes me so sad - i really feel like we were building a solid foundation here
that respected each others' boundaries and needs, and it just couldn't sustain in that
very specific situation.

You're so spot-on juniper with what you said here:
It's not in his best interest to "have" you emotionally without being able to tolerate
your closeness physically, if that's what's happened.
It's not in your best interest to "have" him at the expense of your own recovery from
your deep AP issues either.
The only chance you two would have of "having" each other in a healthy sense is if
real change happens individually, on both sides, and the quick fix of contact might
truly impede that.

I actually read that and my initial response was quite childish - "I DON'T WANT TO
CUT CONTACT!" Which is really part of the problem - I'm so attached to him even
though i recognise it might be bad for me. I just don't know if i can put my life back
together when there's this tiny bit of me holding out hope that we can make it work.
But equally I don't know how to let go of that. Can i do the two things at the same
time? Feels like cognitive dissonance!

Attachment wounds are not formed in our adult self...so it makes sense that the part
of you that does not want to cut contact is young....so is mine.  My little girl thinks
the world of B and can't imagine a life without him in some form or capacity...so you
are not alone in that.  I don't think it is cogitive disonnanance...I think it just an
awareness that parts of you want different things....your little girl wants to still have
him, the adult part of you would like to move forward with your recovery.  I am
honestly working this angle myself.  Several of my friends want me to "move
on"...they don't like that I still say that I care about B...but that is my truth.  My
little girl was told she was wrong so many times by my parents and she had to just
deal with those feelings of inadequacy....but now that I am her parent....she isn't
wrong...and I love that she sees a prince in B...I just try to add some gentle
reminders to her that B may end up with someone else.  Meanwhile....I am also
working on turning my negative thought patterns around and also trying to provide
myself with greater "self care".  I have to say that I am loving the self discovery
process..even if sometimes I feel I go 2 steps backwards.  Good luck. 
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 12:51:40 GMT via
mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
flic,
i truly believe that AP's sometimes impede their growth by going No Contact.
this is just my opinion.
it seems the attachment is so strong, No Contact exacerbates abandonment and
obsession.
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i see AP's get paralyzed by No Contact and not make the progress they might be
able to make with a less radical approach.
i could be awrong, of course. but it seems an unnecessary restriction in a case like
this.

suggesting an alternative, while acknowledging i could be way wrong and you guys
can tell me so i can understand, if i am giving terrible advice lol. this is where a well
meaning DA could miss the mark completely.

but, how about awareness coupled with accountability to a set of realistic goals?
keep contact, aware that you are activated in attachment, and notice what your
powerlessness in your recovery feels like.
just notice it.
you don't need to punish yourself for it.
it's natural for you to be attached, natural for you to kick yourself for it.

Then, take real, progressive steps every day in your real life and recovery.
empower yourself to live while in contact and attached.
don't be so hard ion yourself. 
if you don't want to go no contact then don't. let it run its course. you are forcing to
make yourself make a decision and you don't have to.
as time goes, and you are attached and accountable to your recovery, your process
can still teach you.
i happen to think awareness is very powerful.
you will get tired of causing yourself suffering and come to a natural decision .
and, there is a lot of speculation still about what he is thinking.
as far as the way your life is upside down, maybe honor yourself and have.
conversation about that in an honest, open approach to get his feedback.
DA often think things they aren't saying.
and DA also sometimes DONT lead with empathy but can access it when something
is pointed out.
the conversation will give you more information.
this is a time to practice emotional honesty instead of AP guessing, so you can hear
him out also and stop any rumination about it.

Maybe you can practice assertiveness in this, by talking about how this impacted you
and not just focusing on the future of the relationship.
the present moment has the relationship broken and you starting over, so i feel that
conversations can center on that and be honest and while you take things a day at a
time.

again this could be totally tone deaf advice, i'm just putting it out there trying to
help 
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 13:07:16 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 16, 2018 12:51:40 GMT juniper said:
flic,
i truly believe that AP's sometimes impede their growth by going No Contact.
this is just my opinion.
it seems the attachment is so strong, No Contact exacerbates abandonment and
obsession.
i see AP's get paralyzed by No Contact and not make the progress they might be
able to make with a less radical approach.
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Full Member

Posts: 124

i could be awrong, of course. but it seems an unnecessary restriction in a case like
this.

suggesting an alternative, while acknowledging i could be way wrong and you guys
can tell me so i can understand, if i am giving terrible advice lol. this is where a well
meaning DA could miss the mark completely.

but, how about awareness coupled with accountability to a set of realistic goals?
keep contact, aware that you are activated in attachment, and notice what your
powerlessness in your recovery feels like.
just notice it.
you don't need to punish yourself for it.
it's natural for you to be attached, natural for you to kick yourself for it.

Then, take real, progressive steps every day in your real life and recovery.
empower yourself to live while in contact and attached.
don't be so hard ion yourself. 
if you don't want to go no contact then don't. let it run its course. you are forcing to
make yourself make a decision and you don't have to.
as time goes, and you are attached and accountable to your recovery, your process
can still teach you.
i happen to think awareness is very powerful.
you will get tired of causing yourself suffering and come to a natural decision .
and, there is a lot of speculation still about what he is thinking.
as far as the way your life is upside down, maybe honor yourself and have.
conversation about that in an honest, open approach to get his feedback.
DA often think things they aren't saying.
and DA also sometimes DONT lead with empathy but can access it when something
is pointed out.
the conversation will give you more information.
this is a time to practice emotional honesty instead of AP guessing, so you can hear
him out also and stop any rumination about it.

Maybe you can practice assertiveness in this, by talking about how this impacted you
and not just focusing on the future of the relationship.
the present moment has the relationship broken and you starting over, so i feel that
conversations can center on that and be honest and while you take things a day at a
time.

again this could be totally tone deaf advice, i'm just putting it out there trying to
help 

I agree completely. Unless it's an abusive situation, personally, I think the no
contact thing is non-productive and a form of game playing. The best time to work
on your "triggers" is when you are being triggered.

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 13:11:26 GMT via
mobile
Quote
yes, the no contact trigger seems so suicidal. 
it's just too much!
i am DA and i hate not contact because it seems so unnatural to me, so reactive and
fear based.
i am not trying to be insensitive, but i see people torturing themselves needlessly
with it.
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Apr 16, 2018 13:11:26 GMT juniper said:
yes, the no contact trigger seems so suicidal. 
it's just too much!
i am DA and i hate not contact because it seems so unnatural to me, so reactive and
fear based.
i am not trying to be insensitive, but i see people torturing themselves needlessly
with it.
I agree..and yet...no contact is the pervasive advice that is out there....look up any
"how to get over an ex" or even "how to win back an ex" and it stems from this
break in communication.  I did no contact for 30 days and I can't say it helped me
one bit.  I also don't like the standard "you can't be friends with an ex" line of advice
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either....it truly comes down to owning what it is we want and being accountable to
our own actions.  I do believe that healing can coexist with communication. 

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 14:40:11 GMT
Quote
juniper "keep contact, aware that you are activated in attachment, and notice what
your powerlessness in your recovery feels like"

future "The best time to work on your "triggers" is when you are being triggered."

These are next-level good pieces of advice. They make SO much sense to me. And
juniper - i think your understanding of APs from a DA perspective is what makes it
so so useful!

Additionally, you're right juniper, I don't know what he is thinking. And I've been
wrong about so many things I thought he would be doing (moving on, not missing
me, wanting to cut me from his life, acting cold towards me) which in themselves
have actually helped me realise how much my "AP guessing" (i love how you know
that's what we do, and i did not know that's actually what we do) is just a reaction
to my triggers. And to further cement your point future, I was literally thinking an
hour ago how the knowledge that i have been wrong about what i thought he was
going to do/be like and that you can't really know what someone will do or how they
will react, has made me feel like I'm learning and growing. I couldn't have learned
this without being triggered.

Your take on not doing NC actually alleviates so much anxiety. Yes it'll hurt, yes it'll
make me ruminate and obsess, but if I can couple it with forward progression here
(which sometimes feels like literally battling myself inside - tnr9 and yes, the little
girl screams so loudly!) then surely there's more growth in that than anything else.
Especially coupling it with awareness of how it triggers me. Also, I suggested in my
last message to him we keep conversations to the present/future tense (because of
all his won ruminating on the past and self-blame), and in his reply he said "yes i
think keeping things in the future tense will make our conversations easier for us
both" - which gives me hope for contact because at least he is open to having
'conversations' at all. 

I was actually having a bit of a freak-out earlier because I'm just so sure that the life
I want to be living right now is the life back with him in the city we moved to
(despite the fact I complained about it all the time when i was there, triggered by
my fear he was going to leave me). And of course as much as I could just move
back there (stalker much?) it really depends on him wanting me there. Which made
me feel so powerless and started me back ruminating on how I'd screwed everything
up. 

But then i had this thought - that it's ok for me to want that. It's ok for me to be
sure that's what I want. I can't control what he wants, and I will have to accept it if
he does not want me. But if i do end up going over there in a month, coming from a
place of authenticity and autonomy of what I want from MY life, and if i can be really
honest about not wanting to come from a place of fear anymore, about wanting to
grow and support each other, then even if i put it all on the line and ask him to give
it another chance, and he says no, maybe I'll be ok? Because if that's not what he
wants, then it was never going to work anyway. And if I can be sure about what i
want from my life, and he doesn't want to be part of it, then perhaps i can move on,
acknowledge that i can still have what i want from my life, just not with him?
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Apr 16, 2018 14:20:37 GMT tnr9 said:

Apr 16, 2018 13:11:26 GMT juniper said:
yes, the no contact trigger seems so suicidal. 
it's just too much!
i am DA and i hate not contact because it seems so unnatural to me, so reactive and
fear based.
i am not trying to be insensitive, but i see people torturing themselves needlessly
with it.
I agree..and yet...no contact is the pervasive advice that is out there....look up any
"how to get over an ex" or even "how to win back an ex" and it stems from this
break in communication.  I did no contact for 30 days and I can't say it helped me
one bit.  I also don't like the standard "you can't be friends with an ex" line of advice
either....it truly comes down to owning what it is we want and being accountable to
our own actions.  I do believe that healing can coexist with communication. 

tnr9 Have you seen this blog:http://torontosnumber1datedoctor.com/blog/

It's still a 'get your ex back' blog which I'm against in theory, but her approach is so
different. Partly because she is basically saying you can't always get your ex back,
but if you want any hope that you might, manipulation is not the way to do it -
authenticity, connection and healthy attachment is.

She advocates for emotional connection over no contact. It was actually from
reading her blog (after all those other awful NC ones) that I broke NC after a week
and a half and sent my ex a message, and I really think it has contributed to why we
are still in contact now. She is also a big advocate for staying friends with an ex.

As I said, her approach just makes sense because, much like the advice on here, it's
just about understanding where someone is at, not pushing them, not making them
out to be a villain, treating them as a human who has human emotions and not
being attached to the outcome if it doesn't go the way you want.

Here's one of her posts on NC: torontosnumber1datedoctor.com/blog/no-contact-
brought-back-my-ex-im-sticking-to-nc/
Last Edit: Apr 16, 2018 14:50:30 GMT by flic
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 16, 2018 14:53:26 GMT via
mobile tnr9 and flic like this
Quote
flic, it's good to let go of the relationship you HAD with him, it was toxic and two
unconscious people acting out together.
But you still have a relationship.
it's a changing, growing, present tense relationship dealing with each other and
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juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

reality AS IS.
keep it real!

tomorrow will take care of itself. show up messy, show up confused, but show up
honestly with him TODAY.
Tomorrow will take care of itself.
Don't assume ask.
Don't jump to the end, open to beginnings. 
Be his friend. Be your friend. Let him be your friend.
work on yourself.
encourage him to take good care of himself.
don't let fear keep you from moving forward with you, your life, your altered
relationship.
it will resolve itself. 
there is no hope EVER of reconciliation if you cannot be authentic and you might as
well start today.
you will love how it feels to eliminate the disparity between what you arrest thinking
and what you are doing.
let your own actions match your own words.
be true to you. that's the only way you can begin to be the partner you want to be. 
are you a good partner? not if you can't be a good friend.
and only if you are taking care of yourself and showing up authentically.
a day at a time! 
keep posting with us and showing up honestly in the present with him!  

tnr9
God

Posts: 831
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Apr 16, 2018 14:49:13 GMT flic said:

Apr 16, 2018 14:20:37 GMT tnr9 said:
I agree..and yet...no contact is the pervasive advice that is out there....look up any
"how to get over an ex" or even "how to win back an ex" and it stems from this
break in communication.  I did no contact for 30 days and I can't say it helped me
one bit.  I also don't like the standard "you can't be friends with an ex" line of advice
either....it truly comes down to owning what it is we want and being accountable to
our own actions.  I do believe that healing can coexist with communication. 
tnr9 Have you seen this blog:http://torontosnumber1datedoctor.com/blog/

It's still a 'get your ex back' blog which I'm against in theory, but her approach is so
different. Partly because she is basically saying you can't always get your ex back,
but if you want any hope that you might, manipulation is not the way to do it -
authenticity, connection and healthy attachment is.

She advocates for emotional connection over no contact. It was actually from
reading her blog (after all those other awful NC ones) that I broke NC after a week
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and a half and sent my ex a message, and I really think it has contributed to why we
are still in contact now. She is also a big advocate for staying friends with an ex.

As I said, her approach just makes sense because, much like the advice on here, it's
just about understanding where someone is at, not pushing them, not making them
out to be a villain, treating them as a human who has human emotions and not
being attached to the outcome if it doesn't go the way you want.

Here's one of her posts on NC: torontosnumber1datedoctor.com/blog/no-contact-
brought-back-my-ex-im-sticking-to-nc/
I think I did as I was reading a ton of articles.....I will admit, I made some pretty
doozy mistakes along this path....and I am just so grateful that he and I both care
enough about each other that we haven't made the other person the bad guy or
blocked each other.  I am going with a do over approach....as in...I know B...but I
am treating this like we are starting from scratch.  This means no relationship
baggage...no looking into the rear view and saying what if and if only....because this
is where everything starts.  This is where I get to discover him as if for the first
time.  I do highly recommend working with your little girl on an action plan.....she
will guide you in some marvelous ways and you can support her need for validation
by telling her how fantastic she is to love someone so fully.  Please keep us posted.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98
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Quote

Apr 16, 2018 14:53:26 GMT juniper said:
flic , it's good to let go of the relationship you HAD with him, it was toxic and two
unconscious people acting out together.
But you still have a relationship.
it's a changing, growing, present tense relationship dealing with each other and
reality AS IS.
keep it real!

tomorrow will take care of itself. show up messy, show up confused, but show up
honestly with him TODAY.
Tomorrow will take care of itself.
Don't assume ask.
Don't jump to the end, open to beginnings. 
Be his friend. Be your friend. Let him be your friend.
work on yourself.
encourage him to take good care of himself.
don't let fear keep you from moving forward with you, your life, your altered
relationship.
it will resolve itself. 
there is no hope EVER of reconciliation if you cannot be authentic and you might as
well start today.
you will love how it feels to eliminate the disparity between what you arrest thinking
and what you are doing.
let your own actions match your own words.
be true to you. that's the only way you can begin to be the partner you want to be. 
are you a good partner? not if you can't be a good friend.
and only if you are taking care of yourself and showing up authentically.
a day at a time! 
keep posting with us and showing up honestly in the present with him!  
Maybe I'm projecting a little too much into the future? I find it so hard not to.
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I'm finding the distance really difficult. Having him and this other city in my mind
seems to be holding me back from wanting to re-create any life here. It's also
bloody hard when grieving and recovering from quite a traumatic experience. I know
I need to get my life back together, but I'm so resistant. It's a manifestation of not
wanting to let go, I suppose. But it encompasses everything here - where i live, my
possessions, a job, friends, familt, and it seems to be getting worse. I can't work out
if it's because I genuinely don't want to be here, or it's just part of the grieving. Not
strictly on topic, but I guess i can see how NC might make it easier for me to get my
life back together. Not advocating for it, just wondering if that's why some people do
it.
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Apr 17, 2018 3:10:13 GMT flic said:

Apr 16, 2018 14:53:26 GMT juniper said:
flic , it's good to let go of the relationship you HAD with him, it was toxic and two
unconscious people acting out together.
But you still have a relationship.
it's a changing, growing, present tense relationship dealing with each other and
reality AS IS.
keep it real!

tomorrow will take care of itself. show up messy, show up confused, but show up
honestly with him TODAY.
Tomorrow will take care of itself.
Don't assume ask.
Don't jump to the end, open to beginnings. 
Be his friend. Be your friend. Let him be your friend.
work on yourself.
encourage him to take good care of himself.
don't let fear keep you from moving forward with you, your life, your altered
relationship.
it will resolve itself. 
there is no hope EVER of reconciliation if you cannot be authentic and you might as
well start today.
you will love how it feels to eliminate the disparity between what you arrest thinking
and what you are doing.
let your own actions match your own words.
be true to you. that's the only way you can begin to be the partner you want to be. 
are you a good partner? not if you can't be a good friend.
and only if you are taking care of yourself and showing up authentically.
a day at a time! 
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keep posting with us and showing up honestly in the present with him!  
Maybe I'm projecting a little too much into the future? I find it so hard not to.

I'm finding the distance really difficult. Having him and this other city in my mind
seems to be holding me back from wanting to re-create any life here. It's also
bloody hard when grieving and recovering from quite a traumatic experience. I know
I need to get my life back together, but I'm so resistant. It's a manifestation of not
wanting to let go, I suppose. But it encompasses everything here - where i live, my
possessions, a job, friends, familt, and it seems to be getting worse. I can't work out
if it's because I genuinely don't want to be here, or it's just part of the grieving. Not
strictly on topic, but I guess i can see how NC might make it easier for me to get my
life back together. Not advocating for it, just wondering if that's why some people do
it.

When I went NC...I told B I was doing it...I did not, as so many sites recommend, go
silent without any notification.  I think that can be cruel and manipulative.  Do what
is best for you.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98
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Quote
So I sent him a couple of messages the other night, just to check-in as I said i would
after we chatted, because he'd been so upset and i genuinely was so worried about
him.

He hasn't written back yet. Which is fine, I am ok with that and expected him to
need some time.

But I'm not ok, generally. I'm still existing in a state of limbo, unable - no, unwilling
- to move forward with my life. And I just don't know how to change it. I think
maybe the only way I'm going to be able to move on is to go back over there and
pick up all my stuff. I need to get it out of my head. And say goodbye, I guess. My
heart feels like it is breaking all over again - how can it be that i just can't accept
this is over?

All i can think of are his words last week about how much he misses me, how much
he regrets everything, how he can't believe we screwed this all up because we were
both scared. We didn't show up for each other and we missed it by inches.

I know it happens all the time, but I can't believe a relationship where 2 people love
each other and had so few problems can end because they got scared. 

I miss him so much. Everything is in shades of grey without him.
juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 11:48:48 GMT via
mobile flic likes this
Quote
flic,
it's ok to give yourself permission to go.
you can face whatever happens, as it happens.
have you let him know the feelings you have shared here?
begin with honest communication.
if you hide the reason you are going you will sabotage authenticity.
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Apr 19, 2018 11:38:08 GMT flic said:
So I sent him a couple of messages the other night, just to check-in as I said i would
after we chatted, because he'd been so upset and i genuinely was so worried about
him.

He hasn't written back yet. Which is fine, I am ok with that and expected him to
need some time.

But I'm not ok, generally. I'm still existing in a state of limbo, unable - no, unwilling
- to move forward with my life. And I just don't know how to change it. I think
maybe the only way I'm going to be able to move on is to go back over there and
pick up all my stuff. I need to get it out of my head. And say goodbye, I guess. My
heart feels like it is breaking all over again - how can it be that i just can't accept
this is over?

All i can think of are his words last week about how much he misses me, how much
he regrets everything, how he can't believe we screwed this all up because we were
both scared. We didn't show up for each other and we missed it by inches.

I know it happens all the time, but I can't believe a relationship where 2 people love
each other and had so few problems can end because they got scared. 

I miss him so much. Everything is in shades of grey without him.
Flic....it will be ok.  Love is a choice...so today you are choosing to love him.  I would
let go of "getting over" and "moving on" words and expectations....now is the time
to be gentle to yourself.  I agree with juniper...go over and share what is truly in
your heart.  See where everything lands.  

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:19:27 GMT
Quote
juniper - as always, I appreciate your thoughts 

Which feelings do you mean - about how stuck in limbo I am? No, not really. But I
was going to as to chat, when he does respond to my last messages, and tell him
then, and say i think for me, i need to come over there to be able to move on. I will
be honest about that. He may object to me coming, I know it will be so incredibly
difficult for us both.

I don't quite know how i will get through the experience yet. I really hope i can face
whatever happens - I feel so fragile at the moment. I also feel very tender towards
him though, so I hope that will help. 

It's just so hard to believe I will ever get over this.

flic
Junior Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:22:10 GMT
Quote
Thanks tnr9. It's a scary thought, sharing what is in your heart. Though it's
reminded me that we can't control whether other people share what is in theirs, or
indeed what is in theirs.

I like the idea of 'choosing' to love him. I do choose that. I can't not. Maybe I should
just be proud in that choice. We had a really great love, it makes sense Im not going
to just let it go and move on. Thank you 
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juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:25:31 GMT via
mobile
Quote
flic, no i mean have you shared your feelings for him?
any hope you have?

if you consistently talk about moving on he will assist you in doing that.
that may be why you haven't heard back.

he sounds very self aware and also quite hard on himself and he will withdraw
further if you posture that way.

i'm talking about being honest and vulnerable and not just self protective posturing.

My partner and i missed each other badly during times of failure and we never
stopped saying it. he has been vulnerable with you about that. if he doesn't hear it
back he will respect what you say.

most DA are fairly frank when it comes down to the wire and we make decisions
based on information we have. we can bite the bullet and pick a lane to preserve
ourselves much easier than an AP can.

AP tend to influence the outcome they fear because they feel vulnerable but hide it.
there is not a chance for progress and new understanding without honesty and
vulnerability. 

Emotional honesty. emotional vulnerability. 
that includes talk of fear, hope, confusion, certainty, all of it. 

say what's real in you. that's the foundation of trust.
juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:28:32 GMT via
mobile
Quote
i honored the beauty and strength in my partner by being honest about my love for
him when he wasn't able to reciprocate.
i don't regret it.
i spoke the truth to him even when i had no hope of having him. 
even when i thought i didn't want him. lol.
he is who he is and i love who he is whether i have him or not.
i wanted him to know.

juniper
Deleted Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:32:45 GMT via
mobile tnr9 and mary like this
Quote
Most DA men will not bare all and then throw themselves under the bus for you
while you posture and say goodbye.
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they won't.
they won't continue to be vulnerable in the face of rejection.
this is a totally different animal than you think.

DA men are wholly misunderstood, as are DA women.
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flic
Junior Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:51:29 GMT
Quote
juniper Oh I see.

I had actually been thinking about this. It didn't feel right when we spoke on the
phone to mention that I still love him and want to come back there, iIt wasn't at the
front of my mind, but also i was scared and he was in a very emotional state it
almost felt like that would have been too much for him. Plus, since he broke up with
me, i wasn't sure it was good for me that ii say that. I begged a lot when we first
broke up. Would it have seemed like i am moving on? I told him i miss him and im
struggling to get over him and i cried a lot. I'm not sure i was in a state to articulate
much more. Was that my chance to do so? 

I thought i should wait til i go over to tell him how i feel about him and the hope i
have - but do you it's better to be honest now, over the phone? I'm worried that will
scare him into not wanting to be there if i come over there.

I've talked a lot in texts to him about us using the future tense - but in that i mean
we need to stop ruminating over what happened (because even if we were to
reconcile, it needs to be a new relationship). But maybe it could be misconstrued. I
also told him i'm thinking of him. Though i did follow-up with a message saying
when he wants to chat about all my stuff and my bike etc, let me know... Anyway,
these are all just words, and Im probably displaying quite a mixed message to him
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right now.

I thought i could tell him i think we owe it to our relationship to see each other face
to face, to talk and see how we feel. I'm terrified to tell him i still love him and i
want to be with him. I'm terrified it will scare him away. But it's probably what i
need to say, so that if he says he doesn't, maybe that will be the closure i need. I
don't know.

I just feel so scared with him, too much and i might scare him away, too little and he
might mis-read it. It also feels a little like i have to do all the declaring of intent and
love and vulnerability, which maybe is par for course, but I'm struggling with when's
the right time for what. 

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:55:56 GMT via
mobile
Quote
flic,
don't custom tailor your commmunication to influence his reaction.
that's covertly emotionally controlling but many people don't see that.
and it's based on your guesses as to how he will respond.
be honest. whatever that looks like.

controlling behavior is fear based and seems protective but its controlling
nonetheless and healthy relationships don't employ it.

flic
Junior Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 12:59:03 GMT
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 12:32:45 GMT juniper said:
Most DA men will not bare all and then throw themselves under the bus for you
while you posture and say goodbye.
they won't.
they won't continue to be vulnerable in the face of rejection.
this is a totally different animal than you think.

DA men are wholly misunderstood, as are DA women.
I totally get this.

But i haven't rejected him, not once. His misinterpretation of my fear about moving
overseas absolutely, he took as rejection and that's why he dumped me before i
could say i was leaving (even though i wasn't going to). That's where a lot of his
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guilt seems to lie at the moment.

Our chat last week was him saying he misses me, and he's sorry. I said i miss him
too, so much, and that it's not his fault he was scared. I then followed up when he
apologised for putting his pain and loneliness on me, that i was grateful he could be
so vulnerable.

He hasn't once said he wants me to come back. I get your point - and it makes
sense that i pull back from saying my intention in going over is to 'say goodbye' and
ask him whether i can come and we can just see each other. But I'm also working off
where he seems to be at. I totally think DA men and women are misunderstood - Im
struggling so much to understand how to interact with him in a way that makes him
feel safe! He often seems scared off by too much vulnerability, but potentially shuts
down with too little?

Not being facetious - im just so confused!
flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 13:08:30 GMT
Quote
juniper I guess what I mean is, sometimes when i'm really honest and vulnerable,
he seems to pull away. When initiates the vulnerability, he seems fine with it.

So when he was the one to break down on the phone, it was fine for me to also
break down and we had a really honest chat about how we were feeling.

But when i send him messages about the fact i will always be there for him, that it's
hard to hear how much he is hurting - he seems to pull away slightly, and get a little
defensive.

Even the fact he hasn't replied to my message checking in and seeing how he's
doing, that im thinking of him, seems like him pulling away.

So then i think - oh shit, i am being too needy, and i need to pull back. 

Does that make sense?

juniper
Deleted Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 13:33:14 GMT via
mobile
Quote
it does make sense, in terms of the confusion you are feeling.
i can address specifics later if we need to.

as an exercise in simplicity tho, just between us without thought to his internal
processes, i want to ask you to do something. just as our exercise.

Tell me in six sentences or less exactly what you think and feel about this situation.
Six or less.
include your hope, fear, feelings about him, feelings about your recovery as AP, all
of it.
just boil it down.
do NOT include speculation about him.

it will be challenging but this is just to get to the nitty gritty of what's truly going on
with you and we will take it from there. 

by the way, the most detrimental assumption i see is that an AP needs to help their
partner be safe. 
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this is not true.

we are not receptive or reliant on external things from other individuals for our
internal safety and endeavors to keep us safe feel very different to us than intended.
Largely because they are based on misunderstandings and fear based perceptions
and cannot come close to what we actually need or desire.
i see AP miss the mark over and over again with fear based intentions and don't
have time to address it all.

back to the exercise. six sentences to express your whole truth. Go. 
Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 13:34:01 GMT by juniper

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 13:47:51 GMT
Quote
juniper oh gosh now i think i've done all the things wrong in my texts to him in the
last week! Maybe the conversation on Friday WAS my chance to say "and does this
change things for you?" ie if he misses me and can see that we broke up because of
misunderstanding and fear, does he think we can start again. But i didn't say it.
What if that was my only chance? Then i've just sent him a bunch of texts that don't
say i want to come back, just bang on about the future and practicalities.  

Ok, 6 sentences, i like this.

I love him, for everything he is and everything he wants to do in the world
I hope to have him in my life, and to be in his life.
But if im honest, i want to be with him, as his partner, in the city he is in.
I'm fearful that the break-up has broken our connection and we won't be able to
recover it (or build a new one)
I want to be able to be secure enough in myself that i come from a place of love and
not fear in all my relationships, so that i show up authentically
I want to be able to operate from a higher place of love, so that i don't feel
desperately attached to him, i can just love him whether he is with me or not

ps - i have to get some sleep now (it's nighttime where i am!) but i really appreciate
you going through this exercise with me, will check back in morning 
Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 13:57:41 GMT by flic

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 14:05:57 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 13:47:51 GMT flic said:
juniper oh gosh now i think i've done all the things wrong in my texts to him in the
last week! Maybe the conversation on Friday WAS my chance to say "and does this
change things for you?" ie if he misses me and can see that we broke up because of
misunderstanding and fear, does he think we can start again. But i didn't say it.
What if that was my only chance? Then i've just sent him a bunch of texts that don't
say i want to come back, just bang on about the future and practicalities.  

Ok, 6 sentences, i like this.

I love him, for everything he is and everything he wants to do in the world
I hope to have him in my life, and to be in his life.
But if im honest, i want to be with him, as his partner, in the city he is in.
I'm fearful that the break-up has broken our connection and we won't be able to
recover it (or build a new one)
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I want to be able to be secure enough in myself that i come from a place of love and
not fear in all my relationships, so that i show up authentically
I want to be able to operate from a higher place of love, so that i don't feel
desperately attached to him, i can just love him whether he is with me or not

ps - i have to get some sleep now (it's nighttime where i am!) but i really appreciate
you going through this exercise with me, will check back in morning 

this is great. go rest, eat well, and maybe do something very nurturing for yourself. 
we will continue when you are fresh.
i enjoy this because it reinforces what i do with my DA partner .i love him too.

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 14:08:11 GMT via
mobile
Quote
and relax. 
you didn't lose any chance to express.

you have an opportunity at ANY TIME to express, it comes when you recognize that
you need a new approach. you don't run out of chances until someone is dead or
done.
until then, do what you want. it's your life and you get as many chances as you give
yourself.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 14:43:54 GMT
Jaeger and flic like this
Quote
I think the indecision regarding breakups, what to do and what not to do are a
product of not trusting yourself and fear of not having enough information to make
the decision. Hope is sometimes the flip side of not trusting yourself to make the
right decision for yourself. What if this person can change, what if this person can be
who I need, what if I didn't give this person enough chances. The decision in what to
do relies in trusting your own decision process and knowing you have enough
information to make the decision.

If you feel you don't have enough information, then get the information necessary to
make the decision.

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 14:59:46 GMT via
mobile
Quote
i agree with mary.
also, most AP posters are making assumptions based on their own dysfunction.
they don't believe what the DA partner is saying, even if it's point blank.
they don't think the DA is being authentic.
Why? partly because they are not being authentic and they are projecting.
they are not honest and do not trust either.
change has to start somewhere and it can only begin in the self.
it's a risk but people are obliterating hope by hiding behind false notions. 
and they get a TON of support for that from other AP's.
let's stop shutting down the honest DA perspective lol. Disemploy the Hall Monitor
here who corrects too much logic of plain spoken perspective.

Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 15:11:19 GMT by juniper
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tnr9
God

Posts: 831

Jaeger likes this
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 13:33:14 GMT juniper said:
it does make sense, in terms of the confusion you are feeling.
i can address specifics later if we need to.

as an exercise in simplicity tho, just between us without thought to his internal
processes, i want to ask you to do something. just as our exercise.

Tell me in six sentences or less exactly what you think and feel about this situation.
Six or less.
include your hope, fear, feelings about him, feelings about your recovery as AP, all
of it.
just boil it down.
do NOT include speculation about him.

it will be challenging but this is just to get to the nitty gritty of what's truly going on
with you and we will take it from there. 

by the way, the most detrimental assumption i see is that an AP needs to help their
partner be safe. 
this is not true.

we are not receptive or reliant on external things from other individuals for our
internal safety and endeavors to keep us safe feel very different to us than intended.
Largely because they are based on misunderstandings and fear based perceptions
and cannot come close to what we actually need or desire.
i see AP miss the mark over and over again with fear based intentions and don't
have time to address it all.

back to the exercise. six sentences to express your whole truth. Go. 

So here is the thing Juniper...it may be a lightbulb moment......APs fear
abandonment....abandonment fears trigger a lack of safety.  We don't offer safety to
our partners out of some misguided thought that we can protect our partner...we try
to offer safety because that is what we as APs need.  We all tend to give what we
most want...the issue is that we also don't 1. Consider that we are doing this and
thus speak clearly to that need and 2. Because we give what we want to get and
vice versa...we create a vast hole where neither person is getting what he/she truly
needs since so much is unspoken but reacted upon.  We judge what our partner
gives us through the lens of our own brokenness...not from the perspective of
curiosity.  I often said I wanted a handbook for B...not so I could take advantage of
what I learned (as I suspect was his fear) but so that I would be able to see things
from his perspective correctly and not just through my own AP lens.  It is very hard
to get to know someone who has been overwhelmed, not accepted and expected to
be a certain way from a caregiver who only thought of him/herself.  So many
barriers to truly getting to know that person, so much suspicion about motives....and
all I wanted to do was be the best partner I could be....but I had no map to follow
and that stunk.
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:18:15 GMT
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mary
Senior Member
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Apr 19, 2018 12:59:03 GMT flic said:

Apr 19, 2018 12:32:45 GMT juniper said:
Most DA men will not bare all and then throw themselves under the bus for you
while you posture and say goodbye.
they won't.
they won't continue to be vulnerable in the face of rejection.
this is a totally different animal than you think.

DA men are wholly misunderstood, as are DA women.
I totally get this.

But i haven't rejected him, not once. His misinterpretation of my fear about moving
overseas absolutely, he took as rejection and that's why he dumped me before i
could say i was leaving (even though i wasn't going to). That's where a lot of his
guilt seems to lie at the moment.

Our chat last week was him saying he misses me, and he's sorry. I said i miss him
too, so much, and that it's not his fault he was scared. I then followed up when he
apologised for putting his pain and loneliness on me, that i was grateful he could be
so vulnerable.

He hasn't once said he wants me to come back. I get your point - and it makes
sense that i pull back from saying my intention in going over is to 'say
goodbye' and ask him whether i can come and we can just see each other.
But I'm also working off where he seems to be at. I totally think DA men and women
are misunderstood - Im struggling so much to understand how to interact with him
in a way that makes him feel safe! He often seems scared off by too much
vulnerability, but potentially shuts down with too little?

Not being facetious - im just so confused!
Just a note on this comment.  My ex said he wanted to meet with me face to face to
apologize in person for what he did.  I knew his intention was to talk to me about
the breakup and find a way to get back together.  I told him I wasn't changing my
mind, but I would meet with him to talk.  He admitted there was no point in talking
if my mind was made up.  I think it's best to be clear on your intentions, whatever
they are.  As a DA, I despise when I have to "uncover" the true intention.
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:19:47 GMT
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juniper
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Apr 19, 2018 15:15:01 GMT tnr9 said:

Apr 19, 2018 13:33:14 GMT juniper said:
it does make sense, in terms of the confusion you are feeling.
i can address specifics later if we need to.

as an exercise in simplicity tho, just between us without thought to his internal
processes, i want to ask you to do something. just as our exercise.

Tell me in six sentences or less exactly what you think and feel about this situation.
Six or less.
include your hope, fear, feelings about him, feelings about your recovery as AP, all
of it.
just boil it down.
do NOT include speculation about him.

it will be challenging but this is just to get to the nitty gritty of what's truly going on
with you and we will take it from there. 

by the way, the most detrimental assumption i see is that an AP needs to help their
partner be safe. 
this is not true.

we are not receptive or reliant on external things from other individuals for our
internal safety and endeavors to keep us safe feel very different to us than intended.
Largely because they are based on misunderstandings and fear based perceptions
and cannot come close to what we actually need or desire.
i see AP miss the mark over and over again with fear based intentions and don't
have time to address it all.

back to the exercise. six sentences to express your whole truth. Go. 
So here is the thing Juniper...it may be a lightbulb moment......APs fear
abandonment....abandonment fears trigger a lack of safety.  We don't offer safety to
our partners out of some misguided thought that we can protect our partner...we try
to offer safety because that is what we as APs need.  We all tend to give what we
most want...the issue is that we also don't 1. Consider that we are doing this and
thus speak clearly to that need and 2. Because we give what we want to get and
vice versa...we create a vast hole where neither person is getting what he/she truly
needs since so much is unspoken but reacted upon.  We judge what our partner
gives us through the lens of our own brokenness...not from the perspective of
curiosity.  I often said I wanted a handbook for B...not so I could take advantage of
what I learned (as I suspect was his fear) but so that I would be able to see things
from his perspective correctly and not just through my own AP lens.  It is very hard
to get to know someone who has been overwhelmed, not accepted and expected to
be a certain way from a caregiver who only thought of him/herself.  So many
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barriers to truly getting to know that person, so much suspicion about motives....and
all I wanted to do was be the best partner I could be....but I had no map to follow
and that stunk.
i'm not arguing that, and it's understandable but i don't excuse it in current
understanding. when you know better you do better and how will you know if you
don't hear it from the source?

i'm not going to refrain from speaking here because someone might feel defensive.
i'm not defensive. i'm here supporting an AP with my whole heart.
we don't have to continually defend dysfunction and we don't have to let it be the
elephant in the room.

and frankly it doesn't really matter to me where it comes from, there isn't fault in it.
i'm not here flogging anyone or myself.
i'm just saying what i have to say and there it is. 
friendly and honest and without any emotion. 

the AP dynamic doesn't affect me at all because i am not involved with any. I don't
have anything to be upset about, i'm just saying what i observe. 

Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 15:23:25 GMT by juniper
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:23:04 GMT
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 14:59:46 GMT juniper said:
i agree with mary .
also, most AP posters are making assumptions based on their own dysfunction.
they don't believe what the DA partner is saying, even if it's point blank.
they don't think the DA is being authentic.
Why? partly because they are not being authentic and they are projecting.
they are not honest and do not trust either.
change has to start somewhere and it can only begin in the self.
it's a risk but people are obliterating hope by hiding behind false notions. 
and they get a TON of support for that from other AP's.
let's stop shutting down the honest DA perspective lol. Disemploy the Hall Monitor
here who corrects too much logic of plain spoken perspective.

But you also have to remember juniper that many APs had DA parents....so is
speaking the truth from a DA perspective going to simply trigger them back into old
patterns of either blaming the other person or SHAME...which is truly at the root of
much of an APs posturing. 

Plain spoken from my mom when I was 5 years old...you embarrass me...what is
wrong with you.  That was REALLY effective for me (sarcasm).
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:29:07 GMT
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Apr 19, 2018 15:23:04 GMT tnr9 said:

Apr 19, 2018 14:59:46 GMT juniper said:
i agree with mary .
also, most AP posters are making assumptions based on their own dysfunction.
they don't believe what the DA partner is saying, even if it's point blank.
they don't think the DA is being authentic.
Why? partly because they are not being authentic and they are projecting.
they are not honest and do not trust either.
change has to start somewhere and it can only begin in the self.
it's a risk but people are obliterating hope by hiding behind false notions. 
and they get a TON of support for that from other AP's.
let's stop shutting down the honest DA perspective lol. Disemploy the Hall Monitor
here who corrects too much logic of plain spoken perspective.

But you also have to remember juniper that many APs had DA parents....so is
speaking the truth from a DA perspective going to simply trigger them back into old
patterns of either blaming the other person or SHAME...which is truly at the root of
much of an APs posturing. 

Plain spoken from my mom when I was 5 years old...you embarrass me...what is
wrong with you.  That was REALLY effective for me (sarcasm).
your triggers aren't my issue though. if you respond that way you stay stuck.  i am
here to be myself. i am happy to go also but the OP is responding differently.  

if you need to address your triggers that's a good thing, but i don't really feel the
need to silence my helpful advice because it might hurt your feelings.  i don't intend
harm and if it's taken, you have to protect yourself.  i'm not your mom and my
dynamic with you is present tense.

do you speak out to protect my feelings when someone comes here absolutely
bashing DA?  i have no expectation for you to.   people say what they have to say
and we participate as adults. 
Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 15:30:05 GMT by juniper
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PS i had AP parent. 
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Apr 19, 2018 15:19:47 GMT juniper said:

Apr 19, 2018 15:15:01 GMT tnr9 said:
So here is the thing Juniper...it may be a lightbulb moment......APs fear
abandonment....abandonment fears trigger a lack of safety.  We don't offer safety to
our partners out of some misguided thought that we can protect our partner...we try
to offer safety because that is what we as APs need.  We all tend to give what we
most want...the issue is that we also don't 1. Consider that we are doing this and
thus speak clearly to that need and 2. Because we give what we want to get and
vice versa...we create a vast hole where neither person is getting what he/she truly
needs since so much is unspoken but reacted upon.  We judge what our partner
gives us through the lens of our own brokenness...not from the perspective of
curiosity.  I often said I wanted a handbook for B...not so I could take advantage of
what I learned (as I suspect was his fear) but so that I would be able to see things
from his perspective correctly and not just through my own AP lens.  It is very hard
to get to know someone who has been overwhelmed, not accepted and expected to
be a certain way from a caregiver who only thought of him/herself.  So many
barriers to truly getting to know that person, so much suspicion about motives....and
all I wanted to do was be the best partner I could be....but I had no map to follow
and that stunk.
i'm not arguing that, and it's understandable but i don't excuse it in current
understanding. when you know better you do better and how will you know if you
don't hear it from the source?

i'm not going to refrain from speaking here because someone might feel defensive.
i'm not defensive. i'm here supporting an AP with my whole heart.
we don't have to continually defend dysfunction and we don't have to let it be the
elephant in the room.

and frankly it doesn't really matter to me where it comes from, there isn't fault in it.
i'm not here flogging anyone or myself.
i'm just saying what i have to say and there it is. 
friendly and honest and without any emotion. 

the AP dynamic doesn't affect me at all because i am not involved with any. I don't
have anything to be upset about, i'm just saying what i observe. 

I wasn't just speaking to the AP side of things....it involves both partners...and i was
speaking to my own dynamic as well.  I hate when these dissolve into some AP/DA
generalizations.  I like to believe we are more than that....I would like to not invoke
my little girl to SHAME with each comment that APs lack this or APs do that.  Had
enough of that from my mom....don't need a forum for that.  Can we start to see
each other for what each other brings to the table...because we each do bring some
good things.
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:37:18 GMT
Quote
the OP poster is the one i'm concerned with here.
please let me say what i want, you can as well.
i won't edit myself for you. 
i can happily take this private with flic to avoid this.
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:40:35 GMT
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 15:30:47 GMT juniper said:
PS i had AP parent. 
I get that....and I appreciate the wink....man...I was stirred up....but i do respect
your viewpoint. 

What I appreciate about the DA:
Honesty in communication
Able to appreciate life outside of the relationship
Good boundaries
Enjoys space
Ability to keep some mystery (doesn't share everything)

Just a few.
juniper
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:43:04 GMT via
mobile
Quote
flic asked for my perspective and i am offering it and any reaction of another poster
is their business but i am not here to be censored.
apparently neither is anybody else.
this has taken too much time and energy already.
i am going to leave it there.

Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 22:43:18 GMT by juniper
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:44:19 GMT via
mobile
Quote
no hard feelings i hope, i am going to be me andni don't demand acceptance, i really
don't. 
i'll have to be taken with a grain of salt if need be.
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i just don't want to have these interactions it wears me out.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:45:46 GMT
tnr9 likes this
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 15:15:01 GMT tnr9 said:

Apr 19, 2018 13:33:14 GMT juniper said:
it does make sense, in terms of the confusion you are feeling.
i can address specifics later if we need to.

as an exercise in simplicity tho, just between us without thought to his internal
processes, i want to ask you to do something. just as our exercise.

Tell me in six sentences or less exactly what you think and feel about this situation.
Six or less.
include your hope, fear, feelings about him, feelings about your recovery as AP, all
of it.
just boil it down.
do NOT include speculation about him.

it will be challenging but this is just to get to the nitty gritty of what's truly going on
with you and we will take it from there. 

by the way, the most detrimental assumption i see is that an AP needs to help their
partner be safe. 
this is not true.

we are not receptive or reliant on external things from other individuals for our
internal safety and endeavors to keep us safe feel very different to us than intended.
Largely because they are based on misunderstandings and fear based perceptions
and cannot come close to what we actually need or desire.
i see AP miss the mark over and over again with fear based intentions and don't
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have time to address it all.

back to the exercise. six sentences to express your whole truth. Go. 
So here is the thing Juniper...it may be a lightbulb moment......APs fear
abandonment....abandonment fears trigger a lack of safety.  We don't offer safety to
our partners out of some misguided thought that we can protect our partner...we try
to offer safety because that is what we as APs need.  We all tend to give what we
most want...the issue is that we also don't 1. Consider that we are doing this and
thus speak clearly to that need and 2. Because we give what we want to get and
vice versa...we create a vast hole where neither person is getting what he/she truly
needs since so much is unspoken but reacted upon.  We judge what our partner
gives us through the lens of our own brokenness...not from the perspective of
curiosity.  I often said I wanted a handbook for B...not so I could take advantage of
what I learned (as I suspect was his fear) but so that I would be able to see things
from his perspective correctly and not just through my own AP lens.  It is very hard
to get to know someone who has been overwhelmed, not accepted and expected to
be a certain way from a caregiver who only thought of him/herself.  So many
barriers to truly getting to know that person, so much suspicion about motives....and
all I wanted to do was be the best partner I could be....but I had no map to follow
and that stunk.
I agree with juniper, I have my own internal safety and endeavors from others to fill
a nonexistant need just feels pushing.  I understand that APs need safety and I am
able to give that, but the problem for me has been that APs I have known, do not
know or are unable to RECEIVE it.   It feels like they want it and want to reject it all
at the same time.   I think it is the perception of the AP that DAs do not want to give
it, because they don't SEE it and continue to push.  The DA is conditioned to give
and not receive.  DAs give, but in a quieter, slower way. Both are not good
receivers, but the difference is that APs need it.  (I only speak from my own
experience and in no way am I speaking for anyone else).
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:47:07 GMT
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 15:43:04 GMT juniper said:
@floc asked for my perspective and i am offering it and any reaction of another
poster is their business but i am not here to be censored.
apparently neither is anybody else.
this has taken too much time and energy already.
i am going to leave it there.
I wasn't trying to censor you....I was trying to add some clarity from my own
experience...I did not want to derail the thread and I do think you offer some great
advice.  So let's move forward if that works for you. 

future
Full Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:54:11 GMT via
mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
I once said to my guy, "I don't feel like you need me". To which he responded, "It's
not that I need you. It's that I want you".

Yeah, I'll take that 
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 15:59:39 GMT
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 15:45:46 GMT mary said:

Apr 19, 2018 15:15:01 GMT tnr9 said:
So here is the thing Juniper...it may be a lightbulb moment......APs fear
abandonment....abandonment fears trigger a lack of safety.  We don't offer safety to
our partners out of some misguided thought that we can protect our partner...we try
to offer safety because that is what we as APs need.  We all tend to give what we
most want...the issue is that we also don't 1. Consider that we are doing this and
thus speak clearly to that need and 2. Because we give what we want to get and
vice versa...we create a vast hole where neither person is getting what he/she truly
needs since so much is unspoken but reacted upon.  We judge what our partner
gives us through the lens of our own brokenness...not from the perspective of
curiosity.  I often said I wanted a handbook for B...not so I could take advantage of
what I learned (as I suspect was his fear) but so that I would be able to see things
from his perspective correctly and not just through my own AP lens.  It is very hard
to get to know someone who has been overwhelmed, not accepted and expected to
be a certain way from a caregiver who only thought of him/herself.  So many
barriers to truly getting to know that person, so much suspicion about motives....and
all I wanted to do was be the best partner I could be....but I had no map to follow
and that stunk.
I agree with juniper , I have my own internal safety and endeavors from others to fill
a nonexistant need just feels pushing.  I understand that APs need safety and I am
able to give that, but the problem for me has been that APs I have known, do not
know or are unable to RECEIVE it.   It feels like they want it and want to reject it all
at the same time.   I think it is the perception of the AP that DAs do not want to give
it, because they don't SEE it and continue to push.  The DA is conditioned to give
and not receive.  DAs give, but in a quieter, slower way. Both are not good
receivers, but the difference is that APs need it.  (I only speak from my own
experience and in no way am I speaking for anyone else).
That is interesting Mary....I think honestly...if I go DEEP on this....that when I don't
trust myself...I have a much more challenging time trusting others.  So is it really
safety I am after?  Or is it that absolute sense that I will be OK no matter what...and
that cannot come from anyone else.  I actually love the quieter and slower pace of
DAs...sometimes I feel like I give so much so fast out of some urge that this will give
me the security I seek when I think it does the opposite.  Thank you for always
sharing.
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Apr 19, 2018 15:54:11 GMT future said:
I once said to my guy, "I don't feel like you need me". To which he responded, "It's
not that I need you. It's that I want you".

Yeah, I'll take that 

Yes...that is great...love is a daily choice. 
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 16:07:25 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 15:54:11 GMT future said:
I once said to my guy, "I don't feel like you need me". To which he responded, "It's
not that I need you. It's that I want you".

Yeah, I'll take that 

if we are going to appreciate the honesty and plain speech of a DA, let's try to give it
more room instead of blocking what we don't want to hear shall we? 

AP's do it all day long here.
we can all stand the heat of the fire especially when there is no vitriol .
i am just saying.
let's all keep our big girl panties on and i say that WITH HUMOR AND LOVE.
I wear a thong, most DA i know do. even the men! it's a DA thing. 

there's a generalization. Lol.

i can definitely take it and i can poke fun at myself and i can handle being triggered
and then calming down i just can't handle walking on eggshells when i don't even
have any axe to grind. i'm just being me and some like me some don't. i have
demonstrated a lot of love here and i stand by my intention to be helpful.

What kind of under-doodles do AP wear?

Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 16:10:07 GMT by juniper
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Apr 19, 2018 15:54:11 GMT future said:
I once said to my guy, "I don't feel like you need me". To which he responded, "It's
not that I need you. It's that I want you".

Yeah, I'll take that 

when a DA man says that OMG lookout, that's hot. 
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Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 16:29:37 GMT via
mobile future likes this
Quote
also, my guy and i are back to warmth and flirting but i am still a little tender
because of what insecurity and vulnerability i experienced in my trigger.
he teased me and i felt hurt inside.
So i played it cool and distanced a little with an aloof text.
he immediately said he meant things in a good way and called me silly.
I texted right back that i had to prompt him to say it because over text i sometimes
am insecure while in person i would have no doubt about his warmth and sweetness.
i cannot wait to be with him again after all that trauma and i could not have made it
through as fast and as well as i did without the beautiful, selfless, warm, empathetic,
generous, tender support of all the AP posters who messaged me privately and
publicly on my thread.

i will try to remember to say the things i appreciate about AP more. that is a DA
shortfall! we often don't say things we are thinking if it isn't on the top of our list. we
assume people know or get it. at least i do. if i didn't like AP at all i wouldn't be here
trying to help. to me that seems obvious but to someone unsure, they may not feel
it. i see you all as siblings in one big dysfunctional family. unhealthy is unhealthy,
and i don't like unhealthy, but i'm not perfect and i know it.
each type has unique gifts and qualities. strengths and weakness ! 

anyway, my partner and i, we keep it real constantly and that is the only chance we
have to make each other safe. so my expression of that here is the best i can do, i
never mean to shame. i really don't. but if i hold back to make sure i have it right i
might not be able to say it at all. i am posting between busy day tasks and i want to
participate and i am doing the best i can. 

so please forgive mis-speaking but also try to trust me. i'm doing the same!  
Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 16:42:16 GMT by juniper
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mobile mary likes this
Quote
Yes, he is hot 

Anyway, just my perspective, I have no freaking clue why I became an emotional
disaster and, franky, I really don't care. I'm working on me, here and now. I'm
focusing on my negative self thoughts and replacing them with new positive ones.
It's a choice. It's hard. I still have bad days and say stupid stuff. But, luckily he
easily forgives me bcuz it's rare and benign. 
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I try to treat him with compassion and respect and listen to what he says because
I've realized that I don't have to figure him out. He actually tells me what he's
thinking. Took me a while to realize that bcuz, mostly, what he's thinking makes no
sense to me, LOL 

But, I got it now. Key is to realize that you have to meet your own needs. AP don't
get that. Until you get that, you'll always be AP. You have to achieve happiness and
fulfillment away from your partner. They should add to you life, not be your life.
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Apr 19, 2018 16:56:14 GMT future said:
Yes, he is hot 

Anyway, just my perspective, I have no freaking clue why I became an emotional
disaster and, franky, I really don't care. I'm working on me, here and now. I'm
focusing on my negative self thoughts and replacing them with new positive ones.
It's a choice. It's hard. I still have bad days and say stupid stuff. But, luckily he
easily forgives me bcuz it's rare and benign. 
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I try to treat him with compassion and respect and listen to what he says because
I've realized that I don't have to figure him out. He actually tells me what he's
thinking. Took me a while to realize that bcuz, mostly, what he's thinking makes no
sense to me, LOL 

But, I got it now. Key is to realize that you have to meet your own needs. AP don't
get that. Until you get that, you'll always be AP. You have to achieve happiness and
fulfillment away from your partner. They should add to you life, not be your life.

i love this. yes, take care of you and i want to cheerlead every AP here to first and
foremost, honor your own truth!! so often it is hidden because of the fear of
vulnerability.

DA do it also but i am not having a lot of inteactiok of this nature with DA posters
because their participation on the forum is of a different nature and they aren't
trying to grow in relationship to a DA mate.

so i am saying to you what i would say to a DA.

know what you think and feel and say THAT to your partner.
often the fear of seeming needy causes AP to be aloof when really, they aren't. But a
more authentic way of interacting would serve them better, and their partners.

i know it's scary and vulnerable but no worse than making assumptions (which are
really scary and usually extremely painful) and hiding. hiding is isolation.

remember i shared that i started just blurting out my feelings so i wouldn't put them
through my protective, less than honest filters. i had to learn it also. just to become
real and vulnerable and honor myself. my partner responded by caring deeply about
what i shared. he met me halfway when i let him. 

and i am here to encourage it, that's all. 
tnr9
God
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Quote
I think what works for each person is an individual journey....mine takes a different
shape and form but it is mine. I do like to figure things out...it helps me ( and my
little girl) to understand where the triggers started...what certain responses are tied
to. I am so very grateful that I have a group of friends who accept me
unconditionally...it has been such a blessing.
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Apr 19, 2018 16:07:25 GMT juniper said:

Apr 19, 2018 15:54:11 GMT future said:
I once said to my guy, "I don't feel like you need me". To which he responded, "It's
not that I need you. It's that I want you".

Yeah, I'll take that 

if we are going to appreciate the honesty and plain speech of a DA, let's try to give it
more room instead of blocking what we don't want to hear shall we? 

AP's do it all day long here.
we can all stand the heat of the fire especially when there is no vitriol .
i am just saying.
let's all keep our big girl panties on and i say that WITH HUMOR AND LOVE.
I wear a thong, most DA i know do. even the men! it's a DA thing. 

there's a generalization. Lol.

i can definitely take it and i can poke fun at myself and i can handle being triggered
and then calming down i just can't handle walking on eggshells when i don't even
have any axe to grind. i'm just being me and some like me some don't. i have
demonstrated a lot of love here and i stand by my intention to be helpful.

What kind of under-doodles do AP wear?

I get what you are saying juniper....believe me, speaking only for me...it isn't
blocking...it is reacting because there is no boundary and it all goes "in".  I recognize
that....it is a key area of work....what matters and what doesn't.  What to take in
and what to acknowledge but keep apart.  It has been a ROUGH day and I probably
should not have come here because I was already a bit fragile before I posted
anything.  Sometimes things just spill over and I have to regroup.  Ok...trying to
find my way back to humor...I swear I have it....but darn...it is eluding me.

juniper
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Apr 19, 2018 16:07:25 GMT juniper said:
if we are going to appreciate the honesty and plain speech of a DA, let's try to give it
more room instead of blocking what we don't want to hear shall we? 

AP's do it all day long here.
we can all stand the heat of the fire especially when there is no vitriol .
i am just saying.
let's all keep our big girl panties on and i say that WITH HUMOR AND LOVE.
I wear a thong, most DA i know do. even the men! it's a DA thing. 

there's a generalization. Lol.

i can definitely take it and i can poke fun at myself and i can handle being triggered
and then calming down i just can't handle walking on eggshells when i don't even
have any axe to grind. i'm just being me and some like me some don't. i have
demonstrated a lot of love here and i stand by my intention to be helpful.

What kind of under-doodles do AP wear?

I get what you are saying juniper....believe me, speaking only for me...it isn't
blocking...it is reacting because there is no boundary and it all goes "in".  I recognize
that....it is a key area of work....what matters and what doesn't.  What to take in
and what to acknowledge but keep apart.  It has been a ROUGH day and I probably
should not have come here because I was already a bit fragile before I posted
anything.  Sometimes things just spill over and I have to regroup.  Ok...trying to
find my way back to humor...I swear I have it....but darn...it is eluding me.

its ok, just go rest!
we'll be here when you feel better!
this too shall pass.  
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 18:45:44 GMT via
mobile mary likes this
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 16:29:37 GMT juniper said:
also, my guy and i are back to warmth and flirting but i am still a little tender
because of what insecurity and vulnerability i experienced in my trigger.
he teased me and i felt hurt inside.
So i played it cool and distanced a little with an aloof text.
he immediately said he meant things in a good way and called me silly.
I texted right back that i had to prompt him to say it because over text i sometimes
am insecure while in person i would have no doubt about his warmth and sweetness.
i cannot wait to be with him again after all that trauma and i could not have made it
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through as fast and as well as i did without the beautiful, selfless, warm, empathetic,
generous, tender support of all the AP posters who messaged me privately and
publicly on my thread.

i will try to remember to say the things i appreciate about AP more. that is a DA
shortfall! we often don't say things we are thinking if it isn't on the top of our list. we
assume people know or get it. at least i do. if i didn't like AP at all i wouldn't be here
trying to help. to me that seems obvious but to someone unsure, they may not feel
it. i see you all as siblings in one big dysfunctional family. unhealthy is unhealthy,
and i don't like unhealthy, but i'm not perfect and i know it.
each type has unique gifts and qualities. strengths and weakness ! 

anyway, my partner and i, we keep it real constantly and that is the only chance we
have to make each other safe. so my expression of that here is the best i can do, i
never mean to shame. i really don't. but if i hold back to make sure i have it right i
might not be able to say it at all. i am posting between busy day tasks and i want to
participate and i am doing the best i can. 

so please forgive mis-speaking but also try to trust me. i'm doing the same!  

Aww, juniper so glad you guys are back to normal. I bet that's a huge relief for you.
In my experience with Mr.Man, he is very forgiving when I get off track and
emotional. The only time he gave me the silent treatment was when I really hopped
on the crazy train and basically, in a very round about way, hinted he was with
another woman <face palm> in a text.

AP's do stupid stuff like that because we want reassurance. All it got me was several
days of thinking I lost him. I really had no thought that he was cheating. I was just
angry and hurt because he worked until midnight. Anyway, it really really hurt and
angered him. He couldn't believe I, of all people, said that. I felt awful. It took a long
time for him to seem "normal" again with me. I won't ever do that again! He made it
very clear that there are some things you just don't say, end of story. Yup, got it.

AP's play lots of games and can be very emotionally abusive because we need our
fix. We lash out and then act the victim when our partner gets mad or distances.
But, it's not our partners job to give us our fix. It sucks the life out of them. 

Da's do get a bad rap as being emotionally abusive but, honestly, I think it's the
other way around. All are different, just saying my guy is who he is. He makes no
apologies for it. He's honest about it. It's actually kind of refreshing once you accept
it and work through it. We just don't always think they're being honest because we
don't "get" how they think. 

Now I'm droning on....but just want to keep it real. He doesn't ask for much.
Basically, relax, enjoy eachother, no drama. When I do that, we are happy and
fulfilled. When I don't, I'm alone and crying and he's working 90 hours a week. This
is not rocket science. It's just a learning process.

juniper
Deleted Member
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Quote
future you were hurting a lot i am sure. 
you were triggered. and, you stepped out of line.
but you owned it, he set a boundary, and you worked it out.
i'm sure he hurts you too. we do that 
my partner and i have done the same, different kinds of triggers and issues
andnways of hurting each other, but pain is pain.
but we bonded by working it out. we both grow. 
trust builds.
now the hurting isn't a pattern, it's not the norm.
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we have a new normal 
i am so impressed with your work.
my DA isn't actively working on issues to the degree i am- he is overworking at work
and life lol.
typical DA.
but he is working in his way and we work together.

it's progress not perfection.
but that's how we grow!

your DA really cares for you or he wouldn't be so honest and let you know how to
not hurt him. 
he would just go away. 

it's so awesome. your trust will grow.
Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 22:12:58 GMT by juniper

future
Full Member

Posts: 124
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Apr 19, 2018 21:46:46 GMT juniper said:
future you were hurting a lot i am sure. 
you were triggered. and, you stepped out of line.
but you owned it, he set a boundary, and you worked it out.
i'm sure he hurts you too. we do that 
my partner and i have done the same.
but we bonded by working it out. we both grow. 
trust builds.
now the hurting isn't a pattern, it's not the norm.
we have a new normal 
i am so impressed with your work.
my DA isn't actively working on issues to the degree i am- he is overworking at work
and life lol.
typical DA.
but he is working in his way and we work together.

it's progress not perfection.
but that's how we grow!

your DA really cares for you or he wouldn't be so honest and let you know how to
not hurt him. 
he would just go away. 

it's so awesome. your trust will grow.

Yes, that was back in January which probably set off that period of time where I
didn't see him much. Wow, that was horrible but it brought me here and if I hadn't
figured things out, we more than likely, would not be together.
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Ironically. I've said worse things but that, in particular, was a punch to the gut for
him. He said he wanted to crawl through the phone and choke me, LOL 

You can bet I will not be going there again

Anyway, yes, I know he cares about me. He tells me and I've learned his language,
so to speak. 

It's so great that you are working on yourself even if he's working more at job and
life. Mine has no clue about attachment theory. But, I really think if one can get
closer to secure and accept the other, the other can move more toward secure as
well, without realization. I see that happening with us.

He's always working too. He's working now and he better stop soon and get his
sweet @ss over here for some us time!

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0
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o the two, my DA is more "busy" because i brought balance into my life a while
back.
so i tolerate that as well. as a DA myself i am sure it's a lot easier for me because i
love to wander around and be myself and be happy.
But i do miss him; i love to be with him.
i look forward to time with him, i love to even just hear his voice on the phone.
i don't take him for granted, he is what and who he is and that's who i love.
he is working toward balance too. it's a process!
and the healthier i get, he follows with me. 
we talk about this stuff.
we are an example to each other for some things.

my focus is ALWAYS on taking good care of me, taking good care of him. The things
I CAN CONTROL.
the other day when i wanted to break up deactivating it really was because i don't
want to hurt either of us. i wasn't mad, i didn't want to hurt him. i was triggered so
painfully by my own attachment insecurity.

it's so opposite on this end of the spectrum but just as real, just as confusing and
frustrating! 

I am happy for you and your man. He's lucky to have you. I bet he appreciates you
more than you can imagine. You just forget probably. awh, future.... he is trying to
earn your trust also. He is tying to trust. it's all good.

future
Full Member
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Thanks juniper I really appreciate your support as always. I think I've learned more
in the last few months than I have in the rest of my life. I was reading your posts
the other night in the DA support forum and my heart was breaking for you. I was
tearing up, partly because you are important to me now, partly because I recognized
some of my own distancing behaviors and it was painful to realize. It also gave me
even more perspective on my guy and how he may be feeling when he retreats and
again, made me love him more. It's really invaluable stuff. 

On a side note, this has also helped me, tremendously, in understanding my
exhusband who, surprise, is also DA. The two have very similar traits to a greater or
lesser degree. Anyway, it's really resolved a lot of confusion and feelings for me over
my marriage. I couldn't understand how my ex could say he loves me, I was a great
wife, best person he knows, etc...but not want to work on our marriage. I get it now
and we had a great convo via text the other day. Not about this but, basically, that
we'll always love and be there for eachother, in a platonic way of course, haha

Both these men are amazing, wonderful, loving people. I just didn't get them. Soooo
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much frustration. Soooo much wasted time. 

My wish for AP's is to get out of their own heads and see that there is another world
out there. Sounds corny but so true. I see things so differently now and it's so
freeing, kwim? So, I don't care if I trigger anybody. Trigger away, but wake up and
take control of your emotions. No one can do it for you. Acknowledge your inner
child but stop looking to them for guidance. They couldn't protect you then, they
can't protect you now. You're the adult now...you do it.

Ok, stepping off my soap box now. And, if I triggered anyone, sorry, but I'm not
sorry.

goldilocks
Senior
Member

Posts: 284
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Apr 19, 2018 15:18:15 GMT mary said:
JI think it's best to be clear on your intentions, whatever they are.  As a DA, I despise when
I have to "uncover" the true intention.

Same here. Hidden agenda's just make me feel icked out and over time become disgusted
with that person.

juniper
Deleted Member
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Apr 19, 2018 23:02:46 GMT future said:
Thanks juniper I really appreciate your support as always. I think I've learned more
in the last few months than I have in the rest of my life. I was reading your posts
the other night in the DA support forum and my heart was breaking for you. I was
tearing up, partly because you are important to me now, partly because I recognized
some of my own distancing behaviors and it was painful to realize. It also gave me
even more perspective on my guy and how he may be feeling when he retreats and
again, made me love him more. It's really invaluable stuff. 

On a side note, this has also helped me, tremendously, in understanding my
exhusband who, surprise, is also DA. The two have very similar traits to a greater or
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lesser degree. Anyway, it's really resolved a lot of confusion and feelings for me over
my marriage. I couldn't understand how my ex could say he loves me, I was a great
wife, best person he knows, etc...but not want to work on our marriage. I get it now
and we had a great convo via text the other day. Not about this but, basically, that
we'll always love and be there for eachother, in a platonic way of course, haha

Both these men are amazing, wonderful, loving people. I just didn't get them. Soooo
much frustration. Soooo much wasted time. 

My wish for AP's is to get out of their own heads and see that there is another world
out there. Sounds corny but so true. I see things so differently now and it's so
freeing, kwim? So, I don't care if I trigger anybody. Trigger away, but wake up and
take control of your emotions. No one can do it for you. Acknowledge your inner
child but stop looking to them for guidance. They couldn't protect you then, they
can't protect you now. You're the adult now...you do it.

Ok, stepping off my soap box now. And, if I triggered anyone, sorry, but I'm not
sorry.

id love to stay in touch.
i love that you have such compassion.
i love that your DA loves you.

I'm going to jump off the forum for the most part if Goldi and i can get something
going elsewhere. 
But i'd like to keep supporting those trying to heal their relationships because i honor
that and it has meant so much to me to find healthy intimacy (still growing) in spite
of my horrible childhood and attachment injury.
it has meant the absolute world to me to find my DA.

future
Full Member
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Apr 19, 2018 23:12:45 GMT juniper said:

Apr 19, 2018 23:02:46 GMT future said:
Thanks juniper I really appreciate your support as always. I think I've learned more
in the last few months than I have in the rest of my life. I was reading your posts
the other night in the DA support forum and my heart was breaking for you. I was
tearing up, partly because you are important to me now, partly because I recognized
some of my own distancing behaviors and it was painful to realize. It also gave me
even more perspective on my guy and how he may be feeling when he retreats and
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again, made me love him more. It's really invaluable stuff. 

On a side note, this has also helped me, tremendously, in understanding my
exhusband who, surprise, is also DA. The two have very similar traits to a greater or
lesser degree. Anyway, it's really resolved a lot of confusion and feelings for me over
my marriage. I couldn't understand how my ex could say he loves me, I was a great
wife, best person he knows, etc...but not want to work on our marriage. I get it now
and we had a great convo via text the other day. Not about this but, basically, that
we'll always love and be there for eachother, in a platonic way of course, haha

Both these men are amazing, wonderful, loving people. I just didn't get them. Soooo
much frustration. Soooo much wasted time. 

My wish for AP's is to get out of their own heads and see that there is another world
out there. Sounds corny but so true. I see things so differently now and it's so
freeing, kwim? So, I don't care if I trigger anybody. Trigger away, but wake up and
take control of your emotions. No one can do it for you. Acknowledge your inner
child but stop looking to them for guidance. They couldn't protect you then, they
can't protect you now. You're the adult now...you do it.

Ok, stepping off my soap box now. And, if I triggered anyone, sorry, but I'm not
sorry.

id love to stay in touch.
i love that you have such compassion.
i love that your DA loves you.

I'm going to jump off the forum for the most part if Goldi and i can get something
going elsewhere. 
But i'd like to keep supporting those trying to heal their relationships because i honor
that and it has meant so much to me to find healthy intimacy (still growing) in spite
of my horrible childhood and attachment injury.
it has meant the absolute world to me to find my DA.

Do what's best for you and, yes, absolutely, I'd love to keep in touch as well.

goldilocks
Senior
Member
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Apr 19, 2018 18:45:44 GMT future said:

AP's do stupid stuff like that because we want reassurance. All it got me was several days of
thinking I lost him. I really had no thought that he was cheating. I was just angry and hurt
because he worked until midnight. Anyway, it really really hurt and angered him. He couldn't
believe I, of all people, said that. I felt awful. It took a long time for him to seem "normal"
again with me. I won't ever do that again! He made it very clear that there are some things
you just don't say, end of story. Yup, got it.

AP's play lots of games and can be very emotionally abusive because we need our fix. We
lash out and then act the victim when our partner gets mad or distances. But, it's not our
partners job to give us our fix. It sucks the life out of them. 
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Da's do get a bad rap as being emotionally abusive but, honestly, I think it's the other way
around. All are different, just saying my guy is who he is. He makes no apologies for it. He's
honest about it. It's actually kind of refreshing once you accept it and work through it. We
just don't always think they're being honest because we don't "get" how they think. 

Now I'm droning on....but just want to keep it real. He doesn't ask for much. Basically, relax,
enjoy eachother, no drama. When I do that, we are happy and fulfilled. When I don't, I'm
alone and crying and he's working 90 hours a week. This is not rocket science. It's just a
learning process.

I think many Da people have had manipulative parents. So when I see game playing, I feel
really tired and icked out and start having doubts about the relationship eventually. As Mary
said, the reassurance is never enough for the AP. And to me, if a couple of compliments and
accepting a next date is not enough... I can't just profess my undying love to someone I am
still getting to know, I want to be truthful in my words.

And if even light emotional abuse takes place, I am in a double bind. If I reward it, it will
increase. If I ignore it, he may double down. If I get upset, he may play the victim. So, I just
feel really really stressed and want to go home and be alone with my feelings.

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0
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Apr 19, 2018 23:18:10 GMT future said:

Apr 19, 2018 23:12:45 GMT juniper said:
id love to stay in touch.
i love that you have such compassion.
i love that your DA loves you.

I'm going to jump off the forum for the most part if Goldi and i can get something
going elsewhere. 
But i'd like to keep supporting those trying to heal their relationships because i honor
that and it has meant so much to me to find healthy intimacy (still growing) in spite
of my horrible childhood and attachment injury.
it has meant the absolute world to me to find my DA.

Do what's best for you and, yes, absolutely, I'd love to keep in touch as well.
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we will. this helps me too. 

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:27:28 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 23:20:49 GMT goldilocks said:

Apr 19, 2018 18:45:44 GMT future said:
AP's do stupid stuff like that because we want reassurance. All it got me was several
days of thinking I lost him. I really had no thought that he was cheating. I was just
angry and hurt because he worked until midnight. Anyway, it really really hurt and
angered him. He couldn't believe I, of all people, said that. I felt awful. It took a long
time for him to seem "normal" again with me. I won't ever do that again! He made it
very clear that there are some things you just don't say, end of story. Yup, got it.

AP's play lots of games and can be very emotionally abusive because we need our
fix. We lash out and then act the victim when our partner gets mad or distances.
But, it's not our partners job to give us our fix. It sucks the life out of them. 

Da's do get a bad rap as being emotionally abusive but, honestly, I think it's the
other way around. All are different, just saying my guy is who he is. He makes no
apologies for it. He's honest about it. It's actually kind of refreshing once you accept
it and work through it. We just don't always think they're being honest because we
don't "get" how they think. 

Now I'm droning on....but just want to keep it real. He doesn't ask for much.
Basically, relax, enjoy eachother, no drama. When I do that, we are happy and
fulfilled. When I don't, I'm alone and crying and he's working 90 hours a week. This
is not rocket science. It's just a learning process.
I think many Da people have had manipulative parents. So when I see game
playing, I feel really tired and icked out and start having doubts about the
relationship eventually. As Mary said, the reassurance is never enough for the AP.
And to me, if a couple of compliments and accepting a next date is not enough... I
can't just profess my undying love to someone I am still getting to know, I want to
be truthful in my words.

And if even light emotional abuse takes place, I am in a double bind. If I reward it, it
will increase. If I ignore it, he may double down. If I get upset, he may play the
victim. So, I just feel really really stressed and want to go home and be alone with
my feelings.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/9954/quote/835
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and both sides just hurt with their insecurity!
the higher the level of health, the better the boundaries are.
what i love with future and her Mr. Man is the continual approach to solutions and
growth. 
i love to see it, i guess some people want to save the whales and i want to save the
DA love life lol
There is a lot of potential with this kind of awareness!!!
and Mr. Man is lucky to have her in my opinion. A sleeping DA is gonna likely end up
with an AP and of his gal is committed to working toward secure like future is ,he
better be counting his blessings!!! 
many DA men just end up alone. and later in life that is sad sad sad. i've seen it a
lot.
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Apr 19, 2018 18:45:44 GMT future said:
AP's do stupid stuff like that because we want reassurance. All it got me was several
days of thinking I lost him. I really had no thought that he was cheating. I was just
angry and hurt because he worked until midnight. Anyway, it really really hurt and
angered him. He couldn't believe I, of all people, said that. I felt awful. It took a long
time for him to seem "normal" again with me. I won't ever do that again! He made it
very clear that there are some things you just don't say, end of story. Yup, got it.

AP's play lots of games and can be very emotionally abusive because we need our
fix. We lash out and then act the victim when our partner gets mad or distances.
But, it's not our partners job to give us our fix. It sucks the life out of them. 

Da's do get a bad rap as being emotionally abusive but, honestly, I think it's the
other way around. All are different, just saying my guy is who he is. He makes no
apologies for it. He's honest about it. It's actually kind of refreshing once you accept
it and work through it. We just don't always think they're being honest because we
don't "get" how they think. 

Now I'm droning on....but just want to keep it real. He doesn't ask for much.
Basically, relax, enjoy eachother, no drama. When I do that, we are happy and
fulfilled. When I don't, I'm alone and crying and he's working 90 hours a week. This
is not rocket science. It's just a learning process.
I think many Da people have had manipulative parents. So when I see game
playing, I feel really tired and icked out and start having doubts about the
relationship eventually. As Mary said, the reassurance is never enough for the AP.
And to me, if a couple of compliments and accepting a next date is not enough... I
can't just profess my undying love to someone I am still getting to know, I want to
be truthful in my words.

And if even light emotional abuse takes place, I am in a double bind. If I reward it, it
will increase. If I ignore it, he may double down. If I get upset, he may play the
victim. So, I just feel really really stressed and want to go home and be alone with
my feelings.

So true, I've done it....yikes, LOL
goldilocks
Senior
Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:31:09 GMT
Quote
Future, it seems like both of you are pretty aware, and you are also open about your feelings
and motive. That is a really big step and prevents the situation from becoming abusive. You
also clearly feel empathy towards your guy and see him as a loveable human with his own
hopes and dreams.
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juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:32:33 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 23:31:09 GMT goldilocks said:
Future, it seems like both of you are pretty aware, and you are also open about your
feelings and motive. That is a really big step and prevents the situation from
becoming abusive. You also clearly feel empathy towards your guy and see him as a
loveable human with his own hopes and dreams.

that's how i see this also and i respect it a lot.
future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:39:14 GMT via
mobile
Quote
Thanks you guys. I'm tryin! He's just so worth it 

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:39:57 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 23:39:14 GMT future said:
Thanks you guys. I'm tryin! He's just so worth it 

and it's beautiful you see that.
you're worth it too.

goldilocks
Senior
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Member

Posts: 284

You are both worth it and you are both very loveable. Two people who are doing their best
really deserve love.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:49:06 GMT
Quote
juniper - oh gosh what is going on in this forum?!

Sorry, i really did just want your perspective as it was helping me so much. I'd like it
if people could take some of these threads case by case and not extrapolate out into
stereotyping and DA bashing. It's so pointless.

That said, it's inspiring to read the experience of other DAs on here, and of APs
doing well with DAs.

I'm not doing great today. I feel like I've lost him properly now because maybe i
wasn't honest enough, maybe im still stuck in fear. Yep, all AP head stuff, and it's
killing me.

I think you were probably right in suggesting i was posturing a sense of moving on.
And now i feel like he has, in not responding to my messages which in themselves
were probably confusing. I'm aware I'm making assumptions but I'm jsut feeling so
low today. I thought i was getting somewhere (with myself) and now im back to the
start. 

Last Edit: Apr 19, 2018 23:53:44 GMT by flic
future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:49:37 GMT via
mobile
Quote
He's lucky he's worth it cuz he's, guess what, working late. Trying to push him along
to get over here and relax with me. 

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:51:12 GMT via
mobile
Quote
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Apr 19, 2018 23:49:06 GMT flic said:
juniper - oh gosh what is going on in this forum?!

Sorry, i really did just want your perspective as it was helping me so much. I'd like it
if people could take some of these threads case by case and not extrapolate out into
stereotyping and DA bashing. It's so pointless.

I'm not doing great today. I feel like I've lost him properly now because maybe i
wasn't honest enough, maybe im still stuck in fear. Yep, all AP head stuff, and it's
killing me.

I think you were probably right in suggesting i was posturing a sense of moving on.
And now i feel like he has, in not responding to my messages which in themselves
were probably confusing. I'm aware I'm making assumptions but I'm jsut feeling so
low today. I thought i was getting somewhere (with myself) and now im back to the
start. 

Sorry flic I may have taken over your thread. Are you ok?
goldilocks
Senior
Member

Posts: 284

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:56:55 GMT
Quote
Look, if he is working 90 hours a week, he does not have time to cheat. Maybe work on
generosity of spirit to really trust that he is simply working hard and not away from you for
anything personal.

Not that it is easy to be a workaholic or date one. People do thrive with sufficient sleep and
regular alone time and play and social time. He is a grown man and only he can decide if
working less is for him.

For me, working less made me more relaxed. I'm physically more healthy and my base
stress level is lower. But this was my own decision.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 19, 2018 23:57:47 GMT
Quote
Take care, flic!
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 0:01:08 GMT
Quote
future - not at all 

I may reach out to juniper privately - you guys keep going, it's what this forum is all
about.

future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 0:12:52 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 23:56:55 GMT goldilocks said:
Look, if he is working 90 hours a week, he does not have time to cheat. Maybe work
on generosity of spirit to really trust that he is simply working hard and not away
from you for anything personal.

Not that it is easy to be a workaholic or date one. People do thrive with sufficient
sleep and regular alone time and play and social time. He is a grown man and only
he can decide if working less is for him.

For me, working less made me more relaxed. I'm physically more healthy and my
base stress level is lower. But this was my own decision.

No, he's not cheating. We work together and I know exactly where he is. I don't
believe he would ever cheat, it's not in him. He just works way too much.

future
Full Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 0:14:34 GMT via
mobile
Quote
Sorry flic I've been there. I hope you feel better soon.
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juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0
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mobile
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 23:49:06 GMT flic said:
juniper - oh gosh what is going on in this forum?!

Sorry, i really did just want your perspective as it was helping me so much. I'd like it
if people could take some of these threads case by case and not extrapolate out into
stereotyping and DA bashing. It's so pointless.

That said, it's inspiring to read the experience of other DAs on here, and of APs
doing well with DAs.

I'm not doing great today. I feel like I've lost him properly now because maybe i
wasn't honest enough, maybe im still stuck in fear. Yep, all AP head stuff, and it's
killing me.

I think you were probably right in suggesting i was posturing a sense of moving on.
And now i feel like he has, in not responding to my messages which in themselves
were probably confusing. I'm aware I'm making assumptions but I'm jsut feeling so
low today. I thought i was getting somewhere (with myself) and now im back to the
start. 

no no don't worry!
while you were sleeping we just went over stuff sorry lol!!
don't worry, you still have opportunities.
i want to talk to you about that exercise.
And i really don't mind helping you at all. it's good for me.

so we will pick up where we left off.
maybe Pm if you like!
i have some errands to do but i'll be back later if i can and off not -as soon as i can.

i'm not done with you lol. 
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juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 0:23:40 GMT via
mobile
Quote
helping you guys with your DA actually keeps me mindful of everything i am telling
you.
my relationship is good but i am aware of how hard i hard to work to overcome
obstacles in myself.
i still stay mindful of all i am sharing.
a breakdown can happen one little thing at a time done out of bad habits or
unconscious reactions. so i am in a period of enjoying my relationship a lot and
staying mindful. 
the fruit of it in my life is delicious 

so i really do enjoy this kind of camaraderie.
i am reinforcing what has worked and continues to work to make my partner and i
very happy. 
so i offer myself with the DA perspective to help you because you are open to me.
i can't help with the AP but lots of growing AP's here can.

juniper
Deleted Member
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mobile
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Posts: 0

Quote
honestly i don't doubt your DA will be relieved to hear your truth. we don't know
what he will do with it.
one thing at a time 

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 2:35:31 GMT
Quote
future I just read properly through all your posts and they are so insightful. Your
experience gives me hope, not necessarily for my current situation but for the
future. x

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 7:43:09 GMT
Quote

Apr 19, 2018 14:43:54 GMT mary said:
I think the indecision regarding breakups, what to do and what not to do are a
product of not trusting yourself and fear of not having enough information to make
the decision. Hope is sometimes the flip side of not trusting yourself to make the
right decision for yourself. What if this person can change, what if this person can be
who I need, what if I didn't give this person enough chances. The decision in what to
do relies in trusting your own decision process and knowing you have enough
information to make the decision.

If you feel you don't have enough information, then get the information necessary to
make the decision.
This is such good insight.

I struggle with making decisions, and trusting myself. i always find myself stuck in
indecision.

The idea of having enough information, whilst it might seem obvious, is quite new
for me. But I also struggle with where to get the information - i suppose that's
where the over-analysis comes in, and then the assumptions. Do i need to seek out
the information? Or will it be presented, i just need to be able to see it? I know it's
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complex, just interested in your thoughts around it.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 16:27:19 GMT
Jaeger, yasmin, and 2 more like this
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 7:43:09 GMT flic said:

Apr 19, 2018 14:43:54 GMT mary said:
I think the indecision regarding breakups, what to do and what not to do are a
product of not trusting yourself and fear of not having enough information to make
the decision. Hope is sometimes the flip side of not trusting yourself to make the
right decision for yourself. What if this person can change, what if this person can be
who I need, what if I didn't give this person enough chances. The decision in what to
do relies in trusting your own decision process and knowing you have enough
information to make the decision.

If you feel you don't have enough information, then get the information necessary to
make the decision.
This is such good insight.

I struggle with making decisions, and trusting myself. i always find myself stuck in
indecision.

The idea of having enough information, whilst it might seem obvious, is quite new
for me. But I also struggle with where to get the information - i suppose that's
where the over-analysis comes in, and then the assumptions. Do i need to seek out
the information? Or will it be presented, i just need to be able to see it? I know it's
complex, just interested in your thoughts around it.
I am a very logical person and my emotional "guide" is very secondary.  I think it's
the reverse for the AP, so decisions are more emotionally driven.  Love or feelings
are not enough to sustain a relationship.  

The information can come from many sources, First, yourself, second, your love
interest and then various others (friends, family, possibly therapists).  It's a
compilation of knowing what you want and need out of the relationship, and all of
the information you have (past events, what you said, what he said, the issues, how
the issues were solved or not solved, the pros, the cons, the willingness of each to
make it work, etc etc).  A good question to ask yourself is, If I had a daughter or
best friend and they were in this relationship, would I recommend it?  Do you have
enough information to make this decision?

Love is awesome and great, but it's not enough.

The information you may need and don't have is what are the thoughts of the other
person.  My guess is that you actually do have all the information you need, but you
really need to think about it and see it.  After thinking about everything above, if you
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think you still need more information, ask him.  Keep in mind, no response IS an
answer.  If he responds positively, can he give you what you need and want, can
you give him what he needs and wants? Is there a plan?  Or will I just keep
repeating the same cycle?  Am I acting on emotional information only or does this
make logical sense.  

I know there are many people that will say these decisions can't be made based on
logic, and I somewhat agree.  Emotions play a part, but it can't be the overriding
part.  Emotions can override any logic, but should it?

Maybe the more important part is trusting yourself.  Trust that you know yourself,
you know what you need, you know what you will accept and not accept.  I think
"waivering" has a lot to do with thinking, "what if I am wrong?".   It's the lies we tell
ourself to come to a decision that will appease our emotions.  " I texted him 5 days
ago, he wants to be with me, but maybe he's just too busy or maybe he didn't get
my 5 text messages".  "If he answers my text this one time, he still loves me".  Are
you trusting yourself (with all the information that you have) or lying to yourself?

Trusting yourself can also work with an opposite decision.  If you think you don't
have enough information and you need to try to get back together with that person
to get the information.  Trust yourself to know, "I will not be emotionally ruined" if
this person doesn't respond, rejects me or is not the person I need to be with. 
Knowing and trusting yourself, is taking action based on needing more information,
not based on lies we tell ourself to feed the empty feelings.   

That's my 2 cents.
tnr9
God

Posts: 831

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 16:38:52 GMT
Quote
I don't know about you flic...but I get emotional information overload...and then it is
a bit harder to actually discern what matters and what actually doesn't because all
these "possibilities" exist in my head. I also have an information bias...meaning I will
look for things that fit my viewpoint..whatever viewpoint I have..and tend to ignore
"other" information that doesn't support that viewpoint. But I like how Mary starts
with herself and then looks to the other person...I tend to do the opposite...look at
him first..his be hairs actions etc...then look at my own self second.

bip
Junior Member

Posts: 74

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 20, 2018 17:04:42 GMT
Quote
Well said mary

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 0:22:35 GMT
Quote
Really good advice mary, all makes complete sense (logically) 
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Junior Member
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I know on some level that love isn't enough, but I can't seem to get my overriding
emotions to believe that. And unfortunately i come from an entire family and clan of
friends who are all hopeless romantics. 

I guess what i need to do is just ask the question, straight up. A lot of the DAs on
here seem to think direct is best for them.

I've made the decision that I probably cannot move forward with my life properly
without going back over to this other country and getting my stuff. Or rather, i can't
seem to make myself.. But i can't say there isn't part of me that wants to make the
journey to try and just see whether he would consider reconciling. It's lunacy, i
know. So perhaps i need to ask him before i come, so as not to go with false hope
and be 100% honest with him about why i want to come.

I had been convinced he was over me and had moved on until i spoke to him last
week. And maybe your 'no information IS information' needs to be taken into
consideration, because he did not say he wants me to come back. But the knowledge
that he hasn't moved on, that he knows we broke up solely based on our own
individual fears, that he misses me greatly - it's so hard not to attach to those. Also
the growth we have both shown since our break-up, with respect to our emotional
dynamic. I know these things don't change overnight abut there's been such a shift.
And as i get more information on attachment styles, i do feel i am much more aware
how precarious our relationship was. But it only fell apart when we moved, there
were certainly underlying things, but we'd had very few problems before that. 

I'm pretty sure going back there WILL ruin me emotionally. But i'm ruined here too.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 0:49:08 GMT
Quote

Apr 21, 2018 0:22:35 GMT flic said:
Really good advice mary , all makes complete sense (logically) 

I know on some level that love isn't enough, but I can't seem to get my overriding
emotions to believe that. And unfortunately i come from an entire family and clan of
friends who are all hopeless romantics. 

I guess what i need to do is just ask the question, straight up. A lot of the DAs on
here seem to think direct is best for them.

I've made the decision that I probably cannot move forward with my life properly
without going back over to this other country and getting my stuff. Or rather, i can't
seem to make myself.. But i can't say there isn't part of me that wants to make the
journey to try and just see whether he would consider reconciling. It's lunacy, i
know. So perhaps i need to ask him before i come, so as not to go with false hope
and be 100% honest with him about why i want to come.

I had been convinced he was over me and had moved on until i spoke to him last
week. And maybe your 'no information IS information' needs to be taken into
consideration, because he did not say he wants me to come back. But the knowledge
that he hasn't moved on, that he knows we broke up solely based on our own
individual fears, that he misses me greatly - it's so hard not to attach to those. Also
the growth we have both shown since our break-up, with respect to our emotional
dynamic. I know these things don't change overnight abut there's been such a shift.
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And as i get more information on attachment styles, i do feel i am much more aware
how precarious our relationship was. But it only fell apart when we moved, there
were certainly underlying things, but we'd had very few problems before that. 

I'm pretty sure going back there WILL ruin me emotionally. But i'm ruined here too.

I understand, emotions are powerful.  I would still urge you to look at all the
information first, read what you wrote in the original post.  Not moving on/Missing
someone and wanting to make a relationship work are two different things.  Only
you know what the information is telling you.  Personally my thought is, if you are
giving someone else the power to ruin you emotionally, you have more internal work
to do.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 1:10:11 GMT
Quote

Apr 21, 2018 0:49:08 GMT mary said:

Apr 21, 2018 0:22:35 GMT flic said:
I understand, emotions are powerful. I would still urge you to look at all the
information first, read what you wrote in the original post. Not moving on/Missing
someone and wanting to make a relationship work are two different things. Only you
know what the information is telling you. Personally my thought is, if you are
giving someone else the power to ruin you emotionally, you have more
internal work to do.

That's a bloody good point.

But I'm not getting anywhere here, and the only thing i can think of to do is get
some closure by going there so i can start again. The information tells me the
relationship can't work, it really does. But breaking up a very serious relationship
over FaceTime and having all my things there and not being having said goodbye to
him or the city has me paralysed in a state of limbo that i can't seem to make myself
break. I don't think it's HIM that will ruin me, it's the emotional trauma of me letting
go of the version of me that was part of everything that went wrong.

I'm really confused. I wish I was more logical, had more access to that part of my
brain. I'd probably do what was best for me and was going to cause the least
amount of pain. Do you think that stuff is hardwired, or can change?

flic
Junior Member

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 1:25:15 GMT
Jaeger likes this
Quote
mary - I just read back over a bunch of stuff and thought about what you said.
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Posts: 98

I'm literally choosing to ignore everything this forum, and Attachment Theory in
general, has taught me, aren't I.

Ok, so maybe awareness of that is a good start? 

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 1:31:00 GMT
Jaeger and bip like this
Quote

Apr 21, 2018 1:10:11 GMT flic said:

Apr 21, 2018 0:49:08 GMT mary said:
That's a bloody good point.

But I'm not getting anywhere here, and the only thing i can think of to do is get
some closure by going there so i can start again. The information tells me the
relationship can't work, it really does. But breaking up a very serious relationship
over FaceTime and having all my things there and not being having said goodbye to
him or the city has me paralysed in a state of limbo that i can't seem to make myself
break. I don't think it's HIM that will ruin me, it's the emotional trauma of me
letting go of the version of me that was part of everything that went wrong.

I'm really confused. I wish I was more logical, had more access to that part of my
brain. I'd probably do what was best for me and was going to cause the least
amount of pain. Do you think that stuff is hardwired, or can change?

I don't know what you mean by the version of you?  
I definitely think you can change it if  you want to, but I know change is very, very
hard.  My work is the opposite.  I work on bringing emotion into my decision making
more and being more in touch with my emotions.  Either way, change is slow.  

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 12:24:22 GMT
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goldilocks
Senior
Member

Posts: 284

Apr 21, 2018 0:49:08 GMT mary said:
I understand, emotions are powerful.  I would still urge you to look at all the information
first, read what you wrote in the original post.  Not moving on/Missing someone and wanting
to make a relationship work are two different things.  Only you know what the information is
telling you.  Personally my thought is, if you are giving someone else the power to ruin you
emotionally, you have more internal work to do.

This is key. 

flic

What I understand from your first post, is that when your beau moved to a far away place,
you followed him. I also understood that you left your social circle and your job and did not
find a new one in the new place. Is this correct?

If so, let's explore the motivation behind it.

Do you feel you need social support from friendship? Do you feel you deserve social support?

Do you feel you need security, opportunity to be succesful and develop yourself through your
career? Do you feel you deserve security, success and self expression?

Did you feel your beau ought to meet these needs when you gave up your own avenues for
meeting them?
Last Edit: Apr 21, 2018 12:24:54 GMT by goldilocks

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 21, 2018 22:12:39 GMT
Quote
goldilocks yes i think that sums it up.

I know i deferred responsibility for my own life onto him when we moved. I can see
that now. 

The move triggered a fear of abandonment that wasn't present before we left - we'd
actually had very few problems in the relationship before then. But looking back, I
realise now i was always a bit anxious, because he held back so much and kept
things from me. I can accept that now as his way, but it didn't help when it was just
me and him in a  new country.

4 weeks after we got there, he came home very late one night without texting, and I
completely over-reacted. I cried and said I was feeling isolated, and wanted to go
home.

The next day he told people we'd broken up, and sent a text to a friend asking them
to find him a girlfriend from the country we moved to. I saw one of the texts a week
later, but didn't mention it to him.

So after that, I think i completely gave up trying to integrate, so certain was I that
he was going to leave me. And equally, he says all my behaviour suggested I was
going to leave him. Thus we danced away from each other. 
Last Edit: Apr 22, 2018 9:23:59 GMT by flic
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goldilocks
Senior
Member

Posts: 284

Apr 21, 2018 22:12:39 GMT flic said:
goldilocks yes i think that sums it up.

I know i deferred responsibility for my own life onto him when we moved. I can see that
now. 

What would you need to continue to accept responsibility for your own life while in a
relationship?

What would you be like it you did?

How would you feel?
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Posts: 98

Apr 21, 2018 22:12:39 GMT flic said:
goldilocks yes i think that sums it up.

I know i deferred responsibility for my own life onto him when we moved. I can see
that now. 

What would you need to continue to accept responsibility for your own life while in a
relationship?

What would you be like it you did?

How would you feel?
These are good questions, thank you.

I think, it's about taking action without guarantee of the outcome. I get very scared,
particularly in terms of working out what to do in my career, and in terms of this
current situation - of making friends in the new city, of making a decision and
'getting it wrong'. Both my serious relationships have been with people who I
admired especially in terms of their resolve when making decisions to do with their
career and their laid back nature.

What would I need then? I think more trust in my own intuition, and my own
decision making process. 

What would I be like? More decisive, less worried about the long-term outcomes,
more able to take things a day at a time (God that last one is so relevant for the
current situation)

How would I feel? Happier in the present, less controlling, less anxious, more
empowered

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 284

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 22, 2018 10:27:33 GMT
Quote
Sounds like what you admire in others is exactly what you need to develop in yourself.

Have you got a mentor in your career?

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 22, 2018 10:47:05 GMT
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Apr 22, 2018 10:27:33 GMT goldilocks said:
Sounds like what you admire in others is exactly what you need to develop in
yourself.

Have you got a mentor in your career?
Completely agree. 

I don't have a mentor - partly because I've been contracting for the last year or so,
and not in one specific area. And I'm not sure what industry I actually want to be in.

At the moment, I don't have a job (just doing some bits and pieces) because I quit
all my jobs when I went overseas and the easiest one to get back into is the area
I've decided I definitely want to get out of.

The career bit is probably the biggest area where I feel so lost in re-setting my life
here. My ex was such a sounding board for me in terms of this, and i had been
planning on applying to do a Masters while overseas. Now i just have no idea, and
can't work out what the first step is in working it out.

I have an old colleague who wants me to start a business with her - and I can't for
the life of me work out whether it's a good idea or not.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 22, 2018 10:47:57 GMT
Quote
By the way goldilocks - i really appreciate these questions / challenges.

Very lovely of you to take the time, and they are so useful (feel much more useful
than the therapy i've been doing actually!)

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 22, 2018 17:09:41 GMT flic
likes this
Quote

Apr 22, 2018 10:17:13 GMT flic said:
These are good questions, thank you.
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curious
Senior Member
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I think, it's about taking action without guarantee of the outcome. I get very scared,
particularly in terms of working out what to do in my career, and in terms of this
current situation - of making friends in the new city, of making a decision and
'getting it wrong'. Both my serious relationships have been with people who I
admired especially in terms of their resolve when making decisions to do with their
career and their laid back nature.

What would I need then? I think more trust in my own intuition, and my own
decision making process. 

What would I be like? More decisive, less worried about the long-term outcomes,
more able to take things a day at a time (God that last one is so relevant for the
current situation)

How would I feel? Happier in the present, less controlling, less anxious, more
empowered

Hi flic, yes, you WILL feel less anxious, more empowered, more in control, soon.
That is your true path forward, to believe in yourself again, with the How methods.
With that confidence, it doesn't matter if your business fails, if your boyfriend is
disappointing, because life will always be throwing curve balls at you and all of us. It
is about making yourself so resilient that every time things don't work out you can
get up again and again, wiser, better, and happier. You can't fail, you can only fail to
try. The magic is to become a confident person who doesn't fear failures. That is the
path to success, because most successful people, to give some extreme examples,
Richard Branson, Gates, etc. went through countless failures.

When in doubt about career choices, go with your passion. Not only will you feel
more fulfilled, this is probably what you are meant to do. Peer suggests going back
to the age of 7 to 14, in memories or hypnotism, what were you passionate about?
Was it something creative? Was it a thing for helping others? That's where your
passion lies, and what you will be happiest doing.

I don't mean to make her out to be the ultimate guru but she has been successful in
doing therapy work, and I find her methods easy and effective to find my confidence
again.

You're so far along now. Just walk towards the light that is your future self that is no
longer anxious and pre-occupied, but strong, secure, cheerfully, fearlessly taking on
challenges because of your confidence.
Last Edit: Apr 22, 2018 17:16:30 GMT by curious

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 23, 2018 14:23:07 GMT bip
and flic like this
Quote

Apr 21, 2018 1:25:15 GMT flic said:
mary - I just read back over a bunch of stuff and thought about what you said.

I'm literally choosing to ignore everything this forum, and Attachment Theory in
general, has taught me, aren't I.

Ok, so maybe awareness of that is a good start? 
Awareness is the first step, but even with awareness, it's very very hard to change. 
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It's a lot of thinking, realizing, doing and integrating.  From my experience, the
process is slow, but I celebrate the baby steps and I hope you can too.

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 24, 2018 5:38:52 GMT
Quote

Apr 23, 2018 14:23:07 GMT mary said:

Apr 21, 2018 1:25:15 GMT flic said:
mary - I just read back over a bunch of stuff and thought about what you said.

I'm literally choosing to ignore everything this forum, and Attachment Theory in
general, has taught me, aren't I.

Ok, so maybe awareness of that is a good start? 
Awareness is the first step, but even with awareness, it's very very hard to change. 
It's a lot of thinking, realizing, doing and integrating.  From my experience, the
process is slow, but I celebrate the baby steps and I hope you can too.
Absolutely. As much as this situation has broken my heart (and nearly me) i feel i
have clarity on the traits and behaviours I display and how they affect those i am in
relationship with. And with this, I'm hopeful I can change, slow as it may be.
Is it normal for AP to lose self identity after DA breakup? Apr 30, 2018 3:43:05 GMT
Quote

Apr 10, 2018 8:23:44 GMT flic said:
I wish I'd known about Attachment Theory before i started my now finished
relationship of 2 years (don't we all).

I think I was fairly secure when we met, but over time became more and more
Anxious. My ex DA ghosted me 3 weeks after we met, after showering me with
praise and affection and doing sweet things. He then came back, apologised and we
started an intense relationship (silly me). On paper, it seemed the perfect
relationship, he told me he'd never felt this way before, that i was 'the one', he
seemed so perfect in every way, everyone marvelled at how perfect we were
together - we all know the story. And I was largely happy to have found someone
with whom i had such chemistry, who i admired so much, and who was always
telling me how much they adored me. Though i always a little anxious, because of
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joan
New Member

Posts: 11

his emotional distance and need for space (which I was able to respect) and also he
seemed to hold things back, not really care about my interests (I completely got
caught up in his) lie about little things, not be honest with other women that he was
in a relationship. If I'm honest, I was holding back the anxious side of me, because
he had me on such a pedestal I was scared he'd run if he knew i wasn't perfect. I
also realise now that we had incredible mental and physical connection, but he faked
over emotional connection with external words and niceties.

Anyway, fast forward 18 months and he gets accepted into a post-grad program
across the other side of the world. For 4 years. He asks me to come, tells me he is
certain i am 'his person' and that he wants to be vulnerable with me. And i do
believe that was true, which is the sad thing (he'd just started working with a
therapist). So I give up my home, my job, my family, my 6-month old niece, my
friends, and move with him. We hadn't lived together before, and he had purpose,
community and new friends as soon as we arrived. I didn't, and completely lost
myself, felt lonely, isolated, and my anxiety sky-rocketed. I clung, became needy,
complained about the city we were in, got sad and depressed. He did do everything
he could externally to make me happy - buying me things, suggesting i try new
hobbies, make friends, etc, but suddenly his lack of emotional availability became a
massive issue for me. I needed him to hold space for me, to empathise, and he
didn't seem able to. He just withdrew, stopped wanting to have sex, and got more
distant. And I got more and more Anxious and crazy.

But I was starting to ease a bit, 3 months in, and had a trip planned for back home
for the following month, which I thought would help me. Anyway, a month before i
was supposed to leave, he tells me he can't ask me to come back, that he's been
scared i was going to leave the whole time, that i didn't commit and he couldn't
handle my insecurity and neediness. It blindsided me because not once did he say
"im scared you're going to leave" or even engage me in discussion. Instead, he'd be
slowly detaching himself, even starting to look for other 'options' in girls, telling
people we'd broken up etc... I tried to convince him to give me another chance
(classic AP), he considered it for a while and said no, that he couldn't trust me, that
he'd been fighting for our relationship the whole time, and i hadn't.

So now I've had to move back to my country - with no job, no home, no partner -
move back in with my parents (in my 30's!) - absolutely heartbroken and wondering
what the hell just happened. Is this kind of thing more than just heartbreak? It feels
so traumatic i can hardly function. I realise how much I diminished in the
relationship - how much his interests and his ideology and his wonderful persona had
taken up the space of my own identity - I literally feel like he sucked all my
emotional stability out of me and i have lost myself. Is this normal for an AP after a
break-up with a DA? And how in the hell do i a) find myself again and build my self-
esteem b) Find a way of becoming secure and not traumatised by this

TL;DR: Ex DA made me move across the world for him, dumped me when i got
anxious and needy, now I've lost my identity (and everything else) and have no idea
how to put myself back together.
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Edited post: anger into compassion Apr 28, 2018 2:19:39 GMT
Quote
I'm deleting this post because I've decided it's unhelpful to my recovery (even
though it's posted in a reply below) 

My anger always dissolves into compassion because at the end of the day, people do
hurtful things out of fear, and that is the human way.

The real problem is I can't let go. Of the hope that now that we have both
acknowledged that fear drove our bad behaviour, that things can be reconciled.

But acceptance of fear does not equal a second chance.

Why can't I accept that?

Last Edit: Apr 28, 2018 23:06:43 GMT by flic

tnr9
God

Edited post: anger into compassion Apr 28, 2018 3:05:24 GMT flic likes this
Quote

Apr 28, 2018 2:19:39 GMT flic said:
Me and my DA (though now I'm wondering whether he is FA) ex are still in contact
as a lot of my stuff is still in the country we moved to 8 months ago, before we
broke up in Feb.

The details are on another thread. Through the help of this forum, and my own
work, I've been trying to understand myself and my behaviours, as well as him him
and his behaviours both in and out of the relationship much better, which has
helped me be more compassionate towards him.

Post break-up we have had several very emotional conversations, with him and I
both breaking down and crying. In one conversation, he apologised for everything
he had done (without going into specifics), and was very remorseful. I said i forgave
him, because i know he was scared. With much hindsight and clarity, it's clear now
that he was terrified i was going to leave him (i was having trouble settling into our
new city) and I was terrified he was going to leave me (for someone else).
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Posts: 831

However, whilst I am treating him with a lot of empathy and compassion, he is
being quite cold and closed off towards me in a lot of our dealings.

When I think back to the real trigger situation for the break-up, it was a night that
he came home very late without texting me, and I'd been sick and hadn't left the
house in 2 days. This was about a month after arriving in our new city. I felt really
lonely and isolated and became very triggered and completely overreacted when he
did get home, yelling at him and saying maybe i should just go home. The next day
I was still upset, and said i was homesick, and sometimes felt like i wanted to go
home.

I found out about a week later, that the day after this, he told a girl from his
Masters course that we had broken up, made plans with her that weekend (when i
had gone out of town) and sent her a text asking her to help find him a girlfriend
from the country we were now in. This didn't happen and I never confronted him
about this until our break-up.

During the break-up, he made my lack of commitment to moving the main issue.

Looking back, I can't see how we ever could have moved past what he did. My
actions were an overreaction, but i think we could have talked through them.
However, as soon as he started scouting out other options (out of fear, i know, but
still very wrong) surely the relationship was doomed?

I think he feels really guilty about it, but I'm starting to get angrier about it myself -
I've blamed myself so much in this, and whilst i don't think i am faultless at all, I
feel like it's what he did through his fear, that really ruined things. Now I'm
wondering whether being compassionate and empathetic is just excusing this
behaviour?
I believe that people can be compassionate towards the insecurities of another
person while also being angered by that same person's actions.  Put another way,
you can be compassionate towards his fear, but be rightfully angry that out of that
fear he started to pursue a different relationship while still dating you.  That is a
definate boundary crossing, no matter how much you understand his fear.  Anger
for me, usually indicates that I or/and someone else has not respected my
needs/boundaries.  It is a perfectly acceptable feeling and is part of the grieving
process.  Since he is in a distancing mode, have you considered writing down what
needs were not met and then writing down what you would have liked him to do
differently.  It will empower you to state what was hurtful and what you needed. I
wish you well.
Last Edit: Apr 28, 2018 3:06:50 GMT by tnr9

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

Edited post: anger into compassion Apr 28, 2018 8:02:13 GMT
Quote
Flic, I have compassion for my ex FA but this is from a safe emotional distance i.e
he is never coming near me again:) From what I experienced in my short non
relationship, was that nothing gets through to them, therefore you are simply
wasting your valuable time trying. Scouting out other options, as you say, is just
horrendously disrespectful to you. If mine had done that, to my knowledge, I
wouldn't be feeling any compassion for him at all, I would be giving that compassion
to myself. Anger comes before acceptance and from what you have written I believe
you are just a step away from accepting that this is over.

flic
Junior Member

Edited post: anger into compassion Apr 28, 2018 23:07:46 GMT
Quote
That's a great idea, tnr9, to write it down. I like that.
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flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

Edited post: anger into compassion Apr 28, 2018 23:11:51 GMT
Quote

Apr 28, 2018 8:02:13 GMT mollym said:
Flic, I have compassion for my ex FA but this is from a safe emotional distance i.e
he is never coming near me again:) From what I experienced in my short non
relationship, was that nothing gets through to them, therefore you are simply
wasting your valuable time trying. Scouting out other options, as you say, is just
horrendously disrespectful to you. If mine had done that, to my knowledge, I
wouldn't be feeling any compassion for him at all, I would be giving that compassion
to myself. Anger comes before acceptance and from what you have written I believe
you are just a step away from accepting that this is over.
I hope you're right! The anger has dissipated again, and maybe I'm further away
from acceptance again...

Just can't seem to kill the hope. My ex had never done anything wrongful towards
me until we moved away and I was incapable of giving him the emotional security
he needed and that he was used to, and then he freaked out and pulled away. Not
acceptable, but makes it harder for me to paint him as a villain as I now understand
why he did what he did.

Hopefully acceptance can still come, I'm waiting...

tnr9
God

Edited post: anger into compassion Apr 29, 2018 0:10:48 GMT
Quote

Apr 28, 2018 23:11:51 GMT flic said:
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Apr 28, 2018 8:02:13 GMT mollym said:
Flic, I have compassion for my ex FA but this is from a safe emotional distance i.e
he is never coming near me again:) From what I experienced in my short non
relationship, was that nothing gets through to them, therefore you are simply
wasting your valuable time trying. Scouting out other options, as you say, is just
horrendously disrespectful to you. If mine had done that, to my knowledge, I
wouldn't be feeling any compassion for him at all, I would be giving that compassion
to myself. Anger comes before acceptance and from what you have written I believe
you are just a step away from accepting that this is over.
I hope you're right! The anger has dissipated again, and maybe I'm further away
from acceptance again...

Just can't seem to kill the hope. My ex had never done anything wrongful towards
me until we moved away and I was incapable of giving him the emotional security
he needed and that he was used to, and then he freaked out and pulled away. Not
acceptable, but makes it harder for me to paint him as a villain as I now understand
why he did what he did.

Hopefully acceptance can still come, I'm waiting...
Hope is a beautiful thing....and I think having hope for some level of reconciliation is
good.  Personally, it is only when my "hope" is driven by my desire to control the
outcome that I get into trouble because then any other scenario becomes a
disappointment.  So my new goal has been to embrace the hope, but let go of the
desired outcome...not easy at all...but I am at peace with it today.  I think instead
of wishing to kill your hope, perhaps you can view this as an opportunity to be
curious about it.  It may lead to some deeper insights regarding what it is you really
wanted in your relationship.
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 0:16:09 GMT by tnr9
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tigrio
Junior Member

Posts: 66

This quote describes how I became conscious Apr 25, 2018 20:29:36 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

"One feels that this inexhaustible fancy is weary at last and worn out with continual
exercise, because one is growing into manhood, outgrowing one's old ideals. They
are being shattered into fragments, into dust - if there is no other life one must build
one up from the fragments. And meanwhile the soul longs and craves for something
else. And in vain the dreamer rakes over his old dreams, as though seeking a spark
among the embers, to fan them into flame, to warm his chilled heart by the
rekindled fire, and to rouse up in it again all that was so sweet, that touched his
heart, that set his blood boiling, drew tears from his eyes, and so luxuriously
deceived him.”

- Fyodor Dostoyevsky, 'White Nights'

I've started reading this story, and I came across this. I love this quote. I'm an FA
(with a strong AP side). It really encapsulates for me the way I've always lived my
life: chasing my own projected fantasy. Building new fantasies atop the ashes of old
ones - again, and again, and again, until I finally realised how tired I felt of
repeating the same pattern. Chasing the next pow thing, then the next, and the next
- and realised that every time, I happened to lose a bit more of myself to the fire in
the process. I've gotten so tired of this process; my soul feels so tired.
This describes the way I see love so well - there is so much passion in the loves I've
chosen, but to that same degree, so much self-deception. I finally woke up a couple
of months ago to the fact that my entire concept of love was actually a fabrication,
and I was totally unaware of how irrational and fantastic in the pure sense of the
word. Not reflective of reality at all. The sad thing is - this is the only kind of
romantic love I can recognise, and feel lit from within with.

Does anyone else relate to this?

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

This quote describes how I became conscious Apr 26, 2018 1:45:02 GMT
Quote
I can relate, though I've never actually had the passionate relationship outside of
relatively brief friendship or fantasy-- not in an actual romantic or sexual relationship
unfortunately.... But I did chase the soulmate idea for a few decades before realizing
it didn't do me much good and actually did me a lot of harm (they're always dating
someone else, and they don't stick around). 

But yes, the intensity, the hope, the projected fantasy, and the loss. I think of it as a
slightly different metaphor like one was once in a world of grey and then the world
seemed like autumn when the trees are aflame in red and orange and yellow, and
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Posts: 266

then the long grey, and then the long flaming autumn, and now it's gray again, and
without the fantasy or hope it has its subtle pleasures but still just seems like by
giving up the fantasy it won't have all that color again.

I know my life has a lot of good things in it, but in giving up the fantasy/hope I have
had to grapple with feeling like I was giving up a core element of my identity. It's
hard to give that up even if it is a fantasy idea. It's hard to want to fully admit it's
just fantasy. Everything seems lesser when you give it up. 

tnr9
God

Posts: 831

This quote describes how I became conscious Apr 26, 2018 10:48:16 GMT
Quote
I definately do Tigrio.....it is part of what drives my "all in"ness towards the
beginning of a relationship. I tend to fall hard for the fantasy that I create and then
get disappointed when the guy doesn't behave like the fantasy version. I was much
better with B...I actually used to write in my journal about "fantasy B" just so I could
make a distinction between the guy I was still getting to know and the one I made
up in my head. But my heart was always getting the two confused and I think it
caused me to "rush" things because I wanted to get to the same level with real B
that I achieved in just days with fantasy B. That reality makes me sad, because had
I just been a whole lot slower and intentional, I think B and I would have established
a much more solid friendship. 

It is very interesting because had you spoken to me when B and I first started
dating, I would have told you that I loved him and it would have been true....but it
was a very desperate love, with a whole lot of fears that he would get bored or find
someone else more appealing. Looking back, it was definately more infatuation and
desire....but now that he and I are not dating....I do still love him...but it is
morphing into something really beautiful, caring and kind. It is not perfect and I still
have a lot of AP reactions and fears...but underneath of that..it is solid (and it isn't
based on whether he loves me back, which again is so odd).

joan
New Member

This quote describes how I became conscious Apr 27, 2018 8:01:40 GMT
Quote

Apr 25, 2018 20:29:36 GMT tigrio said:

"One feels that this inexhaustible fancy is weary at last and worn out with continual
exercise, because one is growing into manhood, outgrowing one's old ideals. They
are being shattered into fragments, into dust - if there is no other life one must build
one up from the fragments. And meanwhile the soul longs and craves for something
else. And in vain the dreamer rakes over his old dreams, as though seeking a spark
among the embers, to fan them into flame, to warm his chilled heart by the
rekindled fire, and to rouse up in it again all that was so sweet, that touched his
heart, that set his blood boiling, drew tears from his eyes, and so luxuriously
deceived him.”

- Fyodor Dostoyevsky, 'White Nights'
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Posts: 11 I've started reading this story, and I came across this. I love this quote. I'm an FA
(with a strong AP side). It really encapsulates for me the way I've always lived my
life: chasing my own projected fantasy. Building new fantasies atop the ashes of old
ones - again, and again, and again, until I finally realised how tired I felt of
repeating the same pattern. Chasing the next pow thing, then the next, and the next
- and realised that every time, I happened to lose a bit more of myself to the fire in
the process. I've gotten so tired of this process; my soul feels so tired.
This describes the way I see love so well - there is so much passion in the loves I've
chosen, but to that same degree, so much self-deception. I finally woke up a couple
of months ago to the fact that my entire concept of love was actually a fabrication,
and I was totally unaware of how irrational and fantastic in the pure sense of the
word. Not reflective of reality at all. The sad thing is - this is the only kind of
romantic love I can recognise, and feel lit from within with.

Does anyone else relate to this?

joan
New Member

Posts: 11

This quote describes how I became conscious Apr 27, 2018 8:18:22 GMT
Quote
I can relate to what you're saying tigrio. I too have had this fantasy of what love was
supposed to look and feel like. I carried that fantasy with me into every new
relationship, ever so hopeful, and optimistic. The shiny hope I carried has slowly
been replaced with this cynical, and hardened attitude that's left me so very tired
too. I saw the pattern, got into therapy and realized this ideal I carried of love and
relationships was what was not only crushing me but leaving me stuck. Seeing the
fantasy of a partner rather then the reality. Seeing and actually feeling the fantasy in
the beginning, as all beginnings are and holding onto it despite how unhappy the
relationship has become and remains. It's running from something, the fantasy, the
toxic relationships...it's a way to self-medicate and distract from the deeper pain
we've always felt. I just wish I knew what comes next...

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

This quote describes how I became conscious Apr 28, 2018 23:54:15 GMT
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 8:18:22 GMT joan said:
. . .  It's running from something, the fantasy, the toxic relationships...it's a way to
self-medicate and distract from the deeper pain we've always felt. I just wish I knew
what comes next...

I think you're right that a big part of it is distraction. It's like there's real life, and a
sort of imagined real-feeling/fantasy life running parallel to it. Sometimes I think I
should just accept that is how my brain is wired and stop feeling at conflict with it--
just be at peace and okay with it. After 40 years of life it doesn't seem like I can
change the entire way my brain works.

But then other times I think there must be something to the idea of being able to
commit to a real relationship with a real person, in spirit and not just in
name....what if I somehow stopped all the attention on the distractions and worked
on building a more positive actual relationship. I am married to a worthy partner in a
relationship that has its ups and downs, but I've never been able to stop distracting
(or as you put it, medicating) myself with various forms of ongoing fantasy.  I was
thinking today that unless I change that, I'll never really have the relationship I want
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to have, I'll always feel like it's inherently flawed or like there is something available
to the human experience that I haven't and don't get to experience. 

How does one embrace reality and not fantasy when sometimes the fantasy seems
more real and certainly more worthy than reality? 
I don't know either, but I guess naming the problem/challenge is a step. 
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madamebovary
Junior Member

Posts: 97

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 14:15:02 GMT via mobile bip and
tigrio like this
Quote
i.pinimg.com/736x/6c/11/a3/6c11a3ffc00c305d93d4fcea23d3d824--madmen-joan-
holloway.jpg

I couldn’t post the image so I had to post the link, but I’ve been rewatching Mad
Men and Joan said something that made me think of the way several of my avoidant
exes have ended things with me (because of course, as an AP, I’ve had several
avoidant relationships of all kinds... familial, romantic and friendships). The quote is
about men, but I think maybe it could go for all avoidant types, of any gender. 

The quote is “Men don’t take the time to end things, they ignore you until you insist
on a declaration of hate.” 

This is basically how I felt my DA ex ended things with me. Ignore-distance-ignore-
distance-avoid having a real conversation and the problem will just go away! And I
eventually did but I was *really f*cking confused and ANGRY* (yes, APs get angry,
especially when they’re being told one thing but their partners actions are speaking
volumes of something else). 

Anyway... is this typical of how avoidants, I guess DAs in particular, end
relationships? If you are AP and have been with an avoidant... is this how your
relationship ended? Not with a bang but with a “what the hell is even happening?”
because you’re just being ignored until you realize it’s over?
Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 15:44:00 GMT
Quote
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mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Feb 24, 2018 14:15:02 GMT madamebovary said:
i.pinimg.com/736x/6c/11/a3/6c11a3ffc00c305d93d4fcea23d3d824--madmen-joan-
holloway.jpg

I couldn’t post the image so I had to post the link, but I’ve been rewatching Mad
Men and Joan said something that made me think of the way several of my avoidant
exes have ended things with me (because of course, as an AP, I’ve had several
avoidant relationships of all kinds... familial, romantic and friendships). The quote is
about men, but I think maybe it could go for all avoidant types, of any gender. 

The quote is “Men don’t take the time to end things, they ignore you until you insist
on a declaration of hate.” 

This is basically how I felt my DA ex ended things with me. Ignore-distance-ignore-
distance-avoid having a real conversation and the problem will just go away! And I
eventually did but I was *really f*cking confused and ANGRY* (yes, APs get angry,
especially when they’re being told one thing but their partners actions are speaking
volumes of something else). 

Anyway... is this typical of how avoidants, I guess DAs in particular, end
relationships? If you are AP and have been with an avoidant... is this how your
relationship ended? Not with a bang but with a “what the hell is even happening?”
because you’re just being ignored until you realize it’s over?
I am so sorry this has happened to you.  I am sure it's very unsettling.  I did not go
to the link, but I don't think it's a man thing (I have dated AP men), so my
experience is different with men.  I do think it's common with DAs.  I am DA and I
am able to "dismiss" people.  I guess it's a way to detach.  Some people use anger
to detach, I use indifference.  It's also a way to avoid conflict.  I have gotten much
better at using words when ending things, but yes, my past is littered with
inappropriate endings.

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 16:46:22 GMT
Quote
i DELETE people mentally if they have been toxic to me, just my way of knowing
when to fold.
otherwise i negotiate understandings and a farewell that acknowledges value of the
relationship and person but also incompatibility.

lucy
New Member

Posts: 30

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 22:46:16 GMT via mobile
madamebovary likes this
Quote
Oh Madame,
Haha,
Our chats just made me think of my very first boyfriend (a bad start and still going
shit). So I was about 12, and we dated for 6weeks in the school holidays. Never
kissed, only saw him once in whole holiday. One could say he was my first DA. Lol.
Anyway once school restarted he totally ignored me for the first week. I then called
his parents house totally confused and asked if we are over. He said yes. 
Thats more or less how most of the other DAs have dumped me too. Different age,
name, relationship lengh, but pretty much the same...just no contact and then when
you go over and ask you get told its over. Same as I am wondering/presuming its
over once again with me and my guy now. Grow some balls! Show some respect!

compassionateavoid Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 0:58:27 GMT madamebovary likes
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Senior Member

Posts: 266

this
Quote
I was thinking about this today actually--that some people don't have the
balls/ovaries to just admit they are done. It would be easier if they could. 
Of course even when the person hasn't put in any effort for years, the AP side of me
is then like "Do they actually know they're done? Maybe they're not done and they
will return some day!" and so on.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT via mobile
madamebovary likes this
Quote
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 4:35:40 GMT
Quote

Feb 24, 2018 16:46:22 GMT @tgat said:
i DELETE people mentally if they have been toxic to me, just my way of knowing
when to fold.
otherwise i negotiate understandings and a farewell that acknowledges value of the
relationship and person but also incompatibility.
tgat - this is what happened with the DA/FA (combo I think) I knew and cared
about. After a discussion that seemed normal for us in the beginning but I realize
now the change - he let me know that he had deleted all info on me and could not
initiate contact. I believe he also blocked me from doing so but I'm not sure. When
you do decide to delete someone mentally, do you ever go back in your mind and
think of them, or is that totally it for you? Something like wiping a hard drive - not a
trace? Not to be too intrusive, just wondering what your experience is with that .
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 4:36:22 GMT by serene13
Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 4:48:56 GMT via mobile
Quote
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tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Feb 26, 2018 4:35:40 GMT serene13 said:

Feb 24, 2018 16:46:22 GMT @tgat said:
i DELETE people mentally if they have been toxic to me, just my way of knowing
when to fold.
otherwise i negotiate understandings and a farewell that acknowledges value of the
relationship and person but also incompatibility.
tgat - this is what happened with the DA/FA (combo I think) I knew and cared
about. After a discussion that seemed normal for us in the beginning but I realize
now the change - he let me know that he had deleted all info on me and could not
initiate contact. I believe he also blocked me from doing so but I'm not sure. When
you do decide to delete someone mentally, do you ever go back in your mind and
think of them, or is that totally it for you? Something like wiping a hard drive - not a
trace? Not to be too intrusive, just wondering what you experience is with that .

i don't mind sharing!
i push a mental delete button, it's just an automatic thing when i have to stop
hurting from a toxic entanglement.
i will think about them again, but i try to keep myself from rumination (once i have
made a decision with clarity that it is best for my well being) by pressing my delete
button.
i do this as often as it takes- for instance, i wish things had worked out for my ex
and i.
i really do. 
it was unworkable and ended up being painful. 
i get reminded of him by many things. the street i drove to go to his house is the
street i drive every day, etc. but i don't forget why i ended it. i keep that front and
center. 
so, to spare myself the brain damage of ruminating, i press delete and turn my
attention to something that helps me continue to accept and heal. 
i pressed delete a few times today. i miss him but i know the deal and i won't go
back. so it's better to delete. 

i do actually delete all contact info as well. i don't hold on to what was, i have to
create a new normal.
i am no contact with him , so having a contact in my phone for him would just be a
sad reminder of my NOPE.
I delete all messages, because whatever was said lor unsaid led me to this point-
and nowhere else, so i don't revisit it. 

it sounds cold but it's not. it's just rational to me. i have big feelings that i deal with
, without holding on to him in any way. in time i will need my delete button less.
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i am not as avoidant as i used to be- i test right on the line with secure now. in the
past i think i wouldn't need my delete button so much-

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 5:01:36 GMT
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 4:48:56 GMT @tgat said:

Feb 26, 2018 4:35:40 GMT serene13 said:
tgat - this is what happened with the DA/FA (combo I think) I knew and cared
about. After a discussion that seemed normal for us in the beginning but I realize
now the change - he let me know that he had deleted all info on me and could not
initiate contact. I believe he also blocked me from doing so but I'm not sure. When
you do decide to delete someone mentally, do you ever go back in your mind and
think of them, or is that totally it for you? Something like wiping a hard drive - not a
trace? Not to be too intrusive, just wondering what you experience is with that .

i don't mind sharing!
i push a mental delete button, it's just an automatic thing when i have to stop
hurting from a toxic entanglement.
i will think about them again, but i try to keep myself from rumination (once i have
made a decision with clarity that it is best for my well being) by pressing my delete
button.
i do this as often as it takes- for instance, i wish things had worked out for my ex
and i.
i really do. 
it was unworkable and ended up being painful. 
i get reminded of him by many things. the street i drove to go to his house is the
street i drive every day, etc. but i don't forget why i ended it. i keep that front and
center. 
so, to spare myself the brain damage of ruminating, i press delete and turn my
attention to something that helps me continue to accept and heal. 
i pressed delete a few times today. i miss him but i know the deal and i won't go
back. so it's better to delete. 

i do actually delete all contact info as well. i don't hold on to what was, i have to
create a new normal.
i am no contact with him , so having a contact in my phone for him would just be a
sad reminder of my NOPE.
I delete all messages, because whatever was said lor unsaid led me to this point-
and nowhere else, so i don't revisit it. 

it sounds cold but it's not. it's just rational to me. i have big feelings that i deal with
, without holding on to him in any way. in time i will need my delete button less.

i am not as avoidant as i used to be- i test right on the line with secure now. in the
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past i think i wouldn't need my delete button so much-
Thank you very much for that. I would guess that much of that would also apply for
my friend, knowing him. The seemingly finality of it hurts, but I think I understand. 

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 5:12:47 GMT via mobile
Quote
@serene13, i know it hurts.
even tho i know it's final for me, i hurt.
my ex is DA (quite deeply avoidant ) and i know how he handles endings- the same
way i do, but he hurts. he and i do differ in that he is a workaholic and he just amps
up being busy tondistract.
i think things also depend on the level of awareness and health also.
but yes, it does have a sense of finality in the avoidant mind, and it is painful
anyway.

maybe some avoidants aren't in touch with the pains 
i can't say? i known in the past my relationships were extremely abusive to me, and
i left without any regret and it must have driven my exes nuts that i didn't even bat
and eye or reach out or anything. i didn't know about attachment but i can look back
and see it. 

i remember one of my exes being shocked that i walked out one day and never
contacted him again. it didn't even occur to me, because i hated him i guess. i don't
think avoidants always hate their exes.

but he was an ass. he was violent. this time it's been rough because i am more
aware and i loved him.

let's just keep healing 
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 5:14:02 GMT by tgat
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Junior Member

Posts: 76

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 5:32:37 GMT
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 5:12:47 GMT @tgat said:
@serene13, i know it hurts.
even tho i know it's final for me, i hurt.
my ex is DA (quite deeply avoidant ) and i know how he handles endings- the same
way i do, but he hurts. he and i do differ in that he is a workaholic and he just amps
up being busy tondistract.
i think things also depend on the level of awareness and health also.
but yes, it does have a sense of finality in the avoidant mind, and it is painful
anyway.

maybe some avoidants aren't in touch with the pains 
i can't say? i known in the past my relationships were extremely abusive to me, and
i left without any regret and it must have driven my exes nuts that i didn't even bat
and eye or reach out or anything. i didn't know about attachment but i can look back
and see it. 

i remember one of my exes being shocked that i walked out one day and never
contacted him again. it didn't even occur to me, because i hated him i guess. i don't
think avoidants always hate their exes.

but he was an ass. he was violent. this time it's been rough because i am more
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aware and i loved him.

let's just keep healing 
Yes we shall - but you confirming those feelings to me helps. My friend said he has
never experienced a sense of loss, has much difficulty professing love, and believes
he has never been in love, even though having been married. But I know what I felt
and what he exhibited - but if it cannot be confirmed then it just feels like
conjecture. I do believe he misses me but I also believe he does as you do and just
presses delete.
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 5:33:23 GMT by serene13
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 6:37:40 GMT via mobile nic likes this
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 0:58:27 GMT compassionateavoid said:
I was thinking about this today actually--that some people don't have the
balls/ovaries to just admit they are done. It would be easier if they could. 
Of course even when the person hasn't put in any effort for years, the AP side of me
is then like "Do they actually know they're done? Maybe they're not done and they
will return some day!" and so on.

All I want is for him to stop sending me mixed messages and just TELL ME if he’s
done. Keeping me as a “friend” and then messaging “I miss you” but then when I
text back, never texting again... I get that he probably enjoys keeping things very
open-ended and he’s totally okay with ambivalent feelings, HOWEVER, as an AP
(and other APs can tell me if this is true for them as well) any type of “in limbo”
situation is murder on my emotions and anxiety. I used to ask him to please tell me
*exactly* what he wanted (do you want to see me just twice a month?, text only
once a day?) and he would always say “just do what comes natural to you”... but
because my natural was much more intense than his, he would say one thing (Im
not going anywhere, we are fine) and then pull away emotionally, which I could
sense, and it would start the push/pull thing. 

Now with “the end” (which he has stil never said it’s over and ignores the question,
but the fact that he barely speaks to me anymore is a pretty good indicator) it has
been even weirder. He wanted to stay friends on social media, likes my stuff, but
never initiates contact... but then is sweet when I do (when he decides to answer).
It’s totally f*cking confusing to me and I really need him to just say “it’s over you
need to move on” instead of sendIng weirdly mixed messages. I need that finality. I
NEED that closing door for real closure. I would prefer he unfriend and block me if
he’s never going to engage with me again.
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 6:41:20 GMT by madamebovary

anne12
Full Member

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 10:40:56 GMT via mobile
Quote
So it's all up to him ? How about calming down your nervous system, so that you
don't get flooded with the emotions of abandonment from the past and try to get
"up on the balcony", so that you can see what is going on and then try to set some
boundaries ? YOU can block him! You are the one who allows him to treat you like
that! You are so much more than a victim!
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Posts: 249

Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 13:57:12 GMT by anne12
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 11:42:53 GMT
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 10:40:56 GMT anne12 said:
So it's all up to him ? How about calming down your nervous system, get up on the
balcony so that you can see what is going on and set some boundaries ? You can
block him! You are the one who allows him to treat you like that! You are so much
more than a victim!
absolutely.
and madamebovary , being AP is no excuse to be powerless.
you can say you need closure but you won't get it from him.
you will suffer without closure until you make your own decisions.
i am DA and i just had to do that with my ex.
you are the captain of your own ship and right now you are steering straight into the
storm instead of averting it.
it would mean goodbye, a final goodbye, No Contact, and you making an mature,
self respecting choice.
if you give someone else all the power you will be exploited until you decide enough
is enough.
this is on you, to make your own decisions.

As an adult, you are personally responsible for relationships you engage in, and you
choose to engage with this man. you don't get to blame him- well, you can in your
mind but ultimately, it's on you to choose to engage or not. 

blaming will keep you stuck but that's your right, and i support your right to decide
to stay involved with him on this level. it seems to make you miserable and i
question why you do that to yourself so i'm just offering a more realistic perspective
on personal choice is all. 

Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 12:07:57 GMT by tgat
Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 12:26:26 GMT tnr9 and tigrio like
this
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tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT mrob said:
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O
it's really crazy to me how the AP side insists that it is up to the DA to make a final
full stop ending when they are unwilling and unable to do it themselves.
somehow they get a free pass to keep engaging and blaming and not taking
responsibility?
what about growing some ovaries and kicking it to the curb?
no, they continue to engage and get angry their partner hasn't slammed the door.
its about more than balls and respect, it is about attachment injury but the only way
out for either side is awareness and personal responsibility .

self respect is a thing, too.  if someone doesn't respect you, and you allow it, it's a
mirror of your self respect and relief comes when you improve that. 
it's all an inside job! 

SIDE NOTE:  AP does not want it to be over and have spent the entire relationship
resisting an ending.  If the partner were to end it and go no contact, then AP
abandonment would be triggered.  We have all seen how that plays out on this
forum.  It's not pretty. 

The key to AP healing lies within the AP themselves, but they look to an external
source as the determining factor.  When you choose an emotionally unavailable
partner to run the show, you get what you get.

not trying to slam anyone but neither am i co-signing any attachment type, BS
blame shifting.  It does not honor reality to overlook the well established ,
researched, observable patterns of the AP/ DA dance. 
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 12:36:38 GMT by tgat
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madamebovary
Junior Member

Posts: 97

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 14:15:02 GMT via mobile bip and
tigrio like this
Quote
i.pinimg.com/736x/6c/11/a3/6c11a3ffc00c305d93d4fcea23d3d824--madmen-joan-
holloway.jpg

I couldn’t post the image so I had to post the link, but I’ve been rewatching Mad
Men and Joan said something that made me think of the way several of my avoidant
exes have ended things with me (because of course, as an AP, I’ve had several
avoidant relationships of all kinds... familial, romantic and friendships). The quote is
about men, but I think maybe it could go for all avoidant types, of any gender. 

The quote is “Men don’t take the time to end things, they ignore you until you insist
on a declaration of hate.” 

This is basically how I felt my DA ex ended things with me. Ignore-distance-ignore-
distance-avoid having a real conversation and the problem will just go away! And I
eventually did but I was *really f*cking confused and ANGRY* (yes, APs get angry,
especially when they’re being told one thing but their partners actions are speaking
volumes of something else). 

Anyway... is this typical of how avoidants, I guess DAs in particular, end
relationships? If you are AP and have been with an avoidant... is this how your
relationship ended? Not with a bang but with a “what the hell is even happening?”
because you’re just being ignored until you realize it’s over?
Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 15:44:00 GMT
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mary
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Feb 24, 2018 14:15:02 GMT madamebovary said:
i.pinimg.com/736x/6c/11/a3/6c11a3ffc00c305d93d4fcea23d3d824--madmen-joan-
holloway.jpg

I couldn’t post the image so I had to post the link, but I’ve been rewatching Mad
Men and Joan said something that made me think of the way several of my avoidant
exes have ended things with me (because of course, as an AP, I’ve had several
avoidant relationships of all kinds... familial, romantic and friendships). The quote is
about men, but I think maybe it could go for all avoidant types, of any gender. 

The quote is “Men don’t take the time to end things, they ignore you until you insist
on a declaration of hate.” 

This is basically how I felt my DA ex ended things with me. Ignore-distance-ignore-
distance-avoid having a real conversation and the problem will just go away! And I
eventually did but I was *really f*cking confused and ANGRY* (yes, APs get angry,
especially when they’re being told one thing but their partners actions are speaking
volumes of something else). 

Anyway... is this typical of how avoidants, I guess DAs in particular, end
relationships? If you are AP and have been with an avoidant... is this how your
relationship ended? Not with a bang but with a “what the hell is even happening?”
because you’re just being ignored until you realize it’s over?
I am so sorry this has happened to you.  I am sure it's very unsettling.  I did not go
to the link, but I don't think it's a man thing (I have dated AP men), so my
experience is different with men.  I do think it's common with DAs.  I am DA and I
am able to "dismiss" people.  I guess it's a way to detach.  Some people use anger
to detach, I use indifference.  It's also a way to avoid conflict.  I have gotten much
better at using words when ending things, but yes, my past is littered with
inappropriate endings.

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 16:46:22 GMT
Quote
i DELETE people mentally if they have been toxic to me, just my way of knowing
when to fold.
otherwise i negotiate understandings and a farewell that acknowledges value of the
relationship and person but also incompatibility.

lucy
New Member

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 24, 2018 22:46:16 GMT via mobile
madamebovary likes this
Quote
Oh Madame,
Haha,
Our chats just made me think of my very first boyfriend (a bad start and still going
shit). So I was about 12, and we dated for 6weeks in the school holidays. Never
kissed, only saw him once in whole holiday. One could say he was my first DA. Lol.
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Anyway once school restarted he totally ignored me for the first week. I then called
his parents house totally confused and asked if we are over. He said yes. 
Thats more or less how most of the other DAs have dumped me too. Different age,
name, relationship lengh, but pretty much the same...just no contact and then when
you go over and ask you get told its over. Same as I am wondering/presuming its
over once again with me and my guy now. Grow some balls! Show some respect!

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 0:58:27 GMT madamebovary likes
this
Quote
I was thinking about this today actually--that some people don't have the
balls/ovaries to just admit they are done. It would be easier if they could. 
Of course even when the person hasn't put in any effort for years, the AP side of me
is then like "Do they actually know they're done? Maybe they're not done and they
will return some day!" and so on.
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Full Member

Posts: 180

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT via mobile
madamebovary likes this
Quote
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O
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Junior Member

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 4:35:40 GMT
Quote

Feb 24, 2018 16:46:22 GMT @tgat said:
i DELETE people mentally if they have been toxic to me, just my way of knowing
when to fold.
otherwise i negotiate understandings and a farewell that acknowledges value of the
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relationship and person but also incompatibility.
tgat - this is what happened with the DA/FA (combo I think) I knew and cared
about. After a discussion that seemed normal for us in the beginning but I realize
now the change - he let me know that he had deleted all info on me and could not
initiate contact. I believe he also blocked me from doing so but I'm not sure. When
you do decide to delete someone mentally, do you ever go back in your mind and
think of them, or is that totally it for you? Something like wiping a hard drive - not a
trace? Not to be too intrusive, just wondering what your experience is with that .
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 4:36:22 GMT by serene13
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Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 4:48:56 GMT via mobile
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 4:35:40 GMT serene13 said:

Feb 24, 2018 16:46:22 GMT @tgat said:
i DELETE people mentally if they have been toxic to me, just my way of knowing
when to fold.
otherwise i negotiate understandings and a farewell that acknowledges value of the
relationship and person but also incompatibility.
tgat - this is what happened with the DA/FA (combo I think) I knew and cared
about. After a discussion that seemed normal for us in the beginning but I realize
now the change - he let me know that he had deleted all info on me and could not
initiate contact. I believe he also blocked me from doing so but I'm not sure. When
you do decide to delete someone mentally, do you ever go back in your mind and
think of them, or is that totally it for you? Something like wiping a hard drive - not a
trace? Not to be too intrusive, just wondering what you experience is with that .

i don't mind sharing!
i push a mental delete button, it's just an automatic thing when i have to stop
hurting from a toxic entanglement.
i will think about them again, but i try to keep myself from rumination (once i have
made a decision with clarity that it is best for my well being) by pressing my delete
button.
i do this as often as it takes- for instance, i wish things had worked out for my ex
and i.
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i really do. 
it was unworkable and ended up being painful. 
i get reminded of him by many things. the street i drove to go to his house is the
street i drive every day, etc. but i don't forget why i ended it. i keep that front and
center. 
so, to spare myself the brain damage of ruminating, i press delete and turn my
attention to something that helps me continue to accept and heal. 
i pressed delete a few times today. i miss him but i know the deal and i won't go
back. so it's better to delete. 

i do actually delete all contact info as well. i don't hold on to what was, i have to
create a new normal.
i am no contact with him , so having a contact in my phone for him would just be a
sad reminder of my NOPE.
I delete all messages, because whatever was said lor unsaid led me to this point-
and nowhere else, so i don't revisit it. 

it sounds cold but it's not. it's just rational to me. i have big feelings that i deal with ,
without holding on to him in any way. in time i will need my delete button less.

i am not as avoidant as i used to be- i test right on the line with secure now. in the
past i think i wouldn't need my delete button so much-

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 5:01:36 GMT
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 4:48:56 GMT @tgat said:

Feb 26, 2018 4:35:40 GMT serene13 said:
tgat - this is what happened with the DA/FA (combo I think) I knew and cared
about. After a discussion that seemed normal for us in the beginning but I realize
now the change - he let me know that he had deleted all info on me and could not
initiate contact. I believe he also blocked me from doing so but I'm not sure. When
you do decide to delete someone mentally, do you ever go back in your mind and
think of them, or is that totally it for you? Something like wiping a hard drive - not a
trace? Not to be too intrusive, just wondering what you experience is with that .

i don't mind sharing!
i push a mental delete button, it's just an automatic thing when i have to stop
hurting from a toxic entanglement.
i will think about them again, but i try to keep myself from rumination (once i have
made a decision with clarity that it is best for my well being) by pressing my delete
button.
i do this as often as it takes- for instance, i wish things had worked out for my ex
and i.
i really do. 
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it was unworkable and ended up being painful. 
i get reminded of him by many things. the street i drove to go to his house is the
street i drive every day, etc. but i don't forget why i ended it. i keep that front and
center. 
so, to spare myself the brain damage of ruminating, i press delete and turn my
attention to something that helps me continue to accept and heal. 
i pressed delete a few times today. i miss him but i know the deal and i won't go
back. so it's better to delete. 

i do actually delete all contact info as well. i don't hold on to what was, i have to
create a new normal.
i am no contact with him , so having a contact in my phone for him would just be a
sad reminder of my NOPE.
I delete all messages, because whatever was said lor unsaid led me to this point-
and nowhere else, so i don't revisit it. 

it sounds cold but it's not. it's just rational to me. i have big feelings that i deal with ,
without holding on to him in any way. in time i will need my delete button less.

i am not as avoidant as i used to be- i test right on the line with secure now. in the
past i think i wouldn't need my delete button so much-
Thank you very much for that. I would guess that much of that would also apply for
my friend, knowing him. The seemingly finality of it hurts, but I think I understand. 

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 5:12:47 GMT via mobile
Quote
@serene13, i know it hurts.
even tho i know it's final for me, i hurt.
my ex is DA (quite deeply avoidant ) and i know how he handles endings- the same
way i do, but he hurts. he and i do differ in that he is a workaholic and he just amps
up being busy tondistract.
i think things also depend on the level of awareness and health also.
but yes, it does have a sense of finality in the avoidant mind, and it is painful
anyway.

maybe some avoidants aren't in touch with the pains 
i can't say? i known in the past my relationships were extremely abusive to me, and
i left without any regret and it must have driven my exes nuts that i didn't even bat
and eye or reach out or anything. i didn't know about attachment but i can look back
and see it. 

i remember one of my exes being shocked that i walked out one day and never
contacted him again. it didn't even occur to me, because i hated him i guess. i don't
think avoidants always hate their exes.

but he was an ass. he was violent. this time it's been rough because i am more
aware and i loved him.

let's just keep healing 
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 5:14:02 GMT by tgat
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Junior Member

Posts: 76

@serene13, i know it hurts.
even tho i know it's final for me, i hurt.
my ex is DA (quite deeply avoidant ) and i know how he handles endings- the same
way i do, but he hurts. he and i do differ in that he is a workaholic and he just amps
up being busy tondistract.
i think things also depend on the level of awareness and health also.
but yes, it does have a sense of finality in the avoidant mind, and it is painful
anyway.

maybe some avoidants aren't in touch with the pains 
i can't say? i known in the past my relationships were extremely abusive to me, and
i left without any regret and it must have driven my exes nuts that i didn't even bat
and eye or reach out or anything. i didn't know about attachment but i can look back
and see it. 

i remember one of my exes being shocked that i walked out one day and never
contacted him again. it didn't even occur to me, because i hated him i guess. i don't
think avoidants always hate their exes.

but he was an ass. he was violent. this time it's been rough because i am more
aware and i loved him.

let's just keep healing 
Yes we shall - but you confirming those feelings to me helps. My friend said he has
never experienced a sense of loss, has much difficulty professing love, and believes
he has never been in love, even though having been married. But I know what I felt
and what he exhibited - but if it cannot be confirmed then it just feels like
conjecture. I do believe he misses me but I also believe he does as you do and just
presses delete.
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 5:33:23 GMT by serene13
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Junior Member
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 6:37:40 GMT via mobile nic likes this
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 0:58:27 GMT compassionateavoid said:
I was thinking about this today actually--that some people don't have the
balls/ovaries to just admit they are done. It would be easier if they could. 
Of course even when the person hasn't put in any effort for years, the AP side of me
is then like "Do they actually know they're done? Maybe they're not done and they
will return some day!" and so on.

All I want is for him to stop sending me mixed messages and just TELL ME if he’s
done. Keeping me as a “friend” and then messaging “I miss you” but then when I
text back, never texting again... I get that he probably enjoys keeping things very
open-ended and he’s totally okay with ambivalent feelings, HOWEVER, as an AP (and
other APs can tell me if this is true for them as well) any type of “in limbo” situation
is murder on my emotions and anxiety. I used to ask him to please tell me *exactly*
what he wanted (do you want to see me just twice a month?, text only once a day?)
and he would always say “just do what comes natural to you”... but because my
natural was much more intense than his, he would say one thing (Im not going
anywhere, we are fine) and then pull away emotionally, which I could sense, and it
would start the push/pull thing. 

Now with “the end” (which he has stil never said it’s over and ignores the question,
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but the fact that he barely speaks to me anymore is a pretty good indicator) it has
been even weirder. He wanted to stay friends on social media, likes my stuff, but
never initiates contact... but then is sweet when I do (when he decides to answer).
It’s totally f*cking confusing to me and I really need him to just say “it’s over you
need to move on” instead of sendIng weirdly mixed messages. I need that finality. I
NEED that closing door for real closure. I would prefer he unfriend and block me if
he’s never going to engage with me again.
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 6:41:20 GMT by madamebovary

anne12
Full Member

Posts: 249

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 10:40:56 GMT via mobile
Quote
So it's all up to him ? How about calming down your nervous system, so that you
don't get flooded with the emotions of abandonment from the past and try to get "up
on the balcony", so that you can see what is going on and then try to set some
boundaries ? YOU can block him! You are the one who allows him to treat you like
that! You are so much more than a victim!

Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 13:57:12 GMT by anne12
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 11:42:53 GMT
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 10:40:56 GMT anne12 said:
So it's all up to him ? How about calming down your nervous system, get up on the
balcony so that you can see what is going on and set some boundaries ? You can
block him! You are the one who allows him to treat you like that! You are so much
more than a victim!
absolutely.
and madamebovary , being AP is no excuse to be powerless.
you can say you need closure but you won't get it from him.
you will suffer without closure until you make your own decisions.
i am DA and i just had to do that with my ex.
you are the captain of your own ship and right now you are steering straight into the
storm instead of averting it.
it would mean goodbye, a final goodbye, No Contact, and you making an mature,
self respecting choice.
if you give someone else all the power you will be exploited until you decide enough
is enough.
this is on you, to make your own decisions.

As an adult, you are personally responsible for relationships you engage in, and you
choose to engage with this man. you don't get to blame him- well, you can in your
mind but ultimately, it's on you to choose to engage or not. 

blaming will keep you stuck but that's your right, and i support your right to decide
to stay involved with him on this level. it seems to make you miserable and i
question why you do that to yourself so i'm just offering a more realistic perspective
on personal choice is all. 
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Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 12:07:57 GMT by tgat
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 12:26:26 GMT tnr9 and tigrio like
this
Quote

Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT mrob said:
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O
it's really crazy to me how the AP side insists that it is up to the DA to make a final
full stop ending when they are unwilling and unable to do it themselves.
somehow they get a free pass to keep engaging and blaming and not taking
responsibility?
what about growing some ovaries and kicking it to the curb?
no, they continue to engage and get angry their partner hasn't slammed the door.
its about more than balls and respect, it is about attachment injury but the only way
out for either side is awareness and personal responsibility .

self respect is a thing, too.  if someone doesn't respect you, and you allow it, it's a
mirror of your self respect and relief comes when you improve that. 
it's all an inside job! 

SIDE NOTE:  AP does not want it to be over and have spent the entire relationship
resisting an ending.  If the partner were to end it and go no contact, then AP
abandonment would be triggered.  We have all seen how that plays out on this
forum.  It's not pretty. 

The key to AP healing lies within the AP themselves, but they look to an external
source as the determining factor.  When you choose an emotionally unavailable
partner to run the show, you get what you get.

not trying to slam anyone but neither am i co-signing any attachment type, BS
blame shifting.  It does not honor reality to overlook the well established ,
researched, observable patterns of the AP/ DA dance. 
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 12:36:38 GMT by tgat
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 13:32:35 GMT via mobile tnr9 and
bip like this
Quote 
To demonstrate the circle in its entirety, I reconnected with my last “not a
relationship” yesterday. I’ve been missing her recently. Maybe that’s how the cycle
goes. I asked if we could be friends. She told me that friends is all we can be
because she can’t handle the emotion. Not because she doesn’t love me, but the
emotion. Looking at this forum, I can’t say I blame her. She has handled this part as
a secure person would. Grew some..... as some here have said. 

Does I hurt that I’ll never be able to snuggle into her shoulder? Like you wouldn’t
believe. I’d rather discuss politics and architecture and other stuff with her than not
though. It’s going to be hard, this. I don’t do friendships well at all. Guess it’s time
to grow some knackers myself! 

Thanks everyone for such a supportive community. 

madamebovary
Junior Member
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this
Quote 
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Feb 26, 2018 10:40:56 GMT anne12 said:
So it's all up to him ? How about calming down your nervous system, so that you
don't get flooded with the emotions of abandonment from the past and try to get "up
on the balcony", so that you can see what is going on and then try to set some
boundaries ? YOU can block him! You are the one who allows him to treat you like
that! You are so much more than a victim!

Oh well, this is true. And dammit if I wasn’t going along fine for over a month of NC
on my end (he tried to text but I ignored him) without him and then I got
complacent and he messaged and I was pulled in again and I didn’t even realize it.
Ugh... I hate this so much. I hate thinking I’ve got it all together and realizing I was
sucked in again without even realizing it. Back to square one. Bloody hell.

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 14:35:01 GMT madamebovary likes
this
Quote 

Feb 26, 2018 14:25:34 GMT madamebovary said:

Feb 26, 2018 10:40:56 GMT anne12 said:
So it's all up to him ? How about calming down your nervous system, so that you
don't get flooded with the emotions of abandonment from the past and try to get "up
on the balcony", so that you can see what is going on and then try to set some
boundaries ? YOU can block him! You are the one who allows him to treat you like
that! You are so much more than a victim!

Oh well, this is true. And dammit if I wasn’t going along fine for over a month of NC
on my end (he tried to text but I ignored him) without him and then I got
complacent and he messaged and I was pulled in again and I didn’t even realize it.
Ugh... I hate this so much. I hate thinking I’ve got it all together and realizing I was
sucked in again without even realizing it. Back to square one. Bloody hell.
just keep the focus on you, it's the only way out of this mess! 
Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 14:35:39 GMT via mobile bip and
bedlam71 like this
Quote 
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Feb 26, 2018 12:26:26 GMT @tgat said:

Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT mrob said:
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O
it's really crazy to me how the AP side insists that it is up to the DA to make a final
full stop ending when they are unwilling and unable to do it themselves.
somehow they get a free pass to keep engaging and blaming and not taking
responsibility?
what about growing some ovaries and kicking it to the curb?
no, they continue to engage and get angry their partner hasn't slammed the door.
its about more than balls and respect, it is about attachment injury but the only way
out for either side is awareness and personal responsibility .

self respect is a thing, too.  if someone doesn't respect you, and you allow it, it's a
mirror of your self respect and relief comes when you improve that. 
it's all an inside job! 

SIDE NOTE:  AP does not want it to be over and have spent the entire relationship
resisting an ending.  If the partner were to end it and go no contact, then AP
abandonment would be triggered.  We have all seen how that plays out on this
forum.  It's not pretty. 

The key to AP healing lies within the AP themselves, but they look to an external
source as the determining factor.  When you choose an emotionally unavailable
partner to run the show, you get what you get.

not trying to slam anyone but neither am i co-signing any attachment type, BS
blame shifting.  It does not honor reality to overlook the well established ,
researched, observable patterns of the AP/ DA dance. 

I find it a little condescending to be chastised on the AP aside by someone that is so
vocally avoidant. I don’t mind when other APs try to point out my behavior because
they understand my POV and can maybe help me through it. This has been an up
and down for me, this process. And I enjoy reading Avoidant posts to get a better
sense of how my actions have felt to my avoidant, but when someone is hurting, or
triggered (which I clearly was) to have someone that speaks mostly for the other
side telling me how wrong my feelings are... it seems slightly disingenuous. I try to
avoid commenting on the DA side (mostly because you asked for a safe space there)
but this doesn’t feel like a safe space for an AP, to be honest. I’m happy that you all
are so far ahead of me in this process... it’s been two steps forward and three back
for me. Some of us move a little slower.

tgat Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 14:39:45 GMT madamebovary likes
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Quote 
@madamebivary i respect your feelings and won't comment further on your posts
but you didn't post in the support section so i thought you wanted all feedback. 
my bad!

madamebovary
Junior Member

Posts: 97

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 14:46:26 GMT via mobile
Quote 

Feb 26, 2018 14:39:45 GMT @tgat said:
@madamebivary i respect your feelings and won't comment further on your posts
but you didn't post in the support section so i thought you wanted all feedback. 
my bad!

Tgat, honestly... it’s fine. I’m mostly angry at myself. I appreciate the feedback I
was just feeling a little.. ganged up on. Between the attachment stuff coming back
round (when I didn’t even realize it was happening) and my feelings being very
intense anyway (I have adhd pretty bad which makes for very intense feelings) and
perimenopausal hormones running high.... I think I’m just... overwhelmed. I’m sorry
I snapped at you. That’s lame and I appreciate and welcome your thoughts. Really.
It was a momentary...snap. Honestly. I’m sorry. And I guess I didn’t realize I was
supposed to post on AP support, either. I’m just feeling a little defeated at the
moment.
Last Edit: Feb 26, 2018 14:47:50 GMT by madamebovary
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Deleted Member
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this
Quote 
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Feb 26, 2018 14:39:45 GMT @tgat said:
@madamebivary i respect your feelings and won't comment further on your posts
but you didn't post in the support section so i thought you wanted all feedback. 
my bad!

Tgat, honestly... it’s fine. I’m mostly angry at myself. I appreciate the feedback I
was just feeling a little.. ganged up on. Between the attachment stuff coming back
round (when I didn’t even realize it was happening) and my feelings being very
intense anyway (I have adhd pretty bad which makes for very intense feelings) and
perimenopausal hormones running high.... I think I’m just... overwhelmed. I’m sorry
I snapped at you. That’s lame and I appreciate and welcome your thoughts. Really.
It was a momentary...snap. Honestly. I’m sorry. And I guess I didn’t realize I was
supposed to post on AP support, either. I’m just feeling a little defeated at the
moment.
it's all good, i understand!
i just want to help you keep it real because that's where your empowerment lies.

my ex DA would have loved to go on ambiguously also but i drive this train!
i just want to see you drive your own train! 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 17:25:45 GMT via mobile
Quote 
I’m sorry, Madame. Condescension isn’t my intention either. I was trying to draw
attention to the fact that there really is more than one reality to a situation. I hope it
really isn’t the case of “them and us” with a big gulf in the middle. 

madamebovary
Junior Member

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 26, 2018 19:09:22 GMT via mobile mrob likes
this
Quote 

Feb 26, 2018 17:25:45 GMT mrob said:
I’m sorry, Madame. Condescension isn’t my intention either. I was trying to draw
attention to the fact that there really is more than one reality to a situation. I hope it
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really isn’t the case of “them and us” with a big gulf in the middle. 

Listen, I am a Democrat who was married to republican for a very long time and we
are still very good friends. If we can meet in the middle, I’m sure anyone can. Like I
said... a lot of very emotional stuff happening all at once for me and I think I was
looking more for understanding right at that moment, but that’s not always what you
need to help you grow. No harm, no foul. I didn’t mean to freak out. It was a knee-
jerk, totally defensive reaction.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Feb 28, 2018 0:17:30 GMT bip likes this
Quote 

Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT mrob said:
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O

Okay, that's true. I guess what I wrote struck a nerve with Tgat too. I agree that it
is a form of distorted thinking and I can see how it is part of the DA-AP dance for the
AP person to sometimes place more of the blame on the other person...

tnr9
God

Posts: 831

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Mar 17, 2018 11:37:51 GMT madamebovary likes
this
Quote 
I love how we can come together as "human beings" and not simply our attachment
styles. I think in the end...that is what it comes down to....human beings who
choose to do life together.

The break up I experienced was different...he looked so very scared when he told
me....and he kept saying all these incredibly sweet things to counteract the sting of
it. I so appreciate that about him. I do own my own process...and I don't want to
lose hope...as dim as it may be....I can honestly say that I love him...and no, not
just the parts that did not activate me..but also the messy, wounded parts...because
we all have those. But it is hard to love someone and know they have moved on and
that it won't matter what you say or do now because you are squarely in that
person's past, but not necessarily in his future. That is what makes me sad....I feel I
barely got to know him after 10.5 months.

And if I am completely honest...I want a different outcome....I want to rewrite the
script....and my APness tells me that should be possible...like a Hollywood
movie....change the dialogue, the scenery...but don't change the actor.  It means I
can easily go into thinking of various ways that I could have done things differently
and ends up with me always feeling this tremendous weight of responsibility..like I
have to convince someone else that I am worthy of him.  But this is my attachment
pain speaking...that somehow I must prove myself over and over and over again.
 So everything is personal and I end up feeling like I have this power to make people
want to leave me....believe me...I don't want to view things that way...but that is
where it all flows from...this irrational thought that I have control...that I can change
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an outcome by changing myself if I only could know what "you" want.  And if you
don't tell me, heck even if you do, I will put my own special negative but hopeful
spin on it....and it is constantly on my mind, like a record on repeat.  Sigh. 
Last Edit: Mar 17, 2018 11:55:34 GMT by tnr9

nic
Junior Member
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Do all Avoidants end things this way? Mar 18, 2018 5:17:11 GMT via Tapatalk tnr9 and
bedlam71 like this
Quote 

Feb 26, 2018 12:26:26 GMT @tgat said:

Feb 26, 2018 2:37:57 GMT mrob said:
If it was only about balls and respect, this forum wouldn’t need to exist. O
it's really crazy to me how the AP side insists that it is up to the DA to make a final
full stop ending when they are unwilling and unable to do it themselves.
somehow they get a free pass to keep engaging and blaming and not taking
responsibility?
what about growing some ovaries and kicking it to the curb?
no, they continue to engage and get angry their partner hasn't slammed the door.
its about more than balls and respect, it is about attachment injury but the only way
out for either side is awareness and personal responsibility .

self respect is a thing, too.  if someone doesn't respect you, and you allow it, it's a
mirror of your self respect and relief comes when you improve that. 
it's all an inside job! 

SIDE NOTE:  AP does not want it to be over and have spent the entire relationship
resisting an ending.  If the partner were to end it and go no contact, then AP
abandonment would be triggered.  We have all seen how that plays out on this
forum.  It's not pretty. 

The key to AP healing lies within the AP themselves, but they look to an external
source as the determining factor.  When you choose an emotionally unavailable
partner to run the show, you get what you get.

not trying to slam anyone but neither am i co-signing any attachment type, BS
blame shifting.  It does not honor reality to overlook the well established ,
researched, observable patterns of the AP/ DA dance. 
Tgat, What you say is true in so many ways. APs do give all the power to the DAs
and we know its crazy. And everyone is different but I can relate to the original
poster in being overly accommodating at the expense of my own stripped down
needs just to keep him from distancing even further. Because any further would
send me over the edge. Usually knowledge is value but this attachment stuff can be
enabling when youre an empath and you can logically talk yourself out of not taking
things personally while your heart is still screaming "this hurts"!
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Plenty of times I have gotten out only to be met with the new and improved version
of him - everything I ever wanted in a partner. And then fizzle....

So while its easy to say if you dont like it leave. It goes both ways. If a DA doesnt
like having to be responsible for his/her partners feelings because they require more
than what is capable then dont just distance, stay gone. I get it that DAs need a
reset and distancing is a way of self care but they too are circling back to what
triggers them.

I know you've been through it and youve overcome a lot but not everyone is there
yet. Your message is strong and I agree with most of it. Except for the get a
backbone part because Im currently still growing mine.

tigrio
Junior Member

Posts: 66

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Mar 20, 2018 16:57:35 GMT

Quote 

Feb 26, 2018 12:26:26 GMT @tgat said:
its about more than balls and respect, it is about attachment injury but the only way
out for either side is awareness and personal responsibility .

self respect is a thing, too.  if someone doesn't respect you, and you allow it, it's a
mirror of your self respect and relief comes when you improve that. 
it's all an inside job! 

SIDE NOTE:  AP does not want it to be over and have spent the entire relationship
resisting an ending.  If the partner were to end it and go no contact, then AP
abandonment would be triggered.  We have all seen how that plays out on this
forum.  It's not pretty. 

The key to AP healing lies within the AP themselves, but they look to an external
source as the determining factor.  When you choose an emotionally unavailable
partner to run the show, you get what you get.
Wow. Great, great comment. This really shifted my thinking today in the way I
needed - super appreciate your open mindedness.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member
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Mar 17, 2018 11:37:51 GMT tnr9 said:
. . . 

And if I am completely honest...I want a different outcome....I want to rewrite the
script....and my APness tells me that should be possible...like a Hollywood
movie....change the dialogue, the scenery...but don't change the actor.  It means I
can easily go into thinking of various ways that I could have done things differently
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and ends up with me always feeling this tremendous weight of responsibility..like I
have to convince someone else that I am worthy of him.  But this is my attachment
pain speaking...that somehow I must prove myself over and over and over again.
 So everything is personal and I end up feeling like I have this power to make people
want to leave me....believe me...I don't want to view things that way...but that is
where it all flows from...this irrational thought that I have control...that I can change
an outcome by changing myself if I only could know what "you" want.  And if you
don't tell me, heck even if you do, I will put my own special negative but hopeful
spin on it....and it is constantly on my mind, like a record on repeat.  Sigh. 

I can relate to this, wanting to endlessly rewrite the script. Why can't we rewrite the
script?  LOL

Hope can spring eternal. I'm not sure that's all bad because it means we are open to
possibility, we don't just throw people away...  but it can be unhealthy because it
can draw energy from our actual life. 

I know what you mean about wanting to keep rewriting the script though...

sorinamaria31
New Member

Posts: 1

Do all Avoidants end things this way? Apr 27, 2018 10:22:58 GMT

Quote 

Feb 24, 2018 14:15:02 GMT madamebovary said:
i.pinimg.com/736x/6c/11/a3/6c11a3ffc00c305d93d4fcea23d3d824--madmen-joan-
holloway.jpg

I couldn’t post the image so I had to post the link, but I’ve been rewatching Mad
Men and Joan said something that made me think of the way several of my avoidant
exes have ended things with me (because of course, as an AP, I’ve had several
avoidant relationships of all kinds... familial, romantic and friendships). The quote is
about men, but I think maybe it could go for all avoidant types, of any gender. 

The quote is “Men don’t take the time to end things, they ignore you until you insist
on a declaration of hate.” 

This is basically how I felt my DA ex ended things with me. Ignore-distance-ignore-
distance-avoid having a real conversation and the problem will just go away! And I
eventually did but I was *really f*cking confused and ANGRY* (yes, APs get angry,
especially when they’re being told one thing but their partners actions are speaking
volumes of something else). 

Anyway... is this typical of how avoidants, I guess DAs in particular, end
relationships? If you are AP and have been with an avoidant... is this how your
relationship ended? Not with a bang but with a “what the hell is even happening?”
because you’re just being ignored until you realize it’s over?

Hello there!

I can totally relate to what you're saying. Unfortunately, it's true. Avoidant partners
are called like that since they usually avoid confrontations and behave in a way that
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could make you give up the relationship without trying to fix it.

However, there are ways to recognize this pattern in their behavior and bring light to
it before it's too late. Even with avoidants if you have the right conversation, it can
save things before it's too late. Here's what I found useful in regards to the ways
you can relate to the avoidant pattern: mindfultricks.com/how-to-relate-to-
attachment-patterns-the-key-to-relationship-success/
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Tired of being a victim? Watch this video. Apr 20, 2018 11:53:04 GMT tigrio and
goldilocks like this
Quote
Thanks to tigrio for suggesting people watch the Alan Robarge videos on YouTube.

Personally, I think every AP needs to watch this one: www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5a14hrQjCIQ

The title is Cycle of Insecurely Attached Relationships (Codependency & Love
Addiction) - and he does not hold back in holding Love Addicts accountable for their
actions.

It makes for tough watching as an AP, but he basically spends 30 mins explaining
why painting your partner/ex as a villain is NOT a way to heal your attachment
wounds and he very very bluntly explains what someone is doing when they act out
and see themselves as the 'victim'. He prefaces it with a trigger warning.

I can't say it didn't hurt me to watch, but I think it is SO important to be able to take
full responsibility for our actions, and our actions alone. 

EDIT: He does suggest towards the end there is no hope to repair an insecurely
attached relationship, which I don't necessarily agree with, but I quite like his style,
it's very different to a lot of attachment theory stuff.
Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 12:15:41 GMT by flic
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I’m watching now!
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Tired of being a victim? Watch this video. Apr 20, 2018 12:59:56 GMT
Quote
Interesting...I tend to self blame and see the good in my partner.

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Tired of being a victim? Watch this video. Apr 20, 2018 18:01:46 GMT via mobile
Quote
I did phone session therapy with Alan over my attachment trauma. It did help but
sadly I’m still here hurting. This stuff takes YEARS to overcome.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Tired of being a victim? Watch this video. Apr 22, 2018 23:14:51 GMT
Quote
Why does he say there is no hope? I can see where in most cases people would need
to shift their paradigm of how they view things, and also their communication style,
but that doesn't mean "no hope." I am not really into videos and podcasts-- I'm like
couldn't they just provide me with a written transcript I could read in 5 minutes
instead of watching a 30-minute video 

Would this video be useful if you are NOT in a co-dependent relationship?
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Junior Member

Posts: 98

Tired of being a victim? Watch this video. Apr 23, 2018 6:59:15 GMT
Quote

Apr 22, 2018 23:14:51 GMT compassionateavoid said:
Why does he say there is no hope? I can see where in most cases people would need
to shift their paradigm of how they view things, and also their communication style,
but that doesn't mean "no hope." I am not really into videos and podcasts-- I'm like
couldn't they just provide me with a written transcript I could read in 5 minutes
instead of watching a 30-minute video 

Would this video be useful if you are NOT in a co-dependent relationship?
Haha I guess some people prefer visual mediums?

He actually does provide worksheets that go along with a lot of his 'series' of
episodes, including this one i think! I think it's alanrobarge.com/cycle

He isn't saying there is NO hope, it's more exactly as you said - both people have to
be willing to shift, to adapt, and that's a really hard job in relationships... Especially
since there's some parts of the trauma that are likely to always exist. There's
this Nietzsche quote i really like "When we are tired, we are attacked by ideas we
conquered long ago" - basically that when life stressors hit, we so often revert back
into old patterns and behaviours. And i think that's most evident in personal
relationships. 

In some of his other videos he does pull back and admit he's being deliberately
provocative in suggesting there is no hope.
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Activated again Apr 21, 2018 22:27:14 GMT
Quote
I last talked to the guy I was last seeing nearly 20 days ago - the last message that
was sent by me was a closure message, and the last by him was asking for me to
call him sometime, and then another of him making conversation about me being up
so late - which I never opened. That felt empowering.

I just noticed that he's deleted his Facebook since then. I'm panicking - because I
broke my sim after things ended between us, simply because I didn't trust myself.
Now, faced with the fact that I have no avenue to feel connected to him in some way
has activated my attachment and I am longing so hard right now 

UGH. Insecure attachment is so, so painful. We "broke up" well over a month ago,
and here I am, pining for this person again like a dog. It's so difficult - I know he's
the wrong person for me, but this longing is so powerful when activated isn't it? It's
almost terrifying knowing that now, I might never talk to him again, or hear from
him again. I don't even know if he's tried to text or call me since I broke my sim.

How are you guys navigating this? I feel incredibly lonely, and my longing is just so
deep tonight. I really feel like a wounded animal.

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Activated again Apr 21, 2018 22:32:40 GMT via mobile
Quote
I feel your exact pain. The longing will continue as long as you are coupled up with
this person. I will say that the only way for me to get that feeling of death in your
stomach to go away is by “havening.” This has got me through the toughest of
times. Go on YouTube and watch “Paul McKenna the havening techniques” and try it
and please report back. This floods your mind with delta waves and removes the
mental anguish temporarily and maybe even permanently. It takes my anxiety from
a level 10 to about a 3.
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Apr 21, 2018 22:27:14 GMT tigrio said:
I last talked to the guy I was last seeing nearly 20 days ago - the last message that
was sent by me was a closure message, and the last by him was asking for me to
call him sometime, and then another of him making conversation about me being up
so late - which I never opened. That felt empowering.

I just noticed that he's deleted his Facebook since then. I'm panicking - because I
broke my sim after things ended between us, simply because I didn't trust myself.
Now, faced with the fact that I have no avenue to feel connected to him in some way
has activated my attachment and I am longing so hard right now 

UGH. Insecure attachment is so, so painful. We "broke up" well over a month ago,
and here I am, pining for this person again like a dog. It's so difficult - I know he's
the wrong person for me, but this longing is so powerful when activated isn't it? It's
almost terrifying knowing that now, I might never talk to him again, or hear from
him again. I don't even know if he's tried to text or call me since I broke my sim.

How are you guys navigating this? I feel incredibly lonely, and my longing is just so
deep tonight. I really feel like a wounded animal.
It has been almost a year since B broke up with me....and I still desire a second
chance.  He and I are actually on speaking terms....he reached out today to ask if I
was going to an event and it was a bit of small chat through IM...but I recognized
my pattern of questioning his motives..and my mind made up 3 scenarios of him
asking because he wanted to bring someone else (2 involving mutual friends and
1involving a girl from another church) to the event (completely unfounded negative
paranoia)...it was absolutely exhausting and heartrenching to see my mind clearly
present each of those unsubstantiated scenarios...but even worse, was my
rejection/disappointment in myself for having them.  I labeled myself as crazy,
overwhelming, childish, paranoid etc. which is only a self fulfilling prophecy....my
parents rejected me=I am not enough, I have over reactions to things out of fear of
rejection from others and create worst case scenarios to protect against being
surprised by rejection and then, what do I do? Reject myself.  My brain isn't trying to
think irrationally....it is trying honestly to protect me from hurt by preparing me for
hurt....but I latches only onto the worst case and doesn't consider other things such
as....it was kind of B to reach out...his responses were timely.  

I think we are so HARD on ourselves....I think having compassion for the fact that
we are simply trying to get what we did not get from our caregivers is important.
 Disconnection feels like death..and in some way it is...because we have lost what
our brain thinks is the only avenue to receive soothing.  Do something very kind for
yourself.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Activated again Apr 22, 2018 23:19:17 GMT
Quote
Scheme00, any change you want to post about "havening"? I am really not into
watching videos. 

To the original poster, one month isn't very long. You need to give it time. It would
probably be helpful to find both a physical means of expression (ex: jogging or
hiking) and a more literary or artistic one (ex: keeping an online or ink journal,
writing and burning some letters, etc. etc.) The only way out is through, and that
often takes a lot longer than a month...
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 8:07:19 GMT via mobile
Quote
TL;DR

So I've been trying to date for the past few months with little success.

I'm 29 and have not had any relationships in the past. I wanted to jump in before it
was too late and that's when I met the first guy A. I had recently left a contract job
where feelings for a crush were unresolved. I think he had sensed this vulnerability
and, upon learning that I was a virgin, began to imply that he was looking for a
serious relationship without outright stating it. He flaked twice before we finally went
on two dates. Things fell apart and he eventually ghosted me. I was devastated. I
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experienced great anxiety and depressoon during my interactions with him and after
that my anxiety continued, which triggered my OCD as well. Friends later told me he
was looking for sex and it was just an elaborate scheme for his own gains. After 3
months he texted me with a simple "hey " and I texted him 5 hours later
"hey".The end. I figured he was hoping to pick up where things left off and hook up
with me and my lukewarm response seemed to indicate that it wasn't likely.

Now I've been talking to guy B. Months before while I was talking to both of them I
was hoping that B would distract me from the intensity and rollercoaster ride that
was A. We had planned to meet and he rescheduled on the day of, with seemingly
sincere apologies and ended up flaking again the next week, saying he was under
stress and was not in the right mindset to date. I was understanding and so he came
back a few weeks later. After dancing around the idea we planned to meet, and
during this time he would keep on commenting that I was understanding of him
using innuendos and mentioning sex, and that he waa very interested in me. He
once even sent a shirtless selfie with his boxers peeking through unbuttoned pants. I
rescheduled a week before the planned date because I had too much on my plate.
From his panic I believed that he genuinely was interested in me. We texted every
day and he would often send long messages. However I found it strange that neither
of us liked to say "good morning" and "good night", which even guy A would use
regularly. After our first date he seemed to show interest, and I took it to be a good
sign. However the experience with B scarred me for life as I was and still is very
insecure and desperate for love to validate me. I would sometimes react to his
seemingly distancing acts and I was aware that we were both holding back at times.
I started noticing a pattern where we would stop talking at around 9 or 10 and he
would greet me again in the late afternoon. I would panic in between as I felt myself
becoming attached. During his exams he would often take as long as 20 hours to get
back to me. Fast forward a few weeks and he confirmed that we were meeting on
Friday. I asked if it was okay that I had a cold, and he replied that he was down if I
was down, and he said that his brother was sick so he may get sick as well. Friday
rolls around and what do you know, he says he's not feeling well. I felt obliged to
ask if we should reschedule, which we did after he apologized profusely and came up
with alternative plans to meet.... 2 whole weeks from that day! He said he had
bronchitis the next morning and I tried to show genuine concern for him, which
prompted him to get flirty with me. Me being me, i only sent a "im just worried " to
his "it shows you care", to which he did not reply for 6 whole hours! He mentioned
before that he doesnt like to use his phone very much so i gave him the benefit of
the doubt in the early days. I became wary that day, however. He said he fell asleep
because he was so sick, and that he was would tough it out. He said he felt bad for
making me worry. I got back to him and the next day it took him almost 22 hours to
reply, which he again explained with the same reason, that he was asleep for most
of the say, because he supposedly had taken Nyquil . I was alarmed by this pattern.
I showed these texts to a guy friend and he told me I should just ghost him, and
that he's just a fuckboy. If he really wanted to see me he would have made time
despite exams, which by the way are over next week. I'm already heartbroken as
I've become so atta ched to his supposed warmth and attention, and lately I'm really
beginning to question my own judgement. What if I bring out this quality in guys?
Maybe both of them were interested in me but were turned off by my insecurities
and lack of accomplishments? 

In hindset I think I was just weak and that mindset attracted these manipulative
guys into my life. I don't understand why they can't find someone to hook up with.
I'm sure they can. Why did they have to waste so much time texting me when it is
highly unlikely that a 29 year old virgin would give it up to the first guy she meets?
How do I stop becoming this self fulfilling prophecy? 
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 10:57:01 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the boards. First....I think you need to make your virginity a non issue.
Make it clear to anyone interested in dating you that sex before marriage is not
going to happen. Your virginity is really no one's business until you are seriously
involved with that person and if all you are saying to potential dates is that you are a
virgin...you can't really blame them for wanting to be the "first". Second....you are
attaching too quickly to these men. The first phase of dating is simply where you get
to know another person....it isn't yet time to over analyze text message response
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times etc. It is true that if someone wants to see you, he will make time...but he
also has a life that you don't have any say in at this point. Fact is...you know really
nothing about compatibility at this phase because you seem more consumed on the
idea of a partner versus seeing who these men truly are....case in point...you speak
of the warmth and care of the one guy but then state that he doesn't make time for
you. That doesn't seem very caring in my estimation. Honestly, it sounds like you
lack confidence and that is driving a lot of fear based interpretations and responses.
I would highly recommend looking into some articles on boosting your self
confidence. 
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 17:17:06 GMT via mobile
Quote
I agree, this has nothing to do with being a virgin. But what you should watch out
for is that after sex you may become even more emotional over their actions. Have
you thought of that?
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 20:52:31 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 17, 2018 10:57:01 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the boards. First....I think you need to make your virginity a non issue.
Make it clear to anyone interested in dating you that sex before marriage is not
going to happen. Your virginity is really no one's business until you are seriously
involved with that person and if all you are saying to potential dates is that you are a
virgin...you can't really blame them for wanting to be the "first". Second....you are
attaching too quickly to these men. The first phase of dating is simply where you get
to know another person....it isn't yet time to over analyze text message response
times etc. It is true that if someone wants to see you, he will make time...but he
also has a life that you don't have any say in at this point. Fact is...you know really
nothing about compatibility at this phase because you seem more consumed on the
idea of a partner versus seeing who these men truly are....case in point...you speak
of the warmth and care of the one guy but then state that he doesn't make time for
you. That doesn't seem very caring in my estimation. Honestly, it sounds like you
lack confidence and that is driving a lot of fear based interpretations and responses.
I would highly recommend looking into some articles on boosting your self
confidence. 
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Yes I agree. Thank you for the kind response. I am very insecure. I am just afraid of
getting hurt again... I've been getting mixed advice from friends. Some say I should
give it a shot and some say he's just a fuckboy. I am afraid to actually meet up with
B because it may hurt me too much
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 20:58:50 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 17, 2018 17:17:06 GMT scheme00 said:
I agree, this has nothing to do with being a virgin. But what you should watch out
for is that after sex you may become even more emotional over their actions. Have
you thought of 8that?

Yes I have. In fact A I think wanted to have sex but he lost interest when it became
apparent that I wasn't going to give it up. I am worried that I may bring out these
qualities in guys. Perhaps I need to take a break from dating for good
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 21:01:03 GMT
Quote

Apr 17, 2018 20:52:31 GMT berrybunny said:

Apr 17, 2018 10:57:01 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the boards. First....I think you need to make your virginity a non issue.
Make it clear to anyone interested in dating you that sex before marriage is not
going to happen. Your virginity is really no one's business until you are seriously
involved with that person and if all you are saying to potential dates is that you are a
virgin...you can't really blame them for wanting to be the "first". Second....you are
attaching too quickly to these men. The first phase of dating is simply where you get
to know another person....it isn't yet time to over analyze text message response
times etc. It is true that if someone wants to see you, he will make time...but he
also has a life that you don't have any say in at this point. Fact is...you know really
nothing about compatibility at this phase because you seem more consumed on the
idea of a partner versus seeing who these men truly are....case in point...you speak
of the warmth and care of the one guy but then state that he doesn't make time for
you. That doesn't seem very caring in my estimation. Honestly, it sounds like you
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lack confidence and that is driving a lot of fear based interpretations and responses.
I would highly recommend looking into some articles on boosting your self
confidence. 

Yes I agree. Thank you for the kind response. I am very insecure. I am just afraid of
getting hurt again... I've been getting mixed advice from friends. Some say I should
give it a shot and some say he's just a fuckboy. I am afraid to actually meet up with
B because it may hurt me too much
Let go of the idea that there is a right and wrong answer and go with YOUR gut.
 First, it will empower you because you made the decision and not your friends and
second it will show you that you can trust yourself. .  

berrybunny
New Member

Posts: 7

The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 21:19:19 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 17, 2018 21:01:03 GMT tnr9 said:

Apr 17, 2018 20:52:31 GMT berrybunny said:
Yes I agree. Thank you for the kind response. I am very insecure. I am just afraid of
getting hurt again... I've been getting mixed advice from friends. Some say I should
give it a shot and some say he's just a fuckboy. I am afraid to actually meet up with
B because it may hurt me too much
Let go of the idea that there is a right and wrong answer and go with YOUR gut.
 First, it will empower you because you made the decision and not your friends and
second it will show you that you can trust yourself. .  

Thank you. I think I'm afraid to trust myself after going with my feelings and
running after GUY A. I have some re-conditioning to do

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 17, 2018 21:30:10 GMT via mobile
Quote
I’ll put it out there. Please excuse the crudeness and generalisation. Blokes are
fuckboys and will blow and go if they can. 

I took a 27 year old woman’s virginity once, She chased me in (just typing this I can
see as) my first push/pull situation. Eventually it happened and it was devastating.
There is the choice. At 29, you can make it an issue or a non issue, but as someone
said above, be careful as you may develop an attachment to somebody who doesn’t
have your best interests at heart. It’s one of those things I’d go back and change if I
had a time machine.
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 18, 2018 0:50:14 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 17, 2018 21:30:10 GMT mrob said:
I’ll put it out there. Please excuse the crudeness and generalisation. Blokes are
fuckboys and will blow and go if they can. 

I took a 27 year old woman’s virginity once, She chased me in (just typing this I can
see as) my first push/pull situation. Eventually it happened and it was devastating.
There is the choice. At 29, you can make it an issue or a non issue, but as someone
said above, be careful as you may develop an attachment to somebody who doesn’t
have your best interests at heart. It’s one of those things I’d go back and change if I
had a time machine.

It was devastating for her? It perhaps is a generalization. I don't think everyone is
alike although men are more attuned to sexual desires. I'll give you that. 2 of my
friends have both acquired good guys as boyfriends and I think I panicked as to why
I couldn't do it
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 18, 2018 0:56:30 GMT
Quote

Apr 18, 2018 0:50:14 GMT berrybunny said:

Apr 17, 2018 21:30:10 GMT mrob said:
I’ll put it out there. Please excuse the crudeness and generalisation. Blokes are
fuckboys and will blow and go if they can. 

I took a 27 year old woman’s virginity once, She chased me in (just typing this I can
see as) my first push/pull situation. Eventually it happened and it was devastating.
There is the choice. At 29, you can make it an issue or a non issue, but as someone
said above, be careful as you may develop an attachment to somebody who doesn’t
have your best interests at heart. It’s one of those things I’d go back and change if I
had a time machine.
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It was devastating for her? It perhaps is a generalization. I don't think everyone is
alike although men are more attuned to sexual desires. I'll give you that. 2 of my
friends have both acquired good guys as boyfriends and I think I panicked as to why
I couldn't do it
Personally...and this is just my opinion.....I think you should wait for sex until you
are in a committed relationship.  A good guy will wait and given how much you
attached to 2 men you barely knew....sex is the last thing you want to add until you
really know that the guy is a good match. 

berrybunny
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The draw of fuckboys. Advice? Apr 18, 2018 1:15:44 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 18, 2018 0:56:30 GMT tnr9 said:

Apr 18, 2018 0:50:14 GMT berrybunny said:
It was devastating for her? It perhaps is a generalization. I don't think everyone is
alike although men are more attuned to sexual desires. I'll give you that. 2 of my
friends have both acquired good guys as boyfriends and I think I panicked as to why
I couldn't do it
Personally...and this is just my opinion.....I think you should wait for sex until you
are in a committed relationship.  A good guy will wait and given how much you
attached to 2 men you barely knew....sex is the last thing you want to add until you
really know that the guy is a good match. 

I agree. I once did something risque but it did not end in sex. The thing is I did not
become attached to the guy, and I'm saying I saw him all of him in full glory. It was
my first sexual experience but I did not experience romantic feelings for him. I'm
surprised that I became attached to a guy I've never even kissed (B). You are right
though, because if I had sex with B it would make the attachment even harder to
break.
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tigrio
Junior Member

Posts: 66

My favourite resource for Attachment Apr 3, 2018 15:06:59 GMT Jaeger and nic like this
Quote 
Hey guys!
I wanted to share with you my favourite attachment resource on the internet -
there's an attachment psychotherapist that I follow on Youtube called Alan Robarge.
He is so brilliant at explaining the dynamics from an AP frame of mind. It's honestly
so validating to listen to him explain the crazy-making experience we all live
through.

I wanted to show you this video about obsessive, looping, thinking about the
ex after a relationship ends, and why this pre-occupation with the other person as a
constant reference point actually takes place.

This other video about burning the bridge of a relationship you know is the wrong
relationship for you is probably the one of his best, and most brutally honest videos -
it's the one that I find myself going back to over, and over, and over again. It's
some real truth serum for me.
Last Edit: Apr 3, 2018 15:15:31 GMT by tigrio

Jaeger
Senior Member

My favourite resource for Attachment Apr 3, 2018 15:50:12 GMT via mobile tigrio likes
this
Quote 
Thanks for sharing and I hope this will be of great use to people here.
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New Member

Posts: 24

My favourite resource for Attachment Apr 5, 2018 3:18:12 GMT tigrio likes this
Quote 
Thank you for sharing. I've gone through some of his videos and they are spot on!
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My favourite resource for Attachment Apr 6, 2018 19:00:55 GMT

Quote 
Wow...the one about obseesing and that being my need for connection really spoke
to me. Thank you for sharing.

nic
Junior Member

My favourite resource for Attachment Apr 6, 2018 22:46:01 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote 

Apr 3, 2018 15:06:59 GMT tigrio said:
Hey guys!
I wanted to share with you my favourite attachment resource on the internet -
there's an attachment psychotherapist that I follow on Youtube called Alan Robarge.
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Posts: 51

He is so brilliant at explaining the dynamics from an AP frame of mind. It's honestly
so validating to listen to him explain the crazy-making experience we all live
through.

I wanted to show you this video about obsessive, looping, thinking about the
ex after a relationship ends, and why this pre-occupation with the other person as a
constant reference point actually takes place.

This other video about burning the bridge of a relationship you know is the wrong
relationship for you is probably the one of his best, and most brutally honest videos -
it's the one that I find myself going back to over, and over, and over again. It's
some real truth serum for me.
Thanks for sharing ill definitely check it out!

flic
Junior Member

Posts: 98

My favourite resource for Attachment Apr 15, 2018 10:08:20 GMT tigrio likes this
Quote 
These are great, thanks so much for sharing. Really useful in understanding
Attachment Trauma, how it can manifest, and some ways to contend with it.

The video about 'Conscious Contact' rather than No Contact in particular, gave me a
whole new perspective.
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Ruki
New Member

Posts: 10

Overcome with sadness Jan 28, 2018 0:00:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
I learnt about attachment theory a few months ago. Here is my story and need some
support from people who understand. I met my ex, an obvious DA ( I didn’t know
what that meant when I met him) a year ago. We had amazing 4 months together
but he refused to make it an official relationship and would never be affectionate
when we were hanging out in a group but would always go home and call me and be
really intimate over the phone. But in person something used to shift. He had all the
power in the relationship and withheld affection after a really good weekend /date.
This drove my anxiousness level through he roof and I sought therapy which is when
I learnt about the attachments styles. In the mean time I got a new job and left the
country. We said our goodbyes and continued to be in touch. 2 months later he
came to visit me and spend 3 weeks with me. During this time I really fell for him
hard . All the signs showed he did too.l, but he wouldn’t acknowledge them. We are
still in touch everyday and speak on the phone for 3-4 hours a day and I’m not
interested in dating other people. But he is having casual sex almost every other
weekend and seeking all his emotional needs from me. I go back in another 6
months and I’m preoccupied with this hope that when I go back things can restart
between us. Is there any hope or do I move on? How does one break the
attachment? What are things that worked for you? Need to read all hopeful and
successful stories 

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Overcome with sadness Jan 28, 2018 1:59:24 GMT anxious likes this
Quote
I'm so sorry you're going through this, it's the worst feeling.

You being long distance is probably ideal for him because there is a barrier between
you (literally physical distance). Of course there is hope. there are DAs on this board
who have close and loving bonds with partners all the time. It just takes adjustment
and to learn about your own (and his) attachment style and loving understanding
between you - but the possibility of success requires that he ALSO calls it a
relationship and I think when they don't / won't do that then there are no real
success stories because the decision hasn't been made to work at it from both sides.

You have the distance right now, so this is a great opportunity for you to put some
real distance here and I think that distance is now you break the attachment. It
breaks the cycle and while painful at first you do feel better after a little time and
then your anxiety calms down. Please use the boards for support, you'll get some
great advice and you're not alone in the way you feel. It's incredibly difficult.
Overcome with sadness Apr 9, 2018 21:43:44 GMT ulrike21 likes this
Quote
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Jan 28, 2018 0:00:13 GMT Ruki said:
I learnt about attachment theory a few months ago. Here is my story and need some
support from people who understand. I met my ex, an obvious DA ( I didn’t know
what that meant when I met him) a year ago. We had amazing 4 months together
but he refused to make it an official relationship and would never be affectionate
when we were hanging out in a group but would always go home and call me and be
really intimate over the phone. But in person something used to shift. He had all the
power in the relationship and withheld affection after a really good weekend /date.
This drove my anxiousness level through he roof and I sought therapy which is when
I learnt about the attachments styles. In the mean time I got a new job and left the
country. We said our goodbyes and continued to be in touch. 2 months later he
came to visit me and spend 3 weeks with me. During this time I really fell for him
hard . All the signs showed he did too.l, but he wouldn’t acknowledge them. We are
still in touch everyday and speak on the phone for 3-4 hours a day and I’m not
interested in dating other people. But he is having casual sex almost every other
weekend and seeking all his emotional needs from me. I go back in another 6
months and I’m preoccupied with this hope that when I go back things can restart
between us. Is there any hope or do I move on? How does one break the
attachment? What are things that worked for you? Need to read all hopeful and
successful stories 
Welcome to the boards....the first thing I would like to understand is 1. Have you let
him know that you would like it to be an official relationship?  2. Have you
established any boundaries to protect your heart?  The reason I ask is the I hear you
say he acts this way and then that way and I can sense that the dynamic isn't
working for you....but unless you make it clear what you want and put boundaries in
place that if he doesn't meet those needs, he can't treat this as a casual thing...then
he has no incentive to change...and your heart will become more and more attached
with no promise from him of fidelity or an official relationship.   I know that for
me....affection is very important and I couldn't be with someone who I felt was
withholding that.
Overcome with sadness Apr 9, 2018 23:23:04 GMT
Quote

Thank you for your response and it is the push I needed to get some support. Since
the last past things changed quite a bit and no so much. I decided to date other
people as well, while he makes up his mind about what he feels for me and I guess
that was the moment for him when he accepted what he felt for me and said that we
was ready to call this a relationship. I was over the moon and so happy, he sent me
gifts for valentines day and was overall just taking initiative calling me and there
was an equality of feelings that I felt for the first time. But...as always there is a
but... whenever I would talk about the future he would freak out and say that he is
taking it one day at a time... say that he feels strong enough to be with me in this
capacity but scared to commit. (We've been at this for a year and a half now and he
never said I love you). I heard what he said, but just dismissed it as a dissonance
from what he really feels, because he was showing up like he was as into this as me.
Then 2 weeks ago during a normal conversation about me being in the same city as
him in the near future he again bought up on how I should not make decisions based
on him and how he is dealing with anxiousness and entrapment since we started
calling this a relationship. He said he wants to be hot but he can't help being hot and
cold. If he was in a place where he could think of being with anyone long term it
would be me...but his body and mind are not there yet and he wanted to call it off
again so we broke up. I'm obviously devastated and my attachment system is highly
activated right now. I can't think of a time where I don't talk to him to get my
emotional connection. I was great at NC for the first week, but have been texting
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and calling and he has been responsive (not reading into this). But I also know he
cares deeply for me and say's he's regretting that he can't resolve the conflict. He is
making sure to to not give me breadcrumbs but I can't stop hoping that 2 months
down the line he will want to come back. Do DA's come back? Does NC. help with
that? I know I have to go inwards and concentrate on my healing but im having a
hard time deactivating. I called him this morning and said let's be friends and see
other people but let's be in touch. I know NC is the right thing to do, but I'm giving
into all my instincts and have no self control.

Anyone has had any success in deactivating when they're highly triggered?

Thanks for reading my ramble!

Apr 9, 2018 21:43:44 GMT tnr9 said:

Jan 28, 2018 0:00:13 GMT Ruki said:
I learnt about attachment theory a few months ago. Here is my story and need some
support from people who understand. I met my ex, an obvious DA ( I didn’t know
what that meant when I met him) a year ago. We had amazing 4 months together
but he refused to make it an official relationship and would never be affectionate
when we were hanging out in a group but would always go home and call me and be
really intimate over the phone. But in person something used to shift. He had all the
power in the relationship and withheld affection after a really good weekend /date.
This drove my anxiousness level through he roof and I sought therapy which is when
I learnt about the attachments styles. In the mean time I got a new job and left the
country. We said our goodbyes and continued to be in touch. 2 months later he
came to visit me and spend 3 weeks with me. During this time I really fell for him
hard . All the signs showed he did too.l, but he wouldn’t acknowledge them. We are
still in touch everyday and speak on the phone for 3-4 hours a day and I’m not
interested in dating other people. But he is having casual sex almost every other
weekend and seeking all his emotional needs from me. I go back in another 6
months and I’m preoccupied with this hope that when I go back things can restart
between us. Is there any hope or do I move on? How does one break the
attachment? What are things that worked for you? Need to read all hopeful and
successful stories 
Welcome to the boards....the first thing I would like to understand is 1. Have you let
him know that you would like it to be an official relationship?  2. Have you
established any boundaries to protect your heart?  The reason I ask is the I hear you
say he acts this way and then that way and I can sense that the dynamic isn't
working for you....but unless you make it clear what you want and put boundaries in
place that if he doesn't meet those needs, he can't treat this as a casual thing...then
he has no incentive to change...and your heart will become more and more attached
with no promise from him of fidelity or an official relationship.   I know that for
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me....affection is very important and I couldn't be with someone who I felt was
withholding that.

Last Edit: Apr 10, 2018 0:03:54 GMT by Ruki

tnr9
God

Posts: 832

Overcome with sadness Apr 10, 2018 0:15:30 GMT
Quote

Apr 9, 2018 23:23:04 GMT Ruki said:

Thank you for your response and it is the push I needed to get some support. Since
the last past things changed quite a bit and no so much. I decided to date other
people as well, while he makes up his mind about what he feels for me and I guess
that was the moment for him when he accepted what he felt for me and said that we
was ready to call this a relationship. I was over the moon and so happy, he sent me
gifts for valentines day and was overall just taking initiative calling me and there
was an equality of feelings that I felt for the first time. But...as always there is a
but... whenever I would talk about the future he would freak out and say that he is
taking it one day at a time... say that he feels strong enough to be with me in this
capacity but scared to commit. (We've been at this for a year and a half now and he
never said I love you). I heard what he said, but just dismissed it as a dissonance
from what he really feels, because he was showing up like he was as into this as me.
Then 2 weeks ago during a normal conversation about me being in the same city as
him in the near future he again bought up on how I should not make decisions based
on him and how he is dealing with anxiousness and entrapment since we started
calling this a relationship. He said he wants to be hot but he can't help being hot and
cold. If he was in a place where he could think of being with anyone long term it
would be me...but his body and mind are not there yet and he wanted to call it off
again so we broke up. I'm obviously devastated and my attachment system is highly
activated right now. I can't think of a time where I don't talk to him to get my
emotional connection. I was great at NC for the first week, but have been texting
and calling and he has been responsive (not reading into this). But I also know he
cares deeply for me and say's he's regretting that he can't resolve the conflict. He is
making sure to to not give me breadcrumbs but I can't stop hoping that 2 months
down the line he will want to come back. Do DA's come back? Does NC. help with
that? I know I have to go inwards and concentrate on my healing but im having a
hard time deactivating. I called him this morning and said let's be friends and see
other people but let's be in touch. I know NC is the right thing to do, but I'm giving
into all my instincts and have no self control.

Anyone has had any success in deactivating when you're highly triggered?

Thanks for reading my ramble!
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Apr 9, 2018 21:43:44 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the boards....the first thing I would like to understand is 1. Have you let
him know that you would like it to be an official relationship?  2. Have you
established any boundaries to protect your heart?  The reason I ask is the I hear you
say he acts this way and then that way and I can sense that the dynamic isn't
working for you....but unless you make it clear what you want and put boundaries in
place that if he doesn't meet those needs, he can't treat this as a casual thing...then
he has no incentive to change...and your heart will become more and more attached
with no promise from him of fidelity or an official relationship.   I know that for
me....affection is very important and I couldn't be with someone who I felt was
withholding that.
So...here is the thing....even if he were to come back..there is no guarantee he
wouldn't feel engulfed and anxious again if you want to talk about a future.  Ask
yourself this question, Am I ok with taking it day by day with out any promise of a
future?  If that isn't what you are ok with...then no matter how much it hurts....it
will be best to find someone who is capable of giving you what you need
consistently.  There is nothing wrong with saying...I want to be with someone I can
plan a future with...however, it requires finding a person who is already able to do
that...not hoping that someone who hasn't will magically change.  A few things I do
when I am n the midst of my abandonment story is I write down all the thoughts
that churn in my head..no matter how ludicrous they are....then I try to remind
myself that I don't really "know" and if I am going to ruminate...why not ruminate
about something positive.  Hugs.

ulrike21
New Member

Posts: 11

Overcome with sadness Apr 10, 2018 18:55:17 GMT curious, tnr9, and 2 more like this
Quote
After 15 months of, "not putting a label on it" from my DA - I gave up and told him
so. I went no contact for 4 weeks until HE contacted me. He asked if we were
getting back together! We are older than you are maybe? I'm 60 and he is 51. So I
am not seeking marriage or even cohabiting, though I am open to either. I don't
need them, as I am independent and have lived alone in NYC for 20 years taking
care of myself. I have a good job, friends, social life and love my home. 
But I do need to be able to trust, enjoy and respect anybody I am involved with.
I have grown a lot since meeting my DA. As confusing as it has been, with his push
pull tendences. His intense need for privacy, space, alone time, independence. I get
it. I have always been very needy in a relationship. I was under the impression that
- if I was with somebody, we should be joined at the hip, sharing everything.
He will not let himself be vulnerable but I can see through that. I feel secure enough
in myself to let him be himself. I don't want to change him. I realize that for
anything to develop and grow between us, I have to continue to be independent.
Have my own life and interests. Satisfy myself. In that way we can meet as equals
and enjoy each other. 
He runs from containment, needyness. He is open to reciprocity. He is not open to
being tethered to me, or anyone.
I am going to give it another try. I have been married and I have been in, so called
traditional relationships. They all ended. I have nothing to lose by trying his way. 
I actually think I have a lot to gain because it is making me seek satisfaction from
outside a significant other and I am already branching out into areas and activities
that I previously would not have considered. 
I am satisfying myself and making him an additional satisfaction rather than making
him my all. In this way I think he will not feel smothered. I will be gaining valuable
life experiences and it could be a win win! 
Not for everybody and definitely not if younger and seeking a marriage and children.

Plus there are emotions at risk! I will keep you posted. 
I would say - do not quench your needs and agree with tnr9 - there is nothing wrong
with wanting to be with a person who is able to meet them. Be you.
Overcome with sadness Apr 11, 2018 0:02:30 GMT curious and ulrike21 like this
Quote
Thank you for sharing your story! My ex partner is 29 and he is exactly how you
described- He runs from containment, needyness. He is open to reciprocity and
reciprocated very well but he is not open to being tethered to me, or anyone. When I
met him he would not let himself be vulnerable, but he shows me some of his
vulnerability and which is why I thought maybe he is willing to put in some work to
see this through. I called him again today to get the same answers I have been
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Ruki
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Posts: 10

seeking for 2 weeks. Why did he leave me if he still likes me, if I'm the closest
person in his life, if he is already regretting his decision... and I was met with the
same answer - "im jut not sure about being in a relationship with you or anyone"  I
know I have to change the narrative from 'why was I not good enough for him?' to
'is he good enough for me?' But it's so hard to get there. Time and attention to self
growth will heal everything, but goddamit can it happen today?!? 

I hope you find the joy in your company and grow and evolve with your partner.
Wishing you all the very best. Hugs 

Apr 10, 2018 18:55:17 GMT ulrike21 said:
After 15 months of, "not putting a label on it" from my DA - I gave up and told him
so. I went no contact for 4 weeks until HE contacted me. He asked if we were
getting back together! We are older than you are maybe? I'm 60 and he is 51. So I
am not seeking marriage or even cohabiting, though I am open to either. I don't
need them, as I am independent and have lived alone in NYC for 20 years taking
care of myself. I have a good job, friends, social life and love my home. 
But I do need to be able to trust, enjoy and respect anybody I am involved with.
I have grown a lot since meeting my DA. As confusing as it has been, with his push
pull tendences. His intense need for privacy, space, alone time, independence. I get
it. I have always been very needy in a relationship. I was under the impression that
- if I was with somebody, we should be joined at the hip, sharing everything.
He will not let himself be vulnerable but I can see through that. I feel secure enough
in myself to let him be himself. I don't want to change him. I realize that for
anything to develop and grow between us, I have to continue to be independent.
Have my own life and interests. Satisfy myself. In that way we can meet as equals
and enjoy each other. 
He runs from containment, needyness. He is open to reciprocity. He is not open to
being tethered to me, or anyone.
I am going to give it another try. I have been married and I have been in, so called
traditional relationships. They all ended. I have nothing to lose by trying his way. 
I actually think I have a lot to gain because it is making me seek satisfaction from
outside a significant other and I am already branching out into areas and activities
that I previously would not have considered. 
I am satisfying myself and making him an additional satisfaction rather than making
him my all. In this way I think he will not feel smothered. I will be gaining valuable
life experiences and it could be a win win! 
Not for everybody and definitely not if younger and seeking a marriage and children.

Plus there are emotions at risk! I will keep you posted. 
I would say - do not quench your needs and agree with tnr9 - there is nothing wrong
with wanting to be with a person who is able to meet them. Be you.

Overcome with sadness Apr 11, 2018 1:40:30 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
hi Ruki
i'm DA and my partner is also.
we are happy together in our monogamous non-relationship. 
it's funny to me, i kind of get where other types are coming from (i think ) with the
"official relationship" status but i am not sure i know exactly what that means. it
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Deleted Member

Posts: 0

confuses me a little. for me, sharing goals and priorities and values makes it official
without saying anything to make it official. 

I'm not sure if i understand commitment the same way.
or "future".

We don't talk about commitment or a future at all, i think it would give us both hives
but i assume we will be together as long as we are happy, and we are very happy
together.
Our focus is on the daily- today- and being kind and showing up. 

However, i do understand the need to define a future if you aspire to have children,
or marriage, or buy a home together or something. If those things are important to
you, this will be difficult with his level of commitment resistance. Realistically, a
family goal does have a time line and a commitment phobe could really mess you
up, so if that's the case then stay really grounded about that. 

My partner and i are both past that stage of life (i am still raising my children at
home and his are grown) so none of that is a factor, and we prefer not to cohabit so
these things don't matter to us.

I guess what i would say, is really consider, label or no, "future" or no, whether you
and this man share the same VALUES. 

know your deal breakers. know what you won't do without. 
monogamy?
children?
marriage?
what's Really Important to you as an individual? is it important to him also? does he
just say it, or does he live it? 

there are things you can't afford to be ambiguous about if they are important to you.
know what those things are.

my relationship , that i feel happy, stable, content and secure in , would be
considered too ambiguous and free-wheelin' for a lot of people.
you have to really listen to your feelings and heart.

i don't know if any of that helps, but i'm supportive of you being true to yourself.
Last Edit: Apr 11, 2018 1:43:11 GMT by juniper

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Overcome with sadness Apr 11, 2018 2:25:00 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
i walked away from this and was trying to come up with a better way to talk about
the "official relationship" thing.

or commitment.

my partner and i haven't talked about a commitment, but we have promised and
kept the promise to do our best to resolve any difficulty between us that might drive
us apart.

so as long as we care about, care for, respect, and enjoy each other, and we
promise to take care of our difficulties, that constitutes commitment to me, but a lot
of people make a promise to be together long term without doing those things. i like
our way better actually, it works for us. 

i know from my conversations with my partner, that one reason we don't like the
word relationship ior commitment is that there are so many absolutely shitty ,
labeled, committed things going on where the people don't even like each other.
then they end and hate each other. it's happened to all of us. we don't like it. 

So i view this "relationship" thing just exactly like a friendship. there is no need to
define a friendship or commit to it and make it official. it just organically is, is
important, is real, is valid, is reliable . if it's a good friendship. it is assumed to last
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as long as it makes both people happy. so good friends find ways to do that.

maybe it's another thread but that is what i think of when i think of "official
relationship" . it's different in the case of logistics with kids and joint living but that's
marriage and family vs relationship. it's so confusing.
Last Edit: Apr 11, 2018 3:04:17 GMT by juniper

future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Overcome with sadness Apr 11, 2018 11:31:44 GMT via mobile curious likes this
Quote
Hi @ruki

The part that gets me is the casual sex with other people. All DA's (as are people in
general) are different. He sounds like he has difficulty with physical and emotional
intimacy with the same partner. Is this ok with you? You have to go with the
assumption that he won't ever change.

tnr9
God

Posts: 832

Overcome with sadness Apr 11, 2018 13:20:42 GMT tigrio likes this
Quote

Apr 11, 2018 2:25:00 GMT juniper said:
i walked away from this and was trying to come up with a better way to talk about
the "official relationship" thing.

or commitment.

my partner and i haven't talked about a commitment, but we have promised and
kept the promise to do our best to resolve any difficulty between us that might drive
us apart.

so as long as we care about, care for, respect, and enjoy each other, and we
promise to take care of our difficulties, that constitutes commitment to me, but a lot
of people make a promise to be together long term without doing those things. i like
our way better actually, it works for us. 

i know from my conversations with my partner, that one reason we don't like the
word relationship ior commitment is that there are so many absolutely shitty ,
labeled, committed things going on where the people don't even like each other.
then they end and hate each other. it's happened to all of us. we don't like it. 

So i view this "relationship" thing just exactly like a friendship. there is no need to
define a friendship or commit to it and make it official. it just organically is, is
important, is real, is valid, is reliable . if it's a good friendship. it is assumed to last
as long as it makes both people happy. so good friends find ways to do that.

maybe it's another thread but that is what i think of when i think of "official
relationship" . it's different in the case of logistics with kids and joint living but that's
marriage and family vs relationship. it's so confusing.
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That is a good way to look at it....I know that I wanted things to be "official" really
early on and that created undo pressure on the whole "getting to know you" phase.  

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Overcome with sadness Apr 11, 2018 13:46:41 GMT via mobile curious and ulrike21 like
this
Quote
also, a lot of people push for commitment while squelching their needs and avoiding
conflict....
that's backwards.
allow the potential for conflict by speaking out about your needs and boundaries,
develop the ability to resolve it. see if that's even possible. that's how you find out if
you're compatible.
then commitment is in the DOING, not just the saying.
that's the part that matters.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

Overcome with sadness Apr 12, 2018 12:26:46 GMT Ruki likes this
Quote
Hi Ruki, I dated a really attractive, extremely intelligent, good natured guy once
(ugh...I'm a sucker for looks...I'm realizing this is my Achilles heel and I'm changing
to become less superficial this way.. ) who sounded like your ex. After a magical
few weeks, he started distancing behavior by talking to random cute girls in my
presence. I had no idea why he did that, honestly, because they weren't more
attractive than me, but were dressed and made up outlandishly. I walked right away
when he was talking to them, I think he got a shock when he turned around and I
was gone. 

I felt hurt at first, but I knew about his reputation with women. There were many
things to love about him, he was really one of the most decent guys in the group,
generous, open, astute, with the most brilliant mind, but he had a problem with
getting his life together. He couldn't quite believe in himself, and he wandered from
woman to woman, job to job. I believe he had childhood trauma...I guessed it
though. He never opened up about that.

I was done being "savior" to men by then, and I walked away knowing that he would
"drown", brilliant and decent as he was.

So I know I'll always have a little space for Chris in my heart, but I was glad that my
self-preservation kicked in and I left, NC and all.

He had messier relationships after that, had a child, broke up with the mother of his
child, left his high-paying, but soulless banking job, continued to organize parties
and DJing part-time, living that same free-wheeling DA lifestyle.

I'm so glad that I wasn't that smitten partner who had a child with him! Even the
responsibility of becoming a proud father did not help him change his attachment
style or push him to realize his true potential.

You just had to congratulate yourself that you walked away. They don't change,
unless they themselves made the huge effort to reset their lives.

It's a lost cause. The sooner you understand that, the easier it is for you to leave
this behind and walk towards the brighter future with better partners.
Last Edit: Apr 12, 2018 12:43:41 GMT by curious
Overcome with sadness Apr 13, 2018 22:31:43 GMT
Quote
Hi,

Thank you for taking the time to write about it from a DA's perspective. Much
appreciated and helpful. I guess it was inevitable for us to have a "future" talk
because I'm currently in a different country. And all I was talking about was moving
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Ruki
New Member

Posts: 10

in the same physical location as him ( no cohabitation or marriage) and I think that
was too much for him. My anxious self finds it difficult to show up until I feel secure
and it's the completely opposite for him. What's important for  is knowing that the
partnership is grounded in a strong foundation and for him to show me that he is in
it too. But the truth is he wasn't in it because this worked for him as there is 3000
miles between us now. But being 2 miles away from him was not something he was
ready for. 

 I have to go home regardless and deal with the pain in close proximity, not ready
for it but oh well...so it goes!

Apr 11, 2018 1:40:30 GMT juniper said:
hi Ruki
i'm DA and my partner is also.
we are happy together in our monogamous non-relationship. 
it's funny to me, i kind of get where other types are coming from (i think ) with the
"official relationship" status but i am not sure i know exactly what that means. it
confuses me a little. for me, sharing goals and priorities and values makes it official
without saying anything to make it official. 

I'm not sure if i understand commitment the same way.
or "future".

We don't talk about commitment or a future at all, i think it would give us both hives
but i assume we will be together as long as we are happy, and we are very happy
together.
Our focus is on the daily- today- and being kind and showing up. 

However, i do understand the need to define a future if you aspire to have children,
or marriage, or buy a home together or something. If those things are important to
you, this will be difficult with his level of commitment resistance. Realistically, a
family goal does have a time line and a commitment phobe could really mess you
up, so if that's the case then stay really grounded about that. 

My partner and i are both past that stage of life (i am still raising my children at
home and his are grown) so none of that is a factor, and we prefer not to cohabit so
these things don't matter to us.

I guess what i would say, is really consider, label or no, "future" or no, whether you
and this man share the same VALUES. 

know your deal breakers. know what you won't do without. 
monogamy?
children?
marriage?
what's Really Important to you as an individual? is it important to him also? does he
just say it, or does he live it? 

there are things you can't afford to be ambiguous about if they are important to you.
know what those things are.

my relationship , that i feel happy, stable, content and secure in , would be
considered too ambiguous and free-wheelin' for a lot of people.
you have to really listen to your feelings and heart.
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i don't know if any of that helps, but i'm supportive of you being true to yourself.

Ruki
New Member

Posts: 10

Overcome with sadness Apr 13, 2018 22:35:18 GMT
Quote
Yep! Trying to change the narrative from why wasn't I good enough to Can I see
myself in a push-pull 'relationship' without loosing my mind. Also if he wanted to
change, he would have taken the steps himself. He accepts he is an combination of
FA/DA but that's all there is to it. No talk about putting in the hardworking to work
on himself. 

Apr 11, 2018 11:31:44 GMT future said:
Hi @ruki

The part that gets me is the casual sex with other people. All DA's (as are people in
general) are different. He sounds like he has difficulty with physical and emotional
intimacy with the same partner. Is this ok with you? You have to go with the
assumption that he won't ever change.
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I learnt about attachment theory a few
months ago. Here is my story and need
some support from people who
understand. I met my ex, an obvious DA
( I didn’t know what that meant when I
met him) a year ago. We had amazing 4
months together but he refused to make
it an official relationship and would
never be affectionate when we were
hanging out in a group but would always
go home and call me and be really
intimate over the phone. But in person
something used to shift. He had all the
power in the relationship and withheld
affection after a really good weekend
/date. This drove my anxiousness level
through he roof and I sought therapy
which is when I learnt about the
attachments styles. In the mean time I
got a new job and left the country. We
said our goodbyes and continued to be
in touch. 2 months later he came to visit
me and spend 3 weeks with me. During
this time I really fell for him hard . All
the signs showed he did too.l, but he
wouldn’t acknowledge them. We are still
in touch everyday and speak on the
phone for 3-4 hours a day and I’m not
interested in dating other people. But he
is having casual sex almost every other
weekend and seeking all his emotional
needs from me. I go back in another 6
months and I’m preoccupied with this
hope that when I go back things can
restart between us. Is there any hope or
do I move on? How does one break the
attachment? What are things that
worked for you? Need to read all hopeful
and successful stories 

yasmin
God

I'm so sorry you're going through
this, it's the worst feeling.

You being long distance is probably
ideal for him because there is a
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Quote

Posts: 535

barrier between you (literally
physical distance). Of course there
is hope. there are DAs on this
board who have close and loving
bonds with partners all the time. It
just takes adjustment and to learn
about your own (and his)
attachment style and loving
understanding between you - but
the possibility of success requires
that he ALSO calls it a relationship
and I think when they don't /
won't do that then there are no
real success stories because the
decision hasn't been made to work
at it from both sides.

You have the distance right now,
so this is a great opportunity for
you to put some real distance here
and I think that distance is now
you break the attachment. It
breaks the cycle and while painful
at first you do feel better after a
little time and then your anxiety
calms down. Please use the boards
for support, you'll get some great
advice and you're not alone in the
way you feel. It's incredibly
difficult.

tnr9
God

Posts: 832

Jan 28, 2018 0:00:13
GMT Ruki said:

I learnt about attachment
theory a few months ago.
Here is my story and need
some support from people
who understand. I met my
ex, an obvious DA ( I didn’t
know what that meant
when I met him) a year
ago. We had amazing 4
months together but he
refused to make it an
official relationship and
would never be
affectionate when we were
hanging out in a group but
would always go home and
call me and be really
intimate over the phone.
But in person something
used to shift. He had all
the power in the
relationship and withheld
affection after a really
good weekend /date. This
drove my anxiousness
level through he roof and I
sought therapy which is
when I learnt about the
attachments styles. In the
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Welcome to the boards....the first
thing I would like to understand is
1. Have you let him know that you
would like it to be an official
relationship?  2. Have you
established any boundaries to
protect your heart?  The reason I
ask is the I hear you say he acts
this way and then that way and I
can sense that the dynamic isn't
working for you....but unless you
make it clear what you want and
put boundaries in place that if he
doesn't meet those needs, he
can't treat this as a casual
thing...then he has no incentive to
change...and your heart will
become more and more attached
with no promise from him of
fidelity or an official relationship.  
I know that for me....affection is
very important and I couldn't be
with someone who I felt was
withholding that.

Ruki
New Member Thank you for your response and it is the push I

needed to get some support. Since the last past
things changed quite a bit and no so much. I
decided to date other people as well, while he
makes up his mind about what he feels for me
and I guess that was the moment for him when
he accepted what he felt for me and said that we

mean time I got a new job
and left the country. We
said our goodbyes and
continued to be in touch. 2
months later he came to
visit me and spend 3
weeks with me. During this
time I really fell for him
hard . All the signs showed
he did too.l, but he
wouldn’t acknowledge
them. We are still in touch
everyday and speak on the
phone for 3-4 hours a day
and I’m not interested in
dating other people. But he
is having casual sex almost
every other weekend and
seeking all his emotional
needs from me. I go back
in another 6 months and
I’m preoccupied with this
hope that when I go back
things can restart between
us. Is there any hope or do
I move on? How does one
break the attachment?
What are things that
worked for you? Need to
read all hopeful and
successful stories 
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was ready to call this a relationship. I was over
the moon and so happy, he sent me gifts for
valentines day and was overall just taking
initiative calling me and there was an equality of
feelings that I felt for the first time. But...as
always there is a but... whenever I would talk
about the future he would freak out and say that
he is taking it one day at a time... say that he
feels strong enough to be with me in this capacity
but scared to commit. (We've been at this for a
year and a half now and he never said I love
you). I heard what he said, but just dismissed it
as a dissonance from what he really feels,
because he was showing up like he was as into
this as me. Then 2 weeks ago during a normal
conversation about me being in the same city as
him in the near future he again bought up on how
I should not make decisions based on him and
how he is dealing with anxiousness and
entrapment since we started calling this a
relationship. He said he wants to be hot but he
can't help being hot and cold. If he was in a place
where he could think of being with anyone long
term it would be me...but his body and mind are
not there yet and he wanted to call it off again so
we broke up. I'm obviously devastated and my
attachment system is highly activated right now.
I can't think of a time where I don't talk to him to
get my emotional connection. I was great at NC
for the first week, but have been texting and
calling and he has been responsive (not reading
into this). But I also know he cares deeply for me
and say's he's regretting that he can't resolve the
conflict. He is making sure to to not give me
breadcrumbs but I can't stop hoping that 2
months down the line he will want to come back.
Do DA's come back? Does NC. help with that? I
know I have to go inwards and concentrate on
my healing but im having a hard time
deactivating. I called him this morning and said
let's be friends and see other people but let's be
in touch. I know NC is the right thing to do, but
I'm giving into all my instincts and have no self
control.

Anyone has had any success in deactivating when
they're highly triggered?

Thanks for reading my ramble!

Apr 9, 2018 21:43:44 GMT tnr9 said:

Jan 28, 2018 0:00:13 GMT Ruki
said:

I learnt about attachment theory a
few months ago. Here is my story
and need some support from
people who understand. I met my
ex, an obvious DA ( I didn’t know
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Welcome to the boards....the first thing I
would like to understand is 1. Have you let
him know that you would like it to be an
official relationship?  2. Have you
established any boundaries to protect your
heart?  The reason I ask is the I hear you
say he acts this way and then that way
and I can sense that the dynamic isn't
working for you....but unless you make it
clear what you want and put boundaries in
place that if he doesn't meet those needs,
he can't treat this as a casual thing...then
he has no incentive to change...and your
heart will become more and more
attached with no promise from him of
fidelity or an official relationship.   I know
that for me....affection is very important
and I couldn't be with someone who I felt
was withholding that.

what that meant when I met him)
a year ago. We had amazing 4
months together but he refused to
make it an official relationship and
would never be affectionate when
we were hanging out in a group
but would always go home and call
me and be really intimate over the
phone. But in person something
used to shift. He had all the power
in the relationship and withheld
affection after a really good
weekend /date. This drove my
anxiousness level through he roof
and I sought therapy which is
when I learnt about the
attachments styles. In the mean
time I got a new job and left the
country. We said our goodbyes and
continued to be in touch. 2 months
later he came to visit me and
spend 3 weeks with me. During
this time I really fell for him hard .
All the signs showed he did too.l,
but he wouldn’t acknowledge them.
We are still in touch everyday and
speak on the phone for 3-4 hours a
day and I’m not interested in
dating other people. But he is
having casual sex almost every
other weekend and seeking all his
emotional needs from me. I go
back in another 6 months and I’m
preoccupied with this hope that
when I go back things can restart
between us. Is there any hope or
do I move on? How does one break
the attachment? What are things
that worked for you? Need to read
all hopeful and successful stories 
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God

Posts: 832

Apr 9, 2018 23:23:04 GMT Ruki said:

Thank you for your response and it is the
push I needed to get some support. Since
the last past things changed quite a bit
and no so much. I decided to date other
people as well, while he makes up his
mind about what he feels for me and I
guess that was the moment for him when
he accepted what he felt for me and said
that we was ready to call this a
relationship. I was over the moon and so
happy, he sent me gifts for valentines day
and was overall just taking initiative
calling me and there was an equality of
feelings that I felt for the first time.
But...as always there is a but... whenever
I would talk about the future he would
freak out and say that he is taking it one
day at a time... say that he feels strong
enough to be with me in this capacity but
scared to commit. (We've been at this for
a year and a half now and he never said I
love you). I heard what he said, but just
dismissed it as a dissonance from what he
really feels, because he was showing up
like he was as into this as me. Then 2
weeks ago during a normal conversation
about me being in the same city as him in
the near future he again bought up on
how I should not make decisions based on
him and how he is dealing with
anxiousness and entrapment since we
started calling this a relationship. He said
he wants to be hot but he can't help being
hot and cold. If he was in a place where
he could think of being with anyone long
term it would be me...but his body and
mind are not there yet and he wanted to
call it off again so we broke up. I'm
obviously devastated and my attachment
system is highly activated right now. I
can't think of a time where I don't talk to
him to get my emotional connection. I was
great at NC for the first week, but have
been texting and calling and he has been
responsive (not reading into this). But I
also know he cares deeply for me and
say's he's regretting that he can't resolve
the conflict. He is making sure to to not
give me breadcrumbs but I can't stop
hoping that 2 months down the line he will
want to come back. Do DA's come back?
Does NC. help with that? I know I have to
go inwards and concentrate on my healing
but im having a hard time deactivating. I
called him this morning and said let's be
friends and see other people but let's be in
touch. I know NC is the right thing to do,
but I'm giving into all my instincts and
have no self control.

Anyone has had any success in
deactivating when you're highly triggered?
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Quote

So...here is the thing....even if he were to come
back..there is no guarantee he wouldn't feel
engulfed and anxious again if you want to talk
about a future.  Ask yourself this question, Am I
ok with taking it day by day with out any promise
of a future?  If that isn't what you are ok
with...then no matter how much it hurts....it will
be best to find someone who is capable of giving
you what you need consistently.  There is nothing
wrong with saying...I want to be with someone I
can plan a future with...however, it requires
finding a person who is already able to do
that...not hoping that someone who hasn't will
magically change.  A few things I do when I am n
the midst of my abandonment story is I write
down all the thoughts that churn in my head..no
matter how ludicrous they are....then I try to
remind myself that I don't really "know" and if I
am going to ruminate...why not ruminate about
something positive.  Hugs.

ulrike21
New Member

After 15 months of,
"not putting a label
on it" from my DA -
I gave up and told
him so. I went no
contact for 4 weeks
until HE contacted
me. He asked if we
were getting back

Thanks for reading my ramble!

Apr 9, 2018 21:43:44 GMT tnr9
said:

Welcome to the boards....the first
thing I would like to understand is
1. Have you let him know that you
would like it to be an official
relationship?  2. Have you
established any boundaries to
protect your heart?  The reason I
ask is the I hear you say he acts
this way and then that way and I
can sense that the dynamic isn't
working for you....but unless you
make it clear what you want and
put boundaries in place that if he
doesn't meet those needs, he can't
treat this as a casual thing...then
he has no incentive to
change...and your heart will
become more and more attached
with no promise from him of
fidelity or an official relationship.  
I know that for me....affection is
very important and I couldn't be
with someone who I felt was
withholding that.
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together! We are
older than you are
maybe? I'm 60 and
he is 51. So I am
not seeking
marriage or even
cohabiting, though
I am open to either.
I don't need them,
as I am
independent and
have lived alone in
NYC for 20 years
taking care of
myself. I have a
good job, friends,
social life and love
my home. 
But I do need to be
able to trust, enjoy
and respect
anybody I am
involved with.
I have grown a lot
since meeting my
DA. As confusing as
it has been, with
his push pull
tendences. His
intense need for
privacy, space,
alone time,
independence. I get
it. I have always
been very needy in
a relationship. I
was under the
impression that - if
I was with
somebody, we
should be joined at
the hip, sharing
everything.
He will not let
himself be
vulnerable but I can
see through that. I
feel secure enough
in myself to let him
be himself. I don't
want to change
him. I realize that
for anything to
develop and grow
between us, I have
to continue to be
independent. Have
my own life and
interests. Satisfy
myself. In that way
we can meet as
equals and enjoy
each other. 
He runs from
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Quote

containment,
needyness. He is
open to reciprocity.
He is not open to
being tethered to
me, or anyone.
I am going to give
it another try. I
have been married
and I have been in,
so called traditional
relationships. They
all ended. I have
nothing to lose by
trying his way. 
I actually think I
have a lot to gain
because it is
making me seek
satisfaction from
outside a significant
other and I am
already branching
out into areas and
activities that I
previously would
not have
considered. 
I am satisfying
myself and making
him an additional
satisfaction rather
than making him
my all. In this way I
think he will not
feel smothered. I
will be gaining
valuable life
experiences and it
could be a win win! 
Not for everybody
and definitely not if
younger and
seeking a marriage
and children. 
Plus there are
emotions at risk! I
will keep you
posted. 
I would say - do not
quench your needs
and agree with tnr9
- there is nothing
wrong with wanting
to be with a person
who is able to meet
them. Be you.

Ruki
New Member

Thank you for sharing
your story! My ex
partner is 29 and he is
exactly how you
described- He runs from
containment, needyness.
He is open to reciprocity
and reciprocated very
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well but he is not open to
being tethered to me, or
anyone. When I met him
he would not let himself
be vulnerable, but he
shows me some of his
vulnerability and which is
why I thought maybe he
is willing to put in some
work to see this through.
I called him again today
to get the same answers
I have been seeking for 2
weeks. Why did he leave
me if he still likes me, if
I'm the closest person in
his life, if he is already
regretting his decision...
and I was met with the
same answer - "im jut
not sure about being in a
relationship with you or
anyone"  I know I have
to change the narrative
from 'why was I not good
enough for him?' to 'is he
good enough for me?'
But it's so hard to get
there. Time and attention
to self growth will heal
everything, but goddamit
can it happen today?!? 

I hope you find the joy in
your company and grow
and evolve with your
partner. Wishing you all
the very best. Hugs 

Apr 10, 2018
18:55:17 GMT
ulrike21
said:

After 15 months
of, "not putting a
label on it" from
my DA - I gave
up and told him
so. I went no
contact for 4
weeks until HE
contacted me. He
asked if we were
getting back
together! We are
older than you
are maybe? I'm
60 and he is 51.
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So I am not
seeking marriage
or even
cohabiting,
though I am open
to either. I don't
need them, as I
am independent
and have lived
alone in NYC for
20 years taking
care of myself. I
have a good job,
friends, social life
and love my
home. 
But I do need to
be able to trust,
enjoy and respect
anybody I am
involved with.
I have grown a lot
since meeting my
DA. As confusing
as it has been,
with his push pull
tendences. His
intense need for
privacy, space,
alone time,
independence. I
get it. I have
always been very
needy in a
relationship. I
was under the
impression that -
if I was with
somebody, we
should be joined
at the hip,
sharing
everything.
He will not let
himself be
vulnerable but I
can see through
that. I feel secure
enough in myself
to let him be
himself. I don't
want to change
him. I realize that
for anything to
develop and grow
between us, I
have to continue
to be
independent.
Have my own life
and interests.
Satisfy myself. In
that way we can
meet as equals
and enjoy each
other. 
He runs from
containment,
needyness. He is
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open to
reciprocity. He is
not open to being
tethered to me,
or anyone.
I am going to give
it another try. I
have been
married and I
have been in, so
called traditional
relationships.
They all ended. I
have nothing to
lose by trying his
way. 
I actually think I
have a lot to gain
because it is
making me seek
satisfaction from
outside a
significant other
and I am already
branching out into
areas and
activities that I
previously would
not have
considered. 
I am satisfying
myself and
making him an
additional
satisfaction rather
than making him
my all. In this
way I think he will
not feel
smothered. I will
be gaining
valuable life
experiences and it
could be a win
win! 
Not for everybody
and definitely not
if younger and
seeking a
marriage and
children. 
Plus there are
emotions at risk!
I will keep you
posted. 
I would say - do
not quench your
needs and agree
with tnr9 - there
is nothing wrong
with wanting to
be with a person
who is able to
meet them. Be
you.
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tnr9 likes this

Quotejuniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

hi Ruki
i'm DA and my partner is
also.
we are happy together in
our monogamous non-
relationship. 
it's funny to me, i kind of
get where other types are
coming from (i think ) with
the "official relationship"
status but i am not sure i
know exactly what that
means. it confuses me a
little. for me, sharing goals
and priorities and values
makes it official without
saying anything to make it
official. 

I'm not sure if i understand
commitment the same way.
or "future".

We don't talk about
commitment or a future at
all, i think it would give us
both hives but i assume we
will be together as long as
we are happy, and we are
very happy together.
Our focus is on the daily-
today- and being kind and
showing up. 

However, i do understand
the need to define a future if
you aspire to have children,
or marriage, or buy a home
together or something. If
those things are important
to you, this will be difficult
with his level of commitment
resistance. Realistically, a
family goal does have a time
line and a commitment
phobe could really mess you
up, so if that's the case then
stay really grounded about
that. 

My partner and i are both
past that stage of life (i am
still raising my children at
home and his are grown) so
none of that is a factor, and
we prefer not to cohabit so
these things don't matter to
us.

I guess what i would say, is
really consider, label or no,
"future" or no, whether you
and this man share the
same VALUES. 

know your deal breakers.
know what you won't do
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without. 
monogamy?
children?
marriage?
what's Really Important to
you as an individual? is it
important to him also? does
he just say it, or does he
live it? 

there are things you can't
afford to be ambiguous
about if they are important
to you. know what those
things are.

my relationship , that i feel
happy, stable, content and
secure in , would be
considered too ambiguous
and free-wheelin' for a lot of
people.
you have to really listen to
your feelings and heart.

i don't know if any of that
helps, but i'm supportive of
you being true to yourself.

Last Edit: Apr 11, 2018 1:43:11 GMT by juniper

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

i walked away from this and
was trying to come up with
a better way to talk about
the "official relationship"
thing.

or commitment.

my partner and i haven't
talked about a commitment,
but we have promised and
kept the promise to do our
best to resolve any difficulty
between us that might drive
us apart.

so as long as we care about,
care for, respect, and enjoy
each other, and we promise
to take care of our
difficulties, that constitutes
commitment to me, but a lot
of people make a promise to
be together long term
without doing those things. i
like our way better actually,
it works for us. 

i know from my
conversations with my
partner, that one reason we
don't like the word
relationship ior commitment
is that there are so many
absolutely shitty , labeled,
committed things going on
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where the people don't even
like each other. then they
end and hate each other. it's
happened to all of us. we
don't like it. 

So i view this "relationship"
thing just exactly like a
friendship. there is no need
to define a friendship or
commit to it and make it
official. it just organically is,
is important, is real, is valid,
is reliable . if it's a good
friendship. it is assumed to
last as long as it makes both
people happy. so good
friends find ways to do that.

maybe it's another thread
but that is what i think of
when i think of "official
relationship" . it's different
in the case of logistics with
kids and joint living but
that's marriage and family
vs relationship. it's so
confusing.

Last Edit: Apr 11, 2018 3:04:17 GMT by juniper

future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Hi @ruki

The part that gets me is
the casual sex with other
people. All DA's (as are
people in general) are
different. He sounds like
he has difficulty with
physical and emotional
intimacy with the same
partner. Is this ok with
you? You have to go with
the assumption that he
won't ever change.

tnr9
God

Apr 11, 2018 2:25:00 GMT
juniper said:

i walked away from this and
was trying to come up with a
better way to talk about the
"official relationship" thing.

or commitment.

my partner and i haven't
talked about a commitment,
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curious and ulrike21 like this

Quote

Posts: 832

That is a good way to look at it....I
know that I wanted things to be
"official" really early on and that
created undo pressure on the whole
"getting to know you" phase.  

juniper
Deleted Member

also, a lot of
people push
for
commitment
while

but we have promised and
kept the promise to do our
best to resolve any difficulty
between us that might drive
us apart.

so as long as we care about,
care for, respect, and enjoy
each other, and we promise
to take care of our
difficulties, that constitutes
commitment to me, but a lot
of people make a promise to
be together long term
without doing those things. i
like our way better actually,
it works for us. 

i know from my
conversations with my
partner, that one reason we
don't like the word
relationship ior commitment
is that there are so many
absolutely shitty , labeled,
committed things going on
where the people don't even
like each other. then they
end and hate each other. it's
happened to all of us. we
don't like it. 

So i view this "relationship"
thing just exactly like a
friendship. there is no need
to define a friendship or
commit to it and make it
official. it just organically is,
is important, is real, is valid,
is reliable . if it's a good
friendship. it is assumed to
last as long as it makes both
people happy. so good
friends find ways to do that.

maybe it's another thread
but that is what i think of
when i think of "official
relationship" . it's different
in the case of logistics with
kids and joint living but
that's marriage and family
vs relationship. it's so
confusing.
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squelching
their needs
and avoiding
conflict....
that's
backwards.
allow the
potential for
conflict by
speaking out
about your
needs and
boundaries,
develop the
ability to
resolve it. see
if that's even
possible. that's
how you find
out if you're
compatible.
then
commitment is
in the DOING,
not just the
saying.
that's the part
that matters.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

Hi Ruki, I dated a really attractive,
extremely intelligent, good natured
guy once (ugh...I'm a sucker for
looks...I'm realizing this is my
Achilles heel and I'm changing to
become less superficial this way..
) who sounded like your ex. After a
magical few weeks, he started
distancing behavior by talking to
random cute girls in my presence. I
had no idea why he did that,
honestly, because they weren't more
attractive than me, but were
dressed and made up outlandishly. I
walked right away when he was
talking to them, I think he got a
shock when he turned around and I
was gone. 

I felt hurt at first, but I knew about
his reputation with women. There
were many things to love about him,
he was really one of the most decent
guys in the group, generous, open,
astute, with the most brilliant mind,
but he had a problem with getting
his life together. He couldn't quite
believe in himself, and he wandered
from woman to woman, job to job. I
believe he had childhood trauma...I
guessed it though. He never opened
up about that.
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I was done being "savior" to men by
then, and I walked away knowing
that he would "drown", brilliant and
decent as he was.

So I know I'll always have a little
space for Chris in my heart, but I
was glad that my self-preservation
kicked in and I left, NC and all.

He had messier relationships after
that, had a child, broke up with the
mother of his child, left his high-
paying, but soulless banking job,
continued to organize parties and
DJing part-time, living that same
free-wheeling DA lifestyle.

I'm so glad that I wasn't that
smitten partner who had a child with
him! Even the responsibility of
becoming a proud father did not
help him change his attachment
style or push him to realize his true
potential.

You just had to congratulate yourself
that you walked away. They don't
change, unless they themselves
made the huge effort to reset their
lives.

It's a lost cause. The sooner you
understand that, the easier it is for
you to leave this behind and walk
towards the brighter future with
better partners.

Last Edit: Apr 12, 2018 12:43:41 GMT by curious

Ruki
New Member

Posts: 10

Hi,

Thank you for taking the time to write about it
from a DA's perspective. Much appreciated and
helpful. I guess it was inevitable for us to have a
"future" talk because I'm currently in a different
country. And all I was talking about was moving
in the same physical location as him ( no
cohabitation or marriage) and I think that was
too much for him. My anxious self finds it
difficult to show up until I feel secure and it's the
completely opposite for him. What's important
for  is knowing that the partnership is grounded
in a strong foundation and for him to show me
that he is in it too. But the truth is he wasn't in it
because this worked for him as there is 3000
miles between us now. But being 2 miles away
from him was not something he was ready for. 

 I have to go home regardless and deal with the
pain in close proximity, not ready for it but oh
well...so it goes!

Apr 11, 2018 1:40:30 GMT juniper said:
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hi Ruki
i'm DA and my partner is also.
we are happy together in our
monogamous non-relationship. 
it's funny to me, i kind of get where other
types are coming from (i think ) with the
"official relationship" status but i am not
sure i know exactly what that means. it
confuses me a little. for me, sharing
goals and priorities and values makes it
official without saying anything to make
it official. 

I'm not sure if i understand commitment
the same way.
or "future".

We don't talk about commitment or a
future at all, i think it would give us both
hives but i assume we will be together as
long as we are happy, and we are very
happy together.
Our focus is on the daily- today- and
being kind and showing up. 

However, i do understand the need to
define a future if you aspire to have
children, or marriage, or buy a home
together or something. If those things
are important to you, this will be difficult
with his level of commitment resistance.
Realistically, a family goal does have a
time line and a commitment phobe could
really mess you up, so if that's the case
then stay really grounded about that. 

My partner and i are both past that stage
of life (i am still raising my children at
home and his are grown) so none of that
is a factor, and we prefer not to cohabit
so these things don't matter to us.

I guess what i would say, is really
consider, label or no, "future" or no,
whether you and this man share the
same VALUES. 

know your deal breakers. know what you
won't do without. 
monogamy?
children?
marriage?
what's Really Important to you as an
individual? is it important to him also?
does he just say it, or does he live it? 

there are things you can't afford to be
ambiguous about if they are important to
you. know what those things are.

my relationship , that i feel happy,
stable, content and secure in , would be
considered too ambiguous and free-
wheelin' for a lot of people.
you have to really listen to your feelings
and heart.

i don't know if any of that helps, but i'm
supportive of you being true to yourself.
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Ruki
New Member

Posts: 10

Yep! Trying to change the narrative from why
wasn't I good enough to Can I see myself in a
push-pull 'relationship' without loosing my mind.
Also if he wanted to change, he would have
taken the steps himself. He accepts he is an
combination of FA/DA but that's all there is to it.
No talk about putting in the hardworking to work
on himself. 

--> Return to Type: Anxious-Preoccupied page 
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Hi @ruki

The part that gets me is the casual sex
with other people. All DA's (as are people
in general) are different. He sounds like
he has difficulty with physical and
emotional intimacy with the same
partner. Is this ok with you? You have to
go with the assumption that he won't
ever change.
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Ruki
New Member

Overcome with sadness Apr 13, 2018 22:40:50 GMT
Quote
True! I know this is on me rather than him. I live on breadcrumbs and then
complaint about being brokenhearted. He called me yesterday because he was
overwhelmed with a lot of things going on in his life. I felt amazing because I was
able to be there for him, I felt needed, I felt like this was my life purpose(what!?!).
Cut to today - being vulnerable scared him so much he won't talk to me anymore. I
empathize with him, his mind is not an easy place to be in. But I'm angry with
myself, because all I can control is my mind...and I can't seem to get a grip. 

Apr 12, 2018 12:26:46 GMT curious said:
Hi Ruki, I dated a really attractive, extremely intelligent, good natured guy once
(ugh...I'm a sucker for looks...I'm realizing this is my Achilles heel and I'm changing
to become less superficial this way.. ) who sounded like your ex. After a magical
few weeks, he started distancing behavior by talking to random cute girls in my
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presence. I had no idea why he did that, honestly, because they weren't more
attractive than me, but were dressed and made up outlandishly. I walked right away
when he was talking to them, I think he got a shock when he turned around and I
was gone. 

I felt hurt at first, but I knew about his reputation with women. There were many
things to love about him, he was really one of the most decent guys in the group,
generous, open, astute, with the most brilliant mind, but he had a problem with
getting his life together. He couldn't quite believe in himself, and he wandered from
woman to woman, job to job. I believe he had childhood trauma...I guessed it
though. He never opened up about that.

I was done being "savior" to men by then, and I walked away knowing that he would
"drown", brilliant and decent as he was.

So I know I'll always have a little space for Chris in my heart, but I was glad that my
self-preservation kicked in and I left, NC and all.

He had messier relationships after that, had a child, broke up with the mother of his
child, left his high-paying, but soulless banking job, continued to organize parties
and DJing part-time, living that same free-wheeling DA lifestyle.

I'm so glad that I wasn't that smitten partner who had a child with him! Even the
responsibility of becoming a proud father did not help him change his attachment
style or push him to realize his true potential.

You just had to congratulate yourself that you walked away. They don't change,
unless they themselves made the huge effort to reset their lives.

It's a lost cause. The sooner you understand that, the easier it is for you to leave
this behind and walk towards the brighter future with better partners.

Ruki
New Member

Posts: 10

Overcome with sadness Apr 13, 2018 22:42:44 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
Thank you everyone! I know I'm going around in circles but it really helps to come
back here and read all your posts on this board. Much love.

juniper
Deleted Member

Overcome with sadness Apr 14, 2018 0:17:02 GMT via mobile
Quote
Ruki,
i'm sorry this has been painful and disappointing.
you definitely deserve someone who is ready, willing, and able to provide the
relationship security you want and need.
and no, it's not about you, our dismissive attachment is about things that happened
long before you entered the picture.

I know this forum has lots of people who have been in your shoes, who can support
and encourage you.
it's a good community for healing i think!
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Overcome with sadness Apr 14, 2018 0:47:33 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hi Ruki 

My situation is different because I am still with my guy. However, I have
experienced all the anxious feelings that you're having when he pulled away from
me. Like, seriously, I was a basket case for a good 2 months. Really, I about lost my
marbles,not even kidding.

What helped me get past it was to stop thinking about myself and start focusing on
him. Now, I truly love him so I wanted to figure out how I could best support him. I
studied DA attachment styles and I studied him. Thought about things he had said to
me in the past. I connected dots. Started looking at things more through his eyes
than mine, so to speak. 

In other words, if he didn't text me back, normally, I would start thinking he was
ignoring me, didn't want to talk to me, etc. I started to stop myself and remind
myself that he HATES his phone. When he is with me, he NEVER has his phone, so
why would it be different when he's with his kids? I started cutting him some slack.
Honestly, now I don't even know why it upset me before. If I text him now and
there's no text back, no biggie...

It took practice but it worked, my anxiety is all but gone. 

You already know these things aren't about you. You just have to remind yourself.
Don't just tell yourself it's not you. Give yourself and explanation as to why it's not
you, specific reasons and then have compassion for him. You don't even have to
guess because he's told you how he feels. My guy doesn't even know what
attachment theory is.

I hope I'm making sense. If not, let me know and I'll try again, LOL 

Also, I'm not telling you to do this to get him back. I'm telling you to do this for you.
In being compassionate to him, you are being compassionate to yourself. Isn't that
so cool??
Last Edit: Apr 14, 2018 0:48:16 GMT by future

juniper
Deleted Member

Overcome with sadness Apr 14, 2018 0:55:41 GMT
Quote

Apr 14, 2018 0:47:33 GMT future said:
Hi Ruki 

My situation is different because I am still with my guy. However, I have
experienced all the anxious feelings that you're having when he pulled away from
me. Like, seriously, I was a basket case for a good 2 months. Really, I about lost my
marbles,not even kidding.

What helped me get past it was to stop thinking about myself and start focusing on
him. Now, I truly love him so I wanted to figure out how I could best support him. I
studied DA attachment styles and I studied him. Thought about things he had said to
me in the past. I connected dots. Started looking at things more through his eyes
than mine, so to speak. 
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In other words, if he didn't text me back, normally, I would start thinking he was
ignoring me, didn't want to talk to me, etc. I started to stop myself and remind
myself that he HATES his phone. When he is with me, he NEVER has his phone, so
why would it be different when he's with his kids? I started cutting him some slack.
Honestly, now I don't even know why it upset me before. If I text him now and
there's no text back, no biggie...

It took practice but it worked, my anxiety is all but gone. 

You already know these things aren't about you. You just have to remind yourself.
Don't just tell yourself it's not you. Give yourself and explanation as to why it's not
you, specific reasons and then have compassion for him. You don't even have to
guess because he's told you how he feels. My guy doesn't even know what
attachment theory is.

I hope I'm making sense. If not, let me know and I'll try again, LOL 

Also, I'm not telling you to do this to get him back. I'm telling you to do this for you.
In being compassionate to him, you are being compassionate to yourself. Isn't that
so cool??
yes, it's about being able to see things as they are, instead of how you FEAR they
are.
its more realistic, and a gentler view for all involved.
it's true that in being compassionate to the other, you are compassionate to yourself
as well.

Reply
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 28, 2018 12:54:48
GMT via mobile
Quote
What I learn from the internet is, to stay friends with FA, the summary I get is be
consistent and don’t go. It seems that some people manage to reconnect with FA
again which gave me hope, but I am too confued about what is happening, because
my ex seems more than FA? 

The last time he broke our “friend thing” was a month ago, since he said “let’s end 
you’ll be in misery if we keep going”, and he read all my what’s app messages
without any response. I did the once a week texting thing, just to share nice things
in life, and yesterday, I said it would make me happy if he would give me an emoji,
and I miss him. He did gave me an , which surprised me! But it stays a one way
communication, but it seems that he is online chatting with other people without
problem.

Please give me some advise on how to get pass this stage? Do I need to keep asking
for his reply or he would do so on his own will? Because it seems in the forum that,
when the FA turn around, they don’t act this sort of responsive? Perhaps it is
because the issue is not just about FA? I’ll try to give a rough picture of us, if that
helps...

We met 10 months ago from some volenteer work for a week, he seems a friendly
person that doesn’t talk much. After 5 months we met again and he approached me
and said that he wanted a soulmate, but he told me not to get so close to him,
because the closer people are with him, the less he would talk. After that we sort of
dated a few times and got together. At the beginning he said he doesn’t celebrate
special days, won’t take care of me when I’m sick, etc. It was odd but I thought he
was just joking, he said with a smile that without expectatiosn, I might be happier if
things happens. After a few days I got a fever and he rushed to my house looked so
worried, so I really thought that he was just kidding.

We were happy for a few dates, but he never let me know anything about him when
I ask, not even his favourite food. He said he doesn’t trust himself nor like himself,
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he just lies when people ask things about him so he doesn’t want to lie to me. He did
told me a little about him when he wanted to.

He brok up with me after we were together for 1 week, because he was scared that
he would hurt me one day, cause he doubt if he loves me. But he cried and asked to
be friends he told me a few things about him that I asked before, and he said he
never told anyone about those things, which was not some secrets by the way. He
said he might be able to open up if we are just friends, and that he was tired from
lying to himself all the time. But after that, our relationship stayed the same except
he gradually respond less, stoped doing activities that bind us together, but he
initiated sex and felt bad about it each time.

Why I said the issue might be more than FA? He told me on our second date that he
quite school early and stayed home until he needed money, so he started working. I
can take care of myself fianancially, so maybe that was one of his concern? 

He never talk to any friend about his troubles, and he said he is not good at
responding to people. The first few times he said that it takes time for him to
process my sentimental messages, which was much shorter than this message that
I’m writing now.

The first meal that we had together, he finished it up very quickly with looking at his
mobile only, then he ran to the sofa and rest, letting me wondering by myself at the
table. He didn’t seems to have problem socialising when we have meals with friends!
He would blame me for comparing with others and not trusting that he treat me
better. 

Another odd thing is that, I never met anyone having problem expressing their
thoughts to his degree. The first time he expressed himself, was the night we broke
up. One night he looked troubled and said he had something to tell me, I wait for
him to tell me, it took him an hour in silent but was trying to get a word out of his
mouth. He tried so hard that his eyes turned red but the word just didn’t came out.
So I started guessing and he kept shaking his head, until both of us got very
emotional for 4 hours, I went a bit crazy and he asked me to stop guessing for it
made me more painful. Until he finally said “I should leave you”. But he wanted to
stay friend with me, cause he realised that we only known each other’s for half a
year, yet I was the person that ever got so close to him.

we ended up broke up 3 times, each time happens when I share my worries or
needs to build our relationship, he would break up, but that would be the only
moment that he would share his feelings for me, but it would also be too late to
know that he cares more than I felt it! But each time after the break up, he would
share with less words, and in a more distance way.

The last break up he did, I never imagine he would put a emoji, since he was in
silent for a week and respond less and less, so I thought that he was sick of our
friendship. The reason why we broke up, was that we got together intimately after
we broke up the second time and said to be just friend. He seemed very happy and
even send me messages. But right on the next day, I accidentally saw him walking
with another girl, we were both shocked but said hello, then I texted him to ask
what was happening? He was upset that I didn’t trust him and didn’t want to explain
things. Then he went in silent for a while, and wasn’t replying much after the silent.
I told him that I need a clear answer if he still want to be friends, cause it was
becoming stressful for his not so much response, and that’s when he said “let’s end”

I didn’t expect that he would reply after I tell him that I miss him. I would like to be
a friend to support him, but knowing that he would text with others, it is confusing
about what he has been telling me. If he had friends that he enjoy chatting, why did
he ask me to be his soulmate? I’m confused about the distance that we have, is it
building trust slowly? I don’t dare to walk away cause he always seems to care about
us mote than what he is showing.

Please help!
tnr9 How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 2:49:27
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Quote
Welcome to the forums...I have a question for you..would you be ok with only being
"at arm's length" friends? Because that appears to be all he is
offering...breadcrumbs of attention when it suits him. Honestly...he has told you
about all his issues and yet..it is as if you don't want to believe him...it is as if you
are clinging to the hope that you and he can reconnect now that you know about
attachment theory. The soulmate comment was likely a "moment in time".. meaning
that at the time he said it, it was true..but the fact that he said it so early without
knowing much about you should have been a red flag..people can say a lot of really
amazing things early in a relationship because they don't know the other person and
are projecting a lot of expectations on them. I would suggest instead of focusing on
him, that you focus on you.  Work through your own attachment issues....ponder
why this guy is so appealing to you when he broke up with you 3 times.

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 2:52:22 GMT by tnr9
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May 30, 2018 2:49:27 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the forums...I have a question for you..would you be ok with only being
"at arm's length" friends? Because that appears to be all he is
offering...breadcrumbs of attention when it suits him. Honestly...he has told you
about all his issues and yet..it is as if you don't want to believe him...it is as if you
are clinging to the hope that you and he can reconnect now that you know about
attachment theory. The soulmate comment was likely a "moment in time".. meaning
that at the time he said it, it was true..but the fact that he said it so early without
knowing much about you should have been a red flag..people can say a lot of really
amazing things early in a relationship because they don't know the other person and
are projecting a lot of expectations on them. I would suggest instead of focusing on
him, that you focus on you.  Work through your own attachment issues....ponder
why this guy is so appealing to you when he broke up with you 3 times.

Thanks tnr9 for the welcome and care~^^

Breadcrumbs is a ward to describe my receiving end, but from what I’ve learn from
the forum, that’s all that FA give and I respect that. I’m not hoping to satisfy my
needs through him. And I’m on my way back to a more secure base^^

The core reason why I’m asking how to stay friends with a nonresponsive person, is
that I don’t like to break my promise. After the first break up, I kind of learn about
the attachment issues and I said to him that I don’t want him to be lonely and have
short relationships for the rest of his life. He was tearful hearing me say that, and
that broke my heart. Another reason is also my concept of friendship, friendship
takes 2 person’s need and preferences, it took a few months to find out just how to
relate to him in a way that he would feel more comfortable, it just seems that FA
break things up too soon.

I’m just asking one question, if he is not responding, how to rebuild the friendship in
this stage? Some say they share a dairy once a week, and the FA friends might take
days, weeks, months to respond. What does it mean to be consistent, without letting
the other person feel smashed?
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I came back from a trip, told him that I bought him something, yet he didn’t
respond, so I’ll planing to leave it like that, and have other topic of light bid next
week, how does that sound?

tnr9
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 12:26:38
GMT
Quote
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more
message that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need
me...just message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and
are willing to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands
to reach out when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of
mental space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull
back a bit and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach
out at some point.
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May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT tnr9 said:
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more
message that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need
me...just message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and
are willing to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands
to reach out when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of
mental space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull
back a bit and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach
out at some point.

The beginning when he said that he wanted a soul mate, he asked me to initiate to
invite him, because he doesn’t initiate. Also, he said that he has someone in his
heart, but he would not reach out. And since from the forum, FA’s friend need others
to initiate?
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May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT tnr9 said:
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more
message that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need
me...just message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and
are willing to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands
to reach out when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of
mental space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull
back a bit and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach
out at some point.

Oh, and about reaching out, isn’t the book says that FAs don’t know how to express
their need? So I don’t get why leaving a message like this would invite a reply
eventually?

I have never stay in a full circle with a FA, so thank you for being patience with me
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May 30, 2018 15:37:00 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 12:26:38 GMT tnr9 said:
A friendship takes two people and right now...yours is very lopsided....if he isn't
responding..then it is not your job to chase him. I would write him one more
message that says something to the effect of,..I am here for you if you ever need
me...just message me. And leave it at that. That way he will know you are there and
are willing to be a friend..but it also means you are leaving it squarely in his hands
to reach out when he is receptive to you. It seems you are giving this man a lot of
mental space....trying to meet him more than half way...I am suggesting you pull
back a bit and allow the playing field to even out. If you matter to him...he will reach
out at some point.
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Oh, and about reaching out, isn’t the book says that FAs don’t know how to express
their need? So I don’t get why leaving a message like this would invite a reply
eventually?

I have never stay in a full circle with a FA, so thank you for being patience with me
Let me put it as clearly for you as possible...your effort-100%, his effort-0% how is
that working?  You have done all the reaching out to be met with silence....FA is not
an excuse for poor communication...but the real truth, I think, is that you don't want
to let him go.  Not sure why...not sure what you get out of this or what you want to
accomplish...but I think it would benefit you to ask yourself those
questions...because it isn't just that you do not want to give up on him.  He can
reach out and you would be there...but this seems far more like you need him in
your life...and I still do not get the reason.  
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May 30, 2018 15:45:11 GMT tnr9 said:

May 30, 2018 15:37:00 GMT mistakes said:
Oh, and about reaching out, isn’t the book says that FAs don’t know how to express
their need? So I don’t get why leaving a message like this would invite a reply
eventually?

I have never stay in a full circle with a FA, so thank you for being patience with me
Let me put it as clearly for you as possible...your effort-100%, his effort-0% how is
that working?  You have done all the reaching out to be met with silence....FA is not
an excuse for poor communication...but the real truth, I think, is that you don't want
to let him go.  Not sure why...not sure what you get out of this or what you want to
accomplish...but I think it would benefit you to ask yourself those
questions...because it isn't just that you do not want to give up on him.  He can
reach out and you would be there...but this seems far more like you need him in
your life...and I still do not get the reason.  

I post the reasons in the other topic, but I could share more. It’s not about me not
wanting to let go, it’s about what I’m learning about FAs. That’s why I asked, if he is
more than FA? 

Isn’t poor communication one of the uniqueness when they are overwhelmed? That’s
why they drop out of plans, etc? He gave me an emoji when I said that would make
me happy, so he is replying, just not to all my bud, and isn’t that usual?
How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 30, 2018 16:15:51
GMT
Quote
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May 30, 2018 15:55:42 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 15:45:11 GMT tnr9 said:
Let me put it as clearly for you as possible...your effort-100%, his effort-0% how is
that working?  You have done all the reaching out to be met with silence....FA is not
an excuse for poor communication...but the real truth, I think, is that you don't want
to let him go.  Not sure why...not sure what you get out of this or what you want to
accomplish...but I think it would benefit you to ask yourself those
questions...because it isn't just that you do not want to give up on him.  He can
reach out and you would be there...but this seems far more like you need him in
your life...and I still do not get the reason.  

I post the reasons in the other topic, but I could share more. It’s not about me not
wanting to let go, it’s about what I’m learning about FAs. That’s why I asked, if he is
more than FA? 

Isn’t poor communication one of the uniqueness when they are overwhelmed? That’s
why they drop out of plans, etc? He gave me an emoji when I said that would make
me happy, so he is replying, just not to all my bud, and isn’t that usual?
Ok...now I see the issue...you are using what you perceive as his attachment style
to justify his behavior.  Ok.  I will say this...the guy I was seeing is also FA and he
has responded to every text message of mine...so no...I don't think "not responding"
is usual.  I think he gave you a carrot because you asked for one...but I think you
aren't giving him a chance to show whether he does truly want to be friends because
you are doing all the work.  
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May 30, 2018 15:55:42 GMT mistakes said:
I post the reasons in the other topic, but I could share more. It’s not about me not
wanting to let go, it’s about what I’m learning about FAs. That’s why I asked, if he is
more than FA? 

Isn’t poor communication one of the uniqueness when they are overwhelmed? That’s
why they drop out of plans, etc? He gave me an emoji when I said that would make
me happy, so he is replying, just not to all my bud, and isn’t that usual?
Ok...now I see the issue...you are using what you perceive as his attachment style
to justify his behavior.  Ok.  I will say this...the guy I was seeing is also FA and he
has responded to every text message of mine...so no...I don't think "not responding"
is usual.  I think he gave you a carrot because you asked for one...but I think you
aren't giving him a chance to show whether he does truly want to be friends because
you are doing all the work.  

Because he asked me to be initiative right at the beginning, and already said that he
doesn’t respond well. So after the “honeymoon” beginning of the relationship, I’m
not sure of how to expect him “to do the work”?
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May 31, 2018 1:48:53 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 16:15:51 GMT tnr9 said:
Ok...now I see the issue...you are using what you perceive as his attachment style
to justify his behavior.  Ok.  I will say this...the guy I was seeing is also FA and he
has responded to every text message of mine...so no...I don't think "not responding"
is usual.  I think he gave you a carrot because you asked for one...but I think you
aren't giving him a chance to show whether he does truly want to be friends because
you are doing all the work.  

Because he asked me to be initiative right at the beginning, and already said that he
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doesn’t respond well. So after the “honeymoon” beginning of the relationship, I’m
not sure of how to expect him “to do the work”?
It seems to me that you have done enough initiating.....but it is up to you...seems
you want to keep at this even though his is not responding...good luck.
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May 31, 2018 3:03:50 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 1:48:53 GMT mistakes said:
Because he asked me to be initiative right at the beginning, and already said that he
doesn’t respond well. So after the “honeymoon” beginning of the relationship, I’m
not sure of how to expect him “to do the work”?
It seems to me that you have done enough initiating.....but it is up to you...seems
you want to keep at this even though his is not responding...good luck.

Thanks for wishing me luck I really do need it. Let me clarify? Am I pursuing him so
that’s why you suggest me to stop, in order for him to feel better?
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May 31, 2018 3:03:50 GMT tnr9 said:
It seems to me that you have done enough initiating.....but it is up to you...seems
you want to keep at this even though his is not responding...good luck.

Thanks for wishing me luck I really do need it. Let me clarify? Am I pursuing him so
that’s why you suggest me to stop, in order for him to feel better?
Let's stop making this about him for a minute.  There are so many men who would
absolutely love a girl who is willing to initiate things and never give up on
them....and the cool thing is that they would respond, they would show gratitude
and you would not have to visit a message board like this one and ask the same
question in 6 different ways.  While your heart is admirable...I question why you feel
so very strongly about questioning every comment and suggestion that you back
off..that you actually leave the door open but stop holding it...he has decided to not
walk through for whatever reason.  Sometimes..you have to give someone a reason
to miss you...you are not doing that if you are the one initiating. 
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 7:05:13 GMT by tnr9
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May 31, 2018 6:54:21 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 5:29:16 GMT mistakes said:
Thanks for wishing me luck I really do need it. Let me clarify? Am I pursuing him so
that’s why you suggest me to stop, in order for him to feel better?
Let's stop making this about him for a minute.  There are so many men who would
absolutely love a girl who is willing to initiate things and never give up on
them....and the cool thing is that they would respond, they would show gratitude
and you would not have to visit a message board like this one and ask the same
question in 6 different ways.  While your heart is admirable...I question why you feel
so very strongly about questioning every comment and suggestion that you back
off..that you actually leave the door open but stop holding it...he has decided to not
walk through for whatever reason.  Sometimes..you have to give someone a reason
to miss you...you are not doing that if you are the one initiating. 
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Tnr9, really appreciate you are still being there for me, after I asked in 6 different
ways already  

It’s a family that I grew up with, seeing them in so much loneliness yet can’t break
through, but I’m lucky enough to have friends that didn’t give up on me, have all the
resources that got me where I am now, during the one month NC, it’s the worst
feeling to give up on gentle people that are overwhelmed by guilt and negativities. 

If only he would tell me that, reaching out to him is annoying that’s why he is not
responding. But knowing that he just doesn’t want to hurt me further, from what he
said the 3 times when he broke up with me, I’m really confused about what to do
now, because it just seems like a two extreme choice:
1. let him know that he could always text me. But that sounds like breaking my
promises to him, and reenforcung him to believe that he is not worthy to be loved.
By having this thought in me, I feels worst than tasting bread crumbs.

2. After sinking in the suggestions from you all, I stress of keep texting him once a
week regardless of his respond, I’ll leave more space in between texting to him?
Since I used to invited him to my place when we were friends, I’m hoping that I
don’t invite him anymore, yet I’ll reach out to him, he might get enough distance but
know that I’ll always be there for him?
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2. I stress of-> instead of
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Quote
Oh, I just cried a bit an realised, the reason why I act a bit obsessed, comes from
my disappointment at myself or this that happens to this world: good intention is
never good enough.
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May 31, 2018 8:39:24 GMT mistakes said:

May 31, 2018 6:54:21 GMT tnr9 said:
Let's stop making this about him for a minute.  There are so many men who would
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absolutely love a girl who is willing to initiate things and never give up on
them....and the cool thing is that they would respond, they would show gratitude
and you would not have to visit a message board like this one and ask the same
question in 6 different ways.  While your heart is admirable...I question why you feel
so very strongly about questioning every comment and suggestion that you back
off..that you actually leave the door open but stop holding it...he has decided to not
walk through for whatever reason.  Sometimes..you have to give someone a reason
to miss you...you are not doing that if you are the one initiating. 

Tnr9, really appreciate you are still being there for me, after I asked in 6 different
ways already  

It’s a family that I grew up with, seeing them in so much loneliness yet can’t break
through, but I’m lucky enough to have friends that didn’t give up on me, have all the
resources that got me where I am now, during the one month NC, it’s the worst
feeling to give up on gentle people that are overwhelmed by guilt and negativities. 

If only he would tell me that, reaching out to him is annoying that’s why he is not
responding. But knowing that he just doesn’t want to hurt me further, from what he
said the 3 times when he broke up with me, I’m really confused about what to do
now, because it just seems like a two extreme choice:
1. let him know that he could always text me. But that sounds like breaking my
promises to him, and reenforcung him to believe that he is not worthy to be loved.
By having this thought in me, I feels worst than tasting bread crumbs.

2. After sinking in the suggestions from you all, I stress of keep texting him once a
week regardless of his respond, I’ll leave more space in between texting to him?
Since I used to invited him to my place when we were friends, I’m hoping that I
don’t invite him anymore, yet I’ll reach out to him, he might get enough distance but
know that I’ll always be there for him?
He isn't your family and I understand how grateful you were towards the people who
stuck by you..but perhaps you are trying to think on his behalf from your own
lens/view/bias on things and not really looking objectively at the situation.

I actually think number 1 is healthier and I will tell you why.  Number 1 admits that
you don't have the power to make this man happy or sad..that you are an
autonomous person and so is he..it frees you to move forward to focus on your life
while leaving the door open to him.  If he wants to contact you, he will.  Number 1 is
not abandoning him...you are projecting that onto the situation.  Telling him that
you are there should he need you does not break your promise..it does however give
him space to reach out should he chose to.  

Number 2 keeps you focused on him and making sure you don't overwhelm or lose
him..while also trying to manage your feelings from not hearing back from him and
there is no guarantee things will change with number 2...you are just hoping they
will.  what if nothing changes?  How many angles are you going to try?  Because in
the end, you can make all the changes recommended on this board and he still may
not respond...because we are not just our attachment style....attachment style
speaks to how we may act in relationship to others...but there are other components
such as other conditions and life experiences that play a role.  

I do think you are onto something about your family and how you are so committed
to this guy...something is triggered in you..and it is more about you then him.  I
think it may be useful to speak to someone professionally about it.  I sense you took
on a savior/heroine type of complex based on feeling like you could not penetrate
their wounding..which, by the way, was not your responsibility.  It would be a good
thing to find assistance with separating their grief/loneliness/regrets from your
actions.  It might actually provide you with some needed objectivity into the
situation with this guy.
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 9:22:57 GMT by tnr9
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May 31, 2018 9:02:33 GMT mistakes said:
Oh, I just cried a bit an realised, the reason why I act a bit obsessed, comes from
my disappointment at myself or this that happens to this world: good intention is
never good enough.
Good intention is fine..but the receiver has to receive and accept the good intention
and that is what is broken here.  Again...I think speaking to someone professionally
will help.  Remember...it takes 2 people to make a relationship work...if he isn't
pulling his weight..that is not a statement about your intention...that is all about him
and his own issues.  Don't confuse the two.
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 9:28:18 GMT by tnr9
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 10:22:54
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Quote

May 31, 2018 9:27:41 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 9:02:33 GMT mistakes said:
Oh, I just cried a bit an realised, the reason why I act a bit obsessed, comes from
my disappointment at myself or this that happens to this world: good intention is
never good enough.
Good intention is fine..but the receiver has to receive and accept the good intention
and that is what is broken here.  Again...I think speaking to someone professionally
will help.  Remember...it takes 2 people to make a relationship work...if he isn't
pulling his weight..that is not a statement about your intention...that is all about him
and his own issues.  Don't confuse the two.

Thank you for this insight, I’ll let it sink deeper before I respond. I guess the reason
why I didn’t trust the professionals, which I have been seeing one, is that they
emphasis too much on my happiness, making the other person sounded too “hardful
or abusive”, which make me even more defensive. But by you explaining about the
respect of autonomy, is a very fresh view, so thank you for that 
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Quote
After some reflection, autonomy for me, means having enough information etc, so
that I could decide for myself. 

I understand that no one can speak for others, not even FA can speak for another
FA. But looking from the outside, it does seems that there are similarities. That’s
why I’m trying hard to find information here.

For example, the thin line between being ther vs pursuing, instead of telling the the
judge, I would rather learn how to tell the difference myself.

I’ve read enough to decern that I’m not triggered, for I’m not reacting out of
anxiety. I have learn to observe my family and not to interfere with their business
before they ask for help, so I’ve worked through the saviour complex too.

As for the friend that I care about, when people say that I’m just projecting my own
fear on him, it’s not the first time I hear that suggestion, but each time after i ask
myself, I remember he said that people don’t text him nor call him and he was sad
about that. Even though now I understand why... 

Information like “he wanted soulmate was only true at that moment” helps. Him not
responding much = I better stay away is confusing with other information that, FA
does not reciprocate in long term relationships. 

Hope I’m making sense...
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May 31, 2018 11:37:54 GMT mistakes said:
After some reflection, autonomy for me, means having enough information etc, so
that I could decide for myself. 

I understand that no one can speak for others, not even FA can speak for another
FA. But looking from the outside, it does seems that there are similarities. That’s
why I’m trying hard to find information here.

For example, the thin line between being ther vs pursuing, instead of telling the the
judge, I would rather learn how to tell the difference myself.

I’ve read enough to decern that I’m not triggered, for I’m not reacting out of
anxiety. I have learn to observe my family and not to interfere with their business
before they ask for help, so I’ve worked through the saviour complex too.

As for the friend that I care about, when people say that I’m just projecting my own
fear on him, it’s not the first time I hear that suggestion, but each time after i ask
myself, I remember he said that people don’t text him nor call him and he was sad
about that. Even though now I understand why... 

Information like “he wanted soulmate was only true at that moment” helps. Him not
responding much = I better stay away is confusing with other information that, FA
does not reciprocate in long term relationships. 

Hope I’m making sense...
I think you are misunderstanding the point...the point is not for you to "stay away"
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the point is for you to "back off"...which is completely different.  Backing off means
you aren't so focused on him, you aren't seeking him out...you are there for him, but
in a less "all about him" way.  But I get the sense you don't want to hear
suggestions that would ask you to "back off" for a while because you are going to
counter with some random comment that he said to you that you are now clinging to
as your reason to keep things going.  Fair enough...but do consider that even with
all your new information, he still may not reply.  Heck, he may not even view this as
a long term relationship..like it appears you do.  It's your life.
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How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 11:54:36
GMT via mobile
Quote
FYI, after years of better relating to my mom, she changed a lot as a surprise. I’m
very well aware that doesn’t mean others would “change” too

I’m just hoping to search for ways to better relating to people that are different.
There are too many negative image out there, it’s rare to find some helpful key
words, like be consistent and don’t go. Yet i guess it’s not clear enough in different
situations.

I’m not trying to change the person, or pulling the friend closer than he wanted to.
I’m trying hard to build a data base on how to relate in more respectful ways, for in
sure it’s not going to be my last time to encounter FAs or even DAs. If there are 1/2
majorities that relate to people insecurely, that why people are doing researched
into order for better relationships between differences.
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Quote
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May 31, 2018 11:37:54 GMT mistakes said:
After some reflection, autonomy for me, means having enough information etc, so
that I could decide for myself. 

I understand that no one can speak for others, not even FA can speak for another
FA. But looking from the outside, it does seems that there are similarities. That’s
why I’m trying hard to find information here.

For example, the thin line between being ther vs pursuing, instead of telling the the
judge, I would rather learn how to tell the difference myself.

I’ve read enough to decern that I’m not triggered, for I’m not reacting out of
anxiety. I have learn to observe my family and not to interfere with their business
before they ask for help, so I’ve worked through the saviour complex too.
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As for the friend that I care about, when people say that I’m just projecting my own
fear on him, it’s not the first time I hear that suggestion, but each time after i ask
myself, I remember he said that people don’t text him nor call him and he was sad
about that. Even though now I understand why... 

Information like “he wanted soulmate was only true at that moment” helps. Him not
responding much = I better stay away is confusing with other information that, FA
does not reciprocate in long term relationships. 

Hope I’m making sense...
I think you are misunderstanding the point...the point is not for you to "stay away"
the point is for you to "back off"...which is completely different.  Backing off means
you aren't so focused on him, you aren't seeking him out...you are there for him, but
in a less "all about him" way.  But I get the sense you don't want to hear
suggestions that would ask you to "back off" for a while because you are going to
counter with some random comment that he said to you that you are now clinging to
as your reason to keep things going.  Fair enough...but do consider that even with
all your new information, he still may not reply.  Heck, he may not even view this as
a long term relationship..like it appears you do.  It's your life.

Back off for a while vs stay away, in terms of my action, does it stays the same?

By the way, I’d already said that “since you are not responding, I’ll take it as I’m too
close, so even I’m off tonight m, I will not invite to meet you for the gifts from travel
” so, I do take suggestions from you, or else why am I still here? 

Back off for a while is... say after a few months without him reaching out, backing
off = leave it like that? Or could just text him a light greeting? After knowing what
backing off means, I won’t have to keep wondering

tnr9
God

Posts: 833

How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 12:02:46
GMT mistakes likes this
Quote
But if you look at what is defined as a secure person...they offer those things. That
is why they are secure. So perhaps it would be beneficial in reading up on the traits
of a secure person because the best match for all insecure types is someone who is
secure.
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May 31, 2018 12:00:51 GMT mistakes said:

May 31, 2018 11:49:35 GMT tnr9 said:
I think you are misunderstanding the point...the point is not for you to "stay away"
the point is for you to "back off"...which is completely different.  Backing off means
you aren't so focused on him, you aren't seeking him out...you are there for him, but
in a less "all about him" way.  But I get the sense you don't want to hear
suggestions that would ask you to "back off" for a while because you are going to
counter with some random comment that he said to you that you are now clinging to
as your reason to keep things going.  Fair enough...but do consider that even with
all your new information, he still may not reply.  Heck, he may not even view this as
a long term relationship..like it appears you do.  It's your life.

Back off for a while vs stay away, in terms of my action, does it stays the same?

By the way, I’d already said that “since you are not responding, I’ll take it as I’m too
close, so even I’m off tonight m, I will not invite to meet you for the gifts from travel
” so, I do take suggestions from you, or else why am I still here? 

Back off for a while is... say after a few months without him reaching out, backing
off = leave it like that? Or could just text him a light greeting? After knowing what
backing off means, I won’t have to keep wondering
That is not what I was suggesting and if I were him..I would likely be confused.
 Here is what I would have said...."Hey there, just a quick reminder that I am here
for you if you ever want to talk or hang out.  Have a nice evening."  If he did not
think you were too close..your message now put that thought in his mind.  Also, why
would you even mention about the gift?  What was the point of that?  Doesn't he
know about it already?  Because to me that line reads as "bait"....like, hey, if you
respond to me and are willing to meet up...I have something for you.  Hold off on
anymore discussion around the gift until he responds or contacts you.
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 12:18:06 GMT by tnr9
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May 31, 2018 12:12:18 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 12:00:51 GMT mistakes said:
Back off for a while vs stay away, in terms of my action, does it stays the same?

By the way, I’d already said that “since you are not responding, I’ll take it as I’m too
close, so even I’m off tonight m, I will not invite to meet you for the gifts from travel
” so, I do take suggestions from you, or else why am I still here? 

Back off for a while is... say after a few months without him reaching out, backing
off = leave it like that? Or could just text him a light greeting? After knowing what
backing off means, I won’t have to keep wondering
That is not what I was suggesting and if I were him..I would likely be confused.
 Here is what I would have said...."Hey there, just a quick reminder that I am here
for you if you ever want to talk or hang out.  Have a nice evening."  If he did not
think you were too close..your message now put that thought in his mind.  Also, why
would you even mention about the gift?  What was the point of that?  Doesn't he
know about it already?  Because to me that line reads as "bait"....like, hey, if you
respond to me and are willing to meet up...I have something for you.  Hold off on
anymore discussion around the gift until he responds or contacts you.

Omg! See, that’s why suggestion on practical ways to act is important! I mentioned
it was because before putting my questions on this forum, after he gave me an
emoji, I told him that I would get him something to eat from my travel, and asked
him if I should drop it off somewhere for him to pick up, or he would like to visit my
pet. He didn’t respond to that, so I tried to “back off”

Now, what do i do? OMG...
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Quote
Don't do anything....just let it be....act like it never happened...but as a
consideration for next time....make your texts from your perspective and not
speaking on his behalf and don't mention the gift until he contacts you. You can say
things like "I believe in you" " I am here for you" " You matter to me"...these are
true statements and speak to your care and concern for him.
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May 31, 2018 12:56:05 GMT tnr9 said:
Don't do anything....just let it be....act like it never happened...but as a
consideration for next time....make your texts from your perspective and not
speaking on his behalf and don't mention the gift until he contacts you. You can say
things like "I believe in you" " I am here for you" " You matter to me"...these are
true statements and speak to your care and concern for him.

Very clear, thank you! Simple statement just to show my support, without guessing
his feelings, and back off for a while, say a month or so, if no respond. Right? ^^

tnr9
God

Posts: 833

How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 14:00:17
GMT mistakes likes this
Quote

May 31, 2018 13:08:26 GMT mistakes said:

May 31, 2018 12:56:05 GMT tnr9 said:
Don't do anything....just let it be....act like it never happened...but as a
consideration for next time....make your texts from your perspective and not
speaking on his behalf and don't mention the gift until he contacts you. You can say
things like "I believe in you" " I am here for you" " You matter to me"...these are
true statements and speak to your care and concern for him.

Very clear, thank you! Simple statement just to show my support, without guessing
his feelings, and back off for a while, say a month or so, if no respond. Right? ^^
Yes..but the point is to focus on you and less on him....give him some breathing
room to miss you.
How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 14:17:23
GMT via mobile
Quote
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mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

May 31, 2018 14:00:17 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 13:08:26 GMT mistakes said:
Very clear, thank you! Simple statement just to show my support, without guessing
his feelings, and back off for a while, say a month or so, if no respond. Right? ^^
Yes..but the point is to focus on you and less on him....give him some breathing
room to miss you.

I never though I could still tell him straight that he matters, if I still feel that way
after a month^^ 

Now that is clear, the world seems a more friendly place than when i first learn
about attachment theories... just like dogs, cats, rabbits etc. They all have different
ways to relate with others, different sense of intimacy. ^^ 

I love rabbits by the way, they come and go, slowing becoming more approachable
by years. And I’m happy doing my own things when my rabbit ignores me, Heehee
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mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

How to become friends with an FA ex? But he might be more th May 31, 2018 14:21:44
GMT via mobile
Quote
Oh, just to double check before I can move on to other focus, so, after a month, a
statement, no responds, simple text for after another month or so -> it’s still a back
off instead of pursuing, and to keep the “cycles for showing support” for as long as if
I still feel like it, did I get that right m?

It’s such a relief after knowing “what to do”, thanks a million for being so patient
with me, and thanks for the forum ^^
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szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 14:40:28 GMT
Quote
I am wondering if struggle to make/keep plans is pretty common for FAs? Do FAs
typically not have friends/good relationship with families because of this?

My ex has one friend that I know of, outside of work friends, and it seems as though
he is unable to make plans/follow through with plans with his friend - his friend often
expressed how frustrating this was. 

When we started dating, he told me up front "I'm a terrible planner" - I told him no
worries at all (I thought surely nothing more than a normal male trying to plan,
right?) I didn't notice this as much, but maybe because it was new and it was in
season for him so I had to travel to him anyway. However, he always expressed that
he felt bad I was traveling there so much and that during offseason he would have
much more time to fly down and that he owed me trips to where I live. As time went
on, it was impossible to get him to initiate this. He had not come down to visit me in
two months - it was always something about his plane, (he was not working during
those two months, as that is his offseason) but explained he only has so much time
during his offseason to get things done for himself, it was always something. Then
he would mention "yeah, I could fly down this weekend" and I would never hear of it
again and he wouldn't be doing anything that weekend that would have inhibited him
from being here. Yet he would tell me constantly that he missed me, wished we were
together, show me in every other way that he really cared for me, etc.
It...was....so...bizarre. 

I pointed this out to him and after some pushback, he changed it for about 5 weeks.
He was coming down all the time. He was going out of his way to get here. He had
scheduled to go golf with a friend when he was in town once, yet called to touch
base with me about it first to make sure it was ok - of course it was, and I was just
SO thrilled that he was touching base about PLANS! Who was he!?

It didn't last. He claimed that maxed him out. He threw it back on me the next time
he flew off the handle. The last straw for me 3.5 weeks ago was again, failure to
follow through with plans that were spoken about 48 hours prior (we had not seen
each other in two weeks due to long distance, but we usually don't go this long) - it
was literally as if he hadn't even thought about them until I brought it up the night
that he was supposed to be heading into town. He was doing absolutely nothing at
all that weekend (I asked him over the phone what his plans were, in order to give
him an opportunity to communicate his plans about coming here. He responded that
he was grilling chicken, and doing a couple of random things around the house the
next day if it did not rain). He was defensive when I told him it upset me because we
had talked about plans and I asked him to let me know, and he didn't. I kindly said
"I'm not angry, it just is upsetting because I haven't seen you in two weeks, I miss
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you, I want to see you, and you aren't communicating about plans again, and this is
something you know is important to me" I would not have even been as upset that
he was not coming had he just called to communicate that to me. He couldn't even
do that. Yet, when I brought it up, he said "but I'm communicating to you about it
right now" he actually believed that counted - AFTER I ASKED... on the evening that
he was supposed to be coming in town and I had heard nothing up until I called to
ask and through a 10 minute phone call, he had yet to mention it. He said "Well, I've
been working" I said "Well, I've also been working, but it doesn't distract me from
the fact that I have tentative plans to spend time with you." He didn't like this
response and this was truly my final straw.

He rarely goes to see his family, either. Once a year and they are approx. 45 minute
flight away, although he often expresses that he needs to see them. They always
come to him. 

Is this normal FA behavior as far as planning goes - help me understand - why is it
so difficult? I truly want to understand why this is. Do you think he truly felt that I
was out of line in that conversation and that he felt justified for his lack of
communication about plans? Or do you think he does/has realized that that was not
right.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 16:06:31 GMT
Quote
I like to keep my options open for 'big picture' things - but not for basic everyday
stuff. How hard can it be to keep a date or schedule a meeting in advance and stick
to it? Also, when I do make a plan for big things, I stick to it.

That said, sometimes I really question if I'm actually FA. I'm starting to think I'm
more of a secure in FA/AP struggle now from my last relationship with an FA. He
could definitely never make a decision or plan - especially when it came to me!
Everything that involved having to think of another person than himself was an
eternal battle. But he seemed very good at keeping to his own (secretive) plans.

I have also noticed more that my AP friends are the ones who cannot make plans -
or stick to them. Mainly because they are highly emotional and dictate what they do
based on how they are feeling in the moment.

Last Edit: May 14, 2018 16:09:55 GMT by gecko
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New Member

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 16:18:52 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 16:06:31 GMT gecko said:
I like to keep my options open for 'big picture' things - but not for basic everyday
stuff. How hard can it be to keep a date or schedule a meeting in advance and stick
to it? Also, when I do make a plan for big things, I stick to it.

That said, sometimes I really question if I'm actually FA. I'm starting to think I'm
more of a secure in FA/AP struggle now from my last relationship with an FA. He
could definitely never make a decision or plan - especially when it came to me!
Everything that involved having to think of another person than himself was an
eternal battle. But he seemed very good at keeping to his own (secretive) plans.

I have also noticed more that my AP friends are the ones who cannot make plans -
or stick to them. Mainly because they are highly emotional and dictate what they do
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Posts: 19

based on how they are feeling in the moment.
That is interesting. I am Secure/AP - but I don't tend to have issues not making
plans. In fact, I feel terrible cancelling on anyone or changing plans last minute.
However, this is one way, for me, to make me feel super let down, especially in
relationships. When I have plans with my significant other, I do expect that person
to follow through, or at the very least communicate if something has come up, and
make the effort to reschedule later. If they don't, I typically feel rejected and upset.
I have gotten better at communicating this as to not blow it out of proportion, but to
let them know that that is a really important aspect of a relationship for me and I
feel let down when my boyfriend does not follow through, or acts as though our
plans are not important.

This was a concept my ex could not grasp. Or, did at times, but it did not come
naturally, and it kept happening even after an extended period of time of doing
better. I asked for over-communication about plans. He then took that statement
and totally misunderstood - he would then send multiple paragraph messages about
his day (in detail). I told him no, that wasn't what I meant although I appreciate his
effort - I just want him to over-communicate in regards to our plans (initiating,
letting me know if something has come up, etc.). This was literally impossible for
him to do - so. bizarre. I also wonder if maybe this is another issue - does not like
leaving his house, etc. He never acted bothered by us being together and in fact
always looked forward to it when I would make plans to go see him - he just couldn't
initiate or come to me consistently. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 18:54:44 GMT
Quote
szorn2296 - I meant that AP friends in the context of friendship. In relationships, it
seems they get VERY upset not having plans or being called on/cancelled last minute
by their partner (usually an avoidant) and it's strange to me to see how they can't
see how annoying this is to do this to a friend too. They will drop everything last
minute to go to the beck and call of their partner - who is the one not making plans
with them! Ahh.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 21:58:12 GMT via mobile gecko likes this
Quote
My FA ex is the worst planner I’ve ever dated. He loved to leave it till the day or the
day before. After a month of dating, I told him he needs to respect my time to at
least plan a day or two in advance. He completely freaked out! Saying that I can’t be
this insecure to not expect to see him at least once a week. That he expected me to
at least spare one day of the weekend with no planning whatsoever just to see him
at this stage of dating (after just a month of dating!!). And that he’s never dated any
girl that would even request him to plan. I was shocked thinking what kinda girls
was he dating???

This is one of the things that made him doubt us and that maybe he can’t fulfil my
needs. That maybe I’m not right for him. 

I still can’t understand his logic. Like it’s so laughably ridiculous I’m not even sure
how he got the idea that a partner should just drop everything to see him if he
doesn’t even respect his partners time.
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New Member

Posts: 40

Quote
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 21:58:12 GMT nottheonion said:
My FA ex is the worst planner I’ve ever dated. He loved to leave it till the day or the
day before. After a month of dating, I told him he needs to respect my time to at
least plan a day or two in advance. He completely freaked out! Saying that I can’t be
this insecure to not expect to see him at least once a week. That he expected me to
at least spare one day of the weekend with no planning whatsoever just to see him
at this stage of dating (after just a month of dating!!). And that he’s never dated any
girl that would even request him to plan. I was shocked thinking what kinda girls
was he dating???

This is one of the things that made him doubt us and that maybe he can’t fulfil my
needs. That maybe I’m not right for him. 

I still can’t understand his logic. Like it’s so laughably ridiculous I’m not even sure
how he got the idea that a partner should just drop everything to see him if he
doesn’t even respect his partners time.
Omg - yes, infuriating. Mine was literally incapable of doing this consistently and
took every ounce of effort in him to try to fix it - and he always reverted back. 
It seems to me like mine was well aware of this issue - as the first time we hung out
he told me he is a terrible planner - and he seems self-conscious about it?

This seems like an incredibly easy thing to work at and change (and he did a few
times!).... I literally could not understand why I was still experiencing the same
issues at the end, after endless conversation about it. Either that or he is just super
selfish and uses "poor planning" as a crutch. I never could figure that out. But also,
he would think that he was communicating about plans....by not saying anything? Or
when I finally asked at the last minute after giving him ample time to come to me
about the tentative plans, he would say that he didn't understand why I was upset
because he WAS communicating (right then in the moment). I would always say:
Yes, because I asked? We would have gone this whole weekend and you wouldn't
have mentioned another word about it. This would infuriate him and he would get
defensive.

I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how to/feel a
serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your girlfriend? If I had never
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initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we would have seen each other. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:26:24 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT szorn2296 said:
I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how
to/feel a serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your
girlfriend? If I had never initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we
would have seen each other. 

I asked myself the same question time and time again.

Then you've got to ask yourself - can you imagine ever making serious life plans
with them when they're so indecisive, unreliable, and uncommunicative?

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:27:57 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT nottheonion said:
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.

My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...
Last Edit: May 14, 2018 22:29:45 GMT by gecko
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Posts: 19

May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT nottheonion said:
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.
My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...
My best friend's husband is his one friend...and he also gets furious at his lack of
communication/following through with plans. My ex has told the friend (and me) that
he knows he has been a shitty friend. 

What I (and the friend) always say is - if you know that - then TRY not to be a shitty
friend? Try to do something different? How hard is it to make an effort.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:42:19 GMT
Quote
The 'try' thing is a conundrum.

Because my ex was brilliant at anything he put his mind to. That's why I fell in love
with him.

Except relationships.

He would lament to his friend why his relationships never worked out. The friend
always pointed out the crappy taste he had or the crappy moves he pulled, or both
at the same time. The friend thought when my ex met me, that would be the end of
his string of hit it and quit its or wandering eye.

Instead, the friend has told me to run and has given up trying to tell my ex to TRY
and not be a crappy partner. He seems incapable for reasons we are tired of trying
to understand and help with.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 23:33:48 GMT via mobile
Quote
I’m terrible at making plans and terrible at remembering them. I feel conflicted when
there are two competing forces for my time. When I’m pushed too far, and that
could be something that most people would see as reasonable, I feel manipulated
and engulfed. Manipulation, perceived or otherwise, will activate me immediately.
Back me into a position and I will find a way out, and you can guarantee it won’t be
doing what the other person wants.
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT szorn2296 said:
I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how to/feel a
serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your girlfriend? If I had never
initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we would have seen each other. 

I tell you how. This is what we call “haven’t got his s*** together.

Looking back, I’m not surprised why my excouldn’t plan taking into account how
messy his life in general is. Always bailed on plans of seeing his family. Says he
might lose his job in a few months but never actually make the effort to apply for
new jobs. Zero saving in his early 30s. Happy to sleep on a bed with no bed sheet
etc. Pretty sure he is an avoidant in life in general. Forever avoiding responsibilities.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 23:58:48 GMT via mobile
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May 14, 2018 22:27:57 GMT gecko said:

May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT nottheonion said:
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.
My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...

My FA ex doesn’t really make plans with him from what I could tell. In fact he even
insisted that they are not that close but somehow he would always text this friend
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about anything. And they’ve been friends for years. He used to say “oh I’m not that
close with him” about quite a few of his friends. Then you found out they actually
played in a band together, confided in each other or used to be housemates and
hang out etc. It’s all really strange. He was just FA all round. 

tnr9
God

Posts: 833

FA Making Plans May 15, 2018 0:05:34 GMT
Quote
In the very early days of dating...for the first 3.5 months....B would use "non
commital" language and sometimes I honestly felt like he was negotiating a business
meeting rather than seeing his girlfriend. Sometimes he would make "tentative"
plans but then drop out due to another opportunty. I will admit, I had a difficult time
not taking it personally.. One night we had plans to meet at my place and his prior
activity ran long....so long that I texted him that if it wasn't done by a certain time
that we should reschedule...he did make it over. After we settled more into dating,
we had "set days" that he would come over...that made things a lot better. I always
thought of him as hedging his bets, but I think he just wanted to protect himself
from being overwhelmed by too much relationship too quickly.

Also...he too has one "best friend" and I do think his friend makes all the plans and
B will either join or not.

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 0:07:35 GMT by tnr9
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szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 14:40:28 GMT
Quote
I am wondering if struggle to make/keep plans is pretty common for FAs? Do FAs
typically not have friends/good relationship with families because of this?

My ex has one friend that I know of, outside of work friends, and it seems as though
he is unable to make plans/follow through with plans with his friend - his friend often
expressed how frustrating this was. 

When we started dating, he told me up front "I'm a terrible planner" - I told him no
worries at all (I thought surely nothing more than a normal male trying to plan,
right?) I didn't notice this as much, but maybe because it was new and it was in
season for him so I had to travel to him anyway. However, he always expressed that
he felt bad I was traveling there so much and that during offseason he would have
much more time to fly down and that he owed me trips to where I live. As time went
on, it was impossible to get him to initiate this. He had not come down to visit me in
two months - it was always something about his plane, (he was not working during
those two months, as that is his offseason) but explained he only has so much time
during his offseason to get things done for himself, it was always something. Then
he would mention "yeah, I could fly down this weekend" and I would never hear of it
again and he wouldn't be doing anything that weekend that would have inhibited him
from being here. Yet he would tell me constantly that he missed me, wished we were
together, show me in every other way that he really cared for me, etc.
It...was....so...bizarre. 

I pointed this out to him and after some pushback, he changed it for about 5 weeks.
He was coming down all the time. He was going out of his way to get here. He had
scheduled to go golf with a friend when he was in town once, yet called to touch
base with me about it first to make sure it was ok - of course it was, and I was just
SO thrilled that he was touching base about PLANS! Who was he!?

It didn't last. He claimed that maxed him out. He threw it back on me the next time
he flew off the handle. The last straw for me 3.5 weeks ago was again, failure to
follow through with plans that were spoken about 48 hours prior (we had not seen
each other in two weeks due to long distance, but we usually don't go this long) - it
was literally as if he hadn't even thought about them until I brought it up the night
that he was supposed to be heading into town. He was doing absolutely nothing at
all that weekend (I asked him over the phone what his plans were, in order to give
him an opportunity to communicate his plans about coming here. He responded that
he was grilling chicken, and doing a couple of random things around the house the
next day if it did not rain). He was defensive when I told him it upset me because we
had talked about plans and I asked him to let me know, and he didn't. I kindly said
"I'm not angry, it just is upsetting because I haven't seen you in two weeks, I miss
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you, I want to see you, and you aren't communicating about plans again, and this is
something you know is important to me" I would not have even been as upset that
he was not coming had he just called to communicate that to me. He couldn't even
do that. Yet, when I brought it up, he said "but I'm communicating to you about it
right now" he actually believed that counted - AFTER I ASKED... on the evening that
he was supposed to be coming in town and I had heard nothing up until I called to
ask and through a 10 minute phone call, he had yet to mention it. He said "Well, I've
been working" I said "Well, I've also been working, but it doesn't distract me from
the fact that I have tentative plans to spend time with you." He didn't like this
response and this was truly my final straw.

He rarely goes to see his family, either. Once a year and they are approx. 45 minute
flight away, although he often expresses that he needs to see them. They always
come to him. 

Is this normal FA behavior as far as planning goes - help me understand - why is it
so difficult? I truly want to understand why this is. Do you think he truly felt that I
was out of line in that conversation and that he felt justified for his lack of
communication about plans? Or do you think he does/has realized that that was not
right.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 16:06:31 GMT
Quote
I like to keep my options open for 'big picture' things - but not for basic everyday
stuff. How hard can it be to keep a date or schedule a meeting in advance and stick
to it? Also, when I do make a plan for big things, I stick to it.

That said, sometimes I really question if I'm actually FA. I'm starting to think I'm
more of a secure in FA/AP struggle now from my last relationship with an FA. He
could definitely never make a decision or plan - especially when it came to me!
Everything that involved having to think of another person than himself was an
eternal battle. But he seemed very good at keeping to his own (secretive) plans.

I have also noticed more that my AP friends are the ones who cannot make plans -
or stick to them. Mainly because they are highly emotional and dictate what they do
based on how they are feeling in the moment.

Last Edit: May 14, 2018 16:09:55 GMT by gecko
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FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 16:18:52 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 16:06:31 GMT gecko said:
I like to keep my options open for 'big picture' things - but not for basic everyday
stuff. How hard can it be to keep a date or schedule a meeting in advance and stick
to it? Also, when I do make a plan for big things, I stick to it.

That said, sometimes I really question if I'm actually FA. I'm starting to think I'm
more of a secure in FA/AP struggle now from my last relationship with an FA. He
could definitely never make a decision or plan - especially when it came to me!
Everything that involved having to think of another person than himself was an
eternal battle. But he seemed very good at keeping to his own (secretive) plans.

I have also noticed more that my AP friends are the ones who cannot make plans -
or stick to them. Mainly because they are highly emotional and dictate what they do
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Posts: 19

based on how they are feeling in the moment.
That is interesting. I am Secure/AP - but I don't tend to have issues not making
plans. In fact, I feel terrible cancelling on anyone or changing plans last minute.
However, this is one way, for me, to make me feel super let down, especially in
relationships. When I have plans with my significant other, I do expect that person
to follow through, or at the very least communicate if something has come up, and
make the effort to reschedule later. If they don't, I typically feel rejected and upset.
I have gotten better at communicating this as to not blow it out of proportion, but to
let them know that that is a really important aspect of a relationship for me and I
feel let down when my boyfriend does not follow through, or acts as though our
plans are not important.

This was a concept my ex could not grasp. Or, did at times, but it did not come
naturally, and it kept happening even after an extended period of time of doing
better. I asked for over-communication about plans. He then took that statement
and totally misunderstood - he would then send multiple paragraph messages about
his day (in detail). I told him no, that wasn't what I meant although I appreciate his
effort - I just want him to over-communicate in regards to our plans (initiating,
letting me know if something has come up, etc.). This was literally impossible for
him to do - so. bizarre. I also wonder if maybe this is another issue - does not like
leaving his house, etc. He never acted bothered by us being together and in fact
always looked forward to it when I would make plans to go see him - he just couldn't
initiate or come to me consistently. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 18:54:44 GMT
Quote
szorn2296 - I meant that AP friends in the context of friendship. In relationships, it
seems they get VERY upset not having plans or being called on/cancelled last minute
by their partner (usually an avoidant) and it's strange to me to see how they can't
see how annoying this is to do this to a friend too. They will drop everything last
minute to go to the beck and call of their partner - who is the one not making plans
with them! Ahh.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 21:58:12 GMT via mobile gecko likes this
Quote
My FA ex is the worst planner I’ve ever dated. He loved to leave it till the day or the
day before. After a month of dating, I told him he needs to respect my time to at
least plan a day or two in advance. He completely freaked out! Saying that I can’t be
this insecure to not expect to see him at least once a week. That he expected me to
at least spare one day of the weekend with no planning whatsoever just to see him
at this stage of dating (after just a month of dating!!). And that he’s never dated any
girl that would even request him to plan. I was shocked thinking what kinda girls
was he dating???

This is one of the things that made him doubt us and that maybe he can’t fulfil my
needs. That maybe I’m not right for him. 

I still can’t understand his logic. Like it’s so laughably ridiculous I’m not even sure
how he got the idea that a partner should just drop everything to see him if he
doesn’t even respect his partners time.

nottheonion FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT via mobile
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New Member

Posts: 40

Quote
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 21:58:12 GMT nottheonion said:
My FA ex is the worst planner I’ve ever dated. He loved to leave it till the day or the
day before. After a month of dating, I told him he needs to respect my time to at
least plan a day or two in advance. He completely freaked out! Saying that I can’t be
this insecure to not expect to see him at least once a week. That he expected me to
at least spare one day of the weekend with no planning whatsoever just to see him
at this stage of dating (after just a month of dating!!). And that he’s never dated any
girl that would even request him to plan. I was shocked thinking what kinda girls
was he dating???

This is one of the things that made him doubt us and that maybe he can’t fulfil my
needs. That maybe I’m not right for him. 

I still can’t understand his logic. Like it’s so laughably ridiculous I’m not even sure
how he got the idea that a partner should just drop everything to see him if he
doesn’t even respect his partners time.
Omg - yes, infuriating. Mine was literally incapable of doing this consistently and
took every ounce of effort in him to try to fix it - and he always reverted back. 
It seems to me like mine was well aware of this issue - as the first time we hung out
he told me he is a terrible planner - and he seems self-conscious about it?

This seems like an incredibly easy thing to work at and change (and he did a few
times!).... I literally could not understand why I was still experiencing the same
issues at the end, after endless conversation about it. Either that or he is just super
selfish and uses "poor planning" as a crutch. I never could figure that out. But also,
he would think that he was communicating about plans....by not saying anything? Or
when I finally asked at the last minute after giving him ample time to come to me
about the tentative plans, he would say that he didn't understand why I was upset
because he WAS communicating (right then in the moment). I would always say:
Yes, because I asked? We would have gone this whole weekend and you wouldn't
have mentioned another word about it. This would infuriate him and he would get
defensive.

I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how to/feel a
serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your girlfriend? If I had never
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initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we would have seen each other. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:26:24 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT szorn2296 said:
I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how
to/feel a serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your
girlfriend? If I had never initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we
would have seen each other. 

I asked myself the same question time and time again.

Then you've got to ask yourself - can you imagine ever making serious life plans
with them when they're so indecisive, unreliable, and uncommunicative?

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:27:57 GMT
Quote

May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT nottheonion said:
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.

My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...
Last Edit: May 14, 2018 22:29:45 GMT by gecko
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Posts: 19

May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT nottheonion said:
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.
My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...
My best friend's husband is his one friend...and he also gets furious at his lack of
communication/following through with plans. My ex has told the friend (and me) that
he knows he has been a shitty friend. 

What I (and the friend) always say is - if you know that - then TRY not to be a shitty
friend? Try to do something different? How hard is it to make an effort.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 22:42:19 GMT
Quote
The 'try' thing is a conundrum.

Because my ex was brilliant at anything he put his mind to. That's why I fell in love
with him.

Except relationships.

He would lament to his friend why his relationships never worked out. The friend
always pointed out the crappy taste he had or the crappy moves he pulled, or both
at the same time. The friend thought when my ex met me, that would be the end of
his string of hit it and quit its or wandering eye.

Instead, the friend has told me to run and has given up trying to tell my ex to TRY
and not be a crappy partner. He seems incapable for reasons we are tired of trying
to understand and help with.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 23:33:48 GMT via mobile
Quote
I’m terrible at making plans and terrible at remembering them. I feel conflicted when
there are two competing forces for my time. When I’m pushed too far, and that
could be something that most people would see as reasonable, I feel manipulated
and engulfed. Manipulation, perceived or otherwise, will activate me immediately.
Back me into a position and I will find a way out, and you can guarantee it won’t be
doing what the other person wants.
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT szorn2296 said:
I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how to/feel a
serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your girlfriend? If I had never
initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we would have seen each other. 

I tell you how. This is what we call “haven’t got his s*** together.

Looking back, I’m not surprised why my excouldn’t plan taking into account how
messy his life in general is. Always bailed on plans of seeing his family. Says he
might lose his job in a few months but never actually make the effort to apply for
new jobs. Zero saving in his early 30s. Happy to sleep on a bed with no bed sheet
etc. Pretty sure he is an avoidant in life in general. Forever avoiding responsibilities.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

FA Making Plans May 14, 2018 23:58:48 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 14, 2018 22:27:57 GMT gecko said:

May 14, 2018 22:02:35 GMT nottheonion said:
And from what I could see, my FA ex doesn’t have many close friends. He doesn’t go
out with friends that much and the closest friend he’s always talking to was kinda
crazy (from the way he described him. He thought he was crazy too). Most days he
was just happy staying in.
My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...

My FA ex doesn’t really make plans with him from what I could tell. In fact he even
insisted that they are not that close but somehow he would always text this friend
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about anything. And they’ve been friends for years. He used to say “oh I’m not that
close with him” about quite a few of his friends. Then you found out they actually
played in a band together, confided in each other or used to be housemates and
hang out etc. It’s all really strange. He was just FA all round. 

tnr9
God

Posts: 833

FA Making Plans May 15, 2018 0:05:34 GMT
Quote
In the very early days of dating...for the first 3.5 months....B would use "non
commital" language and sometimes I honestly felt like he was negotiating a business
meeting rather than seeing his girlfriend. Sometimes he would make "tentative"
plans but then drop out due to another opportunty. I will admit, I had a difficult time
not taking it personally.. One night we had plans to meet at my place and his prior
activity ran long....so long that I texted him that if it wasn't done by a certain time
that we should reschedule...he did make it over. After we settled more into dating,
we had "set days" that he would come over...that made things a lot better. I always
thought of him as hedging his bets, but I think he just wanted to protect himself
from being overwhelmed by too much relationship too quickly.

Also...he too has one "best friend" and I do think his friend makes all the plans and
B will either join or not.

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 0:07:35 GMT by tnr9
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szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

FA Making Plans May 15, 2018 0:07:18 GMT gecko likes this
Quote

May 14, 2018 23:52:34 GMT nottheonion said:

May 14, 2018 22:14:07 GMT szorn2296 said:
I honestly thought this was just male behavior but truthfully, it has got to do with
his avoidance issues. How on earth does a 30 year old man....not know how to/feel a
serious desire to plan something as simple as seeing your girlfriend? If I had never
initiated plans, I honestly wonder how many times we would have seen each other. 

I tell you how. This is what we call “haven’t got his s*** together.

Looking back, I’m not surprised why my excouldn’t plan taking into account how
messy his life in general is. Always bailed on plans of seeing his family. Says he
might lose his job in a few months but never actually make the effort to apply for
new jobs. Zero saving in his early 30s. Happy to sleep on a bed with no bed sheet
etc. Pretty sure he is an avoidant in life in general. Forever avoiding responsibilities.
I think what is confusing is that he has it together in every other area of his life. He
is OCD in a lot of ways - everything has to be perfectly calculated, organized, etc.
Anytime he does anything (even the smallest things), he thinks of the best possible
way to do it and is very careful and detailed when doing so - which is why it is even
more baffling that relationships are the one area where he cannot seem to use those
skills. 

yasmin FA Making Plans May 15, 2018 0:09:51 GMT via mobile mrob likes this
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God

Posts: 535

Quote
I'm awful at making plans and I often forget I've made them. I can't even book the
dentist

mindful
New Member

Posts: 8

FA Making Plans May 29, 2018 1:21:18 GMT
Quote
There were yellow flags for me when my ex FA wouldn't follow-up on what he said
he’d do. He’d forget, and then I had to remind him – sometimes twice. 

He also consistently came to dates and events late. He said tardiness wasn’t a big
deal to him, which was troubling to me because it seemed inconsiderate to others,
especially when they had to wait on him to start an event.

I could also see his indecisiveness to commit to plans ahead of time, because he
didn't know if he'd be up for it until a few hours before the event.

I told him he needed to work on those things because I needed reliability from him
in order to trust him, and he did work on those things. I ended up trusting him in the
end.

Last Edit: May 29, 2018 1:21:41 GMT by mindful
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New Member
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May 14, 2018 23:33:48 GMT mrob said:
I’m terrible at making plans and terrible at remembering them. I feel conflicted when
there are two competing forces for my time. When I’m pushed too far, and that
could be something that most people would see as reasonable, I feel manipulated
and engulfed. Manipulation, perceived or otherwise, will activate me immediately.
Back me into a position and I will find a way out, and you can guarantee it won’t be
doing what the other person wants.

Thanks for letting me understand what’s in the mind. But it also seems that FA
forget plans... so, when there is no respond to an invitation that I made, how to
communicate without triggering my friend to feel pushed?
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mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

May 14, 2018 23:58:48 GMT nottheonion said:

May 14, 2018 22:27:57 GMT gecko said:
My FA ex also only has one friend.

And that friend always has to plan everything. Thankfully, he is not crazy though -
I'm not sure how the friend puts up with my ex! My ex must show him a different
side to what he showed me...

My FA ex doesn’t really make plans with him from what I could tell. In fact he even
insisted that they are not that close but somehow he would always text this friend
about anything. And they’ve been friends for years. He used to say “oh I’m not that
close with him” about quite a few of his friends. Then you found out they actually
played in a band together, confided in each other or used to be housemates and
hang out etc. It’s all really strange. He was just FA all round. 

Omg, my ex used to complain that he doesn’t get along with his friends, no one text
him or call him, but I would see him travel with his friends... I text him just to share
my life with him, maybe I’ll keep doing it for years, without much respond? I just
wish to know what to do so that he could receive the love that people had for him...
any suggestions?

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

FA Making Plans May 29, 2018 21:06:42 GMT via mobile
Quote
mistakes why would you wanna give love to someone who doesn’t know how to
appreciate it? Why??

mistakes
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New Member

Posts: 35

May 29, 2018 21:06:42 GMT nottheonion said:
mistakes why would you wanna give love to someone who doesn’t know how to
appreciate it? Why??

Am I misunderstanding what the FAs friends are sharing from this forum? If some
people is harder to love naturally, they still deserve to be loved and respect the way
they are, not measured by how much they satisfy my wants, when I’ll doing ok to
live a fulfilling life independently on them.

tnr9
God

Posts: 833

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 12:42:05 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 12:09:48 GMT mistakes said:

May 29, 2018 21:06:42 GMT nottheonion said:
mistakes why would you wanna give love to someone who doesn’t know how to
appreciate it? Why??

Am I misunderstanding what the FAs friends are sharing from this forum? If some
people is harder to love naturally, they still deserve to be loved and respect the way
they are, not measured by how much they satisfy my wants, when I’ll doing ok to
live a fulfilling life independently on them.
It is a question of "motive"...and also....the fact is that everyone desires to be seen ,
to be loved, to be cherished, to have someone believe in them consistently.  It
sounds like you want to be there for him...which is admirable...but perhaps you are
doing too much.  You can be there for someone and still acknowledge that they need
to meet you half way.  Maybe you need to back off of trying so hard for a bit.
FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 12:47:37 GMT via mobile
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mrob
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May 30, 2018 12:09:48 GMT mistakes said:

May 29, 2018 21:06:42 GMT nottheonion said:
mistakes why would you wanna give love to someone who doesn’t know how to
appreciate it? Why??

Am I misunderstanding what the FAs friends are sharing from this forum? If some
people is harder to love naturally, they still deserve to be loved and respect the way
they are, not measured by how much they satisfy my wants, when I’ll doing ok to
live a fulfilling life independently on them.

Exactly this. I want someone to have a fulfilling life independently of me.
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May 30, 2018 12:09:48 GMT mistakes said:
Am I misunderstanding what the FAs friends are sharing from this forum? If some
people is harder to love naturally, they still deserve to be loved and respect the way
they are, not measured by how much they satisfy my wants, when I’ll doing ok to
live a fulfilling life independently on them.

Exactly this. I want someone to have a fulfilling life independently of me.
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Isn't this what everyone wants - the balance between a fulfilling independent life and
a satisfying mutual connection. 

Good point Mistakes - very often it seems that the partner posting here wants to
know how to behave in a loving way only in order to evoke the response they desire
ie to be loved, to have their own needs satisfied. That's not love or compassion - it's
veiled manipulation.  Not pointing any fingers here, I know I have been guilty.

If you can love yourself first and foremost - in other words not plant yourself in a
situation where you're being emotionally abused - (unintentionally) or damaging
yourself then giving unconditional love is surely what we all aspire to?

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 14:53:00 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 14:26:43 GMT ocarina said:

May 30, 2018 12:47:37 GMT mrob said:
Exactly this. I want someone to have a fulfilling life independently of me.
Isn't this what everyone wants - the balance between a fulfilling independent life and
a satisfying mutual connection. 

Good point Mistakes - very often it seems that the partner posting here wants to
know how to behave in a loving way only in order to evoke the response they desire
ie to be loved, to have their own needs satisfied. That's not love or compassion - it's
veiled manipulation.  Not pointing any fingers here, I know I have been guilty.

If you can love yourself first and foremost - in other words not plant yourself in a
situation where you're being emotionally abused - (unintentionally) or damaging
yourself then giving unconditional love is surely what we all aspire to?
So true! To try to manipulate the other partner isn't love for the other, but to fulfill
the needs of oneself.

There is a lot of projection onto the other person, who may or may not have
avoidant attachment issues. It is as if if a "diagnosis" can be made of the ex, and
therefore a "cure" can be found, the ex can be cured to love oneself again. It is
seriously trampling on the other person's boundaries, and a serious dysfunctional
way of approaching a relationship if the goal is to respect one's partner, it ought to
lead to self-searching instead.

I can't deny I wish I have a magic wand to turn my exDA from a twice a month
boyfriend to a twice a week boyfriend though,  , but that's pushing on a string,
therefore not "manipulable".

In the end, I just accept it isn't going to happen, no matter if he is DA or perhaps he
is just not that into me, and I'm letting out steam here, hoping to forget this man
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soonest!
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 15:15:21 GMT by curious
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May 30, 2018 12:09:48 GMT mistakes said:
Am I misunderstanding what the FAs friends are sharing from this forum? If some
people is harder to love naturally, they still deserve to be loved and respect the way
they are, not measured by how much they satisfy my wants, when I’ll doing ok to
live a fulfilling life independently on them.
It is a question of "motive"...and also....the fact is that everyone desires to be seen ,
to be loved, to be cherished, to have someone believe in them consistently.  It
sounds like you want to be there for him...which is admirable...but perhaps you are
doing too much.  You can be there for someone and still acknowledge that they need
to meet you half way.  Maybe you need to back off of trying so hard for a bit.

I hear you, back off. But what does it mean to back off from an non-initiative
person, sorry I still don’t get it 

mistakes
New Member
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Posts: 35

May 30, 2018 12:09:48 GMT mistakes said:
Am I misunderstanding what the FAs friends are sharing from this forum? If some
people is harder to love naturally, they still deserve to be loved and respect the way
they are, not measured by how much they satisfy my wants, when I’ll doing ok to
live a fulfilling life independently on them.
It is a question of "motive"...and also....the fact is that everyone desires to be seen ,
to be loved, to be cherished, to have someone believe in them consistently.  It
sounds like you want to be there for him...which is admirable...but perhaps you are
doing too much.  You can be there for someone and still acknowledge that they need
to meet you half way.  Maybe you need to back off of trying so hard for a bit.

I hear you, back off. But what does it mean to back off from an non-initiative
person, sorry I still don’t get it 

mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 15:12:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
When there is no respond, how to measure the comfortable distance of the other
person? Cause “wanting imtamicy yet can’t show it”, already means I can’t measure
it out of my level of comfortable? Say, once a week’s sharing regardless if he
respond, or once a month?

curious
Senior Member

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 15:18:46 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
www.gurl.com/2016/03/12/what-does-it-mean-when-a-guy-doesnt-answer-your-
texts/#1

This is the brutal truth, if he wants you, he *will* come to you. If he doesn't feel for
you that way anymore then he won't no matter how many doors you knock on.

We can go through 1000 dating guru videos, visit 1000 relationship sites, buy 1000
books, see 1000 psychics/voodoo doctors etc., and he still won't come back. 

Oh man, think about the mountains of profit all of these "gurus" made from lovesick
exes...  

One is simply prolonging the agony, unfortunately many people I know like
prolonging the agony, refusing to move on. They like being in this same place
hoping, hoping and hoping...those around them can see clearly what's wrong but
they can't, sadly.

I know it is painful to lose someone we have fallen for, but there is *no way* to get
them back if they are done with us.
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Posts: 277

A miracle can happen and maybe a couple of them in a few thousands do return to
their ex, but it is because *they* decide to return, not because of anything their
exes may or may not have done.

Of course if one had been a great big a$$hat, eg slept with partner's best friend,
threw tantrums needlessly, etc.,  and if the partner is still in love then a change in
the deal-breaking behavior and couples therapy may help. That would be obvious
though, because he would be texting furiously back and forth about the relationship
and not distancing or ghosting himself.

Be kind to yourself, focus on those who do deserve, need and want your attention
(eg your good friends who tried so hard to support you), and move on.

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 15:36:32 GMT by curious
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www.gurl.com/2016/03/12/what-does-it-mean-when-a-guy-doesnt-answer-your-
texts/#1

This is the brutal truth, if he wants you, he *will* come to you. If he doesn't feel for
you that way anymore then he won't no matter how many doors you knock on.

We can go through 1000 dating guru videos, visit 1000 relationship sites, buy 1000
books, see 1000 psychics/voodoo doctors etc., and he still won't come back. 

Oh man, think about the mountains of profit all of these "gurus" made from lovesick
exes...  

One is simply prolonging the agony, unfortunately many people I know like
prolonging the agony, refusing to move on. They like being in this same place
hoping, hoping and hoping...those around them can see clearly what's wrong but
they can't, sadly.

I know it is painful to lose someone we have fallen for, but there is *no way* to get
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them back if they are done with us.

A miracle can happen and maybe a couple of them in a few thousands do return to
their ex, but it is because *they* decide to return, not because of anything their
exes may or may not have done.

Of course if one had been a great big a$$hat, eg slept with partner's best friend,
threw tantrums needlessly, etc.,  and if the partner is still in love then a change in
the deal-breaking behavior and couples therapy may help. That would be obvious
though, because he would be texting furiously back and forth about the relationship
and not distancing or ghosting himself.

Be kind to yourself, focus on those who do deserve, need and want your attention
(eg your good friends who tried so hard to support you), and move on.

Thank you for trying to save me from drowning in false hope! But I’m not hoping to
be in romantic relationships again... and since from some posts, there are
suggestions in being initiative, stick around, be consistent or else it would hurt the
little trust they have with people. I’m confused then why when I’m trying to learn
how to be a friend, the suggestion would become “run and let go”?

FYI, he didn’t reply me, and I was only a little disappointed for one minute, and then
I made myself happy with life again, not lingering on because of loneliness or grief

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 15:54:40 GMT
Quote
I have found out for myself that every time I think of my exDA, or contacted him in
some way, I just set myself back from healing and getting over.

It is also rather awful because I haven't found a date whom I like as much, so my
mind keeps wandering back to him.

I also fantasize that he would call me and say "Hey! I'm in town, lets go for a
drink?" and I'd try to seduce him back. And then I'd wake up knowing it would at
best be back to the old pattern of being a low/minimal-maintenance/breadcrumb
"girlfriend".

We also parted as "friends", and I occasionally texted to him when I was in his city
to meet as "friends", but who am I kidding? I was hoping that we would get back
together with him admitting that he were DA and wanted to change so we could be
together forever happily ever after...

This "friends" business is self-delusional, it is our way of sneaking back, and they
know it 1000%. They smell it and I don't blame them for running away.

I have enough self-awareness to understand how harmful this idle wandering
behavior really is, and each time I simply tell myself "he's never that much into you,
he just liked the e-maintenance, to keep you around on his terms, with minimal
efforts, it serves his needs this way, you have too much self-respect to settle for
this, etc." 

It's pretty painful to admit that perhaps I'm not "all that", not to this man anyway...
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He told me otherwise of course, that he would move to my city after 6 months if all
went well, he came back 3 times after I broke up, etc. so yeah, it's tough, but all of
these thoughts are battling for my mind and soul and I know I want "me" to win. If
it makes sense.
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 16:33:05 GMT by curious

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 15:57:32 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
No need to run, just live your own life! Google “The 180”. It’s not entirely
appropriate to this situation, but it is the way to break out of the push/pull, and it
will bring you sanity.

mistakes
New Member
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Quote

May 30, 2018 15:54:40 GMT curious said:
I have found out for myself that every time I think of my exDA, or contacted him in
some way, I just set myself back from healing and getting over.

It is also rather awful because I haven't found a date whom I like as much, so my
mind keeps wandering back to him.

I also fantasize that he would call me and say "Hey! I'm in town, lets go for a
drink?" and I'd try to seduce him back.

I have enough self-awareness to understand how harmful this idle wandering
behavior really is, and each time I simply tell myself "he's never that much into you,
he just liked the e-maintenance, to keep you around on his terms, with minimal
efforts, it serves his needs this way, you have too much self-respect to settle for
this, etc." 

It's pretty painful to admit that perhaps I'm not "all that", not to this man anyway...
  

He told me otherwise of course, that he would move to my city after 6 months if all
went well, he came back 3 times after I broke up, etc. so yeah, it's tough, but all of
these thoughts are battling for my mind and soul and I know I want "me" to win. If
it makes sense.

Good on you for recongizing what you need and looking after yourself^^

But I honestly want different thing from you...
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Senior Member
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FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:04:38 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 16:00:08 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 15:54:40 GMT curious said:

Good on you for recongizing what you need and looking after yourself^^

But I honestly want different thing from you...
Hmm, are you expecting that some FA/DA here will give you the "magic solution" to
get your ex back if you hang around enough?

mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:05:54 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 30, 2018 15:57:32 GMT mrob said:
No need to run, just live your own life! Google “The 180”. It’s not entirely
appropriate to this situation, but it is the way to break out of the push/pull, and it
will bring you sanity.

You mean the list of 33 don’ts? I did #8 bought gift, haha!

Thanks mrob~ 
Other than the don’ts, how to keep in tough without “pursuing”?
FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:07:15 GMT
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curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

May 30, 2018 16:05:54 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 15:57:32 GMT mrob said:
No need to run, just live your own life! Google “The 180”. It’s not entirely
appropriate to this situation, but it is the way to break out of the push/pull, and it
will bring you sanity.

You mean the list of 33 don’ts? I did #8 bought gift, haha!

Thanks mrob~ 
Other than the don’ts, how to keep in tough without “pursuing”?
As in, how do I pursue him without seeming like I'm pursuing him?  

I don't seem to be the only one but some might find it manipulative and fruitless.
You don't see it, because a fish doesn't know it is living in water.

The manipulation can be obvious to others, they can smell it, it puts people off and
they might run away.

There is no trust when there is subterfuge, faking, something isn't straight,
manipulation of perception, etc.

Not to mention it is neigh impossible when it comes to "love" and attachment. It is
binary - either they are into you or they aren't. 

In general, as exes, we either *do* truly *respect* their boundaries, and set them
free, in every sense of the word and work on our recovery, even though we
occasionally lapsed or ....we don't, and keep finding ways to sneak breaches of our
exes' boundaries, hoping to find out how to do it better, more invisibly. In the
process, we actually end up hurting ourselves.

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 16:55:33 GMT by curious
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May 30, 2018 16:04:38 GMT curious said:

May 30, 2018 16:00:08 GMT mistakes said:
Good on you for recongizing what you need and looking after yourself^^

But I honestly want different thing from you...
Hmm, are you expecting that some FA/DA here will give you the "magic solution" to
get your ex back if you hang around enough?

Not trying to get ex back. Just don’t want to break his trust with people, I promised
that I would be there, I said I understands that fear if letting other became a bubble
that bouncevothers away, because I have been there.

tnr9
God

Posts: 833

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:20:32 GMT
Quote

May 30, 2018 16:08:11 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 16:04:38 GMT curious said:
Hmm, are you expecting that some FA/DA here will give you the "magic solution" to
get your ex back if you hang around enough?
Not trying to get ex back. Just don’t want to break his trust with people, I promised
that I would be there, I said I understands that fear if letting other became a bubble
that bouncevothers away, because I have been there.
Here is an original thought...why don't you ask him?  
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New Member
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Quote

May 30, 2018 16:20:32 GMT tnr9 said:

May 30, 2018 16:08:11 GMT mistakes said:
Not trying to get ex back. Just don’t want to break his trust with people, I promised
that I would be there, I said I understands that fear if letting other became a bubble
that bouncevothers away, because I have been there.
Here is an original thought...why don't you ask him?  

Because like I said, each time after I ask him about the relationship, he did express
himself but withdraw further? Why would I do that? Communication was not like
usual relationship to start with, why would I push him for my puzzles? 

I find this forum helpful, because it seems there are FAs that are willing to share the
inner world, which would cost less stress with the people that we care. If only all our
FA friends, partners, ex etc are willing to communicate, I think the forum would not
have exit the first place?

tnr9
God

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:36:52 GMT
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May 30, 2018 16:30:25 GMT mistakes said:

May 30, 2018 16:20:32 GMT tnr9 said:
Here is an original thought...why don't you ask him?  
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Posts: 833 Because like I said, each time after I ask him about the relationship, he did express
himself but withdraw further? Why would I do that? Communication was not like
usual relationship to start with, why would I push him for my puzzles? 

I find this forum helpful, because it seems there are FAs that are willing to share the
inner world, which would cost less stress with the people that we care. If only all our
FA friends, partners, ex etc are willing to communicate, I think the forum would not
have exit the first place?
But have you considered for a moment that FAs who are here are here for their own
healing and not to provide you with guidance on someone they don't know?  I think
if you read back through the section...you will find some patterns and insights.
 Obviously you want to respect this guy...so perhaps if the FA posters are not
answering your questions...you could be curtious to them as well.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:47:25 GMT mistakes likes this
Quote
Want to point out that NOT communicating *is* communicating something... 

It takes time for all of us to let it sink in, so good luck with your journey to a better
place. Really hope that you both will reach a place of peace.

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 16:53:00 GMT by curious
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New Member
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FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 16:52:39 GMT via mobile curious likes this
Quote
Just wishing the best for all relationships, that’s all. And thanks everyone to share
and wanting each other’s to be happy~
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May 30, 2018 16:52:39 GMT mistakes said:
Just wishing the best for all relationships, that’s all. And thanks everyone to share
and wanting each other’s to be happy~
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Oh come hang out with us and moan and groan and be happy! 

Every time I lapse, when I'm plotting and up to no good, etc. I come here to vent.
There is always someone awesome who will tolerate my cranky rattling, too damn
nice to put me in my place.

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 17:06:25 GMT by curious
ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 186

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 17:18:31 GMT curious, tnr9, and 1 more like this
Quote
Going back a few posts.... for me at least, "being there" would mean a single
conversation where I was clear and honest that I was willing and able to be present
if needed - and leave it at that.

What feels caring and compassionate to one person may well be perceived as
overbearing by another - it is respectful to offer compassionate help - and also to
allow the other person silence if that is their choice.

It's tempting to swing into the mindset that we know best - especially when we are
aware of attachment theory etc but in reality this is subjective and if I am honest, a
little disrespectful.
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New Member

Posts: 35

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 17:20:18 GMT via mobile
Quote

Actually, how would a... comfortable reciprocal relationship looks like to FAs? 

This time, I’m not asking for my case only. Well, my ex is a first FA that I
encountered, and it’s just sad that by the time we realised, we cost a relationship
that we care about.

ocarina
Full Member

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 17:33:02 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 30, 2018 17:20:18 GMT mistakes said:
Actually, how would a... comfortable reciprocal relationship looks like to FAs? 

This time, I’m not asking for my case only. Well, my ex is a first FA that I
encountered, and it’s just sad that by the time we realised, we cost a relationship
that we care about.
I think the point is that an FA can't have a comfortable reciprocal arrangement in a
relationship - that's pretty inherent within the definition. It may be possible to keep
up the guise for a while in the early days but down the line without really examining
the roots of the attachment issues, it's darn near impossible in the long term.
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Posts: 186
Knowing about attachment types may seem like the key to solving the problem - but
the reality is really that you, as the experiencer on the end of the behaviour will not
be helped by knowing why - it will still hurt, begin to foster resentment and it won't
make the other person change for any length of time. It is absolutely possible to
both care about a relationship - but care on either or both sides won't make it work.
The pattern will continue to play out for as long as the underlying beliefs remain and
tackling these is very much a personal issue.

There's a dangerous illusion that if only we had known the outcome would have been
different - perhaps some of the time if we'd known, we could have left sooner rather
than staying in a situation that scars us. I speak as an FA who has unwittingly hurt
past partners - and as someone who's been hurt in this kind of relationship myself.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 277

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 17:44:32 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 30, 2018 17:20:18 GMT mistakes said:
Actually, how would a... comfortable reciprocal relationship looks like to FAs? 

This time, I’m not asking for my case only. Well, my ex is a first FA that I
encountered, and it’s just sad that by the time we realised, we cost a relationship
that we care about.
I don't know about others but I prefer companionable silence than to listen to
mindless chatter. I find small talk extremely painful - I really need to have a highly
intelligent, wise or insightful person to talk to. I have a friend whom I suspect has
NPD/Histrionic Personally Disorder and I cannot take the constant drama - she talks
non-stop about herself and what goes on in her life. I don't understand why she isn't
interested in other things, anything outside of herself?  I need to grasp meaning, so
I like getting that from good content, books, good films, art, etc. I'm also INTP, so
yeah, I go out, I don't look like an introvert but I am one. One of my cherished
motto : Never miss a great opportunity to STFU. Ok, better heed my own advice.  
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 17:45:10 GMT by curious
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Posts: 180

May 30, 2018 17:20:18 GMT mistakes said:
Actually, how would a... comfortable reciprocal relationship looks like to FAs? 

This time, I’m not asking for my case only. Well, my ex is a first FA that I
encountered, and it’s just sad that by the time we realised, we cost a relationship
that we care about.
I think the point is that an FA can't have a comfortable reciprocal arrangement in a
relationship - that's pretty inherent within the definition. It may be possible to keep
up the guise for a while in the early days but down the line without really examining
the roots of the attachment issues, it's darn near impossible in the long term.

Knowing about attachment types may seem like the key to solving the problem - but
the reality is really that you, as the experiencer on the end of the behaviour will not
be helped by knowing why - it will still hurt, begin to foster resentment and it won't
make the other person change for any length of time. It is absolutely possible to
both care about a relationship - but care on either or both sides won't make it work.
The pattern will continue to play out for as long as the underlying beliefs remain and
tackling these is very much a personal issue.

There's a dangerous illusion that if only we had known the outcome would have been
different - perhaps some of the time if we'd known, we could have left sooner rather
than staying in a situation that scars us. I speak as an FA who has unwittingly hurt
past partners - and as someone who's been hurt in this kind of relationship myself.

My experience as well. Once I’ve been activated, it doesn’t seem to matter what I
know, off goes the head and on goes the cabbage. Sigh. I scare easily, but leave me
alone, do your thing and I will come back.

curious
Senior Member

FA Making Plans May 30, 2018 22:25:03 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

Doh! So many caveats I need to clarify - I DO TALK to my partners and friends. 

I just don't like to chatter about Kim Kadashians, nail polish colors/eyelash weaving
or how the director of my friend's company is insufferable because she wants her
staff to adopt a positive attitude as my friend thinks everyone is entitled to their
attitude and I don't even know this director, or a particularly b*tchy colleague of
hers who gave her the "evil eye", to watch her change 20 outfits so she can be sure
which is the best outfit to meet her date for the first time, and the obviously made-
up handsome date who picked her up in a jaguar and took her to his chateau in the
forest which has two towers, and who is crazy about her,but of course she didn't
like, ..etc., etc. I don't chatter much but I end up the one being chattered to, and it
is tiring to pay attention for hours on stuff that do not interest me and do not even
matter in the bigger picture to the other.

It's a tiny bit similar to the adult, classier version of Little Britain's Vicky Pollard.

I get TIRED listening to this type of chatter that don't matter, that don't make a
difference in the end. I much prefer to be there if the other person really needs my
company for an important occasion, to have a nice tea together, to listen to music,
to share a meaningful conversation, to be pensive strolling together, to enjoy a nice
moment together, to go laughing and dancing crazy, to eat fantastic food or cook
together, with either friends, family or partners. It isn't just me being there to meet
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Posts: 277 the needs of the other, but the little time together is well spent in each other's
company, BOTH enjoying it. Beyond that, I need my own alone time to recharge, to
do the things I want and like to do, to enjoy a long bath, to read a book, to listen to
music, to draw, etc.

I don't know if that makes me avoidant, but I don't want to be with a partner or
anyone 24/7. It's also why hanging out with other avoidants is a lot more
straightforward, a lot less stressful. I don't have to explain myself all the time to be
understood. 

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 22:50:00 GMT by curious
mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

FA Making Plans May 31, 2018 1:44:28 GMT via mobile
Quote

Thank you for sharing all~ I asked that question not out of wanting to change the
other person by the knowledge of attachment style. Rather than changing the
person, I was hoping the understanding would allow long term relationship to
happen in a way.

Instead of growing into secure style to have relationships, as relatives or friends etc,
acceptance and being there makes a different? 

I get the picture that FAs has ways to enjoy relationships now, and I hope we all
have people that loves us, instead of sounded like we have to change a lot in order
to earn the love that we desire...
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New Member

Was I that terrible to my ex FA? May 29, 2018 2:42:47 GMT
Quote
My FA broke-up with me after three years, saying that he was done and couldn’t do
it anymore. I had no idea he was an FA (even though there were many signs), until I
asked him after the break-up and he confirmed it.

Would he have still broken-up with me if he wasn’t an FA? I have a feeling yes, so I
will work on myself, but I want to know so I can be more knowledgeable in my next
relationship.

I’m an AP and anxious-prone. Things were going extremely well for the first two
years. I missed obvious signs of his fear of commitment in small ways – I think he
even told me a few times he had trouble leaning in until he could really trust
someone. However, he was the first one to tell me he loved me, and to bring up
moving in together.

Since I didn’t want to make a 1.5 hour commute to work every day, I decided to
take a closer job in his town (and move in with my family while we were making
plans for where to rent). Before accepting the job, I asked, and he confirmed that
we would move in together.

After I did, I started coming over more days in the week, and we looked around for
apartments. He was hesitant, telling me he was nervous, and trying to convince
himself that things usually got better once he took the leap. 

A few weeks later, we started arguing about things. I hadn’t known it at the time,
but we were in the AP-FA cycle of pursuing and withdrawing. I was feeling miserable
at my job/family’s house and regretted moving and felt pressured for us to move in
together. I began to get anxious about not moving in. However, knowing we were
going to start a life together made it worth it (dumb, I know). I continued gently 
asking every few months, with him saying said he couldn’t give me a timeline, and
that we needed to work on things first (our arguments).

Most of our arguments start with me asking for reassurance while looking nervous or
upset, then him getting defensive saying I shouldn’t be asking for those things. I’d
push harder for the reassurance, and he’d feel squashed. 

These would happen about once a month, and less over time. After I understood
that it hurt him (understandably), I stopped saying those things, but it wasn’t
enough for him because he said it was still happening in other ways and feared my
anxious rebuttals would keep coming up every few months.

Here’s what I did that made him really hurt enough to not want to move in together:

- I asked him to change two things he did that I was scared of (one was was if he
could wait little longer to drive if I was in the car after 1-2 drinks, and I did it in bad
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Posts: 8

timing because we were in the car and I was panicking and crying). We debated
facts for months periodically and in therapy. Eventually I told him he didn’t have to
do those things because I could calm myself, and emphasized that I never wanted to
control him, and that it always had been a request he could say no to. He said if I
had asked calmer, he wouldn’t have felt like he had no choice but to accommodate
me. That made sense.

- I accused him a few times of things in heated moments, “It sounds like you don’t
care about the relationship”, “You’re invalidating me”. Understandably, he felt
rejected. After I realized my fault, I profusely apologized. Note I said those things
because he would either defensively argue his needs, when I keep telling him all I
was looking for was validation. Or he'd shut down and I couldn't get much out of
him.

- The last straw was me asking him to promise to not bring up therapy anymore
because it hurt me, and he already made his stance very clear that he wanted me to
go. (I had gone to a ton of individual therapy and couples therapy because he
wanted me to. I was done with it for the interim because he told me he didn’t see
any improvements even though I spent 70+ sessions and a lot of money, and I
didn’t know what I was supposed to be working on that was for him anyway. Note
he has been going to therapy on his own and said it has really helped him). After I
asked, his face got rigid, and he immediately said he can’t promise me that, and he
shouldn't promise me anything. I freaked out and started crying because security is
important to me. After we argued about it for a little, he realized I was just asking
for reassurance and said he will try not to bring it up unless he has to. I saw my
fault, apologized, and said I will never ask him to promise me anything again. 

Other than those things, I think I’m usually pretty good at listening and not putting
pressure on him.

I know I shouldn’t have said those things, and I’m going to continue to get help and
really work on those things. Funny, since the break-up, I feel relieved (maybe I
wouldn’t be as anxious with a different attachment type??). Up till the end I was
begging for one more chance, and even now I’m hoping he’ll change his mind. I
don't know with one more break-or-make chance I would've ended up saying
something else that would hurt him eventually. Other than that, we were very
compatible and loved each other. He said that if our arguments didn't happen like
this, then everything would be good. 

Anyway, those things hurt him greatly enough to not want to make plans toward
moving in and broke us up - would a non-FA have reacted in the same way, or given
me another chance?

Last Edit: May 29, 2018 13:02:47 GMT by mindful
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Was I that terrible to my ex FA? May 29, 2018 21:35:10 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the forums...honestly, I think the issue really stems from your lack of
self confidence...not so much the things that you asked him to do. Without self
confidence, a partner is going to sense that you are looking to them to make you
feel "ok" rather then simply being able to be an equal. An example is when you were
obviously concerned about him driving so soon after drinking. That is a legitimate
request...and even he admitted that had you asked calmly, he would have been
more receptive to it. Instead of focusing on him and trying to see whether he would
be willing to try again...I want to invite you to really grow to love yourself...not in a
prideful way...but believe and accept that you are valuable and that you
matter....that you have a right to have opinions and needs. When you are strong
and confident, people are attracted to you because you believe in yourself. There are
a ton of good resources out there on gaining confidence. The second thing that I
invite you to do is to provide for yourself the validation you seek from others....be
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Posts: 833 kind to yourself, tell yourself it will be ok, do breathing exercises etc etc. Again...this
is not about getting him back...this is about loving yourself.
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Was I that terrible to my ex FA? May 29, 2018 23:55:30 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
tnr9, thank you for your insight. You're absolutely right. I'm glad you told me
because the idea of it being my confidence and self-esteem had been in the back of
my mind, but now I know I should definitely focus on that. Most of my anxiety/worry
definitely comes from the internalization of being flawed and not being worth being
listened to or taken seriously.

Last Edit: May 29, 2018 23:55:46 GMT by mindful
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Quote
Some more thoughts. I've never been in a healthy relationship, even in childhood, so
if anyone could tell me what's secure behavior and what's not, that would incredibly
help.

The part that kept me anxious was how defensive he got about the request - that
request was the catalyst for all the problems - and he had turned the request into an
issue about himself without trying to understand how I felt. He had been so adamant
about focusing on asserting his needs - to not change his behavior to accommodate
a fear - that I didn't feel heard or understood, and felt more flawed for having a
difference in values that he didn't try to understand. 

Even after he learned I didn't think he was a bad person, had not intended 
to imply that he absolutely had to do those things, I didn't even want him to do
those things anymore, and that I had only been scared and was asking for help to
figure it out (albiet in an unproductive way) - I still felt unheard because he'd say
when I brought it up, "but I did start doing those things" while looking pained. While
I appreciated it, that wasn't the point.

I would've felt reassured if he had ever acknowledged at one point,"I can understand
that with your past experiences and temperament that this behavior scares you. I'm
not comfortable adjusting this much, but would like to understand more how you
feel and see how we can work on this together." Instead it was about how I should
go to therapy to address this fear because I had been freaking out too much (I had
already explained that I was freaking out because I was scared to make the request
in the first place). 

I didn't feel like he accepted me for who I am and wanted me to change, and when I
told him that just how I said here, he got hurt and defensive. He protested that he
did. Then he immediately turned it into himself again, saying that I was making
accusations that hurt him. I apologized for the accusation, after taking time to
understand why he would feel hurt, but he never did that for me. Maybe he wasn't
capable of understanding that I can "feel" a certain way without him intentionality
doing it on purpose? 

Would someone secure not be hurt by that and taken the time to understand why?
Or if they would've, how could I have addressed it differently?
Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 12:06:48 GMT by mindful
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Quote
As it turns out..there is a secure section to these boards. Anne12 often posts really
good stuff there...this may help
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I am not secure...but I think that there is a fundamental communication issue that
you and he had that made it really hard for either of you to get your needs met. It
reads as if you both had expectations of each other and really resented each other
for not seeing your effort and not giving you what you need. I think the path forward
is not to revisit past conversations..but to get really clear about the kind of
relationship/partner you want and then being open to someone who can provide that
to you.
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Was I that terrible to my ex FA? May 29, 2018 2:42:47 GMT
Quote
My FA broke-up with me after three years, saying that he was done and couldn’t do
it anymore. I had no idea he was an FA (even though there were many signs), until I
asked him after the break-up and he confirmed it.

Would he have still broken-up with me if he wasn’t an FA? I have a feeling yes, so I
will work on myself, but I want to know so I can be more knowledgeable in my next
relationship.

I’m an AP and anxious-prone. Things were going extremely well for the first two
years. I missed obvious signs of his fear of commitment in small ways – I think he
even told me a few times he had trouble leaning in until he could really trust
someone. However, he was the first one to tell me he loved me, and to bring up
moving in together.

Since I didn’t want to make a 1.5 hour commute to work every day, I decided to
take a closer job in his town (and move in with my family while we were making
plans for where to rent). Before accepting the job, I asked, and he confirmed that
we would move in together.

After I did, I started coming over more days in the week, and we looked around for
apartments. He was hesitant, telling me he was nervous, and trying to convince
himself that things usually got better once he took the leap. 

A few weeks later, we started arguing about things. I hadn’t known it at the time,
but we were in the AP-FA cycle of pursuing and withdrawing. I was feeling miserable
at my job/family’s house and regretted moving and felt pressured for us to move in
together. I began to get anxious about not moving in. However, knowing we were
going to start a life together made it worth it (dumb, I know). I continued gently 
asking every few months, with him saying said he couldn’t give me a timeline, and
that we needed to work on things first (our arguments).

Most of our arguments start with me asking for reassurance while looking nervous or
upset, then him getting defensive saying I shouldn’t be asking for those things. I’d
push harder for the reassurance, and he’d feel squashed. 
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These would happen about once a month, and less over time. After I understood
that it hurt him (understandably), I stopped saying those things, but it wasn’t
enough for him because he said it was still happening in other ways and feared my
anxious rebuttals would keep coming up every few months.

Here’s what I did that made him really hurt enough to not want to move in together:

- I asked him to change two things he did that I was scared of (one was was if he
could wait little longer to drive if I was in the car after 1-2 drinks, and I did it in bad
timing because we were in the car and I was panicking and crying). We debated
facts for months periodically and in therapy. Eventually I told him he didn’t have to
do those things because I could calm myself, and emphasized that I never wanted to
control him, and that it always had been a request he could say no to. He said if I
had asked calmer, he wouldn’t have felt like he had no choice but to accommodate
me. That made sense.

- I accused him a few times of things in heated moments, “It sounds like you don’t
care about the relationship”, “You’re invalidating me”. Understandably, he felt
rejected. After I realized my fault, I profusely apologized. Note I said those things
because he would either defensively argue his needs, when I keep telling him all I
was looking for was validation. Or he'd shut down and I couldn't get much out of
him.

- The last straw was me asking him to promise to not bring up therapy anymore
because it hurt me, and he already made his stance very clear that he wanted me to
go. (I had gone to a ton of individual therapy and couples therapy because he
wanted me to. I was done with it for the interim because he told me he didn’t see
any improvements even though I spent 70+ sessions and a lot of money, and I
didn’t know what I was supposed to be working on that was for him anyway. Note
he has been going to therapy on his own and said it has really helped him). After I
asked, his face got rigid, and he immediately said he can’t promise me that, and he
shouldn't promise me anything. I freaked out and started crying because security is
important to me. After we argued about it for a little, he realized I was just asking
for reassurance and said he will try not to bring it up unless he has to. I saw my
fault, apologized, and said I will never ask him to promise me anything again. 

Other than those things, I think I’m usually pretty good at listening and not putting
pressure on him.

I know I shouldn’t have said those things, and I’m going to continue to get help and
really work on those things. Funny, since the break-up, I feel relieved (maybe I
wouldn’t be as anxious with a different attachment type??). Up till the end I was
begging for one more chance, and even now I’m hoping he’ll change his mind. I
don't know with one more break-or-make chance I would've ended up saying
something else that would hurt him eventually. Other than that, we were very
compatible and loved each other. He said that if our arguments didn't happen like
this, then everything would be good. 

Anyway, those things hurt him greatly enough to not want to make plans toward
moving in and broke us up - would a non-FA have reacted in the same way, or given
me another chance?

Last Edit: May 29, 2018 13:02:47 GMT by mindful
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Quote
Welcome to the forums...honestly, I think the issue really stems from your lack of
self confidence...not so much the things that you asked him to do. Without self
confidence, a partner is going to sense that you are looking to them to make you
feel "ok" rather then simply being able to be an equal. An example is when you were
obviously concerned about him driving so soon after drinking. That is a legitimate
request...and even he admitted that had you asked calmly, he would have been
more receptive to it. Instead of focusing on him and trying to see whether he would
be willing to try again...I want to invite you to really grow to love yourself...not in a
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prideful way...but believe and accept that you are valuable and that you
matter....that you have a right to have opinions and needs. When you are strong
and confident, people are attracted to you because you believe in yourself. There are
a ton of good resources out there on gaining confidence. The second thing that I
invite you to do is to provide for yourself the validation you seek from others....be
kind to yourself, tell yourself it will be ok, do breathing exercises etc etc. Again...this
is not about getting him back...this is about loving yourself.
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Was I that terrible to my ex FA? May 29, 2018 23:55:30 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
tnr9, thank you for your insight. You're absolutely right. I'm glad you told me
because the idea of it being my confidence and self-esteem had been in the back of
my mind, but now I know I should definitely focus on that. Most of my anxiety/worry
definitely comes from the internalization of being flawed and not being worth being
listened to or taken seriously.
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Was I that terrible to my ex FA? Jun 2, 2018 12:06:04 GMT via mobile
Quote
Some more thoughts. I've never been in a healthy relationship, even in childhood, so
if anyone could tell me what's secure behavior and what's not, that would incredibly
help.

The part that kept me anxious was how defensive he got about the request - that
request was the catalyst for all the problems - and he had turned the request into an
issue about himself without trying to understand how I felt. He had been so adamant
about focusing on asserting his needs - to not change his behavior to accommodate
a fear - that I didn't feel heard or understood, and felt more flawed for having a
difference in values that he didn't try to understand. 

Even after he learned I didn't think he was a bad person, had not intended 
to imply that he absolutely had to do those things, I didn't even want him to do
those things anymore, and that I had only been scared and was asking for help to
figure it out (albiet in an unproductive way) - I still felt unheard because he'd say
when I brought it up, "but I did start doing those things" while looking pained. While
I appreciated it, that wasn't the point.

I would've felt reassured if he had ever acknowledged at one point,"I can understand
that with your past experiences and temperament that this behavior scares you. I'm
not comfortable adjusting this much, but would like to understand more how you
feel and see how we can work on this together." Instead it was about how I should
go to therapy to address this fear because I had been freaking out too much (I had
already explained that I was freaking out because I was scared to make the request
in the first place). 

I didn't feel like he accepted me for who I am and wanted me to change, and when I
told him that just how I said here, he got hurt and defensive. He protested that he
did. Then he immediately turned it into himself again, saying that I was making
accusations that hurt him. I apologized for the accusation, after taking time to
understand why he would feel hurt, but he never did that for me. Maybe he wasn't
capable of understanding that I can "feel" a certain way without him intentionality
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doing it on purpose? 

Would someone secure not be hurt by that and taken the time to understand why?
Or if they would've, how could I have addressed it differently?
Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 12:06:48 GMT by mindful
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Was I that terrible to my ex FA? Jun 2, 2018 12:27:07 GMT mindful likes this
Quote
As it turns out..there is a secure section to these boards. Anne12 often posts really
good stuff there...this may help

jebkinnisonforum.com/thread/1036/spotting-secure-partner

I am not secure...but I think that there is a fundamental communication issue that
you and he had that made it really hard for either of you to get your needs met. It
reads as if you both had expectations of each other and really resented each other
for not seeing your effort and not giving you what you need. I think the path forward
is not to revisit past conversations..but to get really clear about the kind of
relationship/partner you want and then being open to someone who can provide that
to you.
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What do you wish others understood about FA... May 26, 2018 6:06:47 GMT
Quote
Often I think that the information that is out there on attachment styles leaves out
so much about the personal experience of it.  What are some things that you wish
others would understand about you and/or FA in general. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

What do you wish others understood about FA... May 26, 2018 9:32:01 GMT via mobile
tnr9 likes this
Quote
**That I feel. It just looks to any secure or AP like I don’t. 
**That it can look like DA, but it isn’t. People, understandably, feel dismissed by
avoidant behaviour, but if they look harder, it’s often not that straight forward. 
** That I didn’t choose this. I can be activated by a word, feel engulfed, but I do
come back.

I want connection, but it scares the life out of me simoultaneously. 

Last Edit: May 26, 2018 9:32:44 GMT by mrob
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mrob like this
Quote
I feel like an outsider so much of the time - connection is so hard to find and when it
happens, the fear of loss is very great. Often I will settle for just about OK in a
relationship because it makes it emotionally easier.
I don't always love myself very much and therefore look to others to love me instead
- then recoiling in fear of the loss of that love.
I act tough because I am not - but often can't admit this, even too myself.
I seem perfect but I want you to see beneath that - and be ok with it. Trying to
change me or sympathise with my predicament doesn't work and feels like
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manipulation - I need a rock, someone who will be there for me solidly - and be
there without losing themselves.

Thanks for asking.

mistakes
New Member

Posts: 35

What do you wish others understood about FA... May 28, 2018 16:11:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
How to practically show that we are there for the FA friends? Be consistent is too
abstract...

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

What do you wish others understood about FA... May 28, 2018 20:15:31 GMT tnr9 likes
this
Quote
That I'm perfectly fine without you.

But if I choose to have you in my life - especially as a romantic partner - then that
really means you are that one in a million I find so special. So if you f* it up with
me, then it'll be pretty hard to come back from the dead with that.

I can be emotionally strong. I'm usually everyone's support pillar. But it doesn't
mean I don't want someone else to be mine too. It feels impossible to find someone
as resilient to adversity as me. Sometimes, I feel invisible to everyone else because
they take my 'strength' for granted.

ocarina
Full Member

What do you wish others understood about FA... May 28, 2018 21:02:24 GMT tnr9 and
mistakes like this
Quote

May 28, 2018 16:11:03 GMT mistakes said:
How to practically show that we are there for the FA friends? Be consistent is too
abstract...
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This is obviously very much a personal answer and I can't speak for any others with
the same attachment style.

Firstly be there for yourself - this sounds like a contradiction in terms, but it's really
important - I just can't do "needy" friends or partners who rely on me for validation
an who crumble when I cannot be there for them. I think to be honest this is true for
any healthy relationship but perhaps more so for the FA who sees neediness as a
kind of demand. Don't give up your life for anyone else.

Secondly be available - be present without judgement. In a relationship where one
partner is not being treated kindly or not having needs met it can be very difficult to
not have an agenda and it's a slippery slope - I guess the real deal is that it's
important to be able first to deal with your own baggage and emotional "stuff" so
that you can really be there for someone else whilst keeping your own boundaries
firm and stepping away from abuse etc

So - being generously available in all senses - and without judgement. That would be
great.
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important - I just can't do "needy" friends or partners who rely on me for validation
an who crumble when I cannot be there for them. I think to be honest this is true for
any healthy relationship but perhaps more so for the FA who sees neediness as a
kind of demand. Don't give up your life for anyone else.

Secondly be available - be present without judgement. In a relationship where one
partner is not being treated kindly or not having needs met it can be very difficult to
not have an agenda and it's a slippery slope - I guess the real deal is that it's
important to be able first to deal with your own baggage and emotional "stuff" so
that you can really be there for someone else whilst keeping your own boundaries
firm and stepping away from abuse etc
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So - being generously available in all senses - and without judgement. That would be
great.
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This is obviously very much a personal answer and I can't speak for any others with
the same attachment style.

Firstly be there for yourself - this sounds like a contradiction in terms, but it's really
important - I just can't do "needy" friends or partners who rely on me for validation
an who crumble when I cannot be there for them. I think to be honest this is true for
any healthy relationship but perhaps more so for the FA who sees neediness as a
kind of demand. Don't give up your life for anyone else.

Secondly be available - be present without judgement. In a relationship where one
partner is not being treated kindly or not having needs met it can be very difficult to
not have an agenda and it's a slippery slope - I guess the real deal is that it's
important to be able first to deal with your own baggage and emotional "stuff" so
that you can really be there for someone else whilst keeping your own boundaries
firm and stepping away from abuse etc

So - being generously available in all senses - and without judgement. That would be
great.

I think I’m being there for the person, but it’s the distance that makes me not sure
how to “be there”... I post my situation out, but maybe the post is too long for a
reply?haha...
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Often I think that the information that is out there on attachment styles leaves out
so much about the personal experience of it.  What are some things that you wish
others would understand about you and/or FA in general. 
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**That I feel. It just looks to any secure or AP like I don’t. 
**That it can look like DA, but it isn’t. People, understandably, feel dismissed by
avoidant behaviour, but if they look harder, it’s often not that straight forward. 
** That I didn’t choose this. I can be activated by a word, feel engulfed, but I do
come back.

I want connection, but it scares the life out of me simoultaneously. 
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I feel like an outsider so much of the time - connection is so hard to find and when it
happens, the fear of loss is very great. Often I will settle for just about OK in a
relationship because it makes it emotionally easier.
I don't always love myself very much and therefore look to others to love me instead
- then recoiling in fear of the loss of that love.
I act tough because I am not - but often can't admit this, even too myself.
I seem perfect but I want you to see beneath that - and be ok with it. Trying to
change me or sympathise with my predicament doesn't work and feels like
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manipulation - I need a rock, someone who will be there for me solidly - and be
there without losing themselves.

Thanks for asking.
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That I'm perfectly fine without you.

But if I choose to have you in my life - especially as a romantic partner - then that
really means you are that one in a million I find so special. So if you f* it up with
me, then it'll be pretty hard to come back from the dead with that.

I can be emotionally strong. I'm usually everyone's support pillar. But it doesn't
mean I don't want someone else to be mine too. It feels impossible to find someone
as resilient to adversity as me. Sometimes, I feel invisible to everyone else because
they take my 'strength' for granted.
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This is obviously very much a personal answer and I can't speak for any others with
the same attachment style.

Firstly be there for yourself - this sounds like a contradiction in terms, but it's really
important - I just can't do "needy" friends or partners who rely on me for validation
an who crumble when I cannot be there for them. I think to be honest this is true for
any healthy relationship but perhaps more so for the FA who sees neediness as a
kind of demand. Don't give up your life for anyone else.

Secondly be available - be present without judgement. In a relationship where one
partner is not being treated kindly or not having needs met it can be very difficult to
not have an agenda and it's a slippery slope - I guess the real deal is that it's
important to be able first to deal with your own baggage and emotional "stuff" so
that you can really be there for someone else whilst keeping your own boundaries
firm and stepping away from abuse etc

So - being generously available in all senses - and without judgement. That would be
great.
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an who crumble when I cannot be there for them. I think to be honest this is true for
any healthy relationship but perhaps more so for the FA who sees neediness as a
kind of demand. Don't give up your life for anyone else.

Secondly be available - be present without judgement. In a relationship where one
partner is not being treated kindly or not having needs met it can be very difficult to
not have an agenda and it's a slippery slope - I guess the real deal is that it's
important to be able first to deal with your own baggage and emotional "stuff" so
that you can really be there for someone else whilst keeping your own boundaries
firm and stepping away from abuse etc
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So - being generously available in all senses - and without judgement. That would be
great.
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This is obviously very much a personal answer and I can't speak for any others with
the same attachment style.

Firstly be there for yourself - this sounds like a contradiction in terms, but it's really
important - I just can't do "needy" friends or partners who rely on me for validation
an who crumble when I cannot be there for them. I think to be honest this is true for
any healthy relationship but perhaps more so for the FA who sees neediness as a
kind of demand. Don't give up your life for anyone else.

Secondly be available - be present without judgement. In a relationship where one
partner is not being treated kindly or not having needs met it can be very difficult to
not have an agenda and it's a slippery slope - I guess the real deal is that it's
important to be able first to deal with your own baggage and emotional "stuff" so
that you can really be there for someone else whilst keeping your own boundaries
firm and stepping away from abuse etc

So - being generously available in all senses - and without judgement. That would be
great.

I think I’m being there for the person, but it’s the distance that makes me not sure
how to “be there”... I post my situation out, but maybe the post is too long for a
reply?haha...
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New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 4, 2017 0:01:07 GMT
Quote
Hi everyone,

I've found a lot of peace reading through your posts. nice to know I'm not the only
one who has gone through this. 

Like Mr. Scuba said in the previous post, I think this has been covered before, but I
was wondering if someone could help me with an issue I have with someone ... 

I met him about a year and a half ago. He and I had so much in common and we
just really loved hanging out with one another. It was easy. I am really shy and
introverted, but he saw through all that and took time to really get to know me (I
live in a big city and most guys really don't take time to do that). We just clicked.

He had one moment last summer when he said he thought we should stop dating
and we should just be friends -- and admitted to commitment issues. I said I'd wait
for his decision and in 24 hours he wrote me and said he didn't want to lose me.
After that was smooth sailing. 

He lives far away, but came to my city to work for a month every other month, and
we talked nonstop while he was away. The distance didn't bother me *that* much
because it always gave me something to look forward to. He's in my city right now
and we were making plans for a few weekend trips before he had to go home again.
But two weeks ago he woke up one morning and said that he thought we should
stop seeing each other. He said he thought at this point in our relationship we should
be moving to the next step and he couldn't do that (I didn't pressure him -- and
reassured him as such -- I have no interest in marriage, etc, right now). 

I gave him a week to cool off, then asked to talk again. He reiterated that he
thought we should break things off because he saw himself as single and couldn't
handle a relationship. He said this is the longest relationship he's ever had (he's 40)
and that he deeply cares for me. He also said he didn't want to lose me and wants to
be friends -- and thinks we can be best friends for the rest of our lives.

I desperately want to be friends, because we have a deep and meaningful friendship,
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but I can't help but feel rejected and sad. Can anyone who is an avoidant, or has
broken up with one, tell me if there is a good way to handle this? I would do
anything to get back together with him, but I'm afraid it's probably too late for that.

Again, I'm sorry if I sound like a broken record with this post, I'm just feeling so low
right now and don't know what else to do.

Thank you so, so, so much.
Last Edit: May 4, 2017 1:37:01 GMT by emmy
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Guest

He broke up with me - please help May 4, 2017 0:33:43 GMT trixie5179 likes this
Quote
I'm afraid I won't be able to give you much comfort here, Emmy. But it comes from
a place of honesty and genuinely telling what you need to hear, rather than what
you want to hear.

It sounds like he's "hit the wall" on the relationship and you may find that even a
friendship with him will become challenging. For one thing, he knows that you
secretly, deep-down hope for more from him, and that expectation may give rise to
the same sort of intimacy fears that were operating in the romantic relationship so
far. Also, even in a friendship the intimacy tends to grow and he may be incapable of
sustaining that closeness for long. He certainly won't be able to sustain it on the
frequency you'd probably like, so he will likely distance, withdraw and generally
disappoint you even if you decide to stay "best friends".

On the plus-side, he seems somewhat cognizant of his own issues, and he's been
forthright with you. These forums of filled with tales of relationships that suddenly
ended because the Avoidant partner hit the wall and immediately went cold and
silent. At least you do have the prospect of a friendship. And I hope it works out to
be mutually satisfying for both of you.

emmy
New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 0:10:31 GMT
Quote
Thank you HowPredictable1. I appreciate your help and honesty (I don't want
anything sugar coated -- so your delivery was perfect). 

May I ask a follow up? If, beyond the one other time he tried to break up, he never
distanced himself like others on here describe, do you think he'll be different in
friendship? 

I think you're right that he saw that I wanted more ... BUT it was all in his head. I
honestly didn't want any more than what we had ... I am really independent and
enjoyed the way things were going. If we could have sustained what we had for
forever, it would have been fine with me. He seemed to think that we should be
moving to the next level, and when I said I didn't want it, it didn't seem to matter to
him. 

So I guess, to ask it another way, is the sort of thing that regularly happens with
fearful avoidants (believing something that isn't true and thus sabotaging the
relationship -- any relationship), or if that was more because it was a dating
relationship that the fear set in.

Thank you again, so much, for your input. And if anyone else reading this has any
thoughts, I'd really welcome them. I want to learn as much as I can about this.

Have a wonderful weekend.

HowPredictable1
Guest
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May 6, 2017 0:10:31 GMT emmy said:
Yes, this is *exactly* what happens.  It happened with my Ex as well, he got well
ahead of himself in panicking about being unable to "meet my expectations" in the
relationship -- except they were never things I actually wanted. He had made them
up in his own mind, and then proceeded to freak himself out with them and decide
he could never give me what (he thought) I wanted.

I'm actually Avoidant myself, so I wasn't exactly fast-tracking the relationship
anywhere. But no amount of talking was going to cure him of the pressures and
relationship demands that he actually presumed or imposed on himself.

If you want more info on this type of distorted thinking, I recommend an excellent
book on this, by Steven Carter and  Julia Sokol called "He's Scared, She's Scared". It
gives plenty of examples, though no solutions.

emmy
New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 16:25:44 GMT
Quote
Thank you, HowPredictable1. Sounds like we've experienced the same thing (I think
I'm a bit avoidant, too). It's quite surreal to have someone break up with you
because he feels he can't give you what you need ... when you keep telling him that
you've never once said it's what you need. I'm so sorry that happened to you, too,
but somehow glad I'm not alone. 

Just out of curiosity, did you talk to your ex again after you broke up? Curious how
that would be. 

And thank you for the book recommendation. I just ordered it. I keep trying to make
logical sense out of things, which isn't easy, so I think it will help a lot.

Thank you again for all your help. It's so helpful.

Last Edit: May 6, 2017 16:32:59 GMT by emmy

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 19:01:59 GMT Herewegoagain and
mindful like this
Quote
Hi emmy

Thought I'd add some things as I've recently broken up with an avoidant, and
learned a lot since.

In my opinion and experience, with people who are both avoidant and not, it's hard
to make logical sense out of things which are emotionally driven. This is true in all
relationships.

Others may disagree with me, but I have found that the actions of those who are
avoidant are very similar to those of anyone else, except that their tolerances are far
more sensitive, and they react faster and more impulsively to the things that trigger
them.

For example, most people will shy away from being smothered too much, and most
will fear rejection and abandonment to some degree. If they sense either, in an
otherwise good relationship, then they might discuss it and try to resolve it. For
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someone avoidant, it takes a lot less to trigger those feelings of being either
smothered or rejected, and the pain/fear is much greater, and so they skip the
discussion part, and go straight to the running away part.

So, if you look at feelings of being smothered or rejected on a scale of 1-100, with
50 being the perfect balance, most people might be comfortable within a range of
20-80, depending on how secure or anxious they are. However, with someone
avoidant, it's more likely to be a range of 45-55, with anything outside of that
triggering either smothering or abandonment anxieties.

The other main difference is that, once triggered, the anxieties caused are so
unbearable that discussion is difficult if not impossible, as they generate an
overwhelming need to escape.

To be honest, once you have some awareness, that at least in part it's a heightened
sensitivity issue, there are signs, which they communicate in their own way, but are
easy to miss or misinterpret. In my experience, when things are on an even keel,
they're neither too withdrawn nor overly affectionate, as both are extremes outside
of their comfort zone. 

As such, when they are overly affectionate, it's easy to just think that it's nice, and
to enjoy what you think is normal behaviour in a relationship. However, often it's
anything but, and is a shining distress beacon, signalling that they want
reassurance. The problem here is that either you don't get the message, and simply
reciprocate, which isn't enough, and so they take it as rejection. Or, you see it, and
overdo your response, either out of enjoyment of the affection, or recognition of
their need for reassurance, and thus push them in the other direction towards fear of
being smothered.

Equally, when they do feel smothered, they signal it by withdrawing. That in turn
triggers any anxieties you may have, and so you try to get closer which, no matter
how cautiously you do it, only pushes them away further. However, if you do
recognise the signal, you can stop yourself, back off, and give them the space to
recover and rebalance on their own. Once again though, if you back off too much,
you're just as likely to trigger their abandonment fears, and send them off the other
way again.

So, it's a constant see saw, going from fear of abandonment to fear of being
smothered, and every move you make to correct one, can just as likely trigger the
other, specifically because of those very tight tolerances.

It's therefore considered by most to be an impossible dilemma, which largely it is.
That's because whilst the core symptoms and reactions may be the same, each
person is unique. If someone is self aware, and genuinely wants to address it, you
can discuss it, but only during times of relative calm, as to do so whilst triggered just
makes things worse. That in itself is hard, as most people's instincts are to enjoy
and make the most of the calm periods, and so are naturally fearful of rocking the
boat.

Over time you can learn the extent of their tolerances in either direction, much like
driving a car with over sensitive steering. However, each time you over correct as
you're learning, you crash into a wall and, if you do that too harshly, or too many
times, then things get to a point of no repair, and so as a consequence you rarely, if
ever, get that time.

I appreciate that this may not help in telling you how to handle things, but might
give you some perspective and insight into what you're trying to handle.

As always, that's just my assessment, based on my own experiences and what I've
come to learn, so make of it what you will.

Last Edit: May 6, 2017 19:05:00 GMT by robnew
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HowPredictable1
Guest

Hi Emmy,
Glad my input is helpful to you. To answer your direct question: Yes, I did speak
with my Ex after, I guess it was about 2 weeks later I went over to his place
uninvited, because I knew he would not likely agree to speak or arrange to meet. 

We chatted for about an hour, it was a bit awkward because he was very distant and
uncomfortable (since as you know, Avoidants hate confrontation and conflict and I
think that's what he was expecting). We discussed our respective Attachment
challenges and he agreed that he had been distancing, he agreed with my
suggesting that he didn't genuinely want and couldn't manage the type of
relationship he had initially led me to believe he wanted. He agreed that he wasn't
capable.

But what was interesting was more of what I mentioned earlier -- he had re-cast so
much of the relationship in his own mind, to hear him tell it, you would think that we
were in entirely different relationships. His memories of events ere all skewed
toward the negative, he had trouble coming up with positives at all an in his own
assessment we never had fun together, we fought all the time (not true, we never
fought -- see "conflict averse", above). I noticed this with him before, one time a few
years ago when we had briefly broken up. He re-cast everything so he didn't even
remember the good times... and that was only after about a day of being broken up.

So the whole relationship has been tainted in his mind, and I could tell that he had
completely moved on in his own mind. I told him I was sure he wouldn't even
remember anything about me or our time together, soon enough. He simply
shrugged and said he has always moved on from people and relationships quickly.

emmy
New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 9, 2017 1:05:22 GMT
Quote
Hi guys,

Thank you both for your messages. It's helping me so much.

Robnew: That's fascinating. It's funny, I think I unconsciously saw a lot of that
throughout the relationship, but never realized it. You sort of made it all make sense
for me. It made all those anxious feelings I had during the relationship make more
sense. And I'm seeing what you mean by the needs that can be misunderstood and
reacted to in the wrong way (sorry, I'm tired and can't think of another way to word
it!). I was always thinking I was breaking through when he was being sweet and
complimentary, when it actually was a cry for me to react.

How long was your relationship (if I may ask)? Have you talked to her since? Do you
think you'll talk with her again? I'd be curious to know more. Like my 'conversation'
with HowPredictable, it helps make sense of things (for me anyway). And do you
think, then, with the right person a relationship with an avoidant could work?
Someone who could read and know the triggers before it got beyond 45-55? 

It's funny, the guy I was seeing was quite good communication and very calm about
it (maybe because I don't argue, I just will calmly discuss things with him). But
when he was triggered (I still don't have a clue by what), he sort of seemed to be in
a calm panic, and was talking in circles, although still willing to talk. It was weird. He
kept complimenting me during the last conversation, too, while telling me things
that he thought I wanted that I certainly didn't. Maybe because I wasn't fighting him
or it had been a week and he was calmer? I don't know, but I also thought that was
funny. The worst part about it, though, was that all the niceness -- combined with
his insistence that we be friends -- gave me glimmer of hope that we could work
things out ... even though I know I probably can't.

Regardless, thank you SO much for this perspective. All input is tremendously useful
for me. 

HowPredictable: Thank you so much for your follow up message. And I'm SO sorry
that happened to you. Sucks enough that it happened so suddenly, but then to have
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to have that awkward conversation after all of it would just be painful. And isn't it
strange when they tell you about your expectations that are not at all based in truth
-- like being in some alternate reality? I just remember my guy rattling things off
and me countering them by saying "no, I actually want this ..." And he'd just bounce
to another. It was frustrating and I felt so misunderstood ... but since you
experienced the same thing, I feel better about it because I know it had nothing to
do with me (and you should, too). And, honestly, I feel like once the initial 'push
away' feeling wore off, your ex had to have remembered all the good times, even if
he won't admit it to you. The other day I read a chat (from, like, 2013, so no chance
for me to follow up) with someone who is avoidant and he said that he'd remind
himself of all the bad stuff, push, feel relieved it was over, then after some time feel
terrible about what he did because he knew his ex was great and what he did was
nuts. I don't know if that's true with everyone, but I have to believe that's true for a
lot of these people. I know I am a tad avoidant, too, so I know the feeling ... though
I've never been in a relationship with someone great like this before, so it's hard for
me to make sense of it. Most of my previous boyfriends were wildly wrong for me. 

 

Anyway, I'm sorry if I'm rambling. Thank you both, again, for your input. It's putting
things into perspective and helping me more than you could ever realize. I'm so, so,
so grateful.
He broke up with me - please help May 9, 2017 15:26:06 GMT mrscuba and mindful like
this
Quote
Hi emmy

I should caution you not to take what I've said as gospel, or some kind of manual,
as each person is unique and may act or react in different ways. I guess it also
works on a scale, where some will be more avoidant than others, and no doubt their
histories will affect their reasons and behaviors too. Equally, I'm a man who was
dating an avoidant woman, and there are still the regular, underlying male and
female emotions, and so all in all it's a complicated mix. As such, all I've said is
based on my own specific experiences and my interpretations of things I've read.

That said, I'll try and answer your questions as best as I can, and give you as much
detail on my own experience, and you can see how much you can relate to and if it
helps at all.

The anxious feelings are normal, because you're dealing with someone who doesn't
react in the same way to things as anyone else. Sometimes it's blatant, and
sometimes it's more subtle, and so you find yourself reacting and adapting to the
shifts, instead of being able to interact more naturally, and without too much
thought. One misstep or misunderstanding and you can find yourself in a position
that ordinarily could be dealt with quite easily, but now is a big hole you have to try
and dig yourself out of, and often a downward spiral as you try. In my case I always
found it best not to try, and let it pass, which it usually did.

In my opinion I found it best to try and not react at all, and always act as though
things were normal, but that was easier for me as I'm not the most emotional type.
So yes, the moments of niceness and affection may be a case of looking for
reassurance, but equally they may not. So welcome them and reciprocate, but don't
go overboard or overreact. If you do then you can just as easily push them back the
other way, as even attention that's sought can suddenly seem smothering and
overwhelming if it's too much. Additionally, they're highly sensitive to your
behaviors, and seem to be always on the alert, and notice the tiniest change, so will
pick up anything they see as a reaction to them, which causes either confusion or
discomfort.

I've known my ex for almost 2 years now, and haven't talked to her since her last
withdrawal. We last saw each other about 6 weeks ago, which was about 6 weeks
after we'd broken up. We'd kept in contact and were getting on really well, and we'd
even talked about getting back together, which she seemed to want, but was
hesitant. In some ways she made it apparent that she wanted me to be more
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assertive about reconciling, but would always back off ever so slightly when I tried to
move things forward, whilst still leaving the door open. That last meeting was also
very friendly, but she said she was still confused and had exams to focus on that
week, so we agreed to leave it till after she'd taken them. We parted on very good
terms, and she even made plans to do other things together that she missed. It was
only after that that things went downhill, as she had said that she'd been unable to
concentrate since we'd broken up and, as a result, she ended up postponing her
exams till next year. I also suspect she hadn't got the result she was hoping for in
some other studies, both of which were important to her, and I knew she'd have
taken it hard. So, communication rapidly shifted from often and friendly, to basic
and sparse. I naturally sensed the shift, and called to say that I could she had a lot
on her plate, and so would give her some space rather than add to her pressures, to
which she got agitated and sounded a bit angry, and hung up. I sent a text asking
how she was a week or so later, and another a week after that, and both were
ignored. The last was about two weeks ago.

So, who knows if we'll speak again. On the surface it seems that, despite anything
else, she needed space to clear her head and be able to focus on work and studies
again. No doubt there's also some resentment about her exams, which clearly was
due to the situation, and so perhaps she blames me, even though we were getting
on well throughout. It's tough to know, as when I thought she hated me before, she
called out of the blue, crying and saying how much she missed me. We even split up
once before, about 18 months ago, and I left her alone, and when I contacted her a
month or so later she was fine. I didn't follow up until a few months later, but when
I did we picked things up as though nothing had happened. One thing I do know is
that she's determined (I'd possibly say stubborn), and whether she's distanced
herself because she misses me but needs to focus, or has chosen to blame and
resent me, there's little I can do. She may welcome further contact, or be irritated
by it, but she's neither responded nor told me to stop contacting her, and so it's
impossible to know.

Like your ex, she would communicate sometimes about her issues but, the reason I
cautioned about not taking things as gospel, is that the issues may be different. She
admitted she avoided relationships, and had a tendency to run, but said she
genuinely wanted to try not to, and in honesty that didn't seem to be too much of a
problem in itself. It was more the underlying reason, in that she said she was really
happy being together, but couldn't bear the pain of being apart. That was mitigated
somewhat by living together, but of course resurfaced after we broke up and she'd
moved out. From what I understand, this kind of anxiety isn't common to avoidants,
and so is probably a separate, but parallel issue, that adds to and complicates things
further.

She also would never raise the subject of just being friends, even after we broke up,
and it seems the only reason we stayed in contact was to either reconcile or not.
Had it not been for her exam problems then I'm pretty sure we would have, as until
then she was hesitantly pushing for that. Now that I've backed off she'll no doubt
cool down eventually, but whether that will cause her to want to re-initiate contact is
anyone's guess.
If she did then I suspect it will only be because she wants to try again, which
ironically makes it harder, as she's nervous and fearful of rejection, and so would
struggle to make the first move, even though she's shut me out. As such it would
have to be me, but the dilemma is timing, as too soon will just push her further
away. In fact I'd say timing is just as important as what you do, as their moods and
emotions can switch so rapidly that the same thing can be taken in a hundred
different ways, depending on how they feel at the time.

As to whether I think such a relationship is possible, then I guess yes. Sure, you can
learn to read the triggers, especially if the other person is willing and able to
communicate, and keen to make things work, but it's more a matter of whether
you'd want to. Even if you could read them, it's a case of always having to react, in a
way that's often not natural to you, and so to some degree you'll always be anxious,
and at times that will show, which makes things worse. Yes, relationships take work,
but mostly they should be about two people being able to be themselves, and not
one having to always accommodate the other. That onesidedness isn't selfish on the
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part of the avoidant either, it's just who they are and so, whilst on the one hand
they may appreciate your efforts, on the other it can make them uncomfortable too.
That's why there's sometimes more of a connection between someone avoidant and
someone more selfish, aloof and less emotional. The avoidant does their back and
forth thing, and the other person either doesn't notice, doesn't react, or doesn't
care, and so, whilst dysfunctional in its own way, both people are just being
themselves, and so are not overly triggered either way.

Last Edit: May 9, 2017 15:27:17 GMT by robnew

HowPredictable1
Guest

He broke up with me - please help May 9, 2017 23:05:38 GMT trixie5179 likes this
Quote
Emmy,
You've received some great insight and input from Robnew, and I don't have
anything substantive to add to his helpful comments. But I will respectfully disagree
with his answer to this question of yours:

>>And do you think, then, with the right person a relationship with an avoidant
could work? Someone who could read and know the triggers before it got beyond
45-55? 

Not to quibble, but I cannot resist answering "no" to this. I think that using an
objective, common-sense standard, most people consider that a "relationship" is one
in which two people have love, care and mutual respect for each other, they take
care of each other's needs, have empathy and compassion, share future goals, and
can bring vulnerability and intimacy to the table.

Through no fault of their own, due to early childhood influences and upbringing,
people who are Dismissives (and I consider myself one of them)will never truly have
what most people consider a "relationship". At least not in the traditional sense. The
discomfort with true vulnerability and time spent in intimate settings make it really
impossible for Dismissives to ever really step up (for long) to give the other person
what they need.

I recognize that there are people on this board who do have longstanding
relationships with Dismissive partners. I give great credit to those people for their
self-awareness and willingness to work together. But I hope I am not speaking out
of turn to point out that they are aware of their own limitations, and in many (if not
all) cases here, BOTH partners have some limitations on their ability to tolerate
intimacy, or else have adapted to a non-conventional degree to each other's needs.
So again, while I applaud them, I think these cases are rare, take lots of hard work,
and I don't think many people would willingly sign up for that.

But mainly, Emmy, I am responding to what I see is an undercurrent of hopefulness
in your note, that you might lower your expectations and standards in order to be
"the right type of person" to make it work with this Dismissive you dated. I don't
think you should take encouragement out of Robnew's comments or mine or any one
else's that suggest that you should try to continue working toward a romantic
relationship with this guy. Because it would take a great deal of sacrifice on your
part, tolerance for constant push-pull, walking on eggshells, constant rumination on
how best to react to his distancing, etc etc. Plus an absence of intimacy and genuine
attention to what you need. And that's all assuming that this guy would even stick
around long enough to give it a shot, rather than just disappear on you. I would not
want to see you relegate your needs to that extent.... and don't want you to read in
hope here. 

Rather than strategize further on how to make it work with this guy, it would be far
better to invest in someone who can give you the relationship you want, don't you
think? In short: I think you should focus on moving on, that's all that can be done.
He broke up with me - please help May 10, 2017 16:03:53 GMT via mobile mindful likes
this
Quote
I'd like to add that whilst I said that such relationships are "possible", I concur with
HowPredictable1 in that they're far from practical, or even pleasant. 
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I'm possibly a little avoidant myself, and far from emotional, so whilst I could handle
the occasional withdrawals, they still weren't fun. As for the more full on
withdrawals, which can and will happen, even I would feel some levels of increased
anxiety, and I'm pretty thick skinned. That's no way to live a life, even if you could
sustain it, which you probably couldn't. 

If it helps, you may wish to read up on the psychological effects of something called
random and intermittent reward. It's the principle that keeps people addicted to
things like gambling and slot machines, believing that if they keep paying in they'll
eventually hit the jackpot. 

The constant push/pull of niceness and intimacy, mixed with distancing and
withdrawal, is exactly the same, and triggers the same automatic response from
you. As a result, it's common for people to believe that such a person is the most
wonderful person they've ever met, albeit flawed and, if only they can crack the
code, and keep investing, they'll win the prize. Additionally, it's also true that the
more you invest in something/someone, the greater value you perceive it to be.
Ultimately though it's an illusion, and a trick of the mind. 

Not that they do this deliberately, they don't. They can't help it, as they are as much
a victim of their own emotions as you, and are equally pushed and pulled by them,
and you're just on the receiving end of the effects. 

In many ways you're currently in the best position to part now, as friends. To
continue, even though you might think you can maintain sufficient distance, he won't
be able to. It's not just the intimacy you may offer, but the intimacy he craves, that
he will either get from you, or create himself, that ultimately scares him. Each time
that happens he'll pull away and, even if he comes back, the intimacy will likely feel
(real or perceived) that much greater, and so even more scary. In the end it will get
so great that he'll pull away for good, and that could be sharply, without word, and
with strong resistance to any further contact. As much as that will hurt you, it will
likely hurt him even more. Quite possibly to the extent that he can only process it by
casting you in a negative light in his mind. 

Parting on good terms, as friends, with a mutual understanding of the reality, offers
some closure, which makes moving on so much easier. A bit like leaving the slot
machine at a break even point. Whilst that may be painful, it's nothing like as painful
as someone who said (and genuinely meant it at the time) they cared about you,
and then suddenly cuts you off, without a word, and ignores any attempt to reach
out. Instead of some peace of closure, that comes with parting with positive feelings
towards each other, you're left with doubt, insecurity, and always wondering if the
once positive emotions towards you are now negative; along with the frustration of
not being able to do anything about it.
He broke up with me - please help May 12, 2017 17:07:29 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 9, 2017 15:26:06 GMT robnew said:
Hi emmy

I should caution you not to take what I've said as gospel, or some kind of manual,
as each person is unique and may act or react in different ways. I guess it also
works on a scale, where some will be more avoidant than others, and no doubt their
histories will affect their reasons and behaviors too. Equally, I'm a man who was
dating an avoidant woman, and there are still the regular, underlying male and
female emotions, and so all in all it's a complicated mix. As such, all I've said is
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based on my own specific experiences and my interpretations of things I've read.

That said, I'll try and answer your questions as best as I can, and give you as much
detail on my own experience, and you can see how much you can relate to and if it
helps at all.

The anxious feelings are normal, because you're dealing with someone who doesn't
react in the same way to things as anyone else. Sometimes it's blatant, and
sometimes it's more subtle, and so you find yourself reacting and adapting to the
shifts, instead of being able to interact more naturally, and without too much
thought. One misstep or misunderstanding and you can find yourself in a position
that ordinarily could be dealt with quite easily, but now is a big hole you have to try
and dig yourself out of, and often a downward spiral as you try. In my case I always
found it best not to try, and let it pass, which it usually did.

In my opinion I found it best to try and not react at all, and always act as though
things were normal, but that was easier for me as I'm not the most emotional type.
So yes, the moments of niceness and affection may be a case of looking for
reassurance, but equally they may not. So welcome them and reciprocate, but don't
go overboard or overreact. If you do then you can just as easily push them back the
other way, as even attention that's sought can suddenly seem smothering and
overwhelming if it's too much. Additionally, they're highly sensitive to your
behaviors, and seem to be always on the alert, and notice the tiniest change, so will
pick up anything they see as a reaction to them, which causes either confusion or
discomfort.

I've known my ex for almost 2 years now, and haven't talked to her since her last
withdrawal. We last saw each other about 6 weeks ago, which was about 6 weeks
after we'd broken up. We'd kept in contact and were getting on really well, and we'd
even talked about getting back together, which she seemed to want, but was
hesitant. In some ways she made it apparent that she wanted me to be more
assertive about reconciling, but would always back off ever so slightly when I tried to
move things forward, whilst still leaving the door open. That last meeting was also
very friendly, but she said she was still confused and had exams to focus on that
week, so we agreed to leave it till after she'd taken them. We parted on very good
terms, and she even made plans to do other things together that she missed. It was
only after that that things went downhill, as she had said that she'd been unable to
concentrate since we'd broken up and, as a result, she ended up postponing her
exams till next year. I also suspect she hadn't got the result she was hoping for in
some other studies, both of which were important to her, and I knew she'd have
taken it hard. So, communication rapidly shifted from often and friendly, to basic
and sparse. I naturally sensed the shift, and called to say that I could she had a lot
on her plate, and so would give her some space rather than add to her pressures, to
which she got agitated and sounded a bit angry, and hung up. I sent a text asking
how she was a week or so later, and another a week after that, and both were
ignored. The last was about two weeks ago.

So, who knows if we'll speak again. On the surface it seems that, despite anything
else, she needed space to clear her head and be able to focus on work and studies
again. No doubt there's also some resentment about her exams, which clearly was
due to the situation, and so perhaps she blames me, even though we were getting
on well throughout. It's tough to know, as when I thought she hated me before, she
called out of the blue, crying and saying how much she missed me. We even split up
once before, about 18 months ago, and I left her alone, and when I contacted her a
month or so later she was fine. I didn't follow up until a few months later, but when
I did we picked things up as though nothing had happened. One thing I do know is
that she's determined (I'd possibly say stubborn), and whether she's distanced
herself because she misses me but needs to focus, or has chosen to blame and
resent me, there's little I can do. She may welcome further contact, or be irritated
by it, but she's neither responded nor told me to stop contacting her, and so it's
impossible to know.

Like your ex, she would communicate sometimes about her issues but, the reason I
cautioned about not taking things as gospel, is that the issues may be different. She
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admitted she avoided relationships, and had a tendency to run, but said she
genuinely wanted to try not to, and in honesty that didn't seem to be too much of a
problem in itself. It was more the underlying reason, in that she said she was really
happy being together, but couldn't bear the pain of being apart. That was mitigated
somewhat by living together, but of course resurfaced after we broke up and she'd
moved out. From what I understand, this kind of anxiety isn't common to avoidants,
and so is probably a separate, but parallel issue, that adds to and complicates things
further.

She also would never raise the subject of just being friends, even after we broke up,
and it seems the only reason we stayed in contact was to either reconcile or not.
Had it not been for her exam problems then I'm pretty sure we would have, as until
then she was hesitantly pushing for that. Now that I've backed off she'll no doubt
cool down eventually, but whether that will cause her to want to re-initiate contact is
anyone's guess.
If she did then I suspect it will only be because she wants to try again, which
ironically makes it harder, as she's nervous and fearful of rejection, and so would
struggle to make the first move, even though she's shut me out. As such it would
have to be me, but the dilemma is timing, as too soon will just push her further
away. In fact I'd say timing is just as important as what you do, as their moods and
emotions can switch so rapidly that the same thing can be taken in a hundred
different ways, depending on how they feel at the time.

As to whether I think such a relationship is possible, then I guess yes. Sure, you can
learn to read the triggers, especially if the other person is willing and able to
communicate, and keen to make things work, but it's more a matter of whether
you'd want to. Even if you could read them, it's a case of always having to react, in a
way that's often not natural to you, and so to some degree you'll always be anxious,
and at times that will show, which makes things worse. Yes, relationships take work,
but mostly they should be about two people being able to be themselves, and not
one having to always accommodate the other. That onesidedness isn't selfish on the
part of the avoidant either, it's just who they are and so, whilst on the one hand
they may appreciate your efforts, on the other it can make them uncomfortable too.
That's why there's sometimes more of a connection between someone avoidant and
someone more selfish, aloof and less emotional. The avoidant does their back and
forth thing, and the other person either doesn't notice, doesn't react, or doesn't
care, and so, whilst dysfunctional in its own way, both people are just being
themselves, and so are not overly triggered either way.

Rob... that's a brilliant explanation! In my ex gf's case she always dated jerks that
treated her badly because they were selfish alchoholics or just so much more
avoidant that they didn't care about how she felt. I see now why she was always
able to be with such shitty partners and that's because they were so emotionally
unavailable and distant to her that they never triggered her at all. I used to get hurt
when she'd say "I don't know why but I have my guard up with you and it doesn't
make sense to me at all because you're better to me than anyone else I've ever
been with.".... but what you said makes so much sense.... holy shit!!! She's then get
hurt by the more avoidant and less caring men and then use that as fuel to further
stay away from relationships with anyone.

robnew
New Member

He broke up with me - please help May 12, 2017 18:40:07 GMT mrscuba likes this
Quote
Actually I'm not sure I'd read it entirely that way, but maybe it's semantics, or just
me. I don't think she does get hurt by the more avoidant, uncaring types, or even
jerks, at least not in the sense you and I understand it. Sure there may be some
hurt, but it's less than the constant anxiety that comes from the fear of even greater
hurt from losing something you really want.

Deep down, she likely knows they're no good for her, and so the fear of
abandonment is far less severe. If I understand it correctly, an avoidant's base
position is that ultimately every relationship they have will fail, and so it's always
going to be easier to be in ones that will hurt you less when they do.
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Think of it this way, would you prefer to drive a beaten up old runabout, or a nice
fancy car that you've invested everything in? Now, imagine you believed, without
question, that every single day you were going to have a crash and write off your
car. What do you think your anxiety levels might be when driving the fancy car,
compared to the runabout?

So, it's no longer about what you want, or would ultimately prefer, but how
uncomfortable having what you want feels, because of your intense fear of losing it.
And so, you pick the runabout.

mrscuba
New Member

Posts: 41

He broke up with me - please help May 15, 2017 17:44:10 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 12, 2017 18:40:07 GMT robnew said:
Actually I'm not sure I'd read it entirely that way, but maybe it's semantics, or just
me. I don't think she does get hurt by the more avoidant, uncaring types, or even
jerks, at least not in the sense you and I understand it. Sure there may be some
hurt, but it's less than the constant anxiety that comes from the fear of even greater
hurt from losing something you really want.

Deep down, she likely knows they're no good for her, and so the fear of
abandonment is far less severe. If I understand it correctly, an avoidant's base
position is that ultimately every relationship they have will fail, and so it's always
going to be easier to be in ones that will hurt you less when they do.

Think of it this way, would you prefer to drive a beaten up old runabout, or a nice
fancy car that you've invested everything in? Now, imagine you believed, without
question, that every single day you were going to have a crash and write off your
car. What do you think your anxiety levels might be when driving the fancy car,
compared to the runabout?

So, it's no longer about what you want, or would ultimately prefer, but how
uncomfortable having what you want feels, because of your intense fear of losing it.
And so, you pick the runabout.

That's another great point, it pretty much finishes where I was with this 
In my head. She has often told me
Many times she never had kids because she feels "the dad always leaves the mom
and the kids"... to be quite honest, your car analogy makes perfect sense! After
reading this I thought about a lot of convos we had about our past and hers in
particular and this seems to tie it all together. I get sad for her when I realize how
much suffering and pain and set backs her attachment style has caused her. In
particular with the shitty men she was with likely because of how you described her
inner feelings, which she actually has said something like this I just didn't get it at
the time. Her attachment style has been utterly damaging to her and she expresses
much grief in letting go of good people.
He broke up with me - please help May 29, 2018 4:12:32 GMT
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Quote
robnew, your great insights have given me peace and understanding.

May 6, 2017 19:01:59 GMT robnew said:
For example, most people will shy away from being smothered too much, and most
will fear rejection and abandonment to some degree. If they sense either, in an
otherwise good relationship, then they might discuss it and try to resolve it. For
someone avoidant, it takes a lot less to trigger those feelings of being either
smothered or rejected, and the pain/fear is much greater, and so they skip the
discussion part, and go straight to the running away part.
It's interesting that looking back my ex kept saying he felt "squished", and I'm now
realizing that maybe what he was saying was that he felt "smothered" in the way
you described? It did take awhile to pull out of him and get him to clearly say in a
way I understood which specific actions or words of mine (see my other thread for
what I did...maybe you have some thoughts on it?) was causing him to feel trapped
and controlled.

May 9, 2017 15:26:06 GMT robnew said:
The anxious feelings are normal, because you're dealing with someone who doesn't
react in the same way to things as anyone else. Sometimes it's blatant, and
sometimes it's more subtle, and so you find yourself reacting and adapting to the
shifts, instead of being able to interact more naturally, and without too much
thought. One misstep or misunderstanding and you can find yourself in a position
that ordinarily could be dealt with quite easily, but now is a big hole you have to try
and dig yourself out of, and often a downward spiral as you try. In my case I always
found it best not to try, and let it pass, which it usually did.

I hope this was the case for me. I began to feel like my anxiety was too much - I
never felt this anxious for a long time before. While I agree that I need to work on
that, I feel relieved, and I wonder if it was just this specific relationship causing it, or
if any relationship will make me anxious.

May 10, 2017 16:03:53 GMT robnew said:
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The constant push/pull of niceness and intimacy, mixed with distancing and
withdrawal, is exactly the same, and triggers the same automatic response from
you. As a result, it's common for people to believe that such a person is the most
wonderful person they've ever met, albeit flawed and, if only they can crack the
code, and keep investing, they'll win the prize. Additionally, it's also true that the
more you invest in something/someone, the greater value you perceive it to be.
Ultimately though it's an illusion, and a trick of the mind. 
I don't doubt what I felt for him wasn't real, but I definitely felt the lure of the
withdraw. I'd get desperate and beg, even until the end. When my mind is clearer, I
don't know why I was chasing him that hard. However, when I get anxious, suddenly
I'm desperate to want him back and miss him a lot.
Last Edit: May 29, 2018 13:03:57 GMT by mindful
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New Member
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He broke up with me - please help May 4, 2017 0:01:07 GMT
Quote
Hi everyone,

I've found a lot of peace reading through your posts. nice to know I'm not the only
one who has gone through this. 

Like Mr. Scuba said in the previous post, I think this has been covered before, but I
was wondering if someone could help me with an issue I have with someone ... 

I met him about a year and a half ago. He and I had so much in common and we
just really loved hanging out with one another. It was easy. I am really shy and
introverted, but he saw through all that and took time to really get to know me (I
live in a big city and most guys really don't take time to do that). We just clicked.

He had one moment last summer when he said he thought we should stop dating
and we should just be friends -- and admitted to commitment issues. I said I'd wait
for his decision and in 24 hours he wrote me and said he didn't want to lose me.
After that was smooth sailing. 

He lives far away, but came to my city to work for a month every other month, and
we talked nonstop while he was away. The distance didn't bother me *that* much
because it always gave me something to look forward to. He's in my city right now
and we were making plans for a few weekend trips before he had to go home again.
But two weeks ago he woke up one morning and said that he thought we should
stop seeing each other. He said he thought at this point in our relationship we should
be moving to the next step and he couldn't do that (I didn't pressure him -- and
reassured him as such -- I have no interest in marriage, etc, right now). 

I gave him a week to cool off, then asked to talk again. He reiterated that he
thought we should break things off because he saw himself as single and couldn't
handle a relationship. He said this is the longest relationship he's ever had (he's 40)
and that he deeply cares for me. He also said he didn't want to lose me and wants to
be friends -- and thinks we can be best friends for the rest of our lives.

I desperately want to be friends, because we have a deep and meaningful friendship,
but I can't help but feel rejected and sad. Can anyone who is an avoidant, or has
broken up with one, tell me if there is a good way to handle this? I would do
anything to get back together with him, but I'm afraid it's probably too late for that.

Again, I'm sorry if I sound like a broken record with this post, I'm just feeling so low
right now and don't know what else to do.

Thank you so, so, so much.
Last Edit: May 4, 2017 1:37:01 GMT by emmy
He broke up with me - please help May 4, 2017 0:33:43 GMT trixie5179 likes this
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Guest

Quote
I'm afraid I won't be able to give you much comfort here, Emmy. But it comes from
a place of honesty and genuinely telling what you need to hear, rather than what
you want to hear.

It sounds like he's "hit the wall" on the relationship and you may find that even a
friendship with him will become challenging. For one thing, he knows that you
secretly, deep-down hope for more from him, and that expectation may give rise to
the same sort of intimacy fears that were operating in the romantic relationship so
far. Also, even in a friendship the intimacy tends to grow and he may be incapable of
sustaining that closeness for long. He certainly won't be able to sustain it on the
frequency you'd probably like, so he will likely distance, withdraw and generally
disappoint you even if you decide to stay "best friends".

On the plus-side, he seems somewhat cognizant of his own issues, and he's been
forthright with you. These forums of filled with tales of relationships that suddenly
ended because the Avoidant partner hit the wall and immediately went cold and
silent. At least you do have the prospect of a friendship. And I hope it works out to
be mutually satisfying for both of you.

emmy
New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 0:10:31 GMT
Quote
Thank you HowPredictable1. I appreciate your help and honesty (I don't want
anything sugar coated -- so your delivery was perfect). 

May I ask a follow up? If, beyond the one other time he tried to break up, he never
distanced himself like others on here describe, do you think he'll be different in
friendship? 

I think you're right that he saw that I wanted more ... BUT it was all in his head. I
honestly didn't want any more than what we had ... I am really independent and
enjoyed the way things were going. If we could have sustained what we had for
forever, it would have been fine with me. He seemed to think that we should be
moving to the next level, and when I said I didn't want it, it didn't seem to matter to
him. 

So I guess, to ask it another way, is the sort of thing that regularly happens with
fearful avoidants (believing something that isn't true and thus sabotaging the
relationship -- any relationship), or if that was more because it was a dating
relationship that the fear set in.

Thank you again, so much, for your input. And if anyone else reading this has any
thoughts, I'd really welcome them. I want to learn as much as I can about this.

Have a wonderful weekend.

HowPredictable1
Guest

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 4:06:54 GMT
Quote

May 6, 2017 0:10:31 GMT emmy said:
Yes, this is *exactly* what happens.  It happened with my Ex as well, he got well
ahead of himself in panicking about being unable to "meet my expectations" in the
relationship -- except they were never things I actually wanted. He had made them
up in his own mind, and then proceeded to freak himself out with them and decide
he could never give me what (he thought) I wanted.

I'm actually Avoidant myself, so I wasn't exactly fast-tracking the relationship
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anywhere. But no amount of talking was going to cure him of the pressures and
relationship demands that he actually presumed or imposed on himself.

If you want more info on this type of distorted thinking, I recommend an excellent
book on this, by Steven Carter and  Julia Sokol called "He's Scared, She's Scared". It
gives plenty of examples, though no solutions.

emmy
New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 16:25:44 GMT
Quote
Thank you, HowPredictable1. Sounds like we've experienced the same thing (I think
I'm a bit avoidant, too). It's quite surreal to have someone break up with you
because he feels he can't give you what you need ... when you keep telling him that
you've never once said it's what you need. I'm so sorry that happened to you, too,
but somehow glad I'm not alone. 

Just out of curiosity, did you talk to your ex again after you broke up? Curious how
that would be. 

And thank you for the book recommendation. I just ordered it. I keep trying to make
logical sense out of things, which isn't easy, so I think it will help a lot.

Thank you again for all your help. It's so helpful.

Last Edit: May 6, 2017 16:32:59 GMT by emmy

robnew
New Member

He broke up with me - please help May 6, 2017 19:01:59 GMT Herewegoagain and
mindful like this
Quote
Hi emmy

Thought I'd add some things as I've recently broken up with an avoidant, and
learned a lot since.

In my opinion and experience, with people who are both avoidant and not, it's hard
to make logical sense out of things which are emotionally driven. This is true in all
relationships.

Others may disagree with me, but I have found that the actions of those who are
avoidant are very similar to those of anyone else, except that their tolerances are far
more sensitive, and they react faster and more impulsively to the things that trigger
them.

For example, most people will shy away from being smothered too much, and most
will fear rejection and abandonment to some degree. If they sense either, in an
otherwise good relationship, then they might discuss it and try to resolve it. For
someone avoidant, it takes a lot less to trigger those feelings of being either
smothered or rejected, and the pain/fear is much greater, and so they skip the
discussion part, and go straight to the running away part.

So, if you look at feelings of being smothered or rejected on a scale of 1-100, with
50 being the perfect balance, most people might be comfortable within a range of
20-80, depending on how secure or anxious they are. However, with someone
avoidant, it's more likely to be a range of 45-55, with anything outside of that
triggering either smothering or abandonment anxieties.

The other main difference is that, once triggered, the anxieties caused are so
unbearable that discussion is difficult if not impossible, as they generate an
overwhelming need to escape.

To be honest, once you have some awareness, that at least in part it's a heightened
sensitivity issue, there are signs, which they communicate in their own way, but are
easy to miss or misinterpret. In my experience, when things are on an even keel,
they're neither too withdrawn nor overly affectionate, as both are extremes outside
of their comfort zone. 
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As such, when they are overly affectionate, it's easy to just think that it's nice, and
to enjoy what you think is normal behaviour in a relationship. However, often it's
anything but, and is a shining distress beacon, signalling that they want
reassurance. The problem here is that either you don't get the message, and simply
reciprocate, which isn't enough, and so they take it as rejection. Or, you see it, and
overdo your response, either out of enjoyment of the affection, or recognition of
their need for reassurance, and thus push them in the other direction towards fear of
being smothered.

Equally, when they do feel smothered, they signal it by withdrawing. That in turn
triggers any anxieties you may have, and so you try to get closer which, no matter
how cautiously you do it, only pushes them away further. However, if you do
recognise the signal, you can stop yourself, back off, and give them the space to
recover and rebalance on their own. Once again though, if you back off too much,
you're just as likely to trigger their abandonment fears, and send them off the other
way again.

So, it's a constant see saw, going from fear of abandonment to fear of being
smothered, and every move you make to correct one, can just as likely trigger the
other, specifically because of those very tight tolerances.

It's therefore considered by most to be an impossible dilemma, which largely it is.
That's because whilst the core symptoms and reactions may be the same, each
person is unique. If someone is self aware, and genuinely wants to address it, you
can discuss it, but only during times of relative calm, as to do so whilst triggered just
makes things worse. That in itself is hard, as most people's instincts are to enjoy
and make the most of the calm periods, and so are naturally fearful of rocking the
boat.

Over time you can learn the extent of their tolerances in either direction, much like
driving a car with over sensitive steering. However, each time you over correct as
you're learning, you crash into a wall and, if you do that too harshly, or too many
times, then things get to a point of no repair, and so as a consequence you rarely, if
ever, get that time.

I appreciate that this may not help in telling you how to handle things, but might
give you some perspective and insight into what you're trying to handle.

As always, that's just my assessment, based on my own experiences and what I've
come to learn, so make of it what you will.

Last Edit: May 6, 2017 19:05:00 GMT by robnew

HowPredictable1
Guest

He broke up with me - please help May 7, 2017 22:09:50 GMT
Quote
Hi Emmy,
Glad my input is helpful to you. To answer your direct question: Yes, I did speak
with my Ex after, I guess it was about 2 weeks later I went over to his place
uninvited, because I knew he would not likely agree to speak or arrange to meet. 

We chatted for about an hour, it was a bit awkward because he was very distant and
uncomfortable (since as you know, Avoidants hate confrontation and conflict and I
think that's what he was expecting). We discussed our respective Attachment
challenges and he agreed that he had been distancing, he agreed with my
suggesting that he didn't genuinely want and couldn't manage the type of
relationship he had initially led me to believe he wanted. He agreed that he wasn't
capable.

But what was interesting was more of what I mentioned earlier -- he had re-cast so
much of the relationship in his own mind, to hear him tell it, you would think that we
were in entirely different relationships. His memories of events ere all skewed
toward the negative, he had trouble coming up with positives at all an in his own
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assessment we never had fun together, we fought all the time (not true, we never
fought -- see "conflict averse", above). I noticed this with him before, one time a few
years ago when we had briefly broken up. He re-cast everything so he didn't even
remember the good times... and that was only after about a day of being broken up.

So the whole relationship has been tainted in his mind, and I could tell that he had
completely moved on in his own mind. I told him I was sure he wouldn't even
remember anything about me or our time together, soon enough. He simply
shrugged and said he has always moved on from people and relationships quickly.

emmy
New Member

Posts: 4

He broke up with me - please help May 9, 2017 1:05:22 GMT
Quote
Hi guys,

Thank you both for your messages. It's helping me so much.

Robnew: That's fascinating. It's funny, I think I unconsciously saw a lot of that
throughout the relationship, but never realized it. You sort of made it all make sense
for me. It made all those anxious feelings I had during the relationship make more
sense. And I'm seeing what you mean by the needs that can be misunderstood and
reacted to in the wrong way (sorry, I'm tired and can't think of another way to word
it!). I was always thinking I was breaking through when he was being sweet and
complimentary, when it actually was a cry for me to react.

How long was your relationship (if I may ask)? Have you talked to her since? Do you
think you'll talk with her again? I'd be curious to know more. Like my 'conversation'
with HowPredictable, it helps make sense of things (for me anyway). And do you
think, then, with the right person a relationship with an avoidant could work?
Someone who could read and know the triggers before it got beyond 45-55? 

It's funny, the guy I was seeing was quite good communication and very calm about
it (maybe because I don't argue, I just will calmly discuss things with him). But
when he was triggered (I still don't have a clue by what), he sort of seemed to be in
a calm panic, and was talking in circles, although still willing to talk. It was weird. He
kept complimenting me during the last conversation, too, while telling me things
that he thought I wanted that I certainly didn't. Maybe because I wasn't fighting him
or it had been a week and he was calmer? I don't know, but I also thought that was
funny. The worst part about it, though, was that all the niceness -- combined with
his insistence that we be friends -- gave me glimmer of hope that we could work
things out ... even though I know I probably can't.

Regardless, thank you SO much for this perspective. All input is tremendously useful
for me. 

HowPredictable: Thank you so much for your follow up message. And I'm SO sorry
that happened to you. Sucks enough that it happened so suddenly, but then to have
to have that awkward conversation after all of it would just be painful. And isn't it
strange when they tell you about your expectations that are not at all based in truth
-- like being in some alternate reality? I just remember my guy rattling things off
and me countering them by saying "no, I actually want this ..." And he'd just bounce
to another. It was frustrating and I felt so misunderstood ... but since you
experienced the same thing, I feel better about it because I know it had nothing to
do with me (and you should, too). And, honestly, I feel like once the initial 'push
away' feeling wore off, your ex had to have remembered all the good times, even if
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he won't admit it to you. The other day I read a chat (from, like, 2013, so no chance
for me to follow up) with someone who is avoidant and he said that he'd remind
himself of all the bad stuff, push, feel relieved it was over, then after some time feel
terrible about what he did because he knew his ex was great and what he did was
nuts. I don't know if that's true with everyone, but I have to believe that's true for a
lot of these people. I know I am a tad avoidant, too, so I know the feeling ... though
I've never been in a relationship with someone great like this before, so it's hard for
me to make sense of it. Most of my previous boyfriends were wildly wrong for me. 

 

Anyway, I'm sorry if I'm rambling. Thank you both, again, for your input. It's putting
things into perspective and helping me more than you could ever realize. I'm so, so,
so grateful.

robnew

He broke up with me - please help May 9, 2017 15:26:06 GMT mrscuba and mindful like
this
Quote
Hi emmy

I should caution you not to take what I've said as gospel, or some kind of manual,
as each person is unique and may act or react in different ways. I guess it also
works on a scale, where some will be more avoidant than others, and no doubt their
histories will affect their reasons and behaviors too. Equally, I'm a man who was
dating an avoidant woman, and there are still the regular, underlying male and
female emotions, and so all in all it's a complicated mix. As such, all I've said is
based on my own specific experiences and my interpretations of things I've read.

That said, I'll try and answer your questions as best as I can, and give you as much
detail on my own experience, and you can see how much you can relate to and if it
helps at all.

The anxious feelings are normal, because you're dealing with someone who doesn't
react in the same way to things as anyone else. Sometimes it's blatant, and
sometimes it's more subtle, and so you find yourself reacting and adapting to the
shifts, instead of being able to interact more naturally, and without too much
thought. One misstep or misunderstanding and you can find yourself in a position
that ordinarily could be dealt with quite easily, but now is a big hole you have to try
and dig yourself out of, and often a downward spiral as you try. In my case I always
found it best not to try, and let it pass, which it usually did.

In my opinion I found it best to try and not react at all, and always act as though
things were normal, but that was easier for me as I'm not the most emotional type.
So yes, the moments of niceness and affection may be a case of looking for
reassurance, but equally they may not. So welcome them and reciprocate, but don't
go overboard or overreact. If you do then you can just as easily push them back the
other way, as even attention that's sought can suddenly seem smothering and
overwhelming if it's too much. Additionally, they're highly sensitive to your
behaviors, and seem to be always on the alert, and notice the tiniest change, so will
pick up anything they see as a reaction to them, which causes either confusion or
discomfort.

I've known my ex for almost 2 years now, and haven't talked to her since her last
withdrawal. We last saw each other about 6 weeks ago, which was about 6 weeks
after we'd broken up. We'd kept in contact and were getting on really well, and we'd
even talked about getting back together, which she seemed to want, but was
hesitant. In some ways she made it apparent that she wanted me to be more
assertive about reconciling, but would always back off ever so slightly when I tried to
move things forward, whilst still leaving the door open. That last meeting was also
very friendly, but she said she was still confused and had exams to focus on that
week, so we agreed to leave it till after she'd taken them. We parted on very good
terms, and she even made plans to do other things together that she missed. It was
only after that that things went downhill, as she had said that she'd been unable to
concentrate since we'd broken up and, as a result, she ended up postponing her
exams till next year. I also suspect she hadn't got the result she was hoping for in
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some other studies, both of which were important to her, and I knew she'd have
taken it hard. So, communication rapidly shifted from often and friendly, to basic
and sparse. I naturally sensed the shift, and called to say that I could she had a lot
on her plate, and so would give her some space rather than add to her pressures, to
which she got agitated and sounded a bit angry, and hung up. I sent a text asking
how she was a week or so later, and another a week after that, and both were
ignored. The last was about two weeks ago.

So, who knows if we'll speak again. On the surface it seems that, despite anything
else, she needed space to clear her head and be able to focus on work and studies
again. No doubt there's also some resentment about her exams, which clearly was
due to the situation, and so perhaps she blames me, even though we were getting
on well throughout. It's tough to know, as when I thought she hated me before, she
called out of the blue, crying and saying how much she missed me. We even split up
once before, about 18 months ago, and I left her alone, and when I contacted her a
month or so later she was fine. I didn't follow up until a few months later, but when
I did we picked things up as though nothing had happened. One thing I do know is
that she's determined (I'd possibly say stubborn), and whether she's distanced
herself because she misses me but needs to focus, or has chosen to blame and
resent me, there's little I can do. She may welcome further contact, or be irritated
by it, but she's neither responded nor told me to stop contacting her, and so it's
impossible to know.

Like your ex, she would communicate sometimes about her issues but, the reason I
cautioned about not taking things as gospel, is that the issues may be different. She
admitted she avoided relationships, and had a tendency to run, but said she
genuinely wanted to try not to, and in honesty that didn't seem to be too much of a
problem in itself. It was more the underlying reason, in that she said she was really
happy being together, but couldn't bear the pain of being apart. That was mitigated
somewhat by living together, but of course resurfaced after we broke up and she'd
moved out. From what I understand, this kind of anxiety isn't common to avoidants,
and so is probably a separate, but parallel issue, that adds to and complicates things
further.

She also would never raise the subject of just being friends, even after we broke up,
and it seems the only reason we stayed in contact was to either reconcile or not.
Had it not been for her exam problems then I'm pretty sure we would have, as until
then she was hesitantly pushing for that. Now that I've backed off she'll no doubt
cool down eventually, but whether that will cause her to want to re-initiate contact is
anyone's guess.
If she did then I suspect it will only be because she wants to try again, which
ironically makes it harder, as she's nervous and fearful of rejection, and so would
struggle to make the first move, even though she's shut me out. As such it would
have to be me, but the dilemma is timing, as too soon will just push her further
away. In fact I'd say timing is just as important as what you do, as their moods and
emotions can switch so rapidly that the same thing can be taken in a hundred
different ways, depending on how they feel at the time.

As to whether I think such a relationship is possible, then I guess yes. Sure, you can
learn to read the triggers, especially if the other person is willing and able to
communicate, and keen to make things work, but it's more a matter of whether
you'd want to. Even if you could read them, it's a case of always having to react, in a
way that's often not natural to you, and so to some degree you'll always be anxious,
and at times that will show, which makes things worse. Yes, relationships take work,
but mostly they should be about two people being able to be themselves, and not
one having to always accommodate the other. That onesidedness isn't selfish on the
part of the avoidant either, it's just who they are and so, whilst on the one hand
they may appreciate your efforts, on the other it can make them uncomfortable too.
That's why there's sometimes more of a connection between someone avoidant and
someone more selfish, aloof and less emotional. The avoidant does their back and
forth thing, and the other person either doesn't notice, doesn't react, or doesn't
care, and so, whilst dysfunctional in its own way, both people are just being
themselves, and so are not overly triggered either way.
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He broke up with me - please help May 9, 2017 23:05:38 GMT trixie5179 likes this
Quote
Emmy,
You've received some great insight and input from Robnew, and I don't have
anything substantive to add to his helpful comments. But I will respectfully disagree
with his answer to this question of yours:

>>And do you think, then, with the right person a relationship with an avoidant
could work? Someone who could read and know the triggers before it got beyond
45-55? 

Not to quibble, but I cannot resist answering "no" to this. I think that using an
objective, common-sense standard, most people consider that a "relationship" is one
in which two people have love, care and mutual respect for each other, they take
care of each other's needs, have empathy and compassion, share future goals, and
can bring vulnerability and intimacy to the table.

Through no fault of their own, due to early childhood influences and upbringing,
people who are Dismissives (and I consider myself one of them)will never truly have
what most people consider a "relationship". At least not in the traditional sense. The
discomfort with true vulnerability and time spent in intimate settings make it really
impossible for Dismissives to ever really step up (for long) to give the other person
what they need.

I recognize that there are people on this board who do have longstanding
relationships with Dismissive partners. I give great credit to those people for their
self-awareness and willingness to work together. But I hope I am not speaking out
of turn to point out that they are aware of their own limitations, and in many (if not
all) cases here, BOTH partners have some limitations on their ability to tolerate
intimacy, or else have adapted to a non-conventional degree to each other's needs.
So again, while I applaud them, I think these cases are rare, take lots of hard work,
and I don't think many people would willingly sign up for that.

But mainly, Emmy, I am responding to what I see is an undercurrent of hopefulness
in your note, that you might lower your expectations and standards in order to be
"the right type of person" to make it work with this Dismissive you dated. I don't
think you should take encouragement out of Robnew's comments or mine or any one
else's that suggest that you should try to continue working toward a romantic
relationship with this guy. Because it would take a great deal of sacrifice on your
part, tolerance for constant push-pull, walking on eggshells, constant rumination on
how best to react to his distancing, etc etc. Plus an absence of intimacy and genuine
attention to what you need. And that's all assuming that this guy would even stick
around long enough to give it a shot, rather than just disappear on you. I would not
want to see you relegate your needs to that extent.... and don't want you to read in
hope here. 

Rather than strategize further on how to make it work with this guy, it would be far
better to invest in someone who can give you the relationship you want, don't you
think? In short: I think you should focus on moving on, that's all that can be done.
He broke up with me - please help May 10, 2017 16:03:53 GMT via mobile mindful likes
this
Quote
I'd like to add that whilst I said that such relationships are "possible", I concur with
HowPredictable1 in that they're far from practical, or even pleasant. 

I'm possibly a little avoidant myself, and far from emotional, so whilst I could handle
the occasional withdrawals, they still weren't fun. As for the more full on
withdrawals, which can and will happen, even I would feel some levels of increased
anxiety, and I'm pretty thick skinned. That's no way to live a life, even if you could
sustain it, which you probably couldn't. 

If it helps, you may wish to read up on the psychological effects of something called
random and intermittent reward. It's the principle that keeps people addicted to
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things like gambling and slot machines, believing that if they keep paying in they'll
eventually hit the jackpot. 

The constant push/pull of niceness and intimacy, mixed with distancing and
withdrawal, is exactly the same, and triggers the same automatic response from
you. As a result, it's common for people to believe that such a person is the most
wonderful person they've ever met, albeit flawed and, if only they can crack the
code, and keep investing, they'll win the prize. Additionally, it's also true that the
more you invest in something/someone, the greater value you perceive it to be.
Ultimately though it's an illusion, and a trick of the mind. 

Not that they do this deliberately, they don't. They can't help it, as they are as much
a victim of their own emotions as you, and are equally pushed and pulled by them,
and you're just on the receiving end of the effects. 

In many ways you're currently in the best position to part now, as friends. To
continue, even though you might think you can maintain sufficient distance, he won't
be able to. It's not just the intimacy you may offer, but the intimacy he craves, that
he will either get from you, or create himself, that ultimately scares him. Each time
that happens he'll pull away and, even if he comes back, the intimacy will likely feel
(real or perceived) that much greater, and so even more scary. In the end it will get
so great that he'll pull away for good, and that could be sharply, without word, and
with strong resistance to any further contact. As much as that will hurt you, it will
likely hurt him even more. Quite possibly to the extent that he can only process it by
casting you in a negative light in his mind. 

Parting on good terms, as friends, with a mutual understanding of the reality, offers
some closure, which makes moving on so much easier. A bit like leaving the slot
machine at a break even point. Whilst that may be painful, it's nothing like as painful
as someone who said (and genuinely meant it at the time) they cared about you,
and then suddenly cuts you off, without a word, and ignores any attempt to reach
out. Instead of some peace of closure, that comes with parting with positive feelings
towards each other, you're left with doubt, insecurity, and always wondering if the
once positive emotions towards you are now negative; along with the frustration of
not being able to do anything about it.
He broke up with me - please help May 12, 2017 17:07:29 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 9, 2017 15:26:06 GMT robnew said:
Hi emmy

I should caution you not to take what I've said as gospel, or some kind of manual,
as each person is unique and may act or react in different ways. I guess it also
works on a scale, where some will be more avoidant than others, and no doubt their
histories will affect their reasons and behaviors too. Equally, I'm a man who was
dating an avoidant woman, and there are still the regular, underlying male and
female emotions, and so all in all it's a complicated mix. As such, all I've said is
based on my own specific experiences and my interpretations of things I've read.

That said, I'll try and answer your questions as best as I can, and give you as much
detail on my own experience, and you can see how much you can relate to and if it
helps at all.

The anxious feelings are normal, because you're dealing with someone who doesn't
react in the same way to things as anyone else. Sometimes it's blatant, and
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sometimes it's more subtle, and so you find yourself reacting and adapting to the
shifts, instead of being able to interact more naturally, and without too much
thought. One misstep or misunderstanding and you can find yourself in a position
that ordinarily could be dealt with quite easily, but now is a big hole you have to try
and dig yourself out of, and often a downward spiral as you try. In my case I always
found it best not to try, and let it pass, which it usually did.

In my opinion I found it best to try and not react at all, and always act as though
things were normal, but that was easier for me as I'm not the most emotional type.
So yes, the moments of niceness and affection may be a case of looking for
reassurance, but equally they may not. So welcome them and reciprocate, but don't
go overboard or overreact. If you do then you can just as easily push them back the
other way, as even attention that's sought can suddenly seem smothering and
overwhelming if it's too much. Additionally, they're highly sensitive to your
behaviors, and seem to be always on the alert, and notice the tiniest change, so will
pick up anything they see as a reaction to them, which causes either confusion or
discomfort.

I've known my ex for almost 2 years now, and haven't talked to her since her last
withdrawal. We last saw each other about 6 weeks ago, which was about 6 weeks
after we'd broken up. We'd kept in contact and were getting on really well, and we'd
even talked about getting back together, which she seemed to want, but was
hesitant. In some ways she made it apparent that she wanted me to be more
assertive about reconciling, but would always back off ever so slightly when I tried to
move things forward, whilst still leaving the door open. That last meeting was also
very friendly, but she said she was still confused and had exams to focus on that
week, so we agreed to leave it till after she'd taken them. We parted on very good
terms, and she even made plans to do other things together that she missed. It was
only after that that things went downhill, as she had said that she'd been unable to
concentrate since we'd broken up and, as a result, she ended up postponing her
exams till next year. I also suspect she hadn't got the result she was hoping for in
some other studies, both of which were important to her, and I knew she'd have
taken it hard. So, communication rapidly shifted from often and friendly, to basic
and sparse. I naturally sensed the shift, and called to say that I could she had a lot
on her plate, and so would give her some space rather than add to her pressures, to
which she got agitated and sounded a bit angry, and hung up. I sent a text asking
how she was a week or so later, and another a week after that, and both were
ignored. The last was about two weeks ago.

So, who knows if we'll speak again. On the surface it seems that, despite anything
else, she needed space to clear her head and be able to focus on work and studies
again. No doubt there's also some resentment about her exams, which clearly was
due to the situation, and so perhaps she blames me, even though we were getting
on well throughout. It's tough to know, as when I thought she hated me before, she
called out of the blue, crying and saying how much she missed me. We even split up
once before, about 18 months ago, and I left her alone, and when I contacted her a
month or so later she was fine. I didn't follow up until a few months later, but when
I did we picked things up as though nothing had happened. One thing I do know is
that she's determined (I'd possibly say stubborn), and whether she's distanced
herself because she misses me but needs to focus, or has chosen to blame and
resent me, there's little I can do. She may welcome further contact, or be irritated
by it, but she's neither responded nor told me to stop contacting her, and so it's
impossible to know.

Like your ex, she would communicate sometimes about her issues but, the reason I
cautioned about not taking things as gospel, is that the issues may be different. She
admitted she avoided relationships, and had a tendency to run, but said she
genuinely wanted to try not to, and in honesty that didn't seem to be too much of a
problem in itself. It was more the underlying reason, in that she said she was really
happy being together, but couldn't bear the pain of being apart. That was mitigated
somewhat by living together, but of course resurfaced after we broke up and she'd
moved out. From what I understand, this kind of anxiety isn't common to avoidants,
and so is probably a separate, but parallel issue, that adds to and complicates things
further.
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She also would never raise the subject of just being friends, even after we broke up,
and it seems the only reason we stayed in contact was to either reconcile or not.
Had it not been for her exam problems then I'm pretty sure we would have, as until
then she was hesitantly pushing for that. Now that I've backed off she'll no doubt
cool down eventually, but whether that will cause her to want to re-initiate contact is
anyone's guess.
If she did then I suspect it will only be because she wants to try again, which
ironically makes it harder, as she's nervous and fearful of rejection, and so would
struggle to make the first move, even though she's shut me out. As such it would
have to be me, but the dilemma is timing, as too soon will just push her further
away. In fact I'd say timing is just as important as what you do, as their moods and
emotions can switch so rapidly that the same thing can be taken in a hundred
different ways, depending on how they feel at the time.

As to whether I think such a relationship is possible, then I guess yes. Sure, you can
learn to read the triggers, especially if the other person is willing and able to
communicate, and keen to make things work, but it's more a matter of whether
you'd want to. Even if you could read them, it's a case of always having to react, in a
way that's often not natural to you, and so to some degree you'll always be anxious,
and at times that will show, which makes things worse. Yes, relationships take work,
but mostly they should be about two people being able to be themselves, and not
one having to always accommodate the other. That onesidedness isn't selfish on the
part of the avoidant either, it's just who they are and so, whilst on the one hand
they may appreciate your efforts, on the other it can make them uncomfortable too.
That's why there's sometimes more of a connection between someone avoidant and
someone more selfish, aloof and less emotional. The avoidant does their back and
forth thing, and the other person either doesn't notice, doesn't react, or doesn't
care, and so, whilst dysfunctional in its own way, both people are just being
themselves, and so are not overly triggered either way.

Rob... that's a brilliant explanation! In my ex gf's case she always dated jerks that
treated her badly because they were selfish alchoholics or just so much more
avoidant that they didn't care about how she felt. I see now why she was always
able to be with such shitty partners and that's because they were so emotionally
unavailable and distant to her that they never triggered her at all. I used to get hurt
when she'd say "I don't know why but I have my guard up with you and it doesn't
make sense to me at all because you're better to me than anyone else I've ever
been with.".... but what you said makes so much sense.... holy shit!!! She's then get
hurt by the more avoidant and less caring men and then use that as fuel to further
stay away from relationships with anyone.

robnew
New Member

Posts: 35

He broke up with me - please help May 12, 2017 18:40:07 GMT mrscuba likes this
Quote
Actually I'm not sure I'd read it entirely that way, but maybe it's semantics, or just
me. I don't think she does get hurt by the more avoidant, uncaring types, or even
jerks, at least not in the sense you and I understand it. Sure there may be some
hurt, but it's less than the constant anxiety that comes from the fear of even greater
hurt from losing something you really want.

Deep down, she likely knows they're no good for her, and so the fear of
abandonment is far less severe. If I understand it correctly, an avoidant's base
position is that ultimately every relationship they have will fail, and so it's always
going to be easier to be in ones that will hurt you less when they do.

Think of it this way, would you prefer to drive a beaten up old runabout, or a nice
fancy car that you've invested everything in? Now, imagine you believed, without
question, that every single day you were going to have a crash and write off your
car. What do you think your anxiety levels might be when driving the fancy car,
compared to the runabout?

So, it's no longer about what you want, or would ultimately prefer, but how
uncomfortable having what you want feels, because of your intense fear of losing it.
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And so, you pick the runabout.

mrscuba
New Member

Posts: 41

He broke up with me - please help May 15, 2017 17:44:10 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 12, 2017 18:40:07 GMT robnew said:
Actually I'm not sure I'd read it entirely that way, but maybe it's semantics, or just
me. I don't think she does get hurt by the more avoidant, uncaring types, or even
jerks, at least not in the sense you and I understand it. Sure there may be some
hurt, but it's less than the constant anxiety that comes from the fear of even greater
hurt from losing something you really want.

Deep down, she likely knows they're no good for her, and so the fear of
abandonment is far less severe. If I understand it correctly, an avoidant's base
position is that ultimately every relationship they have will fail, and so it's always
going to be easier to be in ones that will hurt you less when they do.

Think of it this way, would you prefer to drive a beaten up old runabout, or a nice
fancy car that you've invested everything in? Now, imagine you believed, without
question, that every single day you were going to have a crash and write off your
car. What do you think your anxiety levels might be when driving the fancy car,
compared to the runabout?

So, it's no longer about what you want, or would ultimately prefer, but how
uncomfortable having what you want feels, because of your intense fear of losing it.
And so, you pick the runabout.

That's another great point, it pretty much finishes where I was with this 
In my head. She has often told me
Many times she never had kids because she feels "the dad always leaves the mom
and the kids"... to be quite honest, your car analogy makes perfect sense! After
reading this I thought about a lot of convos we had about our past and hers in
particular and this seems to tie it all together. I get sad for her when I realize how
much suffering and pain and set backs her attachment style has caused her. In
particular with the shitty men she was with likely because of how you described her
inner feelings, which she actually has said something like this I just didn't get it at
the time. Her attachment style has been utterly damaging to her and she expresses
much grief in letting go of good people.
He broke up with me - please help May 29, 2018 4:12:32 GMT
Quote
robnew, your great insights have given me peace and understanding.

May 6, 2017 19:01:59 GMT robnew said:
For example, most people will shy away from being smothered too much, and most
will fear rejection and abandonment to some degree. If they sense either, in an
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mindful
New Member

Posts: 8

otherwise good relationship, then they might discuss it and try to resolve it. For
someone avoidant, it takes a lot less to trigger those feelings of being either
smothered or rejected, and the pain/fear is much greater, and so they skip the
discussion part, and go straight to the running away part.
It's interesting that looking back my ex kept saying he felt "squished", and I'm now
realizing that maybe what he was saying was that he felt "smothered" in the way
you described? It did take awhile to pull out of him and get him to clearly say in a
way I understood which specific actions or words of mine (see my other thread for
what I did...maybe you have some thoughts on it?) was causing him to feel trapped
and controlled.

May 9, 2017 15:26:06 GMT robnew said:
The anxious feelings are normal, because you're dealing with someone who doesn't
react in the same way to things as anyone else. Sometimes it's blatant, and
sometimes it's more subtle, and so you find yourself reacting and adapting to the
shifts, instead of being able to interact more naturally, and without too much
thought. One misstep or misunderstanding and you can find yourself in a position
that ordinarily could be dealt with quite easily, but now is a big hole you have to try
and dig yourself out of, and often a downward spiral as you try. In my case I always
found it best not to try, and let it pass, which it usually did.

I hope this was the case for me. I began to feel like my anxiety was too much - I
never felt this anxious for a long time before. While I agree that I need to work on
that, I feel relieved, and I wonder if it was just this specific relationship causing it, or
if any relationship will make me anxious.

May 10, 2017 16:03:53 GMT robnew said:
The constant push/pull of niceness and intimacy, mixed with distancing and
withdrawal, is exactly the same, and triggers the same automatic response from
you. As a result, it's common for people to believe that such a person is the most
wonderful person they've ever met, albeit flawed and, if only they can crack the
code, and keep investing, they'll win the prize. Additionally, it's also true that the
more you invest in something/someone, the greater value you perceive it to be.
Ultimately though it's an illusion, and a trick of the mind. 
I don't doubt what I felt for him wasn't real, but I definitely felt the lure of the
withdraw. I'd get desperate and beg, even until the end. When my mind is clearer, I
don't know why I was chasing him that hard. However, when I get anxious, suddenly
I'm desperate to want him back and miss him a lot.
Last Edit: May 29, 2018 13:03:57 GMT by mindful
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rcuthbr
New Member

Posts: 2

Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 25, 2018 12:29:33 GMT via mobile
Quote
So I was dating a FA for two months (just broke up). We first went on a date that
went extremely great but she told me right after that she wanted to see what was
happening with another guy. I was quite hurt(I’m and AP) but a couple weeks later
we talked and she said she really likes me so we started dating again.

Here is when the FA tendencies started to appear. She started telling me that she
wanted to slow down because she realized how scared she was of commitment and
it started to give her anxiety. She did have a bad childhood(Mom kept leaving and
coming back). The relationship started becoming completely one side, meaning I had
to do all the pursuing and it took a lot of work just to see her a few times a week.
Eventually I told her I really needed to talk to her, which she said gave her a lot of
anxiety. 

I talked to her about how unhappy I was becoming about how slow things were
going and she said she understood. She allowed me to make things official with her
which made me very happy...for a little bit. She said she would start making me
more of a priority which she did for like a week. Then it went back to how it was
before, me pursuing with her holding back. I eventually was wondering if she
actually cared so I decided not to contact her for a couple days to she what she
would do. She eventually sent me a text that she was checking up on me which
made me feel less anxious and that she really cared. Unfortunately nothing really
changed and eventually she started taking forever to respond to texts and when she
did, they were very short responses.

Eventually she told me we needed to talk, which I had a bad feeling about what it
was about. She told me how great of a guy I was but she felt like something was
missing. She said she didn’t feel anything when we kissed and how she could go five
days without seeing me and be ok. But then she said how hard it would be on her to
see me with another woman. That made absolutely no sense to me.

I told her that this is it and that I would never date her again(said this more out of
anger). When I said this, it was almost as if she had second thoughts. Went say in
silence for three minutes and then she blurted out “I don’t know what to do! This is
so finalized”. We then sat in silence for five minutes before I decided to leave, telling
her I still cared for her but it’s not happening again.

To give you more context, I’m 21 and she is 27. The only other relationship she had
was in high school for three months. Do you think that she really didn’t want a
relationship with me anymore or is this because she is a FA. 

Please be honest with me, I need the truth

tnr9
God

Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 25, 2018 13:04:31 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the boards....what I think happened was you triggered her
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abandonment fears by saying you were done. It probably felt like what she
experienced with her mom, but that does not change the prior statement that she
felt something was missing for her...ouch! I would have wanted to end it as well. I
think in the end, you did the right thing...because you both on two different
schedules. She was moving too slow for you and you were likely moving too fast for
her. In the end, attachments are tricky things to navigate. The guy I dated told me I
was perfect in many ways and that he cared for me as well (he still says that as we
try to navigate friendship) and then he told me basically that we were on two
different schedules (he is much more laid back, easily spooked and I am much more
passionate, wanting to get closer). I think your care for her is admirable...and very
AP. . At this point, if I were in your shoes...I would focus on really getting clear
about what I want in a relationship and finding someone who can partner with me
(meaning you). AsAPs we tend to have a harder time truly letting go in love and
moving on...but I don't think you could have done anything different. Good luck.
Last Edit: May 25, 2018 13:05:06 GMT by tnr9

rcuthbr
New Member

Posts: 2

Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 25, 2018 13:22:59 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hey tr90,

Thank you for your reply. I’m sure you are right, I need to move on. For me though,
I still just don’t understand why she said it would be hard for her to see me date
other people. That doesn’t make any sense to me. I’m sure this is my anxious
attachment talking.

Thanks again for being honest with me though.

Last Edit: May 25, 2018 13:23:17 GMT by rcuthbr
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Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 25, 2018 14:30:16 GMT
Quote

May 25, 2018 13:22:59 GMT rcuthbr said:
Hey tr90,

Thank you for your reply. I’m sure you are right, I need to move on. For me though,
I still just don’t understand why she said it would be hard for her to see me date
other people. That doesn’t make any sense to me. I’m sure this is my anxious
attachment talking.

Thanks again for being honest with me though.
I get why that would cause you to swirl a little.  I think as an AP, we would not say
that to anyone unless we really did not want that person to move on..meaning we
still had feelings for them..and for us feelings typically run deep.  I am not sure
however how she meant it...it could be that she does have a bit of feelings for you,
but not enough to overcome the "there is something missing" feelings.  I don't think
it is manipulative...I just think we as APs have to take the other person's words with
a grain of salt and recognize that without context, we could be misinterpreting
something.

mindful
New Member

Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 29, 2018 3:09:27 GMT
Quote
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I’d say she’s FA based on the fact that she said it herself she’s scared of
commitment. It sounds like you two go at different paces. It kind of sounds like she
doesn’t completely know how she feels about you yet, and does care about you, but
is having some doubts because of the fearfulness. That might be fine at the two-
month mark because she might’ve needed more time to get comfortable with you,
but then again, I go at a slower pace so maybe two months is long enough for most
people (I’m AP). She shouldn't have voiced it if she wasn't planning on ending it
though...it's possible she was just saying it without thinking of the consequences.
How often did you see each other in person before the talk?
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Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 25, 2018 12:29:33 GMT via mobile
Quote
So I was dating a FA for two months (just broke up). We first went on a date that
went extremely great but she told me right after that she wanted to see what was
happening with another guy. I was quite hurt(I’m and AP) but a couple weeks later
we talked and she said she really likes me so we started dating again.

Here is when the FA tendencies started to appear. She started telling me that she
wanted to slow down because she realized how scared she was of commitment and
it started to give her anxiety. She did have a bad childhood(Mom kept leaving and
coming back). The relationship started becoming completely one side, meaning I had
to do all the pursuing and it took a lot of work just to see her a few times a week.
Eventually I told her I really needed to talk to her, which she said gave her a lot of
anxiety. 

I talked to her about how unhappy I was becoming about how slow things were
going and she said she understood. She allowed me to make things official with her
which made me very happy...for a little bit. She said she would start making me
more of a priority which she did for like a week. Then it went back to how it was
before, me pursuing with her holding back. I eventually was wondering if she
actually cared so I decided not to contact her for a couple days to she what she
would do. She eventually sent me a text that she was checking up on me which
made me feel less anxious and that she really cared. Unfortunately nothing really
changed and eventually she started taking forever to respond to texts and when she
did, they were very short responses.

Eventually she told me we needed to talk, which I had a bad feeling about what it
was about. She told me how great of a guy I was but she felt like something was
missing. She said she didn’t feel anything when we kissed and how she could go five
days without seeing me and be ok. But then she said how hard it would be on her to
see me with another woman. That made absolutely no sense to me.

I told her that this is it and that I would never date her again(said this more out of
anger). When I said this, it was almost as if she had second thoughts. Went say in
silence for three minutes and then she blurted out “I don’t know what to do! This is
so finalized”. We then sat in silence for five minutes before I decided to leave, telling
her I still cared for her but it’s not happening again.

To give you more context, I’m 21 and she is 27. The only other relationship she had
was in high school for three months. Do you think that she really didn’t want a
relationship with me anymore or is this because she is a FA. 

Please be honest with me, I need the truth
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God
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Welcome to the boards....what I think happened was you triggered her
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abandonment fears by saying you were done. It probably felt like what she
experienced with her mom, but that does not change the prior statement that she
felt something was missing for her...ouch! I would have wanted to end it as well. I
think in the end, you did the right thing...because you both on two different
schedules. She was moving too slow for you and you were likely moving too fast for
her. In the end, attachments are tricky things to navigate. The guy I dated told me I
was perfect in many ways and that he cared for me as well (he still says that as we
try to navigate friendship) and then he told me basically that we were on two
different schedules (he is much more laid back, easily spooked and I am much more
passionate, wanting to get closer). I think your care for her is admirable...and very
AP. . At this point, if I were in your shoes...I would focus on really getting clear
about what I want in a relationship and finding someone who can partner with me
(meaning you). AsAPs we tend to have a harder time truly letting go in love and
moving on...but I don't think you could have done anything different. Good luck.
Last Edit: May 25, 2018 13:05:06 GMT by tnr9
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Not sure if FA really wanted to break up May 25, 2018 13:22:59 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hey tr90,

Thank you for your reply. I’m sure you are right, I need to move on. For me though,
I still just don’t understand why she said it would be hard for her to see me date
other people. That doesn’t make any sense to me. I’m sure this is my anxious
attachment talking.

Thanks again for being honest with me though.
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May 25, 2018 13:22:59 GMT rcuthbr said:
Hey tr90,

Thank you for your reply. I’m sure you are right, I need to move on. For me though,
I still just don’t understand why she said it would be hard for her to see me date
other people. That doesn’t make any sense to me. I’m sure this is my anxious
attachment talking.

Thanks again for being honest with me though.
I get why that would cause you to swirl a little.  I think as an AP, we would not say
that to anyone unless we really did not want that person to move on..meaning we
still had feelings for them..and for us feelings typically run deep.  I am not sure
however how she meant it...it could be that she does have a bit of feelings for you,
but not enough to overcome the "there is something missing" feelings.  I don't think
it is manipulative...I just think we as APs have to take the other person's words with
a grain of salt and recognize that without context, we could be misinterpreting
something.
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Posts: 8

I’d say she’s FA based on the fact that she said it herself she’s scared of
commitment. It sounds like you two go at different paces. It kind of sounds like she
doesn’t completely know how she feels about you yet, and does care about you, but
is having some doubts because of the fearfulness. That might be fine at the two-
month mark because she might’ve needed more time to get comfortable with you,
but then again, I go at a slower pace so maybe two months is long enough for most
people (I’m AP). She shouldn't have voiced it if she wasn't planning on ending it
though...it's possible she was just saying it without thinking of the consequences.
How often did you see each other in person before the talk?
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 22, 2018 12:44:11 GMT
Quote
My ex FA is having a really bad time at the moment - first our break-up and now his
study overseas is looking really precarious. It's a really shit situation for him. We
had a 2 and half hour phone conversation the other day, during which he was really,
really emotional about what's happening for him right now, and I tried to be of
support. 

He told me since our break-up he's withdrawn back into his shell and is finding it
hard to let down the barriers or be vulnerable with anyone, even people back home.
I think this is partly why he opened up so much with me - we were already having
an emotional conversation so it was probably easier for him to let it all out. At the
end of the conversation he said he didn't want to get off the phone, and that talking
to me had made him feel better. 

Now, I don't have any misconceptions about this meaning anything - I've accepted
it's over and he doesn't want to be with me, and whilst a tiny bit of me still
occasionally fantasises about us running into each other when we're in our 60s, I'm
working on my own stuff in therapy, working on what i want for my life, and the
conversation didn't affect me nearly as much as it would have even 3 weeks ago.

BUT, I'm unsure whether talking to me is actually helping him. He was getting so
upset on the phone and expressing a lot of guilt and shame over his behaviours
towards me (I am of course equally to blame) - previously it has taken him a week
to recover from this kind of conversation. I know it's up to him if he wants to talk to
me, and up to me whether i engage, but I'm just wondering whether a bad break-up
is likely to make an FA regress if they'd made real progress in being vulnerable? And
if so, will me being kind and supportive when he does reach out, which seems to
make him feel like I'm 'safe' again, help him feel that he doesn't have to shy away
from love in the future and that he can be vulnerable without being hurt? 

Of course there's my friends voices in my head - that he's using me for emotional
support, just like he did in our relationship, and I'm still not healed myself so
shouldn't be giving it away to him. I don't subscribe to this, because you can't shut
off caring about someone and feeling for them when they're going through a shit
time.
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Quote
Look at some of my early posts. They’ll give you a good idea of the circling I did, the
attitude change and how long it took me to get back to her. By that time, of course,
she had moved on to a far healthier relationship.
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 23, 2018 10:56:40 GMT
Quote

May 22, 2018 15:46:39 GMT mrob said:
Look at some of my early posts. They’ll give you a good idea of the circling I did, the
attitude change and how long it took me to get back to her. By that time, of course,
she had moved on to a far healthier relationship.
Just define for me what you mean by "circling"?

I started reading all your posts but they scared me! Do you think he is he likely to
just hurt me again - not through not wanting to be with me, I'm making peace with
that, but is he likely to shut off his vulnerability at some point or see me as the
enemy because I make him too emotional? In which case I should just get out now,
save myself later hurt.

I really feel for you - my experience with my darling ex has made me think the being
FA might be the most difficult of all the styles...

Where are you at now in your healing?
tnr9
God
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 23, 2018 12:12:17 GMT
Quote
Hey flic...I am obviously not mrob...but I think it is fantastic how you want to do
what is right for yourself and for the guy you were dating...and I wish you well on
your journey forward, wherever that leads you.
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May 23, 2018 10:56:40 GMT flic said:

May 22, 2018 15:46:39 GMT mrob said:
Look at some of my early posts. They’ll give you a good idea of the circling I did, the
attitude change and how long it took me to get back to her. By that time, of course,
she had moved on to a far healthier relationship.
Just define for me what you mean by "circling"?

I started reading all your posts but they scared me! Do you think he is he likely to
just hurt me again - not through not wanting to be with me, I'm making peace with
that, but is he likely to shut off his vulnerability at some point or see me as the
enemy because I make him too emotional? In which case I should just get out now,
save myself later hurt.

I really feel for you - my experience with my darling ex has made me think the being
FA might be the most difficult of all the styles...

Where are you at now in your healing?

I’m sorry to have scared you. If you stick with it long enough, you’ll see a pattern
which I suspect you’ve seen already. This awful attachment style with the push/pull
aspect has ruined good relationships before and after knowing what it is. To be
frank, if your happiness depends upon the other person acting in the way you wish,
and that can (and often is) reasonable, then I agree with walking being the best
option. I’d love to move towards a secure attachment but it’s difficult to see progress
when not in a relationship.
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May 23, 2018 10:56:40 GMT flic said:
Just define for me what you mean by "circling"?

I started reading all your posts but they scared me! Do you think he is he likely to
just hurt me again - not through not wanting to be with me, I'm making peace with
that, but is he likely to shut off his vulnerability at some point or see me as the
enemy because I make him too emotional? In which case I should just get out now,
save myself later hurt.

I really feel for you - my experience with my darling ex has made me think the being
FA might be the most difficult of all the styles...

Where are you at now in your healing?

I’m sorry to have scared you. If you stick with it long enough, you’ll see a pattern
which I suspect you’ve seen already. This awful attachment style with the push/pull
aspect has ruined good relationships before and after knowing what it is. To be
frank, if your happiness depends upon the other person acting in the way you wish,
and that can (and often is) reasonable, then I agree with walking being the best
option. I’d love to move towards a secure attachment but it’s difficult to see progress
when not in a relationship.
That sucks that even though you are aware, it still has the ability to ruin
relationships. But awareness is still a step in the right direction, right? I seem to
remember you saying you'd undertaken some therapy as well? And you're on here
writing and reading, which surely must have a positive effect (i hope!)? 

I think I was being a little naive earlier in the week, thinking that the conversation
hadn't affected me. It's like that other thread where tnr9 was talking about putting
on her cape... I want to save him. I know i can't, and I know it's my own wound i
need to heal, but I want to save him, even though I'm well aware i want to save him
because i think it will stop me hurting, and i rationally know it won't. But try telling
my aching heart that.
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Hey Flic....we could start our own AP super hero brigade. 
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May 25, 2018 2:50:53 GMT tnr9 said:
Hey Flic....we could start our own AP super hero brigade. 
Haha, absolutely! I have this mental image of us flying through the air in our capes,
and swooping down on a DA or FA, who look up, scream and run as fast as they can
in the other direction.

This actually would make a a great cartoon.
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 25, 2018 3:30:11 GMT
Quote

May 25, 2018 3:14:41 GMT flic said:

May 25, 2018 2:50:53 GMT tnr9 said:
Hey Flic....we could start our own AP super hero brigade. 
Haha, absolutely! I have this mental image of us flying through the air in our capes,
and swooping down on a DA or FA, who look up, scream and run as fast as they can
in the other direction.

This actually would make a a great cartoon.
Lol...Ohhh...we should sooo cartoon this out....if only I had drawing skills.

mrob
Full Member

Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 25, 2018 4:25:06 GMT via mobile flic likes
this
Quote
That’s funny, ladies. That’s exactly the mental image I had before I scrolled down to
see your responses!
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 22, 2018 12:44:11 GMT
Quote
My ex FA is having a really bad time at the moment - first our break-up and now his
study overseas is looking really precarious. It's a really shit situation for him. We
had a 2 and half hour phone conversation the other day, during which he was really,
really emotional about what's happening for him right now, and I tried to be of
support. 

He told me since our break-up he's withdrawn back into his shell and is finding it
hard to let down the barriers or be vulnerable with anyone, even people back home.
I think this is partly why he opened up so much with me - we were already having
an emotional conversation so it was probably easier for him to let it all out. At the
end of the conversation he said he didn't want to get off the phone, and that talking
to me had made him feel better. 

Now, I don't have any misconceptions about this meaning anything - I've accepted
it's over and he doesn't want to be with me, and whilst a tiny bit of me still
occasionally fantasises about us running into each other when we're in our 60s, I'm
working on my own stuff in therapy, working on what i want for my life, and the
conversation didn't affect me nearly as much as it would have even 3 weeks ago.

BUT, I'm unsure whether talking to me is actually helping him. He was getting so
upset on the phone and expressing a lot of guilt and shame over his behaviours
towards me (I am of course equally to blame) - previously it has taken him a week
to recover from this kind of conversation. I know it's up to him if he wants to talk to
me, and up to me whether i engage, but I'm just wondering whether a bad break-up
is likely to make an FA regress if they'd made real progress in being vulnerable? And
if so, will me being kind and supportive when he does reach out, which seems to
make him feel like I'm 'safe' again, help him feel that he doesn't have to shy away
from love in the future and that he can be vulnerable without being hurt? 

Of course there's my friends voices in my head - that he's using me for emotional
support, just like he did in our relationship, and I'm still not healed myself so
shouldn't be giving it away to him. I don't subscribe to this, because you can't shut
off caring about someone and feeling for them when they're going through a shit
time.
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Quote
Look at some of my early posts. They’ll give you a good idea of the circling I did, the
attitude change and how long it took me to get back to her. By that time, of course,
she had moved on to a far healthier relationship.
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 23, 2018 10:56:40 GMT
Quote

May 22, 2018 15:46:39 GMT mrob said:
Look at some of my early posts. They’ll give you a good idea of the circling I did, the
attitude change and how long it took me to get back to her. By that time, of course,
she had moved on to a far healthier relationship.
Just define for me what you mean by "circling"?

I started reading all your posts but they scared me! Do you think he is he likely to
just hurt me again - not through not wanting to be with me, I'm making peace with
that, but is he likely to shut off his vulnerability at some point or see me as the
enemy because I make him too emotional? In which case I should just get out now,
save myself later hurt.

I really feel for you - my experience with my darling ex has made me think the being
FA might be the most difficult of all the styles...

Where are you at now in your healing?
tnr9
God
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 23, 2018 12:12:17 GMT
Quote
Hey flic...I am obviously not mrob...but I think it is fantastic how you want to do
what is right for yourself and for the guy you were dating...and I wish you well on
your journey forward, wherever that leads you.
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May 23, 2018 10:56:40 GMT flic said:

May 22, 2018 15:46:39 GMT mrob said:
Look at some of my early posts. They’ll give you a good idea of the circling I did, the
attitude change and how long it took me to get back to her. By that time, of course,
she had moved on to a far healthier relationship.
Just define for me what you mean by "circling"?

I started reading all your posts but they scared me! Do you think he is he likely to
just hurt me again - not through not wanting to be with me, I'm making peace with
that, but is he likely to shut off his vulnerability at some point or see me as the
enemy because I make him too emotional? In which case I should just get out now,
save myself later hurt.

I really feel for you - my experience with my darling ex has made me think the being
FA might be the most difficult of all the styles...

Where are you at now in your healing?

I’m sorry to have scared you. If you stick with it long enough, you’ll see a pattern
which I suspect you’ve seen already. This awful attachment style with the push/pull
aspect has ruined good relationships before and after knowing what it is. To be
frank, if your happiness depends upon the other person acting in the way you wish,
and that can (and often is) reasonable, then I agree with walking being the best
option. I’d love to move towards a secure attachment but it’s difficult to see progress
when not in a relationship.
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May 23, 2018 10:56:40 GMT flic said:
Just define for me what you mean by "circling"?

I started reading all your posts but they scared me! Do you think he is he likely to
just hurt me again - not through not wanting to be with me, I'm making peace with
that, but is he likely to shut off his vulnerability at some point or see me as the
enemy because I make him too emotional? In which case I should just get out now,
save myself later hurt.

I really feel for you - my experience with my darling ex has made me think the being
FA might be the most difficult of all the styles...

Where are you at now in your healing?

I’m sorry to have scared you. If you stick with it long enough, you’ll see a pattern
which I suspect you’ve seen already. This awful attachment style with the push/pull
aspect has ruined good relationships before and after knowing what it is. To be
frank, if your happiness depends upon the other person acting in the way you wish,
and that can (and often is) reasonable, then I agree with walking being the best
option. I’d love to move towards a secure attachment but it’s difficult to see progress
when not in a relationship.
That sucks that even though you are aware, it still has the ability to ruin
relationships. But awareness is still a step in the right direction, right? I seem to
remember you saying you'd undertaken some therapy as well? And you're on here
writing and reading, which surely must have a positive effect (i hope!)? 

I think I was being a little naive earlier in the week, thinking that the conversation
hadn't affected me. It's like that other thread where tnr9 was talking about putting
on her cape... I want to save him. I know i can't, and I know it's my own wound i
need to heal, but I want to save him, even though I'm well aware i want to save him
because i think it will stop me hurting, and i rationally know it won't. But try telling
my aching heart that.
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God
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 25, 2018 2:50:53 GMT
Quote
Hey Flic....we could start our own AP super hero brigade. 
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May 25, 2018 2:50:53 GMT tnr9 said:
Hey Flic....we could start our own AP super hero brigade. 
Haha, absolutely! I have this mental image of us flying through the air in our capes,
and swooping down on a DA or FA, who look up, scream and run as fast as they can
in the other direction.

This actually would make a a great cartoon.
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God
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Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 25, 2018 3:30:11 GMT
Quote

May 25, 2018 3:14:41 GMT flic said:

May 25, 2018 2:50:53 GMT tnr9 said:
Hey Flic....we could start our own AP super hero brigade. 
Haha, absolutely! I have this mental image of us flying through the air in our capes,
and swooping down on a DA or FA, who look up, scream and run as fast as they can
in the other direction.

This actually would make a a great cartoon.
Lol...Ohhh...we should sooo cartoon this out....if only I had drawing skills.

mrob
Full Member

Supporting an ex FA - help or hindrance? May 25, 2018 4:25:06 GMT via mobile flic likes
this
Quote
That’s funny, ladies. That’s exactly the mental image I had before I scrolled down to
see your responses!
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 21:27:53
GMT via mobile
Quote
So I finally took the time to read every post on avoidant subs. I’m surprised by how
many people actually go back and forth with their avoidant ex. For what? How do
you even have the strength to go back to someone who prefer their phanthom ex
over you, find faults in you, don’t wanna commit to you, find it hard to give affection
etc. 

I don’t mean to offend or upset anyone here. I’m geniunely interested to know since
no matter how much I care for my ex and how much I know all the “theories” behind
his problems, I could not get myself to go back there again. I try and hold no hard
feelings for him and I do wish him the best. Staying with him hoping sth will change
however will kill me and I could never get myself to do it. I thought about staying
with him as I really wished to grow as a secure. I just couldn’t do it. Breaking up
was the best decision. I regretted going to him for FWB and reiterating that I want
nothing more. I wish I had just gone no contact. 

Sometimes I do feel sad that he didn’t fight for me to go back. But I have a feeling
I’d feel way better off in the long run than getting into push and pull cycles. 

So what gives?
Last Edit: May 16, 2018 21:29:43 GMT by nottheonion
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Full Member
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 21:52:15
GMT via mobile
Quote
We all have different ways that things ended, attachment styles, levels of insecurity,
other datingoptions, time spent with the other person. All of these factor in WHY we
go back. If you have low self esteem and zero dating options and don’t meet many
people you are more likely to go back than someone who has healthy self esteem
and other people clamoring to take them out. I only want my ex back because my
ego can’t bare to think that she cared about me so little she lied and just moved on
without me. So we all have different reasons, nobody logically wants to be in a bad
relationship.

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 22:18:28
GMT flic likes this
Quote
I am kind of glad that my ex decided to ghost me when I expressed that perhaps we
weren't a good match.... so it means there is no going back. I know I would end up
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

giving him another shot.
It hurts a lot that he wasn't willing to fight a little bit for me and for us. I am not
demanding and very easy to please. A little would go a long way, I am very forgiving
and he knew it.

Reasons for going back in no particular order (for me and other people)

* low self esteem
* no other dating options
* fear of being alone
* fear of meeting someone worse
* fear of starting again
* proving that your love is real
* feelings of guilty - " I do everything wrong, it is all my fault, I have to change"
* proving that they still love you / want you / desire you
* not wanting to feel like you actually wasted you time
* need of validation
* need of control
* worries about what other people will think
* don't want to feel like a failure (again)

In my case, my ex was the most handsome, witty, successful, intelligent, insightful,
good listener, caring, kind, loving and creative partner I ever had .... on his good
days... I also was the most secure with him that I ever have been... So it was hard
for me to accept that it is over. I believe we could have been together longer if we
both had more self awareness and better communication skills. Shame I didn't know
about attachment theory however I knew I needed more intimacy and I asked for it
in very relaxed and reasonable ways. Perhaps he just wasn't that into me. Or maybe
his issues were far more greater than what he could cope with.

nottheonion
New Member
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 23:11:03
GMT via mobile
Quote
So this all sounds like fear of not meeting someone better or not being desirable. Do
you seek other potential partners at the same time while trying with your avoidant
ex?

To me my self esteem and ego were hit so hard by his fault finding, lack of trying
and mentioning his phantom ex there was simply no going back. I do miss him. I see
a lot of people working things out with their avoidants or trying again. I imagine
doing that with my ex but he simply destroyed my trust by all his behaviour I don’t
think I can ever look at him and say this is the man I can rely on.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 23:18:37
GMT via mobile mrcamper and nottheonion like this
Quote
By not going back, not participating in push/pull, you’ve proven you’re far more
secure. Be happy you’re not as sick or dysfunctional as you may have thought!
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flic
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GMT mrcamper likes this
Quote

May 16, 2018 22:18:28 GMT DearLover said:
I am kind of glad that my ex decided to ghost me when I expressed that perhaps we
weren't a good match.... so it means there is no going back. I know I would end up
giving him another shot.
It hurts a lot that he wasn't willing to fight a little bit for me and for us. I am not
demanding and very easy to please. A little would go a long way, I am very forgiving
and he knew it.

Reasons for going back in no particular order (for me and other people)

* low self esteem
* no other dating options
* fear of being alone
* fear of meeting someone worse
* fear of starting again
* proving that your love is real
* feelings of guilty - " I do everything wrong, it is all my fault, I have to change"
* proving that they still love you / want you / desire you
* not wanting to feel like you actually wasted you time
* need of validation
* need of control
* worries about what other people will think
* don't want to feel like a failure (again)

In my case, my ex was the most handsome, witty, successful, intelligent, insightful,
good listener, caring, kind, loving and creative partner I ever had .... on his good
days... I also was the most secure with him that I ever have been... So it was hard
for me to accept that it is over. I believe we could have been together longer if we
both had more self awareness and better communication skills. Shame I didn't know
about attachment theory however I knew I needed more intimacy and I asked for it
in very relaxed and reasonable ways. Perhaps he just wasn't that into me. Or maybe
his issues were far more greater than what he could cope with.
Man, you nailed that list. ALL THESE THINGS.
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 4:34:18
GMT DearLover and tnr9 like this
Quote
Also, I think the mirroring element is strong. If your ex encompasses traits you feel
you lack or wish you had, you potentially used them to artifically 'complete' yourself.
After all, Anxious/Avoidants are attracted to each other for what they think they can
heal, but also to compensate for what they think they lack.

So when it ends, there is a part of you that feels like it was ripped away - the parts
of them you were using to feel whole. Another reason why the drug analogy is a
good one - we use drugs to artificially give us access to parts of ourselves or feelings
we don't already have. Losing that is one hell of a come down. The craving to have it
again can surpass all logical and rational thought processes around them not being
right, or the way they treated you.
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New Member

Posts: 40

Quote

May 16, 2018 23:18:37 GMT mrob said:
By not going back, not participating in push/pull, you’ve proven you’re far more
secure. Be happy you’re not as sick or dysfunctional as you may have thought!

mrob, I really really appreciate you said that. I want nothing more than being a
secure myself and being in a secure relationship. Being on and off with some
definitely won’t help me achieve that. 

I really did blame myself partly that things ended this way as I wasn’t aware of what
my attachment style did to my behaviour. I’m just glad that everything happened as
it did.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 14:51:11
GMT via mobile
Quote
I look at two people in particular and see they have far more peaceful lives away
from me. Let me tell you it does nothing for the ego!!! That’s why this stuff needs to
be sorted. I can’t be doing this stuff to others.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 15:57:07
GMT via mobile
Quote

May 17, 2018 14:51:11 GMT mrob said:
I look at two people in particular and see they have far more peaceful lives away
from me. Let me tell you it does nothing for the ego!!! That’s why this stuff needs to
be sorted. I can’t be doing this stuff to others.

I do wonder if some people just live in this pain forever and never realise what’s
going on because “this is just life” for them. 
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When I look at my ex, his phanthom ex from 3 years ago and the girl who he pulled
the same b/s on before me, I knew he wouldn’t change. My self esteem would not
allow me to stay with this man in any way. I’ve come a long way to learn to be
(semi) secure with myself and be emotionally independent, being with an FA just
adds nothing to my life. Not a damn thing.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 17:40:24
GMT gecko likes this
Quote
When I kept taking my ex FA back, it was because I am also FA and he triggered my
AP side.

If that hadn't happened, no way would I have done it. It wasn't fun, it was like being
tortured and it was so demeaning to me.

nottheonion
New Member
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 18:54:26
GMT via mobile gecko likes this
Quote

May 17, 2018 17:40:24 GMT yasmin said:
When I kept taking my ex FA back, it was because I am also FA and he triggered my
AP side.

If that hadn't happened, no way would I have done it. It wasn't fun, it was like being
tortured and it was so demeaning to me.

He triggered my AP side big time too but I left him simply because there was
absolutely no way I would stay with a guy who wasn’t sure about me. I’m hoping
this is a sign that I am approaching the secure side. 

I don’t know why I’m still feeling so upset about this. It’s been ups and downs for
me.

bedlam71
Full Member

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 18, 2018 1:21:56
GMT via mobile
Quote
Intermittent reinforcement is very powerful. It's the same type of reinforcer in
gambling, which is why gambling addiction is hard to treat. Even the most secure
person can get sucked into this.
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 19, 2018 15:34:28
GMT via mobile
Quote

May 18, 2018 1:21:56 GMT bedlam71 said:
Intermittent reinforcement is very powerful. It's the same type of reinforcer in
gambling, which is why gambling addiction is hard to treat. Even the most secure
person can get sucked into this.

But it seems that only AP will fall for this?? Anything but consistency will just push
me away.

tnr9
God

Posts: 837 
Member is Online
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Quote

May 19, 2018 15:34:28 GMT nottheonion said:

May 18, 2018 1:21:56 GMT bedlam71 said:
Intermittent reinforcement is very powerful. It's the same type of reinforcer in
gambling, which is why gambling addiction is hard to treat. Even the most secure
person can get sucked into this.
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But it seems that only AP will fall for this?? Anything but consistency will just push
me away.
Oh..so this!!!   It seems aloofness is my weakness these days.
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 21:27:53
GMT via mobile
Quote
So I finally took the time to read every post on avoidant subs. I’m surprised by how
many people actually go back and forth with their avoidant ex. For what? How do
you even have the strength to go back to someone who prefer their phanthom ex
over you, find faults in you, don’t wanna commit to you, find it hard to give affection
etc. 

I don’t mean to offend or upset anyone here. I’m geniunely interested to know since
no matter how much I care for my ex and how much I know all the “theories” behind
his problems, I could not get myself to go back there again. I try and hold no hard
feelings for him and I do wish him the best. Staying with him hoping sth will change
however will kill me and I could never get myself to do it. I thought about staying
with him as I really wished to grow as a secure. I just couldn’t do it. Breaking up
was the best decision. I regretted going to him for FWB and reiterating that I want
nothing more. I wish I had just gone no contact. 

Sometimes I do feel sad that he didn’t fight for me to go back. But I have a feeling
I’d feel way better off in the long run than getting into push and pull cycles. 

So what gives?
Last Edit: May 16, 2018 21:29:43 GMT by nottheonion

scheme00
Full Member
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 21:52:15
GMT via mobile
Quote
We all have different ways that things ended, attachment styles, levels of insecurity,
other datingoptions, time spent with the other person. All of these factor in WHY we
go back. If you have low self esteem and zero dating options and don’t meet many
people you are more likely to go back than someone who has healthy self esteem
and other people clamoring to take them out. I only want my ex back because my
ego can’t bare to think that she cared about me so little she lied and just moved on
without me. So we all have different reasons, nobody logically wants to be in a bad
relationship.

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 22:18:28
GMT flic likes this
Quote
I am kind of glad that my ex decided to ghost me when I expressed that perhaps we
weren't a good match.... so it means there is no going back. I know I would end up
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DearLover
Full Member
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giving him another shot.
It hurts a lot that he wasn't willing to fight a little bit for me and for us. I am not
demanding and very easy to please. A little would go a long way, I am very forgiving
and he knew it.

Reasons for going back in no particular order (for me and other people)

* low self esteem
* no other dating options
* fear of being alone
* fear of meeting someone worse
* fear of starting again
* proving that your love is real
* feelings of guilty - " I do everything wrong, it is all my fault, I have to change"
* proving that they still love you / want you / desire you
* not wanting to feel like you actually wasted you time
* need of validation
* need of control
* worries about what other people will think
* don't want to feel like a failure (again)

In my case, my ex was the most handsome, witty, successful, intelligent, insightful,
good listener, caring, kind, loving and creative partner I ever had .... on his good
days... I also was the most secure with him that I ever have been... So it was hard
for me to accept that it is over. I believe we could have been together longer if we
both had more self awareness and better communication skills. Shame I didn't know
about attachment theory however I knew I needed more intimacy and I asked for it
in very relaxed and reasonable ways. Perhaps he just wasn't that into me. Or maybe
his issues were far more greater than what he could cope with.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 23:11:03
GMT via mobile
Quote
So this all sounds like fear of not meeting someone better or not being desirable. Do
you seek other potential partners at the same time while trying with your avoidant
ex?

To me my self esteem and ego were hit so hard by his fault finding, lack of trying
and mentioning his phantom ex there was simply no going back. I do miss him. I see
a lot of people working things out with their avoidants or trying again. I imagine
doing that with my ex but he simply destroyed my trust by all his behaviour I don’t
think I can ever look at him and say this is the man I can rely on.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 16, 2018 23:18:37
GMT via mobile mrcamper and nottheonion like this
Quote
By not going back, not participating in push/pull, you’ve proven you’re far more
secure. Be happy you’re not as sick or dysfunctional as you may have thought!
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GMT mrcamper likes this
Quote

May 16, 2018 22:18:28 GMT DearLover said:
I am kind of glad that my ex decided to ghost me when I expressed that perhaps we
weren't a good match.... so it means there is no going back. I know I would end up
giving him another shot.
It hurts a lot that he wasn't willing to fight a little bit for me and for us. I am not
demanding and very easy to please. A little would go a long way, I am very forgiving
and he knew it.

Reasons for going back in no particular order (for me and other people)

* low self esteem
* no other dating options
* fear of being alone
* fear of meeting someone worse
* fear of starting again
* proving that your love is real
* feelings of guilty - " I do everything wrong, it is all my fault, I have to change"
* proving that they still love you / want you / desire you
* not wanting to feel like you actually wasted you time
* need of validation
* need of control
* worries about what other people will think
* don't want to feel like a failure (again)

In my case, my ex was the most handsome, witty, successful, intelligent, insightful,
good listener, caring, kind, loving and creative partner I ever had .... on his good
days... I also was the most secure with him that I ever have been... So it was hard
for me to accept that it is over. I believe we could have been together longer if we
both had more self awareness and better communication skills. Shame I didn't know
about attachment theory however I knew I needed more intimacy and I asked for it
in very relaxed and reasonable ways. Perhaps he just wasn't that into me. Or maybe
his issues were far more greater than what he could cope with.
Man, you nailed that list. ALL THESE THINGS.
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Junior Member
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 4:34:18
GMT DearLover and tnr9 like this
Quote
Also, I think the mirroring element is strong. If your ex encompasses traits you feel
you lack or wish you had, you potentially used them to artifically 'complete' yourself.
After all, Anxious/Avoidants are attracted to each other for what they think they can
heal, but also to compensate for what they think they lack.

So when it ends, there is a part of you that feels like it was ripped away - the parts
of them you were using to feel whole. Another reason why the drug analogy is a
good one - we use drugs to artificially give us access to parts of ourselves or feelings
we don't already have. Losing that is one hell of a come down. The craving to have it
again can surpass all logical and rational thought processes around them not being
right, or the way they treated you.
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nottheonion
New Member
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Quote

May 16, 2018 23:18:37 GMT mrob said:
By not going back, not participating in push/pull, you’ve proven you’re far more
secure. Be happy you’re not as sick or dysfunctional as you may have thought!

mrob, I really really appreciate you said that. I want nothing more than being a
secure myself and being in a secure relationship. Being on and off with some
definitely won’t help me achieve that. 

I really did blame myself partly that things ended this way as I wasn’t aware of what
my attachment style did to my behaviour. I’m just glad that everything happened as
it did.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 14:51:11
GMT via mobile
Quote
I look at two people in particular and see they have far more peaceful lives away
from me. Let me tell you it does nothing for the ego!!! That’s why this stuff needs to
be sorted. I can’t be doing this stuff to others.
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 15:57:07
GMT via mobile
Quote

May 17, 2018 14:51:11 GMT mrob said:
I look at two people in particular and see they have far more peaceful lives away
from me. Let me tell you it does nothing for the ego!!! That’s why this stuff needs to
be sorted. I can’t be doing this stuff to others.

I do wonder if some people just live in this pain forever and never realise what’s
going on because “this is just life” for them. 
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When I look at my ex, his phanthom ex from 3 years ago and the girl who he pulled
the same b/s on before me, I knew he wouldn’t change. My self esteem would not
allow me to stay with this man in any way. I’ve come a long way to learn to be
(semi) secure with myself and be emotionally independent, being with an FA just
adds nothing to my life. Not a damn thing.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 17:40:24
GMT gecko likes this
Quote
When I kept taking my ex FA back, it was because I am also FA and he triggered my
AP side.

If that hadn't happened, no way would I have done it. It wasn't fun, it was like being
tortured and it was so demeaning to me.

nottheonion
New Member
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 17, 2018 18:54:26
GMT via mobile gecko likes this
Quote

May 17, 2018 17:40:24 GMT yasmin said:
When I kept taking my ex FA back, it was because I am also FA and he triggered my
AP side.

If that hadn't happened, no way would I have done it. It wasn't fun, it was like being
tortured and it was so demeaning to me.

He triggered my AP side big time too but I left him simply because there was
absolutely no way I would stay with a guy who wasn’t sure about me. I’m hoping
this is a sign that I am approaching the secure side. 

I don’t know why I’m still feeling so upset about this. It’s been ups and downs for
me.
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Full Member

Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 18, 2018 1:21:56
GMT via mobile
Quote
Intermittent reinforcement is very powerful. It's the same type of reinforcer in
gambling, which is why gambling addiction is hard to treat. Even the most secure
person can get sucked into this.
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Why do you keep going back to / taking your avoidant ex back May 19, 2018 15:34:28
GMT via mobile
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May 18, 2018 1:21:56 GMT bedlam71 said:
Intermittent reinforcement is very powerful. It's the same type of reinforcer in
gambling, which is why gambling addiction is hard to treat. Even the most secure
person can get sucked into this.

But it seems that only AP will fall for this?? Anything but consistency will just push
me away.
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May 18, 2018 1:21:56 GMT bedlam71 said:
Intermittent reinforcement is very powerful. It's the same type of reinforcer in
gambling, which is why gambling addiction is hard to treat. Even the most secure
person can get sucked into this.
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But it seems that only AP will fall for this?? Anything but consistency will just push
me away.
Oh..so this!!!   It seems aloofness is my weakness these days.
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gecko
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Posts: 51

The only thing keeping me away from my ex is the fear of experiencing the worst
anxiety of my life all over again.

Tragic thing is, that AP side of me is the thing still holding out hope/longing even
though I know he's a hopeless case - at least for now.

So I stay avoidant in my actions because it is the only way I can control my
anxiety, even though I desire him greatly. It really blows and I am upset about
everything too - the way I was treated, the way I ALLOWED myself to be treated,
the time wasted, the struggle I have with staying away and wanting a future with
him, knowing all his sh*tty bits but still 'loving' him, and not being able to
distinguish between my heart and brain or trust my own judgement.
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The only thing keeping me away from my ex is the fear of experiencing the
worst anxiety of my life all over again.

Tragic thing is, that AP side of me is the thing still holding out hope/longing
even though I know he's a hopeless case - at least for now.

So I stay avoidant in my actions because it is the only way I can control my
anxiety, even though I desire him greatly. It really blows and I am upset
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Quote

Posts: 40

I do hope that my ex will change soon one day too. Not to get back together. I
don’t believe he’d find love if he constantly chases after that particularly type of
girls who would make him feel safe rather than being secure within himself first,
getting to know people and appreciate people for who they are. I want nothing
more than him realising he was pushing people away so that he can change and
find himself a great girl. I don’t believe there’s a future for us but I do wish him
nothing but the best. 

I guess after a month of feeling angry I can finally make peace with the whole
thing, even tho he said something very hurtful to me just last weekend and I had
to “end it” again with him. I feel grateful having met him and being able to learn to
be more secure day by day. 

I think it’s great being able to love unconditionally, no matter how they have done
us wrong. I want the ability to “love” him, despite the way he treated me. And I
think I’m getting there. I love myself too. That’s why I let him go. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

about everything too - the way I was treated, the way I ALLOWED myself
to be treated, the time wasted, the struggle I have with staying away and
wanting a future with him, knowing all his sh*tty bits but still 'loving' him,
and not being able to distinguish between my heart and brain or trust my
own judgement.

May 19, 2018 17:30:19 GMT nottheonion said:

I do hope that my ex will change soon one day too. Not to get back
together. I don’t believe he’d find love if he constantly chases after that
particularly type of girls who would make him feel safe rather than being
secure within himself first, getting to know people and appreciate people for
who they are. I want nothing more than him realising he was pushing
people away so that he can change and find himself a great girl. I don’t
believe there’s a future for us but I do wish him nothing but the best. 

I guess after a month of feeling angry I can finally make peace with the
whole thing, even tho he said something very hurtful to me just last
weekend and I had to “end it” again with him. I feel grateful having met
him and being able to learn to be more secure day by day. 

May 19, 2018 16:58:11 GMT gecko said:

The only thing keeping me away from my ex is the fear of
experiencing the worst anxiety of my life all over again.

Tragic thing is, that AP side of me is the thing still holding out
hope/longing even though I know he's a hopeless case - at least for
now.

So I stay avoidant in my actions because it is the only way I can
control my anxiety, even though I desire him greatly. It really blows
and I am upset about everything too - the way I was treated, the
way I ALLOWED myself to be treated, the time wasted, the struggle
I have with staying away and wanting a future with him, knowing all
his sh*tty bits but still 'loving' him, and not being able to distinguish
between my heart and brain or trust my own judgement.
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Quote

I completely agree with the unconditional love, and I'm hoping to get there too
without being torn to shreds he's chosen someone else. I guess I am not over the
anger stage yet... I feel extremely 'wronged' that he got the last word even though
I'd already let him go before, and I simultaneously pity him for his troubles. Ugh.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 17:39:33 GMT by gecko
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Great job in owning the fact that you want something he cannot offer but you wish
him well for the future.  I love myself and I love B, but the whole "releasing him"
bit hasn't happened for me and I still want him back.  Stan Tatkin actually speaks
to this..he says we tend to focus more on wanting the other person versus wanting
the relationship.  As such, we don't consider what we want and what our partner
wants in a relationship and seeing whether they align or not.  I am working
towards it...but it hasn't happened yet.

I think it’s great being able to love unconditionally, no matter how they
have done us wrong. I want the ability to “love” him, despite the way he
treated me. And I think I’m getting there. I love myself too. That’s why I let
him go. 

May 19, 2018 17:30:19 GMT nottheonion said:

I do hope that my ex will change soon one day too. Not to get back
together. I don’t believe he’d find love if he constantly chases after that
particularly type of girls who would make him feel safe rather than being
secure within himself first, getting to know people and appreciate people for
who they are. I want nothing more than him realising he was pushing
people away so that he can change and find himself a great girl. I don’t
believe there’s a future for us but I do wish him nothing but the best. 

I guess after a month of feeling angry I can finally make peace with the
whole thing, even tho he said something very hurtful to me just last
weekend and I had to “end it” again with him. I feel grateful having met
him and being able to learn to be more secure day by day. 

I think it’s great being able to love unconditionally, no matter how they
have done us wrong. I want the ability to “love” him, despite the way he
treated me. And I think I’m getting there. I love myself too. That’s why I let
him go. 

May 19, 2018 16:58:11 GMT gecko said:

The only thing keeping me away from my ex is the fear of
experiencing the worst anxiety of my life all over again.

Tragic thing is, that AP side of me is the thing still holding out
hope/longing even though I know he's a hopeless case - at least for
now.

So I stay avoidant in my actions because it is the only way I can
control my anxiety, even though I desire him greatly. It really blows
and I am upset about everything too - the way I was treated, the
way I ALLOWED myself to be treated, the time wasted, the struggle
I have with staying away and wanting a future with him, knowing all
his sh*tty bits but still 'loving' him, and not being able to distinguish
between my heart and brain or trust my own judgement.
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I guess what made it easier for me to let go was that I knew deep down I just like
the idea of the perfect partner, trapped in my ex’s body. I knew that if he didnt
have to ability to treat me the way I deserved, I don’t want him. It was pretty
much just a fantasy all along. Sometimes it’s so easy to lose touch with reality
when we’re attracted to them, as shallow as it sounds but we’re only human. 

I’ll definitely be jealous too if my ex finds someone soon. But I learn that him
being happy won’t take anything away from me. Being angry with him also won’t
add anything to me. At this point, he plays no role in whether I will end up happily
ever after with someone.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

I think hope is hard to let go of... When you have a lot of feelings for someone,
and the connection had certain attributes that you rarely or never have had before,
it's difficult to not want it back even if the person isn't reliable. I have been in a
situation where I finally felt like I met someone who spoke the same language, like
I felt deeply understood or known, like someone could finally see the beautiful side
of me in ways nobody else could, like our connection was rare.... and so even
though they could turn their efforts on or off like a light switch, and they could
throw it away or disappear (more than once), I could spend years (have spent
years) wishing they would turn it back on and keep it on. That hope doesn't die
easily. 

Also, what was said above about the power of intermittent reinforcement 

It's ironic because I often wonder how on earth people gamble or get addicted to
drugs, that seems like something I would never do.... But man, when it comes to
human relationships, I have experienced how intermittent reinforcement is very,
very powerful. And once we are hooked, if the other person doesn't continue to
provide it, we create it ourselves one way or another (fantasy, social media
viewing, reading old emails, our own reaching out, etc. etc.)

There's also denial, like how is it even POSSIBLE for them to really walk away from
this, surely they haven't, etc.  So we keep trying. 
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I think hope is hard to let go of... When you have a lot of feelings for
someone, and the connection had certain attributes that you rarely or never
have had before, it's difficult to not want it back even if the person isn't
reliable. I have been in a situation where I finally felt like I met someone
who spoke the same language, like I felt deeply understood or known, like
someone could finally see the beautiful side of me in ways nobody else
could, like our connection was rare.... and so even though they could
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Yes..there is this whole inner monologue...what if I do this, what if I try
that....surely there is something I can do.  On and on...with every YouTube video
or podcast or book..anything that speaks to what men want, attachment theory,
relationship advice...always looking for something I haven't tried...it is exhausting.
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turn their efforts on or off like a light switch, and they could throw it away
or disappear (more than once), I could spend years (have spent years)
wishing they would turn it back on and keep it on. That hope doesn't die
easily. 

Also, what was said above about the power of intermittent reinforcement 

It's ironic because I often wonder how on earth people gamble or get
addicted to drugs, that seems like something I would never do.... But man,
when it comes to human relationships, I have experienced how intermittent
reinforcement is very, very powerful. And once we are hooked, if the other
person doesn't continue to provide it, we create it ourselves one way or
another (fantasy, social media viewing, reading old emails, our own
reaching out, etc. etc.)

There's also denial, like how is it even POSSIBLE for them to really walk
away from this, surely they haven't, etc.  So we keep trying. 
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jeremyg23
New Member

Posts: 5

Background on my ex: she was always taught to kept quiet growing up, was
never able to express her emotions to her parents or family and when she did they
did not care. She was also raped in high school by her ex boyfriends friends. she
never told her parents, she told her friends who didn't believe her. She has a very
hard time expressing emotion. She seems to have no true friends. She is obsessed
with work. she says that is the one area she control. I think she is combo of
anxious and avoidant. 

Background on me: I seem to always get in relationships that I am not supposed
to be in (they have a bf or I work with them or its my friends sibling etc.) I believe
i fall under anxious and constantly feel like I am not being loved or treated right in
relationships (I feel like i go after avoidant types). I often date people who seem to
have little emotion or have extreme difficulty in showing emotion. When they don't
show emotion or I feel like I am not being treated right I sometimes get really
upset and say things i don't mean. 

First 3 months, this was the best relationship of my life. We never fought. We
traveled together. We were with each other constantly, everyday. We worked
together and would spend the night at each others houses. We would tell each
other our goals and bucket lists and help each other on how we were going to
accomplish these things. We would read books and discuss them. She would tell
me she had a hard time expressing her thoughts verbally, but she would write me
these amazing cards and send me songs whose lyrics were exactly how she felt. I
completely fell for this girl. I loved her. 

Now comes the downfall- We had a bad argument and I really lost my temper, i
didn't call any names, but i spoke very loud and aggressively. I felt i was right
about the situation and she wasn't understanding or seeing my POV. She
completely shut down. She invited me over but she just cried and would not speak
or move. She went to work the next day, a complete mess, eyes all puffed. I felt
awful. I never wanted to make her feel like that again. I tried to explain why i
reacted the way i did, i apologized, knew i was wrong and said i would get better
at communicating. i would try my best and i meant it.
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She started acting differently after this, the cards stopped and then the songs
stopped, which made me freak out and want to get closer to her. when we would
have good nights, she would start fights for no reason, she would act emotionless
and when i asked what was wrong she would never tell me, and then a week later i
would find out she's upset about something i did. she would say that I don't
respect her voice. "I don't want her to have a voice". I swear i want her to have a
voice. I want her to communicate with me. Anytime we would have an argument i
would try to explain why i feel the way i do, listen to her and she would say that I
just think she is wrong and that she shouldn't talk anymore. All i really wanted was
for her to talk and communicate with me. If i didn't answer her, she would freak
out. she always wanted to know how i felt but wouldnt tell me how she felt.

When we would argue sometimes she would say she wanted to hurt herself. or
should go for walks in the middle of the night in a not good area. She would say
that I "think she is emotionless, but really she feels things way harder than other
people". She kept saying she couldn't believe i would hurt her like i did that one
night we had the big argument. 

This went on for months. No cards, no songs, no telling me how she feels about
me. While I pour my heart and soul out. She pushed me away and kept pushing
me away. Eventually I gave in and said we can be done. I moved to another city
and took another job.

The second I post a story on social media, she is the first one that looks at it. She
has not contacted me. I miss her so much. I have thought about her everyday. I
think she still cares. I broke down and texted her last night saying "I just want you
know you are in mind". She responded "you too"(which i thought was short). I said
"yeah?" and she said "yeah".  I want to contact her especially after reading about
attachment theory but i feel like that will not do anything. It will make her push
even further away from me. 

Any advice? 
 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

How long has it been since you last heard from her?

jeremyg23
New Member

When I texted her last night. Before that, it was in person about two months ago.
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Quote
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Quote

Posts: 5

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

Love her unconditionally. Weather you believe it or not you are playing games. You
already broke and texted her. The correct thing to do (since you clearly want her
back) is to just ask her to hang out. Don’t get serious. Don’t talk about the
relationship. Just have fun. Love her. Even when she pulls away or says something
you don’t like. That’s the only way you’ll make her feel safe. Women are more
emotional not quite logical as men. You are trying to logically say all this stuff and
she is going off of how you’re making her FEEL. Make her FEEL good by having fun
and keeping it light. Go with the flow, don’t force or get all serious.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 at 11:28am by scheme00

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

If you are not sure, I would wait it out a bit more...

I do agree with scheme00 that when you eventually see her in person, you'll need
to be relaxed and at least appear to have no expectations of romance/rekindling
the relationship. If you don't think you can not behave in that fashion, then wait.

In the meantime, do everything possible to try to move forward - get out there, do
things for yourself, meet other ladies. It's not the same as moving on, but it'll help
you get there if a reunion with her isn't going to happen anytime soon. It's just
time wasted wallowing in pain, unfortunately.

jeremyg23
New Member

Yeah I have moved to another state for work. So I can't really see her in person
easily. 
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Quote
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Quote

Posts: 5

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

scheme00 has a good point. It reminds me of me and my ex. He would always try
to solve every problem with logic which didn't make things better. What you say is
not as important as how you say it. But he said words are more important than,
e.g. tone of your voice or mimic. Most stupid thing I've ever heard.

Also, from my experience, if you mess it up once (in your case raising your voice
and acting aggressively) most of the time we are not able to trust you again and
get back to the state that it was before the incidence. We will shut down, not
express our feelings and not approach you out of fear of getting hurt again. We will
push you away because we can't handle the pain you caused in us. Even if we try
and spend a good time together with you, the bad memories will always creep up
randomly making it impossible to let you in ever again. We will also keep on
looking for other things in you that bother us, so we can break it off. Even if you
assure that something like that will ever happen again, we aren't able to trust you
anymore. If you're lucky you can be friends with her, but getting back into a
relationship will most likely not work, if that's what you want.

If you want to contact her I'd suggest to try it via e-mail. It's less of a burden. Let
her choose to reply or not.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 at 12:30pm by fDA

jeremyg23
New Member

Posts: 5

May 19, 2018 at 12:20pm fDA said:

scheme00 has a good point. It reminds me of me and my ex. He would
always try to solve every problem with logic which didn't make things
better. What you say is not as important as how you say it. But he said
words are more important than, e.g. tone of your voice or mimic. Most
stupid thing I've ever heard.

Also, from my experience, if you mess it up once (in your case raising your
voice and acting aggressively) most of the time we are not able to trust you
again and get back to the state that it was before the incidence. We will
shut down, not express our feelings and not approach you out of fear of
getting hurt again. We will push you away because we can't handle the pain
you caused in us. Even if we try and spend a good time together with you,
the bad memories will always creep up randomly making it impossible to let
you in ever again. We will also keep on looking for other things in you that
bother us, so we can break it off. Even if you assure that something like
that will ever happen again, we aren't able to trust you anymore. If you're
lucky you can be friends with her, but getting back into a relationship will
most likely not work, if that's what you want.
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Thank you so much for the reply. Let me get this straight though. It doesn't matter
how much someone loves you, how much they are there for you, how much they
support you and your goals, if they mess up one time, thats it? It doesn't seem like
I would be the lucky one. I am the one who is giving and giving and not being
treated the right way. people make mistakes. I feel bad if you throw away
someone who loves you, is there for you constantly, supports all of you all because
they raised their voice once. I apologized. I cannot do anything more. It amazes
me that months of being together everyday all day and night gets thrown away for
one fight. It's a shame.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 at 2:07pm by jeremyg23

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

From my experience yes, messing up once destroys everything, no matter how
hard you try after it. You also shouldn't try too hard, because it's just suffocating
to us. Remember, we are avoidant which means the closer you try to get, the

If you want to contact her I'd suggest to try it via e-mail. It's less of a
burden. Let her choose to reply or not.

May 19, 2018 at 2:03pm jeremyg23 said:

Thank you so much for the reply. Let me get this straight though. It doesn't
matter how much someone loves you, how much they are there for you,
how much they support you and your goals, if they mess up one time, thats
it? It doesn't seem like I would be the lucky one. I am the one who is giving
and giving and not being treated the right way. people make mistakes. I
feel bad if you throw away someone who loves you, is there for you
constantly, supports all of you all because they raised their voice once. I
apologized. I cannot do anything more. It amazes me that months of being
together everyday all day and night gets thrown away for one fight. It's a
shame.

May 19, 2018 at 12:20pm fDA said:

scheme00 has a good point. It reminds me of me and my ex. He
would always try to solve every problem with logic which didn't
make things better. What you say is not as important as how you
say it. But he said words are more important than, e.g. tone of your
voice or mimic. Most stupid thing I've ever heard.

Also, from my experience, if you mess it up once (in your case
raising your voice and acting aggressively) most of the time we are
not able to trust you again and get back to the state that it was
before the incidence. We will shut down, not express our feelings
and not approach you out of fear of getting hurt again. We will push
you away because we can't handle the pain you caused in us. Even
if we try and spend a good time together with you, the bad
memories will always creep up randomly making it impossible to let
you in ever again. We will also keep on looking for other things in
you that bother us, so we can break it off. Even if you assure that
something like that will ever happen again, we aren't able to trust
you anymore. If you're lucky you can be friends with her, but
getting back into a relationship will most likely not work, if that's
what you want.

If you want to contact her I'd suggest to try it via e-mail. It's less of
a burden. Let her choose to reply or not.
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Reply

more we will back off and shut down.

It is sad, but that's how we feel. Maybe try not contacting her at all. When the
pressure is removed she might remember the good times and contact you first. It
could take months. That's what I did once or twice. But if she does contact you
first, don't rush into it and give it time. Meeting too often too fast will bring up all
the negative emotions again.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 at 2:19pm by fDA

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

What leapt off at me from your sweet story was how you're presenting your
background and her background and this is often a big red flag for AP attachment.
It's like you're trying to justify / fix / resolve and analyse the reasons and take
responsibility for those. Just try and observe that a loving / happy / healthy
relationship with someone involves the ability to resolve conflict, stay loving even
after a fight and to mutually work on the relationship. It sounds like you had a
great honeymoon period but the hard work and daily slog of making a relationship
work was more than she could offer you.

You didn't say what the argument was about that made you yell and get so angry,
but it must have been something big. It almost sounds like your post is slanted
completely in the direction (a) minimising problems (b) painting a rosy picture (c)
excusing anything she did that wasn't that great (d) blaming yourself (e) Going off
to hunt down your true love.

Maybe all that is true, but really think about things objectively if you can. Having a
nice /loving relaitonship for three months while you travel is really easy. Having a
happy marriage where you go through kids and financial problems and losses and
angry times and mental health issues and problems at work and disagreements is
a really hard thing to do successfully - choose wisely who you do it with.

True love isnt always found in a romantic postcard moment while travelling -
sometimes true love is the person who hugs you after and argument and works
through it.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

I don't think the feelings vs. logic thing is necessarily gender. For example, Meyer's
Briggs personality types cross gender, and some people are just wired to
communicate more in logic and others in feelings. 

In any case, I agree that any human relationship where one person getting angry
once dooms it isn't something that can be sustained longterm. Nobody can be that
much of a saint that they will never get angry.
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Desperately want to contact Avoidant/Anxious Ex..please help May 19, 2018 17:55:43 GMT
Quote
Background on my ex: she was always taught to kept quiet growing up, was never
able to express her emotions to her parents or family and when she did they did not
care. She was also raped in high school by her ex boyfriends friends. she never told her
parents, she told her friends who didn't believe her. She has a very hard time
expressing emotion. She seems to have no true friends. She is obsessed with work. she
says that is the one area she control. I think she is combo of anxious and avoidant. 

Background on me: I seem to always get in relationships that I am not supposed to
be in (they have a bf or I work with them or its my friends sibling etc.) I believe i fall
under anxious and constantly feel like I am not being loved or treated right in
relationships (I feel like i go after avoidant types). I often date people who seem to
have little emotion or have extreme difficulty in showing emotion. When they don't
show emotion or I feel like I am not being treated right I sometimes get really upset
and say things i don't mean. 

First 3 months, this was the best relationship of my life. We never fought. We traveled
together. We were with each other constantly, everyday. We worked together and
would spend the night at each others houses. We would tell each other our goals and
bucket lists and help each other on how we were going to accomplish these things. We
would read books and discuss them. She would tell me she had a hard time expressing
her thoughts verbally, but she would write me these amazing cards and send me songs
whose lyrics were exactly how she felt. I completely fell for this girl. I loved her. 

Now comes the downfall- We had a bad argument and I really lost my temper, i
didn't call any names, but i spoke very loud and aggressively. I felt i was right about the
situation and she wasn't understanding or seeing my POV. She completely shut down.
She invited me over but she just cried and would not speak or move. She went to work
the next day, a complete mess, eyes all puffed. I felt awful. I never wanted to make her
feel like that again. I tried to explain why i reacted the way i did, i apologized, knew i
was wrong and said i would get better at communicating. i would try my best and i
meant it.

She started acting differently after this, the cards stopped and then the songs stopped,
which made me freak out and want to get closer to her. when we would have good
nights, she would start fights for no reason, she would act emotionless and when i
asked what was wrong she would never tell me, and then a week later i would find out
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Posts: 5

she's upset about something i did. she would say that I don't respect her voice. "I don't
want her to have a voice". I swear i want her to have a voice. I want her to
communicate with me. Anytime we would have an argument i would try to explain why i
feel the way i do, listen to her and she would say that I just think she is wrong and that
she shouldn't talk anymore. All i really wanted was for her to talk and communicate with
me. If i didn't answer her, she would freak out. she always wanted to know how i felt
but wouldnt tell me how she felt.

When we would argue sometimes she would say she wanted to hurt herself. or should
go for walks in the middle of the night in a not good area. She would say that I "think
she is emotionless, but really she feels things way harder than other people". She kept
saying she couldn't believe i would hurt her like i did that one night we had the big
argument. 

This went on for months. No cards, no songs, no telling me how she feels about me.
While I pour my heart and soul out. She pushed me away and kept pushing me away.
Eventually I gave in and said we can be done. I moved to another city and took another
job.

The second I post a story on social media, she is the first one that looks at it. She has
not contacted me. I miss her so much. I have thought about her everyday. I think she
still cares. I broke down and texted her last night saying "I just want you know you are
in mind". She responded "you too"(which i thought was short). I said "yeah?" and she
said "yeah".  I want to contact her especially after reading about attachment theory but
i feel like that will not do anything. It will make her push even further away from me. 

Any advice? 
 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51
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Quote
How long has it been since you last heard from her?

jeremyg23
New Member
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Quote
When I texted her last night. Before that, it was in person about two months ago.
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scheme00
Full Member
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Desperately want to contact Avoidant/Anxious Ex..please help May 19, 2018 18:27:09 GMT
via mobile
Quote
Love her unconditionally. Weather you believe it or not you are playing games. You
already broke and texted her. The correct thing to do (since you clearly want her back)
is to just ask her to hang out. Don’t get serious. Don’t talk about the relationship. Just
have fun. Love her. Even when she pulls away or says something you don’t like. That’s
the only way you’ll make her feel safe. Women are more emotional not quite logical as
men. You are trying to logically say all this stuff and she is going off of how you’re
making her FEEL. Make her FEEL good by having fun and keeping it light. Go with the
flow, don’t force or get all serious.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 18:28:38 GMT by scheme00
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Junior Member
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Quote
If you are not sure, I would wait it out a bit more...

I do agree with scheme00 that when you eventually see her in person, you'll need to be
relaxed and at least appear to have no expectations of romance/rekindling the
relationship. If you don't think you can not behave in that fashion, then wait.

In the meantime, do everything possible to try to move forward - get out there, do
things for yourself, meet other ladies. It's not the same as moving on, but it'll help you
get there if a reunion with her isn't going to happen anytime soon. It's just time wasted
wallowing in pain, unfortunately.

jeremyg23
New Member
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Quote
Yeah I have moved to another state for work. So I can't really see her in person easily. 
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New Member
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Desperately want to contact Avoidant/Anxious Ex..please help May 19, 2018 19:20:48 GMT
tnr9 likes this
Quote
scheme00 has a good point. It reminds me of me and my ex. He would always try to
solve every problem with logic which didn't make things better. What you say is not as
important as how you say it. But he said words are more important than, e.g. tone of
your voice or mimic. Most stupid thing I've ever heard.

Also, from my experience, if you mess it up once (in your case raising your voice and
acting aggressively) most of the time we are not able to trust you again and get back to
the state that it was before the incidence. We will shut down, not express our feelings
and not approach you out of fear of getting hurt again. We will push you away because
we can't handle the pain you caused in us. Even if we try and spend a good time
together with you, the bad memories will always creep up randomly making it
impossible to let you in ever again. We will also keep on looking for other things in you
that bother us, so we can break it off. Even if you assure that something like that will
ever happen again, we aren't able to trust you anymore. If you're lucky you can be
friends with her, but getting back into a relationship will most likely not work, if that's
what you want.

If you want to contact her I'd suggest to try it via e-mail. It's less of a burden. Let her
choose to reply or not.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 19:30:07 GMT by fDA
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May 19, 2018 19:20:48 GMT fDA said:
scheme00 has a good point. It reminds me of me and my ex. He would always try to
solve every problem with logic which didn't make things better. What you say is not as
important as how you say it. But he said words are more important than, e.g. tone of
your voice or mimic. Most stupid thing I've ever heard.

Also, from my experience, if you mess it up once (in your case raising your voice and
acting aggressively) most of the time we are not able to trust you again and get back to
the state that it was before the incidence. We will shut down, not express our feelings
and not approach you out of fear of getting hurt again. We will push you away because
we can't handle the pain you caused in us. Even if we try and spend a good time
together with you, the bad memories will always creep up randomly making it
impossible to let you in ever again. We will also keep on looking for other things in you
that bother us, so we can break it off. Even if you assure that something like that will
ever happen again, we aren't able to trust you anymore. If you're lucky you can be
friends with her, but getting back into a relationship will most likely not work, if that's
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what you want.

If you want to contact her I'd suggest to try it via e-mail. It's less of a burden. Let her
choose to reply or not.
Thank you so much for the reply. Let me get this straight though. It doesn't matter how
much someone loves you, how much they are there for you, how much they support
you and your goals, if they mess up one time, thats it? It doesn't seem like I would be
the lucky one. I am the one who is giving and giving and not being treated the right
way. people make mistakes. I feel bad if you throw away someone who loves you, is
there for you constantly, supports all of you all because they raised their voice once. I
apologized. I cannot do anything more. It amazes me that months of being together
everyday all day and night gets thrown away for one fight. It's a shame.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 21:07:28 GMT by jeremyg23
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May 19, 2018 21:03:23 GMT jeremyg23 said:

May 19, 2018 19:20:48 GMT fDA said:
scheme00 has a good point. It reminds me of me and my ex. He would always try to
solve every problem with logic which didn't make things better. What you say is not as
important as how you say it. But he said words are more important than, e.g. tone of
your voice or mimic. Most stupid thing I've ever heard.

Also, from my experience, if you mess it up once (in your case raising your voice and
acting aggressively) most of the time we are not able to trust you again and get back to
the state that it was before the incidence. We will shut down, not express our feelings
and not approach you out of fear of getting hurt again. We will push you away because
we can't handle the pain you caused in us. Even if we try and spend a good time
together with you, the bad memories will always creep up randomly making it
impossible to let you in ever again. We will also keep on looking for other things in you
that bother us, so we can break it off. Even if you assure that something like that will
ever happen again, we aren't able to trust you anymore. If you're lucky you can be
friends with her, but getting back into a relationship will most likely not work, if that's
what you want.

If you want to contact her I'd suggest to try it via e-mail. It's less of a burden. Let her
choose to reply or not.
Thank you so much for the reply. Let me get this straight though. It doesn't matter how
much someone loves you, how much they are there for you, how much they support
you and your goals, if they mess up one time, thats it? It doesn't seem like I would be
the lucky one. I am the one who is giving and giving and not being treated the right
way. people make mistakes. I feel bad if you throw away someone who loves you, is
there for you constantly, supports all of you all because they raised their voice once. I
apologized. I cannot do anything more. It amazes me that months of being together
everyday all day and night gets thrown away for one fight. It's a shame.
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From my experience yes, messing up once destroys everything, no matter how hard
you try after it. You also shouldn't try too hard, because it's just suffocating to us.
Remember, we are avoidant which means the closer you try to get, the more we will
back off and shut down.

It is sad, but that's how we feel. Maybe try not contacting her at all. When the pressure
is removed she might remember the good times and contact you first. It could take
months. That's what I did once or twice. But if she does contact you first, don't rush
into it and give it time. Meeting too often too fast will bring up all the negative emotions
again.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 21:19:24 GMT by fDA
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Quote
What leapt off at me from your sweet story was how you're presenting your background
and her background and this is often a big red flag for AP attachment. It's like you're
trying to justify / fix / resolve and analyse the reasons and take responsibility for those.
Just try and observe that a loving / happy / healthy relationship with someone involves
the ability to resolve conflict, stay loving even after a fight and to mutually work on the
relationship. It sounds like you had a great honeymoon period but the hard work and
daily slog of making a relationship work was more than she could offer you.

You didn't say what the argument was about that made you yell and get so angry, but it
must have been something big. It almost sounds like your post is slanted completely in
the direction (a) minimising problems (b) painting a rosy picture (c) excusing anything
she did that wasn't that great (d) blaming yourself (e) Going off to hunt down your true
love.

Maybe all that is true, but really think about things objectively if you can. Having a nice
/loving relaitonship for three months while you travel is really easy. Having a happy
marriage where you go through kids and financial problems and losses and angry times
and mental health issues and problems at work and disagreements is a really hard thing
to do successfully - choose wisely who you do it with.

True love isnt always found in a romantic postcard moment while travelling - sometimes
true love is the person who hugs you after and argument and works through it.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266
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Quote
I don't think the feelings vs. logic thing is necessarily gender. For example, Meyer's
Briggs personality types cross gender, and some people are just wired to communicate
more in logic and others in feelings. 

In any case, I agree that any human relationship where one person getting angry once
dooms it isn't something that can be sustained longterm. Nobody can be that much of a
saint that they will never get angry.
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We are such strange creatures

1

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 189

I generally try to avoid putting myself in the way of close relationships - it takes
such an aeon for me to trust enough to open up and when this happens, it releases
the AP side which is unpleasant and particularly when my partner also has
attachment issues, it often seems just not worth the effort.

The conundrum is that I long to be close and accepted by someone but the process
is so excruciating that I almost can't let it even begin.

At the moment I have a man who is keen - attractive and on paper everything is
great but before we have even got started I find myself retreating, finding reasons
why it wouldn't work, being totally unable to imagine ever being close to him etc. I
don't even know this guy but I feel alarm bells ringing for not reason at all.

Once the relationship has developed (usually years!) I feel fairly secure but the
early days of "dating" are painful beyond measure - my speed is just too slow or
most people and therefore I end up with avoidants because they have a similar
lack of momentum which makes me feel safe.

I have just retreated from a social event where I felt my latest potential boyfriend
pursuing me so I left. Honestly, this is crazy!!!!

tnr9
God

You are so very brave and let me say this...I really, really admire your courage for
owning your fear. It may be different then mine..but it is so valid and it is real to
you...so let me say again kudos!! Whether anything comes of this or not, you are
amongst understanding and supportive people here. Be who you are...if a snails
crawl pace is what works for you...then someone who really cares about getting to
know you will understand and honor that. I have always been grateful for the
support you have shown towards me, so if there is anything I can do to translate
AP speak....let me know. 
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ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 189

Thank you tnr9 - it's a step forward that I can even recognise my bizarre reaction!
Poor guy...... I almost feel that I want to protect these men from my strangeness.

I wonder if one day I will come across someone willing to be vulnerable, intimate
and real whilst allowing me the same and giving me the time and gentle handling
that I need to trust - without pressuring or without the avoidant push/pull. Funnily
enough I don't really do the push pull dynamic, although too much too soon is a
really massive turnoff and often leads to a permanent exit from me.

Here's hoping anyway!

tnr9
God

Posts: 839

May 22, 2018 at 3:25pm tnr9 said:

You are so very brave and let me say this...I really, really admire your
courage for owning your fear. It may be different then mine..but it is so
valid and it is real to you...so let me say again kudos!! Whether anything
comes of this or not, you are amongst understanding and supportive people
here. Be who you are...if a snails crawl pace is what works for you...then
someone who really cares about getting to know you will understand and
honor that. I have always been grateful for the support you have shown
towards me, so if there is anything I can do to translate AP speak....let me
know. 
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You are so very brave and let me say this...I really, really admire
your courage for owning your fear. It may be different then
mine..but it is so valid and it is real to you...so let me say again
kudos!! Whether anything comes of this or not, you are amongst
understanding and supportive people here. Be who you are...if a
snails crawl pace is what works for you...then someone who really
cares about getting to know you will understand and honor that. I
have always been grateful for the support you have shown towards
me, so if there is anything I can do to translate AP speak....let me
know. 
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Quote
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I think there are people who are willing to accept us...and it is often we who do not
accept ourselves for the strange beauty that our attachment style offers.  I used to
feel very much alone, like I was this rare unicorn of APness....that the activities I
do to relieve my fears were somehow unique to me....but I am learning that I am
not alone...which gives me strength to share and be vunerable on these boards.  I
really do admire you for your vulnerability and thank you so much for sharing your
truth. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Poor guy...... I almost feel that I want to protect these men from my strangeness.

Exactly how I felt last time around.
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Thank you tnr9 - it's a step forward that I can even recognise my bizarre
reaction! Poor guy...... I almost feel that I want to protect these men from
my strangeness.

I wonder if one day I will come across someone willing to be vulnerable,
intimate and real whilst allowing me the same and giving me the time and
gentle handling that I need to trust - without pressuring or without the
avoidant push/pull. Funnily enough I don't really do the push pull dynamic,
although too much too soon is a really massive turnoff and often leads to a
permanent exit from me.

Here's hoping anyway!
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ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 189

I generally try to avoid putting myself in the way of close relationships - it takes
such an aeon for me to trust enough to open up and when this happens, it releases
the AP side which is unpleasant and particularly when my partner also has
attachment issues, it often seems just not worth the effort.

The conundrum is that I long to be close and accepted by someone but the process
is so excruciating that I almost can't let it even begin.

At the moment I have a man who is keen - attractive and on paper everything is
great but before we have even got started I find myself retreating, finding reasons
why it wouldn't work, being totally unable to imagine ever being close to him etc. I
don't even know this guy but I feel alarm bells ringing for not reason at all.

Once the relationship has developed (usually years!) I feel fairly secure but the
early days of "dating" are painful beyond measure - my speed is just too slow or
most people and therefore I end up with avoidants because they have a similar
lack of momentum which makes me feel safe.

I have just retreated from a social event where I felt my latest potential boyfriend
pursuing me so I left. Honestly, this is crazy!!!!

tnr9
God

You are so very brave and let me say this...I really, really admire your courage for
owning your fear. It may be different then mine..but it is so valid and it is real to
you...so let me say again kudos!! Whether anything comes of this or not, you are
amongst understanding and supportive people here. Be who you are...if a snails
crawl pace is what works for you...then someone who really cares about getting to
know you will understand and honor that. I have always been grateful for the
support you have shown towards me, so if there is anything I can do to translate
AP speak....let me know. 
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ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 189

Thank you tnr9 - it's a step forward that I can even recognise my bizarre reaction!
Poor guy...... I almost feel that I want to protect these men from my strangeness.

I wonder if one day I will come across someone willing to be vulnerable, intimate
and real whilst allowing me the same and giving me the time and gentle handling
that I need to trust - without pressuring or without the avoidant push/pull. Funnily
enough I don't really do the push pull dynamic, although too much too soon is a
really massive turnoff and often leads to a permanent exit from me.

Here's hoping anyway!

tnr9
God

Posts: 839

May 22, 2018 at 3:25pm tnr9 said:

You are so very brave and let me say this...I really, really admire your
courage for owning your fear. It may be different then mine..but it is so
valid and it is real to you...so let me say again kudos!! Whether anything
comes of this or not, you are amongst understanding and supportive people
here. Be who you are...if a snails crawl pace is what works for you...then
someone who really cares about getting to know you will understand and
honor that. I have always been grateful for the support you have shown
towards me, so if there is anything I can do to translate AP speak....let me
know. 
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You are so very brave and let me say this...I really, really admire
your courage for owning your fear. It may be different then
mine..but it is so valid and it is real to you...so let me say again
kudos!! Whether anything comes of this or not, you are amongst
understanding and supportive people here. Be who you are...if a
snails crawl pace is what works for you...then someone who really
cares about getting to know you will understand and honor that. I
have always been grateful for the support you have shown towards
me, so if there is anything I can do to translate AP speak....let me
know. 
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I think there are people who are willing to accept us...and it is often we who do not
accept ourselves for the strange beauty that our attachment style offers.  I used to
feel very much alone, like I was this rare unicorn of APness....that the activities I
do to relieve my fears were somehow unique to me....but I am learning that I am
not alone...which gives me strength to share and be vunerable on these boards.  I
really do admire you for your vulnerability and thank you so much for sharing your
truth. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Poor guy...... I almost feel that I want to protect these men from my strangeness.

Exactly how I felt last time around.
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my strangeness.

I wonder if one day I will come across someone willing to be vulnerable,
intimate and real whilst allowing me the same and giving me the time and
gentle handling that I need to trust - without pressuring or without the
avoidant push/pull. Funnily enough I don't really do the push pull dynamic,
although too much too soon is a really massive turnoff and often leads to a
permanent exit from me.

Here's hoping anyway!
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I thought being with him casually would take the edge off. I thought now we could
finally be “together” and just enjoy each other’s company without us activating
each other. 

I was wrong. Very wrong. 

He was still fault finding. Eveythign I say and do triggered him. I dunno why since
we’re not together anymore. I was pissed off that he told me I should see a
therapist to sort out my sleeping pattern because it annoys him and it’s not great
for my future partner. I didn’t think it was his place to say that on behalf of my
“future partner”. And it’s cerainly not his business to talk about my future
relationship if he thought we weren’t right for each other. 

He’s still so easily affected by me. If I said “I don’t wanna go into detail” in certain
topic, he would still get triggered, get nervous, push me to a corner and demand
for details. I felt vulnerable with him. As I opened up to him more, I sense that he
would get nervous and criticise me all over again. 

I guess I always thought ending it with him would make him realise how wrong he
was about me. All the things he said about me and the way he thought about me. I
was wrong. As my friend said, I should forgive myself for putting myself in a
situation like that instead of expecting his apologies to forgive him. 

He won’t change.

gecko
Junior Member

This has been my experience too.

They don't change. Even when they know something is off. It's much easier to
stuff down the feelings, run, and find a new shiny person to put up with the
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garbage than deconstruct the inner pain and try and change for a happier future
with their current partner.

I've also just come to realise how much I still trigger my ex even though I've
avoided talking about our relationship or any reconciliation. I think someone
mentioned it on another thread how we don't realise FAs are super sensitive to our
opinions of them and therefore actually have a lot of power over them. I don't
know why I thought this would be any different in 'friendship' rather than
relationship.

I hope you told him to 'go to hell' while you had the chance too. 

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

One interesting thing I noticed is, he now actually agreed with some of the things I
said ages ago. When I ended it with him over a month ago, I told him that no one
is perfect but the right person should strive to become a better version of himself
for me cos I would do the same. I don’t like to think if that person fits my vision
cos I don’t have a “dream guy” in mind. But then he said he would totally change
for someone but it never felt right between us. Fair enough. You never got to know
me as me anyways. You just got to know me as someone who you thought I was. 

Today he said the same thing to me saying he believes he should change and
become a better person for his future partner and I should do the same (bro why
you repeating what I said? Also didn’t you say you needed to feel right first to
change for someone??). And that he also agrees with me there’s no such thing as
a dream guy no one is perfect (completely opposite to what he’s been doing). 

I think in a way, they found it difficult to open up to other people but comfortable
to do so with us, even when we are not in a relationship. The emotional connection
between us was always there. And they would always feel sensitive to what we
think about them (let’s face it most of us here are not on the same page with
them). It always baffled me how many deep conversations my ex FA could have
with me. I’m not sure if he was like that with his other exes but it felt that he was
comfortable with revealing himself to me so much but also felt incredibly
vulnerable doing so. 

I told him I thought things would work better if we weren’t together but all the
negative emotions just came back to me with the things he said and his negative
comments about me. It was all too much. 

May 12, 2018 15:53:54 GMT gecko said:

This has been my experience too.

They don't change. Even when they know something is off. It's much easier
to stuff down the feelings, run, and find a new shiny person to put up with
the garbage than deconstruct the inner pain and try and change for a
happier future with their current partner.

I've also just come to realise how much I still trigger my ex even though
I've avoided talking about our relationship or any reconciliation. I think
someone mentioned it on another thread how we don't realise FAs are
super sensitive to our opinions of them and therefore actually have a lot of
power over them. I don't know why I thought this would be any different in
'friendship' rather than relationship.

I hope you told him to 'go to hell' while you had the chance too. 
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My ex also only admitted all his faults when I lost my cool and ruthlessly told him
exactly how much sh*t I put up with him and how I don't owe him anything now,
not even as a 'friend', for his past transgressions.

I hate behaving this way, I hardly ever get angry like that, but now I've learnt a
valuable lesson myself to not tolerate anymore excuses for bad behaviour or
emotional abuse, no matter the attachment issues or psychological pain someone
is going through. You lose respect for yourself and I'm sure your partner loses
respect for you too, wondering why you accept this unworthy treatment.

I still have the pull to try and find him the right help that he has expressed he so
wants (and seems to value my counsel very highly), but I need to stop feeling like
he's my responsibility anymore. Maybe with time or when I've finally gotten over
everything without worrying I have some ulterior personal motive of getting back
together.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Some actually do. It depends on how severe or prolonged the pain is.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He is very
comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that there’s something wrong
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This has been my experience too.

They don't change..
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This has been my experience too.
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with the world. The most helpful thing I could’ve done to help him was to leave
him and never come back. Not exist in his life in any shape or form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore now we’re not
a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to accept people as
they are and focus on how people treat them rather than if people fit their idea of
how they friends and lovers should behave.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I think it’s totally inappropriate to ask you for help when you’re not together
anymore and after the pain he caused you. If my ex FA came to me for help, I’d
ask him to read about attachment theory but nothing more. 

I found it so upsetting that he would dare to ask me to be more mindful of myself,
find “faults” in me and ask me to see a therapist because I found it hard not to
wake up during the night (which doesn’t bother me at all). In a way, it feels like
he’s still trying to influence what I do with my life so that I fit his vision of what his
“right one” is, without realising he’s not very mindful of himself and hurting me in
the process.

mrob
Full Member
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My ex also only admitted all his faults when I lost my cool and ruthlessly
told him exactly how much sh*t I put up with him and how I don't owe him
anything now, not even as a 'friend', for his past transgressions.

I hate behaving this way, I hardly ever get angry like that, but now I've
learnt a valuable lesson myself to not tolerate anymore excuses for bad
behaviour or emotional abuse, no matter the attachment issues or
psychological pain someone is going through. You lose respect for yourself
and I'm sure your partner loses respect for you too, wondering why you
accept this unworthy treatment.

I still have the pull to try and find him the right help that he has expressed
he so wants (and seems to value my counsel very highly), but I need to
stop feeling like he's my responsibility anymore. Maybe with time or when
I've finally gotten over everything without worrying I have some ulterior
personal motive of getting back together.
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I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He is very
comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that there’s something
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Some actually do. It depends on how severe or prolonged the pain
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Oh no, it’s certainly not your responsibility. In fact, it was the pain that came from
someone saving herself by leaving that got me even looking at this stuff.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

nottheonion - I did briefly introduce him to attachment theory, he said a lot of it
sounded like him. Cue the 'How do you always understand and know me so well?'
and my anxiety/longing (silently) crying out in a helpless situation.

I bolded the above as I said some of the same stuff to my ex and wonder if he
interpreted it that way too. That I was trying to mould him or that he wasn't good
enough for me, even though I lost count of how many times I said (and I believed
showed!) otherwise. He always accused me of trying to control him - even though
he was constantly asking me for my advice, my resources, and expressing how he
needed help or why he can't connect with people. I feel like he set traps for me to
fall into to reinforce his negative perception of himself and validate his belief I
would just leave him eventually. 

nottheonion
New Member

gecko it really depends on the context and your tone I think. I was annoyed
thinking he was trying to control me because, before even fully understanding
what’s going on and how things do or do not affect me, he imposed his opinion on
me and asked me to change like I always did something wrong. 

After I told him I don’t wanna do this with him anymore, not even as FWB, he said
he was just a grumpy person and that he just wants me to be content and not
stressed. I told him “I think you didn’t realise you were just pushing me away with
all the things you said. I accept people as they are and I don’t think of them in a
certain way. I want to be able to enjoy people’s company and live in the moment
with them. I think it’d always be difficult with you”. He doesn’t know how to

wrong with the world. The most helpful thing I could’ve done to help him
was to leave him and never come back. Not exist in his life in any shape or
form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore now
we’re not a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to accept
people as they are and focus on how people treat them rather than if
people fit their idea of how they friends and lovers should behave.
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I found it so upsetting that he would dare to ask me to be more
mindful of myself, find “faults” in me and ask me to see a therapist
because I found it hard not to wake up during the night (which doesn’t
bother me at all). In a way, it feels like he’s still trying to influence what I
do with my life so that I fit his vision of what his “right one” is, without
realising he’s not very mindful of himself and hurting me in the process.
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Posts: 40

repsond to that. 

About connecting with people, my ex loves deep conversations or convos about life
and world in general. He can get real deep real soon and I can see people are not
very acceptant of that. In a way I feel that he’s desperate to connect with people
rather than just enjoying their company. He’s so eager to find those people who he
can feel in sync with he didn’t realise he got lost in his own little world.

Last Edit: May 13, 2018 17:20:02 GMT by nottheonion

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I often wonder how FA feel after being left. I’m FA but I always do the leaving no
matter what the situation is so I find it hard to imagine I would leave it until
someone dump me cos my fears would just enable me to walk away first. Since
FAs were already sabotaging the relationship and always talking themselves out of
the relationship, being left alone would just confirm their doubts and fears and
essentially no different from dumping someone? 

How did you feel after she left you to seek a healthier relationship?

mrob

May 13, 2018 0:19:52 GMT mrob said:

Oh no, it’s certainly not your responsibility. In fact, it was the pain that
came from someone saving herself by leaving that got me even looking at
this stuff.

May 12, 2018 17:02:32 GMT nottheonion said:

I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He
is very comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that
there’s something wrong with the world. The most helpful thing I
could’ve done to help him was to leave him and never come back.
Not exist in his life in any shape or form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore
now we’re not a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I
am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to
accept people as they are and focus on how people treat them
rather than if people fit their idea of how they friends and lovers
should behave.
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Full Member

Posts: 180

Which one? I’ve felt total devastation that Ihad a hard time getting out of, and
twice, relief. If you go through my posts, you’ll see the complete circle from
breaking up to reconnection. It’s quite sick, really.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

I think we either have no reaction or an exaggerated reaction.

It's happened to me twice, as I almost always end relationships first and feel
absolutely nothing about it.  I am very slow to attach, so usually I just don't feel
much in breakups because I never attached in the first place.  I have experienced
a lot that men are crying or very frustrated that they are leaving and I don't care,
and I try and be compassionate but I just feel nothing.  Once I am attached truly
(has only happened three times) then I am basically screwed!

I had a classic FA breeding childhood, but was lucky because my first love was
secure and loving and moved me from being quite naturally avoidant to very
secure.  I think he was largely responsible for me being relatively normal
emotionally because he loved me in ways I didn't get at home.  I was completely
devastated, probably for a decade when he left in my early twenties.   It went
beyond a healthy / normal level of devastation.  I was just completely unable to
get over it.  I still feel pain over it quite often.  I was DA for 10 years after that
with every relationship (including friendships).  I didn't connect to anyone,  I
moved to another country and didn't even speak to my friends and family.  I only
had casual sex very occasionally but mostly had basically no desire for human
contact of any kind.  It was like being in an emotional coma for a decade.  The
grief of that still sits in me as fresh as it was back then.

He tried to come back to me several times over the 10 years, but the damage from
him leaving was so severe that I pushed him away every time, even though I loved
him I could never get past the hurt he'd caused me.  It was like him leaving me
changed me and I could not go back.

The second time was the second time in my life I allowed myself to truly love
someone.  It was a VERY slow road for him to earn my trust, a very slow road for
me to fully believe he'd never hurt me but we got there eventually.  I trusted him
completely, never thought he would ever harm me, never thought he would ever
leave me.  I was completely secure in the relationship.  I'd have staked my life
actually on the belief that he would never do anything to harm me.  One day he
just disappeared.  It shocked the hell out of me as it came with no warning AT ALL
or even signs it was coming. I don't want to go into details, but even now many
years later people I know are still completely shocked and horrified by the
circumstances of that because it was like a movie - totally crazy - out of nowhere
he just ran out the door and he never came back.    
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I didn't love him as much as I loved the first one,  but it was the way he'd left that
was particular shocking and brutal that did the damage.  After that I was blatantly
FA in my attachments and haven't been able to date attach to anyone since.  I
have tried, but I either go AP or DA and swing between the two depending on the
other person's behavior.  I am sure if he hadn't done that we'd have been together
forever and I wouldn't be on this forum because we had no attachment issues
within the relationship.  I was very connected and committed and intimate and
didn't have any fears about it.  The circumstances just happenned to cause enough
pain that I was swung back into the worst of myself. 

I think before that I had always had avoidant tendencies, and it was just
circumstances which triggered me into becoming so extreme in my attachment
disorder.  

Right now, the idea of ever suffering that way again is just way too much for me. 
I'd rather be alone forever.

I don't think FAs can handle the pain of breakups in a normal we.  We just don't
get over things.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

I am also wondering what my FA ex is feeling right now. I do know that he became
attached, he was in love with me (I believe this scared him), but his behavior
leading up to the breakup was distancing and I had had enough. I felt like I
couldn't reason with him anymore and it was easier to walk away then to try to
talk through it with him.

He didn't say a single word during my 12 minute breakup phone call. Where I
explained that I had pushed too much aside and I was unhappy and couldn't ignore
these things anymore. I repeatedly told him at the end that I didn't want this, that
I wanted to be with him and that it was extremely painful to do this, but I knew it
was best. He had said some really hurtful things to me a few weeks prior (totally
flew off the handle, stemming from not reciprocating 'i love you' to me in bed after
saying it to me for the first time the night before) and packed his stuff in the
middle of the night to drive home - telling me I couldn't have f***** it up more, I
was out of my f****** mind, for telling him that his leaving was triggering my fear
of abandonment due to my dad, and begging him not to drive in the middle of the
night. It was unbelievably hurtful and he acted as if he had no fault in the
situation. I explained in the breakup conversation that the emotional whiplash was
too severe from saying 'I love you' to me for the first time, to turning around and
saying all of those hateful things the next night. 

He. said. nothing. He wasn't defensive (what I expected), he didn't try to get me
to stay, he was silent. He told me he didn't have anything to say upon me asking
at the end of what I needed to say - Is this as if he knew in that moment that he
did this to himself? I know after everything he shared (only other person he has
ever said I love you to outside of his ex wife) that he was truly attached, truly saw
a future, told our mutual friend that he was absolutely crazy about me and told me
this multiple times, too - how is it possible that he had nothing to say to me? And
no word since. 3.5 weeks. Still follows me on social media, however. 

I have to think he will surely come to at some point and say SOMETHING to me,
try to make this right, but it is all SO confusing and strange. Do you think he
realizes he has messed this up? Or is he busy creating scenarios that it was me,
not him. 

nottheonion
New Member

szorn2296 when I ended it with him the first time he didn’t say much either. Just
said best to accept it. Not point argue about this anymore. Maybe I just wasn’t
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Posts: 40

ready. 

Completely opposite to what he said to me before. 

I’m willing to bet my left hand he has 0 remorse and is completely happy to move
on thinking it was just me. Not a fucking doubt. I’m not gonna stick around and
think he will wake up from all of this and realise what a massive A-hole he’s been
accusing me of all the things he said about me and all his fault finding. 

The only regret I had was I didn’t tell him to F off for saying all those terrible
things to me. I still do care about him deep down but I’d move on long before he
becomes a decent person. 
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I thought being with him casually would take the edge off. I thought now we could
finally be “together” and just enjoy each other’s company without us activating
each other. 

I was wrong. Very wrong. 

He was still fault finding. Eveythign I say and do triggered him. I dunno why since
we’re not together anymore. I was pissed off that he told me I should see a
therapist to sort out my sleeping pattern because it annoys him and it’s not great
for my future partner. I didn’t think it was his place to say that on behalf of my
“future partner”. And it’s cerainly not his business to talk about my future
relationship if he thought we weren’t right for each other. 

He’s still so easily affected by me. If I said “I don’t wanna go into detail” in certain
topic, he would still get triggered, get nervous, push me to a corner and demand
for details. I felt vulnerable with him. As I opened up to him more, I sense that he
would get nervous and criticise me all over again. 

I guess I always thought ending it with him would make him realise how wrong he
was about me. All the things he said about me and the way he thought about me. I
was wrong. As my friend said, I should forgive myself for putting myself in a
situation like that instead of expecting his apologies to forgive him. 

He won’t change.

gecko
Junior Member

This has been my experience too.

They don't change. Even when they know something is off. It's much easier to
stuff down the feelings, run, and find a new shiny person to put up with the
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Posts: 51

garbage than deconstruct the inner pain and try and change for a happier future
with their current partner.

I've also just come to realise how much I still trigger my ex even though I've
avoided talking about our relationship or any reconciliation. I think someone
mentioned it on another thread how we don't realise FAs are super sensitive to our
opinions of them and therefore actually have a lot of power over them. I don't
know why I thought this would be any different in 'friendship' rather than
relationship.

I hope you told him to 'go to hell' while you had the chance too. 

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

One interesting thing I noticed is, he now actually agreed with some of the things I
said ages ago. When I ended it with him over a month ago, I told him that no one
is perfect but the right person should strive to become a better version of himself
for me cos I would do the same. I don’t like to think if that person fits my vision
cos I don’t have a “dream guy” in mind. But then he said he would totally change
for someone but it never felt right between us. Fair enough. You never got to know
me as me anyways. You just got to know me as someone who you thought I was. 

Today he said the same thing to me saying he believes he should change and
become a better person for his future partner and I should do the same (bro why
you repeating what I said? Also didn’t you say you needed to feel right first to
change for someone??). And that he also agrees with me there’s no such thing as
a dream guy no one is perfect (completely opposite to what he’s been doing). 

I think in a way, they found it difficult to open up to other people but comfortable
to do so with us, even when we are not in a relationship. The emotional connection
between us was always there. And they would always feel sensitive to what we
think about them (let’s face it most of us here are not on the same page with
them). It always baffled me how many deep conversations my ex FA could have
with me. I’m not sure if he was like that with his other exes but it felt that he was
comfortable with revealing himself to me so much but also felt incredibly
vulnerable doing so. 

I told him I thought things would work better if we weren’t together but all the
negative emotions just came back to me with the things he said and his negative
comments about me. It was all too much. 

May 12, 2018 at 8:53am gecko said:

This has been my experience too.

They don't change. Even when they know something is off. It's much easier
to stuff down the feelings, run, and find a new shiny person to put up with
the garbage than deconstruct the inner pain and try and change for a
happier future with their current partner.

I've also just come to realise how much I still trigger my ex even though
I've avoided talking about our relationship or any reconciliation. I think
someone mentioned it on another thread how we don't realise FAs are
super sensitive to our opinions of them and therefore actually have a lot of
power over them. I don't know why I thought this would be any different in
'friendship' rather than relationship.

I hope you told him to 'go to hell' while you had the chance too. 
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

My ex also only admitted all his faults when I lost my cool and ruthlessly told him
exactly how much sh*t I put up with him and how I don't owe him anything now,
not even as a 'friend', for his past transgressions.

I hate behaving this way, I hardly ever get angry like that, but now I've learnt a
valuable lesson myself to not tolerate anymore excuses for bad behaviour or
emotional abuse, no matter the attachment issues or psychological pain someone
is going through. You lose respect for yourself and I'm sure your partner loses
respect for you too, wondering why you accept this unworthy treatment.

I still have the pull to try and find him the right help that he has expressed he so
wants (and seems to value my counsel very highly), but I need to stop feeling like
he's my responsibility anymore. Maybe with time or when I've finally gotten over
everything without worrying I have some ulterior personal motive of getting back
together.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Some actually do. It depends on how severe or prolonged the pain is.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He is very
comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that there’s something wrong

May 12, 2018 at 8:53am gecko said:

This has been my experience too.

They don't change..

May 12, 2018 at 9:42am mrob said:

Some actually do. It depends on how severe or prolonged the pain is.

May 12, 2018 at 8:53am gecko said:

This has been my experience too.

They don't change..
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robin likes this

Quote

with the world. The most helpful thing I could’ve done to help him was to leave
him and never come back. Not exist in his life in any shape or form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore now we’re not
a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to accept people as
they are and focus on how people treat them rather than if people fit their idea of
how they friends and lovers should behave.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I think it’s totally inappropriate to ask you for help when you’re not together
anymore and after the pain he caused you. If my ex FA came to me for help, I’d
ask him to read about attachment theory but nothing more. 

I found it so upsetting that he would dare to ask me to be more mindful of myself,
find “faults” in me and ask me to see a therapist because I found it hard not to
wake up during the night (which doesn’t bother me at all). In a way, it feels like
he’s still trying to influence what I do with my life so that I fit his vision of what his
“right one” is, without realising he’s not very mindful of himself and hurting me in
the process.

mrob
Full Member

May 12, 2018 at 9:29am gecko said:

My ex also only admitted all his faults when I lost my cool and ruthlessly
told him exactly how much sh*t I put up with him and how I don't owe him
anything now, not even as a 'friend', for his past transgressions.

I hate behaving this way, I hardly ever get angry like that, but now I've
learnt a valuable lesson myself to not tolerate anymore excuses for bad
behaviour or emotional abuse, no matter the attachment issues or
psychological pain someone is going through. You lose respect for yourself
and I'm sure your partner loses respect for you too, wondering why you
accept this unworthy treatment.

I still have the pull to try and find him the right help that he has expressed
he so wants (and seems to value my counsel very highly), but I need to
stop feeling like he's my responsibility anymore. Maybe with time or when
I've finally gotten over everything without worrying I have some ulterior
personal motive of getting back together.

May 12, 2018 at 10:02am nottheonion said:

I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He is very
comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that there’s something

May 12, 2018 at 9:42am mrob said:

Some actually do. It depends on how severe or prolonged the pain
is.
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Oh no, it’s certainly not your responsibility. In fact, it was the pain that came from
someone saving herself by leaving that got me even looking at this stuff.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

nottheonion - I did briefly introduce him to attachment theory, he said a lot of it
sounded like him. Cue the 'How do you always understand and know me so well?'
and my anxiety/longing (silently) crying out in a helpless situation.

I bolded the above as I said some of the same stuff to my ex and wonder if he
interpreted it that way too. That I was trying to mould him or that he wasn't good
enough for me, even though I lost count of how many times I said (and I believed
showed!) otherwise. He always accused me of trying to control him - even though
he was constantly asking me for my advice, my resources, and expressing how he
needed help or why he can't connect with people. I feel like he set traps for me to
fall into to reinforce his negative perception of himself and validate his belief I
would just leave him eventually. 

nottheonion
New Member

gecko it really depends on the context and your tone I think. I was annoyed
thinking he was trying to control me because, before even fully understanding
what’s going on and how things do or do not affect me, he imposed his opinion on
me and asked me to change like I always did something wrong. 

After I told him I don’t wanna do this with him anymore, not even as FWB, he said
he was just a grumpy person and that he just wants me to be content and not
stressed. I told him “I think you didn’t realise you were just pushing me away with
all the things you said. I accept people as they are and I don’t think of them in a
certain way. I want to be able to enjoy people’s company and live in the moment
with them. I think it’d always be difficult with you”. He doesn’t know how to

wrong with the world. The most helpful thing I could’ve done to help him
was to leave him and never come back. Not exist in his life in any shape or
form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore now
we’re not a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to accept
people as they are and focus on how people treat them rather than if
people fit their idea of how they friends and lovers should behave.

May 12, 2018 at 10:23am nottheonion said:

I found it so upsetting that he would dare to ask me to be more
mindful of myself, find “faults” in me and ask me to see a therapist
because I found it hard not to wake up during the night (which doesn’t
bother me at all). In a way, it feels like he’s still trying to influence what I
do with my life so that I fit his vision of what his “right one” is, without
realising he’s not very mindful of himself and hurting me in the process.

May 12, 2018 at 9:29am gecko said:
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Posts: 40

repsond to that. 

About connecting with people, my ex loves deep conversations or convos about life
and world in general. He can get real deep real soon and I can see people are not
very acceptant of that. In a way I feel that he’s desperate to connect with people
rather than just enjoying their company. He’s so eager to find those people who he
can feel in sync with he didn’t realise he got lost in his own little world.

Last Edit: May 13, 2018 at 10:20am by nottheonion

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I often wonder how FA feel after being left. I’m FA but I always do the leaving no
matter what the situation is so I find it hard to imagine I would leave it until
someone dump me cos my fears would just enable me to walk away first. Since
FAs were already sabotaging the relationship and always talking themselves out of
the relationship, being left alone would just confirm their doubts and fears and
essentially no different from dumping someone? 

How did you feel after she left you to seek a healthier relationship?

mrob

May 12, 2018 at 5:19pm mrob said:

Oh no, it’s certainly not your responsibility. In fact, it was the pain that
came from someone saving herself by leaving that got me even looking at
this stuff.

May 12, 2018 at 10:02am nottheonion said:

I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He
is very comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that
there’s something wrong with the world. The most helpful thing I
could’ve done to help him was to leave him and never come back.
Not exist in his life in any shape or form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore
now we’re not a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I
am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to
accept people as they are and focus on how people treat them
rather than if people fit their idea of how they friends and lovers
should behave.
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Full Member

Posts: 180

Which one? I’ve felt total devastation that Ihad a hard time getting out of, and
twice, relief. If you go through my posts, you’ll see the complete circle from
breaking up to reconnection. It’s quite sick, really.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

I think we either have no reaction or an exaggerated reaction.

It's happened to me twice, as I almost always end relationships first and feel
absolutely nothing about it.  I am very slow to attach, so usually I just don't feel
much in breakups because I never attached in the first place.  I have experienced
a lot that men are crying or very frustrated that they are leaving and I don't care,
and I try and be compassionate but I just feel nothing.  Once I am attached truly
(has only happened three times) then I am basically screwed!

I had a classic FA breeding childhood, but was lucky because my first love was
secure and loving and moved me from being quite naturally avoidant to very
secure.  I think he was largely responsible for me being relatively normal
emotionally because he loved me in ways I didn't get at home.  I was completely
devastated, probably for a decade when he left in my early twenties.   It went
beyond a healthy / normal level of devastation.  I was just completely unable to
get over it.  I still feel pain over it quite often.  I was DA for 10 years after that
with every relationship (including friendships).  I didn't connect to anyone,  I
moved to another country and didn't even speak to my friends and family.  I only
had casual sex very occasionally but mostly had basically no desire for human
contact of any kind.  It was like being in an emotional coma for a decade.  The
grief of that still sits in me as fresh as it was back then.

He tried to come back to me several times over the 10 years, but the damage from
him leaving was so severe that I pushed him away every time, even though I loved
him I could never get past the hurt he'd caused me.  It was like him leaving me
changed me and I could not go back.

The second time was the second time in my life I allowed myself to truly love
someone.  It was a VERY slow road for him to earn my trust, a very slow road for
me to fully believe he'd never hurt me but we got there eventually.  I trusted him
completely, never thought he would ever harm me, never thought he would ever
leave me.  I was completely secure in the relationship.  I'd have staked my life
actually on the belief that he would never do anything to harm me.  One day he
just disappeared.  It shocked the hell out of me as it came with no warning AT ALL
or even signs it was coming. I don't want to go into details, but even now many
years later people I know are still completely shocked and horrified by the
circumstances of that because it was like a movie - totally crazy - out of nowhere
he just ran out the door and he never came back.    

May 13, 2018 at 10:38am nottheonion said:

I often wonder how FA feel after being left.
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I didn't love him as much as I loved the first one,  but it was the way he'd left that
was particular shocking and brutal that did the damage.  After that I was blatantly
FA in my attachments and haven't been able to date attach to anyone since.  I
have tried, but I either go AP or DA and swing between the two depending on the
other person's behavior.  I am sure if he hadn't done that we'd have been together
forever and I wouldn't be on this forum because we had no attachment issues
within the relationship.  I was very connected and committed and intimate and
didn't have any fears about it.  The circumstances just happenned to cause enough
pain that I was swung back into the worst of myself. 

I think before that I had always had avoidant tendencies, and it was just
circumstances which triggered me into becoming so extreme in my attachment
disorder.  

Right now, the idea of ever suffering that way again is just way too much for me. 
I'd rather be alone forever.

I don't think FAs can handle the pain of breakups in a normal we.  We just don't
get over things.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

I am also wondering what my FA ex is feeling right now. I do know that he became
attached, he was in love with me (I believe this scared him), but his behavior
leading up to the breakup was distancing and I had had enough. I felt like I
couldn't reason with him anymore and it was easier to walk away then to try to
talk through it with him.

He didn't say a single word during my 12 minute breakup phone call. Where I
explained that I had pushed too much aside and I was unhappy and couldn't ignore
these things anymore. I repeatedly told him at the end that I didn't want this, that
I wanted to be with him and that it was extremely painful to do this, but I knew it
was best. He had said some really hurtful things to me a few weeks prior (totally
flew off the handle, stemming from not reciprocating 'i love you' to me in bed after
saying it to me for the first time the night before) and packed his stuff in the
middle of the night to drive home - telling me I couldn't have f***** it up more, I
was out of my f****** mind, for telling him that his leaving was triggering my fear
of abandonment due to my dad, and begging him not to drive in the middle of the
night. It was unbelievably hurtful and he acted as if he had no fault in the
situation. I explained in the breakup conversation that the emotional whiplash was
too severe from saying 'I love you' to me for the first time, to turning around and
saying all of those hateful things the next night. 

He. said. nothing. He wasn't defensive (what I expected), he didn't try to get me
to stay, he was silent. He told me he didn't have anything to say upon me asking
at the end of what I needed to say - Is this as if he knew in that moment that he
did this to himself? I know after everything he shared (only other person he has
ever said I love you to outside of his ex wife) that he was truly attached, truly saw
a future, told our mutual friend that he was absolutely crazy about me and told me
this multiple times, too - how is it possible that he had nothing to say to me? And
no word since. 3.5 weeks. Still follows me on social media, however. 

I have to think he will surely come to at some point and say SOMETHING to me,
try to make this right, but it is all SO confusing and strange. Do you think he
realizes he has messed this up? Or is he busy creating scenarios that it was me,
not him. 

nottheonion
New Member

szorn2296 when I ended it with him the first time he didn’t say much either. Just
said best to accept it. Not point argue about this anymore. Maybe I just wasn’t
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ready. 

Completely opposite to what he said to me before. 

I’m willing to bet my left hand he has 0 remorse and is completely happy to move
on thinking it was just me. Not a fucking doubt. I’m not gonna stick around and
think he will wake up from all of this and realise what a massive A-hole he’s been
accusing me of all the things he said about me and all his fault finding. 

The only regret I had was I didn’t tell him to F off for saying all those terrible
things to me. I still do care about him deep down but I’d move on long before he
becomes a decent person. 
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

When I leave, I feel completely hopeless - both whether I want it to end or not. 

When I want it to end, I feel empty hopeless - I have been checking out a long
time prior to actually ending it officially, even if I still actually love the person. This
is usually because they have done something unforgivable and I cannot overcome
the broken trust, or because of life circumstances pulling us in opposite directions
and not wanting either side to feel like they are sacrificing to be with the other.
When I leave with this type of feeling, I feel like I have tried everything to
overcome the obstacles, so I guess I feel at peace with leaving.

When I don't want it to end (even if I dump), I feel uncontrollably emotionally
hopeless. Long periods of crying and aching, bargaining, obsessing over how I
could have done things differently - because I think everything should be a
workable situation but the partner on the other end has said or done enough to
prove to me they just simply don't want to take care of our relationship too. When
I leave with this type of feeling, it's always because I feel like the story hasn't
ended, and there is always more of a chance to make it work - if only my partner
would care as much as me.

Judging by how my FA ex behaved during our multiple start/stops, I'd say he
facilitated between these two feelings too. We were just unfortunately never on the
same page at the same time, and that really eats away at me.
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When I leave, I feel completely hopeless - both whether I want it to end or
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I too wonder if my ex is obsessing over things he could have done better right
now. In anything in his life, he always feels like he can do better. He has verbally
expressed that to me. He has mentioned in our relationship he can always do
better, that he knows he has messed up, he even said to me once "I've messed up
a lot, I really appreciate you sticking with me" I responded that I appreciated it,
but that all that mattered was that we had worked through it and were in a good
place (we were at the time) and I assured him it was ok, I have messed up too. He
responded "Thanks, but no you haven't, I've messed up way more" This
conversation was approx. a month before we broke up.

He also told a mutual friend that he knows he has messed up and he was doing
everything he could to make it right to me (2 weeks before I broke up with him).
Also two weeks before I broke up with him, he said again, "I know I have messed
up a lot of things in our relationship"

This tells me he has some sort of self-awareness that he is causing the problems...
do you think?

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

szorn2296 - I think when they struggle to leave relationships completely or cleanly
(the on/off), then yes, they do have some self awareness that they are mucking
up, especially when he's also saying it directly to you. The problem is that it seems
to snowball because a fix is temporary and mucks it up even more until it becomes
unbearable.

My ex had some self awareness too, he would say some things that made me go
'then why don't you just STOP doing the thing that you are doing to mess it up??' I
think he tried, but in the end he didn't have enough desire or effort in him to do it.
And despite the awareness, he has now convinced himself I'm just not 'The One'
and off looking for the next woman to rescue him.

When I want it to end, I feel empty hopeless - I have been checking out a
long time prior to actually ending it officially, even if I still actually love the
person. This is usually because they have done something unforgivable and
I cannot overcome the broken trust, or because of life circumstances pulling
us in opposite directions and not wanting either side to feel like they are
sacrificing to be with the other. When I leave with this type of feeling, I feel
like I have tried everything to overcome the obstacles, so I guess I feel at
peace with leaving.

When I don't want it to end (even if I dump), I feel uncontrollably
emotionally hopeless. Long periods of crying and aching, bargaining,
obsessing over how I could have done things differently - because I think
everything should be a workable situation but the partner on the other end
has said or done enough to prove to me they just simply don't want to take
care of our relationship too. When I leave with this type of feeling, it's
always because I feel like the story hasn't ended, and there is always more
of a chance to make it work - if only my partner would care as much as me.

Judging by how my FA ex behaved during our multiple start/stops, I'd say
he facilitated between these two feelings too. We were just unfortunately
never on the same page at the same time, and that really eats away at me.
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robin
New Member

Posts: 14

I second mrob as I, too, found pain to be a powerful motivation. I must love my
avoidant very much, because it was the pain of losing him that forced me to face
my own attachment style.

Personally I don't think that loss is felt when there is no time spent grieving the
relationship. I accepted this breakup without directing any anger at him, in fact I
have been struggling through the intense emotions. For a couple of weeks I barely
slept or ate, always on the brink of tears. The idea of friendship is unacceptable to
me and I would prefer to sever ties instead.

Last Edit: May 14, 2018 18:23:15 GMT by robin

robin
New Member

Posts: 14

May 13, 2018 0:19:52 GMT mrob said:

Oh no, it’s certainly not your responsibility. In fact, it was the pain that
came from someone saving herself by leaving that got me even looking at
this stuff.

May 12, 2018 17:02:32 GMT nottheonion said:

I defo won’t be the girl that made him realise he had to change. He
is very comfortable living in his own bubble and believing that
there’s something wrong with the world. The most helpful thing I
could’ve done to help him was to leave him and never come back.
Not exist in his life in any shape or form. 

I was naive for thinking he would not get triggered by me anymore
now we’re not a couple and would see that I am not who he thinks I
am. 

I really do wonder why some FA like him would find it so hard to
accept people as they are and focus on how people treat them
rather than if people fit their idea of how they friends and lovers
should behave.

May 13, 2018 23:48:54 GMT yasmin said:

The second time was the second time in my life I allowed myself to truly
love someone.  It was a VERY slow road for him to earn my trust, a very
slow road for me to fully believe he'd never hurt me but we got there
eventually.  I trusted him completely, never thought he would ever harm
me, never thought he would ever leave me.  I was completely secure in the
relationship.  I'd have staked my life actually on the belief that he would
never do anything to harm me.  One day he just disappeared.  It shocked
the hell out of me as it came with no warning AT ALL or even signs it was
coming. I don't want to go into details, but even now many years later
people I know are still completely shocked and horrified by the
circumstances of that because it was like a movie - totally crazy - out of

May 13, 2018 17:38:10 GMT nottheonion said:

I often wonder how FA feel after being left.
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robin likes this

Quote

yasmin I feel very sympathetic that you experienced such a traumatic breakup. It
is such a betrayal of trust.

robin
New Member

Posts: 14

nottheonion if he is FA is there the possibility that his reaction was paralysis from
the confrontation? 

Perhaps it is well that you didn't resort to cursing him. I know that the balance
between compassion/anger is difficult at the time, however when you recall the
interaction I think you will feel better about your restraint. I always regret my
harsh words.

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 1:08:33 GMT by robin

nottheonion
New Member

nowhere he just ran out the door and he never came back.    

I didn't love him as much as I loved the first one,  but it was the way he'd
left that was particular shocking and brutal that did the damage.  After that
I was blatantly FA in my attachments and haven't been able to date attach
to anyone since.  I have tried, but I either go AP or DA and swing between
the two depending on the other person's behavior.  I am sure if he hadn't
done that we'd have been together forever and I wouldn't be on this forum
because we had no attachment issues within the relationship.  I was very
connected and committed and intimate and didn't have any fears about it. 
The circumstances just happenned to cause enough pain that I was swung
back into the worst of myself. 

I think before that I had always had avoidant tendencies, and it was just
circumstances which triggered me into becoming so extreme in my
attachment disorder.  

Right now, the idea of ever suffering that way again is just way too much
for me.  I'd rather be alone forever.

I don't think FAs can handle the pain of breakups in a normal way.  We just
don't get over things.

May 14, 2018 15:04:42 GMT nottheonion said:

szorn2296 when I ended it with him the first time he didn’t say much
either. Just said best to accept it. Not point argue about this anymore.
Maybe I just wasn’t ready. 

Completely opposite to what he said to me before. 

I’m willing to bet my left hand he has 0 remorse and is completely happy to
move on thinking it was just me. Not a fucking doubt. I’m not gonna stick
around and think he will wake up from all of this and realise what a massive
A-hole he’s been accusing me of all the things he said about me and all his
fault finding. 

The only regret I had was I didn’t tell him to F off for saying all those
terrible things to me. I still do care about him deep down but I’d move on
long before he becomes a decent person. 
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Reply

Posts: 40

robin he knew it was coming. I tried breaking it off in person but he said we should
give it some time. I just couldn’t do it. It was too draining for me and he showed
no effort to be in it 100%. All he could offer was saying he has doubts whenever
was convenient to him. So I broke it off over texts a few days after and he
accepted it. No intent to work on things whatsoever. Which was not surprising to
me.

I would never swear at him, ever. I just feel really frustrated that I landed myself
in this situation and ivenot stopped thinking about since. I think the kindest thing I
could do to myself at this point is to exit his life completely.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Guys I’ve just blocked my ex and I deactivated all my social media. I’ll be gone
from his life completely before he even knows it. I don’t want to have any false
hope thinking he’d change or apologise to me one day. He most likely won’t.
Definitely not when he can still reach out to me any time. 

The best thing I could do for myself is to completely disappear from his life and
leave him no opportunity to know how I get on. Just completely gone. 

If he does change one day and wants to try again, he will find a way.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Thanks robin It really was traumatic. It transpired after almost 2 years of not
knowing where / why he had gone that he had a brain injury from a fall, which
caused his disappearance. Several years on he is still in treatment. I genuinely had
no clue for a very long time - it wasn't apparent there was anything wrong with
him because it was a delayed effect. So at least in the long term I had an
explanation, but honestly, at the time and for a long of years I think I was so
deeply traumatised that it triggered huge things from my childhood and lack of
trust in other people
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szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Hello,

I am looking for some insight/support in my situation with what I believe to be a
fearful-avoidant ex (have gone back and forth with dismissive? Not sure)

I started dating him about 7 months ago, and everything went really well for the
first few months. He was divorced about two years prior, however, through mutual
friends I found out that he was trying to make it work with his ex long after the
divorce was final - up until about 5 weeks before we started dating when she
finally moved on with someone else. 

Pretty early on he expressed fears to me and to his friend that he was going to
mess things up, and that I did way more for him than he deserved, that he was
lucky to have a chance with someone like me, etc. He did everything right at the
start it seemed - communicated well, etc. I never understood his feelings of
insecurity - very attractive, extremely successful high-profile job, smart, talented,
etc. I always assured him that he DID deserve everything and that he was good
enough. 

Fast forward to a surprise trip I took him on for his 30th birthday. The trip went
well until the last night when I had had a bit too much to drink, he brought me a
water and asked what else I needed - so I asked him to scratch my back. He
refused, stating I WANTED him to scratch my back, I didn't NEED him to scratch
my back. Which sparked confusion for me, and as I questioned why he was
reacting that way, he got increasingly more upset. He said "Do you know how
many times I've wanted MY back scratched?" (I assume figuratively referring to his
previous relationship. He had never asked me to scratch his back, and I am pretty
affectionate and re assuring as it is). I couldn't figure out how the situation got as
blown out of proportion as it did. I was not threatening, I did not beg, I was simply
confused by his sudden change in temper and refusal to scratch my back when he
had asked what I needed? 

He then stated that he wanted to get in the car and leave, to which I responded "If
it is that easy, you should go". He then got even more upset stating that I did not
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know what those words meant to him, and that is because I hadn't even bothered
to ask him about his past (his divorce). I was stunned. How was all of this being
thrown on me? How could someone get so quickly set off over something so small?
He then refused to continue to talk about it, even when I asked him to please
explain. He ordered dinner and acted as if nothing ever happened. I tried to bring
it up again after we ate to give him the opportunity to explain what was going on,
and he got even more furious and insisted I let him go to sleep. I finally did,
extremely upset and alarmed by what I had just experienced.

The next morning, he acted as if nothing had happened (no apology, no
acknowledgement). Midway through the morning, I asked if we could have a
conversation about it so I could understand what I did to trigger him. Again, he
shut me down. Getting angry saying that we had a day of travel ahead of us and
traveling is stressful enough and today was not the day to talk about it. For me
personally, I am more stressed when there is unresolved conflict, so this was
difficult for me. I pushed back saying all I wanted was some insight and an apology
for acting that way. He refused. I finally let it go and we traveled home that entire
day with no mention of it. I cried on the flight home, to which he ignored.

We are long distance and did not see each other for the next month - although he
is always good about texting/calling throughout the day to keep in touch. He had
ample time off of work, yet never made an effort to come down (no further
mention of what happened on the trip, either). A couple of times, he would
mention that he was going to come down on a specific day (he is a pilot and it is a
1 hour flight, so very doable) and then would not mention it again. A few times I
just let it go, I didn't bug him about it and assumed he had things he needed to
get done. Finally, I brought this up to him and stated that I needed some effort on
his end. He claims he is a terrible planner and I told him that was understandable,
I can make the actual plans, I just need him to meet me halfway (saying he wants
to see me, telling me what his schedule is like) and follow through when those
plans are made. He did not immediately agree to this, but instead made excuses. I
told him those were my standards and if he could not meet them, I was
comfortable with accepting moving on. I also mentioned that we still needed to
talk through what happened on our trip, to which he said we have different ideas
on what needs to be discussed (he feels sweeping it under the rug and ignoring it
is a solution). 

Finally, over the phone, he asked what I wanted to know about his past. I said I
didn't have anything specific but wanted him to share what he wanted me to know.
He did share the story, and shared the situation that took place 5 weeks prior to us
starting to date (he did not disclose the timeline of this, I only know when it
happened from our mutual friends). I could hear the anger and resentment in his
voice when he told the story, and after he finished, he felt regretful for sharing and
said I probably didn't need to know that and he didn't know why he shared it. He
then said he needed to get off the phone and sleep on it because he was
emotionally overwhelmed. The next day, I texted him in the morning and asked if
he could fly down so we could continue this conversation in person. This was an
anxious tendency that I do recognize and I should have let him come to me. My
text made him extremely angry and he withdrew and did not contact me for 4
days. 

My anxious tendencies made me want to reach out, but I refrained. I was patient
and I waited for him to come back to me. And he did. He flew down that day and
we had a conversation. He didn't take much responsibility verbally, but I could tell
that he realized some of his faults. He recognized he needed to more in the way of
making the effort to come down here and follow through with plans. For the next 5
weeks, he was flying down all the time. He was reassuring, he was loving, he was
making the effort x10. I was constantly appreciative to him so that he knew how
much it meant and how happy it was making me. I thought we had turned a page. 

Fast forward to the last weekend in March, he was in town and told me he was in
love with me that weekend. He had had a few drinks, however, I do know that he
meant it. He immediately was fearful that he "freaked me out" I assured him he
did not, and that I felt the same way. The next night, we got in bed to which I
leaned over to kiss him and tell him I loved him. He didn't respond. I asked if he
was awake, he said yes but he was exhausted. I then asked if everything was ok.
He responded "I just told you I'm exhausted". How could he have enough energy
to tell me he was exhausted twice but not just roll over, kiss me and tell me he
loved me? I stated that I told him I loved him and wondered why he didn't say it
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back. This made him furious. He said I don't listen to him. That he is exhausted
and has been busting his ass to get up here for 5 weeks and do everything for me,
but that he never does enough and I don't appreciate him. ( !!!?). I was
shocked. I then said "I don't appreciate you?" He got angry that I didn't let him
speak and that I don't listen to him and started packing his things to drive home 4
hours away at midnight. This triggered me. I was extremely upset and begged him
to please not leave. He wouldn't listen. He kept packing. I tried to calm him down,
I tried to reason with him, and this only made it worse. I didn't know what to do -
I didn't want him driving 4 hours in the middle of the night in this state so I
continued to try to reason (I shouldn't have).

This went on until about 3am. My dad abandoned me growing up, and my fear of
abandonment is very much there, although I do manage it well as I have gotten
older. I tried to communicate that he was triggering this fear by leaving my house,
to which he got even more furious that I had compared him to my dad - he started
using the f word, telling me I was out of my f'ing mind and out of f'ing control and
I couldn't have f'ed this up more. He told me if I owned up to my own BS and
admitted that I put him in the same category as my dad, he would stay for two
hours and sleep before driving home. I did this because I was desperate to get him
to stay instead of drive home (I admit, I should have let it go and gone to bed, but
my instinct is to pull him out of this state when it happens and try to get him to be
rational, which I realize is impossible). I had hoped after sleeping a bit, he would
decide he was being over the top and stay. He set his alarm for two hours, got up,
showered and headed out to drive 4 hours home. Again, how did this happen? How
did this escalate over something so small? How hard was it for him to roll over say
Goodnight, I love you too? Or, at the very least, apologize and stay and go to bed.
He blows things out of proportion and then puts them on me - I don't appreciate
him, I'm too needy, I don't let things go. Somehow I was the one profusely
apologizing that night and after. I felt guilty for communicating that he was
triggering my fear of abandonment by walking out on me over something so
small. 

I went down to talk to him the following weekend, apologized for my part, however
small. He hardly apologized or owned up to his side (as always). He said he
recognizes he can be harsh and he is working on it (the best I got). I truly think he
is incapable of seeing his faults, or does, but will not face them due to his fear of
inadequacy and fear of failure. After that conversation, for two weeks I felt
unsettled. He also never said "I love you" again since that first night. 

We had not seen each other for two weeks, so on a Wednesday I asked what he
was doing that next weekend. He responded that he had no plans. I asked if he
would like to see each other and he stated that he could look at the weather and
fly down, or drive down, but that he could not come until Fri evening or Saturday.
I asked him to please let me know when he decided. Friday evening rolled around,
and he acted as though we had no plans. I gave him multiple opportunities over
the phone to bring it up, asked what his plans were that evening, etc. No mention
of coming down. I calmly said "I guess you don't plan to come down here?" He
responded, as if taken off guard "No, I guess not". I told him I was dissapointed
because this was the type of communication and initiation I told him that I needed,
that I hadn't seen him in two weeks and missed him, and it was frustrating that he
had not let me know. He then stated "I'm letting you know right now" I told him -
yes, because I asked. It is as if you avoid them if I don't ask, which then makes
me feel needy for constantly having to ask you about plans. I try to put the ball in
your court, but you don't take initiative. It just upsets me. He then responded
"That's all I do. I can't do anything right. I just upset you." I calmly got off the
phone and knew I needed to end it.

I called him several hours later when I had collected my thoughts and simply told
him it was not working anymore. That his behaviors were causing me emotional
whiplash and that I was no longer happy and I needed to walk away. I expressed
that I cared for him, loved him and wanted the best for him and that I did not
want it to be this way between us, but that I couldn't accept that anymore. I told
him that his words and behaviors have made me feel small, devalued, etc. I kept
the conversation short and refrained from throwing a lot of specific examples at
him. I feared he would be defensive and throw things back on me. Instead, he did
the opposite. He was silent. He didn't say anything. I finally asked if he had
anything he wanted to say or if he wanted me to let him go. He said "no, not right
now" and I accepted that and said I'll let you go and we hung up.
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It has been 3 weeks and he hasn't said a word. He does not have a close circle of
friends - only one that is a mutual friend of ours that I know of (he is not very
good at reciprocating friendship, making plans with friends, etc. although he has
told me he realizes how important it is to have people around you and that success
means nothing if you have no one to share it with). I checked in on him about a
week and a half ago to tell him I was thinking of him and hoped he was doing ok. I
asked if/when he was ready if we could have a conversation. No response.

What on earth? How on earth can someone operate this way? Although I do feel
there are things I could have done better, overall, I felt like I was very patient,
understanding, respectful and accomodating. It is just so hard to see someone you
fell in love with do a complete 180 and show this ugly side of them. I can't tell if
this was an onset of his divorce that he has (in my opinion) clearly not resolved, or
if these are deeper rooted issues within him that are due to his avoidant
attachment. Does he realize that he has messed this up? He has told our mutual
friend, and myself, before that he knows he has messed up a lot of things in our
relationship and he is doing everything he can to make it right. But it's like he can't
stop sabatoging? 

He told me so many re-assuring things - that he has never felt so compatable with
someone, that he was so relieved to finally have someone to talk to, that I check
every important box for him, that there are 1000 things he loves about me. He
does not put himself out there (his job is a high-profile job and he often mentions
that it is hard to find people that are geniune and like him for him. He always
stated that he felt his status was not important to me and he loved that about me
- I loved him for him), he does not sleep/date around, and he is relatively closed
off I think because he is insecure. So when he found me and found out how much
we have in common, how I brought him out of his shell, how accepting I was of his
life and all that comes with it, finally felt comfortable with me, he fell pretty hard
and I think it freaked him out a little. Although he isn't afraid of commitment
(maybe because he has already done that?), I think he saw a future with me and
would tell me that inadvertantly - I always felt like he was very intentional and
very serious about me. 

Will he ever say anything else to me or just keep running? It seems hard to believe
that after all we shared he would just never say another word to me. But how,
during a breakup conversation, do you have nothing to say to someone? Is it
because he didn't want me to see him vulnerable? I have never seen this type of
behavior before and it is really messing with me. 

WOW that was long - but helpful to type it all out.

 

 

scheme00
Full Member

I’m sure you cared about him a lot and that you felt a very strong connection to
him. What I have learned though through my last 4 failed relationships is that with
someone like this it will NEVER work.Hes got too much baggage and is not a good
communicator and will SHUT down when there is an issue. For those reasons alone
he can not have a healthy relationship. There is absolutely nothing you can do
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Posts: 161

about it because it’s not your issue. Hard to let those ones go but you have to.

Last Edit: May 12, 2018 18:49:49 GMT by scheme00

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 190

My breakup conversation after a 7 year relationship went something along the
lines of:

"I really need your help - I am struggling with the lack of communication in our
relationship, it's hurting me."

The reply:

" Whatever you want"

And that was it - he left - and didn't contact me bar a text saying he was working
on things, for almost 9 months. Youch..... It's a sign though, if one were needed
that people with emotional baggage of this type are not relationship material - or
at least not happy relationship material.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Wow. It seems as though these types of people would rather just say little to
nothing at all, than to have to confront any issue. Makes me wonder if they at any
point wonder if they are the ones with the problem, or not.

It also seems weird to me because he would state that he does not give up on
anything. And it appears this was the case even after he was divorced - apparently
still trying to work it out with her even a couple of years later. So, it seems odd to
me that he just allowed me to walk with nothing to say. Makes me wonder if he
will re-appear to do the same, or if he has drawn conclusions in his mind that it

May 12, 2018 20:09:00 GMT ocarina said:

My breakup conversation after a 7 year relationship went something along
the lines of:

"I really need your help - I am struggling with the lack of communication in
our relationship, it's hurting me."

The reply:

" Whatever you want"

And that was it - he left - and didn't contact me bar a text saying he was
working on things, for almost 9 months. Youch..... It's a sign though, if one
were needed that people with emotional baggage of this type are not
relationship material - or at least not happy relationship material.
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isn't worth it this time.

Do these people ever realize what they have lost? I don't get it.

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 190

It seems bizarre but I think it's typical avoidance - my ex told me afterwards that
he disappeared - on me, himself, on everyone and that he was doing his absolute
best to avoid having to confront what had happened, by travelling, working
excessively, drinking etc

He was - and is - so hypersensitive to criticism that everything was a trigger - life
was great as long as I accepted everything and was positive, as soon as I
questioned or asked for my needs to be met, it was seen as a terrible affront and
triggerred a kind of doom and gloom victim reaction in him - a confirmation that
he was no good at relationships.  Does it sound as though the guy you are
describing is similar?

I feel your confusion although mine has mellowed with time - he did come back
again and again and is still doing so. Whilst it seemed as though he couldn't care
less, infact it was more of a case of trying not to care and the hurt did, I know
now, run very deep.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Also another strange behavior I experienced:

Everything was going really well and he (being a pilot) flew me down to meet some
of my friends for a girls weekend. He dropped me off on a Thursday, then Friday
we touched base throughout the day, Saturday the same thing. He told me in an
upbeat way to enjoy the day and to text him later - so I did. Before dinner we
texted quite a bit and then after dinner before bed. Suddenly, I saw a shift in his
mood Saturday night through text. I asked him if everything was ok and he said "I
think so?"

The next day, I traveled back with a friend and called as soon as I was away from
everyone. There was something I wanted to ask him about, and then, I asked if he
was sure everything was ok because I sensed him being short. He said everything
was fine, it was a minor issue, and he didn't want to talk about it that night. I
assured him that if it was no big deal, I had the time and I am happy to talk about
it. He refused, and became irritated that I asked again. (How hard is it to address
something that is bothering you if the other is being open to hearing it in a
respectful way? )

The next day, we didn't talk much, as I could tell he was still upset by something. I
didn't want to push so I was waiting for him to come to me. He did not. Later that
evening I finally said it sounds like you aren't in the mood to chat, no worries at
all, I am going to head to bed, etc. my text was upbeat and not attacking. He
responded:

"Alright? I'm heading to bed. Think about this: How about you pick up the phone
and call me every once in a while to ask how my day is going/tell me about your
day? Texts are great, but I'm kind of missing the mark on this over-communication
thing you said you needed"

Huh!?? We do talk on the phone frequently - I hadn't called that day because he
made it clear the day before that he didn't want to talk about what was bothering
him, so, I didn't want to call him and make him feel cornered. I was allowing him
to come to me. When I called to explain this, and let him know also that I had just
spent a weekend with my girlfriends and I did touch base with him, but I was
around my friends the entire time and didn't have a ton of alone time to call, and I
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thought he understood since it was only a couple of days. I obviously called as
soon as I was away from friends. When I explained this, he got angry that I was
being defensive and said that it takes 5 minutes to pick up the phone and call. He
said you should be glad that I want to talk to you over the phone - that should
make you feel good. Sure, it did, but how he was approaching this? That didn't.

I asked him why he hadn't expressed this to me before. All he would have needed
to do was say hey I'd love if you could give me a quick call so I can hear your
voice and I'd be happy to do it. Or, for him to kindly say "hey it would have made
me feel better if you had called me while you were gone, can you do that for me
next time?" This was the first time I had heard of it so I didn't understand why this
suddenly became an issue that he had bottled up and wouldn't express to me until
he was so mad about it that he exploded on me. Is this a fearful-avoidant trait or
something more anxious? Having a hard time understanding.....

Did I do something wrong here?

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Yes - sooo hypersensitive to criticism of any kind - even criticism that is hardly
criticism at all. We were shopping one day and he mentioned something about a
little cabinet being a perfect bar cart if it had wheels. I responded "yeah, but how
often do you wheel the bar cart around? It doesn't really need wheels anyway" He
got quiet the rest of the afternoon until I finally uncovered that he felt I had "shot
him down" in anything he said that day, alluding to the bar cart comment. What
the hecK? He did admit he was tired and just being sensitive and it wasn't a big
deal. It just seemed really odd to me.

I have a hard time even knowing what he would say if he re-emerged. What I do
find strange is that the last time he withdrew for 4 days and returned ready to
work things out - he repeatedly said he knew that wasn't the right way to handle
that and that he would not withdraw like that again. I told him I understood he
needed space he said thanks, but that still wasn't the right way to handle it.

It seems as though he has times where he realizes what he does is wrong, but he
can't stop it? There was another time he was suffering an injury that caused
problems with his job and he shut down a bit communication-wise. This was early
on in the relationship so I did understand as all communication up until then had
been just fine, and I assured him he could talk to me. He was appreciative and told
me that is when he needs people the most and that he wasn't used to having
someone there that cared so much. He mentioned that he either over-
communicates or does not communicate at all and he struggles in the in between.
It seems he knows this at times, why can't he help it? 

May 12, 2018 20:59:59 GMT ocarina said:

It seems bizarre but I think it's typical avoidance - my ex told me
afterwards that he disappeared - on me, himself, on everyone and that he
was doing his absolute best to avoid having to confront what had
happened, by travelling, working excessively, drinking etc

He was - and is - so hypersensitive to criticism that everything was a
trigger - life was great as long as I accepted everything and was positive,
as soon as I questioned or asked for my needs to be met, it was seen as a
terrible affront and triggerred a kind of doom and gloom victim reaction in
him - a confirmation that he was no good at relationships.  Does it sound as
though the guy you are describing is similar?

I feel your confusion although mine has mellowed with time - he did come
back again and again and is still doing so. Whilst it seemed as though he
couldn't care less, infact it was more of a case of trying not to care and the
hurt did, I know now, run very deep.
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He has also told me at times that I have a lot to learn about communication. I feel
I communicate pretty effectively? Is this just him placing his own problems with
himself on me?

In your experience, do you feel like yours has times where he realizes that these
behaviors aren't right?

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 190

My ex has a lifetime of failed relationships behind him - and always thought they
were the crazy ones. We met and were friends for a year or two initially and during
this time he came to realise that it must be him as the common denominator in all
this. 

We were extremely close for a very long time - he still says he never wants to be
with anyone else again and over time I was absolutely clear about my needs (and I
am pretty independent etc so certainly not the classic needy partner). Despite this,
it just didn't work - time and time again the same issues reappeared - in my case
this was last minute planning and lack of communication between visits, but it
could have been anything.

I think that underlying it all was deep seated belief that relationships are difficult,
that he wasn't good at them, that he couldn't do it - together with some kind of
panic button when things got too close. 

He told me time and time again he knew he was neglecting the relationship but
couldn't seem to do anything differently - I think there's probably deep
subconscious programming at work here and whilst awareness is a start, it takes
more than just this to heal these kinds of issues. It's very difficult and painful work
- I suggested seeing a therapist and he couldn't see the point so continues to
distract himself (by his own admission).

In my case to stay was just too difficult to me - like continually poking a finger into
a hot fire again and again and getting burnt. I have reached a place of
understanding and compassion but I certainly don't want to go back for more of
the same.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19
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My ex has a lifetime of failed relationships behind him - and always thought
they were the crazy ones. We met and were friends for a year or two
initially and during this time he came to realise that it must be him as the
common denominator in all this. 

We were extremely close for a very long time - he still says he never wants
to be with anyone else again and over time I was absolutely clear about my
needs (and I am pretty independent etc so certainly not the classic needy
partner). Despite this, it just didn't work - time and time again the same
issues reappeared - in my case this was last minute planning and lack of
communication between visits, but it could have been anything.

I think that underlying it all was deep seated belief that relationships are
difficult, that he wasn't good at them, that he couldn't do it - together with
some kind of panic button when things got too close. 

He told me time and time again he knew he was neglecting the relationship
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Yes, the the last-minute planning, lack of planning/following through with plans
made. me. crazy. I did not demand that we saw each other all the time
whatsoever, we both have strange jobs that require us at odd hours (but also
works at our advantage because our jobs are more flexible, and are not 9-5 jobs)
although, I would expect that when you are with someone, you should look
forward to seeing that person, prioritizing plans, following through, etc. At times
he definitely would,  but then would explain that it "emotionally maxed him out" - I
have never even heard of this. It is like it exerts ALL of his energy to make an
effort. He would express that he missed me, that he wanted to see me, but it was
like he didn't know how to act on that. He also does this with his parents and I do
believe this is also why he does not have friends. Our mutual friend gets very
frustrated with this behavior from him, too. If they make plans - he has often just
flaked and not responded/not shown. His parents will ask him to come see them,
and he will mention time and time again "I really need to get down there and see
my parents" (45 min flight) "I haven't been down to see my parents in a year" -
yet not follow through, even with plenty of time and resources (plane) to get
tehre. Very puzzling.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

I know this is no comfort, but be glad to be out of it now (earlier rather than later).
There will probably be a lot of up and downs and back and forth, it doesn't get
easier the more times you go back too. I have found that being away from my ex
has killed my anxiety, but letting it carry on has prolonged my longing/hope and is
preventing me from being able to move on and not feel messed up in the head.

Even when you become aware of the patterns or the motivation behind such
confusing behaviour, it doesn't soothe you and it doesn't get better if they don't
seek professional help and actively apply it to turn things around. I can dissect
everything all day, everyday, but there will always be more and more unanswered
questions, you really can't win. And it seems that everyone on these boards trying
to keep in touch or reconcile with past partners are struggling because the partner
isn't working on themselves too.

I wish everyday I could have just bolted the moment I saw the first sign of 180
degree behaviour from my FA ex. I am struggling to go back to secure and that's a
high price to pay.

There is no making sense of it, because it doesn't make sense, probably not even
to them. They are so confused, they don't know why they do the things they do.
They can't make decisions on anything. My ex's favourite line was always 'I don't
know' to EVERYTHING, even (another) break up!

szorn2296
New Member

but couldn't seem to do anything differently - I think there's probably deep
subconscious programming at work here and whilst awareness is a start, it
takes more than just this to heal these kinds of issues. It's very difficult and
painful work - I suggested seeing a therapist and he couldn't see the point
so continues to distract himself (by his own admission).

In my case to stay was just too difficult to me - like continually poking a
finger into a hot fire again and again and getting burnt. I have reached a
place of understanding and compassion but I certainly don't want to go
back for more of the same.
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I know this is no comfort, but be glad to be out of it now (earlier rather
than later). There will probably be a lot of up and downs and back and
forth, it doesn't get easier the more times you go back too. I have found
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Posts: 19

Ugh, you're right. Trying to make sense of it has truly made me crazy, because
NOTHING adds up. 

My ex also couldn't ever make decisions - he claimed he needed a long time to
process. It seems this is a common thing for avoidants? Perhaps they may not
actually need time to process, but actually use their slow processing as a
distancing tactic. 

I am truly stunned as I learn more about this and connect the dots. What a
nightmare. 

What were some of the 180 degree behaviors you first noticed?

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

I’ve been round that roundabout from the other end. Last time, the poor woman
was so confused at my reaction after a small thing she said. I’ve been here, on this
forum, for a little while, so even I was stunned at my own reaction. 

Can you imagine wanting nothing more than closeness, but when you get it,
PARTS of it scare the hell out of you and all you want to do is get away. In my
case, I was able to shut it off from being visible on the outside for 9 years, but
every progression ripped me apart. When we found out our daughter was coming,
my reaction was less than positive, even though I’d wanted that my whole life. 

To a normal, secure person, closeness means security, for me, closeness is
frightening, But what choice is there when I actually want to share companionship
with another human being? Post marriage, this has played out twice, once quite
loudly, even with the awareness of attachment theory. I wish I had a solution.
That’s why I’m in therapy, and staying away from women!!

Hinestly Szorn, pay the $3.99 or whatever, and buy the book. It’ll enlighten you.

Last Edit: May 13, 2018 13:16:16 GMT by mrob

yasmin

that being away from my ex has killed my anxiety, but letting it carry on
has prolonged my longing/hope and is preventing me from being able to
move on and not feel messed up in the head.

Even when you become aware of the patterns or the motivation behind
such confusing behaviour, it doesn't soothe you and it doesn't get better if
they don't seek professional help and actively apply it to turn things
around. I can dissect everything all day, everyday, but there will always be
more and more unanswered questions, you really can't win. And it seems
that everyone on these boards trying to keep in touch or reconcile with past
partners are struggling because the partner isn't working on themselves
too.

I wish everyday I could have just bolted the moment I saw the first sign of
180 degree behaviour from my FA ex. I am struggling to go back to secure
and that's a high price to pay.

There is no making sense of it, because it doesn't make sense, probably not
even to them. They are so confused, they don't know why they do the
things they do. They can't make decisions on anything. My ex's favourite
line was always 'I don't know' to EVERYTHING, even (another) break up!
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God

Posts: 535

Just a few insights randomly on this:

1. I don't think insecurity has anything to do with how good looking or successful
and people who seem on the surface to have the full package can have crippling
self doubt.

2. Starting a long distance relationship is really typical for FAs, I do this A LOT and
it's a way of having a relationship that isn't really a relationship. When things start
getting "real" they can run away.

3. FAs can genuinely assume that someone is about to hurt them, and they can
lash out / start fights and behave in crazy ways to push people away to pre-empt
what they think is inevitable.

4. Divorce is pretty horrible, and in some circumstances it can take people years to
"get over it" and in the meantime what they want is a fun / no obligation way to
feel better rather than a loving 50/50 relationship.

With all that in mind as observations, I'd really advise you to sit with the silence
and try and see it as a positive, because the more time and distance you get, the
clearer your own head will get with this. You're triggered now - you don't sound AP
- you sound like a "normal" person who has been triggered to feel insecure and
confused because your legitimate requests for reassurance and response have
been met by confusing responses. 

Please just keep in mind that asking for simple reassurance or consistency or
behavior or proportional responses DOES NOT make you "needy", it makes you a
human being engaged in a relationship with another human being. If he can't offer
that, HE is not capable (or willing) to provide the normal give and take of a
relationship, whether that be because he is FA, DA or just not over his divorce yet.

I feel sure he will be in touch again, the best thing to do is ignore him and hold
your boundaries, don't let his behavior make you reduce your standards or
expectations because whatever his attachment style, he will view this as a carte
blanche to continue with more of it. 

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

May 13, 2018 13:13:28 GMT mrob said:

I’ve been round that roundabout from the other end. Last time, the poor
woman was so confused at my reaction after a small thing she said. I’ve
been here, on this forum, for a little while, so even I was stunned at my
own reaction. 

Can you imagine wanting nothing more than closeness, but when you get
it, PARTS of it scare the hell out of you and all you want to do is get away.
In my case, I was able to shut it off from being visible on the outside for 9
years, but every progression ripped me apart. When we found out our
daughter was coming, my reaction was less than positive, even though I’d
wanted that my whole life. 

To a normal, secure person, closeness means security, for me, closeness is
frightening, But what choice is there when I actually want to share
companionship with another human being? Post marriage, this has played
out twice, once quite loudly, even with the awareness of attachment theory.
I wish I had a solution. That’s why I’m in therapy, and staying away from
women!!

Hinestly Szorn, pay the $3.99 or whatever, and buy the book. It’ll enlighten
you.
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Yes, I am reading it right now, and have also read other books - it is helping me
understand but there are times where I get frustrated and revert back to thinking
that I did something wrong.

In your opinion, as someone who is on the other end of this, do his reactions to
the two instances I mentioned above - the asking him to scratch my back (after he
asked what I needed), as well as me becoming confused when he didn't
reciprocate goodnight and I love you (he initiated those words for the first time the
night prior so I knew he meant them, this was my first time to say it to him first)
sound like what you described - overreaction at something small? The first
instance I remember him saying "I don't know why I didn't scratch your back,
OK?!" It was like he realized he was acting confusing but continued to argue his
point, which was just even more confusing and disorganized.

What was even more odd was the entire time that he argued to me over the not
saying I love you back, he wouldn't mention that part. He just kept saying I was
upset that he didn't tell me goodnight. I kept reminding him no, it wasn't just
about not saying goodnight, what made me feel uneasy was that I said I love you
and that was my first time to initiate it and I felt vulnerable and I don't understand
why you ignored it. He continued to distract and refuse to mention that part of it,
as if that was not even part of it. The next week when I went down to talk to him
about it, he referred to the situation again as "should I have rolled over and said
goodnight? yes. But you have to understand I may not do that every night but
think back to every other night - when have I ever not done that?" It's like he
purposely refuses/ignores/blocks out the main issue - not saying I love you too -
because I guess that is the part that makes him feel uncomfortable? It seems
ironic that the one night he didn't respond to my goodnight was the night that I
said "I love you" with it. He later explained this as he was "emotionally maxed out"
from making an effort to come see me long distance.

It just makes me sad - I wish that he had at least the awareness that you do. I
want nothing more than to love him and provide security for him and it hurts to be
pushed away. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

szorn2296 - it's all in the name. They don't make decisions because they avoid.
Instead, they push someone else to make the decision for them, or if it's really at
a standstill, they'll just choose the option that requires the least amount of
emotional effort.

There are too many bizarre behaviours to list. They all had a pretty common and
predictable pattern though. It always had to do with something positive that would
turn negative because he wouldn't communicate what was going on in his head,
and by the time I'd play catch up to figure it all out, he'd already convinced himself
I would reject him, so sabotage a good outcome and shut me out of turning it
around. Like:

- Busting up my phone 24/7 all week planning a date, then not show up at the last
minute but also not even inform me of cancelling it too. By the time I contacted to
check when he was coming, he would have always made another plan and say 'you
didn't call so I thought you didn't want to see me.' And he didn't think to
communicate to that to me FIRST before deciding not to rock up at all and leave
me hanging?

- Saying he was a 'good' boy and ready to settle down and look for his wife... but
actually had a very spotty 'bad' boy past, share waaaaaaaay too much information
about his past partners and continue to do so, even when I said I didn't want to
know any more, it's not relevant. Then said that I was judging him and projected
the reasons his exes left him onto me. If you see a future with me, and have quit
that life, then why introduce insecurity into our budding relationship with girls long
gone? I did not ask him for any of this information, then he used it against me to
sabotage our relationship with his own shame and insecurity instead of seeing I
was still standing there accepting his baggage.

Of course I chalked this all up to typical early dating cold feet/flakey male
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behaviour, but it doesn't matter. It was the first signs of hardcore FA behaviour.
I'm gonna save myself the headaches next time and just turn around and keep
walking.
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szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Hello,

I am looking for some insight/support in my situation with what I believe to be a
fearful-avoidant ex (have gone back and forth with dismissive? Not sure)

I started dating him about 7 months ago, and everything went really well for the
first few months. He was divorced about two years prior, however, through mutual
friends I found out that he was trying to make it work with his ex long after the
divorce was final - up until about 5 weeks before we started dating when she
finally moved on with someone else. 

Pretty early on he expressed fears to me and to his friend that he was going to
mess things up, and that I did way more for him than he deserved, that he was
lucky to have a chance with someone like me, etc. He did everything right at the
start it seemed - communicated well, etc. I never understood his feelings of
insecurity - very attractive, extremely successful high-profile job, smart, talented,
etc. I always assured him that he DID deserve everything and that he was good
enough. 

Fast forward to a surprise trip I took him on for his 30th birthday. The trip went
well until the last night when I had had a bit too much to drink, he brought me a
water and asked what else I needed - so I asked him to scratch my back. He
refused, stating I WANTED him to scratch my back, I didn't NEED him to scratch
my back. Which sparked confusion for me, and as I questioned why he was
reacting that way, he got increasingly more upset. He said "Do you know how
many times I've wanted MY back scratched?" (I assume figuratively referring to his
previous relationship. He had never asked me to scratch his back, and I am pretty
affectionate and re assuring as it is). I couldn't figure out how the situation got as
blown out of proportion as it did. I was not threatening, I did not beg, I was simply
confused by his sudden change in temper and refusal to scratch my back when he
had asked what I needed? 

He then stated that he wanted to get in the car and leave, to which I responded "If
it is that easy, you should go". He then got even more upset stating that I did not
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know what those words meant to him, and that is because I hadn't even bothered
to ask him about his past (his divorce). I was stunned. How was all of this being
thrown on me? How could someone get so quickly set off over something so small?
He then refused to continue to talk about it, even when I asked him to please
explain. He ordered dinner and acted as if nothing ever happened. I tried to bring
it up again after we ate to give him the opportunity to explain what was going on,
and he got even more furious and insisted I let him go to sleep. I finally did,
extremely upset and alarmed by what I had just experienced.

The next morning, he acted as if nothing had happened (no apology, no
acknowledgement). Midway through the morning, I asked if we could have a
conversation about it so I could understand what I did to trigger him. Again, he
shut me down. Getting angry saying that we had a day of travel ahead of us and
traveling is stressful enough and today was not the day to talk about it. For me
personally, I am more stressed when there is unresolved conflict, so this was
difficult for me. I pushed back saying all I wanted was some insight and an apology
for acting that way. He refused. I finally let it go and we traveled home that entire
day with no mention of it. I cried on the flight home, to which he ignored.

We are long distance and did not see each other for the next month - although he
is always good about texting/calling throughout the day to keep in touch. He had
ample time off of work, yet never made an effort to come down (no further
mention of what happened on the trip, either). A couple of times, he would
mention that he was going to come down on a specific day (he is a pilot and it is a
1 hour flight, so very doable) and then would not mention it again. A few times I
just let it go, I didn't bug him about it and assumed he had things he needed to
get done. Finally, I brought this up to him and stated that I needed some effort on
his end. He claims he is a terrible planner and I told him that was understandable,
I can make the actual plans, I just need him to meet me halfway (saying he wants
to see me, telling me what his schedule is like) and follow through when those
plans are made. He did not immediately agree to this, but instead made excuses. I
told him those were my standards and if he could not meet them, I was
comfortable with accepting moving on. I also mentioned that we still needed to
talk through what happened on our trip, to which he said we have different ideas
on what needs to be discussed (he feels sweeping it under the rug and ignoring it
is a solution). 

Finally, over the phone, he asked what I wanted to know about his past. I said I
didn't have anything specific but wanted him to share what he wanted me to know.
He did share the story, and shared the situation that took place 5 weeks prior to us
starting to date (he did not disclose the timeline of this, I only know when it
happened from our mutual friends). I could hear the anger and resentment in his
voice when he told the story, and after he finished, he felt regretful for sharing and
said I probably didn't need to know that and he didn't know why he shared it. He
then said he needed to get off the phone and sleep on it because he was
emotionally overwhelmed. The next day, I texted him in the morning and asked if
he could fly down so we could continue this conversation in person. This was an
anxious tendency that I do recognize and I should have let him come to me. My
text made him extremely angry and he withdrew and did not contact me for 4
days. 

My anxious tendencies made me want to reach out, but I refrained. I was patient
and I waited for him to come back to me. And he did. He flew down that day and
we had a conversation. He didn't take much responsibility verbally, but I could tell
that he realized some of his faults. He recognized he needed to more in the way of
making the effort to come down here and follow through with plans. For the next 5
weeks, he was flying down all the time. He was reassuring, he was loving, he was
making the effort x10. I was constantly appreciative to him so that he knew how
much it meant and how happy it was making me. I thought we had turned a page. 

Fast forward to the last weekend in March, he was in town and told me he was in
love with me that weekend. He had had a few drinks, however, I do know that he
meant it. He immediately was fearful that he "freaked me out" I assured him he
did not, and that I felt the same way. The next night, we got in bed to which I
leaned over to kiss him and tell him I loved him. He didn't respond. I asked if he
was awake, he said yes but he was exhausted. I then asked if everything was ok.
He responded "I just told you I'm exhausted". How could he have enough energy
to tell me he was exhausted twice but not just roll over, kiss me and tell me he
loved me? I stated that I told him I loved him and wondered why he didn't say it
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back. This made him furious. He said I don't listen to him. That he is exhausted
and has been busting his ass to get up here for 5 weeks and do everything for me,
but that he never does enough and I don't appreciate him. ( !!!?). I was
shocked. I then said "I don't appreciate you?" He got angry that I didn't let him
speak and that I don't listen to him and started packing his things to drive home 4
hours away at midnight. This triggered me. I was extremely upset and begged him
to please not leave. He wouldn't listen. He kept packing. I tried to calm him down,
I tried to reason with him, and this only made it worse. I didn't know what to do -
I didn't want him driving 4 hours in the middle of the night in this state so I
continued to try to reason (I shouldn't have).

This went on until about 3am. My dad abandoned me growing up, and my fear of
abandonment is very much there, although I do manage it well as I have gotten
older. I tried to communicate that he was triggering this fear by leaving my house,
to which he got even more furious that I had compared him to my dad - he started
using the f word, telling me I was out of my f'ing mind and out of f'ing control and
I couldn't have f'ed this up more. He told me if I owned up to my own BS and
admitted that I put him in the same category as my dad, he would stay for two
hours and sleep before driving home. I did this because I was desperate to get him
to stay instead of drive home (I admit, I should have let it go and gone to bed, but
my instinct is to pull him out of this state when it happens and try to get him to be
rational, which I realize is impossible). I had hoped after sleeping a bit, he would
decide he was being over the top and stay. He set his alarm for two hours, got up,
showered and headed out to drive 4 hours home. Again, how did this happen? How
did this escalate over something so small? How hard was it for him to roll over say
Goodnight, I love you too? Or, at the very least, apologize and stay and go to bed.
He blows things out of proportion and then puts them on me - I don't appreciate
him, I'm too needy, I don't let things go. Somehow I was the one profusely
apologizing that night and after. I felt guilty for communicating that he was
triggering my fear of abandonment by walking out on me over something so
small. 

I went down to talk to him the following weekend, apologized for my part, however
small. He hardly apologized or owned up to his side (as always). He said he
recognizes he can be harsh and he is working on it (the best I got). I truly think he
is incapable of seeing his faults, or does, but will not face them due to his fear of
inadequacy and fear of failure. After that conversation, for two weeks I felt
unsettled. He also never said "I love you" again since that first night. 

We had not seen each other for two weeks, so on a Wednesday I asked what he
was doing that next weekend. He responded that he had no plans. I asked if he
would like to see each other and he stated that he could look at the weather and
fly down, or drive down, but that he could not come until Fri evening or Saturday.
I asked him to please let me know when he decided. Friday evening rolled around,
and he acted as though we had no plans. I gave him multiple opportunities over
the phone to bring it up, asked what his plans were that evening, etc. No mention
of coming down. I calmly said "I guess you don't plan to come down here?" He
responded, as if taken off guard "No, I guess not". I told him I was dissapointed
because this was the type of communication and initiation I told him that I needed,
that I hadn't seen him in two weeks and missed him, and it was frustrating that he
had not let me know. He then stated "I'm letting you know right now" I told him -
yes, because I asked. It is as if you avoid them if I don't ask, which then makes
me feel needy for constantly having to ask you about plans. I try to put the ball in
your court, but you don't take initiative. It just upsets me. He then responded
"That's all I do. I can't do anything right. I just upset you." I calmly got off the
phone and knew I needed to end it.

I called him several hours later when I had collected my thoughts and simply told
him it was not working anymore. That his behaviors were causing me emotional
whiplash and that I was no longer happy and I needed to walk away. I expressed
that I cared for him, loved him and wanted the best for him and that I did not
want it to be this way between us, but that I couldn't accept that anymore. I told
him that his words and behaviors have made me feel small, devalued, etc. I kept
the conversation short and refrained from throwing a lot of specific examples at
him. I feared he would be defensive and throw things back on me. Instead, he did
the opposite. He was silent. He didn't say anything. I finally asked if he had
anything he wanted to say or if he wanted me to let him go. He said "no, not right
now" and I accepted that and said I'll let you go and we hung up.
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It has been 3 weeks and he hasn't said a word. He does not have a close circle of
friends - only one that is a mutual friend of ours that I know of (he is not very
good at reciprocating friendship, making plans with friends, etc. although he has
told me he realizes how important it is to have people around you and that success
means nothing if you have no one to share it with). I checked in on him about a
week and a half ago to tell him I was thinking of him and hoped he was doing ok. I
asked if/when he was ready if we could have a conversation. No response.

What on earth? How on earth can someone operate this way? Although I do feel
there are things I could have done better, overall, I felt like I was very patient,
understanding, respectful and accomodating. It is just so hard to see someone you
fell in love with do a complete 180 and show this ugly side of them. I can't tell if
this was an onset of his divorce that he has (in my opinion) clearly not resolved, or
if these are deeper rooted issues within him that are due to his avoidant
attachment. Does he realize that he has messed this up? He has told our mutual
friend, and myself, before that he knows he has messed up a lot of things in our
relationship and he is doing everything he can to make it right. But it's like he can't
stop sabatoging? 

He told me so many re-assuring things - that he has never felt so compatable with
someone, that he was so relieved to finally have someone to talk to, that I check
every important box for him, that there are 1000 things he loves about me. He
does not put himself out there (his job is a high-profile job and he often mentions
that it is hard to find people that are geniune and like him for him. He always
stated that he felt his status was not important to me and he loved that about me
- I loved him for him), he does not sleep/date around, and he is relatively closed
off I think because he is insecure. So when he found me and found out how much
we have in common, how I brought him out of his shell, how accepting I was of his
life and all that comes with it, finally felt comfortable with me, he fell pretty hard
and I think it freaked him out a little. Although he isn't afraid of commitment
(maybe because he has already done that?), I think he saw a future with me and
would tell me that inadvertantly - I always felt like he was very intentional and
very serious about me. 

Will he ever say anything else to me or just keep running? It seems hard to believe
that after all we shared he would just never say another word to me. But how,
during a breakup conversation, do you have nothing to say to someone? Is it
because he didn't want me to see him vulnerable? I have never seen this type of
behavior before and it is really messing with me. 

WOW that was long - but helpful to type it all out.

 

 

scheme00
Full Member

I’m sure you cared about him a lot and that you felt a very strong connection to
him. What I have learned though through my last 4 failed relationships is that with
someone like this it will NEVER work.Hes got too much baggage and is not a good
communicator and will SHUT down when there is an issue. For those reasons alone
he can not have a healthy relationship. There is absolutely nothing you can do
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Posts: 161

about it because it’s not your issue. Hard to let those ones go but you have to.

Last Edit: May 12, 2018 18:49:49 GMT by scheme00

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 191

My breakup conversation after a 7 year relationship went something along the
lines of:

"I really need your help - I am struggling with the lack of communication in our
relationship, it's hurting me."

The reply:

" Whatever you want"

And that was it - he left - and didn't contact me bar a text saying he was working
on things, for almost 9 months. Youch..... It's a sign though, if one were needed
that people with emotional baggage of this type are not relationship material - or
at least not happy relationship material.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Wow. It seems as though these types of people would rather just say little to
nothing at all, than to have to confront any issue. Makes me wonder if they at any
point wonder if they are the ones with the problem, or not.

It also seems weird to me because he would state that he does not give up on
anything. And it appears this was the case even after he was divorced - apparently
still trying to work it out with her even a couple of years later. So, it seems odd to
me that he just allowed me to walk with nothing to say. Makes me wonder if he
will re-appear to do the same, or if he has drawn conclusions in his mind that it

May 12, 2018 20:09:00 GMT ocarina said:

My breakup conversation after a 7 year relationship went something along
the lines of:

"I really need your help - I am struggling with the lack of communication in
our relationship, it's hurting me."

The reply:

" Whatever you want"

And that was it - he left - and didn't contact me bar a text saying he was
working on things, for almost 9 months. Youch..... It's a sign though, if one
were needed that people with emotional baggage of this type are not
relationship material - or at least not happy relationship material.
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isn't worth it this time.

Do these people ever realize what they have lost? I don't get it.

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 191

It seems bizarre but I think it's typical avoidance - my ex told me afterwards that
he disappeared - on me, himself, on everyone and that he was doing his absolute
best to avoid having to confront what had happened, by travelling, working
excessively, drinking etc

He was - and is - so hypersensitive to criticism that everything was a trigger - life
was great as long as I accepted everything and was positive, as soon as I
questioned or asked for my needs to be met, it was seen as a terrible affront and
triggerred a kind of doom and gloom victim reaction in him - a confirmation that
he was no good at relationships.  Does it sound as though the guy you are
describing is similar?

I feel your confusion although mine has mellowed with time - he did come back
again and again and is still doing so. Whilst it seemed as though he couldn't care
less, infact it was more of a case of trying not to care and the hurt did, I know
now, run very deep.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Also another strange behavior I experienced:

Everything was going really well and he (being a pilot) flew me down to meet some
of my friends for a girls weekend. He dropped me off on a Thursday, then Friday
we touched base throughout the day, Saturday the same thing. He told me in an
upbeat way to enjoy the day and to text him later - so I did. Before dinner we
texted quite a bit and then after dinner before bed. Suddenly, I saw a shift in his
mood Saturday night through text. I asked him if everything was ok and he said "I
think so?"

The next day, I traveled back with a friend and called as soon as I was away from
everyone. There was something I wanted to ask him about, and then, I asked if he
was sure everything was ok because I sensed him being short. He said everything
was fine, it was a minor issue, and he didn't want to talk about it that night. I
assured him that if it was no big deal, I had the time and I am happy to talk about
it. He refused, and became irritated that I asked again. (How hard is it to address
something that is bothering you if the other is being open to hearing it in a
respectful way? )

The next day, we didn't talk much, as I could tell he was still upset by something. I
didn't want to push so I was waiting for him to come to me. He did not. Later that
evening I finally said it sounds like you aren't in the mood to chat, no worries at
all, I am going to head to bed, etc. my text was upbeat and not attacking. He
responded:

"Alright? I'm heading to bed. Think about this: How about you pick up the phone
and call me every once in a while to ask how my day is going/tell me about your
day? Texts are great, but I'm kind of missing the mark on this over-communication
thing you said you needed"

Huh!?? We do talk on the phone frequently - I hadn't called that day because he
made it clear the day before that he didn't want to talk about what was bothering
him, so, I didn't want to call him and make him feel cornered. I was allowing him
to come to me. When I called to explain this, and let him know also that I had just
spent a weekend with my girlfriends and I did touch base with him, but I was
around my friends the entire time and didn't have a ton of alone time to call, and I
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thought he understood since it was only a couple of days. I obviously called as
soon as I was away from friends. When I explained this, he got angry that I was
being defensive and said that it takes 5 minutes to pick up the phone and call. He
said you should be glad that I want to talk to you over the phone - that should
make you feel good. Sure, it did, but how he was approaching this? That didn't.

I asked him why he hadn't expressed this to me before. All he would have needed
to do was say hey I'd love if you could give me a quick call so I can hear your
voice and I'd be happy to do it. Or, for him to kindly say "hey it would have made
me feel better if you had called me while you were gone, can you do that for me
next time?" This was the first time I had heard of it so I didn't understand why this
suddenly became an issue that he had bottled up and wouldn't express to me until
he was so mad about it that he exploded on me. Is this a fearful-avoidant trait or
something more anxious? Having a hard time understanding.....

Did I do something wrong here?

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19

Yes - sooo hypersensitive to criticism of any kind - even criticism that is hardly
criticism at all. We were shopping one day and he mentioned something about a
little cabinet being a perfect bar cart if it had wheels. I responded "yeah, but how
often do you wheel the bar cart around? It doesn't really need wheels anyway" He
got quiet the rest of the afternoon until I finally uncovered that he felt I had "shot
him down" in anything he said that day, alluding to the bar cart comment. What
the hecK? He did admit he was tired and just being sensitive and it wasn't a big
deal. It just seemed really odd to me.

I have a hard time even knowing what he would say if he re-emerged. What I do
find strange is that the last time he withdrew for 4 days and returned ready to
work things out - he repeatedly said he knew that wasn't the right way to handle
that and that he would not withdraw like that again. I told him I understood he
needed space he said thanks, but that still wasn't the right way to handle it.

It seems as though he has times where he realizes what he does is wrong, but he
can't stop it? There was another time he was suffering an injury that caused
problems with his job and he shut down a bit communication-wise. This was early
on in the relationship so I did understand as all communication up until then had
been just fine, and I assured him he could talk to me. He was appreciative and told
me that is when he needs people the most and that he wasn't used to having
someone there that cared so much. He mentioned that he either over-
communicates or does not communicate at all and he struggles in the in between.
It seems he knows this at times, why can't he help it? 

May 12, 2018 20:59:59 GMT ocarina said:

It seems bizarre but I think it's typical avoidance - my ex told me
afterwards that he disappeared - on me, himself, on everyone and that he
was doing his absolute best to avoid having to confront what had
happened, by travelling, working excessively, drinking etc

He was - and is - so hypersensitive to criticism that everything was a
trigger - life was great as long as I accepted everything and was positive,
as soon as I questioned or asked for my needs to be met, it was seen as a
terrible affront and triggerred a kind of doom and gloom victim reaction in
him - a confirmation that he was no good at relationships.  Does it sound as
though the guy you are describing is similar?

I feel your confusion although mine has mellowed with time - he did come
back again and again and is still doing so. Whilst it seemed as though he
couldn't care less, infact it was more of a case of trying not to care and the
hurt did, I know now, run very deep.
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He has also told me at times that I have a lot to learn about communication. I feel
I communicate pretty effectively? Is this just him placing his own problems with
himself on me?

In your experience, do you feel like yours has times where he realizes that these
behaviors aren't right?

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 191

My ex has a lifetime of failed relationships behind him - and always thought they
were the crazy ones. We met and were friends for a year or two initially and during
this time he came to realise that it must be him as the common denominator in all
this. 

We were extremely close for a very long time - he still says he never wants to be
with anyone else again and over time I was absolutely clear about my needs (and I
am pretty independent etc so certainly not the classic needy partner). Despite this,
it just didn't work - time and time again the same issues reappeared - in my case
this was last minute planning and lack of communication between visits, but it
could have been anything.

I think that underlying it all was deep seated belief that relationships are difficult,
that he wasn't good at them, that he couldn't do it - together with some kind of
panic button when things got too close. 

He told me time and time again he knew he was neglecting the relationship but
couldn't seem to do anything differently - I think there's probably deep
subconscious programming at work here and whilst awareness is a start, it takes
more than just this to heal these kinds of issues. It's very difficult and painful work
- I suggested seeing a therapist and he couldn't see the point so continues to
distract himself (by his own admission).

In my case to stay was just too difficult to me - like continually poking a finger into
a hot fire again and again and getting burnt. I have reached a place of
understanding and compassion but I certainly don't want to go back for more of
the same.

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19
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We were extremely close for a very long time - he still says he never wants
to be with anyone else again and over time I was absolutely clear about my
needs (and I am pretty independent etc so certainly not the classic needy
partner). Despite this, it just didn't work - time and time again the same
issues reappeared - in my case this was last minute planning and lack of
communication between visits, but it could have been anything.

I think that underlying it all was deep seated belief that relationships are
difficult, that he wasn't good at them, that he couldn't do it - together with
some kind of panic button when things got too close. 

He told me time and time again he knew he was neglecting the relationship
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Yes, the the last-minute planning, lack of planning/following through with plans
made. me. crazy. I did not demand that we saw each other all the time
whatsoever, we both have strange jobs that require us at odd hours (but also
works at our advantage because our jobs are more flexible, and are not 9-5 jobs)
although, I would expect that when you are with someone, you should look
forward to seeing that person, prioritizing plans, following through, etc. At times
he definitely would,  but then would explain that it "emotionally maxed him out" - I
have never even heard of this. It is like it exerts ALL of his energy to make an
effort. He would express that he missed me, that he wanted to see me, but it was
like he didn't know how to act on that. He also does this with his parents and I do
believe this is also why he does not have friends. Our mutual friend gets very
frustrated with this behavior from him, too. If they make plans - he has often just
flaked and not responded/not shown. His parents will ask him to come see them,
and he will mention time and time again "I really need to get down there and see
my parents" (45 min flight) "I haven't been down to see my parents in a year" -
yet not follow through, even with plenty of time and resources (plane) to get
tehre. Very puzzling.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

I know this is no comfort, but be glad to be out of it now (earlier rather than later).
There will probably be a lot of up and downs and back and forth, it doesn't get
easier the more times you go back too. I have found that being away from my ex
has killed my anxiety, but letting it carry on has prolonged my longing/hope and is
preventing me from being able to move on and not feel messed up in the head.

Even when you become aware of the patterns or the motivation behind such
confusing behaviour, it doesn't soothe you and it doesn't get better if they don't
seek professional help and actively apply it to turn things around. I can dissect
everything all day, everyday, but there will always be more and more unanswered
questions, you really can't win. And it seems that everyone on these boards trying
to keep in touch or reconcile with past partners are struggling because the partner
isn't working on themselves too.

I wish everyday I could have just bolted the moment I saw the first sign of 180
degree behaviour from my FA ex. I am struggling to go back to secure and that's a
high price to pay.

There is no making sense of it, because it doesn't make sense, probably not even
to them. They are so confused, they don't know why they do the things they do.
They can't make decisions on anything. My ex's favourite line was always 'I don't
know' to EVERYTHING, even (another) break up!
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takes more than just this to heal these kinds of issues. It's very difficult and
painful work - I suggested seeing a therapist and he couldn't see the point
so continues to distract himself (by his own admission).

In my case to stay was just too difficult to me - like continually poking a
finger into a hot fire again and again and getting burnt. I have reached a
place of understanding and compassion but I certainly don't want to go
back for more of the same.
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Posts: 19

Ugh, you're right. Trying to make sense of it has truly made me crazy, because
NOTHING adds up. 

My ex also couldn't ever make decisions - he claimed he needed a long time to
process. It seems this is a common thing for avoidants? Perhaps they may not
actually need time to process, but actually use their slow processing as a
distancing tactic. 

I am truly stunned as I learn more about this and connect the dots. What a
nightmare. 

What were some of the 180 degree behaviors you first noticed?

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

I’ve been round that roundabout from the other end. Last time, the poor woman
was so confused at my reaction after a small thing she said. I’ve been here, on this
forum, for a little while, so even I was stunned at my own reaction. 

Can you imagine wanting nothing more than closeness, but when you get it,
PARTS of it scare the hell out of you and all you want to do is get away. In my
case, I was able to shut it off from being visible on the outside for 9 years, but
every progression ripped me apart. When we found out our daughter was coming,
my reaction was less than positive, even though I’d wanted that my whole life. 

To a normal, secure person, closeness means security, for me, closeness is
frightening, But what choice is there when I actually want to share companionship
with another human being? Post marriage, this has played out twice, once quite
loudly, even with the awareness of attachment theory. I wish I had a solution.
That’s why I’m in therapy, and staying away from women!!

Hinestly Szorn, pay the $3.99 or whatever, and buy the book. It’ll enlighten you.

Last Edit: May 13, 2018 13:16:16 GMT by mrob
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that being away from my ex has killed my anxiety, but letting it carry on
has prolonged my longing/hope and is preventing me from being able to
move on and not feel messed up in the head.

Even when you become aware of the patterns or the motivation behind
such confusing behaviour, it doesn't soothe you and it doesn't get better if
they don't seek professional help and actively apply it to turn things
around. I can dissect everything all day, everyday, but there will always be
more and more unanswered questions, you really can't win. And it seems
that everyone on these boards trying to keep in touch or reconcile with past
partners are struggling because the partner isn't working on themselves
too.

I wish everyday I could have just bolted the moment I saw the first sign of
180 degree behaviour from my FA ex. I am struggling to go back to secure
and that's a high price to pay.

There is no making sense of it, because it doesn't make sense, probably not
even to them. They are so confused, they don't know why they do the
things they do. They can't make decisions on anything. My ex's favourite
line was always 'I don't know' to EVERYTHING, even (another) break up!
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God

Posts: 535

Just a few insights randomly on this:

1. I don't think insecurity has anything to do with how good looking or successful
and people who seem on the surface to have the full package can have crippling
self doubt.

2. Starting a long distance relationship is really typical for FAs, I do this A LOT and
it's a way of having a relationship that isn't really a relationship. When things start
getting "real" they can run away.

3. FAs can genuinely assume that someone is about to hurt them, and they can
lash out / start fights and behave in crazy ways to push people away to pre-empt
what they think is inevitable.

4. Divorce is pretty horrible, and in some circumstances it can take people years to
"get over it" and in the meantime what they want is a fun / no obligation way to
feel better rather than a loving 50/50 relationship.

With all that in mind as observations, I'd really advise you to sit with the silence
and try and see it as a positive, because the more time and distance you get, the
clearer your own head will get with this. You're triggered now - you don't sound AP
- you sound like a "normal" person who has been triggered to feel insecure and
confused because your legitimate requests for reassurance and response have
been met by confusing responses. 

Please just keep in mind that asking for simple reassurance or consistency or
behavior or proportional responses DOES NOT make you "needy", it makes you a
human being engaged in a relationship with another human being. If he can't offer
that, HE is not capable (or willing) to provide the normal give and take of a
relationship, whether that be because he is FA, DA or just not over his divorce yet.

I feel sure he will be in touch again, the best thing to do is ignore him and hold
your boundaries, don't let his behavior make you reduce your standards or
expectations because whatever his attachment style, he will view this as a carte
blanche to continue with more of it. 

szorn2296
New Member

Posts: 19
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I’ve been round that roundabout from the other end. Last time, the poor
woman was so confused at my reaction after a small thing she said. I’ve
been here, on this forum, for a little while, so even I was stunned at my
own reaction. 

Can you imagine wanting nothing more than closeness, but when you get
it, PARTS of it scare the hell out of you and all you want to do is get away.
In my case, I was able to shut it off from being visible on the outside for 9
years, but every progression ripped me apart. When we found out our
daughter was coming, my reaction was less than positive, even though I’d
wanted that my whole life. 

To a normal, secure person, closeness means security, for me, closeness is
frightening, But what choice is there when I actually want to share
companionship with another human being? Post marriage, this has played
out twice, once quite loudly, even with the awareness of attachment theory.
I wish I had a solution. That’s why I’m in therapy, and staying away from
women!!

Hinestly Szorn, pay the $3.99 or whatever, and buy the book. It’ll enlighten
you.
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Yes, I am reading it right now, and have also read other books - it is helping me
understand but there are times where I get frustrated and revert back to thinking
that I did something wrong.

In your opinion, as someone who is on the other end of this, do his reactions to
the two instances I mentioned above - the asking him to scratch my back (after he
asked what I needed), as well as me becoming confused when he didn't
reciprocate goodnight and I love you (he initiated those words for the first time the
night prior so I knew he meant them, this was my first time to say it to him first)
sound like what you described - overreaction at something small? The first
instance I remember him saying "I don't know why I didn't scratch your back,
OK?!" It was like he realized he was acting confusing but continued to argue his
point, which was just even more confusing and disorganized.

What was even more odd was the entire time that he argued to me over the not
saying I love you back, he wouldn't mention that part. He just kept saying I was
upset that he didn't tell me goodnight. I kept reminding him no, it wasn't just
about not saying goodnight, what made me feel uneasy was that I said I love you
and that was my first time to initiate it and I felt vulnerable and I don't understand
why you ignored it. He continued to distract and refuse to mention that part of it,
as if that was not even part of it. The next week when I went down to talk to him
about it, he referred to the situation again as "should I have rolled over and said
goodnight? yes. But you have to understand I may not do that every night but
think back to every other night - when have I ever not done that?" It's like he
purposely refuses/ignores/blocks out the main issue - not saying I love you too -
because I guess that is the part that makes him feel uncomfortable? It seems
ironic that the one night he didn't respond to my goodnight was the night that I
said "I love you" with it. He later explained this as he was "emotionally maxed out"
from making an effort to come see me long distance.

It just makes me sad - I wish that he had at least the awareness that you do. I
want nothing more than to love him and provide security for him and it hurts to be
pushed away. 

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

szorn2296 - it's all in the name. They don't make decisions because they avoid.
Instead, they push someone else to make the decision for them, or if it's really at
a standstill, they'll just choose the option that requires the least amount of
emotional effort.

There are too many bizarre behaviours to list. They all had a pretty common and
predictable pattern though. It always had to do with something positive that would
turn negative because he wouldn't communicate what was going on in his head,
and by the time I'd play catch up to figure it all out, he'd already convinced himself
I would reject him, so sabotage a good outcome and shut me out of turning it
around. Like:

- Busting up my phone 24/7 all week planning a date, then not show up at the last
minute but also not even inform me of cancelling it too. By the time I contacted to
check when he was coming, he would have always made another plan and say 'you
didn't call so I thought you didn't want to see me.' And he didn't think to
communicate to that to me FIRST before deciding not to rock up at all and leave
me hanging?

- Saying he was a 'good' boy and ready to settle down and look for his wife... but
actually had a very spotty 'bad' boy past, share waaaaaaaay too much information
about his past partners and continue to do so, even when I said I didn't want to
know any more, it's not relevant. Then said that I was judging him and projected
the reasons his exes left him onto me. If you see a future with me, and have quit
that life, then why introduce insecurity into our budding relationship with girls long
gone? I did not ask him for any of this information, then he used it against me to
sabotage our relationship with his own shame and insecurity instead of seeing I
was still standing there accepting his baggage.

Of course I chalked this all up to typical early dating cold feet/flakey male
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behaviour, but it doesn't matter. It was the first signs of hardcore FA behaviour.
I'm gonna save myself the headaches next time and just turn around and keep
walking.
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Just a few insights randomly on this:

1. I don't think insecurity has anything to do with how good looking or
successful and people who seem on the surface to have the full package
can have crippling self doubt.

2. Starting a long distance relationship is really typical for FAs, I do this A
LOT and it's a way of having a relationship that isn't really a relationship.
When things start getting "real" they can run away.

3. FAs can genuinely assume that someone is about to hurt them, and they
can lash out / start fights and behave in crazy ways to push people away to
pre-empt what they think is inevitable.

4. Divorce is pretty horrible, and in some circumstances it can take people
years to "get over it" and in the meantime what they want is a fun / no
obligation way to feel better rather than a loving 50/50 relationship.

With all that in mind as observations, I'd really advise you to sit with the
silence and try and see it as a positive, because the more time and distance
you get, the clearer your own head will get with this. You're triggered now -
you don't sound AP - you sound like a "normal" person who has been
triggered to feel insecure and confused because your legitimate requests
for reassurance and response have been met by confusing responses. 

Please just keep in mind that asking for simple reassurance or consistency
or behavior or proportional responses DOES NOT make you "needy", it
makes you a human being engaged in a relationship with another human
being. If he can't offer that, HE is not capable (or willing) to provide the
normal give and take of a relationship, whether that be because he is FA,
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Quote

Thank you so much, Yasmin. 

I do agree - I think previously (in high school/college) I was definitely AP,
however, this was in situations where I was cheated on in two relationships so I
was also triggered there. I had a relationship 3 years prior to him and it was with a
secure. After that relationship, I feel I was very secure in my independence and in
myself. As I reflect in my most recent relationship I was WAY more secure to start
than I had ever been - his ex never concerned me, I never felt jealous, I was
always able to give space as I like my own, too, but his behaviors definitely
triggered me and I did operate at times as AP. Toward the end, I was highly
sensitive to his shifts in mood. Found myself asking often if he was ok, or if
something was bothering him often. I realize this irritated him and I think
sometimes I even sensed his mood changes before he could even process that his
mood had in fact changed and what it was about - it was weird. I thought at first
maybe he had a mood disorder, but I'm thinking maybe it is just due to his
attachment style...

I do also think his little time to fully process the divorce has made it worse. I do
believe he truly wanted a loving and committed relationship with me and I saw it
the majority of the time. The commitment, etc. was more than I had ever
experienced from anyone. He also stated that he did not end up moving houses
this year as he had planned when he was single, because he knows that his house
is a wonderful family house (us being together and seeing a future with me
encouraged him to make this decision). He also told me he realized working hard
on a foundation for both of us was really important before work picks back up for
him late summer. I never felt that he was not looking for something serious, and
he consistently told me that he was and that he saw it with me. However, I think
our relationship was a good temporary cover up for his negative
feelings/resentment toward divorce and toward his ex moving on with someone
else 5 weeks before we started dating - enough for him to think he was over it -
but those feelings are obviously still causing him to act in bizarre ways,
emotionally. Sometimes I would feel like he would flip a switch and treat me like
he was used to treating her/their relationship. Not enough time to distance himself
and realize that I was an entirely different person who had never done anything to
hurt him.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180 

Your responses aren’t unreasonable. I mean, you’re not a mind reader, you don’t
know what words or lack of words are going to trigger an apocalyptic engulfment
response in him, and really, it’s not your place to walk on eggshells in order to
avoid it. You said what you felt, and it’s his business to deal with it. In the 12
month “non relationship”, I was asked many times “I’m not being unreasonable,
am I?” She wasn’t, at all. I was activated in this rotten attachment and was like a
kangaroo in the headlights. “Do I act true to myself and tell her to walk, even
though a reasonable person wouldn’t be feeling this way?” or “Do I just shove this
down and stick with it because I’m actually the one being unreasonable, and risk
losing myself altogether? Hell, I could end up being married again!”

Being under pressure and activated, all reason goes out the door.

DA or just not over his divorce yet.

I feel sure he will be in touch again, the best thing to do is ignore him and
hold your boundaries, don't let his behavior make you reduce your
standards or expectations because whatever his attachment style, he will
view this as a carte blanche to continue with more of it. 
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Yes, to all of this, incredibly accurate.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

This x 1000.

The very first moment you start to feel confused, baffled, anxious - it is NOT A
GOOD RELATIONSHIP and you should run for the hills.  It never gets better. 
Never.  

Good relationships don't make you feel that way, not ever.

szorn2296
New Member

May 13, 2018 13:31:44 GMT yasmin said:

1. I don't think insecurity has anything to do with how good looking or
successful and people who seem on the surface to have the full package
can have crippling self doubt.

2. Starting a long distance relationship is really typical for FAs, I do this A
LOT and it's a way of having a relationship that isn't really a relationship.
When things start getting "real" they can run away.

3. FAs can genuinely assume that someone is about to hurt them, and they
can lash out / start fights and behave in crazy ways to push people away to
pre-empt what they think is inevitable.

May 13, 2018 12:35:20 GMT gecko said:

Even when you become aware of the patterns or the motivation behind
such confusing behaviour, it doesn't soothe you and it doesn't get better if
they don't seek professional help and actively apply it to turn things
around. I can dissect everything all day, everyday, but there will always be
more and more unanswered questions, you really can't win. And it seems
that everyone on these boards trying to keep in touch or reconcile with past
partners are struggling because the partner isn't working on themselves
too.

I wish everyday I could have just bolted the moment I saw the first
sign of 180 degree behaviour from my FA ex. 

May 13, 2018 13:45:20 GMT gecko said:

szorn2296 - it's all in the name. They don't make decisions because they
avoid. Instead, they push someone else to make the decision for them, or if
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The lack of communication is truly so confusing, especially regarding plans. It's like
they think they have communicated, but you are left wondering how they could
possibly think that? Multiple times he would tell me he was planning to come on a
certain day, and it would be the night before with no mention of it. I would ask,
and he would tell me he wasn't coming and I would then express my
dissapointment with the lack of communication to let me know. He would then say
"I told you earlier I was still working on my plane" I had to explain to him - Ok, but
that does not communicate to me what that means for our plans? Your plane is a
hobby so I assume you can take a break to spend time with me if it is important to
you and we had arranged them ahead of time. And if you cannot take a break to
visit me, then communicate that to me before the night before I am expecting you
to be here? He does this with his friends too. They will make plans, and then the
day of the plans reach out and no response. He will respond much later "sorry got
tied up with ____" How does an adult operate this way? It is infuriating. 

What was even more irritating was that when I would give him ample time and
opportunity to communicate about plans, he wouldn't, so then I would have to ask
about them and tell them I was frustrated that he had not communicated or
thought about our plans and he would respond "But I'm communicating about it
right now" yes because I asked? ??!!! After giving ample opportunity and time
for them to come to me. He went through a period of time where he did
communicate and initiate plans well, but it did not last long, as it apparently
"emotionally maxed him out". Surely I am not crazy or expecting too much here....
it's just frustrating when you see they are capable, but it seems impossible for
them to keep up or do on the regular. 

yasmin
God

it's really at a standstill, they'll just choose the option that requires the
least amount of emotional effort.

There are too many bizarre behaviours to list. They all had a pretty
common and predictable pattern though. It always had to do with
something positive that would turn negative because he wouldn't
communicate what was going on in his head, and by the time I'd play catch
up to figure it all out, he'd already convinced himself I would reject him, so
sabotage a good outcome and shut me out of turning it around. Like:

- Busting up my phone 24/7 all week planning a date, then not show up at
the last minute but also not even inform me of cancelling it too. By the time
I contacted to check when he was coming, he would have always made
another plan and say 'you didn't call so I thought you didn't want to see
me.' And he didn't think to communicate to that to me FIRST before
deciding not to rock up at all and leave me hanging?

- Saying he was a 'good' boy and ready to settle down and look for his
wife... but actually had a very spotty 'bad' boy past, share waaaaaaaay too
much information about his past partners and continue to do so, even when
I said I didn't want to know any more, it's not relevant. Then said that I
was judging him and projected the reasons his exes left him onto me. If
you see a future with me, and have quit that life, then why introduce
insecurity into our budding relationship with girls long gone? I did not ask
him for any of this information, then he used it against me to sabotage our
relationship with his own shame and insecurity instead of seeing I was still
standing there accepting his baggage.

Of course I chalked this all up to typical early dating cold feet/flakey male
behaviour, but it doesn't matter. It was the first signs of hardcore FA
behaviour. I'm gonna save myself the headaches next time and just turn
around and keep walking.
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This is exactly how I feel.  It's really a crappy way to live.

We all react to that basic premise of "closeness is frightening" in different ways. It
sounds like the OPs guy is a bit similar to my ex FA and to others where he is okay
until too much pressure is placed and then he reacts over the top.

ocarina and I are almost identical in our patterns.  We avoid beginning
relationships to begin with.  We only date people who pursue us enough and for
long enough.  We dump people for silly reasons to escape ever having to be
vulnerable or be disappointed, which we see as inevitable.  We create a false self /
perfect version of ourselves to avoid vulnerability and present something we think
people want to see.  We reject available, loving men but end up feeling deeply
connected to avoidants who can't fully love us back, which in itself is our avoidance
playing out.  They're not "long distance" in a physical sense, but they're equally
unavailable.  When I am actually dating someone, I am good at closeness
providing they do NOTHING to trigger me.  If they trigger me, I just lose the ability
to be normal.

As a good example here, I have a guy who's been trying to date me for a few
weeks now and I'd agreed finally.  I just told him to forget the whole thing because
he didn't call me back the other night when he said he would.  I am pretty sure he
really likes me and is probably sitting there wondering how the heck he just got
pre-emptively dumped for not calling me back one time, and he's wishing I'd reply
to his messages, but I won't. I'll never talk to him again.

In my FA head, that act of not calling back tells me he is going to hurt me.  It's SO
real to me, I can't stop the way it makes me feel.

FAs are looking for reasons to believe they have found love, then they're looking
for proof that the person is going to harm /hurt them and confirmation that
running away is the best thing.  Psychologically this is so real, even when you
know it's what is happening you actually still can't stop it.

We just don't believe anything is going to turn out well, even though we wish it
would.  We can't let go of the hope or the fear so we live all the time with both!

szorn2296
New Member

May 13, 2018 13:13:28 GMT mrob said:

Can you imagine wanting nothing more than closeness, but when you get
it, PARTS of it scare the hell out of you and all you want to do is get away.
In my case, I was able to shut it off from being visible on the outside for 9
years, but every progression ripped me apart. When we found out our
daughter was coming, my reaction was less than positive, even though I’d
wanted that my whole life. 

To a normal, secure person, closeness means security, for me, closeness is
frightening.

May 13, 2018 14:14:21 GMT yasmin said:

May 13, 2018 13:13:28 GMT mrob said:

Can you imagine wanting nothing more than closeness, but when
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This makes a lot of sense. I remember at first when we started dating, he always
encouraged me "don't feel like you can't call or text me first too sometimes" I
could tell he really wanted my re-assurance and wanted me to initiate more. 

There were other instances where I was having a girls weekend and texted him to
touch base, everything seemed fine, I called when I got home and he was upset
with me for not calling him while I was gone. He then took it further and said it

This is exactly how I feel.  It's really a crappy way to live.

We all react to that basic premise of "closeness is frightening" in different
ways. It sounds like the OPs guy is a bit similar to my ex FA and to others
where he is okay until too much pressure is placed and then he reacts over
the top.

ocarina and I are almost identical in our patterns.  We avoid beginning
relationships to begin with.  We only date people who pursue us enough
and for long enough.  We dump people for silly reasons to escape ever
having to be vulnerable or be disappointed, which we see as inevitable.  We
create a false self / perfect version of ourselves to avoid vulnerability and
present something we think people want to see.  We reject available, loving
men but end up feeling deeply connected to avoidants who can't fully love
us back, which in itself is our avoidance playing out.  They're not "long
distance" in a physical sense, but they're equally unavailable.  When I am
actually dating someone, I am good at closeness providing they do
NOTHING to trigger me.  If they trigger me, I just lose the ability to be
normal.

As a good example here, I have a guy who's been trying to date me for a
few weeks now and I'd agreed finally.  I just told him to forget the whole
thing because he didn't call me back the other night when he said he
would.  I am pretty sure he really likes me and is probably sitting there
wondering how the heck he just got pre-emptively dumped for not calling
me back one time, and he's wishing I'd reply to his messages, but I won't.
I'll never talk to him again.

In my FA head, that act of not calling back tells me he is going to hurt me. 
It's SO real to me, I can't stop the way it makes me feel.

FAs are looking for reasons to believe they have found love, then they're
looking for proof that the person is going to harm /hurt them and
confirmation that running away is the best thing.  Psychologically this is so
real, even when you know it's what is happening you actually still can't stop
it.

We just don't believe anything is going to turn out well, even though we
wish it would.  We can't let go of the hope or the fear so we live all the time
with both!

you get it, PARTS of it scare the hell out of you and all you want to
do is get away. In my case, I was able to shut it off from being
visible on the outside for 9 years, but every progression ripped me
apart. When we found out our daughter was coming, my reaction
was less than positive, even though I’d wanted that my whole life. 

To a normal, secure person, closeness means security, for me,
closeness is frightening.
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wasn't about just that weekend, that I never called in general. This was so strange
- we do talk on the phone often, but it was two days where I was staying in a
house with 5 girls that I did not call, but always kept in contact via text to check in
and keep him updated/send him pics, etc. I called as soon as I got away from
everyone. It felt like he was looking for any reason to believe that I did not care
about him. Which is strange because APs do this too? 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180 
Member is Online

But that’s the definition of Fearful Avoidant. All the crazy stuff from the AP side,
with the equally fun stuff of the avoidant, coming from a base of low self esteem.
Quite a cocktail. 

Want to watch him run? Ask him to be there for you. To do things that you think
are reasonable. 

Mind you, nobody will assert themselves as a priority over my hobbies again. I’ve
been guilty of being totally conflicted between friends and partners. Towards the
end of my marriage, I did nothing outside of work if she didn’t approve, and went
through jobs because I couldn’t be there at the right times for her. My fault
though. I wish I’d had the testicular fortitude to stand up for myself, but from what
I now know about attachment theory, it all fits in.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Yes we're a cocktail of both:) All you can do is ask what they need and try and
have an honest conversation.

I'd be totally capable of communicating my bizarre cocktail of needs to any partner
who asked me.

It varies from person to person.

I personally don't mind someone wanting me to be there for them. Or to have an
emotional conversation.

I think anxious and avoidant behaviours are different depending on the person. My
avoidance tends to play out in literally running away from the relationship entirely
and then blocking it from my thoughts. 

It's be a cold day in hell before I reached out to an ex, but my ex FA will always
reach out to me. He's classic push/ pull

ocarina
Full Member
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But that’s the definition of Fearful Avoidant. All the crazy stuff from the AP
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Mrob it's amazing that you are so self aware. The threat of  losing yourself - even
if it's a difficult and destructive part of yourself vs the desire to be in a relationship
must be a terrible conundrum.

My ex partner was like this - I felt I could ask him for absolutely anything - to buy
me a house on the moon - and he'd say yes - no boundaries at all and I wonder if
it was this lack of boundaries that made him so fearful of being engulfed.
Closeness isn't so frightening if you do have a firm sense of self and a strong idea
of what is and isn't acceptable.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

How do you guys even stay with an FA for so long? 3 months of being together and
another month of going back, I’ve had enough. It’s literally the most draining
relationship I’ve ever been in.

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 191

In my case because I am FA myself - so it felt kind of comfortable for both of us -
in a dysfunctional way!

side, with the equally fun stuff of the avoidant, coming from a base of low
self esteem. Quite a cocktail. 

Want to watch him run? Ask him to be there for you. To do things that you
think are reasonable. 

Mind you, nobody will assert themselves as a priority over my hobbies
again. I’ve been guilty of being totally conflicted between friends and
partners. Towards the end of my marriage, I did nothing outside of work if
she didn’t approve, and went through jobs because I couldn’t be there at
the right times for her. My fault though. I wish I’d had the testicular
fortitude to stand up for myself, but from what I now know about
attachment theory, it all fits in.

May 13, 2018 19:52:43 GMT nottheonion said:

How do you guys even stay with an FA for so long? 3 months of being
together and another month of going back, I’ve had enough. It’s literally
the most draining relationship I’ve ever been in.
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m FA/DA (depending on situation) -> secure and it felt awful. His AP stage
brought out my DA and his later avoidant stage got my anxiety out and made me
go FA. Eventually I just left. Pulled him a bit back in then I left again. Even with
the distance / no commitment, he could get triggered by me and upset me all over
again. It’s all too much. 

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 266

Umm.... I'm not sure I agree with this. I think there may be a time any two people
might feel baffled or anxious. The sign of a healthy relationship isn't that you
never, ever feel those things, but that when you do, you can both communicate
openly about it and in a way that is direct/honest and mutually respectful. 

bip
Junior Member

May 13, 2018 20:00:26 GMT ocarina said:

In my case because I am FA myself - so it felt kind of comfortable for both
of us - in a dysfunctional way!

May 13, 2018 19:52:43 GMT nottheonion said:

How do you guys even stay with an FA for so long? 3 months of
being together and another month of going back, I’ve had enough.
It’s literally the most draining relationship I’ve ever been in.

May 13, 2018 13:56:39 GMT yasmin said:

This x 1000.

The very first moment you start to feel confused, baffled, anxious - it is
NOT A GOOD RELATIONSHIP and you should run for the hills.  It never gets
better.  Never.  

Good relationships don't make you feel that way, not ever.
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Posts: 74

Great observations yasmin, the highlighted lines sum up the last "relationship" I
had. 

You give some good reassurance and advice. I'm not on here as much as I was
when I was coming out of the head-fuck, but I always enjoy reading your posts,
thoughtful, and intelligent. Thanks

--> Return to Type: Fearful-Avoidant page 
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May 13, 2018 13:31:44 GMT yasmin said:

Just a few insights randomly on this:

1. I don't think insecurity has anything to do with how good looking
or successful and people who seem on the surface to have the full
package can have crippling self doubt.

2. Starting a long distance relationship is really typical for FAs, I do
this A LOT and it's a way of having a relationship that isn't really a
relationship. When things start getting "real" they can run away.

3. FAs can genuinely assume that someone is about to hurt them,
and they can lash out / start fights and behave in crazy ways to
push people away to pre-empt what they think is inevitable.

4. Divorce is pretty horrible, and in some circumstances it can take
people years to "get over it" and in the meantime what they want is
a fun / no obligation way to feel better rather than a loving 50/50
relationship.

With all that in mind as observations, I'd really advise you to sit with the
silence and try and see it as a positive, because the more time and distance
you get, the clearer your own head will get with this. You're triggered now -
you don't sound AP - you sound like a "normal" person who has been
triggered to feel insecure and confused because your legitimate requests
for reassurance and response have been met by confusing responses. 

Please just keep in mind that asking for simple reassurance or consistency
or behavior or proportional responses DOES NOT make you "needy", it
makes you a human being engaged in a relationship with another human
being. If he can't offer that, HE is not capable (or willing) to provide the
normal give and take of a relationship, whether that be because he is FA,
DA or just not over his divorce yet.

I feel sure he will be in touch again, the best thing to do is ignore him and
hold your boundaries, don't let his behavior make you reduce your
standards or expectations because whatever his attachment style, he will
view this as a carte blanche to continue with more of it. Great observations
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Senior Member
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Stuck at being angry for FA using his phantham ex against me May 12, 2018 0:17:45
GMT
Quote
I don't think you can know whether or not he was deliberately trying to hurt you.
Maybe he was just being honest about how he felt in the particular moment of the
conversation. Or maybe he was actually trying to NOT hurt you by giving a reason
that wasn't about you...
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I don't think you can know whether or not he was deliberately trying to hurt you.
Maybe he was just being honest about how he felt in the particular moment of the
conversation. Or maybe he was actually trying to NOT hurt you by giving a reason
that wasn't about you...
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What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 11:55:08 GMT
Quote
I am not asking from a romantic perspective or from one of trying to manipulate
things.....I do genuinely care about B and I know my natural AP tendencies
overwhelm him and I would like to change that because he matters to me.  I had
been doing really well...letting him approach me, keeping conversations positive (I
am not good at short conversations with him, and I admit I probably over do the
positive stuff...because I don't time limit well), reinforcing the fact that I am here for
him and will never leave him, that I believe in him and that I fully accept him.  We
had a good hang out 2 weeks ago....but then I did not hear from him and I started
to get anxious (which is my issue...not his..just owning it).  Other stresses came into
play and by the time I saw him on Sunday...well..let's just say I was really emotional
(crying) and when he asked me what was up...that led to a rather long conversation
with an overall tone of I love, care, respect, admire you..but with a whole lot of
desperation behind it.  I revealed how I was struggling with seeing him chatting with
other girls and that I was thinking about leaving the community.  He actually started
to well up and said he never wanted to hurt me and I told him that it was my
issue...that I need to address it.  When he left, I knew I had blown it.  Too much
emotion...too much desperation...and over sharing.  I honestly feel wretched about
it....because the last thing I ever want B to feel is unsafe with me.  I am positive
that my APness is making a much bigger issue out of this and I know we will be ok.
 But I don't know what to do now.  As an AP...my first instinct is to really make sure
he understands that I am sorry for what transpired...but thankfully, I know that is
the complete wrong thing to do...because that approach is only to address my need
to feel ok....it doesn't take him into account at all.  So, I was thinking of giving him
tons of space...no communication at all unless he initiates it...but I am not 100%
certain that doing that is the best approach either.  I know this thread has drifted a
bit into dealing with a situation versus the overall question of safety..so I guess I
would appreciate feedback on both.  Again....I just want to get back to where we
were pre Sunday.  Thank you for your feedback.  

gecko
Junior Member

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 12:52:01 GMT via mobile
hidinginsidemyself likes this
Quote
I feel I am all over the boards today after a bad episode/trigger from last night.

First of all, big hugs to you tnr9. I know we FAs are near impossible to love, but I’d
like to think I’m not as bad as most. I swing more towards AP in relationships
although that is also mild. I don’t consciously know right now what makes me feel
safe...let me get back to you on that.

I will share with you however, what I believe makes my FA ex feel safe. Strangely, it
is NOT when I am being an overaccommodating AP coddling him, being patient, and
bending over backwards to try and make him see how wonderful he is to me. He
opens up to me when I call him out on his shit and how he makes my life a
nightmare! Breaking down all his insane behaviour and telling him that everyone is
gonna leave one day because they can’t stand his selfishness. When I tell him he is
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running from pain that he cannot even see how crazy he is and how good people
have tried to make him see the light and have given up and left because they
couldn’t absorb his hurt anymore. And that he needs professional help big time or
he’ll end up alone. Which I know he doesn’t want, but he has been alone for years so
the proof is in the pudding!

This is not AP protest behaviour from me as everytime I have done this, I was not
triggered or wanting his attention or threatening to leave when I didn’t really want
to leave. I was taking a stand and realising what I deserved - and I saw my walking
on eggshells enabled him to continually mistreat me. Instead of running, he has
always inched closer to me with these outbursts and says I just know who he is and
he’s scared and sorry. It doesn’t stop him weeks later from pulling out a hurtful
sabotaging move, but it’s not about him anymore, it’s about ME making ME feel safe
now. And I think I am getting there.

In fact, writing this out has really soothed that trigger from last night, so thankyou
for opening this topic up.

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 13:09:16 GMT
Quote
Thank you gecko....2 weeks ago I told B I could not figure him out and he said
(jokingly) that he could not figure himself out either. I did have one extremely brave
moment (for me anyways) part of that other conversation from 2 weeks ago was
him revealing that when he started to date me, he was lonely and looking for
someone to cuddle (ouch!). I did not address that at that time...but on Sunday...I
told him it hurt to think that it could have been anyone in our community and that I
did not matter...to which he quickly agreed with my assessment of being hurt (which
was so refreshingly mature) and then he added 4 things about me that were part of
his decision to ask me out (wish I could remember them). I had a second one that
did not go over quite as well....I told him I could not stay mad at him and when I
was mad, it only lasted 10 minutes to which he said I had a right to be mad because
he knows he has weaknesses etc. To which I shared that there was a time I was
mad because I felt like he was claiming my safe zone..meaning the community
group. I then said that I got over being angry because I realize the community
group is not "mine". He did become a bit defensive and repeated that it was not
mine, but then we returned to the conversation that is listed above.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 13:21:03 GMT via mobile
islandwaver likes this
Quote
I came across this when I ruined my life and those of my family a few years ago. It
doesn’t exactly fit, but it’ll do the job of getting you out of where you are. You is
what this is about, not what he did or didn’t do. Frankly, If you keep going on as you
are, you will go round and round in circles until you go mad. If you do this on the
premise of getting him back, he will see that. This is about your dignity. 

beingabeautifulmess.wordpress.com/the-180/
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Quote
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May 8, 2018 13:21:03 GMT mrob said:
I came across this when I ruined my life and those of my family a few years ago. It
doesn’t exactly fit, but it’ll do the job of getting you out of where you are. You is
what this is about, not what he did or didn’t do. Frankly, If you keep going on as you
are, you will go round and round in circles until you go mad. If you do this on the
premise of getting him back, he will see that. This is about your dignity. 

beingabeautifulmess.wordpress.com/the-180/

Thanks mrob for your honest feedback....the list is very triggering as you can
imagine...but I do understand the purpose.  Also...he knows that my feelings for him
are more than just friendship and that I am working towards being friends again.  

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 17:26:03 GMT
Quote
Hey mrob...that is one very daunting list...but I get the whole...create your own life
so that "if" the other person comes back...you won't be overreacting, desperate,
needy etc. I have decided to phrase the experience differently in my head...it was
simply an opportunity to see how I handle being emotional around B...and the
answer is..not very well...so the next time I feel that way, I will simply say that I am
not feeling well and I will plan to talk to friends. That is my current strategy. Also....I
am going to continue with the waiting on him to approach me instead....that may
trigger me if he does not approach....but it will help me to create more healthy
boundaries. In all fairness...I am handing this so much better then even a month
ago. I actually feel like this will normalize as long as I leave it be. I am going to talk
to my doctor as well because I think my thyroid medication may need some
tweaking. I so appreciate the responses and support.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 20:07:31 GMT via mobile mrob
likes this
Quote
This is such a good question to ask myself too. What would make an avoidant like
me to feel safe?

Early into dating someone, I feel the most safe when someone can reassure me he
likes me but not overdo it. Tell me we’ll be moving slow but things between us are
serious. Not take me for granted for sure. I feel that the more a guy tries to move
fast with me, the more I panic. If I really like him too, it will eventually crash and
burn for me. I won’t physically withdraw but emotionally I will distance and try to
draw unnecessary boundary. I will also sometimes go into AP mode, 

I also second other posters - if you find yourself trying too hard to reassure him, let
go. Leave. Don’t enable him. When I get triggered and a guy enables me, I become
more avoidant. If you tell me what the hell is wrong with me and leave instead,
there is a chance I might reflect on myself and chase you back. I haven’t personally
done it before tho. I’m more the “when it’s done it’s done” avoidant. But this doesn’t
mean I don’t regret it later on
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May 8, 2018 20:07:31 GMT nottheonion said:
This is such a good question to ask myself too. What would make an avoidant like
me to feel safe?

Early into dating someone, I feel the most safe when someone can reassure me he
likes me but not overdo it. Tell me we’ll be moving slow but things between us are
serious. Not take me for granted for sure. I feel that the more a guy tries to move
fast with me, the more I panic. If I really like him too, it will eventually crash and
burn for me. I won’t physically withdraw but emotionally I will distance and try to
draw unnecessary boundary. I will also sometimes go into AP mode, 

I also second other posters - if you find yourself trying too hard to reassure him, let
go. Leave. Don’t enable him. When I get triggered and a guy enables me, I become
more avoidant. If you tell me what the hell is wrong with me and leave instead,
there is a chance I might reflect on myself and chase you back. I haven’t personally
done it before tho. I’m more the “when it’s done it’s done” avoidant. But this doesn’t
mean I don’t regret it later on
Thank you...it is very good feedback.   I certainly plan to give him space and I hope
he and I can eventually be friends....I just added a bit of a bump to the whole
process.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 9, 2018 7:53:09 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
It came to me last night, what makes me feel safe.

It's all very simple really.

To be consistent and to be heard.

I want someone whose behaviour - distant or clingy or whatever - to be reliable so I
know what I can expect from them. When their behaviour yo-yos, that's when the
turmoil begins for me.

I want to know someone is listening to me and what I am actually saying - not
sitting there dismissing, being inattentive, or interjecting their own opinions trying to
dissect a hidden meaning. Often there isn't a hidden meaning. I just need to know
someone is there for me through some difficult times, I know I will figure it out
eventually but in that moment I am confused and need support.

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 9, 2018 8:25:02 GMT
Quote
Thanks Gecko....I think that is what we all want at a basic level.

Also...I want to thank you for what you wrote to flic in her post...very insightful.

My feelings have been all over the place...The only conclusion I have drawn is that it
was too soon for me to attempt a friendship with B...I have never attempted
friendship with a guy I dated....it has always been clean breaks...but I really thought
I could plow through feelings of jealousy and get to a place where "hanging out" was
possible...and we did have such a lovely time 2 Friday's ago.   I honestly don't know
where to go from here.

Last Edit: May 9, 2018 9:08:04 GMT by tnr9
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What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 9, 2018 11:22:24 GMT via mobile tnr9
likes this
Quote
As a simple answer to what makes me feel safe: consistency. 

A person acts and speaks consistently.

A person's words match their action.

For me it is always any confusion which triggers me.
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What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 11:55:08 GMT
Quote
I am not asking from a romantic perspective or from one of trying to manipulate
things.....I do genuinely care about B and I know my natural AP tendencies
overwhelm him and I would like to change that because he matters to me.  I had
been doing really well...letting him approach me, keeping conversations positive (I
am not good at short conversations with him, and I admit I probably over do the
positive stuff...because I don't time limit well), reinforcing the fact that I am here for
him and will never leave him, that I believe in him and that I fully accept him.  We
had a good hang out 2 weeks ago....but then I did not hear from him and I started
to get anxious (which is my issue...not his..just owning it).  Other stresses came into
play and by the time I saw him on Sunday...well..let's just say I was really emotional
(crying) and when he asked me what was up...that led to a rather long conversation
with an overall tone of I love, care, respect, admire you..but with a whole lot of
desperation behind it.  I revealed how I was struggling with seeing him chatting with
other girls and that I was thinking about leaving the community.  He actually started
to well up and said he never wanted to hurt me and I told him that it was my
issue...that I need to address it.  When he left, I knew I had blown it.  Too much
emotion...too much desperation...and over sharing.  I honestly feel wretched about
it....because the last thing I ever want B to feel is unsafe with me.  I am positive
that my APness is making a much bigger issue out of this and I know we will be ok.
 But I don't know what to do now.  As an AP...my first instinct is to really make sure
he understands that I am sorry for what transpired...but thankfully, I know that is
the complete wrong thing to do...because that approach is only to address my need
to feel ok....it doesn't take him into account at all.  So, I was thinking of giving him
tons of space...no communication at all unless he initiates it...but I am not 100%
certain that doing that is the best approach either.  I know this thread has drifted a
bit into dealing with a situation versus the overall question of safety..so I guess I
would appreciate feedback on both.  Again....I just want to get back to where we
were pre Sunday.  Thank you for your feedback.  

gecko
Junior Member

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 12:52:01 GMT via mobile
hidinginsidemyself likes this
Quote
I feel I am all over the boards today after a bad episode/trigger from last night.

First of all, big hugs to you tnr9. I know we FAs are near impossible to love, but I’d
like to think I’m not as bad as most. I swing more towards AP in relationships
although that is also mild. I don’t consciously know right now what makes me feel
safe...let me get back to you on that.

I will share with you however, what I believe makes my FA ex feel safe. Strangely, it
is NOT when I am being an overaccommodating AP coddling him, being patient, and
bending over backwards to try and make him see how wonderful he is to me. He
opens up to me when I call him out on his shit and how he makes my life a
nightmare! Breaking down all his insane behaviour and telling him that everyone is
gonna leave one day because they can’t stand his selfishness. When I tell him he is
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running from pain that he cannot even see how crazy he is and how good people
have tried to make him see the light and have given up and left because they
couldn’t absorb his hurt anymore. And that he needs professional help big time or
he’ll end up alone. Which I know he doesn’t want, but he has been alone for years so
the proof is in the pudding!

This is not AP protest behaviour from me as everytime I have done this, I was not
triggered or wanting his attention or threatening to leave when I didn’t really want
to leave. I was taking a stand and realising what I deserved - and I saw my walking
on eggshells enabled him to continually mistreat me. Instead of running, he has
always inched closer to me with these outbursts and says I just know who he is and
he’s scared and sorry. It doesn’t stop him weeks later from pulling out a hurtful
sabotaging move, but it’s not about him anymore, it’s about ME making ME feel safe
now. And I think I am getting there.

In fact, writing this out has really soothed that trigger from last night, so thankyou
for opening this topic up.

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 13:09:16 GMT
Quote
Thank you gecko....2 weeks ago I told B I could not figure him out and he said
(jokingly) that he could not figure himself out either. I did have one extremely brave
moment (for me anyways) part of that other conversation from 2 weeks ago was
him revealing that when he started to date me, he was lonely and looking for
someone to cuddle (ouch!). I did not address that at that time...but on Sunday...I
told him it hurt to think that it could have been anyone in our community and that I
did not matter...to which he quickly agreed with my assessment of being hurt (which
was so refreshingly mature) and then he added 4 things about me that were part of
his decision to ask me out (wish I could remember them). I had a second one that
did not go over quite as well....I told him I could not stay mad at him and when I
was mad, it only lasted 10 minutes to which he said I had a right to be mad because
he knows he has weaknesses etc. To which I shared that there was a time I was
mad because I felt like he was claiming my safe zone..meaning the community
group. I then said that I got over being angry because I realize the community
group is not "mine". He did become a bit defensive and repeated that it was not
mine, but then we returned to the conversation that is listed above.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 13:21:03 GMT via mobile
islandwaver likes this
Quote
I came across this when I ruined my life and those of my family a few years ago. It
doesn’t exactly fit, but it’ll do the job of getting you out of where you are. You is
what this is about, not what he did or didn’t do. Frankly, If you keep going on as you
are, you will go round and round in circles until you go mad. If you do this on the
premise of getting him back, he will see that. This is about your dignity. 

beingabeautifulmess.wordpress.com/the-180/
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Posts: 845

May 8, 2018 13:21:03 GMT mrob said:
I came across this when I ruined my life and those of my family a few years ago. It
doesn’t exactly fit, but it’ll do the job of getting you out of where you are. You is
what this is about, not what he did or didn’t do. Frankly, If you keep going on as you
are, you will go round and round in circles until you go mad. If you do this on the
premise of getting him back, he will see that. This is about your dignity. 

beingabeautifulmess.wordpress.com/the-180/

Thanks mrob for your honest feedback....the list is very triggering as you can
imagine...but I do understand the purpose.  Also...he knows that my feelings for him
are more than just friendship and that I am working towards being friends again.  
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God

Posts: 845

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 17:26:03 GMT
Quote
Hey mrob...that is one very daunting list...but I get the whole...create your own life
so that "if" the other person comes back...you won't be overreacting, desperate,
needy etc. I have decided to phrase the experience differently in my head...it was
simply an opportunity to see how I handle being emotional around B...and the
answer is..not very well...so the next time I feel that way, I will simply say that I am
not feeling well and I will plan to talk to friends. That is my current strategy. Also....I
am going to continue with the waiting on him to approach me instead....that may
trigger me if he does not approach....but it will help me to create more healthy
boundaries. In all fairness...I am handing this so much better then even a month
ago. I actually feel like this will normalize as long as I leave it be. I am going to talk
to my doctor as well because I think my thyroid medication may need some
tweaking. I so appreciate the responses and support.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 8, 2018 20:07:31 GMT via mobile mrob
likes this
Quote
This is such a good question to ask myself too. What would make an avoidant like
me to feel safe?

Early into dating someone, I feel the most safe when someone can reassure me he
likes me but not overdo it. Tell me we’ll be moving slow but things between us are
serious. Not take me for granted for sure. I feel that the more a guy tries to move
fast with me, the more I panic. If I really like him too, it will eventually crash and
burn for me. I won’t physically withdraw but emotionally I will distance and try to
draw unnecessary boundary. I will also sometimes go into AP mode, 

I also second other posters - if you find yourself trying too hard to reassure him, let
go. Leave. Don’t enable him. When I get triggered and a guy enables me, I become
more avoidant. If you tell me what the hell is wrong with me and leave instead,
there is a chance I might reflect on myself and chase you back. I haven’t personally
done it before tho. I’m more the “when it’s done it’s done” avoidant. But this doesn’t
mean I don’t regret it later on
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May 8, 2018 20:07:31 GMT nottheonion said:
This is such a good question to ask myself too. What would make an avoidant like
me to feel safe?

Early into dating someone, I feel the most safe when someone can reassure me he
likes me but not overdo it. Tell me we’ll be moving slow but things between us are
serious. Not take me for granted for sure. I feel that the more a guy tries to move
fast with me, the more I panic. If I really like him too, it will eventually crash and
burn for me. I won’t physically withdraw but emotionally I will distance and try to
draw unnecessary boundary. I will also sometimes go into AP mode, 

I also second other posters - if you find yourself trying too hard to reassure him, let
go. Leave. Don’t enable him. When I get triggered and a guy enables me, I become
more avoidant. If you tell me what the hell is wrong with me and leave instead,
there is a chance I might reflect on myself and chase you back. I haven’t personally
done it before tho. I’m more the “when it’s done it’s done” avoidant. But this doesn’t
mean I don’t regret it later on
Thank you...it is very good feedback.   I certainly plan to give him space and I hope
he and I can eventually be friends....I just added a bit of a bump to the whole
process.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 9, 2018 7:53:09 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
It came to me last night, what makes me feel safe.

It's all very simple really.

To be consistent and to be heard.

I want someone whose behaviour - distant or clingy or whatever - to be reliable so I
know what I can expect from them. When their behaviour yo-yos, that's when the
turmoil begins for me.

I want to know someone is listening to me and what I am actually saying - not
sitting there dismissing, being inattentive, or interjecting their own opinions trying to
dissect a hidden meaning. Often there isn't a hidden meaning. I just need to know
someone is there for me through some difficult times, I know I will figure it out
eventually but in that moment I am confused and need support.
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God

Posts: 845

What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 9, 2018 8:25:02 GMT
Quote
Thanks Gecko....I think that is what we all want at a basic level.

Also...I want to thank you for what you wrote to flic in her post...very insightful.

My feelings have been all over the place...The only conclusion I have drawn is that it
was too soon for me to attempt a friendship with B...I have never attempted
friendship with a guy I dated....it has always been clean breaks...but I really thought
I could plow through feelings of jealousy and get to a place where "hanging out" was
possible...and we did have such a lovely time 2 Friday's ago.   I honestly don't know
where to go from here.

Last Edit: May 9, 2018 9:08:04 GMT by tnr9
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God
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What creates a sense of safety for an FA May 9, 2018 11:22:24 GMT via mobile tnr9
likes this
Quote
As a simple answer to what makes me feel safe: consistency. 

A person acts and speaks consistently.

A person's words match their action.

For me it is always any confusion which triggers me.
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Texting May 6, 2018 21:29:24 GMT
Quote
Has anyone else found that their relationships with FAs are predominantly
text/technology based rather than real life interaction?

Do you think you can deeply attach/emotionally invest in someone just via digital
platforms?

I'm quite nomadic so have always used chat apps to keep in touch with my friends
on a daily basis. When we meet up, it feels like we only saw each other yesterday,
when in reality, it's often been years. I never considered it be a lazy form of contact
or keeping someone at arm's length - but in the dating realm, most people think this
is otherwise, and I generally agree when the person you are dating is not showing
up in person too.

I've just had these thoughts as the FAs I know in my life (including myself) are all
textaholics but always seem difficult to catch in person.

Do you think FAs use constant texting in competing ways - as both a way to connect
deeper and a shield to getting closer?

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Texting May 6, 2018 21:56:55 GMT
Quote
This was my experience with my DA ex BF. Even after I expressed the need to
actually speak on the phone or video calls. He agreed but would do anything in his
power for the calls not to happen.

I am guilty of preferring the back and forth texting from the beginning, I was
worried about the sound of my voice and my accent over the phone. Pure insecurity.
I have always been like this but the men who insisted talking on the phone with me
actually managed to put me at ease so I got over it quickly and it became an non-
issue.

tnr9
God

Texting May 6, 2018 22:05:53 GMT
Quote
B only called me a handful of times...mainly when he accidentally left something at
my place...otherwise, it was all texts.
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Texting May 6, 2018 22:17:15 GMT via mobile
Quote
@dearlover - I’m the one who is/was guilty of declining or neglecting calls, I figured
I just had overall phone phobia as I find it hard to escape an awkward conversation
when you are put on the spot. Oddly enough, I love videochat though, I feel I need a
visual.

My FA ex and I are in an odd spot where we are constantly texting and leaving
voicenotes, when it would just be easier to call. We have also not seen each other in
person yet since reestablishing contact, but I feel the odd repeat of us becoming
emotionally intimate again from a distance and yet finding this simultaneously
ridiculous, because how close can you really feel to someone you never see?

joan
New Member

Posts: 11

Texting May 7, 2018 1:10:48 GMT
Quote
I'm not sure whether the person I'm seeing is a DA or FA, but our almost three year
relationship has only been through text. There may have been a handful of times
he's called to tell me something really quickly when he was leaving my place or on
his way over, but never just to talk. He says he hates talking on the phone. I think
it's a way of keeping in touch, letting me know he's thinking of me and
communicating when he's in the mood, but also keeping things at a distance. It's
always seemed strange to spend this really intimate and close weekend together
where we're talking, ultra affectionate and in each other's faces 24-7 when together
and when he leaves only texts for the next couple of days until we see each other
again. Our fights, and break-ups have all been through text too. I don't understand
why it's such a no go for him but it's definitely kept real intimacy at bay.

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 191

Texting May 7, 2018 19:35:34 GMT
Quote
Absolutely - a six year relationship in real life but in between seeing each other he
only ever initiated by text - or email never ever by phone call. He said he wasn't
very good at speaking on the phone and I think it made him feel in some way
accountable.

The texting continues despite me having broken up with him a year ago - although I
am relieved to say that now the ping of a text from him seems to mean very little to
me and very often I am too busy or too involved elsewhere to drop everything for a
last minute invite like I would have in the old days. It's a good place to be.
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Texting May 8, 2018 3:33:19 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes, he said that he only texted people or used social media. At first he refused to
speak on the phone, but he finally broke down and began to call me if I asked. This
lead to him feeling very uncomfortable and he said it allowed me to ask too many
questions and find things out about him which he did not like. Our last conversation
was how he did not want to speak to me on the phone anymore unless it was about
superficial things. After that conversation he cut all communication.
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Texting May 6, 2018 21:29:24 GMT
Quote
Has anyone else found that their relationships with FAs are predominantly
text/technology based rather than real life interaction?

Do you think you can deeply attach/emotionally invest in someone just via digital
platforms?

I'm quite nomadic so have always used chat apps to keep in touch with my friends
on a daily basis. When we meet up, it feels like we only saw each other yesterday,
when in reality, it's often been years. I never considered it be a lazy form of contact
or keeping someone at arm's length - but in the dating realm, most people think this
is otherwise, and I generally agree when the person you are dating is not showing
up in person too.

I've just had these thoughts as the FAs I know in my life (including myself) are all
textaholics but always seem difficult to catch in person.

Do you think FAs use constant texting in competing ways - as both a way to connect
deeper and a shield to getting closer?

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 171

Texting May 6, 2018 21:56:55 GMT
Quote
This was my experience with my DA ex BF. Even after I expressed the need to
actually speak on the phone or video calls. He agreed but would do anything in his
power for the calls not to happen.

I am guilty of preferring the back and forth texting from the beginning, I was
worried about the sound of my voice and my accent over the phone. Pure insecurity.
I have always been like this but the men who insisted talking on the phone with me
actually managed to put me at ease so I got over it quickly and it became an non-
issue.

tnr9
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Quote
B only called me a handful of times...mainly when he accidentally left something at
my place...otherwise, it was all texts.
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gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Texting May 6, 2018 22:17:15 GMT via mobile
Quote
@dearlover - I’m the one who is/was guilty of declining or neglecting calls, I figured
I just had overall phone phobia as I find it hard to escape an awkward conversation
when you are put on the spot. Oddly enough, I love videochat though, I feel I need a
visual.

My FA ex and I are in an odd spot where we are constantly texting and leaving
voicenotes, when it would just be easier to call. We have also not seen each other in
person yet since reestablishing contact, but I feel the odd repeat of us becoming
emotionally intimate again from a distance and yet finding this simultaneously
ridiculous, because how close can you really feel to someone you never see?

joan
New Member

Posts: 11

Texting May 7, 2018 1:10:48 GMT
Quote
I'm not sure whether the person I'm seeing is a DA or FA, but our almost three year
relationship has only been through text. There may have been a handful of times
he's called to tell me something really quickly when he was leaving my place or on
his way over, but never just to talk. He says he hates talking on the phone. I think
it's a way of keeping in touch, letting me know he's thinking of me and
communicating when he's in the mood, but also keeping things at a distance. It's
always seemed strange to spend this really intimate and close weekend together
where we're talking, ultra affectionate and in each other's faces 24-7 when together
and when he leaves only texts for the next couple of days until we see each other
again. Our fights, and break-ups have all been through text too. I don't understand
why it's such a no go for him but it's definitely kept real intimacy at bay.

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 191

Texting May 7, 2018 19:35:34 GMT
Quote
Absolutely - a six year relationship in real life but in between seeing each other he
only ever initiated by text - or email never ever by phone call. He said he wasn't
very good at speaking on the phone and I think it made him feel in some way
accountable.

The texting continues despite me having broken up with him a year ago - although I
am relieved to say that now the ping of a text from him seems to mean very little to
me and very often I am too busy or too involved elsewhere to drop everything for a
last minute invite like I would have in the old days. It's a good place to be.
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aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

Texting May 8, 2018 3:33:19 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes, he said that he only texted people or used social media. At first he refused to
speak on the phone, but he finally broke down and began to call me if I asked. This
lead to him feeling very uncomfortable and he said it allowed me to ask too many
questions and find things out about him which he did not like. Our last conversation
was how he did not want to speak to me on the phone anymore unless it was about
superficial things. After that conversation he cut all communication.
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Full Member

Posts: 196

Help me understand May 3, 2018 1:02:47 GMT via mobile
Quote
What is the purpose when avoidants are secretive? So like my ex didn't want me to
see when she was on Facebook and she kept her status as single giving some lame
excuse about not wanting people to know her business. How does a partner not take
that personally?

future
Full Member

Posts: 125

Help me understand May 3, 2018 1:37:18 GMT via mobile
Quote
That is normal DA. My guy is like that. I think it has to to with compartmentalizing. I
used to question it and get offended but now I realize that it's just how he is. It's
really nothing to do with me so it really doesn't bother me at all anymore.

He has tons of friends but I suspect that I am one of VERY FEW that know anything
of substance about his life. We've been together a year and I still learn new things
about him all the time. 

You should feel very flattered if a DA lets you in and confides in you. They don't take
that lightly.

bedlam71
Full Member

Help me understand May 3, 2018 1:43:12 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thank you. My ex has told me I am the first person she has felt some level of safety
disclosing things to me. Sadly, she doesn't want to deal with emotions so won't seek
help. I understand that it's painful to experience emotions that she has been trying
to not feel and it's actually causing her more suffering.
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Full Member

Posts: 125

Help me understand May 3, 2018 2:15:17 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote
There's nothing you can really do there. Just listen if she confides. Be her safe place.

My guy will, out of no where, confide something in me and I just listen. Then, he
may change the subject right away and I go with the flo. I don't bring it up again or
push anything so I think he feels safe telling me things. I treasure those times bcuz I
know he doesn't do it lightly.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Help me understand May 3, 2018 21:21:20 GMT via mobile gecko likes this
Quote
I've always kept my status as single. I don't like inviting people into my business.
It's definitely nothing personal

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Help me understand May 4, 2018 0:48:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks Yasmin!
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Junior Member

Posts: 51

Help me understand May 5, 2018 22:51:51 GMT bedlam71 likes this
Quote
I didn't think this was an avoidant thing. Maybe it is.

I figured it was just an individual preference to be private. A relationship (when I get
into one) is the most sacred thing to me... I will share in private to my trusted
friends, but never publicly declare information as I feel I'd be inviting in unnecessary
drama and attention.

I don't need anyone else's validation of our relationship/status. I know how
important you are to me. In fact, it's because of how important you are to me that I
keep you 'tucked' away, because I'm scared to lose you or have outside forces start
to influence the nature of our relationship.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Help me understand May 5, 2018 23:53:50 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote
I think it's a personal preference. I didn't grow up with social media, so I don't see
the importance of fb or things like that. I don't need or want to make my
vacations,my kids etc public . My ex is AP and he is also a private person.
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bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Help me understand May 3, 2018 1:02:47 GMT via mobile
Quote

What is the purpose when avoidants are secretive? So like my ex didn't want me to
see when she was on Facebook and she kept her status as single giving some lame
excuse about not wanting people to know her business. How does a partner not take
that personally?

future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Help me understand May 3, 2018 1:37:18 GMT via mobile
Quote

That is normal DA. My guy is like that. I think it has to to with compartmentalizing. I
used to question it and get offended but now I realize that it's just how he is. It's
really nothing to do with me so it really doesn't bother me at all anymore.

He has tons of friends but I suspect that I am one of VERY FEW that know anything
of substance about his life. We've been together a year and I still learn new things
about him all the time. 

You should feel very flattered if a DA lets you in and confides in you. They don't take
that lightly.

bedlam71
Full Member

Help me understand May 3, 2018 1:43:12 GMT via mobile
Quote

Thank you. My ex has told me I am the first person she has felt some level of safety
disclosing things to me. Sadly, she doesn't want to deal with emotions so won't seek
help. I understand that it's painful to experience emotions that she has been trying
to not feel and it's actually causing her more suffering.
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Help me understand May 3, 2018 2:15:17 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote

There's nothing you can really do there. Just listen if she confides. Be her safe place.

My guy will, out of no where, confide something in me and I just listen. Then, he
may change the subject right away and I go with the flo. I don't bring it up again or
push anything so I think he feels safe telling me things. I treasure those times bcuz I
know he doesn't do it lightly.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Help me understand May 3, 2018 21:21:20 GMT via mobile gecko likes this
Quote

I've always kept my status as single. I don't like inviting people into my business.
It's definitely nothing personal

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Help me understand May 4, 2018 0:48:25 GMT via mobile
Quote

Thanks Yasmin!
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Help me understand May 5, 2018 22:51:51 GMT bedlam71 likes this
Quote

I didn't think this was an avoidant thing. Maybe it is.

I figured it was just an individual preference to be private. A relationship (when I get
into one) is the most sacred thing to me... I will share in private to my trusted
friends, but never publicly declare information as I feel I'd be inviting in unnecessary
drama and attention.

I don't need anyone else's validation of our relationship/status. I know how
important you are to me. In fact, it's because of how important you are to me that I
keep you 'tucked' away, because I'm scared to lose you or have outside forces start
to influence the nature of our relationship.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Help me understand May 5, 2018 23:53:50 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote

I think it's a personal preference. I didn't grow up with social media, so I don't see
the importance of fb or things like that. I don't need or want to make my
vacations,my kids etc public . My ex is AP and he is also a private person.
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fatalcharm
New Member

Posts: 34

Any success stories out there? Sept 25, 2017 22:17:07 GMT
Quote
Any avoidants or those who dated avoidants out there that managed to work
through their issues and live happily ever after?

bravocharlie
New Member

Posts: 8

Any success stories out there? Oct 21, 2017 16:16:47 GMT
Quote
(Crickets) 

LOL!!

mollym
New Member

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 16:06:17 GMT
Quote
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Posts: 16

Sept 25, 2017 22:17:07 GMT fatalcharm said:
Any avoidants or those who dated avoidants out there that managed to work
through their issues and live happily ever after?
Is that a pig I see.... flying! 
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 16:13:38 GMT by mollym

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 16:29:00 GMT
Quote
I am avoidant and I really think it would have worked out with my ex-AP if he hadn't
used race against me. I can overlook a lot of things, but that hit my limit. 

There was also an avoidant on this board who was in a working relationship, but she
no longer posts here.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 17:03:22 GMT
Quote
Yes I read what happened to you and I am genuinely sorry that you had to suffer
such disrespect from someone you were growing to trust. Thanks for all your sharing
you are a real gem on this forum....here comes the but Mary, you are female. I have
been reading quite a lot of posts here, trying to get my head around avoidant
attachment as played out in real life. Am I right in remembering that the other
avoidant you speak of is also female? From what I have observed thus far, I believe
that when female avoidants become aware they seem to make better progress. I
have no hypothesis for this just an observation.

I am editing, to add that mrob's high level of awareness and ability to self reflect is
exemplary. He very well could be the first male avoidant here to give us the 'happy
ever after'.  

Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 18:47:11 GMT by mollym

mary
Senior Member

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 19:56:19 GMT
Quote

Apr 29, 2018 17:03:22 GMT mollym said:
Yes I read what happened to you and I am genuinely sorry that you had to suffer
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such disrespect from someone you were growing to trust. Thanks for all your sharing
you are a real gem on this forum....here comes the but Mary, you are female. I have
been reading quite a lot of posts here, trying to get my head around avoidant
attachment as played out in real life. Am I right in remembering that the other
avoidant you speak of is also female? From what I have observed thus far, I believe
that when female avoidants become aware they seem to make better progress. I
have no hypothesis for this just an observation.

I am editing, to add that mrob's high level of awareness and ability to self reflect is
exemplary. He very well could be the first male avoidant here to give us the 'happy
ever after'.  
Thank you very much.  Yes,juniper was female as well.   I have no idea if there is a
gender difference. I have only read (somewhere) that the majority of avoidants are
male and the majority of APs are female.   There are very few avoidants that post on
here anyway, so it would be hard to really deduct any meaningful data based on this
forum.  I think mrob is the only male avoidant who posts here at all and he is a
great contributor.  
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God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 22:57:11 GMT
Quote

Apr 29, 2018 17:03:22 GMT mollym said:
Yes I read what happened to you and I am genuinely sorry that you had to suffer
such disrespect from someone you were growing to trust. Thanks for all your sharing
you are a real gem on this forum....here comes the but Mary, you are female. I have
been reading quite a lot of posts here, trying to get my head around avoidant
attachment as played out in real life. Am I right in remembering that the other
avoidant you speak of is also female? From what I have observed thus far, I believe
that when female avoidants become aware they seem to make better progress. I
have no hypothesis for this just an observation.

I am editing, to add that mrob's high level of awareness and ability to self reflect is
exemplary. He very well could be the first male avoidant here to give us the 'happy
ever after'.  
OMGoodness...."happily ever after" is a lot of pressure for anyone.  

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 14:25:45 GMT via mobile
Quote
...and this avoidant just got dumped by text. Exemplary? I think not! Thank you for
the compliment, though!
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tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 15:06:26 GMT
Quote

Apr 30, 2018 14:25:45 GMT mrob said:
...and this avoidant just got dumped by text. Exemplary? I think not! Thank you for
the compliment, though!
Oh...ouch....how are you doing?

goldilocks
Senior
Member

Posts: 287

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 19:27:03 GMT mrob likes this
Quote
I'm leading a satisfying and meaningful life; I used to test as DA and test as secure now, so I
have been succesful in gaining greater security, though I'm not in a relationship.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 20:43:29 GMT bip likes this
Quote

Apr 30, 2018 14:25:45 GMT mrob said:
...and this avoidant just got dumped by text. Exemplary? I think not! Thank you for
the compliment, though!
Really sorry to hear that mrob, I wish you peace and healing at this time. I still think
the level of awareness you have achieved is amazing. 

mrob
Full Member

Any success stories out there? May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT via mobile tnr9 and mary like
this
Quote
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
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tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT
Quote

May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT mrob said:
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 14:45:50 GMT
Quote

May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT tnr9 said:

May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT mrob said:
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
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found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.
Ok, this I can't imagine.  How do you become invested when the initial compatibility
aspects are not there or not looked at first?  I am just curious.

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 16:53:13 GMT
Quote

May 2, 2018 14:45:50 GMT mary said:

May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT tnr9 said:
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.
Ok, this I can't imagine.  How do you become invested when the initial compatibility
aspects are not there or not looked at first?  I am just curious.
Yeh...it is a little tricky to explain for someone who doesn't experience it...would
need more time to translate that into terms that make sense for others.
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Quote
Any avoidants or those who dated avoidants out there that managed to work
through their issues and live happily ever after?
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LOL!!
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Posts: 16

Sept 25, 2017 22:17:07 GMT fatalcharm said:
Any avoidants or those who dated avoidants out there that managed to work
through their issues and live happily ever after?
Is that a pig I see.... flying! 
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 16:13:38 GMT by mollym

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 16:29:00 GMT
Quote
I am avoidant and I really think it would have worked out with my ex-AP if he hadn't
used race against me. I can overlook a lot of things, but that hit my limit. 

There was also an avoidant on this board who was in a working relationship, but she
no longer posts here.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 17:03:22 GMT
Quote
Yes I read what happened to you and I am genuinely sorry that you had to suffer
such disrespect from someone you were growing to trust. Thanks for all your sharing
you are a real gem on this forum....here comes the but Mary, you are female. I have
been reading quite a lot of posts here, trying to get my head around avoidant
attachment as played out in real life. Am I right in remembering that the other
avoidant you speak of is also female? From what I have observed thus far, I believe
that when female avoidants become aware they seem to make better progress. I
have no hypothesis for this just an observation.

I am editing, to add that mrob's high level of awareness and ability to self reflect is
exemplary. He very well could be the first male avoidant here to give us the 'happy
ever after'.  

Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 18:47:11 GMT by mollym

mary
Senior Member

Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 19:56:19 GMT
Quote

Apr 29, 2018 17:03:22 GMT mollym said:
Yes I read what happened to you and I am genuinely sorry that you had to suffer
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such disrespect from someone you were growing to trust. Thanks for all your sharing
you are a real gem on this forum....here comes the but Mary, you are female. I have
been reading quite a lot of posts here, trying to get my head around avoidant
attachment as played out in real life. Am I right in remembering that the other
avoidant you speak of is also female? From what I have observed thus far, I believe
that when female avoidants become aware they seem to make better progress. I
have no hypothesis for this just an observation.

I am editing, to add that mrob's high level of awareness and ability to self reflect is
exemplary. He very well could be the first male avoidant here to give us the 'happy
ever after'.  
Thank you very much.  Yes,juniper was female as well.   I have no idea if there is a
gender difference. I have only read (somewhere) that the majority of avoidants are
male and the majority of APs are female.   There are very few avoidants that post on
here anyway, so it would be hard to really deduct any meaningful data based on this
forum.  I think mrob is the only male avoidant who posts here at all and he is a
great contributor.  
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Any success stories out there? Apr 29, 2018 22:57:11 GMT
Quote

Apr 29, 2018 17:03:22 GMT mollym said:
Yes I read what happened to you and I am genuinely sorry that you had to suffer
such disrespect from someone you were growing to trust. Thanks for all your sharing
you are a real gem on this forum....here comes the but Mary, you are female. I have
been reading quite a lot of posts here, trying to get my head around avoidant
attachment as played out in real life. Am I right in remembering that the other
avoidant you speak of is also female? From what I have observed thus far, I believe
that when female avoidants become aware they seem to make better progress. I
have no hypothesis for this just an observation.

I am editing, to add that mrob's high level of awareness and ability to self reflect is
exemplary. He very well could be the first male avoidant here to give us the 'happy
ever after'.  
OMGoodness...."happily ever after" is a lot of pressure for anyone.  

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 180
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Quote
...and this avoidant just got dumped by text. Exemplary? I think not! Thank you for
the compliment, though!
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tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 15:06:26 GMT
Quote

Apr 30, 2018 14:25:45 GMT mrob said:
...and this avoidant just got dumped by text. Exemplary? I think not! Thank you for
the compliment, though!
Oh...ouch....how are you doing?

goldilocks
Senior
Member

Posts: 287

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 19:27:03 GMT mrob likes this
Quote
I'm leading a satisfying and meaningful life; I used to test as DA and test as secure now, so I
have been succesful in gaining greater security, though I'm not in a relationship.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

Any success stories out there? Apr 30, 2018 20:43:29 GMT bip likes this
Quote

Apr 30, 2018 14:25:45 GMT mrob said:
...and this avoidant just got dumped by text. Exemplary? I think not! Thank you for
the compliment, though!
Really sorry to hear that mrob, I wish you peace and healing at this time. I still think
the level of awareness you have achieved is amazing. 

mrob
Full Member

Any success stories out there? May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT via mobile tnr9 and mary like
this
Quote
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
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tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT
Quote

May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT mrob said:
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 14:45:50 GMT
Quote

May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT tnr9 said:

May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT mrob said:
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
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found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.
Ok, this I can't imagine.  How do you become invested when the initial compatibility
aspects are not there or not looked at first?  I am just curious.

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 16:53:13 GMT
Quote

May 2, 2018 14:45:50 GMT mary said:

May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT tnr9 said:
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.
Ok, this I can't imagine.  How do you become invested when the initial compatibility
aspects are not there or not looked at first?  I am just curious.
Yeh...it is a little tricky to explain for someone who doesn't experience it...would
need more time to translate that into terms that make sense for others.
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mrob
Full Member

Posts: 182 
Member is Online

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 23:03:35 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT tnr9 said:

May 1, 2018 22:52:01 GMT mrob said:
Thanks folks. I’m actually ok. There were non attachment related aspects that
weren’t right for me. What wasn’t working for her was definitely attachment related.
Certainly a learning experience!
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.
[

I find that amazing, but absolutely accurate. Surely dating is to assess compatibility.

Under the cloak of anonymity, why not hang the dirty washing out. The way she
deals with life and the accrual of resentment, I can’t live with. I don’t have the outlet
of “taking the edge off” to do that. So, very important non attachment related
aspects. The attachment flip out I had the other week highlighted this. She ended it
when she couldn’t talk to me at an agreed time. With kids, sometimes things go
awry. I only needed a few minutes, but that was seen as rejection. So, yep, I’m a bit
empty, but not heartbroken, and she is free to live her life as she chooses. 
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Last Edit: May 2, 2018 23:05:10 GMT by mrob
future
Full Member

Posts: 125

Any success stories out there? May 2, 2018 23:49:28 GMT via mobile
Quote
Sorry mrob. It sounds like she is way over the top AP so you're probably better off.
At very least, she should understand that your kids come 1st.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Any success stories out there? May 3, 2018 0:16:35 GMT
Quote
mrob she sounds like hard work! Also totally unreasonable but remember that
behavior can also be AP so if she is AP then that side can cause dumping over
frivolous stuff when someone is being avoidant. Maybe a bad mix!
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God

Any success stories out there? May 3, 2018 1:01:48 GMT
Quote

May 2, 2018 23:03:35 GMT mrob said:

May 2, 2018 14:30:48 GMT tnr9 said:
Honestly...I find the whole..."there were non attachment aspects that weren't right
for me" fascinating.  I think it is definately a healthier way to go, but I have always
found myself to be very invested (probably too invested) early on and once I am
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invested, I tend not to look objectively at compatibility aspects.  Just something that
I will want to work on going forward.
[

I find that amazing, but absolutely accurate. Surely dating is to assess compatibility.

Under the cloak of anonymity, why not hang the dirty washing out. The way she
deals with life and the accrual of resentment, I can’t live with. I don’t have the outlet
of “taking the edge off” to do that. So, very important non attachment related
aspects. The attachment flip out I had the other week highlighted this. She ended it
when she couldn’t talk to me at an agreed time. With kids, sometimes things go
awry. I only needed a few minutes, but that was seen as rejection. So, yep, I’m a bit
empty, but not heartbroken, and she is free to live her life as she chooses. 

Thank you mrob for sharing....I am not that brave and will likely answer Mary's
question to me in a private message as I don't think what I do is specifically AP as
much as it is "me".

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 182 
Member is Online

Any success stories out there? May 3, 2018 21:23:38 GMT via mobile
Quote
That’s a real shame @trn9, because the insight into the process is what actually
makes this forum worthwhile.

tnr9
God

Posts: 845

Any success stories out there? May 3, 2018 21:37:47 GMT
Quote

May 3, 2018 21:23:38 GMT mrob said:
That’s a real shame @trn9, because the insight into the process is what actually
makes this forum worthwhile.
Yeh...but I always have to balance sharing for the sake of the process against the
perceived judgement from a bunch of unknown Internet "lurkers".  Some things are
best kept to a smaller audience.
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tigrio
Junior Member

Posts: 66

What does "indirect direct contact" mean from an FA?! Apr 30, 2018 14:25:36 GMT
Quote
I got a facebook message on Saturday: "Jordan Peterson Rule 11 (crying laugh
face)"

I quite like JP's Jungian videos on Youtube, and my ex knows I like him - and bought
the book to get into him too, since we like a lot of the same kind of books. Most of
our conversations were about books we like, or things we love, and we bounced off
each other so well in that way. We broke up because he didn't seem to know what to
do with me, or so that's how it seemed, and said that he essentially respected me as
a friend. I told him I won't be friends with him.

Last time we talked, I kept it brief and he told me to call him sometime, and I was
like yeah I'll keep that in mind, and then he sent me another message that I never
opened making conversation. This was nearly a month ago, and now he's back from
travelling around Europe, conveniently I get this new message about JP. 

I can't tell if he misses me or is just wanting to know if he still "has me"... it's
upsetting my attachment stuff because I keep thinking about messaging back, but
what good would that do?

What do these indirect messages even MEAN?
scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

What does "indirect direct contact" mean from an FA?! May 1, 2018 22:23:09 GMT via
mobile gecko likes this
Quote
Doesn’t matter what he wants. What do YOU want? If you want to get back with him
then respond. If you are better off then delete. If you don’t know then don’t
respond. If he’s FA then I would suggest finding another partner that you will be
more compatible with.

gecko
Junior Member

What does "indirect direct contact" mean from an FA?! May 1, 2018 22:29:41 GMT
Quote
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Apr 30, 2018 14:25:36 GMT tigrio said:
I can't tell if he misses me or is just wanting to know if he still "has me"... it's
upsetting my attachment stuff because I keep thinking about messaging
back, but what good would that do?

What do these indirect messages even MEAN?

I think you need to reread the bolded part and then the answer to your question will
become irrelevant.

Maybe you need to block him because his cryptic messaging is sending you
backwards, not forwards.
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tigrio
Junior Member

Posts: 66

What does "indirect direct contact" mean from an FA?! Apr 30, 2018 14:25:36 GMT
Quote
I got a facebook message on Saturday: "Jordan Peterson Rule 11 (crying laugh
face)"

I quite like JP's Jungian videos on Youtube, and my ex knows I like him - and bought
the book to get into him too, since we like a lot of the same kind of books. Most of
our conversations were about books we like, or things we love, and we bounced off
each other so well in that way. We broke up because he didn't seem to know what to
do with me, or so that's how it seemed, and said that he essentially respected me as
a friend. I told him I won't be friends with him.

Last time we talked, I kept it brief and he told me to call him sometime, and I was
like yeah I'll keep that in mind, and then he sent me another message that I never
opened making conversation. This was nearly a month ago, and now he's back from
travelling around Europe, conveniently I get this new message about JP. 

I can't tell if he misses me or is just wanting to know if he still "has me"... it's
upsetting my attachment stuff because I keep thinking about messaging back, but
what good would that do?

What do these indirect messages even MEAN?
scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

What does "indirect direct contact" mean from an FA?! May 1, 2018 22:23:09 GMT via
mobile gecko likes this
Quote
Doesn’t matter what he wants. What do YOU want? If you want to get back with him
then respond. If you are better off then delete. If you don’t know then don’t
respond. If he’s FA then I would suggest finding another partner that you will be
more compatible with.

gecko
Junior Member

What does "indirect direct contact" mean from an FA?! May 1, 2018 22:29:41 GMT
Quote
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Apr 30, 2018 14:25:36 GMT tigrio said:
I can't tell if he misses me or is just wanting to know if he still "has me"... it's
upsetting my attachment stuff because I keep thinking about messaging
back, but what good would that do?

What do these indirect messages even MEAN?

I think you need to reread the bolded part and then the answer to your question will
become irrelevant.

Maybe you need to block him because his cryptic messaging is sending you
backwards, not forwards.
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 28, 2018 15:32:54 GMT via mobile
Quote
Felt hard for an FA. It’s been hard for me to fall for anyone. I’m an anxious-
avoidant. As my usual self, I got incredibly anxious first. Then pushed him away.
Later on when I pulled him back in, he pushed me away. (You can see my last post).
I have been working on myself to become a secure person in a relationship.
However, I don’t know how since i again don’t want a relationship. 

I ended it with him cos I couldn’t deal with his and my own insecurity. Later I found
out he’s an FA. In just under 3 weeks, i think that I’ve lost all feelings for this guy. I
don’t know how he feels. I don’t want to know. But I’m shocked by how quickly I got
over it as I was so into this guy. I guess I’ve been pushing him away in my head for
as long as we were together and I’ve had my “healing” literally from day one we
started dating. 

I felt that my life is good. I have a lot going on for myself and I’ve done very well in
life and career in general. I’m confident with some deep insecurity issues. I’m
working on it. But as an avoidant, is it normal to lose feels so quickly? I was never
like that and I felt that I had turned jaded and more and more avoidant over the
years. 

I initiated a FWB with him after I realised my feels for him are probably gone. He
accepted the offer. We hung out and hooked up. He still treated me the same as we
were together, only without the relationship element. I was in his house, and I felt
nothing. I thought I could see a future with this guy. I felt nada. And that in itself
was sad. However I feel much happier hanging out with him like that. I feel no
obligation to be faithful. I don’t have any expectations for him and I don’t need to
fulfill his expectations for me. It’s so freeing. 

I don’t know whether this is a blessing or a curse. I really want a family in 5-7 years.
I still have a lot of time. But for now, I feel that it’s unlikely if im like this. 

Any avoidants out there who feel the same?

scheme00
Full Member

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 28, 2018 17:47:40 GMT via mobile
Quote
I am not here’s to judge but it’s sad that you can be so infatuated or spend time
with someone and be completely emotionless 3 weeks later and feel nothing. By
having this attachment style, you are not really letting someone in because you
don’t want to get hurt. This is fine if you like living that way, but to have the fantasy
of having a loving family like you have mentioned I feel is not aligned with your
attachment issues. You being here is a sign you want and need to work on your
attachment issues as others have to even be able to get close to having a normal
functioning relationship. As humans, we are meant to be able to attach to others and
be vulnerable or else our species would not exist because we would leave our babies
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Posts: 161

alone in the Forrest to be eaten. Also, having this attached experience is one of th
best experiences of life and I’m sorry that you are missing out on that. Keep working
on yourself so one day you may be able to experience what secure and AP can
experience.

Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 0:56:10 GMT by scheme00

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 183

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 0:26:05 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes, I have experienced exactly that. Where two words in a text message sent me
into a spin and I couldn’t rekindle anything inside. Gone. As you say, nobody was
more shocked than me. I tried to go through the motions, because I knew it was
unreasonable to suddenly have nothing. I don’t have a solution, I’m still there with
therapy, this board, etc, because I don’t want to be like that. 

If it was as easy as “controlling my feelings”, I would, but my experience with this
attachment stuff is like I’m a marionette being controlled from above by something
that I didn’t even know was there! 

Good luck, and stick around. 

By the way! “to experience what secure and AP can experience“. AP is painful and
just as screwed up. I’d rather feel nothing than that. I’ve got enough with the fearful
side.
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 0:36:52 GMT by mrob
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I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 1:26:17 GMT
Quote

Apr 28, 2018 15:32:54 GMT nottheonion said:
Felt hard for an FA. It’s been hard for me to fall for anyone. I’m an anxious-
avoidant. As my usual self, I got incredibly anxious first. Then pushed him away.
Later on when I pulled him back in, he pushed me away. (You can see my last post).
I have been working on myself to become a secure person in a relationship.
However, I don’t know how since i again don’t want a relationship. 

I ended it with him cos I couldn’t deal with his and my own insecurity. Later I found
out he’s an FA. In just under 3 weeks, i think that I’ve lost all feelings for this guy. I
don’t know how he feels. I don’t want to know. But I’m shocked by how quickly I got
over it as I was so into this guy. I guess I’ve been pushing him away in my head for
as long as we were together and I’ve had my “healing” literally from day one we
started dating. 

I felt that my life is good. I have a lot going on for myself and I’ve done very well in
life and career in general. I’m confident with some deep insecurity issues. I’m
working on it. But as an avoidant, is it normal to lose feels so quickly? I was never
like that and I felt that I had turned jaded and more and more avoidant over the
years. 

I initiated a FWB with him after I realised my feels for him are probably gone. He
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Posts: 846 accepted the offer. We hung out and hooked up. He still treated me the same as we
were together, only without the relationship element. I was in his house, and I felt
nothing. I thought I could see a future with this guy. I felt nada. And that in itself
was sad. However I feel much happier hanging out with him like that. I feel no
obligation to be faithful. I don’t have any expectations for him and I don’t need to
fulfill his expectations for me. It’s so freeing. 

I don’t know whether this is a blessing or a curse. I really want a family in 5-7 years.
I still have a lot of time. But for now, I feel that it’s unlikely if im like this. 

Any avoidants out there who feel the same?

Welcome to the boards.  . That is definately an interesting discovery that you
made. I am curious if you ever experienced that same "loving someone intensely
and then getting over him quickly" with anyone else?  If this has been a pattern ,it
may be something to explore further...but if it only happened with this guy, perhaps
he provided you with a level of closure that helped you move on quicker.
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 3:05:05 GMT by tnr9

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 12:02:09 GMT via mobile
Quote
tnr9 you could be right maybe he gave me enough closure to help me move on. I
was mildly avoidant before I met the “love of my life” P (the ex before him). Since I
broke up with P, I was never the same with regards to relationships. For two years
since P, I did not want to have a relationship at all. Subconsciously I did, but
whenever I started to try and look for one, i didn’t go through with it for whatever
reasons (whoever I met, there was always something about them I didn’t like. I
didn’t make it to even 2nd date most of the time). I also enjoyed the thrill of just
dating. I was a commitment phobe. 

Until I met him, I realised I fell hard. He really wanted to be with me. So did I. I was
scared all the time. I didn’t like how I felt about him. The intense infactuation that
drove me crazy constantly. He was also very different from P which made me
withdraw subconsciously even more. I did a lot of push and pull. It didn’t help that
he had some deep insecurity issues as well.

I lost all feelings for this man but I still feel sad about the death of something that
could be good. I’m quite capable of seperating feelings for what we had and the man
himself

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 12:11:40 GMT via mobile
bedlam71 likes this
Quote
mrob I still feel sad thinking how we ended and the fact that I have to start over
again but when I look this man in the eye and kiss him, I felt nothing. It felt like I
never liked him and this made me sad. I always wanna love someone so much for a
long time and have someone feel the same this is just not what it’s supposed to be.

mrob
Full Member

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 14:49:26 GMT via mobile
Quote
There’s all this “supposed to” and “shoulds”. There cane a time where I had to give
that up and just work with what I’ve got. Where I am. Accept what I am right now
and work with the truth of who I am rather than the shoulds. Feel the grief.
Sometimes repeatedly. 
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I am a fearful avoidant, and my past proves that I act a certain way in certain
conditions. I had a reaction a week ago and before I knew it, I was in a spin, over
three words. Thank goodness I could talk about it with others here before I pulled
the pin, and I could approach her in a reasonable way. It did damage, but not what
it could have. Even with the knowledge, I acted that certain way under a certain
condition. This stuff is far more than conscious actions. This stuff is way down inside.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 15:43:28 GMT via mobile
Quote
mrob could you elaborate on the “supposed to”? It’s interesting cos I always has
very specific idea of how “falling in love” “a relationship smooth sailing” should be. If
things don’t go my way, I get anxious then withdraw. I don’t withdraw physically but
mentally. 

I don’t know how to work with “where I am right now”. Falling in love has been all
too much for me for years now and I figured that I feel much happier if I can control
my own emotions, ie by not having expectations for anyone but myself. I used to
think how freeing it’d be if I could have a FWB where we do couply stuff and have
great sex but never talk about feelings or any obligations. And I’m thinking about
that now again. I think this has become my comfort zone. 
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nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 28, 2018 15:32:54 GMT via mobile
Quote
Felt hard for an FA. It’s been hard for me to fall for anyone. I’m an anxious-
avoidant. As my usual self, I got incredibly anxious first. Then pushed him away.
Later on when I pulled him back in, he pushed me away. (You can see my last post).
I have been working on myself to become a secure person in a relationship.
However, I don’t know how since i again don’t want a relationship. 

I ended it with him cos I couldn’t deal with his and my own insecurity. Later I found
out he’s an FA. In just under 3 weeks, i think that I’ve lost all feelings for this guy. I
don’t know how he feels. I don’t want to know. But I’m shocked by how quickly I got
over it as I was so into this guy. I guess I’ve been pushing him away in my head for
as long as we were together and I’ve had my “healing” literally from day one we
started dating. 

I felt that my life is good. I have a lot going on for myself and I’ve done very well in
life and career in general. I’m confident with some deep insecurity issues. I’m
working on it. But as an avoidant, is it normal to lose feels so quickly? I was never
like that and I felt that I had turned jaded and more and more avoidant over the
years. 

I initiated a FWB with him after I realised my feels for him are probably gone. He
accepted the offer. We hung out and hooked up. He still treated me the same as we
were together, only without the relationship element. I was in his house, and I felt
nothing. I thought I could see a future with this guy. I felt nada. And that in itself
was sad. However I feel much happier hanging out with him like that. I feel no
obligation to be faithful. I don’t have any expectations for him and I don’t need to
fulfill his expectations for me. It’s so freeing. 

I don’t know whether this is a blessing or a curse. I really want a family in 5-7 years.
I still have a lot of time. But for now, I feel that it’s unlikely if im like this. 

Any avoidants out there who feel the same?

scheme00
Full Member

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 28, 2018 17:47:40 GMT via mobile
Quote
I am not here’s to judge but it’s sad that you can be so infatuated or spend time
with someone and be completely emotionless 3 weeks later and feel nothing. By
having this attachment style, you are not really letting someone in because you
don’t want to get hurt. This is fine if you like living that way, but to have the fantasy
of having a loving family like you have mentioned I feel is not aligned with your
attachment issues. You being here is a sign you want and need to work on your
attachment issues as others have to even be able to get close to having a normal
functioning relationship. As humans, we are meant to be able to attach to others and
be vulnerable or else our species would not exist because we would leave our babies
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alone in the Forrest to be eaten. Also, having this attached experience is one of th
best experiences of life and I’m sorry that you are missing out on that. Keep working
on yourself so one day you may be able to experience what secure and AP can
experience.

Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 0:56:10 GMT by scheme00

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 183

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 0:26:05 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes, I have experienced exactly that. Where two words in a text message sent me
into a spin and I couldn’t rekindle anything inside. Gone. As you say, nobody was
more shocked than me. I tried to go through the motions, because I knew it was
unreasonable to suddenly have nothing. I don’t have a solution, I’m still there with
therapy, this board, etc, because I don’t want to be like that. 

If it was as easy as “controlling my feelings”, I would, but my experience with this
attachment stuff is like I’m a marionette being controlled from above by something
that I didn’t even know was there! 

Good luck, and stick around. 

By the way! “to experience what secure and AP can experience“. AP is painful and
just as screwed up. I’d rather feel nothing than that. I’ve got enough with the fearful
side.
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 0:36:52 GMT by mrob

tnr9
God

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 1:26:17 GMT
Quote

Apr 28, 2018 15:32:54 GMT nottheonion said:
Felt hard for an FA. It’s been hard for me to fall for anyone. I’m an anxious-
avoidant. As my usual self, I got incredibly anxious first. Then pushed him away.
Later on when I pulled him back in, he pushed me away. (You can see my last post).
I have been working on myself to become a secure person in a relationship.
However, I don’t know how since i again don’t want a relationship. 

I ended it with him cos I couldn’t deal with his and my own insecurity. Later I found
out he’s an FA. In just under 3 weeks, i think that I’ve lost all feelings for this guy. I
don’t know how he feels. I don’t want to know. But I’m shocked by how quickly I got
over it as I was so into this guy. I guess I’ve been pushing him away in my head for
as long as we were together and I’ve had my “healing” literally from day one we
started dating. 

I felt that my life is good. I have a lot going on for myself and I’ve done very well in
life and career in general. I’m confident with some deep insecurity issues. I’m
working on it. But as an avoidant, is it normal to lose feels so quickly? I was never
like that and I felt that I had turned jaded and more and more avoidant over the
years. 

I initiated a FWB with him after I realised my feels for him are probably gone. He
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Posts: 846 accepted the offer. We hung out and hooked up. He still treated me the same as we
were together, only without the relationship element. I was in his house, and I felt
nothing. I thought I could see a future with this guy. I felt nada. And that in itself
was sad. However I feel much happier hanging out with him like that. I feel no
obligation to be faithful. I don’t have any expectations for him and I don’t need to
fulfill his expectations for me. It’s so freeing. 

I don’t know whether this is a blessing or a curse. I really want a family in 5-7 years.
I still have a lot of time. But for now, I feel that it’s unlikely if im like this. 

Any avoidants out there who feel the same?

Welcome to the boards.  . That is definately an interesting discovery that you
made. I am curious if you ever experienced that same "loving someone intensely
and then getting over him quickly" with anyone else?  If this has been a pattern ,it
may be something to explore further...but if it only happened with this guy, perhaps
he provided you with a level of closure that helped you move on quicker.
Last Edit: Apr 29, 2018 3:05:05 GMT by tnr9

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 12:02:09 GMT via mobile
Quote
tnr9 you could be right maybe he gave me enough closure to help me move on. I
was mildly avoidant before I met the “love of my life” P (the ex before him). Since I
broke up with P, I was never the same with regards to relationships. For two years
since P, I did not want to have a relationship at all. Subconsciously I did, but
whenever I started to try and look for one, i didn’t go through with it for whatever
reasons (whoever I met, there was always something about them I didn’t like. I
didn’t make it to even 2nd date most of the time). I also enjoyed the thrill of just
dating. I was a commitment phobe. 

Until I met him, I realised I fell hard. He really wanted to be with me. So did I. I was
scared all the time. I didn’t like how I felt about him. The intense infactuation that
drove me crazy constantly. He was also very different from P which made me
withdraw subconsciously even more. I did a lot of push and pull. It didn’t help that
he had some deep insecurity issues as well.

I lost all feelings for this man but I still feel sad about the death of something that
could be good. I’m quite capable of seperating feelings for what we had and the man
himself

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 12:11:40 GMT via mobile
bedlam71 likes this
Quote
mrob I still feel sad thinking how we ended and the fact that I have to start over
again but when I look this man in the eye and kiss him, I felt nothing. It felt like I
never liked him and this made me sad. I always wanna love someone so much for a
long time and have someone feel the same this is just not what it’s supposed to be.

mrob
Full Member

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 14:49:26 GMT via mobile
Quote
There’s all this “supposed to” and “shoulds”. There cane a time where I had to give
that up and just work with what I’ve got. Where I am. Accept what I am right now
and work with the truth of who I am rather than the shoulds. Feel the grief.
Sometimes repeatedly. 
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I am a fearful avoidant, and my past proves that I act a certain way in certain
conditions. I had a reaction a week ago and before I knew it, I was in a spin, over
three words. Thank goodness I could talk about it with others here before I pulled
the pin, and I could approach her in a reasonable way. It did damage, but not what
it could have. Even with the knowledge, I acted that certain way under a certain
condition. This stuff is far more than conscious actions. This stuff is way down inside.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

I’m feeling like a robot. Lost all feelings for him Apr 29, 2018 15:43:28 GMT via mobile
Quote
mrob could you elaborate on the “supposed to”? It’s interesting cos I always has
very specific idea of how “falling in love” “a relationship smooth sailing” should be. If
things don’t go my way, I get anxious then withdraw. I don’t withdraw physically but
mentally. 

I don’t know how to work with “where I am right now”. Falling in love has been all
too much for me for years now and I figured that I feel much happier if I can control
my own emotions, ie by not having expectations for anyone but myself. I used to
think how freeing it’d be if I could have a FWB where we do couply stuff and have
great sex but never talk about feelings or any obligations. And I’m thinking about
that now again. I think this has become my comfort zone. 
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brie
New Member

Posts: 11

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 7:20:05 GMT via mobile
Quote
I ended things with my FA five months ago after a year of toxic push/pull. I finally
had enough and sent a well-worded text firmly closing the door on our relationship -
to which he never responded. 

Until this synchronous event:

A client set me up on a blind date with a good friend who turned out to be my ex's
business partner's cousin (ugh!).

We actually hit it off and met up again last night. While at dinner I received the
following text from my ex...:
How is xxx doing? 

Turns out his cousin mentioned we were on a date and this was what he felt was
appropriate. 

Can someone please explain to me what in the hell the purpose of this text is?
Things did not end well. I just don't get why after all these months of silence he
would bother text anything at all. 

And...how do they always know when you're moving on!?

Oh, and my ex has never met xxx. They live in different states and just happen to
have this one person in common.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 7:23:51 GMT by brie

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 7:46:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
He’s trying to be an asshole and he’s doing a good job. The winky face is implying
that it doesn’t bother him. I would BLOCK his number and please please tell yourself
he never reached out to you so he doesn’t hurt you emotionally any more. This guy
is trying to get under your skin, please don’t let him. And I would not date a guy
who couldn’t keep his mouth shut, now he’s put you in an awkward position and you
feel hurt. Don’t let them do it again.
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Deleted Member

Posts: 0

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 11:27:12 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
Any chance you're dealing with a Narc?

As FA, I wouldn't have done that. If I still had feelings for you and found out you're
dating something, it'd trigger my avoiding side. 
It's also not a pulling behavior...

I'd suggest reading about hoovering done by Narcs.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 11:31:46 GMT by mechristie

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 11:57:25 GMT
Quote
If your ex is anything like my ex FA he has probably been waiting for you to contact
him. After all you sent him the goodbye text. FA's are always fearing rejection, their
fragile egos just cannot cope. From my limited understanding so far, FA's can't bring
to full awareness how THEIR behaviour drives their partner's away. I also believe,
you dating someone known to him could be making him anxious. My ex was always
overly worried about everyone's good opinion of him. Could he also fear that you
might share something about him with xxx if things progress and he couldn't take
the shame/narcissistic injury? It is all so sad really, for both themselves and their
(trying to be) intimate partners. They have built a very deep,high, protective wall
around themselves and no one is getting over or through. I agree with schemeOO
and suggest you block him for your sake, you can't take a sledge hammer to a wall
when the owner hasn't provided a door.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 12:01:13 GMT by mollym

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 12:27:51 GMT
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 11:27:12 GMT @mechristie said:
Any chance you're dealing with a Narc?

As FA, I wouldn't have done that. If I still had feelings for you and found out you're
dating something, it'd trigger my avoiding side. 
It's also not a pulling behavior...

I'd suggest reading about hoovering done by Narcs.

Interesting hypothesis, would you say that FA's would never pull once they know
their ex has moved on to someone else? Could I also ask how you would go about
the pull if your ex blocked you? Would you just give up?

brie
New Member

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 13:31:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks everyone for your input. He definitely has narcissistic tendencies and kept
me so compartmentalized throughout the year we dated I never met anyone in his
life. 
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My first reaction was anger - his text felt rude, disrespectful, and snide given how
things ended. I just don't understand the logic. If he was concerned about me
sharing details of his asshole behavior why contact me at all? 

He is a brilliant and highly accomplished forty year old man...much like the rest of
his behavior it just makes no sense.

Unfortunately we live close to one another, making the possibility of a run-in highly
probable even if I do block his number. Any suggestions on how to deal with a face-
to-face encounter? All I want to do now is punch him where the sun dont shine!

For a man so adept at disappearing he sure knows how to stay in my orbit. It's
incredibly frustrating.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 13:40:04 GMT by brie

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 13:32:14 GMT
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 12:27:51 GMT mollym said:

Apr 27, 2018 11:27:12 GMT @mechristie said:
Any chance you're dealing with a Narc?

As FA, I wouldn't have done that. If I still had feelings for you and found out you're
dating something, it'd trigger my avoiding side. 
It's also not a pulling behavior...

I'd suggest reading about hoovering done by Narcs.
Interesting hypothesis, would you say that FA's would never pull once they know
their ex has moved on to someone else? Could I also ask how you would go about
the pull if your ex blocked you? Would you just give up?
It might differ from person to person, it would be interesting if other FAs contributed
since I don't always identify with FAs described by their ex partners. I often read
how they LURED them into a relationship by love bombing then they've made 180
turn, then started luring them again... it has always reminded me of Narcs more. 
It looks "slightly" different in my case. I'm capable of chasing but my patterns are
different. Fear is always present. 

To answer your questions: 
1) No, it'd mean they moved on, they don't want me- it'd activate all my fears of
rejection, not being good enough. I'd run away as fast I could.
2) Depends on an ex, situation and my mental state. 
"My" DA blocked me multiple times but I knew he's DA and it's not over even if he
says so -and I was very attached to him.
In case like this a) in a secure state I'd find a way to reconnect with them(probably
plan to do it after a few weeks), be on my best behavior, apologize etc b) in my
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fearful state- no better than an anxious person, find a way to contact them and
bombard them with no so secure messages. 
If I had no way to contact them, and I knew they moved on- I'd have to give up,
hide behind avoidance to protect myself.

^ assuming I still loved them, wanted to be with them. I'd not attempt pulling if I
felt about them differently or decided to let go.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 13:35:26 GMT by mechristie

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 14:27:31 GMT
Quote
Thanks mechristie, for your detailed and prompt response. I am sure they will give
us FA ex's something to ponder. Some of us could be dealing with npd's which has
avoidant attachment style anyway or they could have a lot of narcissistic traits. 

Sorry brie I don't mean to hijack your post, it was just too tempting when there was
an FA contributing not to ask those questions.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 14:52:46 GMT
Quote
I so empathise brie, you are describing my ex to a tee and yes we too live in the
same area. He was always visible when we started dating, then about three weeks in
he started mysteriously moving in different circles, (I know for a fact he is not
married and wasn't dating then either) I never saw him out locally again until after
I/he ended things. I asked him why and he gave me one of his many implausible
excuses. I now realise he was avoiding letting anyone local see us together. If I ever
do bump into him anywhere in the future I would just say hi and move on. I doubt
his avoidance would let that happen in any case, hopefully yours will be the same.
Who knows what goes on in their heads, honestly.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 15:01:00 GMT by mollym

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 16:01:17 GMT
Quote
I'd just text a winky back, nothing else. period.

 

Why are you still bothered by him? Enjoy your wonderful new companion, focus on
him and your fabulous dates instead. He deserves no less.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 16:02:58 GMT by curious

brie
New Member

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 17:17:07 GMT via mobile
Quote
I'm bothered because he is making a point to bother me. I'll probably never know
the why of his erratic behavior (doubt he does either) but venting helps.
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Posts: 11

tnr9
God

Posts: 846

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 19:30:41 GMT
Quote
It is probably a control thing...but I agree with curious and send him a wink...a wink
will throw him off because he won't know what that means.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 19:37:14 GMT tnr9 and hidinginsidemyself like this
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 19:30:41 GMT tnr9 said:
It is probably a control thing...but I agree with curious and send him a wink...a wink
will throw him off because he won't know what that means.
Yay! You hit it, tnr9. 

Exactly...it throws him off and doesn't say anything back. 

brie, if you are bothered, that feeling is on your side and in your mind. You can
refuse to be bothered, because it's your feeling, see? If it is your feeling, you have
control over it and say "I refuse to be bothered by this, bye "bothered" feeling!"

Then go on to enjoy your next dates. Solved.

Venting doesn't work because you keep getting mired in this one stupid text. That's
a lot of payoff for a few words and a winkie, it's totally not worth the bother.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 19:37:51 GMT by curious

mrob
Full Member

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 22:04:04 GMT via mobile
Quote
If I was in your position, I’d be sending him a short message saying that you’ve
moved on with your life. Please don’t contact me again. Nothing fluffy, direct and to
the point. Then block. No contact. If he contacts you again, contact the Police. I
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Posts: 183 
Member is Online

don’t think this one comes under attachment styles. His previous behaviour sounds
like me, but I wouldn’t go anywhere near someone who had obviously moved on.

brie
New Member

Posts: 11

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 23:33:21 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 22:04:04 GMT mrob said:
If I was in your position, I’d be sending him a short message saying that you’ve
moved on with your life. Please don’t contact me again. Nothing fluffy, direct and to
the point. Then block. No contact. If he contacts you again, contact the Police. I
don’t think this one comes under attachment styles. His previous behaviour sounds
like me, but I wouldn’t go anywhere near someone who had obviously moved on.

Yeah, I am FA as well and would NEVER contact an ex if I knew they were seeing
someone. That's why this is so baffling. I'm not planning on responding because I
don't want to engage...if he contacts me again I will block him. Trying to maintain
some civility because I will run into him at some point.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 23:43:49 GMT by brie
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brie
New Member

Posts: 11

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 7:20:05 GMT via mobile
Quote
I ended things with my FA five months ago after a year of toxic push/pull. I finally
had enough and sent a well-worded text firmly closing the door on our relationship -
to which he never responded. 

Until this synchronous event:

A client set me up on a blind date with a good friend who turned out to be my ex's
business partner's cousin (ugh!).

We actually hit it off and met up again last night. While at dinner I received the
following text from my ex...:
How is xxx doing? 

Turns out his cousin mentioned we were on a date and this was what he felt was
appropriate. 

Can someone please explain to me what in the hell the purpose of this text is?
Things did not end well. I just don't get why after all these months of silence he
would bother text anything at all. 

And...how do they always know when you're moving on!?

Oh, and my ex has never met xxx. They live in different states and just happen to
have this one person in common.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 7:23:51 GMT by brie

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 7:46:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
He’s trying to be an asshole and he’s doing a good job. The winky face is implying
that it doesn’t bother him. I would BLOCK his number and please please tell yourself
he never reached out to you so he doesn’t hurt you emotionally any more. This guy
is trying to get under your skin, please don’t let him. And I would not date a guy
who couldn’t keep his mouth shut, now he’s put you in an awkward position and you
feel hurt. Don’t let them do it again.
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mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 11:27:12 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
Any chance you're dealing with a Narc?

As FA, I wouldn't have done that. If I still had feelings for you and found out you're
dating something, it'd trigger my avoiding side. 
It's also not a pulling behavior...

I'd suggest reading about hoovering done by Narcs.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 11:31:46 GMT by mechristie

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 11:57:25 GMT
Quote
If your ex is anything like my ex FA he has probably been waiting for you to contact
him. After all you sent him the goodbye text. FA's are always fearing rejection, their
fragile egos just cannot cope. From my limited understanding so far, FA's can't bring
to full awareness how THEIR behaviour drives their partner's away. I also believe,
you dating someone known to him could be making him anxious. My ex was always
overly worried about everyone's good opinion of him. Could he also fear that you
might share something about him with xxx if things progress and he couldn't take
the shame/narcissistic injury? It is all so sad really, for both themselves and their
(trying to be) intimate partners. They have built a very deep,high, protective wall
around themselves and no one is getting over or through. I agree with schemeOO
and suggest you block him for your sake, you can't take a sledge hammer to a wall
when the owner hasn't provided a door.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 12:01:13 GMT by mollym

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 12:27:51 GMT
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 11:27:12 GMT @mechristie said:
Any chance you're dealing with a Narc?

As FA, I wouldn't have done that. If I still had feelings for you and found out you're
dating something, it'd trigger my avoiding side. 
It's also not a pulling behavior...

I'd suggest reading about hoovering done by Narcs.

Interesting hypothesis, would you say that FA's would never pull once they know
their ex has moved on to someone else? Could I also ask how you would go about
the pull if your ex blocked you? Would you just give up?

brie
New Member

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 13:31:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks everyone for your input. He definitely has narcissistic tendencies and kept
me so compartmentalized throughout the year we dated I never met anyone in his
life. 
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Posts: 11

My first reaction was anger - his text felt rude, disrespectful, and snide given how
things ended. I just don't understand the logic. If he was concerned about me
sharing details of his asshole behavior why contact me at all? 

He is a brilliant and highly accomplished forty year old man...much like the rest of
his behavior it just makes no sense.

Unfortunately we live close to one another, making the possibility of a run-in highly
probable even if I do block his number. Any suggestions on how to deal with a face-
to-face encounter? All I want to do now is punch him where the sun dont shine!

For a man so adept at disappearing he sure knows how to stay in my orbit. It's
incredibly frustrating.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 13:40:04 GMT by brie

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 13:32:14 GMT
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 12:27:51 GMT mollym said:

Apr 27, 2018 11:27:12 GMT @mechristie said:
Any chance you're dealing with a Narc?

As FA, I wouldn't have done that. If I still had feelings for you and found out you're
dating something, it'd trigger my avoiding side. 
It's also not a pulling behavior...

I'd suggest reading about hoovering done by Narcs.
Interesting hypothesis, would you say that FA's would never pull once they know
their ex has moved on to someone else? Could I also ask how you would go about
the pull if your ex blocked you? Would you just give up?
It might differ from person to person, it would be interesting if other FAs contributed
since I don't always identify with FAs described by their ex partners. I often read
how they LURED them into a relationship by love bombing then they've made 180
turn, then started luring them again... it has always reminded me of Narcs more. 
It looks "slightly" different in my case. I'm capable of chasing but my patterns are
different. Fear is always present. 

To answer your questions: 
1) No, it'd mean they moved on, they don't want me- it'd activate all my fears of
rejection, not being good enough. I'd run away as fast I could.
2) Depends on an ex, situation and my mental state. 
"My" DA blocked me multiple times but I knew he's DA and it's not over even if he
says so -and I was very attached to him.
In case like this a) in a secure state I'd find a way to reconnect with them(probably
plan to do it after a few weeks), be on my best behavior, apologize etc b) in my
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fearful state- no better than an anxious person, find a way to contact them and
bombard them with no so secure messages. 
If I had no way to contact them, and I knew they moved on- I'd have to give up,
hide behind avoidance to protect myself.

^ assuming I still loved them, wanted to be with them. I'd not attempt pulling if I
felt about them differently or decided to let go.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 13:35:26 GMT by mechristie

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 14:27:31 GMT
Quote
Thanks mechristie, for your detailed and prompt response. I am sure they will give
us FA ex's something to ponder. Some of us could be dealing with npd's which has
avoidant attachment style anyway or they could have a lot of narcissistic traits. 

Sorry brie I don't mean to hijack your post, it was just too tempting when there was
an FA contributing not to ask those questions.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 14:52:46 GMT
Quote
I so empathise brie, you are describing my ex to a tee and yes we too live in the
same area. He was always visible when we started dating, then about three weeks in
he started mysteriously moving in different circles, (I know for a fact he is not
married and wasn't dating then either) I never saw him out locally again until after
I/he ended things. I asked him why and he gave me one of his many implausible
excuses. I now realise he was avoiding letting anyone local see us together. If I ever
do bump into him anywhere in the future I would just say hi and move on. I doubt
his avoidance would let that happen in any case, hopefully yours will be the same.
Who knows what goes on in their heads, honestly.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 15:01:00 GMT by mollym

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 16:01:17 GMT
Quote
I'd just text a winky back, nothing else. period.

 

Why are you still bothered by him? Enjoy your wonderful new companion, focus on
him and your fabulous dates instead. He deserves no less.

Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 16:02:58 GMT by curious

brie
New Member

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 17:17:07 GMT via mobile
Quote
I'm bothered because he is making a point to bother me. I'll probably never know
the why of his erratic behavior (doubt he does either) but venting helps.
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Posts: 11

tnr9
God

Posts: 846

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 19:30:41 GMT
Quote
It is probably a control thing...but I agree with curious and send him a wink...a wink
will throw him off because he won't know what that means.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 19:37:14 GMT tnr9 and hidinginsidemyself like this
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 19:30:41 GMT tnr9 said:
It is probably a control thing...but I agree with curious and send him a wink...a wink
will throw him off because he won't know what that means.
Yay! You hit it, tnr9. 

Exactly...it throws him off and doesn't say anything back. 

brie, if you are bothered, that feeling is on your side and in your mind. You can
refuse to be bothered, because it's your feeling, see? If it is your feeling, you have
control over it and say "I refuse to be bothered by this, bye "bothered" feeling!"

Then go on to enjoy your next dates. Solved.

Venting doesn't work because you keep getting mired in this one stupid text. That's
a lot of payoff for a few words and a winkie, it's totally not worth the bother.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 19:37:51 GMT by curious

mrob
Full Member

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 22:04:04 GMT via mobile
Quote
If I was in your position, I’d be sending him a short message saying that you’ve
moved on with your life. Please don’t contact me again. Nothing fluffy, direct and to
the point. Then block. No contact. If he contacts you again, contact the Police. I
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don’t think this one comes under attachment styles. His previous behaviour sounds
like me, but I wouldn’t go anywhere near someone who had obviously moved on.

brie
New Member

Posts: 11

What is his point!? Apr 27, 2018 23:33:21 GMT via mobile
Quote

Apr 27, 2018 22:04:04 GMT mrob said:
If I was in your position, I’d be sending him a short message saying that you’ve
moved on with your life. Please don’t contact me again. Nothing fluffy, direct and to
the point. Then block. No contact. If he contacts you again, contact the Police. I
don’t think this one comes under attachment styles. His previous behaviour sounds
like me, but I wouldn’t go anywhere near someone who had obviously moved on.

Yeah, I am FA as well and would NEVER contact an ex if I knew they were seeing
someone. That's why this is so baffling. I'm not planning on responding because I
don't want to engage...if he contacts me again I will block him. Trying to maintain
some civility because I will run into him at some point.
Last Edit: Apr 27, 2018 23:43:49 GMT by brie
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compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

What is his point!? Apr 29, 2018 0:14:32 GMT
Quote
FA-behavior is the attachment style I know the least about, but it sounds like a
power play, or maybe an (inappropriate) attempt at reaching out. 

In any case, I agree with others that the "Why" isn't as important as your figuring
out the best way to set a boundary. You told him it was over, don't get pulled back
in. Feel your anger and then move through it back to be state of being done with
him. 

I think it would make more sense to block his number than to wink back, because
the wink is still engaging with him and it sounds like you do not want to engage with
him.
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pinkrose22
New Member

Posts: 1

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Mar 25, 2018 18:02:35 GMT via mobile tigrio
and em like this
Quote
This may be long.

I’ve just ended a relationship with someone I think is avoidant having read up on a
lot online. Not entirely sure however if this person was fearful or distant, but I would
guess more on the fearful side.

I genuinely thought I had found the person I was going to spend the rest of my life
with at first. We clicked and got on better than I had done with any previous partner
- so much in common, similar values, an insane attraction/chemistry that I’d never
felt before. He pursued me incredibly strongly at first - was incredibly romantic,
complimented me, made me feel so special. It was around 2 months in however that
I got a gut feeling that something was wrong - it wasn’t glaringly obvious, so I tried
to ignore it. But I thought it was odd that we had been dating for a while and were
still only seeing each other once a week, and hadn’t yet become an “official” couple
like in previous relationships I’ve had.

It was then that I started to become anxious, although having taken an online test I
am apparently a secure (I decided to do this to see what my attachment style was,
as I read that Avoidants often go for anxious and vice versa). Whilst I wasn’t anxious
to begin with and haven’t been in previous relationships without good reason
(someone cheated on me before and hid it, I knew something was up), this person
started to make me feel less than from his actions and hot/cold behaviour eg
cancelling at the last minute, inviting me to meet his friends then saying that plans
had changed, hanging out with exes (and even going on what seemed to me like
dates with them, although this was denied). I decided to break things off as it didn’t
seem right but the moment I did, he came back around and begged me to be his
girlfriend, and told me he was in love with me. Thinking he was just being a typical
man, I said yes. 

5 months on, he again distances himself and refuses to see me. I break up with him
again, even though by this point I am completely besotted and in love. He then
comes back again, saying how miserable he has been without me, and how he
realises he hasn’t been treating me like I deserve. We get back together although in
between I saw others. Then, 3 months later, he breaks up with me saying that I
could never compare to “the one that got away”, and goes on this awful tirade about
all my faults and how terrible I am. Immediately after this outburst he cried,
knowing he had caused irreparable damage. The dance continued for one last time
after he begged me back, after saying I’m the One, inviting me to move in with him
and 3 weeks later said “I still have feelings for you, but I’m not sure if it’s working
out. I don’t like it when you’re in my space.” Needless to say I am now incredibly
angry. He had said he wanted to eventually get a house together and have children
too - nothing that I had forced him to say. I am however more angry at myself for
believing the fantasy that this person clearly could not give to me. 
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The day we broke up for good, I packed up all my things and told him to never
speak to me again. He looked as if he was in physical pain, with tears again, but by
this point it was too late. I wondered what had happened to the man who 3 months
previously had begged me to come back. The worst thing was he couldn’t even see
how much he was upsetting me, and couldn’t understand why I was crying, saying I
was “overreacting and clingy” and that he had never been with someone that
reacted in this anxious way. He couldn’t tell me he loved me (although he rarely did
without prompting, now he couldn’t even say it back). I have now gone 2 weeks no
contact and whilst it is hard, I know it’s what I need to do. He didn’t even seem to
care when we broke up so I doubt I will be hearing from him this time. He told me
“I’m not going to fight for you. I can’t tell you what you want to hear.” 

He has told me that he hasn’t been as close to another person since his ex girlfriend
(they broke up 7 years ago) and that it’s very hard for him to open up to people. I
tried to be as patient as possible, but it got to the point where my self esteem could
no longer take the push/pull behaviours. It was as if every time I got close, he got
so anxious that he had to end it. Our sex life had also dwindled to nothing, which is
also something I’d never experienced, and he said this had happened in other
relationships and others got annoyed at him for it. 

I feel like I’ve gone insane by being in this relationship. How do you recover from a
relationship like this? All I wanted was to feel appreciated and supported, and I now
feel like I’ve gone through acute emotional abuse... of course from his end, it’s all
my fault (there was a million reasons why we weren’t going to work out from his
perspective, but it was like he was just trying to find excuses).

Any advice much appreciated.
future
Full Member

Posts: 125

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Mar 25, 2018 18:32:55 GMT bip likes this
Quote
Hi pinkrose22. It sounds like you've had quite the run with this fella and sounds like
you may be better off to stay out of this relationship as you are out at the moment.
The only advice I would have for you is to study up on attachment theory as much
as you can. Really truly look at yourself and your own attachment issues to see why
you were willing to keep going back to this man and move in with him after several
break ups. His actions are on him, they are not your fault, but you do need to take a
hard look at your part in it. However big or small, we always have our own part.

Educating yourself will enable you to accept that his issues are about him, not
you...this will give you some much needed peace. It will also give you insight into
yourself which will help you in future relationships. Put your energy into you. Seek
knowledge for you. You can only change yourself. You are not insane, trust me, you
are good. We've all been there and most of us are still figuring it out. You will too,
but its hard work.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 2, 2018 18:23:34 GMT
Quote
Well you are not in this alone. My ex also said something along the lines of how no
other girl he had been with liked him as much as I did and placed a lot of blame on
me for what I did to make the relationship work. It has been one year since we have
spoken, and let me tell you, it still hurts a lot some days. But you have to completely
pull away from this. If he said he is not going to fight for you, then let him give up
and go on your way. You are going to hurt whether you stay with him or leave. You
might as well leave (like you already have) because at least you can stop the
incoming new pains and just deal with the stuff you already have. 

Like I said, I am a year with no contact at this point. I feel intense pain a few times
a week or sometimes no pain at all over the situation. But it's better than sticking
around and dealing with new issues. This is going to be really hard for you. It was
gut wrenching for me at times, but it does get better. It just takes a lot of time.
What has helped me the most is coming to this forum and meeting new people.
Please don't stop visiting this forum, because there may be times when you want to
move backwards, but this site will help keep you moving forward.
Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 7, 2018 12:40:01 GMT via Tapatalk tnr9,
bedlam71, and 2 more like this
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nic
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Quote

Mar 25, 2018 18:02:35 GMT pinkrose22 said:
This may be long.

I’ve just ended a relationship with someone I think is avoidant having read up on a
lot online. Not entirely sure however if this person was fearful or distant, but I would
guess more on the fearful side.

I genuinely thought I had found the person I was going to spend the rest of my life
with at first. We clicked and got on better than I had done with any previous partner
- so much in common, similar values, an insane attraction/chemistry that I’d never
felt before. He pursued me incredibly strongly at first - was incredibly romantic,
complimented me, made me feel so special. It was around 2 months in however that
I got a gut feeling that something was wrong - it wasn’t glaringly obvious, so I tried
to ignore it. But I thought it was odd that we had been dating for a while and were
still only seeing each other once a week, and hadn’t yet become an “official” couple
like in previous relationships I’ve had.

It was then that I started to become anxious, although having taken an online test I
am apparently a secure (I decided to do this to see what my attachment style was,
as I read that Avoidants often go for anxious and vice versa). Whilst I wasn’t anxious
to begin with and haven’t been in previous relationships without good reason
(someone cheated on me before and hid it, I knew something was up), this person
started to make me feel less than from his actions and hot/cold behaviour eg
cancelling at the last minute, inviting me to meet his friends then saying that plans
had changed, hanging out with exes (and even going on what seemed to me like
dates with them, although this was denied). I decided to break things off as it didn’t
seem right but the moment I did, he came back around and begged me to be his
girlfriend, and told me he was in love with me. Thinking he was just being a typical
man, I said yes. 

5 months on, he again distances himself and refuses to see me. I break up with him
again, even though by this point I am completely besotted and in love. He then
comes back again, saying how miserable he has been without me, and how he
realises he hasn’t been treating me like I deserve. We get back together although in
between I saw others. Then, 3 months later, he breaks up with me saying that I
could never compare to “the one that got away”, and goes on this awful tirade about
all my faults and how terrible I am. Immediately after this outburst he cried,
knowing he had caused irreparable damage. The dance continued for one last time
after he begged me back, after saying I’m the One, inviting me to move in with him
and 3 weeks later said “I still have feelings for you, but I’m not sure if it’s working
out. I don’t like it when you’re in my space.” Needless to say I am now incredibly
angry. He had said he wanted to eventually get a house together and have children
too - nothing that I had forced him to say. I am however more angry at myself for
believing the fantasy that this person clearly could not give to me. 

The day we broke up for good, I packed up all my things and told him to never
speak to me again. He looked as if he was in physical pain, with tears again, but by
this point it was too late. I wondered what had happened to the man who 3 months
previously had begged me to come back. The worst thing was he couldn’t even see
how much he was upsetting me, and couldn’t understand why I was crying, saying I
was “overreacting and clingy” and that he had never been with someone that
reacted in this anxious way. He couldn’t tell me he loved me (although he rarely did
without prompting, now he couldn’t even say it back). I have now gone 2 weeks no
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contact and whilst it is hard, I know it’s what I need to do. He didn’t even seem to
care when we broke up so I doubt I will be hearing from him this time. He told me
“I’m not going to fight for you. I can’t tell you what you want to hear.” 

He has told me that he hasn’t been as close to another person since his ex girlfriend
(they broke up 7 years ago) and that it’s very hard for him to open up to people. I
tried to be as patient as possible, but it got to the point where my self esteem could
no longer take the push/pull behaviours. It was as if every time I got close, he got
so anxious that he had to end it. Our sex life had also dwindled to nothing, which is
also something I’d never experienced, and he said this had happened in other
relationships and others got annoyed at him for it. 

I feel like I’ve gone insane by being in this relationship. How do you recover from a
relationship like this? All I wanted was to feel appreciated and supported, and I now
feel like I’ve gone through acute emotional abuse... of course from his end, it’s all
my fault (there was a million reasons why we weren’t going to work out from his
perspective, but it was like he was just trying to find excuses).

Any advice much appreciated.
I'm sorry for your pain. It's so crazy making these unbalanced relationships. You've
come to the right place though. Everybody here seems to get it and has been
through these entanglements and played various roles in their story. Some of the
stuff I put up with and accepted I don't even feel comfortable telling the people im
closest to. So here is a great sounding board and outlet. 

I'm one week no contact for a very similar situation. The break ups the push pull the
:I want you to be my wife" to the "i just need to be single forever", the I want yous,
wait no I don'ts. The chasing the running. The distancing, the loneliness, the
constant state of anxiousness. The wanting it to end but not wanting it to end. Very
conflicting feelings! 

Remember a time when you were at peace. It may have been slightly boring or
maybe not.. but it felt safe and it felt comfortable
and good. Try to go back there. That's where I am heading.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 26, 2018 8:56:19 GMT
Quote
Hi ponkyrose22, I was only 6 weeks into a relationship with what I now believe to be
an FA. Your guy sounds very similar to mine. I am so glad you posted this because it
gives me an understanding of what I would have been in for if I had relented and
continued on with the relation$%!t. I have never gone back to an ex or to be honest
ever stayed friends with one. I would say hello if I met them, make a brief comment
about the weather and move on. Life is too short for nonsense and we all deserve
peace and happiness. I feel a great deal of compassion for my ex and all Avoidants
but I wouldn't get involved with one again on a romantic level. Hope things are
getting easier for you I know it is cliche but time is a great healer.

yasmin
God

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 26, 2018 14:36:47 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thus guy sounds like a narcissist
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Posts: 535

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 183

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 26, 2018 14:48:52 GMT via mobile
Quote
I dragged two secure women through almost this. One is now with a secure man and
is calm. The other is in her own and is quite happy. It is possible to return from
whence you came. Good luck!

nandakumar
New Member

Posts: 1

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 26, 2018 20:08:16 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
Hi , you educate your self about attachment style , it will help you to know how to
handle properly.
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pinkrose22
New Member

Posts: 1

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Mar 25, 2018 18:02:35 GMT via mobile tigrio
and em like this
Quote
This may be long.

I’ve just ended a relationship with someone I think is avoidant having read up on a
lot online. Not entirely sure however if this person was fearful or distant, but I would
guess more on the fearful side.

I genuinely thought I had found the person I was going to spend the rest of my life
with at first. We clicked and got on better than I had done with any previous partner
- so much in common, similar values, an insane attraction/chemistry that I’d never
felt before. He pursued me incredibly strongly at first - was incredibly romantic,
complimented me, made me feel so special. It was around 2 months in however that
I got a gut feeling that something was wrong - it wasn’t glaringly obvious, so I tried
to ignore it. But I thought it was odd that we had been dating for a while and were
still only seeing each other once a week, and hadn’t yet become an “official” couple
like in previous relationships I’ve had.

It was then that I started to become anxious, although having taken an online test I
am apparently a secure (I decided to do this to see what my attachment style was,
as I read that Avoidants often go for anxious and vice versa). Whilst I wasn’t anxious
to begin with and haven’t been in previous relationships without good reason
(someone cheated on me before and hid it, I knew something was up), this person
started to make me feel less than from his actions and hot/cold behaviour eg
cancelling at the last minute, inviting me to meet his friends then saying that plans
had changed, hanging out with exes (and even going on what seemed to me like
dates with them, although this was denied). I decided to break things off as it didn’t
seem right but the moment I did, he came back around and begged me to be his
girlfriend, and told me he was in love with me. Thinking he was just being a typical
man, I said yes. 

5 months on, he again distances himself and refuses to see me. I break up with him
again, even though by this point I am completely besotted and in love. He then
comes back again, saying how miserable he has been without me, and how he
realises he hasn’t been treating me like I deserve. We get back together although in
between I saw others. Then, 3 months later, he breaks up with me saying that I
could never compare to “the one that got away”, and goes on this awful tirade about
all my faults and how terrible I am. Immediately after this outburst he cried,
knowing he had caused irreparable damage. The dance continued for one last time
after he begged me back, after saying I’m the One, inviting me to move in with him
and 3 weeks later said “I still have feelings for you, but I’m not sure if it’s working
out. I don’t like it when you’re in my space.” Needless to say I am now incredibly
angry. He had said he wanted to eventually get a house together and have children
too - nothing that I had forced him to say. I am however more angry at myself for
believing the fantasy that this person clearly could not give to me. 
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The day we broke up for good, I packed up all my things and told him to never
speak to me again. He looked as if he was in physical pain, with tears again, but by
this point it was too late. I wondered what had happened to the man who 3 months
previously had begged me to come back. The worst thing was he couldn’t even see
how much he was upsetting me, and couldn’t understand why I was crying, saying I
was “overreacting and clingy” and that he had never been with someone that
reacted in this anxious way. He couldn’t tell me he loved me (although he rarely did
without prompting, now he couldn’t even say it back). I have now gone 2 weeks no
contact and whilst it is hard, I know it’s what I need to do. He didn’t even seem to
care when we broke up so I doubt I will be hearing from him this time. He told me
“I’m not going to fight for you. I can’t tell you what you want to hear.” 

He has told me that he hasn’t been as close to another person since his ex girlfriend
(they broke up 7 years ago) and that it’s very hard for him to open up to people. I
tried to be as patient as possible, but it got to the point where my self esteem could
no longer take the push/pull behaviours. It was as if every time I got close, he got
so anxious that he had to end it. Our sex life had also dwindled to nothing, which is
also something I’d never experienced, and he said this had happened in other
relationships and others got annoyed at him for it. 

I feel like I’ve gone insane by being in this relationship. How do you recover from a
relationship like this? All I wanted was to feel appreciated and supported, and I now
feel like I’ve gone through acute emotional abuse... of course from his end, it’s all
my fault (there was a million reasons why we weren’t going to work out from his
perspective, but it was like he was just trying to find excuses).

Any advice much appreciated.
future
Full Member

Posts: 124

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Mar 25, 2018 18:32:55 GMT bip likes this
Quote
Hi pinkrose22. It sounds like you've had quite the run with this fella and sounds like
you may be better off to stay out of this relationship as you are out at the moment.
The only advice I would have for you is to study up on attachment theory as much
as you can. Really truly look at yourself and your own attachment issues to see why
you were willing to keep going back to this man and move in with him after several
break ups. His actions are on him, they are not your fault, but you do need to take a
hard look at your part in it. However big or small, we always have our own part.

Educating yourself will enable you to accept that his issues are about him, not
you...this will give you some much needed peace. It will also give you insight into
yourself which will help you in future relationships. Put your energy into you. Seek
knowledge for you. You can only change yourself. You are not insane, trust me, you
are good. We've all been there and most of us are still figuring it out. You will too,
but its hard work.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 2, 2018 18:23:34 GMT
Quote
Well you are not in this alone. My ex also said something along the lines of how no
other girl he had been with liked him as much as I did and placed a lot of blame on
me for what I did to make the relationship work. It has been one year since we have
spoken, and let me tell you, it still hurts a lot some days. But you have to completely
pull away from this. If he said he is not going to fight for you, then let him give up
and go on your way. You are going to hurt whether you stay with him or leave. You
might as well leave (like you already have) because at least you can stop the
incoming new pains and just deal with the stuff you already have. 

Like I said, I am a year with no contact at this point. I feel intense pain a few times
a week or sometimes no pain at all over the situation. But it's better than sticking
around and dealing with new issues. This is going to be really hard for you. It was
gut wrenching for me at times, but it does get better. It just takes a lot of time.
What has helped me the most is coming to this forum and meeting new people.
Please don't stop visiting this forum, because there may be times when you want to
move backwards, but this site will help keep you moving forward.
Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 7, 2018 12:40:01 GMT via Tapatalk tnr9,
bedlam71, and 2 more like this
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nic
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Quote

Mar 25, 2018 18:02:35 GMT pinkrose22 said:
This may be long.

I’ve just ended a relationship with someone I think is avoidant having read up on a
lot online. Not entirely sure however if this person was fearful or distant, but I would
guess more on the fearful side.

I genuinely thought I had found the person I was going to spend the rest of my life
with at first. We clicked and got on better than I had done with any previous partner
- so much in common, similar values, an insane attraction/chemistry that I’d never
felt before. He pursued me incredibly strongly at first - was incredibly romantic,
complimented me, made me feel so special. It was around 2 months in however that
I got a gut feeling that something was wrong - it wasn’t glaringly obvious, so I tried
to ignore it. But I thought it was odd that we had been dating for a while and were
still only seeing each other once a week, and hadn’t yet become an “official” couple
like in previous relationships I’ve had.

It was then that I started to become anxious, although having taken an online test I
am apparently a secure (I decided to do this to see what my attachment style was,
as I read that Avoidants often go for anxious and vice versa). Whilst I wasn’t anxious
to begin with and haven’t been in previous relationships without good reason
(someone cheated on me before and hid it, I knew something was up), this person
started to make me feel less than from his actions and hot/cold behaviour eg
cancelling at the last minute, inviting me to meet his friends then saying that plans
had changed, hanging out with exes (and even going on what seemed to me like
dates with them, although this was denied). I decided to break things off as it didn’t
seem right but the moment I did, he came back around and begged me to be his
girlfriend, and told me he was in love with me. Thinking he was just being a typical
man, I said yes. 

5 months on, he again distances himself and refuses to see me. I break up with him
again, even though by this point I am completely besotted and in love. He then
comes back again, saying how miserable he has been without me, and how he
realises he hasn’t been treating me like I deserve. We get back together although in
between I saw others. Then, 3 months later, he breaks up with me saying that I
could never compare to “the one that got away”, and goes on this awful tirade about
all my faults and how terrible I am. Immediately after this outburst he cried,
knowing he had caused irreparable damage. The dance continued for one last time
after he begged me back, after saying I’m the One, inviting me to move in with him
and 3 weeks later said “I still have feelings for you, but I’m not sure if it’s working
out. I don’t like it when you’re in my space.” Needless to say I am now incredibly
angry. He had said he wanted to eventually get a house together and have children
too - nothing that I had forced him to say. I am however more angry at myself for
believing the fantasy that this person clearly could not give to me. 

The day we broke up for good, I packed up all my things and told him to never
speak to me again. He looked as if he was in physical pain, with tears again, but by
this point it was too late. I wondered what had happened to the man who 3 months
previously had begged me to come back. The worst thing was he couldn’t even see
how much he was upsetting me, and couldn’t understand why I was crying, saying I
was “overreacting and clingy” and that he had never been with someone that
reacted in this anxious way. He couldn’t tell me he loved me (although he rarely did
without prompting, now he couldn’t even say it back). I have now gone 2 weeks no
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contact and whilst it is hard, I know it’s what I need to do. He didn’t even seem to
care when we broke up so I doubt I will be hearing from him this time. He told me
“I’m not going to fight for you. I can’t tell you what you want to hear.” 

He has told me that he hasn’t been as close to another person since his ex girlfriend
(they broke up 7 years ago) and that it’s very hard for him to open up to people. I
tried to be as patient as possible, but it got to the point where my self esteem could
no longer take the push/pull behaviours. It was as if every time I got close, he got
so anxious that he had to end it. Our sex life had also dwindled to nothing, which is
also something I’d never experienced, and he said this had happened in other
relationships and others got annoyed at him for it. 

I feel like I’ve gone insane by being in this relationship. How do you recover from a
relationship like this? All I wanted was to feel appreciated and supported, and I now
feel like I’ve gone through acute emotional abuse... of course from his end, it’s all
my fault (there was a million reasons why we weren’t going to work out from his
perspective, but it was like he was just trying to find excuses).

Any advice much appreciated.
I'm sorry for your pain. It's so crazy making these unbalanced relationships. You've
come to the right place though. Everybody here seems to get it and has been
through these entanglements and played various roles in their story. Some of the
stuff I put up with and accepted I don't even feel comfortable telling the people im
closest to. So here is a great sounding board and outlet. 

I'm one week no contact for a very similar situation. The break ups the push pull the
:I want you to be my wife" to the "i just need to be single forever", the I want yous,
wait no I don'ts. The chasing the running. The distancing, the loneliness, the
constant state of anxiousness. The wanting it to end but not wanting it to end. Very
conflicting feelings! 

Remember a time when you were at peace. It may have been slightly boring or
maybe not.. but it felt safe and it felt comfortable
and good. Try to go back there. That's where I am heading.

mollym
New Member

Posts: 16
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Quote
Hi ponkyrose22, I was only 6 weeks into a relationship with what I now believe to be
an FA. Your guy sounds very similar to mine. I am so glad you posted this because it
gives me an understanding of what I would have been in for if I had relented and
continued on with the relation$%!t. I have never gone back to an ex or to be honest
ever stayed friends with one. I would say hello if I met them, make a brief comment
about the weather and move on. Life is too short for nonsense and we all deserve
peace and happiness. I feel a great deal of compassion for my ex and all Avoidants
but I wouldn't get involved with one again on a romantic level. Hope things are
getting easier for you I know it is cliche but time is a great healer.

yasmin
God
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Thus guy sounds like a narcissist
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mrob
Full Member
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Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 26, 2018 14:48:52 GMT via mobile
Quote
I dragged two secure women through almost this. One is now with a secure man and
is calm. The other is in her own and is quite happy. It is possible to return from
whence you came. Good luck!

nandakumar
New Member

Posts: 1

Broke up with fearful avoidant, miserable Apr 26, 2018 20:08:16 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
Hi , you educate your self about attachment style , it will help you to know how to
handle properly.
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carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 0:46:21 GMT
Quote
Hi,

- this post is edited to remove personal information, as per general request in the
thread -

Bw C

Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 15:37:54 GMT by carax

juniper
Deleted Member

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 1:11:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
this forum has a long history of many posters jumping to satisfy the curiosity of
posters who are not in recovery for their attachment injuries. 

Welcome Guest. Please Login or Register.
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Posts: 0

many of us have had major trauma and are hurting very badly over trauma old and
new but it's always so refreshing to focus on someone else's research project.
especially if there is no personal trauma of yours involved. Most people come here to
just swap recipes so this will be great. 

I don't have any expertise on FA but i know someone here will help shortly. they've
probably been waiting for this opportunity so thank you. 

best of luck to you! 
Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 1:12:40 GMT by juniper

carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 12:58:44 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks, juniper! I am already excited to hear the first opinions (:

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 13:04:36 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 12:58:44 GMT carax said:
Thanks, juniper! I am already excited to hear the first opinions (:
i was being sarcastic lol.
people are here to heal, i don't know if you read around.
im kind of shocked at your request.
your friend is such a lab rat to you.
it hurt to read your post. about her brother who passed.  her childhood.  her sex life.
 her pain. 

but maybe someone will help you analyze her.

it creeps me out what you did here.
its just so creepy.  the detail of her life that you laid out like that.

its just gross.
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Posts: 847 
Member is Online

Apr 20, 2018 13:04:36 GMT juniper said:

Apr 20, 2018 12:58:44 GMT carax said:
Thanks, juniper! I am already excited to hear the first opinions (:
i was being sarcastic lol.
people are here to heal, i don't know if you read around.
im kind of shocked at your request.
your friend is such a lab rat to you.
it hurt to read your post. about her brother who passed.  her childhood.  her sex life.
 her pain. 

but maybe someone will help you analyze her.

it creeps me out what you did here.
its just so creepy.  the detail of her life that you laid out like that.

its just gross.

I have to agree...I would take a seriously long look at why you felt this forum was an
appropriate place to air her life.  I wonder if she knows and agreed to this or if
because you did not share her name, you felt it was ok to move ahead with divulging
information that she may have felt was shared in confidence.  What is truly your
motive in this detective work?

carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 15:36:25 GMT
Quote
I'm just interested in human behaviour - when I read the books I had to think of her
and started wondering. I wasn't aware this place was more of a self-help forum
rather than a place to have a general discussion about the attachment types. I
thought that is what the subforum "Support for X" was good for. I will follow your
advice and take my interests elsewhere, if that's what you prefer. I will also edit the
post to display no further information on the entire issue.

Also, don't get me wrong - I quite appreciate T. She is an intelligent and funny
person and a joy to have in my life. As a friend I am not very much affected by her
attachment type. Perhaps I thought if I understood the underlying mechanisms a bit
better, I would be able to offer some better advice. Also, I would like to stress that I
don't look down on any specific attachment type, to me it boils down to a range of
psychological needs that are different with every person. Some seek admiration,
others seek intimacy, others commitment. Understanding people helps me to satisfy
their needs, I believe that is a positive thing.

You may have perceived my post written in a style of a case report, so I am sorry if
this doesn't reflect much of my personal emotions - I just deem them irrelevant
really, I was just quite curious what people think that have given these attachment
styles a lot more thought than I did.
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Good look with your healing work here (:
tnr9
God

Posts: 847 
Member is Online

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 16:50:02 GMT
Quote
I personally feel uncomfortable with the direction of your post....and you did not
answer whether T was aware that she is being as a case study. If not...then my
perspective is that you have taken liberties with her life that doesn't really show a
good sense of boundaries/privacy. I am interested in the human condition as
well...but I don't come to a public message board and lay out my friend's dating
history just so that I can label her. I think that is where a line has been
crossed..others on this forum are speaking about friends or past/present
relationships...but often only in the context of that relationship....you have taken
this to a completely different level. I would not want a friend who felt so open to
share my life in such a casual fashion. I do hope you consider how she might feel if
she knew exactly what you posted here.

carax
New Member

Posts: 5
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Quote

Apr 20, 2018 16:50:02 GMT tnr9 said:
I personally feel uncomfortable with the direction of your post....and you did not
answer whether T was aware that she is being as a case study. If not...then my
perspective is that you have taken liberties with her life that doesn't really show a
good sense of boundaries/privacy. I am interested in the human condition as
well...but I don't come to a public message board and lay out my friend's dating
history just so that I can label her. I think that is where a line has been
crossed..others on this forum are speaking about friends or past/present
relationships...but often only in the context of that relationship....you have taken
this to a completely different level. I would not want a friend who felt so open to
share my life in such a casual fashion. I do hope you consider how she might feel if
she knew exactly what you posted here.

That's a perfectly valid opinion to have on the matter.

There have been a few things that T. entrusted me with that are confidential, which I
did not include in the post. The rest is at my liberty to discuss with whomever I like.
Quite a lot of the things I mentioned were told to me by people that were involved in
friendships or relationships with her. It's very hard to discuss these topics without
facts and hard evidence, I could have made a string of generalised statements such
as "hypothetically, if someone reacted like this, is this an indicator for being X
attachment type?", and I decided to write up an anonymised breakdown of her
personality. I tried to add as little personal judgement or bias as I could. In fact, I
cpuld have picked any other of my friends to discuss attachment type theory over.
For example, I have a friend P. who is happily married despite strong anxious-
preoccupied tendencies. P. resolves her insecurities through her own mechanisms
and found a working and healthy compromise with her spouse. I value both of them
a great deal, but didn't pick their example to discuss because it doesn't have as
much depth and complexity to it as T.'s example.

Personally, I am awfully boring. I am securely attached with a secure partner and we
have very little drama and quite nicely aligned life goals, ever since we decided we
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wanted to be together, 8 years ago. We were very good friends and still are. There is
not much to talk about, really.

I do take an interest in discussing attachment types or MBTI types of aquaintances,
friends or colleagues, understanding what makes them "tick". I frequently discuss
these thoughts with my partner, too. 

I have completely misunderstood this forum to be a place (and safe space) for
people with past traumata to help each other. I thought it was a forum for
attachment type analysis aficionados who were eager to share an opinion on a case.
My bad, no hard feelings. Skimming through other parts of the forum, it looks like
you may be missing the input of securely attached people - and as an idea for a new
thread, perhaps you should start a general discussion of why this may be (:

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 20:46:04 GMT via mobile
Quote
I did not read the original post but I am gathering you detailed someone's trauma?
If that's the case, you have to be careful with that. People may not have the skills to
manage the emotions that arise.
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New Member

Posts: 5
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Quote

Apr 20, 2018 20:46:04 GMT bedlam71 said:
I did not read the original post but I am gathering you detailed someone's trauma?
If that's the case, you have to be careful with that. People may not have the skills to
manage the emotions that arise.
I may be new to these forums - I hope you don't mind me asking the question - How
can you possibly discuss attachment theory sensibly, if you cannot go into the
depths and details of the trauma that caused the different types? (secure
attachment excluded, obviously). I am not a big fan of censoring "triggering"
elements, but I am happy to oblige if that's the rule of the place or a general
concensus even.

In this case, I outlined an anonymised case with elements of loss of loved ones,
elements of a childhood with an alcoholic parent and and added an honest
description of their personality, habits and sex life, verified by multiple sources -
everything I deemed important information for an unbiased discussion. I outlined no
abuse, nor any shocking details beyond what many of us experience in our lifes. Is it
frowned upon to discuss attachment theory in a general way, or, perhaps, around a
specific case that may not be the OPs? If so, I have trouble to understand why. I
could not find any forum rules that would hint towards it.

I respect that a lot of members of this forum are on some kind of personal "healing"
path (and I wish them all the best of luck with it!), but surely that should not keep
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anyone from discussing attachments beyond our own? I have a strong intellectual
curiosity in regards to the theory and not much of a personal story to offer - please
be honest: Am I at the wrong place?

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 0:36:22 GMT nic likes this
Quote

Apr 21, 2018 0:11:53 GMT carax said:

Apr 20, 2018 20:46:04 GMT bedlam71 said:
I did not read the original post but I am gathering you detailed someone's trauma?
If that's the case, you have to be careful with that. People may not have the skills to
manage the emotions that arise.
I may be new to these forums - I hope you don't mind me asking the question - How
can you possibly discuss attachment theory sensibly, if you cannot go into the
depths and details of the trauma that caused the different types? (secure
attachment excluded, obviously). I am not a big fan of censoring "triggering"
elements, but I am happy to oblige if that's the rule of the place or a general
concensus even.

In this case, I outlined an anonymised case with elements of loss of loved ones,
elements of a childhood with an alcoholic parent and and added an honest
description of their personality, habits and sex life, verified by multiple sources -
everything I deemed important information for an unbiased discussion. I outlined no
abuse, nor any shocking details beyond what many of us experience in our lifes. Is it
frowned upon to discuss attachment theory in a general way, or, perhaps, around a
specific case that may not be the OPs? If so, I have trouble to understand why. I
could not find any forum rules that would hint towards it.

I respect that a lot of members of this forum are on some kind of personal "healing"
path (and I wish them all the best of luck with it!), but surely that should not
keep anyone from discussing attachments beyond our own? I have a strong
intellectual curiosity in regards to the theory and not much of a personal
story to offer - please be honest: Am I at the wrong place?
You can try and discuss/post whatever you want, however you want and people are
free to answer how they see fit.  I didn't read the original post, but it's obvious some
people took offense and were not interested in answering your post.  No one is
"keeping" you from anything, but you can't control the answers either.  Best of luck
to you.

bedlam71
Full Member

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 2:48:28 GMT via mobile Jaeger
likes this
Quote
I get what you're saying. I have offended people on here because of my curiosity to
help me with my understanding. This forum, I would say, has a lot of highly
sensitive people that either don't want to or don't know how to regulate emotions.
Emotion regulation is influenced by how people interpret things and given that most
of us here(and well most everywhere) tend towards negative interpretations, there
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Posts: 196

will be a high probability of negative emotional responses. I would say try quora.

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 2:51:23 GMT via mobile
compassionateavoid likes this
Quote
PS...there is a reason it's called avoidant attachment.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 25, 2018 2:08:18 GMT
Quote
Carax, I think there are multiple purposes to these forums, and not all self-help.
Plenty of people come on here and write about their (Ex)boy(Girl)friend and so on
for the purpose of deeper understanding. I can also see how if you are going to post
the details of someone else's life that they should be vague enough that nobody who
knew them who read the post would know it was them. 

I also agree with Bedlam71 that you can't take too much of what people say here
personally because of the nature of the boards.
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Quote
Hi,

- this post is edited to remove personal information, as per general request in the
thread -

Bw C

Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 15:37:54 GMT by carax

juniper
Deleted Member

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 1:11:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
this forum has a long history of many posters jumping to satisfy the curiosity of
posters who are not in recovery for their attachment injuries. 
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Posts: 0

many of us have had major trauma and are hurting very badly over trauma old and
new but it's always so refreshing to focus on someone else's research project.
especially if there is no personal trauma of yours involved. Most people come here to
just swap recipes so this will be great. 

I don't have any expertise on FA but i know someone here will help shortly. they've
probably been waiting for this opportunity so thank you. 

best of luck to you! 
Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 1:12:40 GMT by juniper

carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 12:58:44 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks, juniper! I am already excited to hear the first opinions (:

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 13:04:36 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 12:58:44 GMT carax said:
Thanks, juniper! I am already excited to hear the first opinions (:
i was being sarcastic lol.
people are here to heal, i don't know if you read around.
im kind of shocked at your request.
your friend is such a lab rat to you.
it hurt to read your post. about her brother who passed.  her childhood.  her sex life.
 her pain. 

but maybe someone will help you analyze her.

it creeps me out what you did here.
its just so creepy.  the detail of her life that you laid out like that.

its just gross.
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tnr9
God

Posts: 847

Apr 20, 2018 13:04:36 GMT juniper said:

Apr 20, 2018 12:58:44 GMT carax said:
Thanks, juniper! I am already excited to hear the first opinions (:
i was being sarcastic lol.
people are here to heal, i don't know if you read around.
im kind of shocked at your request.
your friend is such a lab rat to you.
it hurt to read your post. about her brother who passed.  her childhood.  her sex life.
 her pain. 

but maybe someone will help you analyze her.

it creeps me out what you did here.
its just so creepy.  the detail of her life that you laid out like that.

its just gross.

I have to agree...I would take a seriously long look at why you felt this forum was an
appropriate place to air her life.  I wonder if she knows and agreed to this or if
because you did not share her name, you felt it was ok to move ahead with divulging
information that she may have felt was shared in confidence.  What is truly your
motive in this detective work?

carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 15:36:25 GMT
Quote
I'm just interested in human behaviour - when I read the books I had to think of her
and started wondering. I wasn't aware this place was more of a self-help forum
rather than a place to have a general discussion about the attachment types. I
thought that is what the subforum "Support for X" was good for. I will follow your
advice and take my interests elsewhere, if that's what you prefer. I will also edit the
post to display no further information on the entire issue.

Also, don't get me wrong - I quite appreciate T. She is an intelligent and funny
person and a joy to have in my life. As a friend I am not very much affected by her
attachment type. Perhaps I thought if I understood the underlying mechanisms a bit
better, I would be able to offer some better advice. Also, I would like to stress that I
don't look down on any specific attachment type, to me it boils down to a range of
psychological needs that are different with every person. Some seek admiration,
others seek intimacy, others commitment. Understanding people helps me to satisfy
their needs, I believe that is a positive thing.

You may have perceived my post written in a style of a case report, so I am sorry if
this doesn't reflect much of my personal emotions - I just deem them irrelevant
really, I was just quite curious what people think that have given these attachment
styles a lot more thought than I did.
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Good look with your healing work here (:
tnr9
God

Posts: 847

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 16:50:02 GMT
Quote
I personally feel uncomfortable with the direction of your post....and you did not
answer whether T was aware that she is being as a case study. If not...then my
perspective is that you have taken liberties with her life that doesn't really show a
good sense of boundaries/privacy. I am interested in the human condition as
well...but I don't come to a public message board and lay out my friend's dating
history just so that I can label her. I think that is where a line has been
crossed..others on this forum are speaking about friends or past/present
relationships...but often only in the context of that relationship....you have taken
this to a completely different level. I would not want a friend who felt so open to
share my life in such a casual fashion. I do hope you consider how she might feel if
she knew exactly what you posted here.

carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 17:36:24 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 16:50:02 GMT tnr9 said:
I personally feel uncomfortable with the direction of your post....and you did not
answer whether T was aware that she is being as a case study. If not...then my
perspective is that you have taken liberties with her life that doesn't really show a
good sense of boundaries/privacy. I am interested in the human condition as
well...but I don't come to a public message board and lay out my friend's dating
history just so that I can label her. I think that is where a line has been
crossed..others on this forum are speaking about friends or past/present
relationships...but often only in the context of that relationship....you have taken
this to a completely different level. I would not want a friend who felt so open to
share my life in such a casual fashion. I do hope you consider how she might feel if
she knew exactly what you posted here.

That's a perfectly valid opinion to have on the matter.

There have been a few things that T. entrusted me with that are confidential, which I
did not include in the post. The rest is at my liberty to discuss with whomever I like.
Quite a lot of the things I mentioned were told to me by people that were involved in
friendships or relationships with her. It's very hard to discuss these topics without
facts and hard evidence, I could have made a string of generalised statements such
as "hypothetically, if someone reacted like this, is this an indicator for being X
attachment type?", and I decided to write up an anonymised breakdown of her
personality. I tried to add as little personal judgement or bias as I could. In fact, I
cpuld have picked any other of my friends to discuss attachment type theory over.
For example, I have a friend P. who is happily married despite strong anxious-
preoccupied tendencies. P. resolves her insecurities through her own mechanisms
and found a working and healthy compromise with her spouse. I value both of them
a great deal, but didn't pick their example to discuss because it doesn't have as
much depth and complexity to it as T.'s example.

Personally, I am awfully boring. I am securely attached with a secure partner and we
have very little drama and quite nicely aligned life goals, ever since we decided we
wanted to be together, 8 years ago. We were very good friends and still are. There is
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not much to talk about, really.

I do take an interest in discussing attachment types or MBTI types of aquaintances,
friends or colleagues, understanding what makes them "tick". I frequently discuss
these thoughts with my partner, too. 

I have completely misunderstood this forum to be a place (and safe space) for
people with past traumata to help each other. I thought it was a forum for
attachment type analysis aficionados who were eager to share an opinion on a case.
My bad, no hard feelings. Skimming through other parts of the forum, it looks like
you may be missing the input of securely attached people - and as an idea for a new
thread, perhaps you should start a general discussion of why this may be (:

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 20, 2018 20:46:04 GMT via mobile
Quote
I did not read the original post but I am gathering you detailed someone's trauma?
If that's the case, you have to be careful with that. People may not have the skills to
manage the emotions that arise.

carax
New Member

Posts: 5

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 0:11:53 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 20:46:04 GMT bedlam71 said:
I did not read the original post but I am gathering you detailed someone's trauma?
If that's the case, you have to be careful with that. People may not have the skills to
manage the emotions that arise.
I may be new to these forums - I hope you don't mind me asking the question - How
can you possibly discuss attachment theory sensibly, if you cannot go into the
depths and details of the trauma that caused the different types? (secure
attachment excluded, obviously). I am not a big fan of censoring "triggering"
elements, but I am happy to oblige if that's the rule of the place or a general
concensus even.

In this case, I outlined an anonymised case with elements of loss of loved ones,
elements of a childhood with an alcoholic parent and and added an honest
description of their personality, habits and sex life, verified by multiple sources -
everything I deemed important information for an unbiased discussion. I outlined no
abuse, nor any shocking details beyond what many of us experience in our lifes. Is it
frowned upon to discuss attachment theory in a general way, or, perhaps, around a
specific case that may not be the OPs? If so, I have trouble to understand why. I
could not find any forum rules that would hint towards it.

I respect that a lot of members of this forum are on some kind of personal "healing"
path (and I wish them all the best of luck with it!), but surely that should not keep
anyone from discussing attachments beyond our own? I have a strong intellectual
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curiosity in regards to the theory and not much of a personal story to offer - please
be honest: Am I at the wrong place?

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 0:36:22 GMT nic likes this
Quote

Apr 21, 2018 0:11:53 GMT carax said:

Apr 20, 2018 20:46:04 GMT bedlam71 said:
I did not read the original post but I am gathering you detailed someone's trauma?
If that's the case, you have to be careful with that. People may not have the skills to
manage the emotions that arise.
I may be new to these forums - I hope you don't mind me asking the question - How
can you possibly discuss attachment theory sensibly, if you cannot go into the
depths and details of the trauma that caused the different types? (secure
attachment excluded, obviously). I am not a big fan of censoring "triggering"
elements, but I am happy to oblige if that's the rule of the place or a general
concensus even.

In this case, I outlined an anonymised case with elements of loss of loved ones,
elements of a childhood with an alcoholic parent and and added an honest
description of their personality, habits and sex life, verified by multiple sources -
everything I deemed important information for an unbiased discussion. I outlined no
abuse, nor any shocking details beyond what many of us experience in our lifes. Is it
frowned upon to discuss attachment theory in a general way, or, perhaps, around a
specific case that may not be the OPs? If so, I have trouble to understand why. I
could not find any forum rules that would hint towards it.

I respect that a lot of members of this forum are on some kind of personal "healing"
path (and I wish them all the best of luck with it!), but surely that should not
keep anyone from discussing attachments beyond our own? I have a strong
intellectual curiosity in regards to the theory and not much of a personal
story to offer - please be honest: Am I at the wrong place?
You can try and discuss/post whatever you want, however you want and people are
free to answer how they see fit.  I didn't read the original post, but it's obvious some
people took offense and were not interested in answering your post.  No one is
"keeping" you from anything, but you can't control the answers either.  Best of luck
to you.

bedlam71
Full Member

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 2:48:28 GMT via mobile Jaeger
likes this
Quote
I get what you're saying. I have offended people on here because of my curiosity to
help me with my understanding. This forum, I would say, has a lot of highly
sensitive people that either don't want to or don't know how to regulate emotions.
Emotion regulation is influenced by how people interpret things and given that most
of us here(and well most everywhere) tend towards negative interpretations, there
will be a high probability of negative emotional responses. I would say try quora.
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bedlam71
Full Member
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Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 21, 2018 2:51:23 GMT via mobile
compassionateavoid likes this
Quote
PS...there is a reason it's called avoidant attachment.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

Challenge: Is she really fearful-avoidant? Apr 25, 2018 2:08:18 GMT
Quote
Carax, I think there are multiple purposes to these forums, and not all self-help.
Plenty of people come on here and write about their (Ex)boy(Girl)friend and so on
for the purpose of deeper understanding. I can also see how if you are going to post
the details of someone else's life that they should be vague enough that nobody who
knew them who read the post would know it was them. 

I also agree with Bedlam71 that you can't take too much of what people say here
personally because of the nature of the boards.
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Ended it with a FA. Never met an FA before Apr 9, 2018 22:17:32 GMT via mobile amblin
likes this
Quote
I believe he was a FA. Things were going good and he seemed very keen on having
a relationship with me. then slowly he expressed a lot of insecurities and doubts
about me, mainly because of my past and that he’s never dated anyone like me. I
was initially ok with it but he started to feel the need to express these doubts to me
whenever I thought things were good. He would then emotionally distance himself.
He would never disappear or physically distance himself. He was always keen to
work things out but also upset a lot of the times. It has taken a toll on my emotional
well-being because I felt judged and unloved. And it seems like he didn’t tend to
respond to reassurance so I ended it. He agreed with me that he might be insecure.
Or that he might just not be over his ex after years. 

I felt angry that he would bring up his ex since he was always adamant that he was
over her and he was more ready for commitment than me. I felt that he needed to
project his insecurity on me and his ex rather than reflecting on himself. 

I’ve been feeling upset but at the same time I don’t want him back because I don’t
think he would change. He always said he wanted someone to make him feel secure
and go out less. Also someone who makes him improve himself and that it just didn’t
feel right between us. I thought it was ridiculous that a grown man needs to have
someone to make him change and get his shit together in his life. 

He still has to return some stuff to me and potentially pay me back some money. I
don’t want to talk to him for now. I would be happy to be his friend but it doesn’t
seem like he wants to talk or stay friends with me at the moment. 

It’s been such a weird experience cos I have never ever met anyone as insecure and
paranoid as him. What gives?

Edit: not entirely sure if he’s an avoidant or just a very insecure person cos he
doesn’t exhibit a lot of avoidant traits. Also we never had the push and pull.
Last Edit: Apr 9, 2018 22:25:09 GMT by nottheonion

tigrio
Junior Member

Ended it with a FA. Never met an FA before Apr 9, 2018 23:49:04 GMT amblin likes this
Quote
This sounds similar to the last guy that I was dating who was also FA!

Always bringing up his ex girlfriend - and I mean, all of the time - in idealised terms.
Ended up comparing us to their relationship until I mentioned it and he seemed a bit
embarrassed and ashamed and agreed it was unfair to compare - and then he
started doing it again. Fault finding over anything and everything (once he
expressed doubts that we have "too much in common"!). Amazing connection in the
first month, and then it began... weird hot/cold behaviour right up until the end,
unlike yours. It really did murder my self esteem to be with that guy, because I felt
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like he was so critical even when he was silent - I felt like I was being so harshly
scrutinised all of the time, and in the end I didn't even know how to be myself with
and around him, which is why I had to break things off. I felt paralysis.
I had literally no idea where I stood with that guy. It's honestly shell shocking when
it dawns on you that even through all your bending, shape shifting, perfecting of
yourself to be the perfect person... you will never ever be enough. The realisation of
this has kept me gone out of his life, but I miss him terribly lately.

It's so hard to build yourself up after an experience like this, because it erodes your
self esteem over time. Just know that their inability to accept you is only a reflection
of their own discomfort
Last Edit: Apr 9, 2018 23:52:19 GMT by tigrio
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Ended it with a FA. Never met an FA before Apr 10, 2018 0:36:33 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hey Tigrio,

Mine actually barely talked about his ex until tat moment when he realised he
couldn’t rationalise why he felt so insecure and paranoid. It almost felt like he
needed to find an excuse to make him feel better about the situation. He struck me
as a secure type until his hidden insecurity unveiled. From start till end he never hid
his emotion or his feelings for me but towards the end everything I said or did would
trigger him. If I said “I want to go out with someone who I can trust with my secrets
and confine in ..” he would so focus on the word “secret” and believe that I have
some dark secrets or hidden agenda. 

He said it was all because I’m unlike any girl he’s dated. That made me think he
always chased after a certain type of girls that is “safe” and won’t trigger him as
much, ie the quiet introverted next door girl type. I challenged his comfort zone.
He’s often so insecure that he would comment how I’m this ambitious young woman
trying to climb the corporate ladder and how other guys always eye ball me. All of
these things seemed to make him very upset. 

I’m not sure if I didn’t do enough to make him feel secure. I would’ve 100% tried
harder if he didn’t put so much pressure on me by constantly feeling the need to
express his doubts. I did like him so much and I could tell he felt the same. But I
guess it’s easier for avoidants to accept “things aren’t working out”. 

I’ve been anxious - avoidant but becoming more and more secure. I know how being
avoidant felt. I was a master of shutting down my emotions but I had to try really
hard. 

I had a brief couple of days of feeling self esteem getting hit mainly because I
believe I did nothing wrong to make him feel this way (I probably revealed too much
too soon but I liked him and wanted him to know the real me. But it turns out
avoidant people could take bits and pieces of your words and think of you as some
bad person that you’re not!). Now I’m feeling confident again. Because hey! If
someone could feel so insecure about themselves in front of me, I must be pretty
great! Because I am! 
Last Edit: Apr 10, 2018 0:39:11 GMT by nottheonion
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Ended it with a FA. Never met an FA before Apr 10, 2018 0:46:42 GMT via mobile
Quote
Also, Tigrio, they’re not looking for the perfect gf. They’re looking for someone who’s
not perfect so they could feel secure about themselves. They’re not capable of doing
that on their own. I could totally see how my guy couldn’t given that pretty much all
of his immediate family had abandonment issues and have divorced at some point.
His worries were often based on his fear that I might cheat / leave / do things that
he finds it hard to accept in the future. He couldn’t even deal with that I’m a sociable
and outgoing person and liked to think I’m restless (I’m not. I’m quite grounded and
have a career goal that I have to work long hours for). 
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Ended it with a FA. Never met an FA before Apr 10, 2018 5:17:19 GMT via mobile
nottheonion likes this
Quote
He sounds extremely insecure, and you sound like a total badass who knows what
she wants. I think you’re better off without this guy in the long run. It will sting for a
bit at first but later on down the line I think you know that you made the right
decision.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Ended it with a FA. Never met an FA before Apr 10, 2018 23:08:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yeah it’s not been a week so definitely still stings. And he’s been very slow to reply
regarding giving me my stuff. He seems reluctant to talk whereas I’m trying to be
more friendly and make things less awkward. 

Sometimes I do wonder what’s going through his head after I ended it or if I had
been more secure, things could have been different. I just can’t bring myself to go
back anymore and I hope he doesn’t try anything. His insecurity will just wreck me.
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I believe he was a FA. Things were going good and he seemed very keen on having
a relationship with me. then slowly he expressed a lot of insecurities and doubts
about me, mainly because of my past and that he’s never dated anyone like me. I
was initially ok with it but he started to feel the need to express these doubts to
me whenever I thought things were good. He would then emotionally distance
himself. He would never disappear or physically distance himself. He was always
keen to work things out but also upset a lot of the times. It has taken a toll on my
emotional well-being because I felt judged and unloved. And it seems like he didn’t
tend to respond to reassurance so I ended it. He agreed with me that he might be
insecure. Or that he might just not be over his ex after years. 

I felt angry that he would bring up his ex since he was always adamant that he
was over her and he was more ready for commitment than me. I felt that he
needed to project his insecurity on me and his ex rather than reflecting on himself.

I’ve been feeling upset but at the same time I don’t want him back because I don’t
think he would change. He always said he wanted someone to make him feel
secure and go out less. Also someone who makes him improve himself and that it
just didn’t feel right between us. I thought it was ridiculous that a grown man
needs to have someone to make him change and get his shit together in his life. 

He still has to return some stuff to me and potentially pay me back some money. I
don’t want to talk to him for now. I would be happy to be his friend but it doesn’t
seem like he wants to talk or stay friends with me at the moment. 

It’s been such a weird experience cos I have never ever met anyone as insecure
and paranoid as him. What gives?

Edit: not entirely sure if he’s an avoidant or just a very insecure person cos he
doesn’t exhibit a lot of avoidant traits. Also we never had the push and pull.

Last Edit: Apr 9, 2018 22:25:09 GMT by nottheonion
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This sounds similar to the last guy that I was dating who was also FA!

Always bringing up his ex girlfriend - and I mean, all of the time - in idealised
terms. Ended up comparing us to their relationship until I mentioned it and he
seemed a bit embarrassed and ashamed and agreed it was unfair to compare - and
then he started doing it again. Fault finding over anything and everything (once he
expressed doubts that we have "too much in common"!). Amazing connection in
the first month, and then it began... weird hot/cold behaviour right up until the
end, unlike yours. It really did murder my self esteem to be with that guy, because
I felt like he was so critical even when he was silent - I felt like I was being so
harshly scrutinised all of the time, and in the end I didn't even know how to be
myself with and around him, which is why I had to break things off. I felt paralysis.
I had literally no idea where I stood with that guy. It's honestly shell shocking
when it dawns on you that even through all your bending, shape shifting,
perfecting of yourself to be the perfect person... you will never ever be enough.
The realisation of this has kept me gone out of his life, but I miss him terribly
lately.

It's so hard to build yourself up after an experience like this, because it erodes
your self esteem over time. Just know that their inability to accept you is only a
reflection of their own discomfort

Last Edit: Apr 9, 2018 23:52:19 GMT by tigrio
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Posts: 40

Hey Tigrio,

Mine actually barely talked about his ex until tat moment when he realised he
couldn’t rationalise why he felt so insecure and paranoid. It almost felt like he
needed to find an excuse to make him feel better about the situation. He struck
me as a secure type until his hidden insecurity unveiled. From start till end he
never hid his emotion or his feelings for me but towards the end everything I said
or did would trigger him. If I said “I want to go out with someone who I can trust
with my secrets and confine in ..” he would so focus on the word “secret” and
believe that I have some dark secrets or hidden agenda. 

He said it was all because I’m unlike any girl he’s dated. That made me think he
always chased after a certain type of girls that is “safe” and won’t trigger him as
much, ie the quiet introverted next door girl type. I challenged his comfort zone.
He’s often so insecure that he would comment how I’m this ambitious young
woman trying to climb the corporate ladder and how other guys always eye ball
me. All of these things seemed to make him very upset. 

I’m not sure if I didn’t do enough to make him feel secure. I would’ve 100% tried
harder if he didn’t put so much pressure on me by constantly feeling the need to
express his doubts. I did like him so much and I could tell he felt the same. But I
guess it’s easier for avoidants to accept “things aren’t working out”. 

I’ve been anxious - avoidant but becoming more and more secure. I know how
being avoidant felt. I was a master of shutting down my emotions but I had to try
really hard. 

I had a brief couple of days of feeling self esteem getting hit mainly because I
believe I did nothing wrong to make him feel this way (I probably revealed too
much too soon but I liked him and wanted him to know the real me. But it turns
out avoidant people could take bits and pieces of your words and think of you as
some bad person that you’re not!). Now I’m feeling confident again. Because hey!
If someone could feel so insecure about themselves in front of me, I must be
pretty great! Because I am! 

Last Edit: Apr 10, 2018 0:39:11 GMT by nottheonion
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Also, Tigrio, they’re not looking for the perfect gf. They’re looking for someone
who’s not perfect so they could feel secure about themselves. They’re not capable
of doing that on their own. I could totally see how my guy couldn’t given that
pretty much all of his immediate family had abandonment issues and have
divorced at some point. His worries were often based on his fear that I might cheat
/ leave / do things that he finds it hard to accept in the future. He couldn’t even
deal with that I’m a sociable and outgoing person and liked to think I’m restless
(I’m not. I’m quite grounded and have a career goal that I have to work long hours
for). 

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

He sounds extremely insecure, and you sound like a total badass who knows what
she wants. I think you’re better off without this guy in the long run. It will sting for
a bit at first but later on down the line I think you know that you made the right
decision.

nottheonion
New Member

Posts: 40

Yeah it’s not been a week so definitely still stings. And he’s been very slow to reply
regarding giving me my stuff. He seems reluctant to talk whereas I’m trying to be
more friendly and make things less awkward. 

Sometimes I do wonder what’s going through his head after I ended it or if I had
been more secure, things could have been different. I just can’t bring myself to go
back anymore and I hope he doesn’t try anything. His insecurity will just wreck
me.
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My story Mar 1, 2018 20:28:23 GMT
Quote
My story starts in July. I was at a work party and met a girl that was friends with one of
my coworkers. I wasn't really looking for anything at the start of the night but we
started talking and dancing and it was magical. Normally i'm very picky about the girls
that i get interested about but this one was very enjoyable to hang out with. I didnt
want to do anything that night but i got her number before the night was over. She
immediately messaged me in the morning and we started chatting here and there.

I've only had one girlfriend before and never really dated much. ive always been a
workaholic and tried super hard in college and high school. The work party was in LA
but I live over on the East coast. We started an online companionship of sorts. we both
love video games and started playing online game together. I started to definitely get
feelings for her after the first week. We would message each other a shit ton and
honestly spent a lot of time together. I told her after a week and a half(im normally a
blunt/honest person and i dont like to play games) that I have feelings for her. Initially
she seemed very hesitant. She is still in college (around age 27~) after dropping out
originally. she went back to a community college. 

She said she is too busy in her life atm to have a relationship and wants to just stay
friends. I was a bit sad when she said that and she could definitely tell that i was. Later
that night i told her its fine being friends especially because I dont want her out of my
life. Regardless what would happen, at the time i thought i genuinely enjoyed her
company and dont want to just abandon her if she doesnt have feelings for me. Another
week passed and honestly we became closer and closer. ive never really been so close
to someone. Normally im an insecure person and Id say i have anxious attachment.
However ive learned from my past (my past gf had narcissistic personality disorder and
that was a huge emotional rollercoaster) and tried my hardest to be secure. I started
finding out about her past. She has a horrible relationship with her father. she told me
stories of how he would emotionally abuse her and her mom. I think growing up itself
gave her a lot of mistrust for the men in her life. She told me stories about her past
relationships too. the general theme was that most of them took advantage of her and
she has a general distrust for guys in the dating world. She shared how she has had
issues keeping jobs (shes had like 12 jobs) and doesnt really know what she wants to
do career wise. Anyways, at the time i didnt take too much stock into all this but i kept
being her friend and eventually after around 3-4 weeks since we met, she admitted she
had feelings for me too. it was long distance so she was a bit worried but she said she
never felt someone she could trust as much as me. She said amazing things, how most
of the guys in her past were mistrustful, not caring and not nearly as emotional as me.
normally she liked strong men that werent that emotional but she said i was different
and showed me how some1 can be caring and loving and sweet. I got swept up in all of
it and eventaully 2-3 weeks after she admitted she had feelings for me, we agreed to
try to commit to an actual relationship (this was all online). She was a bit hesitant at
first to commit so fast but she trusted me. I remember her being a bit worried (can we
just wait? cant we date first and see how we are in real life) However i told her i
strongly feel we will be fine and everything just seems so perfect. keep in mind im
really new to relationships and looking past, everything did happen so fast and it was all
so intense. 
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I was really excited, it was like i met the love of my life. We planned all these amazing
adventures with each other. Eventually i had a week break from work and planned a trip
to see her. The first 2 days were amazing. it was like we were the perfect couple. The
third day is where it all went wrong. We were going back home from dinner and i got a
call from work. my boss said that there might be some layoffs and i became very
stressed. normally i do get stressed and overthink situations very easily. Im sure she
could sense it. she tried to comfort me but at the time i got very emotional. The job was
a big deal for me and possibility of losing it was painful to hear. At the same time she
had to go work the night shift so she gave me a hug and said "sorry i have to go" and
left me off at her house. I was a bit stressed trying to deal with the situation at work
and eventually after 3-4 hours she called me. she told me she wanted to come back and
talk about something important. I started getting stressed (shit day right) and she came
back and told me that she wants to take a step back in the relationship. "think about
things" she said. \

Well me being in my stressful emotional state, became really sad. It sounded like a
breakup and she just refused all intimate advances after. I had 2 days left with her til i
had to go back and lets just say it was 2 painful days. She completely changed, its like
she was a different person. the 'loving, sweet' person that i knew became someone
else. she had no patience for me. and meanwhile i was just very confused with the
whole situation. I know i made mistakes, i became very clingy and needy and desperate
at the time, even trying to beg her to stay but she kept saying the same thing. "stop
forcing it, lets see what happens" 

I finally went home and our relationship was just upside down. we would argue and
fight a lot, i would keep asking her why she did what she did. it was just so confusing.
thinking back i definitely did not give her the space that she wanted. but in my defense
literally the day before she was madly into me and it felt like we were in love. then it
just suddenly changed. I went into full depression. she eventually broke up entirely 2
weeks after saying that she doesnt see a relationship with me, that i went 'all in' on the
relationship and came off as too overbearing. My anxious attachment definitely did
come out in this period but it didnt help that the person that i was literlaly best friends
with abandoned me and totally changed. 

I didnt really know what to do at the time and i took her agreement of 'being friends' it
was a mistake because the next few weeks was just this constant push-pull. When i
became distant, she would become closer, message me more. and when i became
closer, she would pull away. my brain was confused and i would send her some
messages asking for her back and it would just end up in a huge argument where she
told me she wants to only be friends. I had a lot of thinking at the time and read up on
attachment theory. I dont know exactly but it does sound like she has fearful avoidant
attachment. I remember when her friend was living with her for 3 weeks. At the start
she would be like "im so happy to have my friend keep me company" 3 weeks later and
she would constantly say how her friend is so smothering and intrusive and annoying.
eventually she kicked her friend out (she is independent and lives alone and has been
for a few years)
Its like she didnt want to lose me as well. whether as a friend or something more, i dont
know. but she did try to reach out after a few days. The trend would be argument -
>ghosting me for a few days -> message me again saying that i dont change and have
to give her space. and we became closer again and it would just go back to an
argument at some point. 

My next step was to just straight up tell her that i cant just be friends. It was getting
too painful, seeing the snaps and instagram posts. getting all paranoid (is that some
guy shes dating?) I told her around 4 weeks ago that we cant be friends because i still
have feelings for her. she gave a blank "ok" and it felt like she moved on. Lets just say
it was like going into withdrawal from a drug. Part of me knows she would reach out but
i didnt know when. It felt like she wasnt going to and i tried my hardest to keep the no
contact to move on. Eventually I caved and sent her a message 2 weeks ago. It felt so
painful to lose someone i was so close to and after reading up on fearful avoidants, i
didnt want to just abandon her like the people before her in her life. i really genuinely
care about her and dont just want her for selfish needs. She said "sure" and didnt send
another message. 2 weeks went by and yesterday she sent a message. "hope you're
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well." it resulted in a short conversation between us where we both told each other that
we miss each other. she told me she is going through low form of depression atm
becuase she doesnt know what she wants to do in her life. it felt like one of our original
emotional talks and i felt happy she was trusting me with her own emotions. ( know its
hard for her)
she also told me to tell her when im in town so we can go out to eat. 

My question right now is whether I should keep trying to rebuild what we had before. At
the start we became friends and she trusted me and it eventually led into her having
feelings for me. obviously at some point it got too much for her and she got 'cold feet'
as she said about what happened when i went to visit her. She also was so hesitant at
the start to have a relationship so im not sure if this was set up for failure. I really dont
know what to do right now. part of me doesnt want to lose the friendship but part of me
knows it will torture me. I still love her a shit ton and have a lot of feelings. Do i try to
be friends again, rebuild what we had at the start? Im also worried this push-pull thing
will happen again. I get close again, and she just becomes cold. some days shes
amazing and some days its like she is super mean. 

Thanks for anyone that reads ( i know its long but this has been killing me)

wahlookie
New Member
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My story Mar 13, 2018 15:16:02 GMT via mobile
Quote
Bump! Someone please reply

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

My story Mar 13, 2018 16:17:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
What do I tell her? What about the stories in some of these threads that say I have to
be patient and give her space and show I will be there for her so she can develop trust
for me

tnr9
God

My story Mar 13, 2018 16:24:41 GMT
Quote
While I completely understand not wanting to abandon her...I would challenge you to
consider your true motive....is the end goal to be a support to her even if she ends up
with someone else or do you really want to have her back? Really think this through
because as APs we can think we are doing a noble thing by being there for someone
else while not getting our needs met with the underlying goal of having them be
grateful for us sticking around and then changing their minds and realizing that we are
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the right one after all. If in fact the second one is true....then you have to walk
away...as painful as that may be now...you will be sparing yourself a lot of uncertainty,
mood fluctuations, reading into things, and heartbreak if she ends up with someone
else. The reason most websites say not to be friends with an ex is because usually both
people aren't looking at the end goal of friendship from the same perspective. I wish I
could provide you the answer you are looking for...but I would rather be honest with
you.

tnr9
God
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My story Mar 13, 2018 16:28:48 GMT
Quote

Mar 13, 2018 16:17:25 GMT wahlookie said:
What do I tell her? What about the stories in some of these threads that say I have to
be patient and give her space and show I will be there for her so she can develop trust
for me
Right...and someone who isn't triggered by her can maybe give that to her...but you
need to honestly look at yourself and what you need.....sacrificing just to get a
breadcrumb of intermittent attention is a crummy way to live.  

muppet
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

My story Mar 13, 2018 20:55:36 GMT via mobile BreakingTheSpell, tnr9, and 1 more like
this
Quote
hi, i'm sorry you are hurting.
i'm avoidant, and i want to add my perspective.
when we have insecure attachment styles, we tend to seek love from unlikely sources.
this is true of the anxiously attached, and i have also found it to be true as an avoidant.

this dynamic will cause you extreme pain.

whatever the nature of the conditions that shaped our attachment styles, that injured
our ability to be emotionally available to another in an intimate relationship, we seem to
find ourselves repeating that pattern into our adult romantic relationships. 

i am not mentioning this to inspire you to turn your healing and help and compassion
toward this woman. i am suggesring you to turn your healing and help and compassion
toward yourself.

what injury might you be seeking to recreate and heal with a partner who is unreliable,
hurting, and unavailable to you?

your need for stability and consistency is real and valid and you can't offer it to her
because you are hurting too.
i'm just discouraging a rescue or "fix it" mentality that can be born out of intense
longing for someone. 

we seem to find ourselves repeatedly in situations that recreate original abandonment,
or engulfment, situations that drive us to the edge where we have to learn how to heal
ourselves instead of having a partner or an outside element do that for us.

i'm working though my own issues, l don't have it all figured out. 
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but insecure attachment often finds insecure attachment and even if she magically
morphed into an available person ready to put in 100%, you would still have any
internal issues that you have, you'd have all your original pain. the only way around it is
through it. 

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

My story Mar 14, 2018 3:12:43 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yea I understand guys. It’s just hard because she was my best friend for a while. I have
most of our logs saved and I reread them sometimes. I know it’s really unhealthy but
seeing what she said shen she was into me makes me long for her even more. She said
things like how I’m different than the other guys in her past. How she normally likes
guys that weren’t emotional but I showed her a different light. That she won’t hurt me
and will always be there for me. 
The only red flag I saw is that she had a sense of worry that she might get turned off in
the future by me since Im emotional and sensitive and is scared to hurt me but she
later reaffirmed that she doesn’t think it will happen. She said things like how she
wishes she had the same passion towards work and school as she does towards me.
She told her friends how much she liked me and even told her mom that she seems
something serious with me and for her to tell her mom that was a big step in her life. All
these things she said got me super attached. It felt like I also got what I wanted.

Problem is the way she acted became so different after she wanted to take a “step
back” and got cold feet. I still don’t know the exact reason why. It sounds like she made
a bunch of bullshit excuses and I spent a long time trying to figure out the real reason.
But no matter what she said it was hard for me to believe it. Then she made the excuse
when I asked her what happened to the original girl that was madly into me and so
intense. She said “that wasn’t me, i got caught up and everything was intense especially
it being online but this is the real me. I’m independent and don’t like relying on others.”
So she basically admitted that the girl that sent me those amazing messages was partly
not herself. 
I re read the beautiful things she had sent me and I just get chills. I should probably
delete them. My issue is Out of my own love and care for her I gave her money as well
in her time of need. She called me a few weeks after the breakup when we were in the
middle of an argument. Usually she ghosts me for a few days but this time she called
and said she needed something because her pet was sick. I am quite well off and
money isn’t a huge factor for me and I do really care for her so I said sure and gave her
the money. It wasn’t to get her back or anything but the people I love and trust in my
life, I will give everything to. I told her to just pay me back half as a Christmas present
of sorts (lent her 1000 dollars) 
I thought maybe she would be nicer to me but after the original few days where she
was nice she just went back to her dismissive self. I was so confused. How can someone
that I care for so much and love so much and give everything to just treat me like shit a
week later. I guess she’s just that worried about a committal thing. 
Part of me does have this “saving thing” I did the same with my narcissistic ex
girlfriend. Stayed in something even though it was abusive.
I guess I came here partly to get some
Hope that she would change and see me for how she used to see me. Is it normal for
fearful avoidants to be really intense at the start? Like super super intense. And then
suddenly just go a full 180 overnight? What if I show myself to be stable while also
caring for her and giving her what she wants (space).
Every time I bring up getting her trust back she says that I’m being “forceful”. “Forcing
a relationship, forcing reciprocation,” she used that word a lot. She brings up my single
child background as part of her analysis of me. 
I just want the girl I met in August. I’m fine not even having a relationship. But the fun
I had with that girl was unparalleled. It was like I met my muse. But it’s so hard to get
it back.

tnr9
God

My story Mar 14, 2018 12:38:18 GMT
Quote
There is a quote that says if a person tells you who they truly are...believe them. It is
completely understandable that you want August girl back. Heck, I would say the
majority of those who come to the boards want the person they met in the beginning of
the relationship when all our insecurities and attachment pain did not trigger each
orher. The issue is that she is telling you who she TRULY is and you aren't accepting it.
It is very easy to come on quite passionately and make very sweet comments when the
relationship isn't "real" yet and you can still project all sorts of hopes and fantasies upon
them, it is another thing completely to stay in the trenches dispite any alarm bells
telling you to flee for whatever reason. I would say to let the money go if you don't
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need it. Consider it a generous gift. Right now, you need to take an accurate
assessment of who she truly IS and what you truly NEED because it is only in seeing her
for who she is NOW and accepting that she may never change, that you will be able to
realistically decide what to do. Right now you are pining over a fantasy...we all do
it.....because "August girl" triggered such good feelings in you that you want her
back...understandable...but she even told you that that isn't who she is. You could give
her all the space and time she needs and she still will be the girl you are seeing
now....she may have moments of that fantasy...but that won't last. I truly feel for
you.....I know exactly where you are coming from...that hopeful side is very tricky in an
AP. The best thing you can do is temper that hope with what is real and decide if you
want the real over the fantasy.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

My story Mar 15, 2018 15:42:51 GMT tnr9, bip, and 1 more like this
Quote
wahlookie, Everyone is different, but one of my best friends is FA by her own admission.
Even though she admits she is FA, she doesn't see her own pattern. I think it's very
difficult for anyone to become very aware of their own patterns. She has a new guy
every year or less. In the beginning, she is all in and thinks the person could be the love
of her life. They go on trips together, spend weekends together, etc all in the first
couple months. After a couple months, she starts to find all these faults with them, big
and small and then picks at them. Until she has talked herself into this not being the
guy for her. It's just a big downslide from there, then she breaks up with them. Her
pattern has never changed. She gets sad for about a month after the break up and then
she's on to the next.
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My story Mar 17, 2018 16:48:57 GMT via mobile
Quote
I agree with your guys sentiment for sure. The hope thing definitely is a cancer in my
mind. Hoping it can go back to what it was.
I just have one question before I make up my mind.
It’s alrwady happening again. 
We talked for a bit yesterday, we were talking for quite a bit over chat. Talking about
her life and mine. Eventually I asked her when will she give me the trust back that she
used to have. She said “don’t force it or it will never happen, just let it happen
naturally.”
She’s getting close to me again, maybe building her trust back with me. I’m not exactly
sure.
And speaking of, I spoke to one of her friends and he said that she never has been the
one to get into relationships. I asked about her past and he’s like she just prioritizes
school and her work and she doesn’t have the time for a relationship. And told me to
not feel so bad. 
Anyways, my question is if I do want to keep in touch and foresee a possible
relationship down the line, what exactly do I have to do?
So I keep being friends and try to be stable and build up her trust? What e the success
stories here. Or do I go the no contact route and make her come back to me? Make her
Miss me etc. 
I don’t know but I don’t want to be playing games. I genuinely care about her and I
really am not the manipulative type. I like her as a person and want the best for her
while building something genuine. 
Also based off what I said about her, she is most likely FA right? 

wahlookie
New Member

My story Mar 21, 2018 3:57:50 GMT via mobile
Quote
I asked her if she is open to visiting another country with me over the summer.
Traveling somewhere together basically. She seemed
Interested in it. Does anyone have any advice on my last post? It’s been pretty chill last
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few days, but I’m worried about the eventual push.
Also how sure r most of the people on this forum that she is a FA. And not just a normal
girl that got cold feet and keeps me in her life purely for attention.

wahlookie
New Member
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My story Mar 21, 2018 4:43:26 GMT via mobile
Quote
If there are any success stories, I’d love to hear what actually happened. Do you have
to be stable friends? She is so fearful abt time I bring up feelings. 
She says things like “I’m trying to protect your feelings” she is worried about hurting
me as much as herself getting hurt? 
She said our personalities don’t mesh as the reason for why things went south. When I
recall the real reason she said duribtnourbbrakup was that I was needy and clingy.
This was all today when we talked about the trip.
I really do care about her and I’m willing to be her friend and love her as a friend but
it’s painful. It’s like she has so many guards around her.
I
Know nothing about her life atm. If she’s dating others etc. if I really believe in us, what
is my play? Do I go no contact or do I keep being stabke

She also mentioned when we talked about the trip that she’s a bit worried just going
with us two. She says she doesn’t want to lead me on
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 4:46:37 GMT by wahlookie
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My story Mar 21, 2018 6:24:40 GMT
Quote

Mar 21, 2018 4:43:26 GMT wahlookie said:
If there are any success stories, I’d love to hear what actually happened. Do you have
to be stable friends? She is so fearful abt time I bring up feelings. 
She says things like “I’m trying to protect your feelings” she is worried about hurting
me as much as herself getting hurt? 
She said our personalities don’t mesh as the reason for why things went south. When I
recall the real reason she said duribtnourbbrakup was that I was needy and clingy.
This was all today when we talked about the trip.
I really do care about her and I’m willing to be her friend and love her as a friend but
it’s painful. It’s like she has so many guards around her.
I
Know nothing about her life atm. If she’s dating others etc. if I really believe in us, what
is my play? Do I go no contact or do I keep being stabke

She also mentioned when we talked about the trip that she’s a bit worried just going
with us two. She says she doesn’t want to lead me on
Are you ok with just being friends?  Because from what I am reading, it seems as if
your end goal is to have her decide to be your girlfriend again.  And it sounds like she
senses that too which is why her guard is up and why she keeps telling you that she
only wants to be friends, she doesn't want to lead you on and why she doesn't think the
two of you are compatible.  I think she honestly doesn't want to hurt you...but it is as if
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you don't want to take what she is saying as her truth.  You can give her all the space
in the world, you can try every angle that is out there...but if she ultimately chooses
someone else, are you going to be ok with that?  Be honest.
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 6:54:44 GMT by tnr9
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My story Mar 21, 2018 6:39:36 GMT via mobile
Quote
Honestly it will break my
Heart. But when does it become selfish and abandoning someone you care about? I do
have feelings for her still but it’s so hard to abandon her entirely from my life
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My story Mar 21, 2018 6:41:08 GMT via mobile
Quote
I know I blind myself with my emotional thoughts but to build something secure again
with her, isn’t the best bet to try to be there for her? Whether it be a friendship or
something more
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Quote
My story starts in July. I was at a work party and met a girl that was friends with one of
my coworkers. I wasn't really looking for anything at the start of the night but we
started talking and dancing and it was magical. Normally i'm very picky about the girls
that i get interested about but this one was very enjoyable to hang out with. I didnt
want to do anything that night but i got her number before the night was over. She
immediately messaged me in the morning and we started chatting here and there.

I've only had one girlfriend before and never really dated much. ive always been a
workaholic and tried super hard in college and high school. The work party was in LA
but I live over on the East coast. We started an online companionship of sorts. we both
love video games and started playing online game together. I started to definitely get
feelings for her after the first week. We would message each other a shit ton and
honestly spent a lot of time together. I told her after a week and a half(im normally a
blunt/honest person and i dont like to play games) that I have feelings for her. Initially
she seemed very hesitant. She is still in college (around age 27~) after dropping out
originally. she went back to a community college. 

She said she is too busy in her life atm to have a relationship and wants to just stay
friends. I was a bit sad when she said that and she could definitely tell that i was. Later
that night i told her its fine being friends especially because I dont want her out of my
life. Regardless what would happen, at the time i thought i genuinely enjoyed her
company and dont want to just abandon her if she doesnt have feelings for me. Another
week passed and honestly we became closer and closer. ive never really been so close
to someone. Normally im an insecure person and Id say i have anxious attachment.
However ive learned from my past (my past gf had narcissistic personality disorder and
that was a huge emotional rollercoaster) and tried my hardest to be secure. I started
finding out about her past. She has a horrible relationship with her father. she told me
stories of how he would emotionally abuse her and her mom. I think growing up itself
gave her a lot of mistrust for the men in her life. She told me stories about her past
relationships too. the general theme was that most of them took advantage of her and
she has a general distrust for guys in the dating world. She shared how she has had
issues keeping jobs (shes had like 12 jobs) and doesnt really know what she wants to
do career wise. Anyways, at the time i didnt take too much stock into all this but i kept
being her friend and eventually after around 3-4 weeks since we met, she admitted she
had feelings for me too. it was long distance so she was a bit worried but she said she
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never felt someone she could trust as much as me. She said amazing things, how most
of the guys in her past were mistrustful, not caring and not nearly as emotional as me.
normally she liked strong men that werent that emotional but she said i was different
and showed me how some1 can be caring and loving and sweet. I got swept up in all of
it and eventaully 2-3 weeks after she admitted she had feelings for me, we agreed to
try to commit to an actual relationship (this was all online). She was a bit hesitant at
first to commit so fast but she trusted me. I remember her being a bit worried (can we
just wait? cant we date first and see how we are in real life) However i told her i
strongly feel we will be fine and everything just seems so perfect. keep in mind im
really new to relationships and looking past, everything did happen so fast and it was all
so intense. 

I was really excited, it was like i met the love of my life. We planned all these amazing
adventures with each other. Eventually i had a week break from work and planned a trip
to see her. The first 2 days were amazing. it was like we were the perfect couple. The
third day is where it all went wrong. We were going back home from dinner and i got a
call from work. my boss said that there might be some layoffs and i became very
stressed. normally i do get stressed and overthink situations very easily. Im sure she
could sense it. she tried to comfort me but at the time i got very emotional. The job was
a big deal for me and possibility of losing it was painful to hear. At the same time she
had to go work the night shift so she gave me a hug and said "sorry i have to go" and
left me off at her house. I was a bit stressed trying to deal with the situation at work
and eventually after 3-4 hours she called me. she told me she wanted to come back and
talk about something important. I started getting stressed (shit day right) and she came
back and told me that she wants to take a step back in the relationship. "think about
things" she said. \

Well me being in my stressful emotional state, became really sad. It sounded like a
breakup and she just refused all intimate advances after. I had 2 days left with her til i
had to go back and lets just say it was 2 painful days. She completely changed, its like
she was a different person. the 'loving, sweet' person that i knew became someone
else. she had no patience for me. and meanwhile i was just very confused with the
whole situation. I know i made mistakes, i became very clingy and needy and desperate
at the time, even trying to beg her to stay but she kept saying the same thing. "stop
forcing it, lets see what happens" 

I finally went home and our relationship was just upside down. we would argue and
fight a lot, i would keep asking her why she did what she did. it was just so confusing.
thinking back i definitely did not give her the space that she wanted. but in my defense
literally the day before she was madly into me and it felt like we were in love. then it
just suddenly changed. I went into full depression. she eventually broke up entirely 2
weeks after saying that she doesnt see a relationship with me, that i went 'all in' on the
relationship and came off as too overbearing. My anxious attachment definitely did
come out in this period but it didnt help that the person that i was literlaly best friends
with abandoned me and totally changed. 

I didnt really know what to do at the time and i took her agreement of 'being friends' it
was a mistake because the next few weeks was just this constant push-pull. When i
became distant, she would become closer, message me more. and when i became
closer, she would pull away. my brain was confused and i would send her some
messages asking for her back and it would just end up in a huge argument where she
told me she wants to only be friends. I had a lot of thinking at the time and read up on
attachment theory. I dont know exactly but it does sound like she has fearful avoidant
attachment. I remember when her friend was living with her for 3 weeks. At the start
she would be like "im so happy to have my friend keep me company" 3 weeks later and
she would constantly say how her friend is so smothering and intrusive and annoying.
eventually she kicked her friend out (she is independent and lives alone and has been
for a few years)
Its like she didnt want to lose me as well. whether as a friend or something more, i dont
know. but she did try to reach out after a few days. The trend would be argument -
>ghosting me for a few days -> message me again saying that i dont change and have
to give her space. and we became closer again and it would just go back to an
argument at some point. 
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My next step was to just straight up tell her that i cant just be friends. It was getting
too painful, seeing the snaps and instagram posts. getting all paranoid (is that some
guy shes dating?) I told her around 4 weeks ago that we cant be friends because i still
have feelings for her. she gave a blank "ok" and it felt like she moved on. Lets just say
it was like going into withdrawal from a drug. Part of me knows she would reach out but
i didnt know when. It felt like she wasnt going to and i tried my hardest to keep the no
contact to move on. Eventually I caved and sent her a message 2 weeks ago. It felt so
painful to lose someone i was so close to and after reading up on fearful avoidants, i
didnt want to just abandon her like the people before her in her life. i really genuinely
care about her and dont just want her for selfish needs. She said "sure" and didnt send
another message. 2 weeks went by and yesterday she sent a message. "hope you're
well." it resulted in a short conversation between us where we both told each other that
we miss each other. she told me she is going through low form of depression atm
becuase she doesnt know what she wants to do in her life. it felt like one of our original
emotional talks and i felt happy she was trusting me with her own emotions. ( know its
hard for her)
she also told me to tell her when im in town so we can go out to eat. 

My question right now is whether I should keep trying to rebuild what we had before. At
the start we became friends and she trusted me and it eventually led into her having
feelings for me. obviously at some point it got too much for her and she got 'cold feet'
as she said about what happened when i went to visit her. She also was so hesitant at
the start to have a relationship so im not sure if this was set up for failure. I really dont
know what to do right now. part of me doesnt want to lose the friendship but part of me
knows it will torture me. I still love her a shit ton and have a lot of feelings. Do i try to
be friends again, rebuild what we had at the start? Im also worried this push-pull thing
will happen again. I get close again, and she just becomes cold. some days shes
amazing and some days its like she is super mean. 

Thanks for anyone that reads ( i know its long but this has been killing me)
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My story Mar 13, 2018 15:16:02 GMT via mobile
Quote
Bump! Someone please reply
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My story Mar 13, 2018 16:17:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
What do I tell her? What about the stories in some of these threads that say I have to
be patient and give her space and show I will be there for her so she can develop trust
for me
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My story Mar 13, 2018 16:24:41 GMT
Quote
While I completely understand not wanting to abandon her...I would challenge you to
consider your true motive....is the end goal to be a support to her even if she ends up
with someone else or do you really want to have her back? Really think this through
because as APs we can think we are doing a noble thing by being there for someone
else while not getting our needs met with the underlying goal of having them be
grateful for us sticking around and then changing their minds and realizing that we are
the right one after all. If in fact the second one is true....then you have to walk
away...as painful as that may be now...you will be sparing yourself a lot of uncertainty,
mood fluctuations, reading into things, and heartbreak if she ends up with someone
else. The reason most websites say not to be friends with an ex is because usually both
people aren't looking at the end goal of friendship from the same perspective. I wish I
could provide you the answer you are looking for...but I would rather be honest with
you.
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Quote

Mar 13, 2018 16:17:25 GMT wahlookie said:
What do I tell her? What about the stories in some of these threads that say I have to
be patient and give her space and show I will be there for her so she can develop trust
for me
Right...and someone who isn't triggered by her can maybe give that to her...but you
need to honestly look at yourself and what you need.....sacrificing just to get a
breadcrumb of intermittent attention is a crummy way to live.  

muppet
Deleted Member
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My story Mar 13, 2018 20:55:36 GMT via mobile BreakingTheSpell, tnr9, and 1 more like
this
Quote
hi, i'm sorry you are hurting.
i'm avoidant, and i want to add my perspective.
when we have insecure attachment styles, we tend to seek love from unlikely sources.
this is true of the anxiously attached, and i have also found it to be true as an avoidant.

this dynamic will cause you extreme pain.

whatever the nature of the conditions that shaped our attachment styles, that injured
our ability to be emotionally available to another in an intimate relationship, we seem to
find ourselves repeating that pattern into our adult romantic relationships. 

i am not mentioning this to inspire you to turn your healing and help and compassion
toward this woman. i am suggesring you to turn your healing and help and compassion
toward yourself.

what injury might you be seeking to recreate and heal with a partner who is unreliable,
hurting, and unavailable to you?

your need for stability and consistency is real and valid and you can't offer it to her
because you are hurting too.
i'm just discouraging a rescue or "fix it" mentality that can be born out of intense
longing for someone. 
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we seem to find ourselves repeatedly in situations that recreate original abandonment,
or engulfment, situations that drive us to the edge where we have to learn how to heal
ourselves instead of having a partner or an outside element do that for us.

i'm working though my own issues, l don't have it all figured out. 

but insecure attachment often finds insecure attachment and even if she magically
morphed into an available person ready to put in 100%, you would still have any
internal issues that you have, you'd have all your original pain. the only way around it is
through it. 
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Quote
Yea I understand guys. It’s just hard because she was my best friend for a while. I have
most of our logs saved and I reread them sometimes. I know it’s really unhealthy but
seeing what she said shen she was into me makes me long for her even more. She said
things like how I’m different than the other guys in her past. How she normally likes
guys that weren’t emotional but I showed her a different light. That she won’t hurt me
and will always be there for me. 
The only red flag I saw is that she had a sense of worry that she might get turned off in
the future by me since Im emotional and sensitive and is scared to hurt me but she
later reaffirmed that she doesn’t think it will happen. She said things like how she
wishes she had the same passion towards work and school as she does towards me.
She told her friends how much she liked me and even told her mom that she seems
something serious with me and for her to tell her mom that was a big step in her life. All
these things she said got me super attached. It felt like I also got what I wanted.

Problem is the way she acted became so different after she wanted to take a “step
back” and got cold feet. I still don’t know the exact reason why. It sounds like she made
a bunch of bullshit excuses and I spent a long time trying to figure out the real reason.
But no matter what she said it was hard for me to believe it. Then she made the excuse
when I asked her what happened to the original girl that was madly into me and so
intense. She said “that wasn’t me, i got caught up and everything was intense especially
it being online but this is the real me. I’m independent and don’t like relying on others.”
So she basically admitted that the girl that sent me those amazing messages was partly
not herself. 
I re read the beautiful things she had sent me and I just get chills. I should probably
delete them. My issue is Out of my own love and care for her I gave her money as well
in her time of need. She called me a few weeks after the breakup when we were in the
middle of an argument. Usually she ghosts me for a few days but this time she called
and said she needed something because her pet was sick. I am quite well off and
money isn’t a huge factor for me and I do really care for her so I said sure and gave her
the money. It wasn’t to get her back or anything but the people I love and trust in my
life, I will give everything to. I told her to just pay me back half as a Christmas present
of sorts (lent her 1000 dollars) 
I thought maybe she would be nicer to me but after the original few days where she
was nice she just went back to her dismissive self. I was so confused. How can someone
that I care for so much and love so much and give everything to just treat me like shit a
week later. I guess she’s just that worried about a committal thing. 
Part of me does have this “saving thing” I did the same with my narcissistic ex
girlfriend. Stayed in something even though it was abusive.
I guess I came here partly to get some
Hope that she would change and see me for how she used to see me. Is it normal for
fearful avoidants to be really intense at the start? Like super super intense. And then
suddenly just go a full 180 overnight? What if I show myself to be stable while also
caring for her and giving her what she wants (space).
Every time I bring up getting her trust back she says that I’m being “forceful”. “Forcing
a relationship, forcing reciprocation,” she used that word a lot. She brings up my single
child background as part of her analysis of me. 
I just want the girl I met in August. I’m fine not even having a relationship. But the fun
I had with that girl was unparalleled. It was like I met my muse. But it’s so hard to get
it back.

tnr9
God

My story Mar 14, 2018 12:38:18 GMT
Quote
There is a quote that says if a person tells you who they truly are...believe them. It is
completely understandable that you want August girl back. Heck, I would say the
majority of those who come to the boards want the person they met in the beginning of
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the relationship when all our insecurities and attachment pain did not trigger each
orher. The issue is that she is telling you who she TRULY is and you aren't accepting it.
It is very easy to come on quite passionately and make very sweet comments when the
relationship isn't "real" yet and you can still project all sorts of hopes and fantasies upon
them, it is another thing completely to stay in the trenches dispite any alarm bells
telling you to flee for whatever reason. I would say to let the money go if you don't
need it. Consider it a generous gift. Right now, you need to take an accurate
assessment of who she truly IS and what you truly NEED because it is only in seeing her
for who she is NOW and accepting that she may never change, that you will be able to
realistically decide what to do. Right now you are pining over a fantasy...we all do
it.....because "August girl" triggered such good feelings in you that you want her
back...understandable...but she even told you that that isn't who she is. You could give
her all the space and time she needs and she still will be the girl you are seeing
now....she may have moments of that fantasy...but that won't last. I truly feel for
you.....I know exactly where you are coming from...that hopeful side is very tricky in an
AP. The best thing you can do is temper that hope with what is real and decide if you
want the real over the fantasy.
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Senior Member
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Quote
wahlookie, Everyone is different, but one of my best friends is FA by her own admission.
Even though she admits she is FA, she doesn't see her own pattern. I think it's very
difficult for anyone to become very aware of their own patterns. She has a new guy
every year or less. In the beginning, she is all in and thinks the person could be the love
of her life. They go on trips together, spend weekends together, etc all in the first
couple months. After a couple months, she starts to find all these faults with them, big
and small and then picks at them. Until she has talked herself into this not being the
guy for her. It's just a big downslide from there, then she breaks up with them. Her
pattern has never changed. She gets sad for about a month after the break up and then
she's on to the next.
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I agree with your guys sentiment for sure. The hope thing definitely is a cancer in my
mind. Hoping it can go back to what it was.
I just have one question before I make up my mind.
It’s alrwady happening again. 
We talked for a bit yesterday, we were talking for quite a bit over chat. Talking about
her life and mine. Eventually I asked her when will she give me the trust back that she
used to have. She said “don’t force it or it will never happen, just let it happen
naturally.”
She’s getting close to me again, maybe building her trust back with me. I’m not exactly
sure.
And speaking of, I spoke to one of her friends and he said that she never has been the
one to get into relationships. I asked about her past and he’s like she just prioritizes
school and her work and she doesn’t have the time for a relationship. And told me to
not feel so bad. 
Anyways, my question is if I do want to keep in touch and foresee a possible
relationship down the line, what exactly do I have to do?
So I keep being friends and try to be stable and build up her trust? What e the success
stories here. Or do I go the no contact route and make her come back to me? Make her
Miss me etc. 
I don’t know but I don’t want to be playing games. I genuinely care about her and I
really am not the manipulative type. I like her as a person and want the best for her
while building something genuine. 
Also based off what I said about her, she is most likely FA right? 
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I asked her if she is open to visiting another country with me over the summer.
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Traveling somewhere together basically. She seemed
Interested in it. Does anyone have any advice on my last post? It’s been pretty chill last
few days, but I’m worried about the eventual push.
Also how sure r most of the people on this forum that she is a FA. And not just a normal
girl that got cold feet and keeps me in her life purely for attention.
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New Member
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My story Mar 21, 2018 4:43:26 GMT via mobile
Quote
If there are any success stories, I’d love to hear what actually happened. Do you have
to be stable friends? She is so fearful abt time I bring up feelings. 
She says things like “I’m trying to protect your feelings” she is worried about hurting
me as much as herself getting hurt? 
She said our personalities don’t mesh as the reason for why things went south. When I
recall the real reason she said duribtnourbbrakup was that I was needy and clingy.
This was all today when we talked about the trip.
I really do care about her and I’m willing to be her friend and love her as a friend but
it’s painful. It’s like she has so many guards around her.
I
Know nothing about her life atm. If she’s dating others etc. if I really believe in us, what
is my play? Do I go no contact or do I keep being stabke

She also mentioned when we talked about the trip that she’s a bit worried just going
with us two. She says she doesn’t want to lead me on
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 4:46:37 GMT by wahlookie
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My story Mar 21, 2018 6:24:40 GMT
Quote

Mar 21, 2018 4:43:26 GMT wahlookie said:
If there are any success stories, I’d love to hear what actually happened. Do you have
to be stable friends? She is so fearful abt time I bring up feelings. 
She says things like “I’m trying to protect your feelings” she is worried about hurting
me as much as herself getting hurt? 
She said our personalities don’t mesh as the reason for why things went south. When I
recall the real reason she said duribtnourbbrakup was that I was needy and clingy.
This was all today when we talked about the trip.
I really do care about her and I’m willing to be her friend and love her as a friend but
it’s painful. It’s like she has so many guards around her.
I
Know nothing about her life atm. If she’s dating others etc. if I really believe in us, what
is my play? Do I go no contact or do I keep being stabke

She also mentioned when we talked about the trip that she’s a bit worried just going
with us two. She says she doesn’t want to lead me on
Are you ok with just being friends?  Because from what I am reading, it seems as if
your end goal is to have her decide to be your girlfriend again.  And it sounds like she
senses that too which is why her guard is up and why she keeps telling you that she
only wants to be friends, she doesn't want to lead you on and why she doesn't think the
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two of you are compatible.  I think she honestly doesn't want to hurt you...but it is as if
you don't want to take what she is saying as her truth.  You can give her all the space
in the world, you can try every angle that is out there...but if she ultimately chooses
someone else, are you going to be ok with that?  Be honest.
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 6:54:44 GMT by tnr9
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My story Mar 21, 2018 6:39:36 GMT via mobile
Quote
Honestly it will break my
Heart. But when does it become selfish and abandoning someone you care about? I do
have feelings for her still but it’s so hard to abandon her entirely from my life

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

My story Mar 21, 2018 6:41:08 GMT via mobile
Quote
I know I blind myself with my emotional thoughts but to build something secure again
with her, isn’t the best bet to try to be there for her? Whether it be a friendship or
something more
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My story Mar 21, 2018 7:10:47 GMT
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Mar 21, 2018 6:41:08 GMT wahlookie said:
I know I blind myself with my emotional thoughts but to build something secure again
with her, isn’t the best bet to try to be there for her? Whether it be a friendship or
something more
But you aren't secure...you cannot build something secure with someone else until you
yourself are secure. 

Ask yourself this question...are you really wanting to be there for her no matter what
the outcome, or are you trying to find a way to get back the relationship?  Too often I
have caught myself in this trap of telling myself that I want to be there for the other
person, I don't want to abandon him...when my real motive has been to win that person
back....that isn't altruistic, it is manipulative.  Really think about that...because the
more you go down this story line of " I want to simply be there for her" when you really
want her back...the more you are going to end up disappointed and hurting yourself.  If
you want her back...you need to be honest with yourself that she may never feel those
feelings back for you.  
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 7:12:23 GMT by tnr9
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New Member

My story Mar 21, 2018 10:01:15 GMT via mobile
Quote
So what am I supposed to do then. Because honestly I don’t know what I want
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wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

My story Mar 21, 2018 11:40:18 GMT via mobile
Quote
I just crave the relationship we had in August. Even before we became a couple, we had
so much fun. Idk what happened to that girl. Now she’s so guarded against anything I
do or say. It’s honestly depressing. Whenever I tried no contact, I get very depressed. I
miss our talks and compatibility
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My story Mar 21, 2018 14:14:29 GMT
Quote

Mar 21, 2018 11:40:18 GMT wahlookie said:
I just crave the relationship we had in August. Even before we became a couple, we had
so much fun. Idk what happened to that girl. Now she’s so guarded against anything I
do or say. It’s honestly depressing. Whenever I tried no contact, I get very depressed. I
miss our talks and compatibility
Now I understand why even my guard was going up when reading your posts in this
thread.  You don't truly accept her for who she is...you want only those parts of her that
you saw in August.  You are hoping that by sticking around, she will return back to "that
girl"...but the reality is...who she is showing you right now is as much her as the girl
you had so much fun with in August.  What if she never returns to the girl you had so
much fun with in August?  Right now you seems so fixated on a certain outcome that
isn't guaranteed.
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 14:25:38 GMT by tnr9
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Quote
Man...you really stirred something deep in me.....I am not going to speak for this
girl.....but for me......my walls go up (along with my guard) when...

1. I sense someone only sees one aspect of who I am...or only sees what he wants to
see in me...AND..
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2. I feel like he sees only that aspect because he wants me to address some wounding
in him....so it's a compliment with an expectation or a carrot with a stick...

My walls and words usually shift to telling him that 

1. What you see isn't all of who I am AND
2. I cannot be that person I sense you need me to be

The reason I am putting this here is that you may have some unspoken expectations
that are tied to August girl...such as...if I can just be with Augst girl again then....fill in
the blank...as many times as you need to. Those are your expectations. Oftentimes
unspoken expectations are felt as "pressure" and people tend to not respond well to
pressure. I think a bit of self assessment is in order if you truly want this girl to remain
in your life.

Note...this was a good exercise for me as well.
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New Member

Posts: 21

My story Mar 21, 2018 15:50:42 GMT via mobile
Quote
I understand, the girl I met st the start was her trying to impress me? Was it a facade? 
I am very new to the dating game in general. Are most relationships like this where one
person puts on a facade of who they are. 
During our breakup time she told me many times that who she was at the start was
easy bexause it was online. Also that her feelings were very intense and she maybengot
carried away. 
If anything I just want answers as well. Why did she exactly break up? 
She’s told me so many different things. That I was too overbearing and clingy, that our
personalities don’t mesh. That she was too stressed to stay in the relationship. It
doesn’t make sense.
I’m digging myself into a hole more and more. I need to get out zz.
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Quote

Mar 21, 2018 14:14:29 GMT tnr9 said:

Mar 21, 2018 11:40:18 GMT wahlookie said:
I just crave the relationship we had in August. Even before we became a couple, we had
so much fun. Idk what happened to that girl. Now she’s so guarded against anything I
do or say. It’s honestly depressing. Whenever I tried no contact, I get very depressed. I
miss our talks and compatibility
Now I understand why even my guard was going up when reading your posts in this
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thread.  You don't truly accept her for who she is...you want only those parts of
her that you saw in August.  You are hoping that by sticking around, she will return
back to "that girl"...but the reality is...who she is showing you right now is as much her
as the girl you had so much fun with in August.  What if she never returns to the girl
you had so much fun with in August?  Right now you seems so fixated on a certain
outcome that isn't guaranteed.
This, so much.

tnr9, if you don't mind elaborating - what would your partner have to do to 'prove' to
you that they are seeing you for all you really are and accepting it?

I ask because I felt I was in a losing battle with my ex FA trying to understand his
contradicting behaviour. He would often lash out and accuse me of trying to change him
when I was actually trying to reassure him I wasn't going anywhere. I felt like he had
some very selective hearing most of the time. For instance, once I confessed to him it
was difficult to know what he wanted to talk to me about because he would change so
many topics within 5 minutes, but then would get mad at me straight away before I
could even respond to one of the topics by saying I didn't want to talk to him!
Sometimes he would say he could contradict or talk about a million things at once so
that people would never really know what he is thinking or know the real him. 

This just baffled me. How can you expect to build a relationship with someone if you
continually confuse them or put them through endless 'tests'? The sad thing is, I was
beginning to feel more secure in the relationship the more vulnerable he got, it was
honestly touching to see him warts and all - and then he ended it all just as our
rockiness seemed to stabilise!
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 15:53:11 GMT by amblin
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Quote

Mar 21, 2018 15:50:42 GMT wahlookie said:
I understand, the girl I met st the start was her trying to impress me? Was it a facade? 
I am very new to the dating game in general. Are most relationships like this where one
person puts on a facade of who they are. 
During our breakup time she told me many times that who she was at the start was
easy bexause it was online. Also that her feelings were very intense and she maybengot
carried away. 
If anything I just want answers as well. Why did she exactly break up? 
She’s told me so many different things. That I was too overbearing and clingy, that our
personalities don’t mesh. That she was too stressed to stay in the relationship. It
doesn’t make sense.
I’m digging myself into a hole more and more. I need to get out zz.
Honestly...read what she told you

1. She was able to be "that girl" in August because you both did not really know each
other.  She probably made some assumptions about you, just as you probably made
some assumptions about her
2. When things got "real"...you triggering her, she triggering you....that is when she
told you her new experiences of you....that she experienced you as clingy and
overbearing.  Her reaction to feeling that you were clingy and overbearing is that she
became stressed...and as a result of that stress, she determined the two of you are not
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currently compatible.

She wasn't presenting you with a facade...no more so then you were presenting her
with a facade.  You were both coming to this relationship with different expectations and
unfortunately.....those expectations of each other triggered each other.  It happens all
the time....we want a person to be a certain way, we think they are...then they show us
another side of themselves and we wonder why they aren't 100% the person we initially
thought they were.  It doesn't mean you are bad...it doesn't mean that she played
you...it means that you both want different things right now.  Honestly....the best thing
you can do is stop trying so very hard to get her back to the girl you knew....let her be
who she is and shift your focus back to you.  What do you need to work on...not to win
her back, but so that you can become a more secure individual all on your own.  
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Mar 21, 2018 15:52:43 GMT amblin said:

Mar 21, 2018 14:14:29 GMT tnr9 said:
Now I understand why even my guard was going up when reading your posts in this
thread.  You don't truly accept her for who she is...you want only those parts of
her that you saw in August.  You are hoping that by sticking around, she will return
back to "that girl"...but the reality is...who she is showing you right now is as much her
as the girl you had so much fun with in August.  What if she never returns to the girl
you had so much fun with in August?  Right now you seems so fixated on a certain
outcome that isn't guaranteed.
This, so much.

tnr9 , if you don't mind elaborating - what would your partner have to do to 'prove' to
you that they are seeing you for all you really are and accepting it?

I ask because I felt I was in a losing battle with my ex FA trying to understand his
contradicting behaviour. He would often lash out and accuse me of trying to change him
when I was actually trying to reassure him I wasn't going anywhere. I felt like he had
some very selective hearing most of the time. For instance, once I confessed to him it
was difficult to know what he wanted to talk to me about because he would change so
many topics within 5 minutes, but then would get mad at me straight away before I
could even respond to one of the topics by saying I didn't want to talk to him!
Sometimes he would say he could contradict or talk about a million things at once so
that people would never really know what he is thinking or know the real him. 

This just baffled me. How can you expect to build a relationship with someone if you
continually confuse them or put them through endless 'tests'? The sad thing is, I was
beginning to feel more secure in the relationship the more vulnerable he got, it was
honestly touching to see him warts and all - and then he ended it all just as our
rockiness seemed to stabilise!
Hey Amblin....first off...I am not FA...I tend to be AP or DA depending on the other
person's attachment style.  We all have that capacity to be either anxious or
avoidant...it just depends on how in touch you are with those attributes within yourself.
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 My first thought is to wonder if there isn't something else going on with him....it seems
that if he has a lot of different strings of thought going on that quickly...that may speak
to something other than an attachment style issue.   Same thing with his
distractibility....select listening.....that likely isn't related to his attachment style either.
 As far as his reaction to your reassurances.....can you provide a bit more information?
 What specifically did you say to him?
Last Edit: Mar 21, 2018 21:21:51 GMT by tnr9
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My story Mar 24, 2018 12:04:51 GMT
Quote
Hey tnr9 , my apologies - I think I got you mixed up because you've popped up a lot in
the FA forums. You are right though, I know he is suffering from some depression and I
highly suspect a few other issues that are limiting his capacity to deal (or want to deal)
with true intimacy. But he ticks so many of the FA boxes, I guess all combined just
makes it worse. A total unworkable situation.

I would say the things any stable person confident in their feelings would - I really like
you, I want to be with you, I'm not going anywhere, I know you are going through a
hard time, you don't have to be afraid, I know what I want (and that's you!), why are
you so upset, can you help me understand how I've made you feel, how can we work
through this together? etc etc etc

Well, guess you can only say so much to a brick wall who won't absorb it, hey?

Last Edit: Mar 24, 2018 12:05:46 GMT by amblin
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Quote
Sadly, i know what most of you guys saying is right. this entire relationship has gotten
me depressed in a way about life. The constant push-pull after the initial first 3 months
of intense feelings has made me very insecure in general. I thought so much about
what i did wrong in a specific instance. the entire week just relived in my head, hours
and HOURS of constant analysis. At the end i dont know why she did it, for what exact
reason and i probably will never know. but In general i do overthink and over analyze
situations, its helped me and hurt me in many ways throughout my life. 
I dont know exactly if i can summarize an entire persona under one label. whether she
be FA Or not, i realize every human is different and circumstance is different. thats why
i hold out on some hope that we can rekindle what we once had. but i dont know if i
have the patience. She is nice to me for a bit and then asks me for a favor yesterday. I
dont know what to think. am i just a source of attention for her? an emotional sponge
that she can rely on for financial purposes? i will never really figure her out and i guess
its foolish for me to try and learn? what is it with FA people where they show so much
love for someone at some point and then slowly the person they loved becomes just
another individual, someone that annoys them and they lose all respect for? i wonder if
its specifically me that triggers this or was it actually her being FA. 
I go out in the world and see all these couples and people enjoying life and meanwhile i
am just sitting here depressed, constantly chasing someone that i dont think mutually
likes me the same way, whether it be amount or substance. how do i stop this cycle? i
have never abandoned anyone in my life that i love for and care for. why is it any
different here? these r the thoughts that plague my head on the daily. what about all
the amazing stuff she said at the beginning? the promises of never hurting me, never
abandoning me. i am worried about getting into a new relationship, whether i will meet
the same demise. go headfirst into something, believe what the other person says in my
emotional state and get hurt again. 
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tnr9
God

Posts: 847

Mar 24, 2018 12:27:32 GMT wahlookie said:
Sadly, i know what most of you guys saying is right. this entire relationship has gotten
me depressed in a way about life. The constant push-pull after the initial first 3 months
of intense feelings has made me very insecure in general. I thought so much about
what i did wrong in a specific instance. the entire week just relived in my head, hours
and HOURS of constant analysis. At the end i dont know why she did it, for what exact
reason and i probably will never know. but In general i do overthink and over analyze
situations, its helped me and hurt me in many ways throughout my life. 
I dont know exactly if i can summarize an entire persona under one label. whether she
be FA Or not, i realize every human is different and circumstance is different. thats why
i hold out on some hope that we can rekindle what we once had. but i dont know if i
have the patience. She is nice to me for a bit and then asks me for a favor yesterday. I
dont know what to think. am i just a source of attention for her? an emotional sponge
that she can rely on for financial purposes? i will never really figure her out and i guess
its foolish for me to try and learn? what is it with FA people where they show so much
love for someone at some point and then slowly the person they loved becomes just
another individual, someone that annoys them and they lose all respect for? i wonder if
its specifically me that triggers this or was it actually her being FA. 
I go out in the world and see all these couples and people enjoying life and meanwhile i
am just sitting here depressed, constantly chasing someone that i dont think mutually
likes me the same way, whether it be amount or substance. how do i stop this cycle? i
have never abandoned anyone in my life that i love for and care for. why is it any
different here? these r the thoughts that plague my head on the daily. what about all
the amazing stuff she said at the beginning? the promises of never hurting me, never
abandoning me. i am worried about getting into a new relationship, whether i will meet
the same demise. go headfirst into something, believe what the other person says in my
emotional state and get hurt again. 
You could analyze the situation (and her) to death.....although to some degree it may
make sense...you have no control over her or her actions...you do however have
complete control over yourself.  So the right line of questioning is...why was/am I
attracted to someone who cannot commit to this for the long run.  Dwelling on her and
the past will not change the future...but focusing on you and in the now allows you to
see what steps you may want to take.  The opposite end from abandonment is
smothering.....I get the sense from some of your other posts that she felt smothered by
you.  Have any other girls noted this about you?  If that is a trend, you may want to
explore that. 
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Mar 24, 2018 12:04:51 GMT amblin said:
Hey tnr9 , my apologies - I think I got you mixed up because you've popped up a lot in
the FA forums. You are right though, I know he is suffering from some depression and I
highly suspect a few other issues that are limiting his capacity to deal (or want to deal)
with true intimacy. But he ticks so many of the FA boxes, I guess all combined just
makes it worse. A total unworkable situation.

I would say the things any stable person confident in their feelings would - I really like
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you, I want to be with you, I'm not going anywhere, I know you are going through a
hard time, you don't have to be afraid, I know what I want (and that's you!), why are
you so upset, can you help me understand how I've made you feel, how can we work
through this together? etc etc etc

Well, guess you can only say so much to a brick wall who won't absorb it, hey?
The saying "You can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make it drink" applies here I
think....he is ultimately responsible for his happiness...he is ultimately responsible to
state his needs/fears in a way that you can understand.  Honestly Amblin....it sounds
like you really tried to meet him more than half way...but sometimes people are so
entrenched in their patterns that it really takes a professional to move the needle.
 There are likely bunches of people who would love a friend/girlfriend like you who is
committed to supporting them through their toughest moments.  Who knows, once he
knows his support system has moved on, maybe he will be inspired to make changes.  
I am sorry that you are going through this.  Hugs. 
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Mar 24, 2018 12:27:32 GMT wahlookie said:
Sadly, i know what most of you guys saying is right. this entire relationship has gotten
me depressed in a way about life. The constant push-pull after the initial first 3 months
of intense feelings has made me very insecure in general. I thought so much about
what i did wrong in a specific instance. the entire week just relived in my head, hours
and HOURS of constant analysis. At the end i dont know why she did it, for what exact
reason and i probably will never know. but In general i do overthink and over analyze
situations, its helped me and hurt me in many ways throughout my life. 
I dont know exactly if i can summarize an entire persona under one label. whether she
be FA Or not, i realize every human is different and circumstance is different. thats why
i hold out on some hope that we can rekindle what we once had. but i dont know if i
have the patience. She is nice to me for a bit and then asks me for a favor yesterday. I
dont know what to think. am i just a source of attention for her? an emotional sponge
that she can rely on for financial purposes? i will never really figure her out and i guess
its foolish for me to try and learn? what is it with FA people where they show so much
love for someone at some point and then slowly the person they loved becomes just
another individual, someone that annoys them and they lose all respect for? i wonder if
its specifically me that triggers this or was it actually her being FA. 
I go out in the world and see all these couples and people enjoying life and meanwhile i
am just sitting here depressed, constantly chasing someone that i dont think mutually
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likes me the same way, whether it be amount or substance. how do i stop this cycle? i
have never abandoned anyone in my life that i love for and care for. why is it any
different here? these r the thoughts that plague my head on the daily. what about all
the amazing stuff she said at the beginning? the promises of never hurting me, never
abandoning me. i am worried about getting into a new relationship, whether i will meet
the same demise. go headfirst into something, believe what the other person says in my
emotional state and get hurt again. 
You could analyze the situation (and her) to death.....although to some degree it may
make sense...you have no control over her or her actions...you do however have
complete control over yourself.  So the right line of questioning is...why was/am I
attracted to someone who cannot commit to this for the long run.  Dwelling on her and
the past will not change the future...but focusing on you and in the now allows you to
see what steps you may want to take.  The opposite end from abandonment is
smothering.....I get the sense from some of your other posts that she felt smothered by
you.  Have any other girls noted this about you?  If that is a trend, you may want to
explore that.  
I tend to agree with tnr9 on this. 
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Quote
I can definitely see that I am smothering her. However I feel a lot of my smothering
was after she suddenly changed her mind. I was very secure with her. I never usually
get jealous or anything. She has a lot of guy friends and I was fine with her hanging out
with them and stuff.
The problem is that the day she suddenly Seemed like she got cold feet and abandoned
me, I became really insecure and overbearing in response. I didn’t understand what
happened to the girl I knew from before. Why she suddenly changed overnight. And it
just triggered my insecurities tenfold. I think that in turn made me really obsessive and
clingy and anxious. 
My question is now I’ve read all Of these posts. I know the issue st hand. I can’t expect
her to be the same Girl she was to me in August. Whether it be because she views me
differently now or she lost trust. 

My question is now there are two options for me. Either go no contact with her and
slowly move out of her life. With this I will lose someone I really enjoy talking to and
spending time with. But truth be told we barely spend time anyways so it’s not like I’m
losing much anyways. My problem is when I tried this before it became so painful. I
reAd many posts about fearful avoidants and saw some
People recommend that the best way to deal with them is to be stable and secure and
patient and wait for them to trust you. 
And that is option two. To stay as friends. Be patient and secure and spend time with
her as a friend and loyal. Not to abandon her etc. 
what do I do? That’s what I’m lost about. If I leave her and go no contact, part of my
brain will always wonder what would happen if I was patient and stable and there for
her. You guys have to realize I’ve never been so close to someone before in my life. I’ve
never truly felt this feeling towards someone besides her and it’s a scary feeling to
prospectively lose that. 
This is the paradox in my head. The issue with staying friends is that I just wait for her
every day. Wait for that message, wait for her to want to spend time. Eveetrhinf is done
on her accord and it’s a bit depressing at times. When she reaches out, I get happy and
when she pulls away, I get sad. I just don’t know what to do. If I message her and tell
her it’s too painful, what do I say in that? 

I really appreacite the replies. This is so stressful for me. I will take any advice possible.
I just need to really understand the situation. R there any success stories of dealing
with an FA ex that randomly broke up?
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

wahlookie, I just want to send you a hug because I can feel your pain while
reading your posts. Again, I agree with tnr8 and urge you to explore your own
attachment issues. I think that's where your answers are.

tnr9
God
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Mar 26, 2018 13:39:53 GMT wahlookie said:

I can definitely see that I am smothering her. However I feel a lot of my
smothering was after she suddenly changed her mind. I was very secure
with her. I never usually get jealous or anything. She has a lot of guy
friends and I was fine with her hanging out with them and stuff.
The problem is that the day she suddenly Seemed like she got cold feet and
abandoned me, I became really insecure and overbearing in response. I
didn’t understand what happened to the girl I knew from before. Why she
suddenly changed overnight. And it just triggered my insecurities tenfold. I
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I think there is an option in between the two above...give yourself 30
days....maybe more but at least 30 days where you do not contact her.  Anytime
you think of her....snap a rubber band....remind yourself that this is your time to
work on yourself.  Do the things you love, spend time with friends, find that secure
man again.....after you have had enough time...then you consider what to do
about her. 

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

And what if she messages me? 
What do I tell her? 
I know she will message me if I just don’t send her any message at all

tnr9
God

think that in turn made me really obsessive and clingy and anxious. 
My question is now I’ve read all Of these posts. I know the issue st hand. I
can’t expect her to be the same Girl she was to me in August. Whether it be
because she views me differently now or she lost trust. 

My question is now there are two options for me. Either go no contact with
her and slowly move out of her life. With this I will lose someone I really
enjoy talking to and spending time with. But truth be told we barely spend
time anyways so it’s not like I’m losing much anyways. My problem is when
I tried this before it became so painful. I reAd many posts about fearful
avoidants and saw some
People recommend that the best way to deal with them is to be stable and
secure and patient and wait for them to trust you. 
And that is option two. To stay as friends. Be patient and secure and spend
time with her as a friend and loyal. Not to abandon her etc. 
what do I do? That’s what I’m lost about. If I leave her and go no contact,
part of my brain will always wonder what would happen if I was patient and
stable and there for her. You guys have to realize I’ve never been so close
to someone before in my life. I’ve never truly felt this feeling towards
someone besides her and it’s a scary feeling to prospectively lose that. 
This is the paradox in my head. The issue with staying friends is that I just
wait for her every day. Wait for that message, wait for her to want to spend
time. Eveetrhinf is done on her accord and it’s a bit depressing at times.
When she reaches out, I get happy and when she pulls away, I get sad. I
just don’t know what to do. If I message her and tell her it’s too painful,
what do I say in that? 

I really appreacite the replies. This is so stressful for me. I will take any
advice possible. I just need to really understand the situation. R there any
success stories of dealing with an FA ex that randomly broke up?

Mar 27, 2018 3:20:17 GMT wahlookie said:
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tnr9 and bedlam71 like this

Quote

Posts: 847

You have options....you can either ignore her messages or you can tell her you are
taking time to work on yourself and you will contact her when you are ready.  You
are the only one who can decide which path works best for you.

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

First of all Wahlookie, I feel for you brotha. I have taken a break from posting but
have been tracking this thread for some time. I too fell for an FA....hard. Our
situation was much diff. She lives 3 Miles away from me and we were almost
inseparable for the first 3 months. I spent a lot of time with her kids, became close
with them, etc. She told me that I was the most amazing man she ever met,
emotionally expressive, but a “guy” at the same time. As I came to see, the pull
away trigger hit overnight, old boyfriend pushing back hard to get back in, blah
blah blah. But she can’t let go, even though we haven’t been a couple for two
months. But reading through your posts, I see lots of the same stuff that you and I
share. We’re both sort of nurturers and we attached to something we never really
have felt before. Please understand what Tnr9 says is very very insightful. It will
drive you batty to ruminate over the initial connection. There are so many
psychological factors that make things amazing at the beginning. Your girl, I’m
sure sees something great in you but she also knows that you will be there when
she needs you. I myself, for lots of reasons have gotten the “stars out of my
eyes”, some of it from therapy over this(really helps if you’re so inclined) but most
of it from just seeing that this is who she really is. You have to decide that even if
“the pull” is good, the push is messing you up. Another quandary for you is that
you haven’t had much face to face connection, and that my be adding to your
ruminating over “what could be”. Is there a way for you to just get “pissed”, she
seems a little manip from what I’m reading, it may be subconscience. It might
clear you head and help you protect yourself. Everybody has there own way of
dealing with things, but a clear help helps me gain perspective. Anyway, I’m with
you my man.

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

Excuse the spelling mistakes in my last post, bc I’m on my mobile. Another thing,
you sound like a solid dude, got your shit together and have a lot going for you.
Trust me my man, there will be another and another in your life if this is not meant
to be. I know it’s so hard when you feel like you’ve hit the jackpot with someone
bc of how she made “you” feel, but she’s lived 99% of her life without you. So hard
to change or fix her!

juniper

And what if she messages me? 
What do I tell her? 
I know she will message me if I just don’t send her any message at all
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Deleted Member

Posts: 0

lots of good stuff here.
i agree- catch yourself if you fall into rumination about the "what if" fantasies that
are generated from the pull phase... and get angry about the manipulations .

it isn't that the person is evil. they are dysfunctional and damaging in their
interactions. it's just sad all the way around but the only person you can help is
you. 

Getting mad can be empowering and an impetus for change internally. 

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

Mar 27, 2018 14:54:21 GMT badger said:

First of all Wahlookie, I feel for you brotha. I have taken a break from
posting but have been tracking this thread for some time. I too fell for an
FA....hard. Our situation was much diff. She lives 3 Miles away from me and
we were almost inseparable for the first 3 months. I spent a lot of time with
her kids, became close with them, etc. She told me that I was the most
amazing man she ever met, emotionally expressive, but a “guy” at the
same time. As I came to see, the pull away trigger hit overnight, old
boyfriend pushing back hard to get back in, blah blah blah. But she can’t let
go, even though we haven’t been a couple for two months. But reading
through your posts, I see lots of the same stuff that you and I share. We’re
both sort of nurturers and we attached to something we never really have
felt before. Please understand what Tnr9 says is very very insightful. It will
drive you batty to ruminate over the initial connection. There are so many
psychological factors that make things amazing at the beginning. Your girl,
I’m sure sees something great in you but she also knows that you will be
there when she needs you. I myself, for lots of reasons have gotten the
“stars out of my eyes”, some of it from therapy over this(really helps if
you’re so inclined) but most of it from just seeing that this is who she really
is. You have to decide that even if “the pull” is good, the push is messing
you up. Another quandary for you is that you haven’t had much face to face
connection, and that my be adding to your ruminating over “what could
be”. Is there a way for you to just get “pissed”, she seems a little manip
from what I’m reading, it may be subconscience. It might clear you head
and help you protect yourself. Everybody has there own way of dealing with
things, but a clear help helps me gain perspective. Anyway, I’m with you
my man.

Mar 27, 2018 14:54:21 GMT badger said:

First of all Wahlookie, I feel for you brotha. I have taken a break from
posting but have been tracking this thread for some time. I too fell for an
FA....hard. Our situation was much diff. She lives 3 Miles away from me and
we were almost inseparable for the first 3 months. I spent a lot of time with
her kids, became close with them, etc. She told me that I was the most
amazing man she ever met, emotionally expressive, but a “guy” at the
same time. As I came to see, the pull away trigger hit overnight, old
boyfriend pushing back hard to get back in, blah blah blah. But she can’t let
go, even though we haven’t been a couple for two months. But reading
through your posts, I see lots of the same stuff that you and I share. We’re
both sort of nurturers and we attached to something we never really have
felt before. Please understand what Tnr9 says is very very insightful. It will
drive you batty to ruminate over the initial connection. There are so many
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There’s one detail I didn’t mention in this thread. After seeing your post, I think it’s
appropriate to mention it. Anyways, she is not in the best shape financially and
around 4 weeks after she broke up with me and a few days after we had an
argument, she called me up. She said her pet isn’t feeling well (I can vouch that
her dog wasn’t feeling well) and that she was low on cash since she also pays for
school and stuff and doesn’t keep in contact with her family. She knows I’m quite
well off and she asked me for some money to borrow. Obviously I did it, I cared
about her and love her. The total amount was around 1000. It’s a lot of money
obviously but for me it’s not the biggest amount. Regardless it’s a lot and I want to
see her happy. Anyways she said she would pay me back every month bit by bit.
She paid me back the first month and then idk what came over me but I really do
care about her and she was doing poorly in her classes so I told her to just keep
the rest of the money as a gift. 
Now I never really gave money to anyone and I haven’t told any of my friends this.
But was this manipulative by her? She knew I would give it to her. I have a very
good image of her in my head because obviously I really like her but there r
certain things she does
Where I feel she takes me for granted. I try and do a lot for her and she can’t even
show me the light of day sometimes. It depresses me. When I ask to talk on the
phone she says she’s busy. Like every time, and if I ask more, she will say stuff
like “stop forcing it.” It hurts every time. I feel no matter how busy someone is, if
they are interested in talking to someone else they will make some time. 
I agree with what tnr9 says and thanks for ur reply too. This is some extra details
to the situation I am having. She knows I will do anything for her. I don’t want to
be taken advantage of but I do care a lot about her.

juniper
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

also, i don't know if i can give the best advice , I am DA and i don't understand the
inside of FA , and haven't been involved with an FA- but i agree with the other
posters in their support of you. 
I'm "taking your side" not because i don't have sympathy for anyone with an
attachment injury (seems like she does also) but i just see how you're suffering
from the dynamic and hope you can heal up any wounds you have that make you
vulnerable to a situation that harms you. 

badger
New Member

Wasn’t trying to imply that my man. Sometimes the written word can be taken the

psychological factors that make things amazing at the beginning. Your girl,
I’m sure sees something great in you but she also knows that you will be
there when she needs you. I myself, for lots of reasons have gotten the
“stars out of my eyes”, some of it from therapy over this(really helps if
you’re so inclined) but most of it from just seeing that this is who she really
is. You have to decide that even if “the pull” is good, the push is messing
you up. Another quandary for you is that you haven’t had much face to face
connection, and that my be adding to your ruminating over “what could
be”. Is there a way for you to just get “pissed”, she seems a little manip
from what I’m reading, it may be subconscience. It might clear you head
and help you protect yourself. Everybody has there own way of dealing with
things, but a clear help helps me gain perspective. Anyway, I’m with you
my man.
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Posts: 37

wrong way. The issue with attachment styles is they only tell part of the story of
someone’s whole picture. You are the only one that knows her, we don’t. But, I’m
looking out for you here, brotha. For you to fall so hard, she must have some
amazing qualities to hit you hard. I felt the same exact thing. Like holy shit,
touchdown. I know it’s prob so hard to stay away, bc you care so much, but it’s
hurting you. Trust me in the last month, I waited for the texts or the call for a let’s
meet up. They’re great and you think you’re back in, but then the PUSH hits the
next day and you’re like WTF. The problem, you and I just want the pull and to
have our girls see the light, like when it was terrific for us to have that amazing
feeling back. I’m realizing, on my end, that it will probably never come. So many
of the FA’s on this site that are working on things in therapy still struggle. If you
can be strong enough to let her work through what she wants, it could help her.
Listen I don’t have the answers, but just someone who sees some similarities
between you and me.

amblin
New Member

Posts: 23

Thankyou for your kind words tnr9. I do think he's crazy for letting me go and
shutting down when he knows it is negatively impacting his life, but for now, I can
only walk away and sit on my hands whenever I miss him too much. I no longer
feel anxiety which can only mean a good thing through the sadness, and I hope
everyone else on these boards in pain muster the strength to walk away from a
situation that continually hurts them too. Hugs to everyone!

wahlookie

Mar 26, 2018 1:10:10 GMT tnr9 said:

The saying "You can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make it drink"
applies here I think....he is ultimately responsible for his happiness...he is
ultimately responsible to state his needs/fears in a way that you can
understand.  Honestly Amblin....it sounds like you really tried to meet him
more than half way...but sometimes people are so entrenched in their
patterns that it really takes a professional to move the needle.  There are
likely bunches of people who would love a friend/girlfriend like you who is
committed to supporting them through their toughest moments.  Who
knows, once he knows his support system has moved on, maybe he will be
inspired to make changes.   I am sorry that you are going through this.
 Hugs. 

Mar 24, 2018 12:04:51 GMT amblin said:

Hey tnr9 , my apologies - I think I got you mixed up because you've
popped up a lot in the FA forums. You are right though, I know he is
suffering from some depression and I highly suspect a few other
issues that are limiting his capacity to deal (or want to deal) with
true intimacy. But he ticks so many of the FA boxes, I guess all
combined just makes it worse. A total unworkable situation.

I would say the things any stable person confident in their feelings
would - I really like you, I want to be with you, I'm not going
anywhere, I know you are going through a hard time, you don't
have to be afraid, I know what I want (and that's you!), why are
you so upset, can you help me understand how I've made you feel,
how can we work through this together? etc etc etc

Well, guess you can only say so much to a brick wall who won't
absorb it, hey?
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New Member

Posts: 21

Damn badger what you say hits close to home bro. As soon as she sends that nice
message or message that seems to show that she cares, I know my addiction
centers in my brain just light up. It’s like a fix of a drug, not to say I’ve done any.
But you get my point. And the same downhill decline will happen after. She sends
a message, we talk for a while and then she stops sending me messages or gets
annoyed easily one day and we argue. It’s happened so many times. 
The arguments into a few days of ghosting into a long paragraph from her saying
how she misses “us” and me just running back regardless of how upset I was. 
The first 3 months you felt is very similar to mine. She told me amazing things
ranging from how she will never hurt me. She told me some red flag comments
looking back, things like “usually I just dip out of peoples lives but I don’t see that
with you.” “I love how emotional and sensitive you are but I’m worried a few
months down the road, I might get turned off”
Comments that just made her seem really really worried of committing in general
and distrustful of relationships and guys.

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

Ok brotha, I’m gonna give it to you straight man to man. First of all I’m with you.
When you meet someone that you don’t just wanna dust off and be like “really”,
you get invested...big time. But I gotta give it you straight. You need to man up
and let her know that it’s not all “puppy dogs and ice cream.” Right now she sees
you as her savior and crutch. Anyone that would take money and then be cold,
knows that she can get away with that. She knows that you will be there for her
regardless. I know this may not be popular, but I have an insanely beautiful 21
year old daughter that has stuff with guys and I always tell her to dominate, be
you, have that ultimate respect for yourself and the rest will fall into place. Your
girl has attachment issues for sure, and that must be awful for her, but you know
what, we can’t make it happen for them. They have to see it and want it for
themselves. Don’t be so avaialble to her. She knows what’s great about you. Make
her wonder what she’s missing and maybe she’ll come around and if she doesnt,
there is nothing you can do to make her see it anyway. It will just be pain for you.

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

.....trust me, I’m laying off contacting as well and it’s not not easy. Super hard, but
probably best.

juniper
Deleted Member

wahlookie
badger

it's so great you guys can support each other here. 
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Reply

Posts: 0

badger, i lurked a bit and it seems like you've come a ways from where you
started as you walk through this. great job, i know it's difficult. I'm glad you found
the forum, and your experience can help other men (and of course women) find
the manly support they need 
The need is real! I'm sure it's much appreciated. Who knows how many lurkers
need help and support too!
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New Member
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My story Mar 28, 2018 13:51:15 GMT via mobile
Quote
Juniper - thanks for the kind note. This is def my first experience with an FA and
once the shock wears off of the WHAT JUST HAPPENED, and the determination to
“fix” it with the other person, the reality sets in. I keep reminding myself that unless
she truly wants to sit on her fear, with me or anyone else, and work through it, she
will continue to repeat the cycle.

wahlookie
New Member

My story Mar 28, 2018 15:51:44 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hmm, i will try to do at least
No contact for 30 days. I need to remove some of my emotions from this. When I try
to be close with her I just end up Having expectations and I should stop. When she
says she’s busy several days in a row and can never talk it’s just depressing. 
Anyways badger, how do you ever know if she will come back? How do you know if
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she will ever stabilize and come around? How do I know if she will come back and
not to just take advantage of me? I gave her so much love and kindness. I literally
would have done anything in the world for her and I did anything she asked of me.
Does she not have empathy? A conscience? All this confuses me so much. People
scare me and coming off this, I feel myself losing trust in most people as well

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

My story Mar 28, 2018 17:38:21 GMT via mobile
Quote
I have thought about that too much and when my head started to clear from the
whole situation, I’m realizing that it prob won’t. She has young kids to keep her busy
and she’ll prob just continue the cycle with someone else. Prob better to ask that
question of other FA’s.

Based on what happened with us, looking at houses, planning meshed lives,
complete immersion with her kids and hanging out with them a lot(followed her lead
on all of it)...to the sudden turn when things got super real, I’d say this attachment
stuff runs pretty deep. I literally was in shock, prob like you were, but this “new”
person is a big part of who she is, and I don’t want that. It would be miserable. You
have to ask yourself if you want that too. Don’t lose faith in people, your girl is one
person of many people.

curious
Senior Member

My story Apr 6, 2018 0:30:45 GMT bip likes this
Quote
Ack...I don't know if you can see the red flags here...

First, you mentioned you had a narcissist ex girlfriend, so I'm worried that you are
susceptible to a certain type. Are you repeating an old pattern?

Did you do the work on yourself after that failed relationship, understanding how to
draw boundaries, learning to OBSERVE coolly and intelligently before you trust
anyone?

There are many many potential partners out there who might be looking to take
advantage of a good-hearted sort, believe me.

I went through hell giving my all to one NPD ex, and though he did in the end sort of
acknowledged his role and mine, it was a take-no-prisoners relationship, and I
ignored all the red flags in the beginning because I wanted to make it right for him.

I suffered from really bad treatment from a NPD stepmother, he had an NPD mother,
so I was susceptible, and I had this naive "rescue" fantasy because I knew he hurt
inside despite the Narcissistic exterior.

I fell for a gorgeous narcissist who has been deeply wounded. I ignored all the red
flags, I saw only his inner void, his suffering and I was throwing myself at him,
holding him to help him heal. 

I realize now it was because I was terribly wounded myself, and I wanted to do
something right for another wounded soul. I didn't realize that I should be healing
myself instead, and what a costly lesson.

Guess what? His disorder overrides everything in his life - like the proverbial
scorpion ferried by the frog, he stung lethally, which finally taught me, after
drowning for a long long time, the lesson I will never again forget about people with
disorders.
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In the beginning, the amazing stuff you mentioned, seems like lovebombing, like a
demo, so that's one big red flag.

The other red flag is that she asked you for a substantial loan and then just pocketed
it...and she isn't even your steady girlfriend. It is her sense of *entitlement* that is
quite the concern. It's a sign of narcissism I have come to recognize. She is a taker,
without nagging doubts about her own responsibility or obligation to return to you
what is rightfully yours.

Fine, money isn't the most important, but look at how lost and bewildered you are
because of the mixed messages she sent you, hot and cold. Can you deal with this
crazy-making for the next few years of your life?

Another red flag is when you received troubling news from your office when you
stayed at her place and she just left you alone to deal with your distress. Worse, she
turned cold afterwards. A true friend would stick around to see if you might need
help.

Believe me, there are GOOD girls out there, who are looking for a good guy to grow
with, to love, to learn and support each other through life.

It was really hard to stand at the side while you see couple after couple falling
together, but the right Secure girl is worth the wait, be it 2 years, 5 years or 10
years. The result of a wonderful union is immeasurable happiness, for the rest of
your life. You will never doubt her deep, deep love for you, and you will reciprocate
like the luckiest guy on earth. It will feel so right, so good. Believe that it will be
available for you one day.

In order to do that, you need to learn like you've never learned before what to look
for, the kind, empathetic traits as well as the traits to RUN away from.

Stay away from the ones who do the "crazy-making", the ones who send you
reeling, dizzy, unsure of your own direction. True love isn't made of this, it should
feel EASY. 

Give yourself time, to learn about yourself, about attachment, about disorders,
before you throw yourself at someone whose wounds seem to call out for your help.

If you are confused, unsure, unhappy, at least slow it down, test the relationship,
what if you were to lose all your wealth? What will be her attitude afterwards? Will
she stay with you through thick or thin or will she abandon you?

There are many who need help, but they need to help themselves by doing the work
within, with therapists who know how to help them.
Last Edit: Apr 6, 2018 0:40:12 GMT by curious

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

My story Apr 9, 2018 8:00:26 GMT via mobile
Quote
Was on a business trip and just saw this. Thanks for the input guys. It’s been quite
difficult. I am not entirely sure if she was narcissistic like my first ex. My first ex had
no empathy at all, just talked and cares about herself and would just care about
very immaterial things in general. 
One of the reasons I fell in love with my past gf (the one that is an da I believe) is
because she was so different than my first gf. Not saying that’s a good reason but
she felt so fun to talk to. She felt very trustworthy. She was like a gem
To me in a sea of people that I lost faith in. To open up to her was to unleash my
soul and find someone that shares the same amount of compassion as me. Sadly
that wasn’t the case after the “step back” process happened. And that’s when some
of the manipulative things came out. At the end of the day I’m
Not sure what her goal was and is. The money and all these things don’t matter to
me. I just met someone I cared a shit ton about and it feels like she doesn’t even
realize it. How do these people not believe even after so many times where I show
her love and care. I try to live by th “actions not words” statement. 
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tnr9
God

Posts: 847

My story Apr 9, 2018 8:10:44 GMT
Quote

Apr 9, 2018 8:00:26 GMT wahlookie said:
Was on a business trip and just saw this. Thanks for the input guys. It’s been quite
difficult. I am not entirely sure if she was narcissistic like my first ex. My first ex had
no empathy at all, just talked and cares about herself and would just care about
very immaterial things in general. 
One of the reasons I fell in love with my past gf (the one that is an da I believe) is
because she was so different than my first gf. Not saying that’s a good reason but
she felt so fun to talk to. She felt very trustworthy. She was like a gem
To me in a sea of people that I lost faith in. To open up to her was to unleash my
soul and find someone that shares the same amount of compassion as me. Sadly
that wasn’t the case after the “step back” process happened. And that’s when some
of the manipulative things came out. At the end of the day I’m
Not sure what her goal was and is. The money and all these things don’t matter to
me. I just met someone I cared a shit ton about and it feels like she doesn’t even
realize it. How do these people not believe even after so many times where I show
her love and care. I try to live by th “actions not words” statement. 
I am sure she knows you care...I did not read any of the statements you had posted
as an indication that she did not think you cared.  I read those comments as her
level setting things from her perspective.  

wahlookie
New Member

Posts: 21

My story Apr 9, 2018 8:12:17 GMT via mobile
Quote
I didn’t message her that much, she sent out a message saying some shit like “Sorry
I haven’t been messaging or or having much time to talk, I’ve been depressed from
school and life, not trying to make you feel pity but it’s been hard. How you been?
My dog isn’t feeling well again, taking him to the vet again. A lot on my plate at the
moment. I haven’t been having any fun at all, stopped playing video games,
And don’t really hang out with friends anymore. Including you.”
Then she went on to address the argument we had two weeks ago “this always
happens, you are never patient. You have to realize I can’t just talk to you every
day. You need to wait when I’m free if you want to spend time. You are so forceful
and selfish. It’s like you don’t realize I’m busy with school and work” the rest of the
stuff she said was some continuation of that. I didn’t want to argue. I didn’t even
address what she said about the argument since all I asked her was to talk to me
more after saying stuff like “I miss us” and any time I ask her to talk she thinks I’m
forcing her to. I didn’t know what to do in that situation

Well me Being me decided to reply obviously because I felt sad. I still care for her.
Told her that I don’t fully know how she feels but I’ll be there for her. To stay strong
and realize a lot of people care about her. 
Then the span of the last week, we exchanged a few messages, mostly initiated by
her. Some small talk stuff. I tried my
Hardest to not get attached and get too close. Just a few messages here and there
and I wouldn’t constantly check my phone, partly because I was distracted from
work. 

I found out I’m going to LA for a business meeting near the end of April. I told her
that I’ll be there for a day or two since that’s where she lives. She said “let’s hang
out and eat”
I said “alright” and then she told me she has spring break starting April 16th and I
asked her what her plans were and if she wanted to do something together. She said
she has plans already to go to Vegas and “maybe another time.” felt a bit sad. I
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really wanted to spend some time with her and thought she was getting close again. 
Sadly seems she’s not on that interest level yet. 
Not sure what I should do. Idk I feel caught back again. Now I’m
Going back to the states. At
Times I wonder if she’s even fearful avoidant but a lot of the things she does points
to it. She reaches out and messages me a shit ton if I don’t message her etc.
Last Edit: Apr 9, 2018 8:12:54 GMT by wahlookie

tnr9
God

Posts: 847

My story Apr 9, 2018 12:07:44 GMT
Quote

Apr 9, 2018 8:12:17 GMT wahlookie said:
I didn’t message her that much, she sent out a message saying some shit like “Sorry
I haven’t been messaging or or having much time to talk, I’ve been depressed from
school and life, not trying to make you feel pity but it’s been hard. How you been?
My dog isn’t feeling well again, taking him to the vet again. A lot on my plate at the
moment. I haven’t been having any fun at all, stopped playing video games,
And don’t really hang out with friends anymore. Including you.”
Then she went on to address the argument we had two weeks ago “this always
happens, you are never patient. You have to realize I can’t just talk to you every
day. You need to wait when I’m free if you want to spend time. You are so forceful
and selfish. It’s like you don’t realize I’m busy with school and work” the rest of the
stuff she said was some continuation of that. I didn’t want to argue. I didn’t even
address what she said about the argument since all I asked her was to talk to me
more after saying stuff like “I miss us” and any time I ask her to talk she thinks I’m
forcing her to. I didn’t know what to do in that situation

Well me Being me decided to reply obviously because I felt sad. I still care for her.
Told her that I don’t fully know how she feels but I’ll be there for her. To stay strong
and realize a lot of people care about her. 
Then the span of the last week, we exchanged a few messages, mostly initiated by
her. Some small talk stuff. I tried my
Hardest to not get attached and get too close. Just a few messages here and there
and I wouldn’t constantly check my phone, partly because I was distracted from
work. 

I found out I’m going to LA for a business meeting near the end of April. I told her
that I’ll be there for a day or two since that’s where she lives. She said “let’s hang
out and eat”
I said “alright” and then she told me she has spring break starting April 16th and I
asked her what her plans were and if she wanted to do something together. She said
she has plans already to go to Vegas and “maybe another time.” felt a bit sad. I
really wanted to spend some time with her and thought she was getting close again. 
Sadly seems she’s not on that interest level yet. 
Not sure what I should do. Idk I feel caught back again. Now I’m
Going back to the states. At
Times I wonder if she’s even fearful avoidant but a lot of the things she does points
to it. She reaches out and messages me a shit ton if I don’t message her etc.
She is giving you mixed messages...the come here/go away...and you are hooked on
the come here part and angered by the go away.  Obviously she enjoys getting
attention from you..that is why she reaches out...but that may be all this about for
her right now.  The fact that she talks about being depressed is something I would
suggest you pay attention to...because if she has depression, that is a huge cloud
over her life and one that you cannot clear with your care and love.  I think you are
spending too much time trying to figure her out her attachment style when there
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could be other underlying issues.  It is not easy but for now....I would do as she
requests and back off...don't text her...if she texts you, keep it very basic...when
she says "let's get together"...tell her you have other plans and maybe the two of
you can get together some other time.  Perhaps you are too available and she knows
that you will still be there even when she suggests getting together but then cancels.
 You can still care about her, just start distancing a bit so your heart has some time
to heal.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

My story Apr 9, 2018 12:29:27 GMT via mobile
Quote
I see that as fearful avoidant. Simple and text book. There’s enough advice on here
for what to do in this situation.

Last Edit: Apr 9, 2018 12:30:32 GMT by mrob

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 161

My story Apr 10, 2018 5:28:54 GMT via mobile bip likes this
Quote
I may be the only one here who has a different spin on this whole situation. I think
you are jumping the gun way too easily and trying to label someone as an avoidant
personality type. I know you think that you knew her very well, but the majority of
your interaction was online and not in-person communication. That is not how
relationships grow. You can never truly get to know someone without face-to-face
interaction. 

It sounds more like you turned her off by showing that you became emotional over
things very easily. If you look at her track record, she is attracted to men who are
not overly emotional. Even though she told you that you were different, she is still
attracted to that and it seems that she was instantly turned off when you got all
emotional over the situation at your work. Then you displayed a bunch of needy
behavior. Then finally you tried to bribe her with a trip. That’s the nail in the coffin!
Leave her alone, stand up for yourself and respect yourself. That’s the only way she
will become attracted to you again. You need to let her go completely and let her
come to you. Please look up “corey Wayne” videos on YouTube. He does not really
know about attachment styles, but he genuinely knows how attraction between
males and females work. I’ve heard your same scenario over and over in his videos
by viewers who write in to him. Check it out, I have learned a lot from him and Jeb.
Last Edit: Apr 10, 2018 5:34:18 GMT by scheme00

wahlookie
New Member

My story Apr 10, 2018 9:13:37 GMT via mobile
Quote
What am I supposed to say in regards to “letting her go?” 
If she keeps messaging me. It’s hard for me to just block
Her or ignore her. 
Also thanks for your opinion, I’ve thought a lot about what happened and read a lot
of these attachment threads and articles. If it wasn’t for her stories about growing
up and her past as well as how she treats her friends and stuff, I would agree. But
some of her friends that I’m friends with too say that she doesn’t want a relationship
at all. She wants to focus on school,etc. she told me her past experiences have
made her have big trust issues with most guys. 
One case issue is when her friend stayed over at her house (while we were together
and I think I mentioned this earlier). She slowly got more and more annoyed at her
friend and told me about it a lot. That she would smother her privacy constantly,
that she wouldn’t give her any space. At the start she was actually happy her friend
had moved in but it became something else near the end and she told her friend to
straight up leave. 
At the end I’m not sure why she stays in contact, whether she knows I give her
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attention, im a crutch for her since I’ve helped her with money and other resources,
or that she genuinely still misses me and cares about me. 
One thing is for sure though, I’m
Spending so much time overthinking this that it’s affecting my life. And I need to
stop. If she truly wanted to be a good friend again as she says she does, why does
she not include me
In anything? She always says “maybe another time in the future “ and it gets stuck
in my head and as soon as I bring it
Up she just rejects it. Maybe I need to just go focus on my own life and stop caring
about her. If she doesn’t want to be part of my life, so be it. I’m at the stage where
I’m building myself up in my company and I need to realize I’m worth more than this
at some point. “Know my value” as people say it. My anxious
Attachment tendencies make me feel like I need to stick around and care for this girl
bexause I genuinely do care about her but it’s causing me occasional depression for
quite a while now and I ignore the people who truly love me like my family. I say all
this and I know if she meaaages me with something cute or loving, I will bend over
like a dog because I really fucking like this girl but for now maybe I gotta just stop
messaging her entirely and do what tnr said and not be so available. 
I was used a lot by my narcissistic ex and what finally did the deal on that one was
when I got so mad at something she did (stole money from me ) and I lost complete
trust in her. This one for some reason I see in rainbows even though she blatantly
just asked me for money at a time when I was easily manipulated(Love torn ex that
would do anything for her)
My biggest worry is that I might come off this entire experience as becoming fearful
myself. I can already see myself being very wary and untrustful for most new people
that enter my life. A girl flirted with me in Shanghai at a business dinner but I kind
of turned a shoulder at her because I was afraid. Fearful and anxious.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

My story Apr 10, 2018 9:36:56 GMT via mobile Jaeger and serene13 like this
Quote
I dragged a secure person into being anxious. Thankfully, away from me, she seems
to have returned from whence she came. There is hope, but you need to have a
good look at yourself, too.

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

My story Apr 10, 2018 14:20:21 GMT
Quote

Apr 10, 2018 9:36:56 GMT mrob said:
I dragged a secure person into being anxious. Thankfully, away from me, she seems
to have returned from whence she came. There is hope, but you need to have a
good look at yourself, too.
So great that you can see and admit that mrob - it's a phenomena that I am
accurately aware of and would have wished the DA I knew to also know.
My story Apr 10, 2018 14:53:58 GMT via mobile
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Jaeger
Senior Member

Posts: 309

Quote

Apr 10, 2018 9:36:56 GMT mrob said:
I dragged a secure person into being anxious. Thankfully, away from me, she seems
to have returned from whence she came. There is hope, but you need to have a
good look at yourself, too.

mrob I think in all cases, it's a matter of a dynamic that is ultimately unfulfilling to
both of you that does the damage. While you played a role in how things unfolded,
so did she. You're not the sole reason for things ending badly, so while I commend
you for your willingness to look at your own role, please also show yourself some
kindness and care by not shouldering all of the responsibility. Live and learn and
challenge yourself to be better next time, with compassion to yourself when things
don't work out how you want them to. Massive respect to you for walking the
tougher path.
Last Edit: Apr 10, 2018 14:55:37 GMT by Jaeger

tnr9
God

My story Apr 10, 2018 15:13:10 GMT bip likes this
Quote

Apr 10, 2018 9:13:37 GMT wahlookie said:
What am I supposed to say in regards to “letting her go?” 
If she keeps messaging me. It’s hard for me to just block
Her or ignore her. 
Also thanks for your opinion, I’ve thought a lot about what happened and read a lot
of these attachment threads and articles. If it wasn’t for her stories about growing
up and her past as well as how she treats her friends and stuff, I would agree. But
some of her friends that I’m friends with too say that she doesn’t want a relationship
at all. She wants to focus on school,etc. she told me her past experiences have
made her have big trust issues with most guys. 
One case issue is when her friend stayed over at her house (while we were together
and I think I mentioned this earlier). She slowly got more and more annoyed at her
friend and told me about it a lot. That she would smother her privacy constantly,
that she wouldn’t give her any space. At the start she was actually happy her friend
had moved in but it became something else near the end and she told her friend to
straight up leave. 
At the end I’m not sure why she stays in contact, whether she knows I give her
attention, im a crutch for her since I’ve helped her with money and other resources,
or that she genuinely still misses me and cares about me. 
One thing is for sure though, I’m
Spending so much time overthinking this that it’s affecting my life. And I need to
stop. If she truly wanted to be a good friend again as she says she does, why does
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she not include me
In anything? She always says “maybe another time in the future “ and it gets stuck
in my head and as soon as I bring it
Up she just rejects it. Maybe I need to just go focus on my own life and stop caring
about her. If she doesn’t want to be part of my life, so be it. I’m at the stage where
I’m building myself up in my company and I need to realize I’m worth more than this
at some point. “Know my value” as people say it. My anxious
Attachment tendencies make me feel like I need to stick around and care for this girl
bexause I genuinely do care about her but it’s causing me occasional depression for
quite a while now and I ignore the people who truly love me like my family. I say all
this and I know if she meaaages me with something cute or loving, I will bend over
like a dog because I really fucking like this girl but for now maybe I gotta just stop
messaging her entirely and do what tnr said and not be so available. 
I was used a lot by my narcissistic ex and what finally did the deal on that one was
when I got so mad at something she did (stole money from me ) and I lost complete
trust in her. This one for some reason I see in rainbows even though she blatantly
just asked me for money at a time when I was easily manipulated(Love torn ex that
would do anything for her)
My biggest worry is that I might come off this entire experience as becoming fearful
myself. I can already see myself being very wary and untrustful for most new people
that enter my life. A girl flirted with me in Shanghai at a business dinner but I kind
of turned a shoulder at her because I was afraid. Fearful and anxious.
You can focus on your life and still care about her....the two things are not mutually
exclusive.  I would suggest you take a break from attachment theory in
general....none of us is all AP, DA, FA or secure....we can change depending on the
person we are interacting with.  Honestly, most of life is messy and attachment
theory is just a tool, not a magic bullet.  Your mind seems to have a lot of "worry" at
the moment...perhaps reminding yourself that thoughts are not truths is in order.  I
have worried about a lot of things that have never happened...and I have a zero
percent success rate at reading someone else's mind.  There are no guarantees....so
you do the best that you can with the information you have at that time...and you
let the rest go...not because you don't care...but because you can't know what you
don't know.  No one is telling you to forget her....I think the underlying message is
to let her be for now so that you can work on what you want to work on within
yourself.  She may or may not come back...but that is in her hands and not yours.
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badger
New Member

Posts: 37

Hey you all,

First of all, watching Gladiator, maybe have seen it 30 times and never gets old.
Love Maximus, he’s about honor, loyalty and all the right shit. You all have
honored me with several private messages today, saying that you like my posts
even if they are “pushing” and knowing I get shit from some. So f—ing be it. Can’t
please the whole crowd. Listen, I’m a dude through and through, but I read these
posts and my heart goes out. You all make me proud, bc you’re dealing. Truth is
this whole site has been very cathartic and I’m grateful to be included. My 21 year
old daughter busted my chops today when I told her I was gonna quit this. She’s a
gifted writer at one of the top Journalism schools in the country and said to write
what you feel, you always do, and if there’s crickets then you know you suck!
Really though, I read through a shit load of these posts and wanna add my 2
cents, but sometimes depending on the situation there are responses way ahead of
me. Just know that I’m in and can offer whatever I can. Sleep well everyone and if
there’s any rock fans out there, killer new band from Michigan, kids really but
they’re insane. Greta Van Fleet- “Highway Tune” You better be ready if you listen
bc it comes right st you!!

em
New Member

Hey badger! I actually listen to Greta Van Fleet all the time. Funny you mention
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Posts: 39

them here. They really are a great band. Hope all is well with you! 

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

Just listened - they sound very Led Zeppelin-ish to me  - can't go wrong with
that!

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Exactly! 

badger
New Member

Ok...all right. Do I have your attention? Hope so. Now a relevant tune from one of
the great American lyricists and so relevant to this site. Uncle Tupelo “Fifteen
Keys”. It’s advaced, elypitcal lyrics and full of metaphors, but dead on. I swear Jay
Farrar wrote this for his FA girlfriend. Listen and share your thoughts. FYI- love
you all. Let’s not let this shit take us away.......
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badger
New Member

Posts: 37

Danger slow sign ahead....exhaust fumes Thin Lizzy instead. Left all praseing cares
all along the road, Fifteen Keys and where do they go”.....really who writes that
down? A f—ing songwriter, that’s who!!!

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

BTW the song rips it up. Not like an old Neil Young tune. Love that you all love
Greta.
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Quote
Hey you all,

First of all, watching Gladiator, maybe have seen it 30 times and never gets old. Love
Maximus, he’s about honor, loyalty and all the right shit. You all have honored me with
several private messages today, saying that you like my posts even if they are
“pushing” and knowing I get shit from some. So f—ing be it. Can’t please the whole
crowd. Listen, I’m a dude through and through, but I read these posts and my heart
goes out. You all make me proud, bc you’re dealing. Truth is this whole site has been
very cathartic and I’m grateful to be included. My 21 year old daughter busted my
chops today when I told her I was gonna quit this. She’s a gifted writer at one of the
top Journalism schools in the country and said to write what you feel, you always do,
and if there’s crickets then you know you suck! Really though, I read through a shit load
of these posts and wanna add my 2 cents, but sometimes depending on the situation
there are responses way ahead of me. Just know that I’m in and can offer whatever I
can. Sleep well everyone and if there’s any rock fans out there, killer new band from
Michigan, kids really but they’re insane. Greta Van Fleet- “Highway Tune” You better be
ready if you listen bc it comes right st you!!
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Mar 12, 2018 2:38:13 GMT badger said:
Sleep well everyone and if there’s any rock fans out there, killer new band from
Michigan, kids really but they’re insane. Greta Van Fleet- “Highway Tune” You better be
ready if you listen bc it comes right st you!!
Hey badger! I actually listen to Greta Van Fleet all the time. Funny you mention them
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here. They really are a great band. Hope all is well with you! 

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

Thanks for the props Apr 5, 2018 23:19:05 GMT em likes this
Quote
Just listened - they sound very Led Zeppelin-ish to me  - can't go wrong with that!

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Thanks for the props Apr 6, 2018 2:23:31 GMT
Quote
Exactly! 

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

Thanks for the props Apr 7, 2018 0:27:23 GMT via mobile
Quote
Ok...all right. Do I have your attention? Hope so. Now a relevant tune from one of the
great American lyricists and so relevant to this site. Uncle Tupelo “Fifteen Keys”. It’s
advaced, elypitcal lyrics and full of metaphors, but dead on. I swear Jay Farrar wrote
this for his FA girlfriend. Listen and share your thoughts. FYI- love you all. Let’s not let
this shit take us away.......

badger
New Member

Thanks for the props Apr 7, 2018 0:46:19 GMT via mobile
Quote
Danger slow sign ahead....exhaust fumes Thin Lizzy instead. Left all praseing cares all
along the road, Fifteen Keys and where do they go”.....really who writes that down? A f
—ing songwriter, that’s who!!!
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Posts: 37

badger
New Member

Posts: 37

Thanks for the props Apr 7, 2018 1:07:39 GMT via mobile
Quote
BTW the song rips it up. Not like an old Neil Young tune. Love that you all love Greta.
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Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still

1

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Can you guys please explain this to me? It defies logic... in my mind. 

We have not spoken for a year because he moved back to the coast for a new job.
We were friends for about two years, then dated for a year, and then became
friends again for a year. Now it has been a year of no contact. 

After we broke up, he said he always to remain friends. After we broke up, he still
took me out to eat and paid for my dinner on my birthday, texted me, called me
just to talk a few times, went apple picking with me, etc. We did these things as
friends, but our mutual friends always thought he still had feelings for me. 

Just before he left to move to the coast, I asked him if he wanted to try a
relationship again. He said he had already let me go. I am still confused by this.
How had he let me go if he spent all of his free time with me over that last year? 

I remember about a month passed at one point where we had not spoken because
we were both very busy with our work schedules. I texted him to let him know that
I wish we had talked more during that month. He said he felt the same way and
that I was the only person in his life outside of his family that he talks to. He was
becoming more and more hermit like though. 

Anyway, how was he letting me go if he was still spending time with me and
obviously still had some feelings left? He even admitted during our last
conversation that he knew I still had feelings for him. 

yasmin
God

Maybe he meant he let go of the idea that he saw a long term future.

I've let go of relationships but remained friends many times before. It doesn't
mean you hate the person or never want to see them again. It just means you've
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Posts: 535

decided you don't want to be with them romantically.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

That makes sense, but I guess it's hard for me to imagine what it's like to be okay
with just staying friends with somebody I was romantically involved with recently.
Usually it takes me a couple of years to be okay with being friends with a former
boyfriend.

He mentioned that I would never understand if he needed to go a week or two
without talking like it was something fundamentally wrong with me. I think he lost
romantic feelings because I had expectations for more communication that he just
couldn't muster up. He seems to prefer calm and stillness over anything else. I
guess it's safe to say that if you disrupt his inner calm he backs off. But I have
spent a lot of this time thinking there was something fundamentally wrong with
me. But then I remember he told me once that he is not good with girls and that
he has a lot of problems to fix, but I still feel like he blames me for all of this.

What I hate most is knowing that I sit here, a year later, and still miss him... all
the while he has probably completely forgotten about me. We were so close for so
long. And we went through a lot and supported each other so much while working
together before he moved. If he does think about me, I worry it's nothing positive.
I felt like we made such a good team and had such a strong bond. It feels tragic to
lose something that special. I've never had a bond like that before.

tnr9
God

Posts: 847

Apr 2, 2018 21:44:06 GMT em said:

That makes sense, but I guess it's hard for me to imagine what it's like to
be okay with just staying friends with somebody I was romantically
involved with recently. Usually it takes me a couple of years to be okay with
being friends with a former boyfriend.

He mentioned that I would never understand if he needed to go a week or
two without talking like it was something fundamentally wrong with me. I
think he lost romantic feelings because I had expectations for more
communication that he just couldn't muster up. He seems to prefer calm
and stillness over anything else. I guess it's safe to say that if you disrupt
his inner calm he backs off. But I have spent a lot of this time thinking
there was something fundamentally wrong with me. But then I remember
he told me once that he is not good with girls and that he has a lot of
problems to fix, but I still feel like he blames me for all of this.

What I hate most is knowing that I sit here, a year later, and still miss
him... all the while he has probably completely forgotten about me. We
were so close for so long. And we went through a lot and supported each
other so much while working together before he moved. If he does think
about me, I worry it's nothing positive. I felt like we made such a good
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Em....I am so sorry you are going through this....I still miss B and I get to see him
once a week at our church group.  It has almost been a year for me as well.
 Yesterday was hard because I spent last Easter with his family.  Because I still
have such strong feelings for him...I limit contact....because interacting with him
now feels so impersonal.  I don't know what the answer is to be honest.  I think
moving on is something that happens at your own pace.  Hugs.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Thank you tnr9. I thought I would be over it by now. I was going to contact him,
but decided not to. It's so hard to comprehend the fact that we may never speak
again. 

The whole thing was confusing because I had a strong intuitive feeling that he still
loved me, but apparently not. Or maybe he still loved me, but didn't want the
stress of a relationship. Who knows.

future
Full Member

Posts: 125

Hi em , It sounds like he means he let go of the idea of a romantic relationship.
You said you were close friends for a year before no contact. Maybe that is all he
can handle, a close friendship. Unfortunately, you want more and your friends
have encouraged you. But, you're trying to get in his head and find hope when
he's already told you how he feels.

Sometimes, it's not about attachment issues, it's just not meant to be.

em
New Member

team and had such a strong bond. It feels tragic to lose something that
special. I've never had a bond like that before.

Apr 3, 2018 23:22:21 GMT future said:

Hi em , It sounds like he means he let go of the idea of a romantic
relationship. You said you were close friends for a year before no contact.
Maybe that is all he can handle, a close friendship. Unfortunately, you want
more and your friends have encouraged you. But, you're trying to get in his
head and find hope when he's already told you how he feels.

Sometimes, it's not about attachment issues, it's just not meant to be.
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Posts: 39 That seems to be the general consensus here. I guess when somebody tells me
that they have "let me go"... to me... it means they let the entirety of me go. Not
just a romantic relationship. 

We had a romantic relationship and then stayed friends afterwards. I would say his
attachment issues got in the way of us having a healthy relationship. I'm not trying
to get into his head. I am actually confused by him, so that's why I posted. If
trying to understand somebody is also the same as getting into their head, then
okay I guess. And his reasoning for why things wouldn't work out was because he
said I would not understand if he needed to go a week or two without talking. And
then he decided to let me know that he actually never even plans to get married,
which he never told me before. So it was a very confusing situation that I am still
trying to make sense of.

future
Full Member

Posts: 125

Aw, so sorry em yes, that's what I mean by getting in his head. From what you

Apr 4, 2018 0:35:21 GMT em said:

That seems to be the general consensus here. I guess when somebody tells
me that they have "let me go"... to me... it means they let the entirety of
me go. Not just a romantic relationship. 

We had a romantic relationship and then stayed friends afterwards. I would
say his attachment issues got in the way of us having a healthy
relationship. I'm not trying to get into his head. I am actually confused by
him, so that's why I posted. If trying to understand somebody is also the
same as getting into their head, then okay I guess. And his reasoning for
why things wouldn't work out was because he said I would not understand
if he needed to go a week or two without talking. And then he decided to let
me know that he actually never even plans to get married, which he never
told me before. So it was a very confusing situation that I am still trying to
make sense of.

Apr 3, 2018 23:22:21 GMT future said:

Hi em , It sounds like he means he let go of the idea of a romantic
relationship. You said you were close friends for a year before no
contact. Maybe that is all he can handle, a close friendship.
Unfortunately, you want more and your friends have encouraged
you. But, you're trying to get in his head and find hope when he's
already told you how he feels.

Sometimes, it's not about attachment issues, it's just not meant to
be.
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say, it sounds like he does care about you so he's trying to be honest with you. He
knows that he can't give you what he thinks you want/need in a relationship. He
will need weeks of space and does not want marriage (sounds like with anyone).
Would a relationship like that work for you?

em
New Member

Posts: 39

He does need a lot of space, but he wasn't like that at the beginning. I feel like he
hid that part of himself at first. I would have a very hard time giving him all of the
space he needs unfortunately. When he told me that I wouldn't understand if he
needed a week or two not to talk, he made it sound like it was all my fault, which I
know it's not either of our faults. The whole thing is upsetting to me still.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

It’s not a matter of hiding it. While it isn’t activated, I act just like a normal, secure
person. I want the contact. Then what seems to happen is that the other party
wants more and I feel engulfed. Like I have no control over my life. It can be
triggered by something small. Then a push/pull situation is set up as I back off and
she chases me, then she’ll back off and I’ll chase her. None of it is healthy. My
actions moved a reasonably secure person into the AP space. 

I suggest you read Jeb’s book. It’ll give you a good idea of what’s going on, and at
the very least, enable you to move on.

tnr9
God

Posts: 847

Although I completely understand this dynamic....I have a really hard time

Apr 4, 2018 23:11:37 GMT mrob said:

It’s not a matter of hiding it. While it isn’t activated, I act just like a normal,
secure person. I want the contact. Then what seems to happen is that the
other party wants more and I feel engulfed. Like I have no control over my
life. It can be triggered by something small. Then a push/pull situation is
set up as I back off and she chases me, then she’ll back off and I’ll chase
her. None of it is healthy. My actions moved a reasonably secure person
into the AP space. 

I suggest you read Jeb’s book. It’ll give you a good idea of what’s going on,
and at the very least, enable you to move on.
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Reply

understanding why nothing is said to the partner.  It is just a "shift" that we are
supposed to correctly interpret as a feeling by the other person of being
"smothered".  It is like tripping over an invisible wire and setting off alarm
bells....if we aren't told about the wire, how are we supposed to avoid tripping it?
 I used to say to friends that I wished that B came with a manual so that I could
know what to do and what not to do in order to keep his alarm bells from going
off.  It was exhausting at times.
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Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 2, 2018 18:46:21 GMT
Quote
Can you guys please explain this to me? It defies logic... in my mind. 

We have not spoken for a year because he moved back to the coast for a new job.
We were friends for about two years, then dated for a year, and then became friends
again for a year. Now it has been a year of no contact. 

After we broke up, he said he always to remain friends. After we broke up, he still
took me out to eat and paid for my dinner on my birthday, texted me, called me just
to talk a few times, went apple picking with me, etc. We did these things as friends,
but our mutual friends always thought he still had feelings for me. 

Just before he left to move to the coast, I asked him if he wanted to try a
relationship again. He said he had already let me go. I am still confused by this. How
had he let me go if he spent all of his free time with me over that last year? 
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Posts: 39

I remember about a month passed at one point where we had not spoken because
we were both very busy with our work schedules. I texted him to let him know that I
wish we had talked more during that month. He said he felt the same way and that I
was the only person in his life outside of his family that he talks to. He was
becoming more and more hermit like though. 

Anyway, how was he letting me go if he was still spending time with me and
obviously still had some feelings left? He even admitted during our last conversation
that he knew I still had feelings for him. 

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 2, 2018 21:15:57 GMT via
mobile tigrio likes this
Quote
Maybe he meant he let go of the idea that he saw a long term future.

I've let go of relationships but remained friends many times before. It doesn't mean
you hate the person or never want to see them again. It just means you've decided
you don't want to be with them romantically.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 2, 2018 21:44:06 GMT tigrio
likes this
Quote
That makes sense, but I guess it's hard for me to imagine what it's like to be okay
with just staying friends with somebody I was romantically involved with recently.
Usually it takes me a couple of years to be okay with being friends with a former
boyfriend.

He mentioned that I would never understand if he needed to go a week or two
without talking like it was something fundamentally wrong with me. I think he lost
romantic feelings because I had expectations for more communication that he just
couldn't muster up. He seems to prefer calm and stillness over anything else. I
guess it's safe to say that if you disrupt his inner calm he backs off. But I have spent
a lot of this time thinking there was something fundamentally wrong with me. But
then I remember he told me once that he is not good with girls and that he has a lot
of problems to fix, but I still feel like he blames me for all of this.

What I hate most is knowing that I sit here, a year later, and still miss him... all the
while he has probably completely forgotten about me. We were so close for so long.
And we went through a lot and supported each other so much while working
together before he moved. If he does think about me, I worry it's nothing positive. I
felt like we made such a good team and had such a strong bond. It feels tragic to
lose something that special. I've never had a bond like that before.
Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 2, 2018 22:01:14 GMT
Quote
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Apr 2, 2018 21:44:06 GMT em said:
That makes sense, but I guess it's hard for me to imagine what it's like to be okay
with just staying friends with somebody I was romantically involved with recently.
Usually it takes me a couple of years to be okay with being friends with a former
boyfriend.

He mentioned that I would never understand if he needed to go a week or two
without talking like it was something fundamentally wrong with me. I think he lost
romantic feelings because I had expectations for more communication that he just
couldn't muster up. He seems to prefer calm and stillness over anything else. I
guess it's safe to say that if you disrupt his inner calm he backs off. But I have spent
a lot of this time thinking there was something fundamentally wrong with me. But
then I remember he told me once that he is not good with girls and that he has a lot
of problems to fix, but I still feel like he blames me for all of this.

What I hate most is knowing that I sit here, a year later, and still miss him... all the
while he has probably completely forgotten about me. We were so close for so long.
And we went through a lot and supported each other so much while working
together before he moved. If he does think about me, I worry it's nothing positive. I
felt like we made such a good team and had such a strong bond. It feels tragic to
lose something that special. I've never had a bond like that before.
Em....I am so sorry you are going through this....I still miss B and I get to see him
once a week at our church group.  It has almost been a year for me as well.
 Yesterday was hard because I spent last Easter with his family.  Because I still have
such strong feelings for him...I limit contact....because interacting with him now
feels so impersonal.  I don't know what the answer is to be honest.  I think moving
on is something that happens at your own pace.  Hugs.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 3, 2018 21:47:41 GMT
Quote
Thank you tnr9. I thought I would be over it by now. I was going to contact him, but
decided not to. It's so hard to comprehend the fact that we may never speak again. 

The whole thing was confusing because I had a strong intuitive feeling that he still
loved me, but apparently not. Or maybe he still loved me, but didn't want the stress
of a relationship. Who knows.

future
Full Member

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 3, 2018 23:22:21 GMT via
mobile
Quote
Hi em , It sounds like he means he let go of the idea of a romantic relationship. You
said you were close friends for a year before no contact. Maybe that is all he can
handle, a close friendship. Unfortunately, you want more and your friends have
encouraged you. But, you're trying to get in his head and find hope when he's
already told you how he feels.
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Sometimes, it's not about attachment issues, it's just not meant to be.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 4, 2018 0:35:21 GMT
Quote

Apr 3, 2018 23:22:21 GMT future said:
Hi em , It sounds like he means he let go of the idea of a romantic relationship. You
said you were close friends for a year before no contact. Maybe that is all he can
handle, a close friendship. Unfortunately, you want more and your friends have
encouraged you. But, you're trying to get in his head and find hope when he's
already told you how he feels.

Sometimes, it's not about attachment issues, it's just not meant to be.

That seems to be the general consensus here. I guess when somebody tells me that
they have "let me go"... to me... it means they let the entirety of me go. Not just a
romantic relationship. 

We had a romantic relationship and then stayed friends afterwards. I would say his
attachment issues got in the way of us having a healthy relationship. I'm not trying
to get into his head. I am actually confused by him, so that's why I posted. If trying
to understand somebody is also the same as getting into their head, then okay I
guess. And his reasoning for why things wouldn't work out was because he said I
would not understand if he needed to go a week or two without talking. And then he
decided to let me know that he actually never even plans to get married, which he
never told me before. So it was a very confusing situation that I am still trying to
make sense of.
Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 4, 2018 11:24:44 GMT via
mobile
Quote

Apr 4, 2018 0:35:21 GMT em said:
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future
Full Member
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Apr 3, 2018 23:22:21 GMT future said:
Hi em , It sounds like he means he let go of the idea of a romantic relationship. You
said you were close friends for a year before no contact. Maybe that is all he can
handle, a close friendship. Unfortunately, you want more and your friends have
encouraged you. But, you're trying to get in his head and find hope when he's
already told you how he feels.

Sometimes, it's not about attachment issues, it's just not meant to be.
That seems to be the general consensus here. I guess when somebody tells me that
they have "let me go"... to me... it means they let the entirety of me go. Not just a
romantic relationship. 

We had a romantic relationship and then stayed friends afterwards. I would say his
attachment issues got in the way of us having a healthy relationship. I'm not trying
to get into his head. I am actually confused by him, so that's why I posted. If trying
to understand somebody is also the same as getting into their head, then okay I
guess. And his reasoning for why things wouldn't work out was because he said I
would not understand if he needed to go a week or two without talking. And then he
decided to let me know that he actually never even plans to get married, which he
never told me before. So it was a very confusing situation that I am still trying to
make sense of.

Aw, so sorry em yes, that's what I mean by getting in his head. From what you say,
it sounds like he does care about you so he's trying to be honest with you. He knows
that he can't give you what he thinks you want/need in a relationship. He will need
weeks of space and does not want marriage (sounds like with anyone). Would a
relationship like that work for you?

em
New Member

Posts: 39

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 4, 2018 19:23:01 GMT tnr9 likes
this
Quote
He does need a lot of space, but he wasn't like that at the beginning. I feel like he
hid that part of himself at first. I would have a very hard time giving him all of the
space he needs unfortunately. When he told me that I wouldn't understand if he
needed a week or two not to talk, he made it sound like it was all my fault, which I
know it's not either of our faults. The whole thing is upsetting to me still.

mrob
Full Member

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 4, 2018 23:11:37 GMT via
mobile nic likes this
Quote
It’s not a matter of hiding it. While it isn’t activated, I act just like a normal, secure
person. I want the contact. Then what seems to happen is that the other party
wants more and I feel engulfed. Like I have no control over my life. It can be
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triggered by something small. Then a push/pull situation is set up as I back off and
she chases me, then she’ll back off and I’ll chase her. None of it is healthy. My
actions moved a reasonably secure person into the AP space. 

I suggest you read Jeb’s book. It’ll give you a good idea of what’s going on, and at
the very least, enable you to move on.

tnr9
God

Posts: 847

Said he let me go, but was actually hanging on still Apr 4, 2018 23:19:47 GMT bedlam71
and nic like this
Quote

Apr 4, 2018 23:11:37 GMT mrob said:
It’s not a matter of hiding it. While it isn’t activated, I act just like a normal, secure
person. I want the contact. Then what seems to happen is that the other party
wants more and I feel engulfed. Like I have no control over my life. It can be
triggered by something small. Then a push/pull situation is set up as I back off and
she chases me, then she’ll back off and I’ll chase her. None of it is healthy. My
actions moved a reasonably secure person into the AP space. 

I suggest you read Jeb’s book. It’ll give you a good idea of what’s going on, and at
the very least, enable you to move on.
Although I completely understand this dynamic....I have a really hard time
understanding why nothing is said to the partner.  It is just a "shift" that we are
supposed to correctly interpret as a feeling by the other person of being
"smothered".  It is like tripping over an invisible wire and setting off alarm bells....if
we aren't told about the wire, how are we supposed to avoid tripping it?  I used to
say to friends that I wished that B came with a manual so that I could know what to
do and what not to do in order to keep his alarm bells from going off.  It was
exhausting at times.
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em
New Member

Is this part of the fearful dynamic? Apr 4, 2018 19:42:10 GMT
Quote
I am trying to figure out if the few examples I'm about to list are part of the fearful
dynamic that my ex had within himself, or if these particular actions were just done
out of selfishness or fear.

1. While riding bikes in downtown SF one evening, we came across a row of bench
swings along a large body of water. I said we should stop and sit down. It was a
pretty romantic feel. He didn't get off of his bike and when I sat down on one, he got
off and started to push it really hard as a joke to see how far up I would go. I almost
fell off and had to hold on for dear life. It felt like something my brother would do as
a joke. I just laughed it off. We got back on our bikes and he stopped a minute later
and kissed me randomly and we went on our way.

2. Valentine's Day....He waited for me to say Happy Valentine's Day first. Then,
when we went out to eat, they took forever to bring my food out. I was fine with it,
but he was wondering why his came out but not mine. He made the comment to me
and I said that maybe one of us should get up to go ask them. I was trying to think
in my mind about what to do, because they were very crowded. He looked at me
and I could really see him thinking about what he should do, but he got up to go see
if they had forgotten my food. It was like he was uncomfortable or scared to do
something that a guy tends to do in relationships.

3. There were many times when he would do something and show great vulnerability
once, but then NEVER do it again. For example, we had an intense argument one
day and I left his house shortly afterwards. He knew he had really hurt my feelings,
so he called me many times in a row and when I finally answered, he apologized
profusely (very unlike him to apologize) and told me he loved me (also very unlike
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him). But he never did this again. This was actually the most vulnerable he ever was
with me, and funny enough, he broke up with me two weeks later. I also remember
when we first started dating, he called me one night and I didn't answer because I
was asleep. So he texted me an hour later telling me to answer because he wanted
to talk to me. His exact words were "Why don't you want to talk to meee  " I
honestly cannot believe he sent that, because it was so out of character. But he
never did anything like that again. He was also very expressive the first time we had
sex, but after that, never again. There isn't anything I can think about that I did to
make him feel uncomfortable with being vulnerable. I suppose he was scared to feel
vulnerable and that's why he did these things once and then never again. He even
hated when I watched him sign a birthday card to a family member, because he was
writing "I love you" in it. 

He also mentioned once that his career was more important to him than
relationships, because a girl could leave you at any time, whereas your career is
always there. He never told me a whole lot about his past exes, but I do know that
there was a girl he mentioned that he feels used him to get to his friend. He also
believes that the ex before me was not truthful with him during their relationship,
but he didn't elaborate. He doesn't trust anybody really, but this could have also
stemmed from something else. 

Thoughts?
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Is this part of the fearful dynamic? Apr 4, 2018 19:42:10 GMT
Quote
I am trying to figure out if the few examples I'm about to list are part of the fearful
dynamic that my ex had within himself, or if these particular actions were just done
out of selfishness or fear.

1. While riding bikes in downtown SF one evening, we came across a row of bench
swings along a large body of water. I said we should stop and sit down. It was a
pretty romantic feel. He didn't get off of his bike and when I sat down on one, he got
off and started to push it really hard as a joke to see how far up I would go. I almost
fell off and had to hold on for dear life. It felt like something my brother would do as
a joke. I just laughed it off. We got back on our bikes and he stopped a minute later
and kissed me randomly and we went on our way.

2. Valentine's Day....He waited for me to say Happy Valentine's Day first. Then,
when we went out to eat, they took forever to bring my food out. I was fine with it,
but he was wondering why his came out but not mine. He made the comment to me
and I said that maybe one of us should get up to go ask them. I was trying to think
in my mind about what to do, because they were very crowded. He looked at me
and I could really see him thinking about what he should do, but he got up to go see
if they had forgotten my food. It was like he was uncomfortable or scared to do
something that a guy tends to do in relationships.

3. There were many times when he would do something and show great vulnerability
once, but then NEVER do it again. For example, we had an intense argument one
day and I left his house shortly afterwards. He knew he had really hurt my feelings,
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so he called me many times in a row and when I finally answered, he apologized
profusely (very unlike him to apologize) and told me he loved me (also very unlike
him). But he never did this again. This was actually the most vulnerable he ever was
with me, and funny enough, he broke up with me two weeks later. I also remember
when we first started dating, he called me one night and I didn't answer because I
was asleep. So he texted me an hour later telling me to answer because he wanted
to talk to me. His exact words were "Why don't you want to talk to meee  " I
honestly cannot believe he sent that, because it was so out of character. But he
never did anything like that again. He was also very expressive the first time we had
sex, but after that, never again. There isn't anything I can think about that I did to
make him feel uncomfortable with being vulnerable. I suppose he was scared to feel
vulnerable and that's why he did these things once and then never again. He even
hated when I watched him sign a birthday card to a family member, because he was
writing "I love you" in it. 

He also mentioned once that his career was more important to him than
relationships, because a girl could leave you at any time, whereas your career is
always there. He never told me a whole lot about his past exes, but I do know that
there was a girl he mentioned that he feels used him to get to his friend. He also
believes that the ex before me was not truthful with him during their relationship,
but he didn't elaborate. He doesn't trust anybody really, but this could have also
stemmed from something else. 

Thoughts?
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tnr9 and bedlam71 like this

Quote
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What type of relationships did you go into?

1

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

So every single one of my exes girlfriends cheated on her except me. It seems she
gets involved with emotionally unavailable people, unconsciously I assume. I was
wondering what types of people the avoidants on here got involved with.

amblin
New Member

I think my ex got involved with girls who were convenient (ie. worked with them
so didn't really have to go far to find them or put much effort into seeing them) or
as he said, 'always chased' him, and made it easy to put in the minimal effort
possible. There were other things that on the surface seemed obvious they would
never work out, but those are just assumptions as he kept a lot of his past
relationships a secret to me.

Apparently, I was an exception to this. Until I started reciprocating, and was not.
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bedlam71
Full Member
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I know I was not really emotionally available when I met my ex but I didn't commit
until about 5 months later. It seems her exes were getting out of relationships
when she met them. Some were using drugs and she was clueless about it.

tnr9
God

Posts: 847

I definately recognize the "I won't put any effort in until I know she is into me"
stance. I have always considered it more of a "I don't want to be rejected" versus
a "I want to put the minimum amount in"...but looking back...I can see a bit of a
pattern of the relationship being a convenience. I don't really know much about his
ex gfs.
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What type of relationships did you go into?

1

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

So every single one of my exes girlfriends cheated on her except me. It seems she
gets involved with emotionally unavailable people, unconsciously I assume. I was
wondering what types of people the avoidants on here got involved with.

amblin
New Member

I think my ex got involved with girls who were convenient (ie. worked with them
so didn't really have to go far to find them or put much effort into seeing them) or
as he said, 'always chased' him, and made it easy to put in the minimal effort
possible. There were other things that on the surface seemed obvious they would
never work out, but those are just assumptions as he kept a lot of his past
relationships a secret to me.

Apparently, I was an exception to this. Until I started reciprocating, and was not.
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I know I was not really emotionally available when I met my ex but I didn't commit
until about 5 months later. It seems her exes were getting out of relationships
when she met them. Some were using drugs and she was clueless about it.

tnr9
God

Posts: 847

I definately recognize the "I won't put any effort in until I know she is into me"
stance. I have always considered it more of a "I don't want to be rejected" versus
a "I want to put the minimum amount in"...but looking back...I can see a bit of a
pattern of the relationship being a convenience. I don't really know much about his
ex gfs.
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dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

Hey guys,

I'm hoping to get some insight on my relationship with a girl (very old friend,
started dating few months back) that has withdrawn quite badly over the past
month or so. I've looked a lot into attachment theory and I am fascinated by it,
and it is due to reading a lot and spending time in therapy that I'm in this
relationship now. I usually run for the hills at the first sign somebody is attracted
to me either by finding fault with the person who pursues me, or finding the said
person so perfect it just seems like an unattainable ideal. 

Anyways, I knew this girl was into me for quite some years, but I've always kind of
dismissed her without realizing the lack of attraction I felt was actually just the
subconscious fear that it might actually work, and we don't want that, do we? I
was finding all sorts of ridiculous reasons for not liking her, like I don't like the
shoes she wears, or I don't like the music she's listening to, or I kid you not, I
don't like her driving style. She always seemed warm and available and I was sooo
hating that before we were together, as she struck me as the "needy and
dependent" type and it sort of made me sick. But why did it make me sick? Well
obviously because I was hating myself so much I just couldn't stand anyone
showing me love because I felt I didn't deserve it. 

So a few months back, we just started seeing each other more often as friends,
and it was during this time that I managed to see through my fears and actually be
able to slowly let her in. If it weren't for her persistence at my every attempt at
rejection, and me being self aware, it wouldn't have happened, so I just said to
myself that such a consistent and caring person might just be the secure partner I
need. 

So we slowly start dating, and in the first two to three weeks she just shows every
trait of an AP, kind of panicking at the smallest conflict and me, every trait of a
DA. She wants to bring food at my place, calling me consistently, giving me so
much attention, wanting to hang out... things that just felt off and controlling to
me. I was actually feeling less attracted when she was like this, but I knew I was
subconsciously applying distancing strategies so I just put myself out there even
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when it felt so hard and counterintuitive. 

Fast forward another few weeks and I find myself becoming AP about our
relationship with fears of abandonment and rejection sweeping me off my feet. It's
in this phase that we start disclosing more personal stuff, I tell her about how I'm
feeling in the moment, about my fear of abandonment and rejection and how I'm
feeling panic that she'll leave me and how I don't understand what she sees in me
when there are so many emotionally consistent and functional men out there. She
is very secure and reassuring with my fears, tells me she understands and that she
is so glad I'm telling her all this as she feels even closer to me than ever. We're
also disclosing a lot of our childhood traumas, I've been raised by a very impulsive
and emotionally unstable mother and a physically abusive and emotionally
manipulating father. She tells me about her family, her clinical depression, how
she was always compared to her younger sister and how she always felt that she
wasn't "good enough", that she hates herself and believes she doesn't deserve
anything in life. One day she comes telling me she can't fathom what I see in her,
that there's so much "bad things" living inside of her, and that she's so afraid she'll
hurt me. She also says she feels guilt over insignificant things and that she's so
afraid she'll disappoint and betray. I'm just being calm and reassuring to her and
she seems ok, although this was a period where a lot of red flags were raised on
her side that had pointed at where the relationship was headed. 

Another few weeks into the relationship we're at a party and long story short a guy
tries to hit on her. She's not responding, although she seemed overly friendly with
the guy but then again, she's friendly with a lot of guys. I start panicking badly
and we're having an argument the next morning with me in full panic mode. I
think the argument just blew an emotional fuse inside of her, she didn't know how
to emotionally process what happened, as she started being emotionally withdrawn
within a few days and a few short arguments later. She's raising walls all around,
not being emotionally present, not willing to communicate, rarely showing
empathy or compassion, becomes ironic at times; she hardly lets me hold her in
my arms and when she does she just wants to get away and puts her arms
between us; not pushing away, nor pulling in. Sleepovers are quite rare now. The
argument had come by after a very intimate period between us, and with her fears
of not disappointing or betraying I think I made her hate herself even more.

She had shown avoidant tendencies throughout the relationship timeline, but I
pinpointed them on a bad day, or bad mood or whatever; one constant thing I've
noticed is her fierce independence and not feeling at ease relying on others. Also,
she seemed to put me on hold for the most insignificant reasons in the last period
before our conflict. Maybe I'm misreading due to being overly sensitive though.

She's consistent with phone calls though; even if we don't see each other as often,
don't chat as often, we still talk every day. We're not playing games and we're not
manipulating each other and we try to be as nice to each other as we can,
although resentment builds on both sides, or at least on my side. But she seems
less and less interested in how I feel and how the relationship is going with each
passing day. I managed to coax a few words out of her some time ago, and she's
told me she doesn't know who she is right now and what she wants, whether we're
right for each other or not and all she feels like doing right now is run away. She's
told me she feels I'm overly dependent on her, which is true. I suggested she read
into attachment theory but she seemed reluctant and evasive about it.

Anyway, although I'm so preoccupied with all this that I'm about to lose my job at
the moment, I decided I should buffer and stop pursuing. I stopped initiating
meetups and let her take the initiative. A few days into not pursuing and she starts
calling and wanting to talk three times a day even if we don't see each other. We
got very close again one night, at least physically, but she's got distant afterwards
for days. Spent last Sunday at her place and she seemed very distant, both
physically and emotionally.

I feel so rejected by all this it's hard to hide that I'm upset, and she's noticing,
which I believe makes her keep her distance. I'm not feeling myself around her
anymore, I crave seeing her, but she scares the hell out of me at the same time so
there, I guess I'm fearful avoidant. I'm wondering about her though... I'm thinking
fearful avoidant but lower on anxiety and higher on avoidance, how could I not
make a mess of things and provide a secure base to which she'll safely return?
This is so hard right now...
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Thanks for reading guys!

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

I feel for you buddy. Welcome to the club as I have the same situation pretty
much. I'm 10 months in now and its a struggle daily. Work on yourself, you cant
change her unless she wants to change. My thinking is the more secure you
become, and the more you go live your own life, the more of a reaction you will
get out of her.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and she sounds like she might also
be fearful avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what others think. I doubt though
that anyone with too high avoidance would have chased to that degree. Whatever
the situation, it sounds like she was attracted to you when you were avoidant and
repelled when you have become anxious, but FAs can become anxious and clingy
once they are attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space and work on ways to sooth your
anxiety. Are you doing anything to work on yourself and your own self esteem
issues?

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

How does this happen? Whats the secret?

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:

 FAs can become anxious and clingy once they are attached and this is a
big change.
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anne12
Senior Member

Posts: 263

For a FA i Think it is important to let her know that you are still there. Keep your
communication short, simpel, clear and kind/ loving.

Last Edit: Feb 5, 2018 21:43:07 GMT by anne12

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

This is what I thought too when I read it, both FA.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

you want to make her anxious and clingy?
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Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and she sounds like she
might also be fearful avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what others
think. I doubt though that anyone with too high avoidance would have
chased to that degree. Whatever the situation, it sounds like she was
attracted to you when you were avoidant and repelled when you have
become anxious, but FAs can become anxious and clingy once they are
attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space and work on ways to
sooth your anxiety. Are you doing anything to work on yourself and your
own self esteem issues?
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How does this happen? Whats the secret?
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 FAs can become anxious and clingy once they are attached and this
is a big change.
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Quote

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91
I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont want
her to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear removed as
much as possible.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

I am trying to phrase this right; but there's something very controlling about all
this (please don't take offence it's an observation from someone who is FA like
her).  Like you remember that movie "Misery" where she hobbled the guy so he
couldn't get away?  You can't love someone truly if your aim is to possess them
this way.  There's a strong possibility if she is FA that she can't be truly happy with
someone who is AP and she is better suited to a relationship with someone very
secure and that this is the environment she will thrive in and be most happy.  Your
insecurity feeds her avoidance and vice versa, in a toxic dance.  

Right now, she is avoidant and this is peaceful for her.  If she switched to anxious
and clingy she would be suffering like you are. Why would you even want this for
her?  Love is meant to be selfless.  I think this can be the downfall of the AP
attachment style because the desire for affirmation and attachment can be so
needy that the other person's actual well-being disappears.

I hope you haven't found this post hurtful, but I want to reach out in an honest
way to respond to this.  I think if this is how you feel, then it's going to really
terrify her.

mary
Senior Member
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How does this happen? Whats the secret?
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I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont
want her to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear
removed as much as possible.
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Quote

Posts: 489

Being anxious and clingy is fear as well, it's just another way of showing it.  

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

Oh no, not offensive at all, and I probably worded it wrong. I certainly dont want
to be controlling by any means. I just dont want her fears to keep her away and I
dont want her overwhelmed.

yasmin
God

mary is right though - if she switched over she would still be afraid and actually in
a more horrible and painful way so please don't wish for that day to come. It might
relieve your own anxiety but will replace it with hers. 

Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT stavs said:

I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont
want her to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear
removed as much as possible.

Feb 5, 2018 21:11:15 GMT yasmin said:

you want to make her anxious and clingy?

Feb 5, 2018 21:26:03 GMT yasmin said:

I am trying to phrase this right; but there's something very controlling
about all this (please don't take offence it's an observation from someone
who is FA like her).  Like you remember that movie "Misery" where she
hobbled the guy so he couldn't get away?  You can't love someone truly if
your aim is to possess them this way.  There's a strong possibility if she is
FA that she can't be truly happy with someone who is AP and she is better
suited to a relationship with someone very secure and that this is the
environment she will thrive in and be most happy.  Your insecurity feeds
her avoidance and vice versa, in a toxic dance.  

Right now, she is avoidant and this is peaceful for her.  If she switched to
anxious and clingy she would be suffering like you are. Why would you
even want this for her?  Love is meant to be selfless.  I think this can be
the downfall of the AP attachment style because the desire for affirmation
and attachment can be so needy that the other person's actual well-being
disappears.

I hope you haven't found this post hurtful, but I want to reach out in an
honest way to respond to this.  I think if this is how you feel, then it's going
to really terrify her.

Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT stavs said:

I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of
being in a relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but
I definitely dont want her to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull
and I want any fear removed as much as possible.
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stavs likes this

Quote

Posts: 535

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

You're scared, she's scared. Classic FA+FA. 

If you like her, hang in there, let her know you're there for her. Her avoidance is
just her way to protect herself because she's scared.

It sounds as if you scared her with something you said or did that night when you
had a row. It could have triggered some deep-seated fear in her, since she had a
tough childhood too.

I think gentle patience, and sincerity in asking her if you said or did something to
worry her would help. Be sure though to really mean it and change if it's
something you did.

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

I agree, she super chased after me and I wouldn't wish upon her to go through the
same struggles with me ever again. It's really hard to find a sense of balance
between us and I guess we're both still navigating our way through the
relationship. I'm working on myself both through therapy, meditation and self
compassion. The only thing I need from her is for her to become aware of her
patterns and attachment style so we can find ways to make this work as much as
we can. But it's very hard to communicate right now and I feel it'd do more harm
than good at the moment. She's not prioritizing the relationship right now, or so it
feels.

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:

Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and she sounds like she
might also be fearful avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what others
think. I doubt though that anyone with too high avoidance would have
chased to that degree. Whatever the situation, it sounds like she was
attracted to you when you were avoidant and repelled when you have
become anxious, but FAs can become anxious and clingy once they are
attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space and work on ways to
sooth your anxiety. Are you doing anything to work on yourself and your
own self esteem issues?
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Quote
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yasmin
God

Posts: 535

It's very, very tough, but the best action you can take isn't to force her to see her
issues (God, so hard to get anyone to do that but 100x harder with an avoidant)
but more to work to bring yourself to a secure space. If you do that, her avoidance
will reduce all by itself and you won't feel bad either. Can you join us here on the
forums and read through all the threads and get more understanding? Also we're
all here to support your journey
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What are we? Feb 5, 2018 20:23:58 GMT
Quote
Hey guys,

I'm hoping to get some insight on my relationship with a girl (very old friend, started
dating few months back) that has withdrawn quite badly over the past month or so.
I've looked a lot into attachment theory and I am fascinated by it, and it is due to
reading a lot and spending time in therapy that I'm in this relationship now. I usually
run for the hills at the first sign somebody is attracted to me either by finding fault
with the person who pursues me, or finding the said person so perfect it just seems
like an unattainable ideal. 

Anyways, I knew this girl was into me for quite some years, but I've always kind of
dismissed her without realizing the lack of attraction I felt was actually just the
subconscious fear that it might actually work, and we don't want that, do we? I was
finding all sorts of ridiculous reasons for not liking her, like I don't like the shoes she
wears, or I don't like the music she's listening to, or I kid you not, I don't like her
driving style. She always seemed warm and available and I was sooo hating that
before we were together, as she struck me as the "needy and dependent" type and
it sort of made me sick. But why did it make me sick? Well obviously because I was
hating myself so much I just couldn't stand anyone showing me love because I felt I
didn't deserve it. 

So a few months back, we just started seeing each other more often as friends, and
it was during this time that I managed to see through my fears and actually be able
to slowly let her in. If it weren't for her persistence at my every attempt at rejection,
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dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

and me being self aware, it wouldn't have happened, so I just said to myself that
such a consistent and caring person might just be the secure partner I need. 

So we slowly start dating, and in the first two to three weeks she just shows every
trait of an AP, kind of panicking at the smallest conflict and me, every trait of a DA.
She wants to bring food at my place, calling me consistently, giving me so much
attention, wanting to hang out... things that just felt off and controlling to me. I was
actually feeling less attracted when she was like this, but I knew I was
subconsciously applying distancing strategies so I just put myself out there even
when it felt so hard and counterintuitive. 

Fast forward another few weeks and I find myself becoming AP about our
relationship with fears of abandonment and rejection sweeping me off my feet. It's
in this phase that we start disclosing more personal stuff, I tell her about how I'm
feeling in the moment, about my fear of abandonment and rejection and how I'm
feeling panic that she'll leave me and how I don't understand what she sees in me
when there are so many emotionally consistent and functional men out there. She is
very secure and reassuring with my fears, tells me she understands and that she is
so glad I'm telling her all this as she feels even closer to me than ever. We're also
disclosing a lot of our childhood traumas, I've been raised by a very impulsive and
emotionally unstable mother and a physically abusive and emotionally manipulating
father. She tells me about her family, her clinical depression, how she was always
compared to her younger sister and how she always felt that she wasn't "good
enough", that she hates herself and believes she doesn't deserve anything in life.
One day she comes telling me she can't fathom what I see in her, that there's so
much "bad things" living inside of her, and that she's so afraid she'll hurt me. She
also says she feels guilt over insignificant things and that she's so afraid she'll
disappoint and betray. I'm just being calm and reassuring to her and she seems ok,
although this was a period where a lot of red flags were raised on her side that had
pointed at where the relationship was headed. 

Another few weeks into the relationship we're at a party and long story short a guy
tries to hit on her. She's not responding, although she seemed overly friendly with
the guy but then again, she's friendly with a lot of guys. I start panicking badly and
we're having an argument the next morning with me in full panic mode. I think the
argument just blew an emotional fuse inside of her, she didn't know how to
emotionally process what happened, as she started being emotionally withdrawn
within a few days and a few short arguments later. She's raising walls all around, not
being emotionally present, not willing to communicate, rarely showing empathy or
compassion, becomes ironic at times; she hardly lets me hold her in my arms and
when she does she just wants to get away and puts her arms between us; not
pushing away, nor pulling in. Sleepovers are quite rare now. The argument had
come by after a very intimate period between us, and with her fears of not
disappointing or betraying I think I made her hate herself even more.

She had shown avoidant tendencies throughout the relationship timeline, but I
pinpointed them on a bad day, or bad mood or whatever; one constant thing I've
noticed is her fierce independence and not feeling at ease relying on others. Also,
she seemed to put me on hold for the most insignificant reasons in the last period
before our conflict. Maybe I'm misreading due to being overly sensitive though.

She's consistent with phone calls though; even if we don't see each other as often,
don't chat as often, we still talk every day. We're not playing games and we're not
manipulating each other and we try to be as nice to each other as we can, although
resentment builds on both sides, or at least on my side. But she seems less and less
interested in how I feel and how the relationship is going with each passing day. I
managed to coax a few words out of her some time ago, and she's told me she
doesn't know who she is right now and what she wants, whether we're right for each
other or not and all she feels like doing right now is run away. She's told me she
feels I'm overly dependent on her, which is true. I suggested she read into
attachment theory but she seemed reluctant and evasive about it.

Anyway, although I'm so preoccupied with all this that I'm about to lose my job at
the moment, I decided I should buffer and stop pursuing. I stopped initiating
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meetups and let her take the initiative. A few days into not pursuing and she starts
calling and wanting to talk three times a day even if we don't see each other. We got
very close again one night, at least physically, but she's got distant afterwards for
days. Spent last Sunday at her place and she seemed very distant, both physically
and emotionally.

I feel so rejected by all this it's hard to hide that I'm upset, and she's noticing, which
I believe makes her keep her distance. I'm not feeling myself around her anymore, I
crave seeing her, but she scares the hell out of me at the same time so there, I
guess I'm fearful avoidant. I'm wondering about her though... I'm thinking fearful
avoidant but lower on anxiety and higher on avoidance, how could I not make a
mess of things and provide a secure base to which she'll safely return? This is so
hard right now...

Thanks for reading guys!

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 20:49:34 GMT tigrio and atnewbie like this
Quote
I feel for you buddy. Welcome to the club as I have the same situation pretty much.
I'm 10 months in now and its a struggle daily. Work on yourself, you cant change
her unless she wants to change. My thinking is the more secure you become, and
the more you go live your own life, the more of a reaction you will get out of her.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT
Quote
Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and she sounds like she might also be
fearful avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what others think. I doubt though that
anyone with too high avoidance would have chased to that degree. Whatever the
situation, it sounds like she was attracted to you when you were avoidant and
repelled when you have become anxious, but FAs can become anxious and clingy
once they are attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space and work on ways to sooth your
anxiety. Are you doing anything to work on yourself and your own self esteem
issues?

stavs
Junior Member
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Posts: 91

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:
 FAs can become anxious and clingy once they are attached and this is a big change.
How does this happen? Whats the secret?

anne12
Senior Member

Posts: 263

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:09:57 GMT via mobile
Quote
For a FA i Think it is important to let her know that you are still there. Keep your
communication short, simpel, clear and kind/ loving.

Last Edit: Feb 5, 2018 21:43:07 GMT by anne12

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:10:06 GMT bip likes this
Quote

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:
Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and she sounds like she might also be
fearful avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what others think. I doubt though that
anyone with too high avoidance would have chased to that degree. Whatever the
situation, it sounds like she was attracted to you when you were avoidant and
repelled when you have become anxious, but FAs can become anxious and clingy
once they are attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space and work on ways to sooth your
anxiety. Are you doing anything to work on yourself and your own self esteem
issues?

This is what I thought too when I read it, both FA.
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yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Feb 5, 2018 21:06:42 GMT stavs said:

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:
 FAs can become anxious and clingy once they are attached and this is a big change.
How does this happen? Whats the secret?

you want to make her anxious and clingy?

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT
Quote

Feb 5, 2018 21:11:15 GMT yasmin said:

Feb 5, 2018 21:06:42 GMT stavs said:
How does this happen? Whats the secret?
you want to make her anxious and clingy?
I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont want her
to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear removed as much as
possible.
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yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT stavs said:

Feb 5, 2018 21:11:15 GMT yasmin said:
you want to make her anxious and clingy?
I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont want her
to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear removed as much as
possible.

I am trying to phrase this right; but there's something very controlling about all this
(please don't take offence it's an observation from someone who is FA like her). 
Like you remember that movie "Misery" where she hobbled the guy so he couldn't
get away?  You can't love someone truly if your aim is to possess them this way. 
There's a strong possibility if she is FA that she can't be truly happy with someone
who is AP and she is better suited to a relationship with someone very secure and
that this is the environment she will thrive in and be most happy.  Your insecurity
feeds her avoidance and vice versa, in a toxic dance.  

Right now, she is avoidant and this is peaceful for her.  If she switched to anxious
and clingy she would be suffering like you are. Why would you even want this for
her?  Love is meant to be selfless.  I think this can be the downfall of the AP
attachment style because the desire for affirmation and attachment can be so needy
that the other person's actual well-being disappears.

I hope you haven't found this post hurtful, but I want to reach out in an honest way
to respond to this.  I think if this is how you feel, then it's going to really terrify her.

mary
Senior Member
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Posts: 489

Feb 5, 2018 21:11:15 GMT yasmin said:
you want to make her anxious and clingy?
I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont want her
to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear removed as much as
possible.
Being anxious and clingy is fear as well, it's just another way of showing it.  

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91
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Quote

Feb 5, 2018 21:26:03 GMT yasmin said:

Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT stavs said:
I want her more that way than FA. I dont want her to be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want her to be secure actually, but I definitely dont want her
to be avoidant. I dont want the push/pull and I want any fear removed as much as
possible.
I am trying to phrase this right; but there's something very controlling about all this
(please don't take offence it's an observation from someone who is FA like her). 
Like you remember that movie "Misery" where she hobbled the guy so he couldn't
get away?  You can't love someone truly if your aim is to possess them this way. 
There's a strong possibility if she is FA that she can't be truly happy with someone
who is AP and she is better suited to a relationship with someone very secure and
that this is the environment she will thrive in and be most happy.  Your insecurity
feeds her avoidance and vice versa, in a toxic dance.  

Right now, she is avoidant and this is peaceful for her.  If she switched to anxious
and clingy she would be suffering like you are. Why would you even want this for
her?  Love is meant to be selfless.  I think this can be the downfall of the AP
attachment style because the desire for affirmation and attachment can be so needy
that the other person's actual well-being disappears.

I hope you haven't found this post hurtful, but I want to reach out in an honest way
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to respond to this.  I think if this is how you feel, then it's going to really terrify her.
Oh no, not offensive at all, and I probably worded it wrong. I certainly dont want to
be controlling by any means. I just dont want her fears to keep her away and I dont
want her overwhelmed.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:37:07 GMT stavs likes this
Quote
mary is right though - if she switched over she would still be afraid and actually in a
more horrible and painful way so please don't wish for that day to come. It might
relieve your own anxiety but will replace it with hers. 

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:46:31 GMT
Quote
You're scared, she's scared. Classic FA+FA. 

If you like her, hang in there, let her know you're there for her. Her avoidance is just
her way to protect herself because she's scared.

It sounds as if you scared her with something you said or did that night when you
had a row. It could have triggered some deep-seated fear in her, since she had a
tough childhood too.

I think gentle patience, and sincerity in asking her if you said or did something to
worry her would help. Be sure though to really mean it and change if it's something
you did.

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 21:57:24 GMT stavs likes this
Quote

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:
Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and she sounds like she might also be
fearful avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what others think. I doubt though that
anyone with too high avoidance would have chased to that degree. Whatever the
situation, it sounds like she was attracted to you when you were avoidant and
repelled when you have become anxious, but FAs can become anxious and clingy
once they are attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space and work on ways to sooth your
anxiety. Are you doing anything to work on yourself and your own self esteem
issues?
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I agree, she super chased after me and I wouldn't wish upon her to go through the
same struggles with me ever again. It's really hard to find a sense of balance
between us and I guess we're both still navigating our way through the relationship.
I'm working on myself both through therapy, meditation and self compassion. The
only thing I need from her is for her to become aware of her patterns and
attachment style so we can find ways to make this work as much as we can. But it's
very hard to communicate right now and I feel it'd do more harm than good at the
moment. She's not prioritizing the relationship right now, or so it feels.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 22:00:48 GMT bip likes this
Quote
It's very, very tough, but the best action you can take isn't to force her to see her
issues (God, so hard to get anyone to do that but 100x harder with an avoidant) but
more to work to bring yourself to a secure space. If you do that, her avoidance will
reduce all by itself and you won't feel bad either. Can you join us here on the forums
and read through all the threads and get more understanding? Also we're all here to
support your journey
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dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

Hey guys,

I'm hoping to get some insight on my relationship
with a girl (very old friend, started dating few
months back) that has withdrawn quite badly
over the past month or so. I've looked a lot into
attachment theory and I am fascinated by it, and
it is due to reading a lot and spending time in
therapy that I'm in this relationship now. I usually
run for the hills at the first sign somebody is
attracted to me either by finding fault with the
person who pursues me, or finding the said
person so perfect it just seems like an
unattainable ideal. 

Anyways, I knew this girl was into me for quite
some years, but I've always kind of dismissed her
without realizing the lack of attraction I felt was
actually just the subconscious fear that it might
actually work, and we don't want that, do we? I
was finding all sorts of ridiculous reasons for not
liking her, like I don't like the shoes she wears, or
I don't like the music she's listening to, or I kid
you not, I don't like her driving style. She always
seemed warm and available and I was sooo
hating that before we were together, as she
struck me as the "needy and dependent" type
and it sort of made me sick. But why did it make
me sick? Well obviously because I was hating
myself so much I just couldn't stand anyone
showing me love because I felt I didn't deserve it.

So a few months back, we just started seeing
each other more often as friends, and it was
during this time that I managed to see through
my fears and actually be able to slowly let her in.
If it weren't for her persistence at my every
attempt at rejection, and me being self aware, it
wouldn't have happened, so I just said to myself
that such a consistent and caring person might
just be the secure partner I need. 

So we slowly start dating, and in the first two to
three weeks she just shows every trait of an AP,
kind of panicking at the smallest conflict and me,
every trait of a DA. She wants to bring food at
my place, calling me consistently, giving me so
much attention, wanting to hang out... things
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that just felt off and controlling to me. I was
actually feeling less attracted when she was like
this, but I knew I was subconsciously applying
distancing strategies so I just put myself out
there even when it felt so hard and
counterintuitive. 

Fast forward another few weeks and I find myself
becoming AP about our relationship with fears of
abandonment and rejection sweeping me off my
feet. It's in this phase that we start disclosing
more personal stuff, I tell her about how I'm
feeling in the moment, about my fear of
abandonment and rejection and how I'm feeling
panic that she'll leave me and how I don't
understand what she sees in me when there are
so many emotionally consistent and functional
men out there. She is very secure and reassuring
with my fears, tells me she understands and that
she is so glad I'm telling her all this as she feels
even closer to me than ever. We're also disclosing
a lot of our childhood traumas, I've been raised
by a very impulsive and emotionally unstable
mother and a physically abusive and emotionally
manipulating father. She tells me about her
family, her clinical depression, how she was
always compared to her younger sister and how
she always felt that she wasn't "good enough",
that she hates herself and believes she doesn't
deserve anything in life. One day she comes
telling me she can't fathom what I see in her,
that there's so much "bad things" living inside of
her, and that she's so afraid she'll hurt me. She
also says she feels guilt over insignificant things
and that she's so afraid she'll disappoint and
betray. I'm just being calm and reassuring to her
and she seems ok, although this was a period
where a lot of red flags were raised on her side
that had pointed at where the relationship was
headed. 

Another few weeks into the relationship we're at
a party and long story short a guy tries to hit on
her. She's not responding, although she seemed
overly friendly with the guy but then again, she's
friendly with a lot of guys. I start panicking badly
and we're having an argument the next morning
with me in full panic mode. I think the argument
just blew an emotional fuse inside of her, she
didn't know how to emotionally process what
happened, as she started being emotionally
withdrawn within a few days and a few short
arguments later. She's raising walls all around,
not being emotionally present, not willing to
communicate, rarely showing empathy or
compassion, becomes ironic at times; she hardly
lets me hold her in my arms and when she does
she just wants to get away and puts her arms
between us; not pushing away, nor pulling in.
Sleepovers are quite rare now. The argument had
come by after a very intimate period between us,
and with her fears of not disappointing or
betraying I think I made her hate herself even
more.

She had shown avoidant tendencies throughout
the relationship timeline, but I pinpointed them
on a bad day, or bad mood or whatever; one
constant thing I've noticed is her fierce
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tigrio and atnewbie like this

Quote

independence and not feeling at ease relying on
others. Also, she seemed to put me on hold for
the most insignificant reasons in the last period
before our conflict. Maybe I'm misreading due to
being overly sensitive though.

She's consistent with phone calls though; even if
we don't see each other as often, don't chat as
often, we still talk every day. We're not playing
games and we're not manipulating each other
and we try to be as nice to each other as we can,
although resentment builds on both sides, or at
least on my side. But she seems less and less
interested in how I feel and how the relationship
is going with each passing day. I managed to
coax a few words out of her some time ago, and
she's told me she doesn't know who she is right
now and what she wants, whether we're right for
each other or not and all she feels like doing right
now is run away. She's told me she feels I'm
overly dependent on her, which is true. I
suggested she read into attachment theory but
she seemed reluctant and evasive about it.

Anyway, although I'm so preoccupied with all this
that I'm about to lose my job at the moment, I
decided I should buffer and stop pursuing. I
stopped initiating meetups and let her take the
initiative. A few days into not pursuing and she
starts calling and wanting to talk three times a
day even if we don't see each other. We got very
close again one night, at least physically, but
she's got distant afterwards for days. Spent last
Sunday at her place and she seemed very
distant, both physically and emotionally.

I feel so rejected by all this it's hard to hide that
I'm upset, and she's noticing, which I believe
makes her keep her distance. I'm not feeling
myself around her anymore, I crave seeing her,
but she scares the hell out of me at the same
time so there, I guess I'm fearful avoidant. I'm
wondering about her though... I'm thinking
fearful avoidant but lower on anxiety and higher
on avoidance, how could I not make a mess of
things and provide a secure base to which she'll
safely return? This is so hard right now...

Thanks for reading guys!

stavs
Junior Member

I feel for you buddy.
Welcome to the club as I
have the same situation
pretty much. I'm 10
months in now and its a
struggle daily. Work on
yourself, you cant change
her unless she wants to
change. My thinking is the
more secure you become,
and the more you go live
your own life, the more of
a reaction you will get out
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Quote

Posts: 91

of her.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

Hello and welcome to the forum!

You sound like a very classic fearful avoidant, and
she sounds like she might also be fearful
avoidant, but I'd be interested to hear what
others think. I doubt though that anyone with too
high avoidance would have chased to that
degree. Whatever the situation, it sounds like she
was attracted to you when you were avoidant and
repelled when you have become anxious, but FAs
can become anxious and clingy once they are
attached and this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right back, give her space
and work on ways to sooth your anxiety. Are you
doing anything to work on yourself and your own
self esteem issues?

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

How does this happen? Whats the secret?

anne12
Senior Member

For a FA i Think it is important to let her
know that you are still there. Keep your
communication short, simpel, clear and
kind/ loving.

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT yasmin said:

 FAs can become anxious and clingy once
they are attached and this is a big change.
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mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

This is what I thought too when I read
it, both FA.

yasmin
God

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT
yasmin said:

Hello and welcome to the
forum!

You sound like a very classic
fearful avoidant, and she
sounds like she might also be
fearful avoidant, but I'd be
interested to hear what others
think. I doubt though that
anyone with too high
avoidance would have chased
to that degree. Whatever the
situation, it sounds like she
was attracted to you when you
were avoidant and repelled
when you have become
anxious, but FAs can become
anxious and clingy once they
are attached and this is a big
change.

the solution is to pull it right
back, give her space and work
on ways to sooth your anxiety.
Are you doing anything to work
on yourself and your own self
esteem issues?
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Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT
yasmin said:

 FAs can become anxious and
clingy once they are attached and
this is a big change.
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tnr9, bip, and 1 more like this

Quote

Posts: 535
you want to make her anxious and clingy?

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91
I want her more that way than FA. I dont want
her to be afraid of being in a relationship with
me. I want her to be secure actually, but I
definitely dont want her to be avoidant. I dont
want the push/pull and I want any fear removed
as much as possible.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

How does this happen? Whats the secret?

Feb 5, 2018 21:11:15 GMT yasmin said:

you want to make her anxious and clingy?

Feb 5, 2018 21:06:42 GMT stavs
said:

How does this happen? Whats the
secret?
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GMT stavs
said:
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201
8
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1:15
GMT
yas
min
said
:

you want
to make
her
anxious
and
clingy?
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I am trying to phrase
this right; but there's
something very
controlling about all this
(please don't take
offence it's an
observation from
someone who is FA like
her).  Like you
remember that movie
"Misery" where she
hobbled the guy so he
couldn't get away?  You
can't love someone
truly if your aim is to
possess them this way. 
There's a strong
possibility if she is FA
that she can't be truly
happy with someone
who is AP and she is
better suited to a
relationship with
someone very secure
and that this is the
environment she will
thrive in and be most
happy.  Your insecurity
feeds her avoidance and
vice versa, in a toxic
dance.  

Right now, she is
avoidant and this is
peaceful for her.  If she
switched to anxious and
clingy she would be
suffering like you are.
Why would you even
want this for her?  Love
is meant to be selfless. 
I think this can be the
downfall of the AP
attachment style
because the desire for
affirmation and
attachment can be so
needy that the other

I want her more
that way than
FA. I dont want
her to be afraid
of being in a
relationship with
me. I want her
to be secure
actually, but I
definitely dont
want her to be
avoidant. I dont
want the
push/pull and I
want any fear
removed as
much as
possible.
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yasmin likes this

Quote
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person's actual well-
being disappears.

I hope you haven't
found this post hurtful,
but I want to reach out
in an honest way to
respond to this.  I think
if this is how you feel,
then it's going to really
terrify her.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Being anxious and clingy is fear as
well, it's just another way of
showing it.  

stavs
Junior Member

Posts: 91

Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT
stavs said:

I want her more that way
than FA. I dont want her to
be afraid of being in a
relationship with me. I want
her to be secure actually,
but I definitely dont want
her to be avoidant. I dont
want the push/pull and I
want any fear removed as
much as possible.

Feb 5, 2018
21:11:15 GMT
yasmin said:

you want to make
her anxious and
clingy?

Feb 5, 2018 21:26:03 GMT yasmin said:

I am trying to phrase this right; but
there's something very controlling about
all this (please don't take offence it's an

Feb 5, 2018 21:18:19 GMT stavs
said:

I want her more that way than FA.
I dont want her to be afraid of
being in a relationship with me. I
want her to be secure actually, but
I definitely dont want her to be
avoidant. I dont want the push/pull
and I want any fear removed as
much as possible.
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Oh no, not offensive at all, and I probably worded
it wrong. I certainly dont want to be controlling
by any means. I just dont want her fears to keep
her away and I dont want her overwhelmed.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

mary is right though - if she
switched over she would still be
afraid and actually in a more horrible
and painful way so please don't wish
for that day to come. It might
relieve your own anxiety but will
replace it with hers. 

curious
Senior Member You're scared, she's scared. Classic FA+FA. 

If you like her, hang in there, let her know you're
there for her. Her avoidance is just her way to
protect herself because she's scared.

It sounds as if you scared her with something you

observation from someone who is FA like
her).  Like you remember that movie
"Misery" where she hobbled the guy so he
couldn't get away?  You can't love
someone truly if your aim is to possess
them this way.  There's a strong
possibility if she is FA that she can't be
truly happy with someone who is AP and
she is better suited to a relationship with
someone very secure and that this is the
environment she will thrive in and be most
happy.  Your insecurity feeds her
avoidance and vice versa, in a toxic
dance.  

Right now, she is avoidant and this is
peaceful for her.  If she switched to
anxious and clingy she would be suffering
like you are. Why would you even want
this for her?  Love is meant to be selfless. 
I think this can be the downfall of the AP
attachment style because the desire for
affirmation and attachment can be so
needy that the other person's actual well-
being disappears.

I hope you haven't found this post hurtful,
but I want to reach out in an honest way
to respond to this.  I think if this is how
you feel, then it's going to really terrify
her.
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stavs likes this

Quote

Posts: 282

said or did that night when you had a row. It
could have triggered some deep-seated fear in
her, since she had a tough childhood too.

I think gentle patience, and sincerity in asking
her if you said or did something to worry her
would help. Be sure though to really mean it and
change if it's something you did.

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

I agree, she super chased after me
and I wouldn't wish upon her to go
through the same struggles with me
ever again. It's really hard to find a
sense of balance between us and I
guess we're both still navigating our
way through the relationship. I'm
working on myself both through
therapy, meditation and self
compassion. The only thing I need
from her is for her to become aware
of her patterns and attachment style
so we can find ways to make this
work as much as we can. But it's
very hard to communicate right now
and I feel it'd do more harm than

Feb 5, 2018 21:00:36 GMT
yasmin said:

Hello and welcome to the
forum!

You sound like a very classic
fearful avoidant, and she
sounds like she might also be
fearful avoidant, but I'd be
interested to hear what
others think. I doubt though
that anyone with too high
avoidance would have chased
to that degree. Whatever the
situation, it sounds like she
was attracted to you when
you were avoidant and
repelled when you have
become anxious, but FAs can
become anxious and clingy
once they are attached and
this is a big change.

the solution is to pull it right
back, give her space and
work on ways to sooth your
anxiety. Are you doing
anything to work on yourself
and your own self esteem
issues?
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bip likes this

Quote

Reply

good at the moment. She's not
prioritizing the relationship right
now, or so it feels.

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

It's very, very tough, but the best
action you can take isn't to force her
to see her issues (God, so hard to get
anyone to do that but 100x harder
with an avoidant) but more to work to
bring yourself to a secure space. If
you do that, her avoidance will reduce
all by itself and you won't feel bad
either. Can you join us here on the
forums and read through all the
threads and get more understanding?
Also we're all here to support your
journey
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You're scared, she's scared. Classic FA+FA. 

If you like her, hang in there, let her know you're there for her. Her avoidance is just
her way to protect herself because she's scared.

It sounds as if you scared her with something you said or did that night when you
had a row. It could have triggered some deep-seated fear in her, since she had a
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Posts: 19

tough childhood too.

I think gentle patience, and sincerity in asking her if you said or did something to
worry her would help. Be sure though to really mean it and change if it's something
you did.
Kind of, yeah  It really feels good to talk to you guys and to know me and her not
alone in all this. I most surely triggered something, she's told me she can hardly
deal with what happened that morning. There's more to her childhood than I've told
and I will not tell out of respect for her. I'll just say that we had sex two nights
before the argument for the first time. I just believe I've subconsciously reinforced
her idea that with intimacy and sex comes a lot of pain and turmoil through my
behavior. She's also in therapy, she somewhat admits that there's something off
between us right now, she said she talks about us in therapy sometimes and I can
only hope that the attachment subject will be raised by her therapist...

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 22:09:54 GMT
Quote

Feb 5, 2018 22:00:48 GMT yasmin said:
It's very, very tough, but the best action you can take isn't to force her to see her
issues (God, so hard to get anyone to do that but 100x harder with an avoidant) but
more to work to bring yourself to a secure space. If you do that, her avoidance will
reduce all by itself and you won't feel bad either. Can you join us here on the forums
and read through all the threads and get more understanding? Also we're all here to
support your journey
Thanks very much, it feels very reassuring. I totally agree with what you're saying.
It's very hard to control emotions sometimes, feelings of rejection and abandonment
just creep in and it's so difficult to just be present with her sometimes, although I
know her avoidant tendencies are just as valid as my preoccupation. 

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 22:12:47 GMT stavs and bip like this
Quote
Oh geez, yes it is incredibly difficult. The anxiety is impossible to control so don't
beat yourself up, but you can find resources and support to bring yourself to a more
secure place. 

Can you talk to us more about when the switch was for you from avoidant to anxious
and the point that triggered this for you?

For me (I am also FA) this happens actually the moment I am dating someone.
Before that I am very dismissive and uninterested, but from the second we are
dating I switch to anxious. This can then calm down if my partner is secure and
stable.
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dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

Quote

Feb 5, 2018 22:12:47 GMT yasmin said:
Oh geez, yes it is incredibly difficult. The anxiety is impossible to control so don't
beat yourself up, but you can find resources and support to bring yourself to a more
secure place. 

Can you talk to us more about when the switch was for you from avoidant to anxious
and the point that triggered this for you?

For me (I am also FA) this happens actually the moment I am dating someone.
Before that I am very dismissive and uninterested, but from the second we are
dating I switch to anxious. This can then calm down if my partner is secure and
stable.
I believe the first hard blow I took was as we planned a weekend away together and
she totally forgot about us, just talking about how eager she is to go to some party
that weekend. That totally triggered me, but I acted as chill as possible. Even told
her we shouldn't discuss the subject right then as I'm feeling very emotional and not
thinking straight. On the way home I kind of resisted physical contact for some time
and she seemed very upset and scared, telling me to just remember how good we
are together and all the good times between us. I went a bit distant for the next two
days but I was extremely distressed on the inside. She cried at work, I cried at work,
we made up after that 

dann98
New Member

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 22:28:51 GMT
Quote

Feb 5, 2018 22:21:29 GMT dann98 said:

Feb 5, 2018 22:12:47 GMT yasmin said:
Oh geez, yes it is incredibly difficult. The anxiety is impossible to control so don't
beat yourself up, but you can find resources and support to bring yourself to a more
secure place. 

Can you talk to us more about when the switch was for you from avoidant to anxious
and the point that triggered this for you?
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Posts: 19 For me (I am also FA) this happens actually the moment I am dating someone.
Before that I am very dismissive and uninterested, but from the second we are
dating I switch to anxious. This can then calm down if my partner is secure and
stable.
I believe the first hard blow I took was as we planned a weekend away together and
she totally forgot about us, just talking about how eager she is to go to some party
that weekend. That totally triggered me, but I acted as chill as possible. Even told
her we shouldn't discuss the subject right then as I'm feeling very emotional and not
thinking straight. On the way home I kind of resisted physical contact for some time
and she seemed very upset and scared, telling me to just remember how good we
are together and all the good times between us. I went a bit distant for the next two
days but I was extremely distressed on the inside. She cried at work, I cried at work,
we made up after that  later edit - I believe that was the switch from secure to AP,
as I was feeling quite secure back then, still with avoidant tendencies, but secure.
Sorry for double post 

Last Edit: Feb 5, 2018 22:29:33 GMT by dann98

yasmin
God

Posts: 535

What are we? Feb 5, 2018 22:43:50 GMT bip likes this
Quote
And how long had you been dating? Was this a significant moment for you
emotionally because you felt the trip away signified commitment? How were you
feeling about the trip away? Was it turning point to take a trip together?

I think what's interesting is that this woman pursued you for a very long time, then
she finally got you, and her forgetting this trip is a sign (almost) of forgetting YOU
just at the moment you'd decided to commit and try things. If you see what I mean. 

Do you think this happenned?

How long was she chasing you for before you got together?

How long were you friends for before it developed into a relationship?

How long were you dating before this trigger moment happenned?

Did she switch to avoidant as soon as you wrre dating OR after you were triggered
and became more anxious (so did the relationship trigger her OR your anxiety?

dann98
New Member

What are we? Feb 6, 2018 7:23:21 GMT via mobile
Quote

Feb 5, 2018 22:43:50 GMT yasmin said:
And how long had you been dating? Was this a significant moment for you
emotionally because you felt the trip away signified commitment? How were you
feeling about the trip away? Was it turning point to take a trip together?

I think what's interesting is that this woman pursued you for a very long time, then
she finally got you, and her forgetting this trip is a sign (almost) of forgetting YOU
just at the moment you'd decided to commit and try things. If you see what I mean. 

Do you think this happenned?

How long was she chasing you for before you got together?

How long were you friends for before it developed into a relationship?

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/user/256
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/5889/quote/600
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/5906/quote/600
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How long were you dating before this trigger moment happenned?

Did she switch to avoidant as soon as you wrre dating OR after you were triggered
and became more anxious (so did the relationship trigger her OR your anxiety?

This trip was the first thing we planned on doing together as a couple and yes, it
kind of signified commitment. She wasn't chasing me actively before but she'd show
me she liked me every chance she'd got. We were friends for more than 10 years
and we're both part of an old group of friends. We were dating for about a month
when the trigger happened and she didn't fully switch to full avoidant until the
conflict after the party. There were signs before, she'd have those difficult times at
the office and she wouldn't let me anywhere near her to comfort her during those
times, and other smaller things like avoiding more sensitive conversations. But she
was still eager to commit, talking about how things will be when we moved in
together, even talking about kids, which kind of freaked me out. She's also told her
family about me, and how eager her parents are to meet me. I was kind of reluctant
and clearly explained to her that I want to see them and meet her friends, it's just
that my anxiety and fears keep me from doing this at the moment, but that I'm so
eager to meet them all. Her forgetting me by forgetting the trip... that's very
interesting. She idealized me too much I think, all the more reason for her to be
disappointed and turn avoidant on me.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

What are we? Feb 6, 2018 13:27:30 GMT bip likes this
Quote
It seems you were triggering each other, but you were able to see your fear and
respond in a different way by telling her you had fear and anxiety. She may not
idealize you, but is less aware of her feelings and of the fear. I am DA and would
have outright rejected the thought of a trip. At least she is wanting the relationship.
It will be difficult for you as you are more aware.

What are we? Feb 6, 2018 16:38:23 GMT bip likes this
Quote
Thing is, she's planned the weekend off on her own two weeks before but she had a
colleague of hers stay at her place for some time until he found a place to rent. He
was leaving that Saturday and she had to be around for him to move out. So
somewhere around this time I suggest that we take the trip, but she'd forgotten all
about it eventually.

It was very strange the way we started dating; I was reaching out to her (since she
was a good friend) in very small dosages because I really liked talking to her and
nothing more, or so I thought. I'd usually meet her and then go dark for days or
weeks at a time since I was sensing some feelings for her and that scared me. 

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/5915/quote/600
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/5935/quote/600
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dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

So the last time we hung out as buddies I slept at her place, woke up in the
morning, got bored so I washed the dishes since she was still asleep. I hugged her
before I left that day and here I was again, running for the hills like never before. 

Anyways, I reach out to her a week later, somewhat scared and feeling guilty for
behaving like that, thinking I should really have the guts to tell her I'm not
interested so she shouldn't waste her time on me. So we meet up again, talk about
stuff - her therapy sessions, my therapy sessions, some small talk when I finally
muster the courage to tell her that it's very hard for me to be vulnerable and I just
feel like running and never look back the moment someone gets close to me, hoping
she'd just leave me alone. She tells me she's just the same, she's running when
someone gets close to her. She also tells me she panicked when she saw me doing
the dishes. I'm telling her not to take my distancing personally and that I feel like
she's trying to control me with her acts of care. It just broke my heart telling her
that, since I knew there were genuine acts of care and nothing more.

So anyways, I think she has some awareness of what's going on with her judging by
what she'd told me that evening, but I believe it's very hard for her to actually see it
happening when she's in the middle of the distancing act, which could just be her
equivalent to the emotional storms I'm experiencing - when I just feel abandoned
and rejected by the whole world and see her as the most evil person on the planet.
Very hard and painful...

I noticed her being somewhat more herself when we're going out and there's other
friends around; she almost seems unchanged and doesn't seem distant at all. We
hung out with some friends this Sunday and she seemed really cool, but once we got
back to her place and it was just us, she just turned off like a light bulb. More or
less, something like this . Asked if she felt comfortable with me being around, she
said she doesn't mind in a very standoffish way. I think she's actually very scared,
just hiding it well.

hello
New Member

Posts: 2

What are we? Feb 8, 2018 12:09:49 GMT
Quote
Google led me to this thread and I registered to answer. I usually don't bother
because I know how people never really want to hear advices that could crush them.
And I assure you I don't mean that in a rude way (I include myself in this). Just that
usually experiences are a necessity. 
But here I wanted to warn you about those expectations you have about this
woman. It never ends well to expect from someone to change. You might be willing
to improve on your own attachment issues, and this is very good for you and your
future relationships, but don't expect her to do just the same. From what I
understand, she told you about her intimacy issues and now she is freezing you.
Trust her actions. Maybe give her space and time to process what she wants out of
this relationship. But don't start trying to make her see reason. 
I don't believe that you being scared that she forgot your first get away week-end
together is a sign of you being too needy or anxious. It is indeed a big step in a new
relationship. But the anxious reaction would be to cling as much as possible to a
relationship that might be not meant to be. 
In other words, I would say to you, just stay with her if the relationship is fulfilling to
you too. Don't expect it to get better. If you can't deal with her rejections of
intimacy, then maybe it's time to move on. It wouldn't mean your bad or she is. Just
take this experience as a way to learn something new about yourself. It seems that
you are indeed able to want intimacy with someone. It's good news. I wish you well.

dann98
New Member

What are we? Feb 11, 2018 18:08:52 GMT mary likes this
Quote
So we talked a bit yesterday about the relationship on both our accord and one idea
to the next, I'm telling her that I don't want to be ashamed with who I am and what
I need in a relationship and that I'm very curious about her needs also and how I
can meet them better. I told her I sometimes feel uncomfortable around her, but
that's just my fears and negative thoughts and I don't hold her responsible for them,

http://i.imgur.com/DWGvT.gif
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http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/6107/quote/600
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I just want her to know that I don't want her to blame herself, to which she replied:
"If you're uncomfortable, why are you wasting your time?" This kind of puzzled me
and I felt so heartbroken for her... it wasn't "Why are we wasting each other's time?"
which led me to believe she feels like she's a burden or something, that she's
unlovable, that all she is to me is a waste of time.

Thanks hello for your advice, I know what you're saying but I'm willing to stay a bit
longer, that's what I told her too... I think it's a bit early to call it quits.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

What are we? Feb 12, 2018 0:11:44 GMT
Quote

Feb 11, 2018 18:08:52 GMT dann98 said:
So we talked a bit yesterday about the relationship on both our accord and one idea
to the next, I'm telling her that I don't want to be ashamed with who I am and what
I need in a relationship and that I'm very curious about her needs also and how I
can meet them better. I told her I sometimes feel uncomfortable around her, but
that's just my fears and negative thoughts and I don't hold her responsible for them,
I just want her to know that I don't want her to blame herself, to which she replied:
"If you're uncomfortable, why are you wasting your time?" This kind of puzzled me
and I felt so heartbroken for her... it wasn't "Why are we wasting each other's time?"
which led me to believe she feels like she's a burden or something, that she's
unlovable, that all she is to me is a waste of time.

Thanks hello for your advice, I know what you're saying but I'm willing to stay a bit
longer, that's what I told her too... I think it's a bit early to call it quits.
This is something I would have said in my 20s.  I had very low self esteem.  She
may or may not, I don't know, but only she can change that if she does. 

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Feb 12, 2018 4:52:25 GMT
Quote
She's getting edgier with each passing day and more emotionally immature. I
actually felt she was behaving like an 18 year old angsty teenager lately. She had
moments being mean these days, with me reacting neutrally, then she comes
around and tries to "mend" the situation in a very non responsible way, blaming her
behavior on some external factor but never taking responsibility or saying sorry. 

She's trying to look aloof and uninterested, but I noticed what I say has a huge
impact on her and she's not always able to hide this. I may say something totally
unrelated to her, and she draws negative conclusions about herself from the
conversation; she's overly vigilant for negative cues when I talk. 

She has a lot to learn about herself, and yes, she has low self esteem. I'm her first
experience so she might have to bang her head against the wall a few times before
realizing the issue here isn't me entirely. 

What are we? Feb 12, 2018 8:06:37 GMT via mobile
Quote

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/6328/quote/600
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/6268/thread
http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/6341/quote/600
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Jaeger
Senior Member

Posts: 309

Feb 12, 2018 4:52:25 GMT dann98 said:
She's getting edgier with each passing day and more emotionally immature. I
actually felt she was behaving like an 18 year old angsty teenager lately. She had
moments being mean these days, with me reacting neutrally, then she comes
around and tries to "mend" the situation in a very non responsible way, blaming her
behavior on some external factor but never taking responsibility or saying sorry. 

She's trying to look aloof and uninterested, but I noticed what I say has a huge
impact on her and she's not always able to hide this. I may say something totally
unrelated to her, and she draws negative conclusions about herself from the
conversation; she's overly vigilant for negative cues when I talk. 

She has a lot to learn about herself, and yes, she has low self esteem. I'm her first
experience so she might have to bang her head against the wall a few times before
realizing the issue here isn't me entirely. 

I'm seeing someone signaling the need for distance, employing escalating distancing
strategies to get it (and the 'mean', immature behaviour will likely only increase as
long as she doesn't get it. I also see pursuing behavior from your side, ensuring that
she doesn't get it and aggravating the issue. To me, this looks like an anxious -
avoidant interaction from where I am sitting and it will get worse over time unless
one of you changes the dynamic. You've led a horse to water but now you're
attempting to force it to drink. I don't see that ending well.

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Feb 12, 2018 8:21:03 GMT via mobile
Quote
Strange thing is, she's been calling the shots on when we should hang out, I didn't
even initiate anything for more than 2 weeks now. The closest I've come to initiating
has been "Hey, we can hang out whenever you want" and that's it. She even said we
haven't seen each other very often the last week.

Late edit - she just asked to hang out again today, we've been seeing each other on
Saturday, left her place on Sunday and she also wanted to hang out Sunday evening
evening with some friends but I had other plans.

Last Edit: Feb 12, 2018 17:13:38 GMT by dann98
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hello
New Member

What are we? Feb 13, 2018 11:19:51 GMT
Quote

Feb 11, 2018 18:08:52 GMT dann98 said:
I told her I sometimes feel uncomfortable around her, but that's just my fears and
negative thoughts and I don't hold her responsible for them, I just want her to know
that I don't want her to blame herself, to which she replied: "If you're
uncomfortable, why are you wasting your time?" 
Or maybe, just maybe, she asks you why you are wasting your time because she
does not feel uncomfortable like you do. Sometimes the answer is not that
convoluted. 

She's getting edgier with each passing day and more emotionally immature. I
actually felt she was behaving like an 18 year old angsty teenager lately. She had
moments being mean these days, with me reacting neutrally, then she comes
around and tries to "mend" the situation in a very non responsible way, blaming her
behavior on some external factor but never taking responsibility or saying sorry.
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Testing your boundaries maybe ? 

she's been calling the shots on when we should hang out, I didn't even initiate
anything for more than 2 weeks now. The closest I've come to initiating has been
"Hey, we can hang out whenever you want"
It doesn't sound like she has it that bad to me. 

Thanks hello for your advice, I know what you're saying but I'm willing to stay a bit
longer, that's what I told her too... I think it's a bit early to call it quits.
The longer you accept what you don't actually want to accept, the harder it will
become to say no  

That being said, I'm pretty sure you'll stay. So be careful with yourself. I hope you'll
end up finding what you're looking for somewhere   

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Mar 7, 2018 15:39:33 GMT via mobile
Quote
So I had a surprise conversation yesterday about what's going on between us atm.
She initiated it and it was very honest and mature. She said she feels like we have
nothing in common other than our problems and it feels like that's all we talk about,
and truth be told, we did talk a lot about our problems. She also said she kind of lost
the spark but she's been talking in therapy about this and she still doesn't know
whether she's lost it after the argument we had last December (I was an emotional
wreck during the argument and cried a lot) or due to the fact that it's just not meant
to be. The way she shut down around that period was shocking; she just went from
madly in love to basically zero emotions in about two days. She says she wants to
try and not end relationships as she did before, at the first sign of difficulty. She also
says she's confused and doesn't understand why she gets so annoyed by me; she
got annoyed by the smell of my chewing gum yesterday. That's how the
conversation actually started. She tells me she doesn't like the fact that I'm talking
about my problems, yet I never seem to do anything to fix them. That I'm avoiding
her friends and it saddens her that I don't make an effort to get to know them; like
I'm not part of her life. She also says without therapy she would have rejected me
after the first kiss and she usually does that with all the boys. She just flips them off
and moves on "because she doesn't want to make them suffer". So what the hell
was that? I'm so confused right now... I asked her if she felt rejected by me being
vulnerable and sensitive around her.. said she doesn't really know but she hates that
side of her, that she's ashamed by her feminine side and doesn't want to show it to
anyone. Sorry if the text is a bit incoherent but I'm writing on cell.

mary
Senior Member

What are we? Mar 7, 2018 16:44:23 GMT bip likes this
Quote
dann98, I've had that issue of being annoyed by small things about a person. For
me, it was low level anger. I was actually very hurt by my bfs actions, but I couldn't
pinpoint the exact issue for a long time, so the anger "seeped " out in small ways. I
finally did come to realize the big issue and we are still working on it. 

Hopefully you will be able to talk it out more with her.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/8137/quote/600
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dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Mar 7, 2018 17:01:40 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yeah, I'm planning on doing so. Man it feels really good to have an actual
conversation now and then. She just seemed so closed off and annoyed the past
weeks.

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Mar 21, 2018 21:34:59 GMT via mobile
Quote
So me and my girlfriend went through another talk on things, just minor stuff that
we discuss in individual therapy. 

Told her my therapist thinks I'm denying my masculine side, which she said she
noticed and finds kind of unattractive.

So we just expanded on this a bit more and this is where I tell her I want to spend
time with her and do things together and that I feel she doesn't want to move things
forward. She says that's true, she doesn't. Also says she doesn't feel the initial spark
and she can't do anything without that spark. We've been sexless for quite some
time now and I don't see an intention anytime soon.

So anyways, I'm asking her what is she still doing in this relationship? Why doesn't
she just leave? She says she doesn't know when, how and what to do.

She's sleeping right next to me right now and I just feel like the last ounce of
attraction I have for her begins to fade. She killed off everything beautiful thing
between us, then she says "I know we had these really nice moments and I miss
them, but they were four months ago..."

I did my best acting secure around her and I told her maybe she's feeling triggered
by something in my behavior. She said no, she doesn't feel triggered at all.

I'm really confused and I don't get it. She switched off emotionally in just two days
after a conflict we had on Christmas.

Why is she still staying? A secure would never do that, right? A secure would either
leave or stay and work on the relationship. She's staying but not willing to work on
it. Wtf? She calls every day, we do sleepovers, we hang out with friends, we go to
concerts, but yet nothing changes between us. We're not getting anywhere...

amblin
New Member

What are we? Mar 24, 2018 12:50:43 GMT
Quote
dann98 I don't know if you can work with her on this. Sounds a lot like my
experience too, it deflates you in the end because you feel so hopeless and it starts
to feel like a waste of time when you realise how many weeks or months pass by
and it's 'not getting anywhere', despite all the talks.

Yes, I believe secures would leave or stay. The problem is, even if you stay, you
can't work on it if she won't work with you. Maybe she doesn't even know how. This
is the reason I 'left' mine and am not contacting him. I just don't see anything to
gain in such a situation except frustration and resignation.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/8139/quote/600
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It's just bloody sad.

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Mar 25, 2018 7:26:43 GMT
Quote
Amblin, thank you for your insight and also read on your post about your ex. Indeed,
it sounds oddly familiar, also similar with most of the stories here about FA's.

I left kind of deflated and mad the morning after the talk, she started masturbating
in her sleep and moaning that night and I just got enough of it and went to sleep in
a different room. Told her about it in the morning, not that I'm bothered about the
sleep thing since it's, well, sleep, but told her the whole situation feels awful to me,
seeing her pleasure herself when we haven't had sex for months. She seemed very
detached about it, told me yeah, it kind of sucks, why didn't you wake me up? But
that's not the point. She's acting like I'm emotionally contagious or something. 

She doesn't take responsibility for any situation or at least doesn't want to; she's
just throwing in all these negative "conclusions" she has about me and the
relationship, like "I don't feel like in the beginning", "We're just talking about our
problems", "We have nothing in common", "let time do its part", "there's no
chemistry", "you're acting womanly" - which in my opinion is bullshit since all I am is
affectionate and caring as much as I can, but also fearful around her which is just
her triggering me. 

And then, when I try talking about issues she just says "Well, I told you how it is",
almost like she's just throwing in the conditions of the relationship, and it's my
business whether I like it or not. She doesn't take any responsibility for my feelings
and it almost seems like she gets these ego power trips out of it. Almost everytime
we talk, it feels like she's just throwing in that extra bit which she knows will hurt
me and put her in a place of power and control. And then I'm telling her she's
hurting me, and she says "well, it's not like I'm in a good place either. But I want to
put myself first and not feel guilty about it." 

Feels to me like she doesn't know who she is and where her boundaries are, so she
will just go to extremes; it just feels so fake.

So after the talk that morning and me getting slightly mad, she's acting like nothing
happened and keeps running her "happy relationship scripts" asking me if I need a
ride to work that morning, and if I want to hang around on Friday because she'll be
away for the weekend (again, third weekend in a row). I discarded her and she
didn't contact me since Thursday.

She has had just two brief relationships and she's in her thirties - one about 10
months and the other 8 months. She's told me about the latter, how it went to shit
because they weren't doing anything and the guy was jobless and smoking pot all
day so I thought well, seems legit to leave him but looking at how things are with
me now I don't think that was the whole story.

Was reading this article and it just fits her perfectly:
www.abandonment.net/abandoholics-anonymous

I don't know if I'm ready to leave yet and the situation is very complicated since
we're in a group of common friends. But it just feels like we're done anyway so
might just do it sooner than later.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/8776/quote/600
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Last Edit: Mar 25, 2018 7:28:05 GMT by dann98
mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

What are we? Mar 25, 2018 8:56:52 GMT via mobile
Quote
You do realise that some of this is about you, too. Why are you still chasing her? As
someone said to me recently “Sometimes love just isn’t enough”. It’s all good to be
pointing the finger and complaining about her behaviour, but why not change the
one thing you can? You. 

A truly secure would walk away and not stand being treated like this. Perhaps it’s
time to look inwards. 

Also, have you read the Jen Kinnison book? It says the same thing as the article.

Last Edit: Mar 25, 2018 9:03:42 GMT by mrob

dann98
New Member

Posts: 19

What are we? Mar 25, 2018 9:36:32 GMT via mobile
Quote
I agree this is about me too. I'm willing to work on things with her though. Problems
surface in any relationship and what happened between us shouldn't be irreparable.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

What are we? Mar 25, 2018 9:50:21 GMT via mobile
Quote
That wasn’t meant to sound accusatory. Thing is that if you can’t see the role you’re
playing, then you can’t do anything about it. She’s got to see there is something
wrong, too, and the liikelihood is that until she crashes and burns, she won’t see it at
all. That is what I had to do. The pain got so bad that I had to look at this. My own
pain, and the guilt of the pain I’ve inflicted on others.

dann98
New Member

What are we? Mar 25, 2018 10:05:01 GMT via mobile
Quote
I do see my role in this and I keep ruminating about situations where I should have
acted differently. What's done is done and I truly really wish to move things forward
with us but it's just me pulling in that direction. It's really sad how we just switch
partners at the first sign of trouble, it just doesn't feel the right thing to do... instead
of leaning in, learn about ourselves and try to heal. But it takes two for this to
happen indeed.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/8777/quote/600
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future
Full Member

Posts: 124

What are we? Mar 25, 2018 17:56:53 GMT
Quote
Hi dann98, I am sorry you are going through such a hard time. I am certainly no
expert as I am not sure my current relationship will work or not, but I have learned
a lot through my journey and I'd like to share it with you. Please take it with the love
in which it is offered because I've felt what you are feeling. I know the hell you are
in. I have been both the anxious and the avoidant in different relationships so I can
see a little from both sides.

You are making her responsible for your feelings. She is not triggering you. You are
triggering you. She has been very open about what she can and cannot handle but
you are refusing to accept what she says. You are expecting her to feel what you do
and work on the relationship the way you think she should. This will never work. You
are trying to get an elephant to soar like an eagle. Not. gonna. happen. You have
two choices:

1. Use this relationship to work on yourself. Put her 1st as you should when you
truly love someone. Give her what she needs and what she asks for. Remember
WHAT SHE NEEDS not what you think she should need. She does not have the same
needs as you. You have to look at this through her eyes. Stop trying to get anything
in return. Stop making it about you and your needs. She will feel safer and give back
to you what she is willing and able to give (This is how you get your needs met. It
has to be voluntary not forced). At that time, you can decide if that is enough for
you and stay or end your relationship. It may not be enough for you and you may
just need to accept that.

or

2. Move on and find someone who is more suited to you, perhaps another eagle.

I have found this is the only way you can work on a relationship from one side. You
can not make someone else do or be what you want. I am currently doing this and I
can see my guy (who is DA) softening and moving back toward me little by little. It
is helping me tremendously because I am no longer trying to figure out what he is
thinking. He's told me what he is thinking. It doesn't have to make sense to me. I
don't have to decipher it. It is what it is. He can not handle relationship talk. Guess
what? I can still have my relationship talk, I just have to do it in a way he can
handle. I've learned how by studying him and LISTENING, not hearing but really
listening to what he says, not with my anxious emotions but with the knowledge of
his attachment style. (Without the knowledge of his attachment style, his words and
actions don't jive to me.) I am starting to get my needs met more and more by him
because he wants to, not because I need him or try to manipulate him to. I have
more self respect and feel better about myself now.

Anyway, Once I feel he is giving the relationship the most he can handle, I'll have to
decide if that's enough for me in the long term. I hope it is, but I know it may not
be. I will be heart broken, but I can accept it.

You don't have to take care of her(Remember, avoidants don't want to be taken care
of, in general anyway). You do have to have compassion for her and yourself. You
don't need to beg or grovel. Have respect for her and where she is. Have respect for
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yourself and give her space when she asks for it, no whining or complaining. She
really doesn't want much from you (that's the great thing about avoidants...they are
actually low maintenance). Giving her what she needs is easy. It's the trying to stop
getting her to fulfill your needs that is really difficult. Relationships are not tit for tat.
You don't give to get. You give because you have love and compassion for your
partner. In the end, if you're not happy, move on.

In my current relationship, I am AP. Neither AP nor DA/FA are more broken, we are
equally selfish. However, Trust me, us AP's bring more drama and toxicity into the
relationship because we are definitely the more controlling of the two. That's just my
take, I realize others will disagree. Avoidants are who they are, if you don't like it,
lump it, they'll leave. Anxious try to make others be what we want/need. We're
always trying to change our partners. Always trying to figure out why they won't
give us what we want. Always trying to figure out what they mean because we don't
want to accept what they say. This was a hard pill for me to swallow but this
knowledge has changed my life. 

Also, all avoidants (and people in general) are very different. You really need to
study and learn your partner. Watch her. Listen to her. Think where her words are
coming from, not where they would be coming from if you said them. Stop trying to
get in her head with words. Avoidants AVOID that. Be a safe and accepting place for
her and she may open up to you all on her own little piece by little piece. My guy
does that. I don't have to ask for info about his past. He freely shares little bits here
and there over time, without my asking. I listen and have empathy/compassion but I
don't make a big deal of it or ask a lot of questions because that will shut him down.
He's shares a few things then changes the subject. But, I've realized it's getting
easier and easier for him to share because he is realizing that he is safe with me.
She may be different so you have to learn what works with her specifically. She will
make so much more sense to you and this will give you some peace. You will NEVER
change her. She will NEVER think like you. Can you accept that?

Again, I am not an expert. This is just what is working for me. I hope everything
work out for the best for you. You deserve happiness with or without her.
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JoanneG
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 1:58:39 GMT
Quote
Hi,

Recently going through a break up with avoidant personality. He seems to be on the
spectrum of things as he had a caring nature in the relationship with me and seemed
to try for quite sometime however towards the end just completely when cold and
distant. I am secure however as the "distancing" began my anxiety shot up.

I felt like he wouldn't speak to me or allow me to speak to him. Sex became less and
less and he would avoid any kind of contact. He worked crazy hours and used this as
an excuse to avoid me. It was very hurtful. How can you have a relationship and not
invest some kind of time into it? Towards the end I feel like we would only spend
time together in a group situation. He seemed to just be irritated by interaction with
me.

Towards the end he just seemed very uninterested in me. I seemed to drain him . I
understand my anxiety was draining however I just wanted to spend time with him
even not physical but via phone calls and texting. 

We beat around the bush on the break up and towards the end he would only text
me. At the end nether of us broke up he just said "I hope we can still be friends".We
met up and just couldn't look at me and the interaction lasted about 10 seconds.
Very hard after a year. We were in a serious relationship and we'd met each others
friends and him some of my family. (Although he didn't introduce me to his family)

Looking back I see we never really made future plans although he used to reassure
me saying "you know you're the one for me"

I text after the meet up one night saying I missed him and he said he would call the
next day also saying "thats ok babe" which seemed warm however never called.

Do avoidants miss their exes? Is NC the best way to "get" to them? I wish he'd come
back so we can talk, however I'm not sure theres any point. It would feel good if he
made some contact so I know at some stage he did care about me. 

I feel like we only broke up over our fighting however nothing actually happened. We
fought over his inability to communicate with me. I miss him so much. He seems to
be fine and has never initiated contact. Its so sad. I know it will take time but I just
feel like it was a year of one big lie. These threads are making me feel better.
Thanks.
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I wish there is something I could do to make him miss me. Even if I dont know. I
hope he does. Im sad for him because I feel like we had good things to make it
work. 

He is a work a holic, he also has never had a serious girlfriend before. He seems to
allow his friends "use" him and people pleases however to me could rarely make a
lot of effort.
Thanks for your help.

HowPredictable1
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 5:25:09 GMT
tnr9 likes this
Quote
The way you describe the end of your 1-year relationship is almost identical to how
mine with a Dismissive Avoidant ended -- except it was after almost 4 years. The
inability to communicate, workaholism, the lack of concrete future plans, the slow
but confusingly-cheerful fade out.

My Ex gradually went distant on me, and when we formally agreed to end it he was
ice-cold and quite unrecognizable. I am now about 2 months NC, and although I did
show up unannounced to have a "closure" chat a few days after the breakup, it was
brief and very awkward and I fully expect that I will never see or hear from him
again.

I doubt he will miss or even remember much about me, because he has virtually
prided himself on how quickly he moves on from relationships, and how quickly he
forgets everything. From our discussions while dating he told me that he literally
doesn't remember anything about his past relationships at all, even the wife to
whom he was married for 20 years. 

So if your Ex is anything like mine, unfortunately I doubt you can hold out hope that
he will miss you, that he will confirm that he cared for you, or that he will ever want
to come back. I don't think NC affects them; because by the time they leave they
are so drained from the relationship's demands and so happy to be free of the
demands for intimacy and time together that they are just relieved to be out.

Sorry for what you are going through. I hope others can give you more hope, but
that's my experience at least.

HowPredictable1
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 11:13:12
GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
And something else: Rather than scheme to get my Ex back, I have been trying to
invest my time on looking inward, to figure out what it is about ME that allowed me
to stay so long in an unsatisfactory relationship. 

If your Ex is like mine, he did try hard with me, but he was a severe people-pleaser
and workaholic who routinely put everyone else ahead of my needs and even ahead
of his own. It was impossible to feel like a priority. Plus his communication skills
were simply unworkable. And of course the Avoidance was a problem. It wasn't a
great relationship. I should have left so much sooner, but some unhealthy need of
my one kept me there, hoping for change.

When you find yourself yearning to hear from him, just remember that: 1) if he was
not a good communicator during the relationship, you can't expect him to be one
now. He's not going to reach out to explain his reason for leaving, and he's not going
come back ready to talk through his issues and fears with you. 2) If he's Avoidant,
then he avoids everything emotional, including recognizing and coping with his
feelings now that you are broken up. If he was a workaholic when you dated, you
can be sure he's going to use that same workaholism to keep himself busy from
even thinking about your relationship, and how he feels about it or what his role
might have been.

That's what they do.
Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 11:57:32
GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
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JoanneG
Guest

Quote
Thank you so much for replying. Really good of you. 

I know what you're saying is true. I am going to continue no contact and try to focus
on myself. I just feel so hurt that he cut me off so easily. I've had break ups before
and they have been ok, hard but respectful of the other person. I am going to keep
my dignity. I am just so exhausted.I really hope I can get over this in time.

I can't look for him to give me any reassurance or niceties now that the relationship
is over.

When I look back at the relationship think it was in my head like a fantasy type and
he had actually been quite selfish all along.a lot of red flags Everything on his terms
so to speak. Attending events together, not spending a lot of time together, his
schedule bein prioritised etc. 

He also has a drug addiction which I have heard avoidants can have addictions
oftentimes. He also has a close female friend who I almost felt like he was using her
to get his emotional fix off of but can keep her there without any commitment or
responsibility which was very hurtful to me as they would contact each other a lot.
She seemed very jealous when him and I began our relationship and was not nice to
me at all however he just allowed it. 

He seems to have a good relationship with his parents and a good relationship with
his "friends" (although in my opinion they use him a lot of the time and he allows it)
which is confusing as I don't think he was abandoned when he was younger.

I just can't get my head around it.

Towards the end our sex life had diminished to nothing and it almost felt awkward
around each other. 

I wish he had regret for how he treated me or felt some kind of guilt. I know you
can't go around and do that to people and think it's ok. 

His friends were majority of the time rude to me and not including. He didn't seem
to have a backbone to stick up for the fact we were together. 

He had a lot of good traits too. Caring, loving however that seemed to go out the
window when he was through. His actions definitely never matched his words. He
had said to me before that he felt like he had "something wrong " with him. I
assume referring to his lack of emotion.

Do avoidants feel remorse ever? 

I am doing the right thing by keeping no contact yes? 

I sometimes wish I had avoidant style to anxious tendencies. Then at least it would
be easier.

Joanne G
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 12:02:37
GMT via mobile
Quote
I should have ended things sooner too. For some reason I didn't. I don't think you
can feel bad for giving it your all though. When you care and love someone you want
to work through things. That's not needy but that's seeing the good in someone.
However I don't want to settle again and with those red flags I should have probably
ended things. I hope we both learn and bring this into our next relationship.

Things will get easier I'm sure for us both.
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HowPredictable1
Guest

GMT
Quote
Wow, sounds like we dated the same guy. 

* He also had the very close female friend, who was jealous and treated me rudely.
They had dated before and I think she wanted to keep him as an option if she didn't
find someone better. He never had the backbone to confront her about her poor
treatment of me, and told me it was up to me to address it with her. 

* Although he made it look like he was working with me toward a future, the
relationship was ALWAYS on his terms because with this workaholism and people-
pleasing he always controlled the time we spent together.

* He also had a large group of friends and family, but they use and take advantage
of him at every turn. Again, he allows this... which gave him yet another excuse to
limit our time together.

* And yes, the sex dwindled to nothing, and was awkward and bad at the end, even
though we were together for years. So bad.

Please keep NC, Joanne. You are and I are telling the virtually identical story, except
I wasted three extra years of my life on this guy. Be happy you're out, even if you
didn't end it. It was not going to get better. You are grieving the fantasy of What
Might Have Been.

As for myself, in all honesty, I've gotten past missing HIM (and breaking NC is not
even tempting)... now I'm just spending my time figuring out my part of it and what
kept me working on this and hoping to get a relationship out of someone who proved
very early on that he did not have the capability. 

That's all on me, and I don't want to make that mistake ever again. You will get
there too.

annieb
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 16:36:22
GMT
Quote
I've also broken up with an avoidant, and have been NC for 7 weeks. There really
isn't anything you can do for the avoidant to "miss you", they don't have the feelings
of a securely attached person. Whenever I used to get back with my avoidant, I
would get some kind of stunted version of him, and he made in his head that I was
some kind of stunted version of me. Their perception of the other person is very
different than if they were a secure. They put huge obstacles in their way to like or
love you, including devaluing you in their minds. They do not think highly and
greatly of you because that would be dangerous, because they could potentially fall
in love with you and avoidants just don't do that. I am myself a FA, and I get into
the same traps all the time. I hardly ever miss an ex because I really cut them off
and cut them out of my life, unless they have activated my attachment system, an
turned me into an anxious preocupied, which is what my dismissive avoidant has
done.

annieb
Junior Member

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 16:37:06
GMT
Quote
*which is what I have done. It is all my doing, that's the biggest hurdle to overcome.
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sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 17:06:44
GMT via mobile
Quote
It sounds like we were all dating the same person! 
I was with my ex for 4 years and the last year was horrendous, but looking back the
red flags were there from day one and it got progressively worse. I'm a secure but
as time went on and became anxious. There were times when I felt close to him but
again looking back they were barely there. 
I think subconsciously I knew there was as something wrong, I used to say he was a
fake and that he didn't love me, I was most definitely low on his priorities, excluded
from things, his parents treated me terribly and he did nothing about it, in
arguments he would bring up a girl he worked with and how much he liked her, he
told me I was trying to mound him into what I wanted (not true) and his favourite
phrases were, ' I don't care, I don't give a f**k, it's my life I'll do what I want, if you
don't like it you can f**k off! ' Along with, you can't control me. 
Baring in mind, even after 4 years we only saw each other twice a week,
occasionally 3 times! 
The only time he was vulnerable was a couple of times when he thought I was going
to end it, he begged me to stay with him, that he would get help for his anger issues
and that I was the best thing to happen to him and he was the worst thing to
happen to me. So on some level he knew he wasn't right. 
I think my ex was more fearful avoidant but still had traits of dismissive. When he
broke up with me I of course got the blame. 
Maybe if your ex is FA, he will miss you but because of the insecurity I can't imagine
he will come back. 
It's 10 months on for me and I'm over him, but still recovering from the head mess
from him.

HowPredictable1
Guest

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 22, 2017 17:28:05
GMT
Quote
I'm Avoidant myself, probably a mix of FA and DA, but when faced with his very
strong Dismissive tendencies I went deep into an Anxious attachment style. And that
took on a life of its own, and kept me invested long after I should have been.

Funny enough, when cleaning out old mementos I came across an e-mail I had
written him several years ago, at a point where we were barely 1 year into the
almost 4-year connection it turned out to be. In the note I pointed out his struggles
with poor attachment everywhere in his life. His family relationships, his work
relationships, his past dating history, rapid disconnections, aloofness, etc. 

It was all right there in front of me, actually written BY ME, and yet I didn't heed the
warnings I noticed myself. As AnnieB says, these partners trigger our own
attachment systems and childhood wounds, and so it's extra hard to get out even
when you know you should.

PS. Sam: I only saw me Ex twice a week as well, despite having a long relationship.
I always pressed for more time together, but then again I have to wonder whether
secretly (with my own FA/DA style) I was actually more comfortable with it than I
like to admit.
Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 23, 2017 19:57:30
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sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60

Quote
May 22, 2017 17:28:05 GMT HowPredictable1 said:
I'm Avoidant myself, probably a mix of FA and DA, but when faced with his very
strong Dismissive tendencies I went deep into an Anxious attachment style. And that
took on a life of its own, and kept me invested long after I should have been.

Funny enough, when cleaning out old mementos I came across an e-mail I had
written him several years ago, at a point where we were barely 1 year into the
almost 4-year connection it turned out to be. In the note I pointed out his struggles
with poor attachment everywhere in his life. His family relationships, his work
relationships, his past dating history, rapid disconnections, aloofness, etc. 

It was all right there in front of me, actually written BY ME, and yet I didn't heed the
warnings I noticed myself. As AnnieB says, these partners trigger our own
attachment systems and childhood wounds, and so it's extra hard to get out even
when you know you should.

PS. Sam: I only saw me Ex twice a week as well, despite having a long relationship.
I always pressed for more time together, but then again I have to wonder whether
secretly (with my own FA/DA style) I was actually more comfortable with it than I
like to admit.

sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 23, 2017 20:04:51
GMT via mobile
Quote
Hi HowPredictable1 
Its weird isn't it, how we know something isn't right but keep going, I guess it's
because you get the occasional glimpse of what they could be and ignore the reality.

My ex actually said to me a long time before he ended it......'you've given up but you
haven't realised it yet' ........ why did he stay with me then if he felt like that? I think
I did start to detach about a year before it ended. And the last couple of weeks he
kind of became anxious, kept asking me if I loved him, said that I hated him, wanted
to book a weekend away with me, talked about a holiday for this year? I'd had a
dream I was getting married and he kept asking who I was marrying. Very strange. 
Does this sound like a FA? 
How did you as a FA/DA respond in relationships? 

howpredictable
Junior Member

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 24, 2017 1:08:46 GMT
Quote

May 23, 2017 20:04:51 GMT sam said:
Hi HowPredictable1 

How did you as a FA/DA respond in relationships? 
This is a timely question, because I'm dealing with this now. Having ended the
relationship with the DA recently, I now have some new guys sniffing around,
wanting to get to know me and I presume go on  dates.  At least so far, they seem
"normal" (i.e. not DA or Anxious) .... and they are already driving me crazy, I am
starting to feel caged and trapped.

It's not that they are needy, it's just that their persistence and attention is making
me feel suffocated. They text daily, and one just called as well for what turned out to
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be a 20-minute chat. In order to break my own Avoidant habits, I actually forced
myself to answer the phone, whereas my usual approach would be to dodge his calls
for a day or two.  

I am starting to feel a sense of generalized anxiety already.  It's not that I want to
be left alone... but I sort of do, if that makes sense.  Perhaps it's that I don't like the
feeling of not being in control.  I have been called a "moving target" by the men I
have dated in the past, because I'm hard to reach and hard to pin down.

It's funny, how the tables turn so quickly..... the Ex Dismissive would not text or call
me sometimes for two days, and it was a huge issue for me, it triggered my Anxious
Attachment issues severely.  Yet here only a few weeks later, I am on the other side
of the same equation.  

sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 24, 2017 8:06:40 GMT
via mobile
Quote
It's really interesting to hear it from the side of an avoidant. 
It actually sounds like you live in confusion, wanting the relationships but when you
get them pushing them away. 
Also that before anything has happened with the new guys your anxiety is kicking in
already, sabotaging before anything has begun. 

I'm a secure but as time went on I became anxious. 

My ex did exactly that at the start, told me he couldn't give me what I wanted (I
hadn't asked for anything) and if I met someone that could to go for it with them. As
time went on he said 'why does it have to go anywhere' told me that he thought
relationships weren't meant to last because people can't be trusted, put down friends
of his who were in relationships saying they changed and stopped going out because
of the women they were with! 
I also found that he had to put me down to feel better about himself, he was always
trying to outdo me. He also criticised me and lectured me. 

I totally understand how you describe it's like a control thing, if me and my ex had
an argument he would completely shut down on me, he would refuse to see me,
even if we had plans that night, we would argue and then as soon as I gave up
arguing and said fine I'll go out with friends then, he would panic and turn anxious
and say 'don't do anything silly' (like cheating). 
And I'm guessing that's why he changed after I started to detach, he became more
insecure and anxious and strangely more attentive, actually asking my opinion
rather than just doing what he wanted. 
My ex actually broke up with me but blamed me saying ' he would have done
anything for me, despite the bravado I was his world and he loved me so much, but
now he had no idea what he was doing' 
Is this something you would 'feel' after a break up. Like, now it's over you can allow
yourself to feel that because there's no threat? 
Do you miss your ex? I've read that after time and distance an avoidant sees their
ex as some kind of hero and even if they don't get in touch thinks about them
incessantly? Do you ever go after someone you meet or is it always them that
pursue you? From reading a lot I'm guessing you wouldn't persue someone for fear
of rejection? 
These boards have really helped me and thank you for talking about what it's like to
be and avoidant. You've made a step in the right direction by trying to resist not
picking up the phone to this guy. 
And without being intrusive I'm guessing somewhere in your past you've been
controlled by someone which is why you resist relationships. My ex was completely
controlled by his parents.

sam
Junior Member

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 24, 2017 8:22:13 GMT
via mobile
Quote
Just to add, about a year before it ended, my ex told me that it scared him how
much he loved me, to me that's strange because I think that being in love and loving
someone can be amazing. 
But it clearly scared him and to be honest the last year was horrendous and looking
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back a living hell for me.
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Junior Member

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 24, 2017 12:28:26
GMT tnr9 and bip like this

Quote  

May 24, 2017 8:06:40 GMT sam said:
1) Is this something you would 'feel' after a break up. Like, now it's over you can
allow yourself to feel that because there's no threat? 

2) Do you miss your ex? I've read that after time and distance an avoidant sees
their ex as some kind of hero and even if they don't get in touch thinks about them
incessantly? 
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3) Do you ever go after someone you meet or is it always them that pursue you?
From reading a lot I'm guessing you wouldn't persue someone for fear of rejection? 

4) And without being intrusive I'm guessing somewhere in your past you've been
controlled by someone which is why you resist relationships. My ex was completely
controlled by his parents.
I have numbered your questions and answer them here.

1) No.  There's no urge to *want* to feel anything.  I don't think it's what people like
me strive for.  It's more of a burden, since feelings can't be controlled.

2) No.  Once it's over, it's over.  I have lots of Exs and I don't think about any of
them. The only ones I ever obsessed over, were the true Cluster B guys (the
diagnosed Narcissist, and the diagnosed BPD).  We had some sort of dysfunctional
"hook" in each other, even after we broke up.

3) I never pursue anyone.  I am always the one being chased.... and that's exactly
how it feels sometimes.   In fact, I mentioned the guy who phoned me last night and
I forced myself to pick up the phone.  Well, he texted a little greeting this morning
and I could feel my anxiety rise as the text came in.   Mind you, this kind of
attention is *exactly* what I yearned for from the DA for years (or so I thought).
 It's not normal, that's for sure.

4) I was completely controlled by my parents, who are two Narcissists.  I have a
tolerable/good relationship now, on the surface, but the damage is very very deep.

sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 24, 2017 13:25:22
GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this

Quote  
Wow that's so interesting, thank you for your answers. I'm guessing that all
avoidants are similar. 
I totally understand why it seems to be about control, like I said, it was only when I
started to detach from my ex did he show his anxiety. 
So from what you said, it seems that you live in a state of anxiety of some sort for
most of the time. Does that mean you are happier single, with no threat to you? 
It's a positive thing that you are aware of these traits as at least you know why
you're like you are and can hopefully work on it. 
I think that about my exs parents, on the surface they seem to get on and are fairly
close, but dig deeper and from what I saw they are so controlling and I think he
knows this but can't admit it. Loyalty to them I guess. 
This relationship was by far the worst I've ever had and it's taken 10 months already
for me to sort my head out. 

howpredictable
Junior Member

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 25, 2017 5:46:35 GMT
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May 24, 2017 13:25:22 GMT sam said:
So from what you said, it seems that you live in a state of anxiety of some sort for
most of the time. Does that mean you are happier single, with no threat to you? 
...
This relationship was by far the worst I've ever had and it's taken 10 months already
for me to sort my head out. 
Yes, I am generally very happy when I'm single, though I do like the revolving door
of attention you get from dating.  I just don't like it as much when the dates try to
get closer and get to know me better.  Is that wrong?   

Since become self-aware about 8 years ago, I have vowed to try to really go against
my impulses and genuinely try to be vulnerable and open to a relationship with a
healthy partner.    Sadly, that's exactly what I *thought* I was doing with the most
current DA Ex. (and we all know how that turned out). Of course some of my past
entanglements were with a BPD and a Narcissist, so maybe my ability to choose
healthier partners is at least ... well, ... improving. LOL

I'm sorry for what you went through, Sam. Hopefully you can likewise learn from the
experience and know what to look out for in the future.

sam
Junior Member

Posts: 60

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 26, 2017 13:04:31
GMT via mobile

Quote  
No, it not 'wrong' to be like that, these attachment types are so deep rooted at the
core that it seems 'normal'. 

I think it's great that you are now aware of yourself and I hope you keep moving
forward and can be in a loving relationship without feeling the need to run. 

Reading these boards has helped me tremendously to understand why my ex was
the way he was. And that there was nothing I could do. 
Looking back, there were signs right from the beginning, when we were arranging to
go out he said 'it's only a beer/wine' so straight away before we had even met he
was putting a barrier up. I can imagine that's how you feel from what you described,
and then it just escalated to supreme toxic, and I was verbally, mentally and
emotionally abused by him. Occasionally I was also pushed around. 

I know that once I've healed from the abuse I will be fine and I will go on and meet
someone who will be right for me.i just feel sadness and hurt at the moment and the
question that will never be answered is "how could he do all of that to me".

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 5, 2017 0:51:29 GMT
trixie5179, tnr9, and 1 more like this

Quote  
I actually do think some avoidant people do miss others and feel remorse, they just
may make excuses or justifications to not act on those and to keep the distance. It's
not like we're robots.

g4462
New Member

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Feb 24, 2018 16:36:19 GMT
bip likes this

Quote  
I do believe they miss the idea of someone around because after a while, they do
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get lonely. I find by giving them space with no contact, they will often times come
back. However, they rarely stay and will get uncomfortable and leave again.  When
they leave again, it throws us Anxious people in a horrible hole.  My natural
attachment style is Anxious and that is the driving force for making an avoidant
utilize their deactivation techniques. However, I'm embracing the importance of
distance now because I feel it is a positive thing for both people. Anxious people
could benefit from having space to ease their racing thoughts and allows them to
focus on themselves for once.  Changing my attachment style to be secure has been
extremely difficult and it's a daily battle but I'm constantly working on it. After about
a few months of working on my attachment style, I've moved from Anxious to a flip
flop mix of Fearful-Avoidant and Secure. Eventually and it might take a year(s) to be
100% secure. At least now when an avoidant person leaves, I don't spin out of
control because I appreciate the need for space.  The more you give space to
someone, the more they feel that they can be safe around you and will be
more likely to stay.    

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Feb 24, 2018 16:50:32 GMT

Quote  
I'm DA and I can say I've never been lonely. We are self sufficient. You can only be
lonely if you realize that you do need others. I don't think loneliness is a catalyst for
a DA to make contact again. Just my opinion.

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Feb 24, 2018 16:55:27 GMT
bip likes this

Quote  
sometimes DA individuals don't reach out because they recognize the relationship
was not good. 
you can miss a person and still know they aren't good for you.
we aren't mindless lol.

yasmin
God

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Feb 24, 2018 20:57:40 GMT
via mobile

Quote  
I don't get lonely either. If I reach out to an ex (so rare) then it's because I truly
miss them OR I am just being friendly.

I do miss people a lot after breakups but I don't think I've ever felt lonely. I could
easily go a month without talking to another person and I'd barely notice it
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bip
Junior Member

Posts: 74

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Feb 25, 2018 17:05:40 GMT
goldilocks likes this

Quote  
Hey there JoanneG, before I answer your initial question with the magic formula on
how to win your aboidant ex back, I suggest you read the forum a bit more, and
maybe you'll understand how this is a terminal way of thinking, also I find the aware
avoidants make for good emotional lab rats ;-)

Now to answer your question: The best thing for you to do if you want to win your
avoidant ex back is... the same thing you should do if you don't want them back. Ta
Da!!!

Just go out and become the most awesome version of yourself. I know, I know, it
sounds cliche but it's the truth. You're not going to spend any more time in this
world with anyone other than yourself, so you might as well be in good company.

If you're reading this, I hope it helps.

tgat
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Feb 25, 2018 17:12:08 GMT

Quote  

Feb 25, 2018 17:05:40 GMT bip said:
Hey there JoanneG, before I answer your initial question with the magic formula on
how to win your aboidant ex back, I suggest you read the forum a bit more, and
maybe you'll understand how this is a terminal way of thinking, also I find the aware
avoidants make for good emotional lab rats ;-)

Now to answer your question: The best thing for you to do if you want to win your
avoidant ex back is... the same thing you should do if you don't want them back. Ta
Da!!!

Just go out and become the most awesome version of yourself. I know, I know, it
sounds cliche but it's the truth. You're not going to spend any more time in this
world with anyone other than yourself, so you might as well be in good company.

If you're reading this, I hope it helps.
brilliant!!!! 

mary
Senior Member
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Feb 25, 2018 17:05:40 GMT bip said:
Hey there JoanneG, before I answer your initial question with the magic formula on
how to win your aboidant ex back, I suggest you read the forum a bit more, and
maybe you'll understand how this is a terminal way of thinking, also I find the aware
avoidants make for good emotional lab rats ;-)

Now to answer your question: The best thing for you to do if you want to
win your avoidant ex back is... the same thing you should do if you don't
want them back. Ta Da!!!

Just go out and become the most awesome version of yourself. I know, I know, it
sounds cliche but it's the truth. You're not going to spend any more time in this
world with anyone other than yourself, so you might as well be in good company.

If you're reading this, I hope it helps.

This is priceless!!!!

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 15

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 9:26:52 GMT
via mobile

Quote  
Hi im new to this forum but find it very interesting, iv been researching attachment
types for a while and myself i would describe as anxious... which im trying to
become stable .
My ex of a year did all the classical avoident behaviours you have all talked about on
here and after a year of my feeling anxious, stressed and rejected i told him how
hurtful his behaviour was and he cut me off completely, he read my msgs but
wouldnt reply ...
I occassionally sent him msgs over 6 mnths and recently after a 8 wk period since
last msg sent him one saying i hoped we could get over this hurdle and be friends
again, he replied! .. but just a basic "yes sandra" response..i then said we should
catch up soon..to which his reply was the same "yes sandra" he has a funny sense of
humour so i know he was feeling happy when he replied.
Thing is i left it a few days and sent him a short friendly msg ..he hasnt even read it
this time ...no reply ...so question i want to ask is ..
Why would he reply after ignoring me for 6 mnths and then when i try to innitiate
conversation he ignores me again?
Is it possibly that when he replied he felt safe or in a happy relaxed mindset but
later felt scared or dismissive about contact again? So is therefore avoiding again?
Im so frustrated i thght we could develop a basic friendship again...iv accepted he
cant give me the relationship i want .any suggestions on how to think or respond to
this situation?

tnr9
God

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 9:37:48 GMT

Quote  

May 31, 2018 9:26:52 GMT sandiew662 said:
Hi im new to this forum but find it very interesting, iv been researching attachment
types for a while and myself i would describe as anxious... which im trying to
become stable .
My ex of a year did all the classical avoident behaviours you have all talked about on
here and after a year of my feeling anxious, stressed and rejected i told him how
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hurtful his behaviour was and he cut me off completely, he read my msgs but
wouldnt reply ...
I occassionally sent him msgs over 6 mnths and recently after a 8 wk period since
last msg sent him one saying i hoped we could get over this hurdle and be friends
again, he replied! .. but just a basic "yes sandra" response..i then said we should
catch up soon..to which his reply was the same "yes sandra" he has a funny sense of
humour so i know he was feeling happy when he replied.
Thing is i left it a few days and sent him a short friendly msg ..he hasnt even read it
this time ...no reply ...so question i want to ask is ..
Why would he reply after ignoring me for 6 mnths and then when i try to innitiate
conversation he ignores me again?
Is it possibly that when he replied he felt safe or in a happy relaxed mindset but
later felt scared or dismissive about contact again? So is therefore avoiding again?
Im so frustrated i thght we could develop a basic friendship again...iv accepted he
cant give me the relationship i want .any suggestions on how to think or respond to
this situation?
Welcome to the forum...I am AP as well..so here is the thing..AP to AP.  The fact
that he hasn't even read it could be several other things...he could have had his
phone die, he could be busy, he could be out of signal range...there are lots of
potential reasons that have nothing to do with you.  I know as an AP (and a woman)
this is hard to accept because if you got a text, you would look at it unless you were
"ignoring" him...but I have a DA brother and sometimes he responds within a day
and sometimes I don't hear back for days/weeks..and that is my brother.
 Honestly..and I know this is going to be so very hard....It will serve you better to
tell yourself that you don't know why he did not read your text but that if he wants
to reach out, you have made it possible.

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 15

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 10:55:38
GMT via mobile

Quote  
Hi thanks for your reply...he has just this morning read it ..its whatsapp so it shows
when its been read, no reply as yet but im happier to wait til hes comfortable to
reply , no doubt when hes had a few drinks ( thats how he deals with his lonliness)
he goes to the local pub maybe 4 eves a week to just be amongst ppl who he has no
obligations too. Its kinda sad really .
He used to dissapear when we were intermittently spending time together,
everytime we spent qaulity fun time together hed back away ..sometimes for weeks
...wldnt reply to texts ...i find that very stressful...i know on a deeper level that this
is not about me as a person...he is aware of his behaviour and how his fear
sabotages things but hes unwilling to make changes.
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obligations too. Its kinda sad really .
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everytime we spent qaulity fun time together hed back away ..sometimes for weeks
...wldnt reply to texts ...i find that very stressful...i know on a deeper level that this
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is not about me as a person...he is aware of his behaviour and how his fear
sabotages things but hes unwilling to make changes.
I am glad he "looked" at the text...but what if he doesn't reply?  What if he wants to
be friends on his terms?  Really consider whether "friendship" is truly what you are
after or whether it would be healthier to cut ties..no wrong answer..but I am
attempting to be friends with the guy I dated and it is not easy..and I get triggered
because I still have feelings for him.  Just something to consider.

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 15

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 19:47:46
GMT via mobile
Quote
Hi sorry for the delay iv had a hectic day ..well he hasnt replied and im not sure
which way to think , people who discuss avoidents on these sites tend to adopt the
'no expectations" approach to achieve a positive outcome ..but my being anxious im
angry that he replied a few days ago seemingly open to future contact and is now
not responding again.
Im torn between thinking that he could be fearful of getting overinvolved again so
decided against further conversation..or was he just paying lip service to me as i
continued messaging him? I want to text him and tell him how rude and hurtful hes
being again giving mixed messages..but how can i when i told him that as a friend
there wouldnt be expectations?
I know what you mean about cutting ties..i wish i could be stronger..what are you
doing tp try to improve communication , can u suggest anything?

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 15

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 19:52:58
GMT via mobile
Quote
Another thing is , like you i still have feelings for this guy but hes previously
admitted he knows hes selfish..i actually said to him once " do you just want to
soend time with me if and when it suits you and your in the right mindset" and he
said yes! 
I know that theres no other women involved i know that for sure..hes not even
interested in sex as he associates that with expectations of a relationship.
I just want tbe chance to be on friendly terms but i really dont know if this recent
behaviour is avoident fear..or maybe a bit of an ego stroke for him?
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God

Posts: 848 
Member is Online

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 21:29:15
GMT
Quote
So..it might be easiest if you were to look at all my threads...because they will show
you how challenging this has been. I have a lot of threads. 

tnr9
God

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 22:07:57
GMT
Quote
Here is the thing...if you can....try not to "mind guess"...it is so very hard to do, but
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in the absence of context, you really do not know anything at this point.

sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 15

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 22:53:58
GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes your right abt that i thknk way too much but in your opinion why would he
return to non response? I mean should i continue to text occassionally even if he
doesnt reply? Is he being avoident or is he being an asshole? I just dont know what
to think...
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God

Posts: 848 
Member is Online

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least May 31, 2018 23:10:36
GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 22:53:58 GMT sandiew662 said:
Yes your right abt that i thknk way too much but in your opinion why would he
return to non response? I mean should i continue to text occassionally even if he
doesnt reply? Is he being avoident or is he being an asshole? I just dont know what
to think...
Honestly...I don't know him...I don't know what seeing it and not replying meant to
him...maybe he needs to think about it more, maybe he felt it did not need a reply,
maybe he got busy...our AP brain looks for patterns and we tend to go on autopilot
and often think the worst about a situation..and we make it personal...because to
us...relationships are personal...that is why we are AP...because we overly focus on
the other person.  One of the best things I am doing is becoming aware of these
autopilot responses...and then owning them as coming from inside me.  They are not
usually built on reality...but boy we can react as if they are.  I will ask you...do you
want to stay in touch?  Even if he doesn't respond, even if he finds someone else?  If
the answer is "yes", then keep texting him.  Just be aware that you will continue to
be triggered...you will continue to have these autopilot thoughts.  For me, right now,
the thought of cutting B from my life is far too painful...so I accept that because I
am choosing to stay in contact, I am bringing about my own painful moments.  But I
am trying to use those moments to understand myself better...that is what I have
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chosen to do.  You have the same choice...it really is up to you. 
sandiew662
New Member

Posts: 15

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 1, 2018 7:10:41 GMT
via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
Aww thankyou for your reply , yes id like to be on friendly terms regardless although
i do understand that maybe thats partially due to my own abandonment issues, to
be honest some of the anxiety and stress has returned since he replied then ignored
me again, i dont want that! 
I have been working on myself but it sounds like your further along with that than
me .xx 
The hardest thing for me is believing that this is not about me ..i think when ur
anxious as you say u cant help but take it personal.im going to read your thread
today and others and try to gain a more secure insight as to my own reactions .
Thankyou xx
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Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 1, 2018 13:32:25 GMT
Quote
I am not "ahead" of you at all....I have just been at this a tad longer on these
boards. Case in point, last night I looked up what is the difference between I care a
lot about you and I love you....because B tells me the former now. And, the answers
were not a surprise...someone can care about you and not love you...ouch! My heart
hurt/sank reading those words because I wanted those words to read into so much
more....that was my "hope" and I cried at the great distance between how he feels
about me and how I feel about him. I even got a bit angry/entitled as in why doesn't
he love me when I love him so much. However....as I thought about it
more....through a more adult lens.....I am grateful that B cares a lot about me....I
am grateful that he has been honest with me. I wanted to send him another long
explanation of how we have different feelings for each other...but now I see that the
only reason I wanted to send that was to remind him that I am not tracking with him
yet. And that is ok...I don't need to remind him of this fact...he knows...we have
talked about this before. So what I am trying to do (which is so unique for me) is to
let in his care for me....I pushed it away because it wasn't what I wanted...it wasn't
"love" so I rejected it....but why reject a gift because it isn't 100% of what we
desire? So that is what I am working on right now...being ok with him being in a
different place than me and accepting his care without questioning it or rejecting it.
If you click on my name you will reach a page where you can then click to look at
my posts...believe me...you and I are more similiar than you think. Good luck.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 1, 2018 14:20:30 GMT
via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
I don’t know how others are, but there have been times where I have only been able
to feel the feeling retrospectively. I just look at my “not a relationship”. Well, she
knew it was a relationship, and I certainly knew it was after being here a couple of
months. The pining has been awful. I’ve done all the AP stuff - gotta love being FA!!

Last Edit: Jun 1, 2018 14:21:08 GMT by mrob
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Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 1, 2018 17:04:27 GMT
via mobile
Quote
I dont know what you mean mrob u only felt the feelings retrospectively ?
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Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 2, 2018 4:19:45 GMT
Quote

Jun 1, 2018 14:20:30 GMT mrob said:
I don’t know how others are, but there have been times where I have only been able
to feel the feeling retrospectively. I just look at my “not a relationship”. Well, she
knew it was a relationship, and I certainly knew it was after being here a couple of
months. The pining has been awful. I’ve done all the AP stuff - gotta love being FA!!
Oh..I can't even imagine what you are going through. 

jim3164
New Member

Posts: 3 
Member is Online

Best way to get an avoidant ex back? or to miss you at least Jun 2, 2018 13:44:02 GMT
Quote
My question is why would a secure person want to reengage a relationship with a
Dismissive Avoidant personality, who has already demonstrated to be high on the
continum (since we're not licensed clinicians)? You can't change them no matter how
you try in round 2. In truth, they are similar in specific ways to those with narcissist
personality disorder.  In the beginning of the relationship,  they idealize you, which
is followed by devaluing you and finally discarding you on the turn of a dime, without
any remose or empathy for you. Both personality disorders have the same number
#1 fear, intimacy. However, unlike Narcs, who may hoover you back in when they
are they are void of their addiction, narcissist supply (NS), Dismissive Avoidants cut
you out permanently. Though NPD's are different in many other ways, both disorders
are equally damaging to interpersonal relationships. My point is this. I only bring this
comparison up becuase I don't think anyone would knowingly enter into what they
wanted to be an intimate relationship with a known NPD. The healthy position should
hold true for the Dismissive Avoidant, where unlike the Narc, you will see many
obvious red flags in the beginning.     
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curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

My question is why would a secure person want to reengage a relationship with a
Dismissive Avoidant personality, who has already demonstrated to be high on the
continum (since we're not licensed clinicians)? You can't change them no matter how
you try in round 2. In truth, they are similar in specific ways to those with narcissist
personality disorder.  In the beginning of the relationship,  they idealize you, which
is followed by devaluing you and finally discarding you on the turn of a dime, without
any remose or empathy for you. Both personality disorders have the same number
#1 fear, intimacy. However, unlike Narcs, who may hoover you back in when they
are they are void of their addiction, narcissist supply (NS), Dismissive Avoidants cut
you out permanently. Though NPD's are different in many other ways, both disorders
are equally damaging to interpersonal relationships. My point is this. I only bring this
comparison up becuase I don't think anyone would knowingly enter into what they
wanted to be an intimate relationship with a known NPD. The healthy position should
hold true for the Dismissive Avoidant, where unlike the Narc, you will see many
obvious red flags in the beginning.     
I don't think DAs are the same as those with NPD, you are generalizing and
conflating the two.

Certainly, my exDA is extremely respectful and didn't behave like an NPD, didn't
idealize, discard, etc. He showed typical DA behavior, cold feet when we got too
close, happy and relaxed again after a period of "space", and if he weren't at the
extreme end of the spectrum, we would still be together, as I'm slightly more on the
DA spectrum myself, being an INTP.  

There are many DAs on this board who think and behave completely differently from
a pwNPD or any other Cluster Bs. Many of them are rather adorable, reflective and
respectful of others and their boundaries. Of course they are the aware DAs, we are
on a forum and strangers to each other and so that could mitigate their DA traits.

I also wouldn't assume that the partner who leaves is always a "DA" in a breakup,
unless all the behaviors of a DA are checked. Sometimes, it is also AP, FA or even
more extreme DA or dysfunctional Cluster B behavior that scares a relatively healthy
partner off. I have certainly broken up with unhealthy partners who then accused me
of being a DA, but in fact it was because of their dysfunctional behavior that made
me run away, and not because my DA side got triggered.

In other words, DAs, unless co-morbid with some other severe dysfunctional traits,
are not the same as those with dysfunctional personalities. With a Secure, an aware
DA could become more Secure over time.

I will agree though, to try to gain "inside knowledge", to learn tricks, ways and
means to get your ex to miss you, to love you again, etc. is unhealthy. It is much
better to be honest, let the ex know you want to get back together with him or her,
and then leave it to them to decide if they want to rekindle the relationship.
Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 16:34:04 GMT by curious

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42
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via mobile goldilocks likes this
Quote
intelligent post curious 
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fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

I prefer talking less May 30, 2018 20:59:14 GMT
Quote
So, B has finally completely moved out of my appartment and I'm spending my time
cooling down and reflecting on what happened.

I also took the attachment style test again, which showed DA for all my relationships
with whe relationship with a partner being closest to the FA category.

I remember that at the beginning of our relationship we did not talk a lot when we
were together. We were just enjoying each other's presence and physical exchange
and where both perfectly happy (I don't know if this is how relationships usually
work since it was my first one). As the relationship progressed and the more I got to
know about him the less I wanted to talk to him. Most of what he said was either not
interesting or triggered me in some way, so I shut down and dismissed his need for
verbal/emotional communication, which actually never made him give up and leave.

I've also read the book "The 5 Love Languages" and made the test myself and with
him. My preferred love languages are physical touch and words of affirmation with
equal scores and his preferred love language is clearly physical touch, although he
says something different. At the end of our relationship he would always say that
verbal exchange is more important to him than being physical while asking me why I
seem to like only the physical aspect of our relationship. I almost never expressed
my positive feelings for him verbally (he did that a lot), yet he stayed for such a long
time and still doesn't really want to give up on me.

Towards the end of our relationship the physical aspect was the only thing that
somehow made me feel connected and did not trigger me as much as the
conversations we had. It also helped me to deal with the pain that interactions with
him were causing me otherwise. I am now at a point where I think verbal
conversations are too exhausting and pointless for me. I literally have no real friends
that I talk to regularly and I don't even want to establish close relationships where I
have to care about what they say and show some kind of reaction, even though it
doesn't interest me at all. It might seem kinda ignorant and selfish, but I just can't
help it.
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Whenever we were apart, the thing I'd miss the most would be being physical, not
talking. During our long-distance relationship we even spent hours on the phone
without one of us saying a word. It's like talking destroyed everything. Or talking in
the wrong way, I should say. We were both immature and didn't know how to
express our thoughts and feelings properly.

Who knows, maybe I'd be completely satisfied with that kind of a relationship. Some
kind of connection, but no useless smalltalk and stuff. If someone doesn't say
anything, his words can't contradict his actions and that removes a lot of friction.
This also just might be the logic of an avoidant. 

What I know for sure is that I will never be living together with a romantic partner
ever again.

Sorry if this post is too messy, these thoughts were more organized in my head
before I put them out.
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 22:05:34 GMT by fDA

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

I prefer talking less May 30, 2018 22:02:12 GMT
Quote
I understand. talking and listening is exhausting to some people and it has a lot to
do with talking styles rather than attachment styles I think, however you said you
don't care about what people say so maybe you have both.

My DA ex BF liked listening to me but this is because he is a writer and is always on
the look out for stories. I had some pretty insteresting (at least to him) stories to tell
and he had a way to dig it out of me. He was a great listener in that sense, however
anything to do with the relationship, he didn't want to hear. Or talk.

Even now that we are clearing our messy break up via text messages, he takes a lot
of time to answer because he needs a lot of time to disgest, I think. I just fire away,
I have all of the words and thoughts already organised in my head but that is
because I have been trying to heal for the past 9 months while he has been trying to
avoid everything.

Now, living together isn't a great idea in my opinion either. The only way I would
ever do it again would be in a massive house and lots of hobbies for both of us as to
not to spend too much time together and in routine. It kills me.

Interesting that you spent time on the phone not talking! I wonder how that works...

fDA
New Member

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 10:50:22 GMT DearLover likes this
Quote

May 30, 2018 22:02:12 GMT DearLover said:
I understand. talking and listening is exhausting to some people and it has a lot to
do with talking styles rather than attachment styles I think, however you said you
don't care about what people say so maybe you have both.

My DA ex BF liked listening to me but this is because he is a writer and is always on
the look out for stories. I had some pretty insteresting (at least to him) stories to tell
and he had a way to dig it out of me. He was a great listener in that sense, however
anything to do with the relationship, he didn't want to hear. Or talk.

Even now that we are clearing our messy break up via text messages, he takes a lot
of time to answer because he needs a lot of time to disgest, I think. I just fire away,
I have all of the words and thoughts already organised in my head but that is
because I have been trying to heal for the past 9 months while he has been trying to
avoid everything.
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Now, living together isn't a great idea in my opinion either. The only way I would
ever do it again would be in a massive house and lots of hobbies for both of us as to
not to spend too much time together and in routine. It kills me.

Interesting that you spent time on the phone not talking! I wonder how that works...
Yes, I guess I'm just pretty introverted and avoidant. That combination may make
me talk extra little  It would be interesting to know if most avoidants are
introverts? I get the impression that they are, but I might be completely wrong.

Like your ex BF I have some very specific topics that I like to talk about and if the
other person talks about something else I don't want to hear anything of it.

If B tried to talk to me again via text I would probably not answer at all, because we
always end up hurting each other when we talk about our relationship. He
sometimes would try to smalltalk with me, but that would just annoy me.

Right? I think I wouldn't even be able to live in the same appartment building in
separate appartments.

Being on the phone not talking is pretty easy. We call each other, say hi and then
nothing for the next few hours, but not hang up  Occasionally, there would be
some words of affection or some other talk, but for most of the time we just enjoyed
the silent connection, I guess.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:17:05 GMT
Quote
This not talking on the phone business sounds awesome! Do you carry your phone
around and do other chores while connecting this way? Do you keep checking to see
if the other person is still there or do you trust they will say good bye before
disconnecting the call?
Have you tried Skype or face time while having a meal, watching a movie etc? Or
would that be too much?

I now that some people watch the same movie in separate houses while face timing.
That is something that I would definitely try. DA ex BF and I used to LOVE watching
movies together and now that we are separate I have to do it alone and I wish he
was there as a movie buddy! He just said yesterday that he misses my company, so
I might suggest this kind of interaction...I guess it would benefit both of us and
make us feel safe at the same time.

fDA
New Member

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:29:09 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 11:17:05 GMT DearLover said:
This not talking on the phone business sounds awesome! Do you carry your phone
around and do other chores while connecting this way? Do you keep checking to see
if the other person is still there or do you trust they will say good bye before
disconnecting the call?
Have you tried Skype or face time while having a meal, watching a movie etc? Or
would that be too much?

I now that some people watch the same movie in separate houses while face timing.
That is something that I would definitely try. DA ex BF and I used to LOVE watching
movies together and now that we are separate I have to do it alone and I wish he
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was there as a movie buddy! He just said yesterday that he misses my company, so
I might suggest this kind of interaction...I guess it would benefit both of us and
make us feel safe at the same time.
Oh well, most of the time it was bedtime, so one of us would fall asleep and the
other one would check and then say good night or something and hang up. Moving
around too much and noticeably doing other stuff we both considered to be rude, but
I'm sure we both did other stuff on the computer or on the phone. When we had
face time we usually didn't do anything else since it was distracting. But I'm not fan
of face time anyway, since I find it pretty exhausting. He didn't not seem to be that
into it, either.

We used to watch movies together in the cinema or at home, not via face time. But I
wasn't all that excited about it too. I guess I just did it because I thought that's what
couples should do. But if you enjoy it and he misses it too, you can surely go for it
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God

Posts: 848 
Member is Online

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT
Quote
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.

Last Edit: May 31, 2018 11:39:35 GMT by tnr9

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT tnr9 said:
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:52:35 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:

May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT tnr9 said:
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
Oh..you should totally still use B...let the newbies believe we were dating the same
guy.   I was trying to think about my DA friends and whether they strike me as
extroverted or introverted...I will need to think about that more.

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 12:00:32 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 11:52:35 GMT tnr9 said:

May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol
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Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
Oh..you should totally still use B...let the newbies believe we were dating the same
guy.   I was trying to think about my DA friends and whether they strike me as
extroverted or introverted...I will need to think about that more.
Haha I'm sure they'll figure it out themselves  Are your DA friends extroverted or
introverted?

tnr9
God

Posts: 848 
Member is Online

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 12:24:07 GMT
Quote
That is what I need to spend more time thinking about....my mom is introverted but
she is FA. Hmmmm..interesting...

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 13:20:46 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 12:24:07 GMT tnr9 said:
That is what I need to spend more time thinking about....my mom is introverted but
she is FA. Hmmmm..interesting...
Oh ok, sorry, I misread your last post.

Last Edit: May 31, 2018 14:22:40 GMT by fDA

DearLover
Full Member

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 13:58:11 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:
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May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT tnr9 said:
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
haha, I was very confused when I started reading this thread and read B..
Can you not add another letter to your B? surname, pet name, nickname?
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 15:18:33 GMT by DearLover

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT DearLover likes this
Quote

May 31, 2018 13:58:11 GMT DearLover said:

May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
haha, I was very confusing when I started reading this thread and read B..
Can you not add another letter to your B? surname, pet name, nickname?
That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.

DearLover

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 15:21:02 GMT
Quote
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Posts: 173

May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT fDA said:

May 31, 2018 13:58:11 GMT DearLover said:
haha, I was very confusing when I started reading this thread and read B..
Can you not add another letter to your B? surname, pet name, nickname?
That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.
Ha. S is the initial for my ex. But, don't worry, I prefer calling him DAexBF

Unless I change my mind and combine yours and Tnr9 together and call him BS
instead...BullShit   

Forgive me...I usually don't swear..
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 15:21:44 GMT by DearLover

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 16:07:23 GMT
Quote

May 31, 2018 15:21:02 GMT DearLover said:

May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT fDA said:
That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.
Ha. S is the initial for my ex. But, don't worry, I prefer calling him DAexBF

Unless I change my mind and combine yours and Tnr9 together and call him BS
instead...BullShit   

Forgive me...I usually don't swear..
HAHA!  
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fDA
New Member

I prefer talking less May 30, 2018 20:59:14 GMT

Quote 
So, B has finally completely moved out of my appartment and I'm spending my time
cooling down and reflecting on what happened.

I also took the attachment style test again, which showed DA for all my relationships
with whe relationship with a partner being closest to the FA category.

I remember that at the beginning of our relationship we did not talk a lot when we
were together. We were just enjoying each other's presence and physical exchange
and where both perfectly happy (I don't know if this is how relationships usually
work since it was my first one). As the relationship progressed and the more I got to
know about him the less I wanted to talk to him. Most of what he said was either not
interesting or triggered me in some way, so I shut down and dismissed his need for
verbal/emotional communication, which actually never made him give up and leave.

I've also read the book "The 5 Love Languages" and made the test myself and with
him. My preferred love languages are physical touch and words of affirmation with
equal scores and his preferred love language is clearly physical touch, although he
says something different. At the end of our relationship he would always say that
verbal exchange is more important to him than being physical while asking me why I
seem to like only the physical aspect of our relationship. I almost never expressed
my positive feelings for him verbally (he did that a lot), yet he stayed for such a long
time and still doesn't really want to give up on me.

Towards the end of our relationship the physical aspect was the only thing that
somehow made me feel connected and did not trigger me as much as the
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conversations we had. It also helped me to deal with the pain that interactions with
him were causing me otherwise. I am now at a point where I think verbal
conversations are too exhausting and pointless for me. I literally have no real friends
that I talk to regularly and I don't even want to establish close relationships where I
have to care about what they say and show some kind of reaction, even though it
doesn't interest me at all. It might seem kinda ignorant and selfish, but I just can't
help it.

Whenever we were apart, the thing I'd miss the most would be being physical, not
talking. During our long-distance relationship we even spent hours on the phone
without one of us saying a word. It's like talking destroyed everything. Or talking in
the wrong way, I should say. We were both immature and didn't know how to
express our thoughts and feelings properly.

Who knows, maybe I'd be completely satisfied with that kind of a relationship. Some
kind of connection, but no useless smalltalk and stuff. If someone doesn't say
anything, his words can't contradict his actions and that removes a lot of friction.
This also just might be the logic of an avoidant. 

What I know for sure is that I will never be living together with a romantic partner
ever again.

Sorry if this post is too messy, these thoughts were more organized in my head
before I put them out.
Last Edit: May 30, 2018 22:05:34 GMT by fDA

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

I prefer talking less May 30, 2018 22:02:12 GMT

Quote 
I understand. talking and listening is exhausting to some people and it has a lot to
do with talking styles rather than attachment styles I think, however you said you
don't care about what people say so maybe you have both.

My DA ex BF liked listening to me but this is because he is a writer and is always on
the look out for stories. I had some pretty insteresting (at least to him) stories to tell
and he had a way to dig it out of me. He was a great listener in that sense, however
anything to do with the relationship, he didn't want to hear. Or talk.

Even now that we are clearing our messy break up via text messages, he takes a lot
of time to answer because he needs a lot of time to disgest, I think. I just fire away,
I have all of the words and thoughts already organised in my head but that is
because I have been trying to heal for the past 9 months while he has been trying to
avoid everything.

Now, living together isn't a great idea in my opinion either. The only way I would
ever do it again would be in a massive house and lots of hobbies for both of us as to
not to spend too much time together and in routine. It kills me.

Interesting that you spent time on the phone not talking! I wonder how that works...
I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 10:50:22 GMT DearLover likes this
Quote 

May 30, 2018 22:02:12 GMT DearLover said:
I understand. talking and listening is exhausting to some people and it has a lot to
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do with talking styles rather than attachment styles I think, however you said you
don't care about what people say so maybe you have both.

My DA ex BF liked listening to me but this is because he is a writer and is always on
the look out for stories. I had some pretty insteresting (at least to him) stories to tell
and he had a way to dig it out of me. He was a great listener in that sense, however
anything to do with the relationship, he didn't want to hear. Or talk.

Even now that we are clearing our messy break up via text messages, he takes a lot
of time to answer because he needs a lot of time to disgest, I think. I just fire away,
I have all of the words and thoughts already organised in my head but that is
because I have been trying to heal for the past 9 months while he has been trying to
avoid everything.

Now, living together isn't a great idea in my opinion either. The only way I would
ever do it again would be in a massive house and lots of hobbies for both of us as to
not to spend too much time together and in routine. It kills me.

Interesting that you spent time on the phone not talking! I wonder how that works...
Yes, I guess I'm just pretty introverted and avoidant. That combination may make
me talk extra little  It would be interesting to know if most avoidants are
introverts? I get the impression that they are, but I might be completely wrong.

Like your ex BF I have some very specific topics that I like to talk about and if the
other person talks about something else I don't want to hear anything of it.

If B tried to talk to me again via text I would probably not answer at all, because we
always end up hurting each other when we talk about our relationship. He
sometimes would try to smalltalk with me, but that would just annoy me.

Right? I think I wouldn't even be able to live in the same appartment building in
separate appartments.

Being on the phone not talking is pretty easy. We call each other, say hi and then
nothing for the next few hours, but not hang up  Occasionally, there would be
some words of affection or some other talk, but for most of the time we just enjoyed
the silent connection, I guess.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:17:05 GMT

Quote 
This not talking on the phone business sounds awesome! Do you carry your phone
around and do other chores while connecting this way? Do you keep checking to see
if the other person is still there or do you trust they will say good bye before
disconnecting the call?
Have you tried Skype or face time while having a meal, watching a movie etc? Or
would that be too much?

I now that some people watch the same movie in separate houses while face timing.
That is something that I would definitely try. DA ex BF and I used to LOVE watching
movies together and now that we are separate I have to do it alone and I wish he
was there as a movie buddy! He just said yesterday that he misses my company, so
I might suggest this kind of interaction...I guess it would benefit both of us and
make us feel safe at the same time.
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:29:09 GMT

Quote 

May 31, 2018 11:17:05 GMT DearLover said:
This not talking on the phone business sounds awesome! Do you carry your phone
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Posts: 37

around and do other chores while connecting this way? Do you keep checking to see
if the other person is still there or do you trust they will say good bye before
disconnecting the call?
Have you tried Skype or face time while having a meal, watching a movie etc? Or
would that be too much?

I now that some people watch the same movie in separate houses while face timing.
That is something that I would definitely try. DA ex BF and I used to LOVE watching
movies together and now that we are separate I have to do it alone and I wish he
was there as a movie buddy! He just said yesterday that he misses my company, so
I might suggest this kind of interaction...I guess it would benefit both of us and
make us feel safe at the same time.
Oh well, most of the time it was bedtime, so one of us would fall asleep and the
other one would check and then say good night or something and hang up. Moving
around too much and noticeably doing other stuff we both considered to be rude, but
I'm sure we both did other stuff on the computer or on the phone. When we had
face time we usually didn't do anything else since it was distracting. But I'm not fan
of face time anyway, since I find it pretty exhausting. He didn't not seem to be that
into it, either.

We used to watch movies together in the cinema or at home, not via face time. But I
wasn't all that excited about it too. I guess I just did it because I thought that's what
couples should do. But if you enjoy it and he misses it too, you can surely go for it
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT

Quote 
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.

Last Edit: May 31, 2018 11:39:35 GMT by tnr9
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT

Quote 

May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT tnr9 said:
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
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extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 11:52:35 GMT

Quote 

May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:

May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT tnr9 said:
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
Oh..you should totally still use B...let the newbies believe we were dating the same
guy.   I was trying to think about my DA friends and whether they strike me as
extroverted or introverted...I will need to think about that more.
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Quote 
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May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:
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Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
Oh..you should totally still use B...let the newbies believe we were dating the same
guy.   I was trying to think about my DA friends and whether they strike me as
extroverted or introverted...I will need to think about that more.
Haha I'm sure they'll figure it out themselves  Are your DA friends extroverted or
introverted?
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 12:24:07 GMT

Quote 
That is what I need to spend more time thinking about....my mom is introverted but
she is FA. Hmmmm..interesting...
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 13:20:46 GMT

Quote 

May 31, 2018 12:24:07 GMT tnr9 said:
That is what I need to spend more time thinking about....my mom is introverted but
she is FA. Hmmmm..interesting...
Oh ok, sorry, I misread your last post.
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Posts: 173 May 31, 2018 11:38:28 GMT tnr9 said:
Wow..fDA...it is going to be a bit confusing with two guys named "B" lol....but B ( as
in the guy I dated) used to love watching TV series and movies on Netflicks. That
was the majority of our time together...there were a few outings..but usually it was
nice just to have a shared experience. I was definately more extroverted..but B said
he tested as extroverted too. He is FA I think.
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
haha, I was very confused when I started reading this thread and read B..
Can you not add another letter to your B? surname, pet name, nickname?
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 15:18:33 GMT by DearLover
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT DearLover likes this
Quote 

May 31, 2018 13:58:11 GMT DearLover said:

May 31, 2018 11:43:17 GMT fDA said:
Oh... well, I might just start calling him "my ex" again, although I don't really like
the sound of it. We'll find a way lol

Interesting! So attachment types might not be connected to
extroversion/introversion at all. Just a thought I had  
haha, I was very confusing when I started reading this thread and read B..
Can you not add another letter to your B? surname, pet name, nickname?
That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.
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May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT fDA said:

May 31, 2018 13:58:11 GMT DearLover said:
haha, I was very confusing when I started reading this thread and read B..
Can you not add another letter to your B? surname, pet name, nickname?
That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.
Ha. S is the initial for my ex. But, don't worry, I prefer calling him DAexBF

Unless I change my mind and combine yours and Tnr9 together and call him BS
instead...BullShit   

Forgive me...I usually don't swear..
Last Edit: May 31, 2018 15:21:44 GMT by DearLover
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I prefer talking less May 31, 2018 16:07:23 GMT

Quote 

May 31, 2018 15:21:02 GMT DearLover said:

May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT fDA said:
That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.
Ha. S is the initial for my ex. But, don't worry, I prefer calling him DAexBF

Unless I change my mind and combine yours and Tnr9 together and call him BS
instead...BullShit   

Forgive me...I usually don't swear..
HAHA!  
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On the other topic of DA and extroversion or introversion....I am thinking about
one friend in particular....she is very independent and very private. She is always
busy and has a lot of guys who are interested in her. I think she is an introvert
because she doesn't let a lot of people "in" to her world.
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Ha. S is the initial for my ex. But, don't worry, I prefer calling him
DAexBF

Unless I change my mind and combine yours and Tnr9 together and
call him BS instead...BullShit   

Forgive me...I usually don't swear..
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Sounds like me, except that I hate being busy.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

Not kidding! His initials are SB. 
I just need to switch them round 
Even though I probably have more b.s than him now that I can see so clearly

May 31, 2018 16:27:52 GMT tnr9 said:

On the other topic of DA and extroversion or introversion....I am thinking
about one friend in particular....she is very independent and very private.
She is always busy and has a lot of guys who are interested in her. I think
she is an introvert because she doesn't let a lot of people "in" to her world.

May 31, 2018 15:21:02 GMT DearLover said:

Ha. S is the initial for my ex. But, don't worry, I prefer calling him DAexBF

Unless I change my mind and combine yours and Tnr9 together and call
him BS instead...BullShit   

Forgive me...I usually don't swear..

May 31, 2018 14:16:37 GMT fDA said:

That is a good idea! I'll just say S when I refer to him.
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DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173
Sounds like DAexBF but in public he has his charming persona turned on, being a
Leo I think. 

My mum is totally DA and always has said her dream is to become an hermit
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On the other topic of DA and extroversion or introversion....I am thinking
about one friend in particular....she is very independent and very private.
She is always busy and has a lot of guys who are interested in her. I think
she is an introvert because she doesn't let a lot of people "in" to her world.
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1

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

i shared this on another forum, 
i am pretty raw and triggered by past trauma these days so it's hard for me to
delve as deeply into these topics as i would like to eventually.
it's another layer, deeper and deeper i go, it's painful.
and liberating.

anyway here is the resource i would like to share. 
healingtraumacenter.com/attachment-styles-2/

curious
Senior Member

Thank you for the resource, it's very helpful. 

I find that I'm a combination of several types after all! 

The more indifferent I become about finding "The One", the healthier I feel my life
has become. I feel my passion for other pursuits are rekindled, since I've stopped
seeing or talking to exDA.

It is also being with my AP friend who feels that something is missing in her life
without a man that is adversely affecting my own perception of my single life.  I
have no idea when and if I will meet a Secure one day, but being fine with that for
now is helping with the recovery from the pining. I guess I'm trying the reverse
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now, to slowly pull her towards building her own happy life, and not feeling like she
cannot be happy without a man in her life.

Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 at 6:04am by curious

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

curious, i am glad you find it helpful.

i have done an incredible amount of healing over the last twenty years or so, but it
wasn't until recently that i could fully appreciate what i have overcome. 
a severe situation indeed, in my family of origins.
as i share the stories and details of it, even professionals gasp, and that is
somewhat painful just because i feel sad and dismayed about having to endure
that by myself. 

so, my mother's impending death and final attempts at cruelty have brought things
out for me to re-examine and lay to rest.

i am evaluating things to retain and things to discard, in my life, in order to move
closer to my authenticity. 

i have released a couple of relationships in light of all this, my mentor calls this a
Celebration of Elimination as i release myself from old patterns and step into my
freedom of self even more.

I am learning a lot, the waves of emotion pass over and through me but down
drag me to the depths. 

Just an ongoing process.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What an achievement! You are right - you need to discard those horrible memories
as they do not serve you at your present moment, especially as you move towards
becoming Secure.

The more you let go and forget this past, and forgive your disordered parent, the
healthier and more secure you will be. Do it for yourself. 

juniper
New Member

Jun 2, 2018 at 6:06am curious said:

What an achievement! You are right - you need to discard those horrible
memories as they do not serve you at your present moment, especially as
you move towards becoming Secure.
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twice you have mentioned my need to forgive my disordered parent, but you may
not realize that i spent a three year deep process to arrive at forgiveness.
that's not what's most important for me now.
And , with a situation so cruel, you can bet that i had to forgive the unforgiveable
time and time again in order to cope and survive.

The path to liberation, for me, lies in clarity and releasing, not forgiveness. 
every path is different.

Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 at 6:46am by juniper
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i shared this on another forum, 
i am pretty raw and triggered by past trauma these days so it's hard for me to
delve as deeply into these topics as i would like to eventually.
it's another layer, deeper and deeper i go, it's painful.
and liberating.

anyway here is the resource i would like to share. 
healingtraumacenter.com/attachment-styles-2/

curious
Senior Member

Thank you for the resource, it's very helpful. 

I find that I'm a combination of several types after all! 

The more indifferent I become about finding "The One", the healthier I feel my life
has become. I feel my passion for other pursuits are rekindled, since I've stopped
seeing or talking to exDA.

It is also being with my AP friend who feels that something is missing in her life
without a man that is adversely affecting my own perception of my single life.  I
have no idea when and if I will meet a Secure one day, but being fine with that for
now is helping with the recovery from the pining. I guess I'm trying the reverse
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Posts: 282
now, to slowly pull her towards building her own happy life, and not feeling like she
cannot be happy without a man in her life.

Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 at 6:04am by curious

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

curious, i am glad you find it helpful.

i have done an incredible amount of healing over the last twenty years or so, but it
wasn't until recently that i could fully appreciate what i have overcome. 
a severe situation indeed, in my family of origins.
as i share the stories and details of it, even professionals gasp, and that is
somewhat painful just because i feel sad and dismayed about having to endure
that by myself. 

so, my mother's impending death and final attempts at cruelty have brought things
out for me to re-examine and lay to rest.

i am evaluating things to retain and things to discard, in my life, in order to move
closer to my authenticity. 

i have released a couple of relationships in light of all this, my mentor calls this a
Celebration of Elimination as i release myself from old patterns and step into my
freedom of self even more.

I am learning a lot, the waves of emotion pass over and through me but down
drag me to the depths. 

Just an ongoing process.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What an achievement! You are right - you need to discard those horrible memories
as they do not serve you at your present moment, especially as you move towards
becoming Secure.

The more you let go and forget this past, and forgive your disordered parent, the
healthier and more secure you will be. Do it for yourself. 

juniper
New Member

Jun 2, 2018 at 6:06am curious said:

What an achievement! You are right - you need to discard those horrible
memories as they do not serve you at your present moment, especially as
you move towards becoming Secure.
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Reply

Posts: 42

twice you have mentioned my need to forgive my disordered parent, but you may
not realize that i spent a three year deep process to arrive at forgiveness.
that's not what's most important for me now.
And , with a situation so cruel, you can bet that i had to forgive the unforgiveable
time and time again in order to cope and survive.

The path to liberation, for me, lies in clarity and releasing, not forgiveness. 
every path is different.

Last Edit: Jun 2, 2018 at 6:46am by juniper
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albert983
New Member

Posts: 6

Hi there,
i posted a thread some months ago about a relationship with who i thought was a
fearful avoidant.
During this time apart from some personal advancement and hitting therapy hard
to become more emotional independent and secure in love, i met again this girl. In
a "friends" situation. Or may i say in a situation that doesn't threatens her.

I'm seeing things waaay more lightly now and she insist on being not exclusive
(i'm starting to seeing other girls too, but more important i want to focus on a new
social circle since a new girl cannot solve my anxiety problems per se, having more
things built and for myself could help instead)

Talking to my therapist about this girl, she told me that she thinks she is
dismissive. She probably doesn't want to do it to hurt me, she's just like that

I'll try to recap all the strange things in this relationship:

- She had a 5 years relationship (15-20 or something like that) with no vaginal
intercourse. Technically she is a virgin and sexual things between her and her ex bf
happened like once every couple of weeks or so

- From the first time she wanted to do anal and be spanked. That ring an
enormous bell for me, since was only rough sex without emotional sex.

- After climax, unless she was VERY excited, she just fell to sleep and wanted me
to hug her and remain silent. This situation always caused lots of frustration in me.
She told me that after climax she just felt this big emptiness inside and wanted to
feel someone with her to feel less emptiness. That thing really really puzzled me.
After the sexual act i want to cuddle with my partner and caress her, and maybe
joke together or talk a little, or smile together..not emptiness

- My sexual needs were never considered. There was only her, and if i was lucky
she did something to me. The thing was never reciprocal (we never masturbated
together for example)
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- For her keeping this relationship was a chore. She wanted someone closed to her
(her ex bf was like 10 minutes from her house and in five years she went to his
place like 10 times), and since she has to get the train to see me all this situation
was incredibly difficult for her. I mean, taking a train. It's like a 40 minute travel.
By car is less than one hour.

- Bit of a workaholic. In previous relationship all that she did was working and
seeing her exgf. No friends at first.

- She's in constant contact with many mens, but she is really naive about this. She
doesn't even entertain the idea that a large part of those men want to have
something with her. 

- Big attention seeking, very very insecure inside, problem with self image. At first
she appears confident, even bossy but inside i know she is really insecure and sees
her as unloveable.

- She has no idea of reciprocation in relationship. VERY selfish. I mean when i took
like a sweet at the restaurant, i naturally cut it in half for her (and for every other
girl that i had). She could ate her and then ate some of mine, too. Apply this to
every aspect of couple life.

- From like the second date she started talking about when she will be my ex, if we
will remain friends and so on. At first i was upset, i mean what the fuck, if you
want to be with me you will not think about what happens when we'll split up! And
this topic came out almost every time we met. After a while i started taking this
issue way less seriously

- She just didn't did public displays of affection. No kissing. Holding hands at best.
But in private she was very affectionate and "cuddly"

- During the first three months when people asked about us i told "we're dating",
she told "we're knowing each other"

- Absolutely no idea of what a sexual and emotional connection is (i mean she's
virgin so i can guess why but this behavior is too extreme)

- We split up because i cannot cope without real intimacy and she felt
overwhelmed with this relationship

- When i cut contact via message she sent me like 150 texts in one night telling
me that i was hurting her and that she didn't wanted to be abandoned

so.. now we are seeing as friends, i have absolutely no expectations and honestly
it huts me that she wants to see other people but i want to try a couple of months
and seeing where it goes, without putting labels, without pressing her, just living
things for the moment. i think this is the only way to go with a DA, but in the
meantime i'm focusing in my life outside of her, and taking this as an exercise to
reach emotional independence.

what do you think? do you see behaviors that mirrors "yours" DA?
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albert983
New Member

Posts: 6

Hi there,
i posted a thread some months ago about a relationship with who i thought was a
fearful avoidant.
During this time apart from some personal advancement and hitting therapy hard
to become more emotional independent and secure in love, i met again this girl. In
a "friends" situation. Or may i say in a situation that doesn't threatens her.

I'm seeing things waaay more lightly now and she insist on being not exclusive
(i'm starting to seeing other girls too, but more important i want to focus on a new
social circle since a new girl cannot solve my anxiety problems per se, having more
things built and for myself could help instead)

Talking to my therapist about this girl, she told me that she thinks she is
dismissive. She probably doesn't want to do it to hurt me, she's just like that

I'll try to recap all the strange things in this relationship:

- She had a 5 years relationship (15-20 or something like that) with no vaginal
intercourse. Technically she is a virgin and sexual things between her and her ex bf
happened like once every couple of weeks or so

- From the first time she wanted to do anal and be spanked. That ring an
enormous bell for me, since was only rough sex without emotional sex.

- After climax, unless she was VERY excited, she just fell to sleep and wanted me
to hug her and remain silent. This situation always caused lots of frustration in me.
She told me that after climax she just felt this big emptiness inside and wanted to
feel someone with her to feel less emptiness. That thing really really puzzled me.
After the sexual act i want to cuddle with my partner and caress her, and maybe
joke together or talk a little, or smile together..not emptiness

- My sexual needs were never considered. There was only her, and if i was lucky
she did something to me. The thing was never reciprocal (we never masturbated
together for example)
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- For her keeping this relationship was a chore. She wanted someone closed to her
(her ex bf was like 10 minutes from her house and in five years she went to his
place like 10 times), and since she has to get the train to see me all this situation
was incredibly difficult for her. I mean, taking a train. It's like a 40 minute travel.
By car is less than one hour.

- Bit of a workaholic. In previous relationship all that she did was working and
seeing her exgf. No friends at first.

- She's in constant contact with many mens, but she is really naive about this. She
doesn't even entertain the idea that a large part of those men want to have
something with her. 

- Big attention seeking, very very insecure inside, problem with self image. At first
she appears confident, even bossy but inside i know she is really insecure and sees
her as unloveable.

- She has no idea of reciprocation in relationship. VERY selfish. I mean when i took
like a sweet at the restaurant, i naturally cut it in half for her (and for every other
girl that i had). She could ate her and then ate some of mine, too. Apply this to
every aspect of couple life.

- From like the second date she started talking about when she will be my ex, if we
will remain friends and so on. At first i was upset, i mean what the fuck, if you
want to be with me you will not think about what happens when we'll split up! And
this topic came out almost every time we met. After a while i started taking this
issue way less seriously

- She just didn't did public displays of affection. No kissing. Holding hands at best.
But in private she was very affectionate and "cuddly"

- During the first three months when people asked about us i told "we're dating",
she told "we're knowing each other"

- Absolutely no idea of what a sexual and emotional connection is (i mean she's
virgin so i can guess why but this behavior is too extreme)

- We split up because i cannot cope without real intimacy and she felt
overwhelmed with this relationship

- When i cut contact via message she sent me like 150 texts in one night telling
me that i was hurting her and that she didn't wanted to be abandoned

so.. now we are seeing as friends, i have absolutely no expectations and honestly
it huts me that she wants to see other people but i want to try a couple of months
and seeing where it goes, without putting labels, without pressing her, just living
things for the moment. i think this is the only way to go with a DA, but in the
meantime i'm focusing in my life outside of her, and taking this as an exercise to
reach emotional independence.

what do you think? do you see behaviors that mirrors "yours" DA?
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goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

Now that I am back in season, I want to improve my dating skills. 

I really struggle with the showing interest part. Maybe I overthink things, but I feel
too awkward to show interest in the moment a large part of the time, which does
not help when I want to date.

One guy did ask me outright if I was interested and said I was hard to gauge.
Miraculously I got vulnerable and told him I was but am just not good at this. We
talked about how uneasy this whole thing is and actually set a date.

I also have another date with a guy who is just really open and forthright.

Some of the guys I chat with just leave because I am not on there chatting a lot.
For me, I can do a bit of it, but also want my alone time and not focus so much on
dating. I do give compliments and say friendly things, but maybe it is actually the
amount of attention shown that they think insufficient.

Could be that some of them are just spoiled or insecure, but what is normal?
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Posts: 848

Hey Goldilocks....first I commend your honesty about yourself and what you find
challenging.   I hate the word "normal" because it presumes that what is the
"norm" is what we all should work towards, when I believe that we all are unique.
Have you considered having a dating coach who matches you with people?  It may
work better because the coach does the screening on your behalf.  Just a
consideration.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

I had a lady once tell me that I needed too much validation. Tell me the boot
wasn’t on the other foot!

anne12
Senior Member

To dates already! Good luck.

Maybe you are too passive. If you do not like to chat on the internet, then call or
set up a meeting.

I have posted more about datingtips (also about online dating) from an
attatchment therapist in a thread - maybe some of the tips can be usefull. 

time, which does not help when I want to date.

One guy did ask me outright if I was interested and said I was hard to
gauge. Miraculously I got vulnerable and told him I was but am just not
good at this. We talked about how uneasy this whole thing is and actually
set a date.

I also have another date with a guy who is just really open and forthright.

Some of the guys I chat with just leave because I am not on there chatting
a lot. For me, I can do a bit of it, but also want my alone time and not focus
so much on dating. I do give compliments and say friendly things, but
maybe it is actually the amount of attention shown that they think
insufficient.

Could be that some of them are just spoiled or insecure, but what is
normal?
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Last Edit: May 27, 2018 at 9:10am by anne12

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I am indeed too passive. 
When I don't know the person well yet, I have a hard time initiating and tend to go
wih the flow.
That said, I realise this is not helpful and want more flexibility in my style.

Thanks for the tips.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

Do you think you are not expressing interest because you aren't really interested?

That is my problem - I haven't become interested in anyone before or after exDA.
 

On dates, I try to reframe it as meeting a potential friend, and try to see the
positives about the other person - is he wearing something cool? Is his
passion/hobby something you can learn more about? Does he hold unique opinions
or views?

I find that the less I think of it as a "date"...phew...loaded term, the more relaxed
I will be.

Unfortunately, the other person might not be looking for anything like friendship,
but wants to rush things along, and I guess that is quite the dilemma. From an
Avoidant point of view, that could look like a red flag, but it might just be normal
human behavior.

I managed to become friends with a few men I've met, and I think it's great to
have a companion to go out to do things with, with no expectations. Feel more
relaxed this way.  

My biggest problem is not feeling much chemistry for most dates, in fact I only felt
something for exDA.

I had to ask him recently for a favor to recommend a service from his native city
on a friend's behalf, and boy, that triggered me badly!
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He helped me rather nicely, but has become more aloof, which I think is good for
my recovery.  

Last Edit: May 27, 2018 at 11:37am by curious

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I am interested in going on a date with a cute guy. Until that I have no idea if I'm
into him for more.

Feeling interest is probably different for me than for an AP or a secure, but I am
pretty sure that if I managed to show the level of interest I actually have, it would
be enormously helpful.

What puts me at ease is someone saying "I'd like a relationship, but am in no
hurry and not expecting it". 

Seeing the positives and expressing them would be a good idea.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

hi goldi, following you here while i take care of my grief process personally, and
am not posting much at all.

continuing on from our email convo earlier today-
openness is key, risk taking is ok, it's just two humans learning more about each
other. there is so little that can be determined online- sometimes the best you
might be able to do is make sure there isn't absolute aversion. haha. i've been told
to be more open to potential , in the past when i was using online introduction
sites.

the thing about guys giving up-
my preference for online dating is a short intro online, just a few online chats to
gauge interest to meet.
that's all you can guess- is - "do i care to meet this person in person?"
often, just a few chats can reveal that.

I myself like to move toward a decision relatively quickly. if you are having
pleasant conversations without indicating a desire or willingness to meet, many will
read that as disinterest or just move on.

over time, i learned to make the process efficient. it's only an introduction, and it
should be polite and well mannered and honest. But i must add, the process is
difficult as an avoidant, as i have to continually overcome the urge to just say no
and go away.

many seasoned online daters quickly tire of chatting, and if days pass without a
response, the assumption is often that you are pursuing someone else, are not
interested, or not sincere in a desire to actually meet.

lots of online daters are not looking to meet but are simply distracting themselves
from a breakup, collecting attention, hiding out, soothing their boredom or
loneliness, etc.

so prompt replies and expressed intention go a long way toward creating an
efficient process to meet in person and explore interest and potential from there.
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goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

Openness and risk taking...

Yes, opening up feels risky to me, but I notice I now do it at times.

This is also my preference. If I like a guy's pictures, he seems fun and has some
interests that show intelligence, I'd be willing to meet. The meeting would then
just be a start to getting to know each other.

I feel sort of low key stressed when on the dating site. It is exciting, and that is a
good thing. Yet too much just makes me feel stressed and want to be alone. It is
getting better. The other weekend I was at my mom's and did not log in and all
the guys were upset.

juniper
New Member

May 27, 2018 at 4:45pm juniper said:

the thing about guys giving up-
my preference for online dating is a short intro online, just a few online
chats to gauge interest to meet.
that's all you can guess- is - "do i care to meet this person in person?"
often, just a few chats can reveal that.

I myself like to move toward a decision relatively quickly. if you are having
pleasant conversations without indicating a desire or willingness to meet,
many will read that as disinterest or just move on.

May 27, 2018 at 4:45pm juniper said:

over time, i learned to make the process efficient. it's only an introduction,
and it should be polite and well mannered and honest. But i must add, the
process is difficult as an avoidant, as i have to continually overcome the
urge to just say no and go away.

many seasoned online daters quickly tire of chatting, and if days pass
without a response, the assumption is often that you are pursuing someone
else, are not interested, or not sincere in a desire to actually meet.

lots of online daters are not looking to meet but are simply distracting
themselves from a breakup, collecting attention, hiding out, soothing their
boredom or loneliness, etc.

so prompt replies and expressed intention go a long way toward creating an
efficient process to meet in person and explore interest and potential from
there.
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Quote

Posts: 42

Upset would be an irritating reaction.
i found the online dating thing to be taxing, and ultimately gave up on it.
It's difficult enough for me to try to date,
and very difficult when there is so much to wade through as there is online.

Have you tried other venues, like speed dating, matchmakers, etc?

i haven't, but i know people who have.

dating is difficult for me, it's against my deepest instincts and i will have to do
work around that if i ever am in a place to try it again.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I find all venues to be stressful in their own way, but I also enjoy the excitement of
meeting cute new guys even if I go into it kicking and screaming.

With my heart opening up after all the therapy and healing, I want to make use of
it.

I'm even starting to feel a bit lonely at times, which distresses me but is perhaps a
good sign.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

i remember this awakening in me, in the last 3-4 years.
it's a bit of a roller coaster.
the happiness, excitement, even the loneliness , made me realize i am alive, and
have something to give and receive,i need not be an island.

my heart is with you! 

i want to be an island, still, but i am creeping toward the mainland.

May 28, 2018 at 11:15am goldilocks said:

I find all venues to be stressful in their own way, but I also enjoy the
excitement of meeting cute new guys even if I go into it kicking and
screaming.

With my heart opening up after all the therapy and healing, I want to make
use of it.

I'm even starting to feel a bit lonely at times, which distresses me but is
perhaps a good sign.
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goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

We can be peninsulae!

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

can i just be an island within wading distance?
or maybe reachable by inflatable raft?

and can we please be close? 

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

We can be an archipelago with all the nice smart and attractive men...

May 28, 2018 at 12:46pm goldilocks said:

We can be peninsulae!
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goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

Now that I am back in season, I want to improve my dating skills. 

I really struggle with the showing interest part. Maybe I overthink things, but I feel
too awkward to show interest in the moment a large part of the time, which does
not help when I want to date.

One guy did ask me outright if I was interested and said I was hard to gauge.
Miraculously I got vulnerable and told him I was but am just not good at this. We
talked about how uneasy this whole thing is and actually set a date.

I also have another date with a guy who is just really open and forthright.

Some of the guys I chat with just leave because I am not on there chatting a lot.
For me, I can do a bit of it, but also want my alone time and not focus so much on
dating. I do give compliments and say friendly things, but maybe it is actually the
amount of attention shown that they think insufficient.

Could be that some of them are just spoiled or insecure, but what is normal?
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Posts: 848

Hey Goldilocks....first I commend your honesty about yourself and what you find
challenging.   I hate the word "normal" because it presumes that what is the
"norm" is what we all should work towards, when I believe that we all are unique.
Have you considered having a dating coach who matches you with people?  It may
work better because the coach does the screening on your behalf.  Just a
consideration.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

I had a lady once tell me that I needed too much validation. Tell me the boot
wasn’t on the other foot!

anne12
Senior Member

To dates already! Good luck.

Maybe you are too passive. If you do not like to chat on the internet, then call or
set up a meeting.

I have posted more about datingtips (also about online dating) from an
attatchment therapist in a thread - maybe some of the tips can be usefull. 

time, which does not help when I want to date.

One guy did ask me outright if I was interested and said I was hard to
gauge. Miraculously I got vulnerable and told him I was but am just not
good at this. We talked about how uneasy this whole thing is and actually
set a date.

I also have another date with a guy who is just really open and forthright.

Some of the guys I chat with just leave because I am not on there chatting
a lot. For me, I can do a bit of it, but also want my alone time and not focus
so much on dating. I do give compliments and say friendly things, but
maybe it is actually the amount of attention shown that they think
insufficient.

Could be that some of them are just spoiled or insecure, but what is
normal?
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Last Edit: May 27, 2018 16:10:08 GMT by anne12

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I am indeed too passive. 
When I don't know the person well yet, I have a hard time initiating and tend to go
wih the flow.
That said, I realise this is not helpful and want more flexibility in my style.

Thanks for the tips.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

Do you think you are not expressing interest because you aren't really interested?

That is my problem - I haven't become interested in anyone before or after exDA.
 

On dates, I try to reframe it as meeting a potential friend, and try to see the
positives about the other person - is he wearing something cool? Is his
passion/hobby something you can learn more about? Does he hold unique opinions
or views?

I find that the less I think of it as a "date"...phew...loaded term, the more relaxed
I will be.

Unfortunately, the other person might not be looking for anything like friendship,
but wants to rush things along, and I guess that is quite the dilemma. From an
Avoidant point of view, that could look like a red flag, but it might just be normal
human behavior.

I managed to become friends with a few men I've met, and I think it's great to
have a companion to go out to do things with, with no expectations. Feel more
relaxed this way.  

My biggest problem is not feeling much chemistry for most dates, in fact I only felt
something for exDA.

I had to ask him recently for a favor to recommend a service from his native city
on a friend's behalf, and boy, that triggered me badly!
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He helped me rather nicely, but has become more aloof, which I think is good for
my recovery.  

Last Edit: May 27, 2018 18:37:00 GMT by curious

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I am interested in going on a date with a cute guy. Until that I have no idea if I'm
into him for more.

Feeling interest is probably different for me than for an AP or a secure, but I am
pretty sure that if I managed to show the level of interest I actually have, it would
be enormously helpful.

What puts me at ease is someone saying "I'd like a relationship, but am in no
hurry and not expecting it". 

Seeing the positives and expressing them would be a good idea.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

hi goldi, following you here while i take care of my grief process personally, and
am not posting much at all.

continuing on from our email convo earlier today-
openness is key, risk taking is ok, it's just two humans learning more about each
other. there is so little that can be determined online- sometimes the best you
might be able to do is make sure there isn't absolute aversion. haha. i've been told
to be more open to potential , in the past when i was using online introduction
sites.

the thing about guys giving up-
my preference for online dating is a short intro online, just a few online chats to
gauge interest to meet.
that's all you can guess- is - "do i care to meet this person in person?"
often, just a few chats can reveal that.

I myself like to move toward a decision relatively quickly. if you are having
pleasant conversations without indicating a desire or willingness to meet, many will
read that as disinterest or just move on.

over time, i learned to make the process efficient. it's only an introduction, and it
should be polite and well mannered and honest. But i must add, the process is
difficult as an avoidant, as i have to continually overcome the urge to just say no
and go away.

many seasoned online daters quickly tire of chatting, and if days pass without a
response, the assumption is often that you are pursuing someone else, are not
interested, or not sincere in a desire to actually meet.

lots of online daters are not looking to meet but are simply distracting themselves
from a breakup, collecting attention, hiding out, soothing their boredom or
loneliness, etc.

so prompt replies and expressed intention go a long way toward creating an
efficient process to meet in person and explore interest and potential from there.
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goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

Openness and risk taking...

Yes, opening up feels risky to me, but I notice I now do it at times.

This is also my preference. If I like a guy's pictures, he seems fun and has some
interests that show intelligence, I'd be willing to meet. The meeting would then
just be a start to getting to know each other.

I feel sort of low key stressed when on the dating site. It is exciting, and that is a
good thing. Yet too much just makes me feel stressed and want to be alone. It is
getting better. The other weekend I was at my mom's and did not log in and all
the guys were upset.

juniper
New Member

May 27, 2018 23:45:32 GMT juniper said:

the thing about guys giving up-
my preference for online dating is a short intro online, just a few online
chats to gauge interest to meet.
that's all you can guess- is - "do i care to meet this person in person?"
often, just a few chats can reveal that.

I myself like to move toward a decision relatively quickly. if you are having
pleasant conversations without indicating a desire or willingness to meet,
many will read that as disinterest or just move on.

May 27, 2018 23:45:32 GMT juniper said:

over time, i learned to make the process efficient. it's only an introduction,
and it should be polite and well mannered and honest. But i must add, the
process is difficult as an avoidant, as i have to continually overcome the
urge to just say no and go away.

many seasoned online daters quickly tire of chatting, and if days pass
without a response, the assumption is often that you are pursuing someone
else, are not interested, or not sincere in a desire to actually meet.

lots of online daters are not looking to meet but are simply distracting
themselves from a breakup, collecting attention, hiding out, soothing their
boredom or loneliness, etc.

so prompt replies and expressed intention go a long way toward creating an
efficient process to meet in person and explore interest and potential from
there.
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Upset would be an irritating reaction.
i found the online dating thing to be taxing, and ultimately gave up on it.
It's difficult enough for me to try to date,
and very difficult when there is so much to wade through as there is online.

Have you tried other venues, like speed dating, matchmakers, etc?

i haven't, but i know people who have.

dating is difficult for me, it's against my deepest instincts and i will have to do
work around that if i ever am in a place to try it again.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I find all venues to be stressful in their own way, but I also enjoy the excitement of
meeting cute new guys even if I go into it kicking and screaming.

With my heart opening up after all the therapy and healing, I want to make use of
it.

I'm even starting to feel a bit lonely at times, which distresses me but is perhaps a
good sign.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

i remember this awakening in me, in the last 3-4 years.
it's a bit of a roller coaster.
the happiness, excitement, even the loneliness , made me realize i am alive, and
have something to give and receive,i need not be an island.

my heart is with you! 

i want to be an island, still, but i am creeping toward the mainland.

May 28, 2018 18:15:33 GMT goldilocks said:

I find all venues to be stressful in their own way, but I also enjoy the
excitement of meeting cute new guys even if I go into it kicking and
screaming.

With my heart opening up after all the therapy and healing, I want to make
use of it.

I'm even starting to feel a bit lonely at times, which distresses me but is
perhaps a good sign.
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goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

We can be peninsulae!

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

can i just be an island within wading distance?
or maybe reachable by inflatable raft?

and can we please be close? 

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

We can be an archipelago with all the nice smart and attractive men...
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gurllllll....... i'm there. 

goldilocks
Senior Member

and we can have bridges with gates or fences to be connected but also kinda not.
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Posts: 287

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

omg hahaha how about drawbridges?
i like how you think!

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

P.S. goldilocks....
don't suggest the above scenario to potential dates, or describe it in your dating
profile.
.
let's talk about your dating profile next, hahaha!
jkjk i bet you have a good one.
and, i write the worst dismissive profile possible so i can't help you. 

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

you know, goldilocks, i've been thinking about this more today.
as you know i am heavily deactivated due to the impending death of my mother,
and all the issues surrounding.
it's very difficult for me to recall things around "relationship building " when i am in
this space
.
but i do recall, having the very same difficulty you are having. the online portion
was manageable. i was efficient and honest and able to be appropriate with that
process. it was moving it into real life that got me stuck. 
i did have the idea to get to know these guys, and thought i wanted to. i was very
unable. . 
i couldn't get anything off the ground, i was unable to move beyond one date and
a period of phone calls/texting, with vague intentions and confusion before
abandoning the effort. i went on several first dates but eventually needed to stop
because it was very stressful for me. and the whole thing made me love my
solitude even more. 

as i have shared also, my current man and i got to know each other over time

May 28, 2018 21:19:24 GMT goldilocks said:

and we can have bridges with gates or fences to be connected but also
kinda not.
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organically, sharing an interest, and it was a good way to go for me to develop
some relationship and intimacy and authenticity skills. i was able to grow slowly
over a long time.

this brings me to the question, do you have an opportunity to share something you
really enjoy in a singles/ social setting? 
i know that the best way for me to relax, as avoidant, while acquainting and
eventually bonding, 
is to share an activity, not in a date setting, in a social setting with no expectation.
i find it easier to be myself and share with a person that way, it is easier for me to
open up and also to make a good space for them to open up. 

just spitballin.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287 Of course not! It is also half joking...

I use a site without a profile, so it is pretty relaxed.

Of course any environment has clingy guys and I am yet to go on the dates but
will see. The reason I chose to use online, is because I will have dates soon. I need
to interact with men interested in me to grow accustomed to the feelings and to
learn to be less awkward. 

I do meet men IRL, but the frequency is less and hence the learning is less. I told
you about the guy who liked me, from my circle, that I also liked but it did not
work out. Possibly because I feel uneasy when someone actually pursues me
romantically if his cards are not completely open. I also have a hard time opening
up in front of others.

I think both ways lead to learning and I am open to meeting someone either way.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

May 28, 2018 22:56:04 GMT juniper said:

P.S. goldilocks ....
don't suggest the above scenario to potential dates, or describe it in your
dating profile.
.
let's talk about your dating profile next, hahaha!
jkjk i bet you have a good one.
and, i write the worst dismissive profile possible so i can't help you. 
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P.S. goldilocks ....
don't suggest the above scenario to potential dates, or describe it in
your dating profile.
.
let's talk about your dating profile next, hahaha!
jkjk i bet you have a good one.
and, i write the worst dismissive profile possible so i can't help you. 
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it feels good to read this because i understand, i also undertook online dating as
kind of a class, an experiment to familiarize myself with interacting in that
capacity. i didn't do very well at it but it was an intense learning process. 
i did learn. i just wasn't successful with the dating part. 

 i felt embarrassed by my ineptitude, and i knew that some people were just doing
it naturally and having a decent time but for me it was all new, every bit of it. 

i took a very long time, months, just  to write my profile, just to get used to the
idea and find out what to write about myself.  i learned a lot about myself just
doing that.  it was a long process.  i would just save, then come back and read and
see i wrote bullshit, so i would edit and get closer to what i really wanted to say,
save, reflect, edit, etc.  i was just trying to get as close to myself as possible with
it. 

it still was a dismissive profile but that's the truth of me. i don't do online well
because of it. 

i really have come a long way now that i think of it. 

i am really glad you are doing this for yourself (and for one very lucky guy).

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

Of course not! It is also half joking...

I use a site without a profile, so it is pretty relaxed.

Of course any environment has clingy guys and I am yet to go on the dates
but will see. The reason I chose to use online, is because I will have dates
soon. I need to interact with men interested in me to grow accustomed to
the feelings and to learn to be less awkward. 

I do meet men IRL, but the frequency is less and hence the learning is less.
I told you about the guy who liked me, from my circle, that I also liked but
it did not work out. Possibly because I feel uneasy when someone actually
pursues me romantically if his cards are not completely open. I also have a
hard time opening up in front of others.

I think both ways lead to learning and I am open to meeting someone
either way.
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Of course not! It is also half joking...
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P.S. goldilocks ....
don't suggest the above scenario to potential dates, or describe it in
your dating profile.
.
let's talk about your dating profile next, hahaha!
jkjk i bet you have a good one.
and, i write the worst dismissive profile possible so i can't help you. 
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goldilocks likes this

Quote

i was just teasing 
but i am mostly serious about the islands and drawbridges 

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I have dated online in the past, and did meet my last boyfriend there, so I have a
good experience at least. For the past five years, I have not really dated, but I feel
ready now. My skills may be poor but my heart is pure.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

a big difference too is that you did a lot of work to become secure before dating, i
was unaware but trying to grow, and had no clue about attachment theory.

and, i am really excited for you in this process. i wish i could be better help.

it really will be a very fortunate man that wins you!! 

squirrelkitty
New Member

I was going to say the same as curious, just treat it as an opportunity to get to

I use a site without a profile, so it is pretty relaxed.

Of course any environment has clingy guys and I am yet to go on the dates
but will see. The reason I chose to use online, is because I will have dates
soon. I need to interact with men interested in me to grow accustomed to
the feelings and to learn to be less awkward. 

I do meet men IRL, but the frequency is less and hence the learning is less.
I told you about the guy who liked me, from my circle, that I also liked but
it did not work out. Possibly because I feel uneasy when someone actually
pursues me romantically if his cards are not completely open. I also have a
hard time opening up in front of others.

I think both ways lead to learning and I am open to meeting someone
either way.

May 29, 2018 4:16:01 GMT goldilocks said:

I have dated online in the past, and did meet my last boyfriend there, so I
have a good experience at least. For the past five years, I have not really
dated, but I feel ready now. My skills may be poor but my heart is pure.
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Posts: 29

know a new person. If you don't treat it as a 'date' or potential relationship, you
might not get 'triggered' as easily. I'm not saying you should act as if getting to
know someone is less valuable than dating. But you don't owe anyone a
relationship just because you had a pleasant chat with them. It might lead to a
relationship or you might make a new friend. I don't know what you are like as a
person, but all the DAs I know are very sociable.
You could also just tell the guy in advance that you don't like pressure in general.
That would make it easier for him not to take your behaviour personally and he will
appreciate it when you make an effort. If he can't cope, he's got only himself to
blame.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

Thank you!

Yes, I know my flaws and am in principle willing to open up about them and adjust
for them. I'm pretty secure and the triggers are not as strong.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

May 29, 2018 4:26:58 GMT juniper said:

a big difference too is that you did a lot of work to become secure before
dating, i was unaware but trying to grow, and had no clue about
attachment theory.

and, i am really excited for you in this process. i wish i could be better help.

it really will be a very fortunate man that wins you!! 

May 29, 2018 4:16:01 GMT goldilocks said:

I have dated online in the past, and did meet my last boyfriend
there, so I have a good experience at least. For the past five years,
I have not really dated, but I feel ready now. My skills may be poor
but my heart is pure.

May 29, 2018 14:18:02 GMT squirrelkitty said:

I was going to say the same as curious , just treat it as an opportunity to
get to know a new person. If you don't treat it as a 'date' or potential
relationship, you might not get 'triggered' as easily. I'm not saying you
should act as if getting to know someone is less valuable than dating. But
you don't owe anyone a relationship just because you had a pleasant chat
with them. It might lead to a relationship or you might make a new friend. I
don't know what you are like as a person, but all the DAs I know are very
sociable.
You could also just tell the guy in advance that you don't like pressure in
general. That would make it easier for him not to take your behaviour
personally and he will appreciate it when you make an effort. If he can't
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Reply

It helpt to realise that dating is not being in a relationship. I liked the dating tip
about not getting into a relationship before knowing another 2 or 3 months. Then
early dating is just getting to know cute new guys and having fun together.

juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

the friendship slant on courtship is the most important to me as DA, and coupled
with incredible chemistry that has turned into a really meaningful connection
between my partner and i. 
and he stayed constant through yet another deep deactivation for me so he just
became an even better friend.
that's the most important thing anyway .

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I try to go to the dating site every day but after 20 minutes I'm pretty tired and
want to do other stuff. Also, I might have to weed a little as there are too many
guys in there now. I have someting similar with Linkedin and lots of recruiter
messages.

Much like a meal that is too big...
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curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

Hello ladies! Hello squirrelkitty, welcome.  

I'm also feeling really low-energy about dating. It must be me, because it can't be
the men.

I guess it's harder for me because I do have a "type", must not be bald, must be
intelligent, fun, etc.  

I don't know how to overcome my lizard-brain resistance when I don't feel
attracted to my dates. :/  

How do I rev up my interest?

Still feeling pangs about exDA..  it was a bad idea to contact him again, very
bad! and worse, I'll be meeting my good friend in his native country, I'll keep
thinking about him throughout my visit, damn I *need* that Eternal Sunshine
contraption!

Any techniques to share about forgetting?

How do the DAs do it? I mean, how does *he* do it? I bet he's forgotten and
moved on.

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 14:32:42 GMT by curious

curious
Senior Member

Sorry to hear about your mom juniper. Hope she gets better, and that your family
is coping with this difficult time. 
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Quote
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juniper
New Member

Posts: 42

thank you curious.
she is dying of end stage cancer. the death of an abusive parent is difficult on
many levels. 
there is a lot of trauma around the closure. it's complex.

but goldi has been a true sister to me through all of my recent growth and
processes, and i want to support her in her new adventures!  

so i will be here for her, for that! thank you for your kindness.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

Ack, juniper, was she abusive to you? This is tough! Are you able to distance
yourself from any past pain while you stay compassionately with her?

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 14:55:19 GMT by curious

juniper
New Member

May 30, 2018 14:25:06 GMT curious said:

Sorry to hear about your mom juniper. Hope she gets better, and that your
family is coping with this difficult time. 
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i always thought it was BPD.
and she has been very psychologically abusive, yes.
professionals involved believe she is sociopathic , with me as her target.

i was too shut down with PTSD for most my life to do anything other than
dissociate and survive.
i recovered, healed, and went back to reconcile a year ago, not clear about the
underlying severity. i could not be clear before, i was trying to survive. 

i moved in to take care of her as she dies ,and i was a daughter grieving , taking
tender care of my mom in her last days.

she reported to our hospice a claim that i was abusing her and she is unsafe with
me. the social worker intervened on my behalf and of course does not believe any
abuse, rather, he is the one that enlightened me to the intentional cruelty i have
endured all my life.

i have had to walk away, with a new undersranding, and reprocess my life. it
makes sense now. 

i am ok. i am more than ok, i am liberated. but this has been very difficult and two
posters from the boards have reached out to me consistenly to help me tend to
this.

Goldi is one. the man who wins the heart of this woman, will be blessed to the end
of his days.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

Oh dear, I had no idea that she is disordered. That is horrendous to have to deal
with growing up. It's great that you are able to distance from the engulfment of
her disorder and survive the abuse. Congratulations! Not an easy journey...  

She might not give you closure, my stepmother never did to her last breath, so I
hope you are prepared to close this difficult chapter yourself.

It is simply wonderful that you have learned and retained enough insight, so let
the journey continue to a brighter place going forward.  

Hugs! 
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Ack, juniper, was she abusive to you? This is tough!
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she gave me closure by revealing her self in her final days as i grieved.
it has been very traumatic to re-live the memories in the new context.
but healing, one by one. releasing, dark mystery solved. 
no more confusion. 

now i know the truth.
and, i understand why i became so deeply avoidant. 
my deactivations are so painful for me, but i understand the survival behind them.
i still require gentle stability from those around me to make it through. and i have
that. 

goldi helps me, and my partner helps me.
he has learned me and has grace and patience and fortitude. 
i am so blessed, and i feel so much hope for the next chapters of my life.
i am so thankful!
i have had many women and my partner tending to me, tending to me, loving me,
helping me, sheltering me, blowing into the embers of my heart and mind, to not
let them go out. 
i am no longer alone.

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

juniper, that is SO AWESOME, I'm so glad that you are getting closure, and you
have good people with you through this. I hope you can find forgiveness in your
heart for her. A Disorder isn't a choice, and unfortunately, those of us who have to
deal with disordered people needlessly suffered. Forgiveness is divine, and is quite
miraculous because it heals you too, from within.

Your partner and goldi are champs! 

Hope you keep up your love for them and open a new door for yourself even as
you close this one. I'm so happy for you! 

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 15:47:24 GMT by curious
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juniper

I am happy to be able to help you!

engulfment of her disorder and survive the abuse. Congratulations! Not an
easy journey...  

She might not give you closure, my stepmother never did to her last
breath, so I hope you are prepared to close this difficult chapter yourself.

It is simply wonderful that you have learned and retained enough insight,
so let the journey continue to a brighter place going forward.  

Hugs! 
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Hopefully the support can bring you the strength you need to get you through your
mothers transition to the afterlife.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

I would avoid dating guys who have no point of attraction. Dating is already
uneasy, and if you feel repulsed by his looks in pictures or underwhelmed with his
intellect, it could really suck to spend 2 hours with him seeing you as a sexual or
romantic prospect. 

There is no need to be magnetically attracted at first sight, passion can heat up
over time.

goldilocks
Senior Member

I have removed all matches under 4 stars and turned off the stream of new
matches. 12 guys remain to talk to and I am not going to let new matches come in
until I have fewer than 10 remaining.

May 30, 2018 14:23:08 GMT curious said:

Hello ladies! Hello squirrelkitty, welcome.  

I'm also feeling really low-energy about dating. It must be me, because it
can't be the men.

I guess it's harder for me because I do have a "type", must not be bald,
must be intelligent, fun, etc.  

I don't know how to overcome my lizard-brain resistance when I don't feel
attracted to my dates. :/  

How do I rev up my interest?

Still feeling pangs about exDA..  it was a bad idea to contact him again,
very bad! and worse, I'll be meeting my good friend in his native country,
I'll keep thinking about him throughout my visit, damn I *need* that
Eternal Sunshine contraption!

Any techniques to share about forgetting?

How do the DAs do it? I mean, how does *he* do it? I bet he's forgotten
and moved on.
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curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

Dating does suck this way...  I'm trying not to turn down those to whom I'm not
physically attracted to in case their intellect, humor and personality make up for it
but they often don't. So I got sweaty, bald, bellied, odoriferous, vapid, lacking
manners, unpleasant, entitled, etc. the whole package. Oh what fun!  

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

You can set your standards a little higher without being rigid. Say he is bald, but
shaves his head, dresses well and in decent shape, you can go on that date as you
may well become attracted in spite of his lack of hair. But if he looks more like an
uncle, just let it slide. Otherwise dating will be a chore.

May 30, 2018 17:41:25 GMT goldilocks said:

I would avoid dating guys who have no point of attraction. Dating is already
uneasy, and if you feel repulsed by his looks in pictures or underwhelmed
with his intellect, it could really suck to spend 2 hours with him seeing you
as a sexual or romantic prospect. 

There is no need to be magnetically attracted at first sight, passion can
heat up over time.
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managing volume is great.
i did the same, in order to minimize the overwhelm that i sometimes felt.

its not like a job search in a poor economy, where i need to explore every single
option and make do. 

No emergency, no rush, make it what works for you.

and the same to attraction/openness.

openness, yes, but why pursue what doesn't attract?
it goes to honoring perceptions and feelings, and desires, and trusting them. 

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

Today in therapy we did some exercises related to dating. I was wobbling and
giggling like a 17yo girl. I really laugh at myself. Hope the guys like awkward and
uneasy but vulnerable!
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How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard?
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squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

I would appreciate it if DAs could tell me how they act when they are
trying really hard to have a good relationship (romantic or friendship)
with someone.
Feel free to skip the wall of text below. Writing it down just helps me
reflect. But if you have any thoughts on what I wrote below, please do
comment.

Background
The reason I'm asking is that I've recently got back in touch with my DA ex
because I want to be friends with him (We've always been friends, but because we
also had a sexual relationship, it was difficult to see that back then).
We didn't talk to each other for 15 years, but have been talking on the phone
occasionally for a year now. 

We live in different countries now, so the logistics of meeting up are complicated,
but it was actually him who suggested it. I didn't expect that because I was just
focused on getting hold of him and seeing how it goes.

He's extremely DA and I'm moderately AP. I don't think he's aware of his
attachment style at all and I don't actually think he does any of the things he does
on purpose, he just reacts randomly. When we were together, he'd push me into a
more anxious-preoccupied state, but at the same time I was also able to offer a
more or less secure relationship in some ways. I'd also say that when I was
younger I would overreact a lot more and I try to avoid that now, but he still
manages to rattle me. On the other hand, he's also a right old fusspot, e.g. he tells
me to be careful when I travel etc. So it's not all black-and-white, where he's
always cold and horrible and I'm always hysterical.
If you're into MBTI: he's ESTP and I'm INTJ.

I'm very positively surprised because he's a lot nicer (less dismissive) than he used
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to be in some respects. I think he's actually trying very hard. The problem is that
another friend of mine is being very negative about my DA friend and is reinforcing
my AP tendencies. Obviously, I'm not going to talk to that friend about my DA
ex/friend anymore. I actually regret talking to him, because on the whole, I know
how to communicate with my ex/ friend.
Actually, I'm not even interested in over-analysing the DA's behaviour. We know
each other really well and can go with the flow with each other, but my other
friend's comments have 'triggered' me.

Some reasons why I think the DA is trying very hard and what my other
friend has to say about it

* The DA is more spontaneously expressive and emotional than before, e.g. he
gasps with surprise when I phone him, he speaks in a sweet voice (I know it's
genuine because he has no logical reason to be nice to me just out of politeness,
his voice also tends to crack when he's nice/ emotional and you can't fake that)
<=> my other friend says that DA is being 'amiable' and however 'amiable' he
may be when we talk on the phone, I must realize that I'm not important to the
DA

* He said it's very kind of me to say we are old friends (but only after he trolled
me about it and I insisted we are old friends)

* He keeps asking when I'll be in our home country. So far we haven't managed to
meet up because most of the time he was genuinely busy (which I don't mind
because I actually like it that he is active, spends time with his family etc). But on
one occasion he did mess things up a bit because he was too busy to even talk
about when we could meet up. We've talked about it again (he keeps bringing it
up) and I assured him I'm happy for him to be busy with the things he likes, but
this situation is turning into a logistical nightmare because of how we live in
different countries. I ended by saying "It's OK, we'll figure something out
eventually." and I think he found that touching/ reassuring. I'm actually so used to
his behaviour that I don't take his being busy personally. It's just a bit frustrating
that he sometimes 'uses' being busy as a distancing strategy when he's feeling
distrustful. I think it's an involuntary reaction though, not something he does to
torture me. Haha, talking about how he's 'busy' is even becoming a running joke
between us. <=> my other friend says the DA is messing me about and doesn't
actually want to meet up and that *I* don't just want to talk on the phone and it
wouldn't be enough for *me* if we didn't meet up. 

* He said I sound happy and he seemed very pleased that I'm happy. He fusses
with me (I fuss with him too and he tolerates it without hissing although he isn't
enthusiastic about it). 

* He said I can phone him whenever I want and I should never worry that I'm
bothering him.

* When he says something harsh or insensitive and I hiss at him, he immediately
clarifies what he meant to say.

* He's generally better at figuring me out than the general public (I can be very
stealthy). That's mainly a question of mental compatibility (I also get him easily).
So it's not like he's making a special effort in that respect, but he seems to know
that I'm shy and make an effort for him and he encourages me and draws me out.
Actually, my shyness, introversion and geekiness is the number one area where I
worry people would reject me because of that but he actually likes those things
about me and has expressed this indirectly. So I've always felt he accepts me as a
person more than other people do and our unhealthy relationship dynamics are a
separate matter.

* Not relevant now, but when we were together as a couple he was generally on
his best behaviour compared to his previous relationships (I didn't ask him about
them, but he's a bit of a character and people spread rumours about him, so I
know a lot more about his other relationships than he told me/ than I'd like to hear
from others). He wasn't able to say the dreaded L word, but he did manage to say
that he likes me a lot and gave me love songs etc. I've also noticed that when I
say something nice to him, he tends to die from cuteness overkill (it's the same for
me when he is nice) and just replies "Yes." a bit awkwardly. He did the same when
I said the dreaded L word to him many years ago, so I guess he actually liked that
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and it just seemed like a rejection to me back then because I wasn't aware of how
he expresses himself. ==> There is no need for me to go over old drama's again,
whereas my other friend claims it's a drama about 'does he love me, does he not'.
Bleh, I'm not actually interested in that question [of course I am a little bit],
because I know the answer already. I just want to be in touch with my friend,
that's all.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

I am not DA, but I will say that your friend may be acting negatively about this
because they may not fully understand avoidant behavior. I would trust the
feedback you get here more than this particular friend. I know this, because I had
a very similar situation.

Also, how long have you been talking to your old DA friend again? I think that is
amazing that you can revive and maintain the friendship with this person.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 18:27:19 GMT em said:
I am not DA, but I will say that your friend may be acting negatively about this
because they may not fully understand avoidant behavior. I would trust the
feedback you get here more than this particular friend. I know this, because I had
a very similar situation.

Also, how long have you been talking to your old DA friend again? I think that is
amazing that you can revive and maintain the friendship with this person.
Thanks for your reply. We've been talking for nearly a year. Well, we've spoken 5
times. My other friend thinks that's not very often. But let me put this in context:
One of my best friends (probably FA) never initiates contact and doesn't speak on
the phone at all (he has phobias and is very obsessive about his quiet time).
One of my two secure friends only does email.
My other secure friend is the only one who speaks on the phone. 

The friend who gave me advice himself does not initiate contact with me and
technically there is a bit of a hierarchy as he is also my therapist (he is a Jungian
therapist who does not insist on professional boundaries). He certainly doesn't
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need to have opinions about people who don't phone me... 

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 192

As an FA I could hazard a guess and suggest that your DA friend may be feeling
comfortable because you're long distance - no pressure, no expectations, nothing
to run from. Most avoidants begin to behave in ways that trigger their partners
when they feel hemmed in - up until this point they often appear to be the ideal
partner.

Unaware partners of any style are a tricky beast - and avoidants probably even
more so. Quite often these people crave intimacy but can't deal with it when it
appears - hence the stories here of years of push pull interactions. 

I think it's important to be uber clear with yourself about whether you really are ok
with just friendship - no expectations at all, or whether you have a sneaking
undercurrent of wanting this to develop further - if you do I would be very straight
and honest with yourself and this guy to save yourself a lot of emotional pain.

andreobrown
New Member

I’m not a DA, and so I’m also interested in hearing what a DA has to say about
this. It’s good that you’re trying to get a fresh and relevant perspective on this
matter. 

I am a bit concerned that you might be overthinking things though. And I’m also
worried that you have decided to stop talking to your friend who has challenged
your assumptions. While you may not agree with what they have said, it’s a good
practice to entertain views that are opposite to yours. 

One thing kinda jumped out at me in all of this: you both are in different countries.
From what I do understand about Avoidants, situations where the other person is
“unavailable” is most comfortable as the possibility of a relationship progressing is
limited. That’s why they tend to go for married people, long distance relationships,
or other relationships that are not likely to work out. Furthermore, this is mostly a
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Posts: 2 subconscious bit of self-sabotage so he may not be aware of why he is being so
nice. This may change if you do see each other, or if the possibility of one of you
moving comes up. In the same breath, it may also be possible that a long distance
relationship could work, as the Avoidant may not feel pressured. But I wouldn’t
count on it since physical proximity isn’t the only measure of closeness, and it is
closeness that drives them away. 

Finally, you probably already know this but I’ll remind you: AP and DA are one of
the most adversarial relationship pairings, while at the same time being one of the
most enduring because they confirm each other’s base assumptions about
relationships.

It will be interesting to hear what DAs have to say on the matter, but don’t let any
positive responses result in a confirmation bias. All other factors considered, this
isn’t a good relationship to get heavily invested in.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 18:37:24 GMT ocarina said:
As an FA I could hazard a guess and suggest that your DA friend may be feeling
comfortable because you're long distance - no pressure, no expectations, nothing
to run from. Most avoidants begin to behave in ways that trigger their partners
when they feel hemmed in - up until this point they often appear to be the ideal
partner.

Unaware partners of any style are a tricky beast - and avoidants probably even
more so. Quite often these people crave intimacy but can't deal with it when it
appears - hence the stories here of years of push pull interactions. 

I think it's important to be uber clear with yourself about whether you really are ok
with just friendship - no expectations at all, or whether you have a sneaking
undercurrent of wanting this to develop further - if you do I would be very straight
and honest with yourself and this guy to save yourself a lot of emotional pain.
Thanks for your advice. Yes, I'm very clear on what I want.
I guess I should add that we're both married to some else now. Even if I was
single, I wouldn't give the Da another chance because it was his choice to break
up.
I also don't value romance as higher than friendship. There is no 'just' friends for
me. So, yes, friendship would be enough.

squirrelkitty
New Member
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Mar 4, 2018 18:39:14 GMT andreobrown said:
I’m not a DA, and so I’m also interested in hearing what a DA has to say about
this. It’s good that you’re trying to get a fresh and relevant perspective on this
matter. 

I am a bit concerned that you might be overthinking things though. And I’m also
worried that you have decided to stop talking to your friend who has challenged
your assumptions. While you may not agree with what they have said, it’s a good
practice to entertain views that are opposite to yours. 

One thing kinda jumped out at me in all of this: you both are in different countries.
From what I do understand about Avoidants, situations where the other person is
“unavailable” is most comfortable as the possibility of a relationship progressing is
limited. That’s why they tend to go for married people, long distance relationships,
or other relationships that are not likely to work out. Furthermore, this is mostly a
subconscious bit of self-sabotage so he may not be aware of why he is being so
nice. This may change if you do see each other, or if the possibility of one of you
moving comes up. In the same breath, it may also be possible that a long distance
relationship could work, as the Avoidant may not feel pressured. But I wouldn’t
count on it since physical proximity isn’t the only measure of closeness, and it is
closeness that drives them away. 

Finally, you probably already know this but I’ll remind you: AP and DA are one of
the most adversarial relationship pairings, while at the same time being one of the
most enduring because they confirm each other’s base assumptions about
relationships.

It will be interesting to hear what DAs have to say on the matter, but don’t let any
positive responses result in a confirmation bias. All other factors considered, this
isn’t a good relationship to get heavily invested in.
I do value my other friend's input and I agree that it's good to consider different
perspectives . This is precisely why I asked him. But it's gotten to the point where
we're at logger heads because the things he says are worse than what I ever felt
myself when I was at my most AP levels. 

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Your friends may be giving you negative feedback because they know you are AP
and think that negative feedback will help you and make you spin less (have less
hope). Hope is very powerful.
I am DA and if I am trying to have a good relationship, I will try to initiate contact
and focus on saying positive, endearing things. As I said in the other thread, I
don't make negative comments, but my tendency is to be silent rather than say
something if I am uncomfortable. Initiating contact is extremely difficult for me
and it's only something I can do with people I like very much and trust. My
initiation may only be 30% of the time, but for me, that's a lot. Everyone is
different, so I would take other people's experience with a grain of salt. It may or
may not apply to him.
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andreobrown
New Member

Posts: 2

Mar 4, 2018 18:46:10 GMT squirrelkitty said:
But it's gotten to the point where we're at logger heads because the things he says
are worse than what I ever felt myself when I was at my most AP levels. 

I can relate. My girlfriend is probably a FA, and my friends always get upset when
her behaviour hurts me. Our friends do tend to get defensive of us, especially
when they see us being hurt, or about to get hurt. And we get defensive of the
people we love, so we feel the need to defend them against our friends. 

However, instead of viewing what they say as an attack on our loved one, perhaps
we should view it as them being protective of us. They mean well, and we should
value that, and use it to help us maintain balance.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 18:51:13 GMT mary said:
Your friends may be giving you negative feedback because they know you are AP
and think that negative feedback will help you and make you spin less (have less
hope). Hope is very powerful.
I am DA and if I am trying to have a good relationship, I will try to initiate contact
and focus on saying positive, endearing things. As I said in the other thread, I
don't make negative comments, but my tendency is to be silent rather than say
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something if I am uncomfortable. Initiating contact is extremely difficult for me
and it's only something I can do with people I like very much and trust. My
initiation may only be 30% of the time, but for me, that's a lot. Everyone is
different, so I would take other people's experience with a grain of salt. It may or
may not apply to him.
Thanks for your input. When we lived in the same country, my DA friend did
initiate contact/ keep in touch with me even after he broke up with me.
It was actually me who broke off contact after a while because we couldn't let go
of each other sexually. I had enough of that because I just wanted to talk to him.
The reason he broke up was circumstances (although of course he could have
decided that he doesn't care about the circumstances). I think if I had been more
able to take the reigns in a relationship back then, I would have told him that we
are friends now. But as it was my first relationship and he had been in
relationships before I looked up to him and thought he must know all about it.
I think I've actually got way more 'power' I'm our friendship than I realise
(because I don't see everything as a power struggle, whereas he does). So
actually, if I'm assertive and tell the DA what our status is and where we are
headed, that works surprisingly well.
Yep, you are right that hope is very powerful and can be misplaced, but I'd just
like to see how it goes rather than be either extremely positive or extremely
negative.

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 192

Whilst valuing friendship highly is a great quality - I don't quite get what's going
on here - if you are both married to other people - why is there any need to see
how this goes or judge the friendship in any way - does it matter whether or not
he's making an effort? The degree of enquiry and analysis seems a little unusual
for a platonic friendship. 

And why the worry about what a friend thinks or says? - I have lots of platonic
opposite sex friends and am not sure I've ever had to deeply question motivation
or where things are going friendship wise - at least not for more than a passing
moment and certainly not enough to post on a message board.

Maybe that's the avoidant in me!

mary
Senior Member
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Posts: 489

Mar 4, 2018 19:09:10 GMT squirrelkitty said:

Mar 4, 2018 18:51:13 GMT mary said:
Your friends may be giving you negative feedback because they know you are AP
and think that negative feedback will help you and make you spin less (have less
hope). Hope is very powerful.
I am DA and if I am trying to have a good relationship, I will try to initiate contact
and focus on saying positive, endearing things. As I said in the other thread, I
don't make negative comments, but my tendency is to be silent rather than say
something if I am uncomfortable. Initiating contact is extremely difficult for me
and it's only something I can do with people I like very much and trust. My
initiation may only be 30% of the time, but for me, that's a lot. Everyone is
different, so I would take other people's experience with a grain of salt. It may or
may not apply to him.
Thanks for your input. When we lived in the same country, my DA friend did
initiate contact/ keep in touch with me even after he broke up with me.
It was actually me who broke off contact after a while because we couldn't let go
of each other sexually. I had enough of that because I just wanted to talk to him.
The reason he broke up was circumstances (although of course he could have
decided that he doesn't care about the circumstances). I think if I had been more
able to take the reigns in a relationship back then, I would have told him that we
are friends now. But as it was my first relationship and he had been in
relationships before I looked up to him and thought he must know all about it.
I think I've actually got way more 'power' I'm our friendship than I realise
(because I don't see everything as a power struggle, whereas he does). So
actually, if I'm assertive and tell the DA what our status is and where we are
headed, that works surprisingly well.
Yep, you are right that hope is very powerful and can be misplaced, but I'd just
like to see how it goes rather than be either extremely positive or extremely
negative.

http://jebkinnisonforum.com/post/8068/thread
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bip likes this

Quote
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via Tapatalk

Quote

Yes, seeing "power" either way in any relationship is not a good thing.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 19:21:26 GMT ocarina said:
Whilst valuing friendship highly is a great quality - I don't quite get what's going
on here - if you are both married to other people - why is there any need to see
how this goes or judge the friendship in any way - does it matter whether or not
he's making an effort? The degree of enquiry and analysis seems a little unusual
for a platonic friendship. 

And why the worry about what a friend thinks or says? - I have lots of platonic
opposite sex friends and am not sure I've ever had to deeply question motivation
or where things are going friendship wise - at least not for more than a passing
moment and certainly not enough to post on a message board.

Maybe that's the avoidant in me!
It's a long and convoluted story that I don't want to write about on the Internet.
I would not call it a platonic friendship in that I would reserve that term for
friendships were neither has ever fancied the other in any significant way.
The background of the analysis is as follows: I needed to get a different
perspective on our past relationship to be sure I can let go of old dramas so that
we can move forward as friends without repeating more of the same just without
the sex. That's why I consulted my friend (about the past and my own behaviour).
I'm not interested in over-analysing how the friendship is going now. But my other
friend invited me to 'just talk' about the DA and now he's overanalysing more than
me and is fed up with the DA.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 19:28:55 GMT mary said:
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squirrelkitty likes this

Quote

Mar 4, 2018 19:09:10 GMT squirrelkitty said:
Thanks for your input. When we lived in the same country, my DA friend did
initiate contact/ keep in touch with me even after he broke up with me.
It was actually me who broke off contact after a while because we couldn't let go
of each other sexually. I had enough of that because I just wanted to talk to him.
The reason he broke up was circumstances (although of course he could have
decided that he doesn't care about the circumstances). I think if I had been more
able to take the reigns in a relationship back then, I would have told him that we
are friends now. But as it was my first relationship and he had been in
relationships before I looked up to him and thought he must know all about it.
I think I've actually got way more 'power' I'm our friendship than I realise
(because I don't see everything as a power struggle, whereas he does). So
actually, if I'm assertive and tell the DA what our status is and where we are
headed, that works surprisingly well.
Yep, you are right that hope is very powerful and can be misplaced, but I'd just
like to see how it goes rather than be either extremely positive or extremely
negative.
Yes, seeing "power" either way in any relationship is not a good thing.
I agree and I'm also not interested in playing power games. I opt out of them
when the DA tries to play them with me , except for playfighting. But what I mean
is that a lot of my AP probably also stem from my not being aware of the effect I
have on him.

mary
Senior Member
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Posts: 489

Mar 4, 2018 19:33:21 GMT squirrelkitty said:

Mar 4, 2018 19:28:55 GMT mary said:
Yes, seeing "power" either way in any relationship is not a good thing.
I agree and I'm also not interested in playing power games. I opt out of them
when the DA tries to play them with me , except for playfighting. But what I mean
is that a lot of my AP probably also stem from my not being aware of the effect I
have on him.
I am not sure what you mean here, but from the DA perspective, power games are
the last thing on my mind when it comes to relationships.  I have seen a lot of APs
describe it as such, but I have not seen it described as such by DA or FA.
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How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Ma   
18:16:54 GMT
Quote
I would appreciate it if DAs could tell me h   
when they are trying really hard to have a 
relationship (romantic or friendship) with s
Feel free to skip the wall of text below. Wr  
down just helps me reflect. But if you have 
thoughts on what I wrote below, please do 

Background
The reason I'm asking is that I've recently got b   
with my DA ex because I want to be friends wit   
always been friends, but because we also had a 
relationship, it was difficult to see that back the
We didn't talk to each other for 15 years, but ha  
talking on the phone occasionally for a year now  

We live in different countries now, so the logisti  
meeting up are complicated, but it was actually  
suggested it. I didn't expect that because I was  
on getting hold of him and seeing how it goes.

He's extremely DA and I'm moderately AP. I do   
aware of his attachment style at all and I don't 
think he does any of the things he does on purp   
reacts randomly. When we were together, he'd   
a more anxious-preoccupied state, but at the sa   
was also able to offer a more or less secure rela  
some ways. I'd also say that when I was young   
overreact a lot more and I try to avoid that now    
manages to rattle me. On the other hand, he's   
old fusspot, e.g. he tells me to be careful when   
So it's not all black-and-white, where he's alway   
horrible and I'm always hysterical.
If you're into MBTI: he's ESTP and I'm INTJ.

I'm very positively surprised because he's a lot  
dismissive) than he used to be in some respects    
actually trying very hard. The problem is that a  
of mine is being very negative about my DA frie   
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squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

reinforcing my AP tendencies. Obviously, I'm no   
talk to that friend about my DA ex/friend anym  
actually regret talking to him, because on the w   
how to communicate with my ex/ friend.
Actually, I'm not even interested in over-analys   
behaviour. We know each other really well and   
the flow with each other, but my other friend's 
have 'triggered' me.

Some reasons why I think the DA is trying  
and what my other friend has to say about 

* The DA is more spontaneously expressive and 
than before, e.g. he gasps with surprise when I  
he speaks in a sweet voice (I know it's genuine  
has no logical reason to be nice to me just out o  
his voice also tends to crack when he's nice/ em  
you can't fake that) <=> my other friend says   
being 'amiable' and however 'amiable' he may b   
talk on the phone, I must realize that I'm not im  
the DA

* He said it's very kind of me to say we are old  
only after he trolled me about it and I insisted w   
friends)

* He keeps asking when I'll be in our home cou   
we haven't managed to meet up because most   
he was genuinely busy (which I don't mind beca  
actually like it that he is active, spends time wit   
etc). But on one occasion he did mess things up  
because he was too busy to even talk about wh   
meet up. We've talked about it again (he keeps  
up) and I assured him I'm happy for him to be   
things he likes, but this situation is turning into  
nightmare because of how we live in different c  
ended by saying "It's OK, we'll figure something 
eventually." and I think he found that touching/ 
I'm actually so used to his behaviour that I don   
being busy personally. It's just a bit frustrating  
sometimes 'uses' being busy as a distancing str  
he's feeling distrustful. I think it's an involuntar  
though, not something he does to torture me. H  
about how he's 'busy' is even becoming a runni  
between us. <=> my other friend says the DA  
me about and doesn't actually want to meet up   
don't just want to talk on the phone and it wou  
enough for *me* if we didn't meet up. 

* He said I sound happy and he seemed very p  
I'm happy. He fusses with me (I fuss with him t   
tolerates it without hissing although he isn't ent
about it). 

* He said I can phone him whenever I want and  
never worry that I'm bothering him.

* When he says something harsh or insensitive    
him, he immediately clarifies what he meant to 

* He's generally better at figuring me out than  
public (I can be very stealthy). That's mainly a  
mental compatibility (I also get him easily). So   
he's making a special effort in that respect, but   
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know that I'm shy and make an effort for him a  
encourages me and draws me out. Actually, my 
introversion and geekiness is the number one a   
worry people would reject me because of that b  
actually likes those things about me and has ex  
indirectly. So I've always felt he accepts me as  
more than other people do and our unhealthy re
dynamics are a separate matter.

* Not relevant now, but when we were together   
he was generally on his best behaviour compare   
previous relationships (I didn't ask him about th   
a bit of a character and people spread rumours  
so I know a lot more about his other relationshi   
told me/ than I'd like to hear from others). He w   
say the dreaded L word, but he did manage to s   
likes me a lot and gave me love songs etc. I've  
that when I say something nice to him, he tend    
cuteness overkill (it's the same for me when he   
just replies "Yes." a bit awkwardly. He did the s   
said the dreaded L word to him many years ago    
he actually liked that and it just seemed like a r  
me back then because I wasn't aware of how he 
himself. ==> There is no need for me to go ove  
drama's again, whereas my other friend claims   
about 'does he love me, does he not'. Bleh, I'm  
interested in that question [of course I am a litt  
because I know the answer already. I just want   
touch with my friend, that's all.

em
New Member

Posts: 39

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 18:27:19 GMT squirrelkitty like  
Quote
I am not DA, but I will say that your friend may be acting negatively about this becau   
not fully understand avoidant behavior. I would trust the feedback you get here more  
particular friend. I know this, because I had a very similar situation.

Also, how long have you been talking to your old DA friend again? I think that is amaz   
can revive and maintain the friendship with this person.

squirrelkitty
New Member

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Ma   
18:34:03 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
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Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 18:27:19 GMT em said:
I am not DA, but I will say that your friend may  
negatively about this because they may not full  
avoidant behavior. I would trust the feedback y   
more than this particular friend. I know this, be   
a very similar situation.

Also, how long have you been talking to your ol   
again? I think that is amazing that you can revi  
maintain the friendship with this person.
Thanks for your reply. We've been talking for ne   
Well, we've spoken 5 times. My other friend thin   
very often. But let me put this in context:
One of my best friends (probably FA) never init  
and doesn't speak on the phone at all (he has p   
very obsessive about his quiet time).
One of my two secure friends only does email.
My other secure friend is the only one who spea   
phone. 

The friend who gave me advice himself does no  
contact with me and technically there is a bit of  
as he is also my therapist (he is a Jungian thera  
does not insist on professional boundaries). He 
doesn't need to have opinions about people who  
me... 

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 192

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 18:37:24 GMT curious, yasmin    
like this
Quote
As an FA I could hazard a guess and suggest that your DA friend may be feeling comf
because you're long distance - no pressure, no expectations, nothing to run from. Mos  
begin to behave in ways that trigger their partners when they feel hemmed in - up un   
they often appear to be the ideal partner.

Unaware partners of any style are a tricky beast - and avoidants probably even more  
often these people crave intimacy but can't deal with it when it appears - hence the s   
years of push pull interactions. 

I think it's important to be uber clear with yourself about whether you really are ok w  
friendship - no expectations at all, or whether you have a sneaking undercurrent of w   
develop further - if you do I would be very straight and honest with yourself and this   
yourself a lot of emotional pain.

andreobrown
New Member

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 18:39:14 GMT via Tapatalk squ
likes this
Quote
I’m not a DA, and so I’m also interested in hearing what a DA has to say about this. I   
you’re trying to get a fresh and relevant perspective on this matter. 

I am a bit concerned that you might be overthinking things though. And I’m also worr   
have decided to stop talking to your friend who has challenged your assumptions. Wh   
not agree with what they have said, it’s a good practice to entertain views that are op  
yours. 
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Posts: 2

One thing kinda jumped out at me in all of this: you both are in different countries. Fr   
do understand about Avoidants, situations where the other person is “unavailable” is 
comfortable as the possibility of a relationship progressing is limited. That’s why they   
for married people, long distance relationships, or other relationships that are not like   
out. Furthermore, this is mostly a subconscious bit of self-sabotage so he may not be  
why he is being so nice. This may change if you do see each other, or if the possibility   
you moving comes up. In the same breath, it may also be possible that a long distanc
relationship could work, as the Avoidant may not feel pressured. But I wouldn’t count   
physical proximity isn’t the only measure of closeness, and it is closeness that drives   

Finally, you probably already know this but I’ll remind you: AP and DA are one of the 
adversarial relationship pairings, while at the same time being one of the most endur  
they confirm each other’s base assumptions about relationships.

It will be interesting to hear what DAs have to say on the matter, but don’t let any po
responses result in a confirmation bias. All other factors considered, this isn’t a good 
to get heavily invested in.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? M   
18:41:19 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote

Mar 4, 2018 18:37:24 GMT ocarina said:
As an FA I could hazard a guess and suggest th   
friend may be feeling comfortable because you'  
distance - no pressure, no expectations, nothin   
from. Most avoidants begin to behave in ways t  
their partners when they feel hemmed in - up u   
they often appear to be the ideal partner.

Unaware partners of any style are a tricky beas   
avoidants probably even more so. Quite often t  
crave intimacy but can't deal with it when it app   
the stories here of years of push pull interaction  

I think it's important to be uber clear with yours  
whether you really are ok with just friendship - 
expectations at all, or whether you have a snea
undercurrent of wanting this to develop further     
would be very straight and honest with yourself   
to save yourself a lot of emotional pain.
Thanks for your advice. Yes, I'm very clear on w   
I guess I should add that we're both married to  
now. Even if I was single, I wouldn't give the D  
chance because it was his choice to break up.
I also don't value romance as higher than friend  
is no 'just' friends for me. So, yes, friendship w  
enough.
How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? M   
18:46:10 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
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squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 18:39:14 GMT andreobrown said:
I’m not a DA, and so I’m also interested in hear   
DA has to say about this. It’s good that you’re t   
a fresh and relevant perspective on this matter  

I am a bit concerned that you might be overthin  
though. And I’m also worried that you have dec   
talking to your friend who has challenged your 
While you may not agree with what they have s   
good practice to entertain views that are oppos    

One thing kinda jumped out at me in all of this:  
are in different countries. From what I do under  
Avoidants, situations where the other person is
“unavailable” is most comfortable as the possib   
relationship progressing is limited. That’s why t   
go for married people, long distance relationshi   
relationships that are not likely to work out. Fur
this is mostly a subconscious bit of self-sabotag    
not be aware of why he is being so nice. This m   
you do see each other, or if the possibility of on   
moving comes up. In the same breath, it may a  
possible that a long distance relationship could   
Avoidant may not feel pressured. But I wouldn’t   
since physical proximity isn’t the only measure  
and it is closeness that drives them away. 

Finally, you probably already know this but I’ll r  
AP and DA are one of the most adversarial relat
pairings, while at the same time being one of th  
enduring because they confirm each other’s bas
assumptions about relationships.

It will be interesting to hear what DAs have to s   
matter, but don’t let any positive responses res   
confirmation bias. All other factors considered,   
good relationship to get heavily invested in.
I do value my other friend's input and I agree t   
to consider different perspectives . This is preci   
asked him. But it's gotten to the point where w   
heads because the things he says are worse tha   
ever felt myself when I was at my most AP leve  

mary
Senior Member

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 18:51:13 GMT curious, bip, and   
this
Quote
Your friends may be giving you negative feedback because they know you are AP and  
negative feedback will help you and make you spin less (have less hope). Hope is ver  
I am DA and if I am trying to have a good relationship, I will try to initiate contact an   
saying positive, endearing things. As I said in the other thread, I don't make negative 
but my tendency is to be silent rather than say something if I am uncomfortable. Init  
is extremely difficult for me and it's only something I can do with people I like very m  
trust. My initiation may only be 30% of the time, but for me, that's a lot. Everyone is  
I would take other people's experience with a grain of salt. It may or may not apply t  
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andreobrown
New Member

Posts: 2

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 18:53:50 GMT via Tapatalk squ
likes this
Quote

Mar 4, 2018 18:46:10 GMT squirrelkitty said:
But it's gotten to the point where we're at logger heads because the things he says ar   
what I ever felt myself when I was at my most AP levels. 

I can relate. My girlfriend is probably a FA, and my friends always get upset when her 
hurts me. Our friends do tend to get defensive of us, especially when they see us bein   
about to get hurt. And we get defensive of the people we love, so we feel the need to  
against our friends. 

However, instead of viewing what they say as an attack on our loved one, perhaps we  
it as them being protective of us. They mean well, and we should value that, and use    
maintain balance.
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squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 18:51:13 GMT mary said:
Your friends may be giving you negative feedba  
they know you are AP and think that negative fe  
help you and make you spin less (have less hop   
very powerful.
I am DA and if I am trying to have a good relat   
try to initiate contact and focus on saying positi
endearing things. As I said in the other thread,   
negative comments, but my tendency is to be s  
than say something if I am uncomfortable. Initi  
is extremely difficult for me and it's only someth    
with people I like very much and trust. My initia  
only be 30% of the time, but for me, that's a lo  
is different, so I would take other people's expe   
grain of salt. It may or may not apply to him.
Thanks for your input. When we lived in the sam  
my DA friend did initiate contact/ keep in touch  
even after he broke up with me.
It was actually me who broke off contact after a 
because we couldn't let go of each other sexual   
enough of that because I just wanted to talk to  
reason he broke up was circumstances (althoug   
he could have decided that he doesn't care abo  
circumstances). I think if I had been more able   
reigns in a relationship back then, I would have  
that we are friends now. But as it was my first r
and he had been in relationships before I looked   
and thought he must know all about it.
I think I've actually got way more 'power' I'm o  
than I realise (because I don't see everything a   
struggle, whereas he does). So actually, if I'm a  
tell the DA what our status is and where we are 
that works surprisingly well.
Yep, you are right that hope is very powerful an   
misplaced, but I'd just like to see how it goes ra   
either extremely positive or extremely negative

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 192

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 19:21:26 GMT mary and squirr
this
Quote
Whilst valuing friendship highly is a great quality - I don't quite get what's going on h    
are both married to other people - why is there any need to see how this goes or judg  
friendship in any way - does it matter whether or not he's making an effort? The degr   
and analysis seems a little unusual for a platonic friendship. 

And why the worry about what a friend thinks or says? - I have lots of platonic oppos  
friends and am not sure I've ever had to deeply question motivation or where things a  
friendship wise - at least not for more than a passing moment and certainly not enoug    
a message board.

Maybe that's the avoidant in me!

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? Mar 4, 2018 19:28:55 GMT squirrelkitty like  
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mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489
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Mar 4, 2018 19:09:10 GMT squirrelkitty said:

Mar 4, 2018 18:51:13 GMT mary said:
Your friends may be giving you negative feedback because they know you are AP and  
negative feedback will help you and make you spin less (have less hope). Hope is ver  
I am DA and if I am trying to have a good relationship, I will try to initiate contact an   
saying positive, endearing things. As I said in the other thread, I don't make negative 
but my tendency is to be silent rather than say something if I am uncomfortable. Init  
is extremely difficult for me and it's only something I can do with people I like very m  
trust. My initiation may only be 30% of the time, but for me, that's a lot. Everyone is  
I would take other people's experience with a grain of salt. It may or may not apply t  
Thanks for your input. When we lived in the same country, my DA friend did initiate c  
in touch with me even after he broke up with me.
It was actually me who broke off contact after a while because we couldn't let go of e  
sexually. I had enough of that because I just wanted to talk to him. The reason he br   
circumstances (although of course he could have decided that he doesn't care about t
circumstances). I think if I had been more able to take the reigns in a relationship ba   
would have told him that we are friends now. But as it was my first relationship and h   
in relationships before I looked up to him and thought he must know all about it.
I think I've actually got way more 'power' I'm our friendship than I realise (because I  
everything as a power struggle, whereas he does). So actually, if I'm assertive and te   
what our status is and where we are headed, that works surprisingly well.
Yep, you are right that hope is very powerful and can be misplaced, but I'd just like to   
goes rather than be either extremely positive or extremely negative.
Yes, seeing "power" either way in any relationship is not a good thing.
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Posts: 29
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Mar 4, 2018 19:21:26 GMT ocarina said:
Whilst valuing friendship highly is a great qualit    
quite get what's going on here - if you are both  
other people - why is there any need to see how   
judge the friendship in any way - does it matter  
not he's making an effort? The degree of enquir  
analysis seems a little unusual for a platonic frie  

And why the worry about what a friend thinks o    
have lots of platonic opposite sex friends and am  
I've ever had to deeply question motivation or w  
are going friendship wise - at least not for more  
passing moment and certainly not enough to po   
message board.

Maybe that's the avoidant in me!
It's a long and convoluted story that I don't wa   
about on the Internet.
I would not call it a platonic friendship in that I 
reserve that term for friendships were neither h  
fancied the other in any significant way.
The background of the analysis is as follows: I n   
a different perspective on our past relationship    
can let go of old dramas so that we can move fo  
friends without repeating more of the same just  
sex. That's why I consulted my friend (about th   
my own behaviour). I'm not interested in over-
how the friendship is going now. But my other f  
me to 'just talk' about the DA and now he's ove
more than me and is fed up with the DA.

squirrelkitty
New Member

How can you tell if a DA is trying really hard? M   
19:33:21 GMT via Tapatalk
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Posts: 29

Mar 4, 2018 19:09:10 GMT squirrelkitty said:
Thanks for your input. When we lived in the sam  
my DA friend did initiate contact/ keep in touch  
even after he broke up with me.
It was actually me who broke off contact after a 
because we couldn't let go of each other sexual   
enough of that because I just wanted to talk to  
reason he broke up was circumstances (althoug   
he could have decided that he doesn't care abo  
circumstances). I think if I had been more able   
reigns in a relationship back then, I would have  
that we are friends now. But as it was my first r
and he had been in relationships before I looked   
and thought he must know all about it.
I think I've actually got way more 'power' I'm o  
than I realise (because I don't see everything a   
struggle, whereas he does). So actually, if I'm a  
tell the DA what our status is and where we are 
that works surprisingly well.
Yep, you are right that hope is very powerful an   
misplaced, but I'd just like to see how it goes ra   
either extremely positive or extremely negative
Yes, seeing "power" either way in any relationsh    
good thing.
I agree and I'm also not interested in playing po  
I opt out of them when the DA tries to play them   
except for playfighting. But what I mean is that    
AP probably also stem from my not being aware   
I have on him.
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mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Mar 4, 2018 19:33:21 GMT squirrelkitty said:

Mar 4, 2018 19:28:55 GMT mary said:
Yes, seeing "power" either way in any relationship is not a good thing.
I agree and I'm also not interested in playing power games. I opt out of them when th    
play them with me , except for playfighting. But what I mean is that a lot of my AP pr  
stem from my not being aware of the effect I have on him.
I am not sure what you mean here, but from the DA perspective, power games are th   
on my mind when it comes to relationships.  I have seen a lot of APs describe it as su   
have not seen it described as such by DA or FA.
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squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

OK, fair enough. As I said I'm pretty
sure that my friend didn't do the weird
things he did when we were in a
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I am not sure what you mean
here, but from the DA
perspective, power games are
the last thing on my mind when
it comes to relationships.  I
have seen a lot of APs describe
it as such, but I have not seen
it described as such by DA or
FA.
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GMT squirrelkitty
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I agree and I'm also not
interested in playing
power games. I opt out
of them when the DA
tries to play them with
me , except for
playfighting. But what I
mean is that a lot of my
AP probably also stem
from my not being
aware of the effect I
have on him.
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squirrelkitty likes this

Quote

relationship on purpose. And I
certainly don't think that he treats me
any worse than anyone else.

goldilocks
Senior Member

Posts: 287

It's pretty similar for me. My
last boyfriend said I am very
sweet, but he did really dislike
always having to initiate
almost everything.

I have also resolved that next
time I am dating someone and
it seems to be working, I will
make a point of intiating 1 in 3
times.
Being passive is not something
I set out to do, it just
happened.

Mar 4, 2018
18:51:13 GMT mary
said:

Your friends may be
giving you negative
feedback because they
know you are AP and
think that negative
feedback will help you
and make you spin less
(have less hope). Hope
is very powerful.
I am DA and if I am
trying to have a good
relationship, I will try to
initiate contact and
focus on saying
positive, endearing
things. As I said in the
other thread, I don't
make negative
comments, but my
tendency is to be silent
rather than say
something if I am
uncomfortable.
Initiating contact is
extremely difficult for
me and it's only
something I can do
with people I like very
much and trust. My
initiation may only be
30% of the time, but
for me, that's a lot.
Everyone is different,
so I would take other
people's experience
with a grain of salt. It
may or may not apply
to him.
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If you are happy with the
interaction; does it really
matter if he is trying really
hard or not?
If so, why?

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

I would appreciate it if
DAs could tell me how
they act when they are
trying really hard to
have a good
relationship (romantic
or friendship) with
someone.

Feel free to skip the
wall of text below.
Writing it down just
helps me reflect. But if
you have any thoughts
on what I wrote below,
please do comment.

Mar 5, 2018 18:31:57 GMT
goldilocks said:

Mar 4, 2018 18:51:13
GMT mary said:

Your friends may be
giving you negative
feedback because they
know you are AP and
think that negative
feedback will help you
and make you spin less
(have less hope). Hope
is very powerful.
I am DA and if I am
trying to have a good
relationship, I will try to
initiate contact and
focus on saying positive,
endearing things. As I
said in the other thread,
I don't make negative
comments, but my
tendency is to be silent
rather than say
something if I am
uncomfortable.
Initiating contact is
extremely difficult for
me and it's only
something I can do with
people I like very much
and trust. My initiation
may only be 30% of the
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On the whole I'm happy with it. It
doesn't matter so much to me whether
he's trying hard, because I can believe
he is unless I get triggered. I think I
feel bothered because the way DAs are
described in the literature demonises
them a bit too much. It's like
everything they do gets portrayed as
calculating in some way. If they're
funny (as my friend is) they're not just
funny but they're being funny to
attract you. If they manage to be nice,
it's because they are plotting some
bizarre scheme etc.
Lol, my other friend claims that my DA
friend must be charming. ROFL, he's
the most blunt person in the world.
Actually, just taking him at face value

It's pretty similar for me. My
last boyfriend said I am very
sweet, but he did really dislike
always having to initiate almost
everything.

I have also resolved that next
time I am dating someone and
it seems to be working, I will
make a point of intiating 1 in 3
times.
Being passive is not something
I set out to do, it just
happened.

If you are happy with the
interaction; does it really
matter if he is trying really
hard or not?
If so, why?

time, but for me, that's
a lot. Everyone is
different, so I would
take other people's
experience with a grain
of salt. It may or may
not apply to him.

I would appreciate it if
DAs could tell me how
they act when they are
trying really hard to
have a good relationship
(romantic or friendship)
with someone.

Feel free to skip the wall
of text below. Writing it
down just helps me
reflect. But if you have
any thoughts on what I
wrote below, please do
comment.
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is far more helpful than questioning
every little thing he does.

mary
Senior Member

Posts: 489

Mar 5, 2018
20:05:10 GMT
squirrelkitty said:

On the whole I'm happy
with it. It doesn't
matter so much to me
whether he's trying
hard, because I can
believe he is unless I
get triggered. I think I
feel bothered because
the way DAs are
described in the
literature demonises
them a bit too much.
It's like everything they

Mar 5, 2018
18:31:57
GMT
goldilocks
said:

It's pretty
similar for me.
My last
boyfriend said I
am very sweet,
but he did really
dislike always
having to initiate
almost
everything.

I have also
resolved that
next time I am
dating someone
and it seems to
be working, I
will make a
point of intiating
1 in 3 times.
Being passive is
not something I
set out to do, it
just happened.

If you are happy
with the
interaction;
does it really
matter if he is
trying really
hard or not?
If so, why?
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Quote

I believe a lot of what is out
there that demonises DAs is
written by APs that have been
dumped.  DAs can move on
and not question every little
thing that was done in the
relationship and so there's not
as much written the other way
around.  

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

do gets portrayed as
calculating in some
way. If they're funny
(as my friend is)
they're not just funny
but they're being funny
to attract you. If they
manage to be nice, it's
because they are
plotting some bizarre
scheme etc.
Lol, my other friend
claims that my DA
friend must be
charming. ROFL, he's
the most blunt person
in the world.
Actually, just taking
him at face value is far
more helpful than
questioning every little
thing he does.

Mar 5, 2018 20:34:58 GMT
mary said:

Mar 5, 2018 20:05:10
GMT squirrelkitty
said:

On the whole I'm happy
with it. It doesn't matter
so much to me whether
he's trying hard,
because I can believe
he is unless I get
triggered. I think I feel
bothered because the
way DAs are described
in the literature
demonises them a bit
too much. It's like
everything they do gets
portrayed as calculating
in some way. If they're
funny (as my friend is)
they're not just funny
but they're being funny
to attract you. If they
manage to be nice, it's
because they are
plotting some bizarre
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Yes that would make sense.
The thing is, I'm AP but not massively
so, at least not in terms of my
behaviour. . E. g. I don't tick every
criterion in the list in Jeb's book. I
might have very strong dramatic
feelings etc, but nowadays I mainly
solve these problems by thinking or
discussing them with someone other
than the person it affects. I don't
bother the other person half as much
as is described in the literature and as
some people do via social media etc.
When I read about how to behave
towards a DA, it seems I'm mostly on
the right track with my friend, and he
also makes it easy for me sometimes.
I'm not saying that all is rosy or even
needs to be rosy. 
Now, some the stuff my other friend
suggests sound like totally AP (or
rather they sound like vengefully doing
something totally unproductive)... It's
like I just want to know the best way
of getting along with an DA and my
other friend (who is also not secure
himself) wants the DA not to be DA.

goldilocks
Senior Member

I believe a lot of what is out
there that demonises DAs is
written by APs that have been
dumped.  DAs can move on
and not question every little
thing that was done in the
relationship and so there's not
as much written the other way
around.  

scheme etc.
Lol, my other friend
claims that my DA
friend must be
charming. ROFL, he's
the most blunt person in
the world.
Actually, just taking him
at face value is far more
helpful than questioning
every little thing he
does.
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GMT mary
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On the
whole
I'm
happy
with it.
It
doesn't
matter
so much
to me
whether
he's
trying
hard,
because
I can
believe
he is
unless I
get
triggered
. I think
I feel
bothered
because
the way
DAs are
describe
d in the
literatur
e
demonis
es them
a bit too
much.
It's like
everythi
ng they
do gets
portraye
d as
calculati
ng in
some
way. If
they're
funny
(as my
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I believe a lot of
what is out
there that
demonises DAs
is written by
APs that have
been dumped. 
DAs can move
on and not
question every
little thing that
was done in the
relationship and
so there's not
as much written
the other way
around.  

friend is)
they're
not just
funny
but
they're
being
funny to
attract
you. If
they
manage
to be
nice, it's
because
they are
plotting
some
bizarre
scheme
etc.
Lol, my
other
friend
claims
that my
DA
friend
must be
charmin
g. ROFL,
he's the
most
blunt
person
in the
world.
Actually,
just
taking
him at
face
value is
far more
helpful
than
questioni
ng every
little
thing he
does.
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In that scenario, most
of the time the DA just
thinks "I guess ex was
not the one!" and
moves on to live a
happy single life. Some
then seek healing if
there has been a
pattern of dissatisfying
relationships or when
wanting to deepen
existing connections.
Or just for a happier
life!

This actually puts us in
a double bind, because
if we learn better social
skills to have deeper
and more fulfilling
relationships, it is seen
as a calculating move
to attract fresh blood
into our evil clutches.
If we do not work on
ourselves, we are seen
as resistant or passive
aggressive and playing
power games.

25% of the population
is DA; most will not
show outlier behaviour!
It's an attachment

I think I feel
bothered
because the
way DAs are
described in the
literature
demonises
them a bit too
much. It's like
everything they
do gets
portrayed as
calculating in
some way. If
they're funny
(as my friend
is) they're not
just funny but
they're being
funny to attract
you. If they
manage to be
nice, it's
because they
are plotting
some bizarre
scheme etc.
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style, no more and no
less. Just a normal
person who feels soms
stress or feels turned
off when someone gets
too close and who feels
a stronger sense of
being impeded upon
when boundaries are
being pushed or
crossed.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Update:
The DA has been really nice and
helpful on the phone lately and we're
getting along better than ever. He
seems soooooo much more aware
than 15 years ago and we're both
communicating 100 times better.
He still keeps bringing up the idea
that we could meet up, but keeps
putting it off to my next visit to my
home country. So I'm just completely
ignoring that aspect and not going for
the bait.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

Put an expectation on him and see how
it goes. That’s the acid test.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Apr 29, 2018 9:59:09 GMT
mrob said:

Put an expectation on him and
see how it goes. That’s the
acid test.
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What kind of expectation do you
mean?

curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

What about DA and physical intimacy? Can
anyone enlighten me? Is it compartmentalized?
So if he's trying very hard for physical intimacy,
but not so much in other areas, is this a sincere
effort for connection?

Last Edit: May 30, 2018 17:26:30 GMT by curious

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

That's an interesting question. What do
you mean by physical intimacy?
My DA didn't like cuddling, holding
hands etc at all. So when he got used
to it, yes, I'd say that showed he was
making an effort.
As for sex... That could be a a DA's
way of looking for intimacy, but it
depends on their attitude. If they're a
player who use sex to dominate
people, then no. If they are willing to
let go of their control freakery while
having sex, that's probably a sign that
they are more trustful than normally.

May 30, 2018 17:20:10 GMT
curious said:

What about DA and physical
intimacy? Can anyone enlighten
me? Is it compartmentalized?
So if he's trying very hard for
physical intimacy, but not so
much in other areas, is this a
sincere effort for connection?
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newtothis
New Member

Posts: 4

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 15:40:38 GMT
Quote
Hello everyone, 
About 1 1/2 months ago I met this beautiful woman at a gig I was playing. (I´m a
musician) 
We hit it off right away, went to another bar and I stayed with her the next day too. (I
´m from a different city, about 2 1/2 hours away) 
After I left we stayed in contact and made plans that I´d visit her again which I did. 

We spent the weekend together and everything was perfect. I kept being chill, she´d
write me and also asked me after some days when I´d come to see her again. 
Visited her again last weekend, 2 days were great again (great conversations, great
sex, she was caring and interested in everything I said..) then on the 3rd she told me
how she is afraid. Afraid because everything is going so fast, afraid of getting hurt or
hurting me. 
She told me that she hasn´t been in a relationship for over 2 years and that although
the last relationship wasn´t even a real one (lasted 2 month) it took her forever to get
over it. 
She told me that she hates being vulnerable and dependant, and just can´t do this
although according to her we have such a great chemistry and she likes me a lot. 

She asked me for a break. I tried with some positive and assuring words, but nothing
seemed to get to her. She told me about her parents, who split some years ago because
of different reasons and have not been there for her. 
I appreciated a lot that she explained this to me (apparently a 1st time thing) which I
also told her. (I didn´t know about different attachment types etc. at that point) 
So she´s seeing a therapist now and told me that she has to take care of the issue with
her parents first before she´d be able to be with me or anyone. She told me that she´ll
back off for a while, that she will miss me but that she hates the feeling of missing me
and prefers to be on herself, not having to care about this kinda stuff and that she just
can´t see me because she can feel how attached she´s getting and that she doesn´t
want this. 

I told her that I accept her needing the time and that I´m there if she needs me. She
said that she appreciates this a lot and will reach out to me if she´s ready and that I
can reach out to her even if she might not reply right now. 

Is there anything else I can do than wait? I guess I can just say fuck it and run away
too but I really like her a lot and it hurts a lot to know that she feels the same but is
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just too afraid to let it happen. 
I´d define myself as a secure type. 

Thanks in advance for any answers / suggestions.  
Last Edit: May 25, 2018 15:59:11 GMT by newtothis

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed
me away May 25, 2018 16:13:16 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
I'm always skeptical when people say
"everything was perfect". First of all, why do
things have to be perfect? Secondly, if you
have only known someone for a short time, it's
likely they'll be on their best behaviour. People
are often more polite to strangers than those
close to them. If they believe in the bullshit
rules of dating culture, they will also make an
effort to appear like a superhuman fairy tale
price(ess).

Are you sure you're secure? Just asking,
because taking up with random strangers and
rushing things (e. g. sex after only a few
meetings) is described in the literature as AP
behaviour. I guess that kind of thing is seen as
normal in today's dating and hook-up culture,
but that doesn't mean it's healthy. But then I
don't know you, so I can't judge your
attachment style just from this info.

tnr9
God

Posts: 848

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 16:13:23 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the boards....i would honor her request and give her time to process things
through. It sounds like she is very aware of herself and her patterns, which is good. I
think an occational "check in" just to let her know that you still care is appropriate...but
keep it very light. The only thing about an insecure/secure combination is that
sometimes the secure partner can move into an insecure attachment...so just be really
mindful about how you are doing and whether you sense yourself drifting into an
insecure pattern. Good luck.

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 16:32:16 GMT
squirrelkitty likes this
Quote
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newtothis
New Member

Posts: 4

May 25, 2018 16:13:16 GMT squirrelkitty said:
I'm always skeptical when people say "everything was perfect". First of all, why do
things have to be perfect? Secondly, if you have only known someone for a short time,
it's likely they'll be on their best behaviour. People are often more polite to strangers
than those close to them. If they believe in the bullshit rules of dating culture, they will
also make an effort to appear like a superhuman fairy tale price(ess).

Are you sure you're secure? Just asking, because taking up with random strangers and
rushing things (e. g. sex after only a few meetings) is described in the literature as AP
behaviour. I guess that kind of thing is seen as normal in today's dating and hook-up
culture, but that doesn't mean it's healthy. But then I don't know you, so I can't judge
your attachment style just from this info.
Thank you for the reply! 

Well the moment and being with her felt perfect, of course not everything has to be or
will be perfect. 

And I agree, it takes a lot more time to get to really know someone. She told me that
she´s afraid of that as well, me discovering her bad sides and then not liking her
anymore. 

I also agree with you about the sex part, we spoke about it and normally we both take
more time but it felt just so right with her (and vice versa according to her). 

newtothis
New Member

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 16:36:43 GMT
Quote

May 25, 2018 16:13:23 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the boards....i would honor her request and give her time to process things
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Posts: 4

through. It sounds like she is very aware of herself and her patterns, which is good. I
think an occational "check in" just to let her know that you still care is appropriate...but
keep it very light. The only thing about an insecure/secure combination is that
sometimes the secure partner can move into an insecure attachment...so just be really
mindful about how you are doing and whether you sense yourself drifting into an
insecure pattern. Good luck.
Thank you and also for your reply! 

Yes, I will do that. I thought so too, as much as I´ve read about dismissive-avoidant
persons (which she seems to be part of?) they often don´t admit what´s wrong so I
guess it´s a step in the right direction? 
I think I´ll leave her alone some more and then do a little check like you´re
suggesting. 
I´ll make sure to pay attention to my patterns as well, thank you for the advice! 

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT tnr9,
bip, and 2 more like this
Quote
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
Last Edit: May 26, 2018 8:47:46 GMT by mechristie

tnr9
God

Posts: 848

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 13:44:51 GMT
Quote

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
This describes perfectly my relationship with God.  His unconditional love is so foreign to
me that I don't trust it.  I actually run from it....and yes...it does feel like being a feral
cat (for me, it is a mental image of hiding under a staircase hoping that God will find me
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but being absolutely terrified at the exact same time, fearing that I will be punished,
that I deserve to be punished for not trusting and that His love will be taken away from
me).  I have "moments" of coming forward...accepting His love but then I find myself
running away again.  It is absolutely crazy making.  So many people have faith and
don't have issues with trust, fear and accepting love.  Lucky me I guess.
Last Edit: May 26, 2018 13:50:18 GMT by tnr9

newtothis
New Member

Posts: 4

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 17:38:49 GMT
Quote

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
This makes perfect sense, thank you! 

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 192

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 21:47:16 GMT
Quote

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
Really well said.

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 30, 2018 14:36:48 GMT
Quote
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curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
I get it, but how do you differentiate a DA from a guy who is just e-maintaining you
from afar, keeping you as low as possible in his priorities? I understand feral cats. I've
lured and taken in a few pregnant wild cats and after delivery, stealthily cuddled their
babies,...  
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newtothis
New Member

Posts: 4

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 15:40:38 GMT
Quote
Hello everyone, 
About 1 1/2 months ago I met this beautiful woman at a gig I was playing. (I´m a
musician) 
We hit it off right away, went to another bar and I stayed with her the next day too. (I
´m from a different city, about 2 1/2 hours away) 
After I left we stayed in contact and made plans that I´d visit her again which I did. 

We spent the weekend together and everything was perfect. I kept being chill, she´d
write me and also asked me after some days when I´d come to see her again. 
Visited her again last weekend, 2 days were great again (great conversations, great
sex, she was caring and interested in everything I said..) then on the 3rd she told me
how she is afraid. Afraid because everything is going so fast, afraid of getting hurt or
hurting me. 
She told me that she hasn´t been in a relationship for over 2 years and that although
the last relationship wasn´t even a real one (lasted 2 month) it took her forever to get
over it. 
She told me that she hates being vulnerable and dependant, and just can´t do this
although according to her we have such a great chemistry and she likes me a lot. 

She asked me for a break. I tried with some positive and assuring words, but nothing
seemed to get to her. She told me about her parents, who split some years ago because
of different reasons and have not been there for her. 
I appreciated a lot that she explained this to me (apparently a 1st time thing) which I
also told her. (I didn´t know about different attachment types etc. at that point) 
So she´s seeing a therapist now and told me that she has to take care of the issue with
her parents first before she´d be able to be with me or anyone. She told me that she´ll
back off for a while, that she will miss me but that she hates the feeling of missing me
and prefers to be on herself, not having to care about this kinda stuff and that she just
can´t see me because she can feel how attached she´s getting and that she doesn´t
want this. 

I told her that I accept her needing the time and that I´m there if she needs me. She
said that she appreciates this a lot and will reach out to me if she´s ready and that I
can reach out to her even if she might not reply right now. 

Is there anything else I can do than wait? I guess I can just say fuck it and run away
too but I really like her a lot and it hurts a lot to know that she feels the same but is
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just too afraid to let it happen. 
I´d define myself as a secure type. 

Thanks in advance for any answers / suggestions.  
Last Edit: May 25, 2018 15:59:11 GMT by newtothis

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed
me away May 25, 2018 16:13:16 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
I'm always skeptical when people say
"everything was perfect". First of all, why do
things have to be perfect? Secondly, if you
have only known someone for a short time, it's
likely they'll be on their best behaviour. People
are often more polite to strangers than those
close to them. If they believe in the bullshit
rules of dating culture, they will also make an
effort to appear like a superhuman fairy tale
price(ess).

Are you sure you're secure? Just asking,
because taking up with random strangers and
rushing things (e. g. sex after only a few
meetings) is described in the literature as AP
behaviour. I guess that kind of thing is seen as
normal in today's dating and hook-up culture,
but that doesn't mean it's healthy. But then I
don't know you, so I can't judge your
attachment style just from this info.

tnr9
God

Posts: 848

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 16:13:23 GMT
Quote
Welcome to the boards....i would honor her request and give her time to process things
through. It sounds like she is very aware of herself and her patterns, which is good. I
think an occational "check in" just to let her know that you still care is appropriate...but
keep it very light. The only thing about an insecure/secure combination is that
sometimes the secure partner can move into an insecure attachment...so just be really
mindful about how you are doing and whether you sense yourself drifting into an
insecure pattern. Good luck.

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 16:32:16 GMT
squirrelkitty likes this
Quote
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newtothis
New Member

Posts: 4

May 25, 2018 16:13:16 GMT squirrelkitty said:
I'm always skeptical when people say "everything was perfect". First of all, why do
things have to be perfect? Secondly, if you have only known someone for a short time,
it's likely they'll be on their best behaviour. People are often more polite to strangers
than those close to them. If they believe in the bullshit rules of dating culture, they will
also make an effort to appear like a superhuman fairy tale price(ess).

Are you sure you're secure? Just asking, because taking up with random strangers and
rushing things (e. g. sex after only a few meetings) is described in the literature as AP
behaviour. I guess that kind of thing is seen as normal in today's dating and hook-up
culture, but that doesn't mean it's healthy. But then I don't know you, so I can't judge
your attachment style just from this info.
Thank you for the reply! 

Well the moment and being with her felt perfect, of course not everything has to be or
will be perfect. 

And I agree, it takes a lot more time to get to really know someone. She told me that
she´s afraid of that as well, me discovering her bad sides and then not liking her
anymore. 

I also agree with you about the sex part, we spoke about it and normally we both take
more time but it felt just so right with her (and vice versa according to her). 

newtothis
New Member

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 25, 2018 16:36:43 GMT
Quote

May 25, 2018 16:13:23 GMT tnr9 said:
Welcome to the boards....i would honor her request and give her time to process things
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Posts: 4

through. It sounds like she is very aware of herself and her patterns, which is good. I
think an occational "check in" just to let her know that you still care is appropriate...but
keep it very light. The only thing about an insecure/secure combination is that
sometimes the secure partner can move into an insecure attachment...so just be really
mindful about how you are doing and whether you sense yourself drifting into an
insecure pattern. Good luck.
Thank you and also for your reply! 

Yes, I will do that. I thought so too, as much as I´ve read about dismissive-avoidant
persons (which she seems to be part of?) they often don´t admit what´s wrong so I
guess it´s a step in the right direction? 
I think I´ll leave her alone some more and then do a little check like you´re
suggesting. 
I´ll make sure to pay attention to my patterns as well, thank you for the advice! 

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT tnr9,
bip, and 2 more like this
Quote
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
Last Edit: May 26, 2018 8:47:46 GMT by mechristie

tnr9
God

Posts: 848

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 13:44:51 GMT
Quote

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
This describes perfectly my relationship with God.  His unconditional love is so foreign to
me that I don't trust it.  I actually run from it....and yes...it does feel like being a feral
cat (for me, it is a mental image of hiding under a staircase hoping that God will find me
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but being absolutely terrified at the exact same time, fearing that I will be punished,
that I deserve to be punished for not trusting and that His love will be taken away from
me).  I have "moments" of coming forward...accepting His love but then I find myself
running away again.  It is absolutely crazy making.  So many people have faith and
don't have issues with trust, fear and accepting love.  Lucky me I guess.
Last Edit: May 26, 2018 13:50:18 GMT by tnr9

newtothis
New Member

Posts: 4

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 17:38:49 GMT
Quote

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
This makes perfect sense, thank you! 

ocarina
Full Member

Posts: 192

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 26, 2018 21:47:16 GMT
Quote

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
Really well said.

She told me that she likes me a lot but pushed me away May 30, 2018 14:36:48 GMT
Quote
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curious
Senior Member

Posts: 282

May 26, 2018 8:15:39 GMT @mechristie said:
Have you ever dealt with a rather wild cat? They'll come to you for a scratch or food,
but make a sudden move and they'll run away. You'll never be able to grab and cuddle
them, it's not in their nature and you shouldn't expect that - which is something what
APs tend to do. If you're patient and have no expectations, they'll feel safe and
acknowledge you as their human.

It can be rewarding when you're not in it for attachment, validation, for what the other
person does to you but for the person. It's not for everyone, surly not for APs but if you,
as a secure person, are comfortable with that kind of dynamic - give her space, do not
(ever) pressure her, don't react to her distancing methods. They're hypersensitive to
criticism, fatalistic and they do not need you. 

Be consistent. 
I get it, but how do you differentiate a DA from a guy who is just e-maintaining you
from afar, keeping you as low as possible in his priorities? I understand feral cats. I've
lured and taken in a few pregnant wild cats and after delivery, stealthily cuddled their
babies,...  
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elizabeth33
New Member

Posts: 2

Just need to say it May 24, 2018 19:52:38 GMT via mobile
Quote
It's been months since I've seen him and I wake up crying almost every morning. I
don't want to contact him as he's made it clear he doesn't want this and I can't bring
myself to talk to someone who doesn't want to talk to me. I unfriended him, blocked
him the other day. And this well of grief just popped up. 

I told him I wanted a different man. Someone capable of seeing me, of deep
connection, of love and a future and marriage. None of which he was interested in.
And I want to be in a place to become a match to a man like that. I've begun
attending codependency 12 step meetings. 

Just feel like hell, crying for a man who definitely not crying about me. He did as I
walked away. It was one of the only moments I felt he actually cared about me or
loved me. Said he felt like he was losing everything, the whole world. 

Said he was an abuser, said we could be friends in the future, that we need time to
heal ourselves. He was told by a psychic he wouldn't heal staying with me. Writing
this makes me cry. I'm so alone. so alone.

I've lost everything, everyone, my family, my soul, the world. For the worst reason.
I was an innocent. I didn't deserve to be treated like that. Like an animal.
Just need to say it May 24, 2018 20:08:41 GMT
Quote
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tnr9
God

Posts: 848

May 24, 2018 19:52:38 GMT elizabeth33 said:
It's been months since I've seen him and I wake up crying almost every morning. I
don't want to contact him as he's made it clear he doesn't want this and I can't bring
myself to talk to someone who doesn't want to talk to me. I unfriended him, blocked
him the other day. And this well of grief just popped up. 

I told him I wanted a different man. Someone capable of seeing me, of deep
connection, of love and a future and marriage. None of which he was interested in.
And I want to be in a place to become a match to a man like that. I've begun
attending codependency 12 step meetings. 

Just feel like hell, crying for a man who definitely not crying about me. He did as I
walked away. It was one of the only moments I felt he actually cared about me or
loved me. Said he felt like he was losing everything, the whole world. 

Said he was an abuser, said we could be friends in the future, that we need time to
heal ourselves. He was told by a psychic he wouldn't heal staying with me. Writing
this makes me cry. I'm so alone. so alone.

I've lost everything, everyone, my family, my soul, the world. For the worst reason.
I was an innocent. I didn't deserve to be treated like that. Like an animal.
Hang in there....I would recommend you spend a bit of time in the AP boards...you
will find that you are not alone in your grief.  

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

Just need to say it May 24, 2018 22:51:20 GMT via mobile kelvain likes this
Quote
You’ve lost nothing except someone who was incapable of seeing you, of deep
connection, of love and a future and marriage. After this grief you will be able to fill
those needs which the person that can offer you what you know you need.

boomerang
New Member

Just need to say it May 24, 2018 23:27:37 GMT
Quote
It's Ok to grieve...this man was important to you.  You were true to yourself and
stated your needs and it wasn't something he could give to you.  That doesn't mean
you don't matter to him. The two things can coexist, and it sounds like they do. But,
someone can't be other than what they are. 

You took a brave step to cut off the hope of possibility and it is so, so hard to do
that. So, I understand why you are in such pain right now. It will not last forever,
but I know it feels like it will right now...  You are attending meetings--taking care of
yourself.  I also found counseling helped me to deal with my reality. It doesn't
change my reality, but it helps me cope as I work through the challenges I have
been facing. I also want to add that I find it helpful to remind myself that I don't
know what the other person is thinking, even if the script in my head says I do. Just
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as he doesn't know what you have been thinking in your months of no contact. 
People deal with loss of others each in their own way. And if he's abusive, you really,
truly are doing the rightest, best--and most necessary --thing you can possibly do
for yourself. It sounds like you feel small right now, but I read strength.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 1:27:04 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 24, 2018 19:52:38 GMT elizabeth33 said:
. He did as I walked away. It was one of the only moments I felt he actually cared
about me or loved me. Said he felt like he was losing everything, the whole world. 

Said he was an abuser, said we could be friends in the future, that we need time to
heal ourselves.

Classic fearful-avoidant behaviour right there. I’m sorry. I wish I could make this
better for you. You may be able to piece together the events and make (sort of)
sense of the events that led up to this on this forum.

flic
Full Member

Posts: 100

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 3:12:50 GMT
Quote
i hope you found some solace in posting this. You'll find lots of empathy here - you
are not alone and what you are feeling is completely valid. And, you're taking steps
to heal you, which is the most important thing.

Keep posting. Writing helps. An exercise I found useful was to spend 10 minutes
writing a stream of consciousness on a piece of blank paper - just anything you are
thinking, feeling, it doesn't even have to make sense - just write it all down as it
comes. For 10 minutes. After the 10 minutes, don't read it back, burn it. Then on a
new sheet of paper or in a journal, write any feelings you have after writing and
burning the stream of consciousness.

And remember, healing is not linear. You will have good days, and bad days. But you
are making progress, even if it doesn't feel like you are.

elizabeth33
New Member

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 20:02:40 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks everyone, I appreciate your kindness. Was walking this morning and thought
that dating him was like answering the door and finding a starving beggar. I said I
have food come on in. But as if entranced he takes my hand and leads me outside
and I go. He walks into my house and closed the door on me and ate all my food and
enjoyed my fire while I pounded on the door desperate to be let in. And that
something in me thought if only he is feeling better he'll let me in. He did feel better,
and then abandoned me. Now I know that will not get you what you want and need.
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Find a whole person, not a starving man. He's starving because of poor choices, and
his choices and not and should not be my responsibility. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 23:18:31 GMT via mobile
Quote
Not necessarily bad choices. It’s not that straight forward - in my case, anyway. 

When I’m activated, it’s not a decision of the will. The engulfment petrifies me and
reason takes a while to catch up. I only have reason because I’m aware of this stuff
and am here listening and talking to others. 

It’s certainly not your business to fix him though.
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elizabeth33
New Member

Posts: 2

Just need to say it May 24, 2018 19:52:38 GMT via mobile
Quote
It's been months since I've seen him and I wake up crying almost every morning. I
don't want to contact him as he's made it clear he doesn't want this and I can't bring
myself to talk to someone who doesn't want to talk to me. I unfriended him, blocked
him the other day. And this well of grief just popped up. 

I told him I wanted a different man. Someone capable of seeing me, of deep
connection, of love and a future and marriage. None of which he was interested in.
And I want to be in a place to become a match to a man like that. I've begun
attending codependency 12 step meetings. 

Just feel like hell, crying for a man who definitely not crying about me. He did as I
walked away. It was one of the only moments I felt he actually cared about me or
loved me. Said he felt like he was losing everything, the whole world. 

Said he was an abuser, said we could be friends in the future, that we need time to
heal ourselves. He was told by a psychic he wouldn't heal staying with me. Writing
this makes me cry. I'm so alone. so alone.

I've lost everything, everyone, my family, my soul, the world. For the worst reason.
I was an innocent. I didn't deserve to be treated like that. Like an animal.
Just need to say it May 24, 2018 20:08:41 GMT
Quote
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May 24, 2018 19:52:38 GMT elizabeth33 said:
It's been months since I've seen him and I wake up crying almost every morning. I
don't want to contact him as he's made it clear he doesn't want this and I can't bring
myself to talk to someone who doesn't want to talk to me. I unfriended him, blocked
him the other day. And this well of grief just popped up. 

I told him I wanted a different man. Someone capable of seeing me, of deep
connection, of love and a future and marriage. None of which he was interested in.
And I want to be in a place to become a match to a man like that. I've begun
attending codependency 12 step meetings. 

Just feel like hell, crying for a man who definitely not crying about me. He did as I
walked away. It was one of the only moments I felt he actually cared about me or
loved me. Said he felt like he was losing everything, the whole world. 

Said he was an abuser, said we could be friends in the future, that we need time to
heal ourselves. He was told by a psychic he wouldn't heal staying with me. Writing
this makes me cry. I'm so alone. so alone.

I've lost everything, everyone, my family, my soul, the world. For the worst reason.
I was an innocent. I didn't deserve to be treated like that. Like an animal.
Hang in there....I would recommend you spend a bit of time in the AP boards...you
will find that you are not alone in your grief.  

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

Just need to say it May 24, 2018 22:51:20 GMT via mobile kelvain likes this
Quote
You’ve lost nothing except someone who was incapable of seeing you, of deep
connection, of love and a future and marriage. After this grief you will be able to fill
those needs which the person that can offer you what you know you need.

boomerang
New Member

Just need to say it May 24, 2018 23:27:37 GMT
Quote
It's Ok to grieve...this man was important to you.  You were true to yourself and
stated your needs and it wasn't something he could give to you.  That doesn't mean
you don't matter to him. The two things can coexist, and it sounds like they do. But,
someone can't be other than what they are. 

You took a brave step to cut off the hope of possibility and it is so, so hard to do
that. So, I understand why you are in such pain right now. It will not last forever,
but I know it feels like it will right now...  You are attending meetings--taking care of
yourself.  I also found counseling helped me to deal with my reality. It doesn't
change my reality, but it helps me cope as I work through the challenges I have
been facing. I also want to add that I find it helpful to remind myself that I don't
know what the other person is thinking, even if the script in my head says I do. Just
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as he doesn't know what you have been thinking in your months of no contact. 
People deal with loss of others each in their own way. And if he's abusive, you really,
truly are doing the rightest, best--and most necessary --thing you can possibly do
for yourself. It sounds like you feel small right now, but I read strength.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 1:27:04 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 24, 2018 19:52:38 GMT elizabeth33 said:
. He did as I walked away. It was one of the only moments I felt he actually cared
about me or loved me. Said he felt like he was losing everything, the whole world. 

Said he was an abuser, said we could be friends in the future, that we need time to
heal ourselves.

Classic fearful-avoidant behaviour right there. I’m sorry. I wish I could make this
better for you. You may be able to piece together the events and make (sort of)
sense of the events that led up to this on this forum.

flic
Full Member

Posts: 100

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 3:12:50 GMT
Quote
i hope you found some solace in posting this. You'll find lots of empathy here - you
are not alone and what you are feeling is completely valid. And, you're taking steps
to heal you, which is the most important thing.

Keep posting. Writing helps. An exercise I found useful was to spend 10 minutes
writing a stream of consciousness on a piece of blank paper - just anything you are
thinking, feeling, it doesn't even have to make sense - just write it all down as it
comes. For 10 minutes. After the 10 minutes, don't read it back, burn it. Then on a
new sheet of paper or in a journal, write any feelings you have after writing and
burning the stream of consciousness.

And remember, healing is not linear. You will have good days, and bad days. But you
are making progress, even if it doesn't feel like you are.

elizabeth33
New Member

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 20:02:40 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks everyone, I appreciate your kindness. Was walking this morning and thought
that dating him was like answering the door and finding a starving beggar. I said I
have food come on in. But as if entranced he takes my hand and leads me outside
and I go. He walks into my house and closed the door on me and ate all my food and
enjoyed my fire while I pounded on the door desperate to be let in. And that
something in me thought if only he is feeling better he'll let me in. He did feel better,
and then abandoned me. Now I know that will not get you what you want and need.
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Find a whole person, not a starving man. He's starving because of poor choices, and
his choices and not and should not be my responsibility. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 184

Just need to say it May 25, 2018 23:18:31 GMT via mobile
Quote
Not necessarily bad choices. It’s not that straight forward - in my case, anyway. 

When I’m activated, it’s not a decision of the will. The engulfment petrifies me and
reason takes a while to catch up. I only have reason because I’m aware of this stuff
and am here listening and talking to others. 

It’s certainly not your business to fix him though.
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New Member

Not sure what to expect... May 24, 2018 7:36:34
GMT via Tapatalk
Quote 
Wow, you objectify him pretty badly: you were
cross that he didn't go to work because it
meant you couldn't get married.
Don't you care about his needs and health?
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New Member

Posts: 29

Not sure what to expect... May 24, 2018 7:44:24
GMT via Tapatalk
Quote 
PS: he was clearly going through a difficult
time when he was unemployed and instead of
supporting him, you expected him to be
'perfect'.

Plus, you shouldn't be thinking about having
kids if you're not happy in your relationship. It
can't be the kids' responsibility to be a symbol
of commitment and make you two stay
together. Kids are human, they shouldn't be
tools for parents in a dysfunctional
relationship.
Also, how much time do you think you'll spend
together when you've got a child? 
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Not sure what to expect... May 24, 2018 18:05:52
GMT via Tapatalk
Quote 
marlie I get what you mean about not being
allowed to nurture someone in bad times. Most
of the DA s I know are like that and it can feel
as if they force you into a phony or fair-
weather type of relationship by excluding you
during bad times (I'm AP myself, but I don't
objectify partners etc). It's probably one of
their self-fulfilling prophecies because they
fear that they won't get support.
That's why it's so important not to objectify
them, because they do that themselves (I. E.
Others are only allowed to see them when
they are 'useful'). But often, they don't give
you a chance to look after them and that guy
clearly left you no options.
On the whole, this all sounds like trailer park
levels of dysfunction 
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Not sure what to expect... May 25, 2018 5:26:42
GMT via Tapatalk
Quote 
Huh? Where have the OP's posts gone?
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Not sure what to expect... May 25, 2018 13:07:25 GMT squirrelkitty likes this
Quote 
She deleted them. It happens..people change their mind about posting.
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PS: he was clearly going through a difficult
time when he was unemployed and instead of
supporting him, you expected him to be
'perfect'.

Plus, you shouldn't be thinking about having
kids if you're not happy in your relationship. It
can't be the kids' responsibility to be a symbol
of commitment and make you two stay
together. Kids are human, they shouldn't be
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together when you've got a child? 
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marlie I get what you mean about not being
allowed to nurture someone in bad times. Most
of the DA s I know are like that and it can feel
as if they force you into a phony or fair-
weather type of relationship by excluding you
during bad times (I'm AP myself, but I don't
objectify partners etc). It's probably one of
their self-fulfilling prophecies because they
fear that they won't get support.
That's why it's so important not to objectify
them, because they do that themselves (I. E.
Others are only allowed to see them when
they are 'useful'). But often, they don't give
you a chance to look after them and that guy
clearly left you no options.
On the whole, this all sounds like trailer park
levels of dysfunction 
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boomerang
New Member

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 20, 2018 15:51:20 GMT
Quote
Well, I am in a pickle and don't quite know how to proceed.  I am AA (though did not
know anything about attachment styles at the time) and got involved with a DA.  It
started well, but ended up being miserable for me. He set the rules of engagement
(when I tried to initiate he usually would brush me off or wouldn't respond) and
there were always long periods (several weeks) of little or no contact (physical or
otherwise) between the times he wanted to get together --and when we did, he
seemed really into me.  This push/pull totally confused me at the time. I tried to talk
about it to no effect-- he would just shut down. I was horribly activated with terrible
anxiety.   So, after a few months of this I called a time out and his immediate
response was to end it.  I let it go.

But..two months later, he came back.  And it was clear he had thought about it and
really wanted to try again. The tenor from him was very different--it had been rather
of matter of fact before and became caring and emotionally involved. I raised the
ongoing engagement issues, but was able to do so  calmly and in short
conversations.  And he made clear efforts, which he had not done before. But ...then
he ended it again.  Partially I think as I was still asking him to make adjustments
and also maybe as we were getting really close. So, again we parted.  

Three months of no contact later--he came back again.  

Unfortunately, I got super activated soon after we restarted when I totally
misinterpreted something he said to mean that he was ending it yet again--which he
wasn't.  I totally dumped on him intensely and at length about all his past behavior
(not fair of me, which I totally realize) and leaving me, etc.--I just went off the deep
end. (I so, so wish I had known about attachment styles then, so that I would have
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realized I was activated and handled it differently.) His takeaway was that I always
have problems with him.  

Since then, although he now engages fully in a friendly way when I text him once or
twice a week, he doesn't reach out to me first and he has not wanted to get together
with me. I feel I lost his trust. Feel I've learned a lot from this, though. This has
been going on for nearly two months now, and it has been during this period that
I've learned about attachment styles, his and mine. It is so frustrating to have this
understanding too late. Again, sincerely wish I had it before I blew it by handling so
badly.

I am kind of at a loss as to how to proceed, though. I've stayed in contact in the
hope that he can feel comfortable with me again and also so there is a sense of
continuity.  I've not brought up any issues (feel I've said it all anyway, to be
honest). I have resisted acting out by pressuring him to meet me, etc. (I have asked
twice if we can get together, but he's declined and I have let it go without further
comment.) But, I'm afraid he is in the "done" camp now--and of course, this is my
fear as an AA. If so, he's not saying so, though--probably because he is afraid of a
another difficult conversation. And maybe he is done--I can't really be sure as he
has a history of...coming back. But I'm afraid to ask as feel he is not receptive to
trying again ATM.

I am not sure if I should just stop contacting him or continue engaging. He's come
back before from no contact, but this time feels different.  More of a decision than an
emotional reaction. I've never stayed in contact when he has disengaged before and
not sure if it is making things better or worse. I feel like I'm being friend-zoned and
that lets him care without being emotionally involved or fraught with my feelings.
And so am afraid and all activated again. Sorry, this is a long post! But, I'd sure
appreciate your thoughts.  

tnr9
God

Posts: 848 
Member is Online

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 2:39:35 GMT flic likes this
Quote
Hey boomerang....welcome to the forums. It is very typical AP behavior to want to
understand our ex partner so that we can change the outcome....but it seems to me,
even knowing about attachment theory..that this guy was very controlling and that
he activated your fear often. In a good relationship, both parties work on the
relationship and consider their partner as well as themself...I don't exactly hear that
in your story...I heard about some changes..but who knew how long they would last.
Taking this guy out of the equation..is the relationship you actually had the one you
want? Be honest and don't go into making excuses for him....is it what you want as
it was? If the answer is "no" then you have to be open to the possibility that your
attachment pain is simply due to losing what is a familiar pattern for you and not
specifically tied to this guy. I know that is not the answer you wanted..but I would
ask that you consider what you want in a relationship before asking what your next
step is with this guy.

scheme00
Full Member

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 3:11:27 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes
this
Quote
I think you need to ask yourself if you really want to be involved in a relationship
with someone where you are one slight mistake away from upsetting the person and
thinking you may never hear from them again. I know it’s hard when you’re going
through it, as I have been in your situation before but let me tell you feel so great
after you let go to not be involved with someone who treats you like that.
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Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 10:14:52 GMT islandwaver likes
this
Quote
I agree with the above comments, and would add: thinking that if you'd just known
about Attachment styles beforehand, anything would have been different in the long-
run, is a dangerous thing to think. You're now aware of why he acts in a certain way,
and how it triggers you to act in a certain way, but as therapists (multiple) keep
telling me - it wouldn't have been enough to change anything - these wounds run
deep.

So then, you have to ask yourself - are you happy with potentially continuing this
cycle? Probably no, but probably you may well do anyway, such is the way with
attachment wounds. So, all i can say is be kind to yourself, don't judge yourself, and
keep exploring your own Attachment wounds and trying to heal them. People kept
giving me that advice - I didn't necessarily listen, but I'm getting better at it. Keep
reading the forum too, it all helps. xx

boomerang
New Member

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 12:26:36 GMT islandwaver likes
this
Quote
Thanks so much for the above replies. You are all absolutely right, and I do keep
asking myself this question, that is, would this be the relationship I'd choose. And, I
wouldn't. That's why I let it go the first time. But it is hard as this is the relationship
I've got, and the first one in a long time for me. And, I've come to love this man. I
did not feel that way for a very long time. It was all about seeking validation in the
first phase and all about me, frankly, in reaction to his ambivalence. 

Only after it changed--and he was the one who led with that--was I able to feel,
really, affection and caring for him. And, once I did--I really did. It was a new
relationship then, and the changes he made then, he continued with--though the
above comments make me be fully honest with myself and consider for the first time
that while they were there and he made a sincere effort, I over-weighted them at
the time as it seemed like such a break-through; in fact, they were..incremental. He
was trying to address a few specific ongoing requests, and I give him credit for that
as it was not comfortable for him, but he certainly was not considering me as he was
considering himself.  My thinking has been that since he was able to do that when I
was not so activated, we could build on that if I used what I learned and approached
him the right way, knowing what I know now.  I guess I still think that, but..indeed,
it was..incremental. And I now see that the same was true for me, too--in fact,
thinking about this right now, I also need to acknowledge that I did not consider him
as I considered myself/take steps to meet his needs, either.  Not that I understood
them at the time.  It was all about trying to get what I needed. What a learning
process. And, what a key self-revelation. Wow--thank you for helping see these
things. 

And yes, that's right: knowing what I know now would not have changed the
outcome.  I might have made it work better, and we might have eventually reached
a place where we had real commitment, but he would still be him (with his
attachment style) and I would still be me (with mine).  So how could we ever really
fully meet each others needs?  Unless we both moved toward secure.  Could that
have happened? If we found a communication framework we both could live with,
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even if not perfect?

I wonder about this as he was in a relationship before me for a long time and I
wonder how they made it work.  Maybe she was a secure, I don't know. I just wish I
were. 

The truth is that this IS hard. Harder than I want it to be, harder than I deserve. The
point above, "I think you need to ask yourself if you really want to be
involved in a relationship with someone where you are one slight mistake
away from upsetting the person and thinking you may never hear from
them again" really hits home.  Because that is the underlying reality of this entire
relationship and the key to my activation. That is what is happening right now. It
makes me so fearful. Despite the fact that I do know that he cares about me, this is
a fundamental fact of our interaction. He has proven it.

And, I have to think about the controlling aspect of this.  Why did he need to control
me? Maybe because he did not want it to become an emotional commitment with the
requirements that entails.  Though he ended up being emotional about me
anyway..to a point.

So, I can see all this, but what I am struggling with is that I still feel emotionally
that what I want so very much is to find a way to get back to the better place where
we were, as there was a sense of progression and we felt so very connected then. I
really miss that. And I miss him. Thinking of this as my attachment pattern and
recycling old wounds somehow isn't doing the trick. My brain can't seem to override
this.

boomerang
New Member

Posts: 5

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 12:50:58 GMT
Quote
I also want to add that I believe he is doing the best he can now. We are both
enmeshed in our attachment styles.

tnr9
God

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 16:39:52 GMT
Quote
Hey boomerang...it is good that you are seeing the disconnect between what you
want (forward progress) and where you are. One of the most beautiful and most sad
aspects of AP is our ability to love someone and want that person...even when it is
apparent that that person cannot, right now, give us what we need. It is ok that you
love him, it is ok that you miss him, it is ok that you wish things had worked out
differently...don't deny those feelings...but I would suggest you stop researching
about him and really start to learn more about you. The irony is..the more secure we
become..the better partner we attract...but we cannot attract a secure partner if we
are still hyper focused on "the one that got away". Notice that you want to use your
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newfound information to be different with your ex so that he might be different with
you.....but that begs the question...what is wrong with you as you are?
Seriously.....all he has done is reenacted a pattern where you had to earn love by
doing the "right" things...it is almost like gambling....if I bet this way...I could
win...but love is not supposed to be that way. Begin to really invest in loving
yourself the way you say you love this guy...be grace giving, have compassion, be
loving towards yourself. Embrace every single aspect of who you are. Say to
yourself..I am enough and mean it. It is hard work...but so much more rewarding in
the end compared to rolling the dice with a guy who has not shown you the type of
love you require...not consistently. There are a lot of great YouTube videos to help
with self confidence and self love. You will be ok...even without this guy. 

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 18:02:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
Wow my post was quoted in bold! Glad to help see the light. Your separation will be
hard because of your attachment issue but In the long run the temporary pain will
be better than the long term prolonged constant suffering you will endure should you
choose to try to settle for this relationship.

boomerang
New Member
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Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 23, 2018 20:05:29 GMT
Quote
it is so true about re-enacting a pattern where I had to do the right things to earn
love. In my case, I took the path of doing what I wanted to do, and I fought back
fiercely. But of course, I never "won" what I wanted.  I don't fight with this guy,
though. He has never said a mean thing to me and vice versa.  I state what I need
and want, he listens calmly, hates it, and withdraws, and then I hate it. That's our
pattern of interaction.

What I am struggling with today is, what is it going to take for me to let this go?
Really, what will it take?

I had a very bad experience with him this week that left me with a totally activated
toxic mix of anger, hurt, and extreme anxiety. And at the same time, it was also
clear he still is emotionally tied to me, as well--and he doesn't want to be.  Which
was also horrible. 

We are weirdly kind of in the same place, except my way to solve it is to "fix" it and
his is to run away. Classic AP/DA (or maybe FA, I'm not sure), I guess. I think we
both want to run away, but we can't because, guess what, our paths cross all the
time. And not paths I can change at the moment. Full on no contact is not possible. I
am quite sure we each wish the other would just disappear.  Poof! if I could teleport
one or the other of us far, far away, it would be such a relief.

But I can't, so this means i have to really find a way, some way, to emotionally
disengage, not just from him the person but especially from him the person in my
head.  But I can't seem to stop the activation. How do people do it?

I have a counselor, I journal, etc., but I do not seem to reach a point where some
sort of self-protective mechanism says, done, enough--and I stop caring and can
just disengage (even though I have a DA side, as well--which I am wishing would
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come to the fore at present). 

I just want to turn my AP behavior OFF.  How do AP people manage to let go? When
you are not yet in that place where you really believe you are more important than
the thing you have with this other person, how do you do it?

tnr9--thank you for your beautiful post--lots of thoughtful truths in there.   I clearly
have work to do in this area.  

tnr9
God
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Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 23, 2018 20:58:25 GMT
Quote

May 23, 2018 20:05:29 GMT boomerang said:
it is so true about re-enacting a pattern where I had to do the right things to earn
love. In my case, I took the path of doing what I wanted to do, and I fought back
fiercely. But of course, I never "won" what I wanted.  I don't fight with this guy,
though. He has never said a mean thing to me and vice versa.  I state what I need
and want, he listens calmly, hates it, and withdraws, and then I hate it. That's our
pattern of interaction.

What I am struggling with today is, what is it going to take for me to let this go?
Really, what will it take?

I had a very bad experience with him this week that left me with a totally activated
toxic mix of anger, hurt, and extreme anxiety. And at the same time, it was also
clear he still is emotionally tied to me, as well--and he doesn't want to be.  Which
was also horrible. 

We are weirdly kind of in the same place, except my way to solve it is to "fix" it and
his is to run away. Classic AP/DA (or maybe FA, I'm not sure), I guess. I think we
both want to run away, but we can't because, guess what, our paths cross all the
time. And not paths I can change at the moment. Full on no contact is not possible. I
am quite sure we each wish the other would just disappear.  Poof! if I could teleport
one or the other of us far, far away, it would be such a relief.

But I can't, so this means i have to really find a way, some way, to emotionally
disengage, not just from him the person but especially from him the person in my
head.  But I can't seem to stop the activation. How do people do it?

I have a counselor, I journal, etc., but I do not seem to reach a point where some
sort of self-protective mechanism says, done, enough--and I stop caring and can
just disengage (even though I have a DA side, as well--which I am wishing would
come to the fore at present). 

I just want to turn my AP behavior OFF.  How do AP people manage to let go? When
you are not yet in that place where you really believe you are more important than
the thing you have with this other person, how do you do it?

tnr9--thank you for your beautiful post--lots of thoughtful truths in there.   I clearly
have work to do in this area.  
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I think the first thing that I have had to do is accept that (at times) I will want him
back...it is visceral...and if I try to deny it, it simply grows bigger...so I have learned
to accept it.  In a weird way...accepting it has actually shortened the duration of any
time of dwelling/obsessing because it just "is".  I think it is the labeling of it as
something bad that keeps us in a loop because it becomes an internal struggle
between the child part and the parent part.  The other thing I am doing is not
reacting to the automatic thoughts...the ones that try to protect me by making up
stories about him....I just acknowledge them as thoughts and not truths...and they
do dissipate over time.  As to seeing him and trying to have no reaction...if you
figure out how to make that work, let me know...I see B every single Sunday and I
get triggered...I think the more you can "limit contact" for now....the better off you
are.  I thought for a bit that I could have a normal friendship with B, but right now,
that is not possible.  So I am trying to limit contact and be good towards myself.
 APs are really good at trying to do what is right for someone else, but often at the
expense of ourself.....so there is a balance that I hope to reach...eventually.  
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Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 20, 2018 15:51:20 GMT
Quote
Well, I am in a pickle and don't quite know how to proceed.  I am AA (though did not
know anything about attachment styles at the time) and got involved with a DA.  It
started well, but ended up being miserable for me. He set the rules of engagement
(when I tried to initiate he usually would brush me off or wouldn't respond) and
there were always long periods (several weeks) of little or no contact (physical or
otherwise) between the times he wanted to get together --and when we did, he
seemed really into me.  This push/pull totally confused me at the time. I tried to talk
about it to no effect-- he would just shut down. I was horribly activated with terrible
anxiety.   So, after a few months of this I called a time out and his immediate
response was to end it.  I let it go.

But..two months later, he came back.  And it was clear he had thought about it and
really wanted to try again. The tenor from him was very different--it had been rather
of matter of fact before and became caring and emotionally involved. I raised the
ongoing engagement issues, but was able to do so  calmly and in short
conversations.  And he made clear efforts, which he had not done before. But ...then
he ended it again.  Partially I think as I was still asking him to make adjustments
and also maybe as we were getting really close. So, again we parted.  

Three months of no contact later--he came back again.  

Unfortunately, I got super activated soon after we restarted when I totally
misinterpreted something he said to mean that he was ending it yet again--which he
wasn't.  I totally dumped on him intensely and at length about all his past behavior
(not fair of me, which I totally realize) and leaving me, etc.--I just went off the deep
end. (I so, so wish I had known about attachment styles then, so that I would have
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realized I was activated and handled it differently.) His takeaway was that I always
have problems with him.  

Since then, although he now engages fully in a friendly way when I text him once or
twice a week, he doesn't reach out to me first and he has not wanted to get together
with me. I feel I lost his trust. Feel I've learned a lot from this, though. This has
been going on for nearly two months now, and it has been during this period that
I've learned about attachment styles, his and mine. It is so frustrating to have this
understanding too late. Again, sincerely wish I had it before I blew it by handling so
badly.

I am kind of at a loss as to how to proceed, though. I've stayed in contact in the
hope that he can feel comfortable with me again and also so there is a sense of
continuity.  I've not brought up any issues (feel I've said it all anyway, to be
honest). I have resisted acting out by pressuring him to meet me, etc. (I have asked
twice if we can get together, but he's declined and I have let it go without further
comment.) But, I'm afraid he is in the "done" camp now--and of course, this is my
fear as an AA. If so, he's not saying so, though--probably because he is afraid of a
another difficult conversation. And maybe he is done--I can't really be sure as he
has a history of...coming back. But I'm afraid to ask as feel he is not receptive to
trying again ATM.

I am not sure if I should just stop contacting him or continue engaging. He's come
back before from no contact, but this time feels different.  More of a decision than an
emotional reaction. I've never stayed in contact when he has disengaged before and
not sure if it is making things better or worse. I feel like I'm being friend-zoned and
that lets him care without being emotionally involved or fraught with my feelings.
And so am afraid and all activated again. Sorry, this is a long post! But, I'd sure
appreciate your thoughts.  

tnr9
God
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Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 2:39:35 GMT flic likes this
Quote
Hey boomerang....welcome to the forums. It is very typical AP behavior to want to
understand our ex partner so that we can change the outcome....but it seems to me,
even knowing about attachment theory..that this guy was very controlling and that
he activated your fear often. In a good relationship, both parties work on the
relationship and consider their partner as well as themself...I don't exactly hear that
in your story...I heard about some changes..but who knew how long they would last.
Taking this guy out of the equation..is the relationship you actually had the one you
want? Be honest and don't go into making excuses for him....is it what you want as
it was? If the answer is "no" then you have to be open to the possibility that your
attachment pain is simply due to losing what is a familiar pattern for you and not
specifically tied to this guy. I know that is not the answer you wanted..but I would
ask that you consider what you want in a relationship before asking what your next
step is with this guy.

scheme00
Full Member

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 3:11:27 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes
this
Quote
I think you need to ask yourself if you really want to be involved in a relationship
with someone where you are one slight mistake away from upsetting the person and
thinking you may never hear from them again. I know it’s hard when you’re going
through it, as I have been in your situation before but let me tell you feel so great
after you let go to not be involved with someone who treats you like that.
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Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 10:14:52 GMT islandwaver likes
this
Quote
I agree with the above comments, and would add: thinking that if you'd just known
about Attachment styles beforehand, anything would have been different in the long-
run, is a dangerous thing to think. You're now aware of why he acts in a certain way,
and how it triggers you to act in a certain way, but as therapists (multiple) keep
telling me - it wouldn't have been enough to change anything - these wounds run
deep.

So then, you have to ask yourself - are you happy with potentially continuing this
cycle? Probably no, but probably you may well do anyway, such is the way with
attachment wounds. So, all i can say is be kind to yourself, don't judge yourself, and
keep exploring your own Attachment wounds and trying to heal them. People kept
giving me that advice - I didn't necessarily listen, but I'm getting better at it. Keep
reading the forum too, it all helps. xx

boomerang
New Member

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 12:26:36 GMT islandwaver likes
this
Quote
Thanks so much for the above replies. You are all absolutely right, and I do keep
asking myself this question, that is, would this be the relationship I'd choose. And, I
wouldn't. That's why I let it go the first time. But it is hard as this is the relationship
I've got, and the first one in a long time for me. And, I've come to love this man. I
did not feel that way for a very long time. It was all about seeking validation in the
first phase and all about me, frankly, in reaction to his ambivalence. 

Only after it changed--and he was the one who led with that--was I able to feel,
really, affection and caring for him. And, once I did--I really did. It was a new
relationship then, and the changes he made then, he continued with--though the
above comments make me be fully honest with myself and consider for the first time
that while they were there and he made a sincere effort, I over-weighted them at
the time as it seemed like such a break-through; in fact, they were..incremental. He
was trying to address a few specific ongoing requests, and I give him credit for that
as it was not comfortable for him, but he certainly was not considering me as he was
considering himself.  My thinking has been that since he was able to do that when I
was not so activated, we could build on that if I used what I learned and approached
him the right way, knowing what I know now.  I guess I still think that, but..indeed,
it was..incremental. And I now see that the same was true for me, too--in fact,
thinking about this right now, I also need to acknowledge that I did not consider him
as I considered myself/take steps to meet his needs, either.  Not that I understood
them at the time.  It was all about trying to get what I needed. What a learning
process. And, what a key self-revelation. Wow--thank you for helping see these
things. 

And yes, that's right: knowing what I know now would not have changed the
outcome.  I might have made it work better, and we might have eventually reached
a place where we had real commitment, but he would still be him (with his
attachment style) and I would still be me (with mine).  So how could we ever really
fully meet each others needs?  Unless we both moved toward secure.  Could that
have happened? If we found a communication framework we both could live with,
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even if not perfect?

I wonder about this as he was in a relationship before me for a long time and I
wonder how they made it work.  Maybe she was a secure, I don't know. I just wish I
were. 

The truth is that this IS hard. Harder than I want it to be, harder than I deserve. The
point above, "I think you need to ask yourself if you really want to be
involved in a relationship with someone where you are one slight mistake
away from upsetting the person and thinking you may never hear from
them again" really hits home.  Because that is the underlying reality of this entire
relationship and the key to my activation. That is what is happening right now. It
makes me so fearful. Despite the fact that I do know that he cares about me, this is
a fundamental fact of our interaction. He has proven it.

And, I have to think about the controlling aspect of this.  Why did he need to control
me? Maybe because he did not want it to become an emotional commitment with the
requirements that entails.  Though he ended up being emotional about me
anyway..to a point.

So, I can see all this, but what I am struggling with is that I still feel emotionally
that what I want so very much is to find a way to get back to the better place where
we were, as there was a sense of progression and we felt so very connected then. I
really miss that. And I miss him. Thinking of this as my attachment pattern and
recycling old wounds somehow isn't doing the trick. My brain can't seem to override
this.

boomerang
New Member

Posts: 5

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 12:50:58 GMT
Quote
I also want to add that I believe he is doing the best he can now. We are both
enmeshed in our attachment styles.

tnr9
God

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 16:39:52 GMT
Quote
Hey boomerang...it is good that you are seeing the disconnect between what you
want (forward progress) and where you are. One of the most beautiful and most sad
aspects of AP is our ability to love someone and want that person...even when it is
apparent that that person cannot, right now, give us what we need. It is ok that you
love him, it is ok that you miss him, it is ok that you wish things had worked out
differently...don't deny those feelings...but I would suggest you stop researching
about him and really start to learn more about you. The irony is..the more secure we
become..the better partner we attract...but we cannot attract a secure partner if we
are still hyper focused on "the one that got away". Notice that you want to use your
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newfound information to be different with your ex so that he might be different with
you.....but that begs the question...what is wrong with you as you are?
Seriously.....all he has done is reenacted a pattern where you had to earn love by
doing the "right" things...it is almost like gambling....if I bet this way...I could
win...but love is not supposed to be that way. Begin to really invest in loving
yourself the way you say you love this guy...be grace giving, have compassion, be
loving towards yourself. Embrace every single aspect of who you are. Say to
yourself..I am enough and mean it. It is hard work...but so much more rewarding in
the end compared to rolling the dice with a guy who has not shown you the type of
love you require...not consistently. There are a lot of great YouTube videos to help
with self confidence and self love. You will be ok...even without this guy. 

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 21, 2018 18:02:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
Wow my post was quoted in bold! Glad to help see the light. Your separation will be
hard because of your attachment issue but In the long run the temporary pain will
be better than the long term prolonged constant suffering you will endure should you
choose to try to settle for this relationship.

boomerang
New Member

Posts: 5

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 23, 2018 20:05:29 GMT
Quote
it is so true about re-enacting a pattern where I had to do the right things to earn
love. In my case, I took the path of doing what I wanted to do, and I fought back
fiercely. But of course, I never "won" what I wanted.  I don't fight with this guy,
though. He has never said a mean thing to me and vice versa.  I state what I need
and want, he listens calmly, hates it, and withdraws, and then I hate it. That's our
pattern of interaction.

What I am struggling with today is, what is it going to take for me to let this go?
Really, what will it take?

I had a very bad experience with him this week that left me with a totally activated
toxic mix of anger, hurt, and extreme anxiety. And at the same time, it was also
clear he still is emotionally tied to me, as well--and he doesn't want to be.  Which
was also horrible. 

We are weirdly kind of in the same place, except my way to solve it is to "fix" it and
his is to run away. Classic AP/DA (or maybe FA, I'm not sure), I guess. I think we
both want to run away, but we can't because, guess what, our paths cross all the
time. And not paths I can change at the moment. Full on no contact is not possible. I
am quite sure we each wish the other would just disappear.  Poof! if I could teleport
one or the other of us far, far away, it would be such a relief.

But I can't, so this means i have to really find a way, some way, to emotionally
disengage, not just from him the person but especially from him the person in my
head.  But I can't seem to stop the activation. How do people do it?

I have a counselor, I journal, etc., but I do not seem to reach a point where some
sort of self-protective mechanism says, done, enough--and I stop caring and can
just disengage (even though I have a DA side, as well--which I am wishing would
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come to the fore at present). 

I just want to turn my AP behavior OFF.  How do AP people manage to let go? When
you are not yet in that place where you really believe you are more important than
the thing you have with this other person, how do you do it?

tnr9--thank you for your beautiful post--lots of thoughtful truths in there.   I clearly
have work to do in this area.  

tnr9
God

Posts: 848 
Member is Online

Overcoming a DA Relationship Setback May 23, 2018 20:58:25 GMT
Quote

May 23, 2018 20:05:29 GMT boomerang said:
it is so true about re-enacting a pattern where I had to do the right things to earn
love. In my case, I took the path of doing what I wanted to do, and I fought back
fiercely. But of course, I never "won" what I wanted.  I don't fight with this guy,
though. He has never said a mean thing to me and vice versa.  I state what I need
and want, he listens calmly, hates it, and withdraws, and then I hate it. That's our
pattern of interaction.

What I am struggling with today is, what is it going to take for me to let this go?
Really, what will it take?

I had a very bad experience with him this week that left me with a totally activated
toxic mix of anger, hurt, and extreme anxiety. And at the same time, it was also
clear he still is emotionally tied to me, as well--and he doesn't want to be.  Which
was also horrible. 

We are weirdly kind of in the same place, except my way to solve it is to "fix" it and
his is to run away. Classic AP/DA (or maybe FA, I'm not sure), I guess. I think we
both want to run away, but we can't because, guess what, our paths cross all the
time. And not paths I can change at the moment. Full on no contact is not possible. I
am quite sure we each wish the other would just disappear.  Poof! if I could teleport
one or the other of us far, far away, it would be such a relief.

But I can't, so this means i have to really find a way, some way, to emotionally
disengage, not just from him the person but especially from him the person in my
head.  But I can't seem to stop the activation. How do people do it?

I have a counselor, I journal, etc., but I do not seem to reach a point where some
sort of self-protective mechanism says, done, enough--and I stop caring and can
just disengage (even though I have a DA side, as well--which I am wishing would
come to the fore at present). 

I just want to turn my AP behavior OFF.  How do AP people manage to let go? When
you are not yet in that place where you really believe you are more important than
the thing you have with this other person, how do you do it?

tnr9--thank you for your beautiful post--lots of thoughtful truths in there.   I clearly
have work to do in this area.  
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I think the first thing that I have had to do is accept that (at times) I will want him
back...it is visceral...and if I try to deny it, it simply grows bigger...so I have learned
to accept it.  In a weird way...accepting it has actually shortened the duration of any
time of dwelling/obsessing because it just "is".  I think it is the labeling of it as
something bad that keeps us in a loop because it becomes an internal struggle
between the child part and the parent part.  The other thing I am doing is not
reacting to the automatic thoughts...the ones that try to protect me by making up
stories about him....I just acknowledge them as thoughts and not truths...and they
do dissipate over time.  As to seeing him and trying to have no reaction...if you
figure out how to make that work, let me know...I see B every single Sunday and I
get triggered...I think the more you can "limit contact" for now....the better off you
are.  I thought for a bit that I could have a normal friendship with B, but right now,
that is not possible.  So I am trying to limit contact and be good towards myself.
 APs are really good at trying to do what is right for someone else, but often at the
expense of ourself.....so there is a balance that I hope to reach...eventually.  
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david21
New Member

Posts: 30

In the early stages. May 18, 2018 20:15:21 GMT via mobile
Quote
Most of the literature, if not all, I’ve read about dismissive avoidants states that they
tend to come on very strong during the beginning stages of a relationship. Very
loving, attentative, affectionate etc and then one day there’s a switch and their
behaviour immediately changes leaving their partner wondering where the person
they began dating suddenly went. I’m curious to hear from others if this was their
experience as in my case I can’t say it was. Right from the get go my ex
demonstrated many of the “distancing strategies” (especially the work one)
accustomed to love avoidants (particularly DA’s). So, it was quite a struggle early on
and there was certainly no big shift. It just became more and more difficult as time
went on.

yasmin
God

In the early stages. May 18, 2018 20:33:27 GMT via mobile
Quote
I'm more interested over why you'd date someone who was showing those qualities
from the beginning..

Thrill of the chase?

To answer your question though, it's human nature to initially feel carefree and then
to hit a moment of realising there is actual feelings developing and to panic and run.
Many people show those behaviours.
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I can't answer for others but my avoidance is pretty consistently obvious and I don't
attach easily or desire relationships most of the time. I'm happy just to be by myself
and for someone to change my mind usually takes a lot of work from their side.

david21
New Member

Posts: 30

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 2:26:24 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 18, 2018 20:33:27 GMT yasmin said:
I'm more interested over why you'd date someone who was showing those qualities
from the beginning..

Thrill of the chase?

Because as humans, we are attracted to what is familiar to us. That is how my father
treated me: aloof, cold, seemingly uncaring/uninterested and non emotional. So for
me, that is what is familiar. That is my “blueprint” of love. Therefore, I am naturally
attracted to those qualities. Furthermore, we often find partners who mimic the
qualities of the parent we had issues with. We do this subconsciously/consciously in
an effort to “right the wrongs” of the original relationship with the mindset of “if I
can win the approval of this person who is just like my [insert parent/parental figure
you had issues with] it will prove I am worthy. It will prove I am enough”. Sadly this
never, ever works and only serves to reinforce the original beliefs about oneself.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 4:12:35 GMT by david21

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 7:51:07 GMT squirrelkitty likes this
Quote
No. There was a stage when he was more enthusiastic, more interested, maybe
idealizing me a bit- just like everyone when infatuated with a new person but I was
always kept at arm's length. 

I've never experienced love bombing that some people describe here.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 9:05:18 GMT by mechristie

aislingt
New Member

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 8:18:48 GMT
Quote
What mechristie said. Perhaps what you describe is more FA than DA?
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scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 10:49:14 GMT via mobile
Quote
My DA ex chased me at the beginning. Cooked me dinner. Lots of PDA. As soon as I
got the feelz for her she went cold for the rest of the relationship. It was me putting
in all the effort. That was my experience. Interesting to hear the other side of the
coin.

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37 
Member is Online

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 11:49:54 GMT
Quote
I think I acted like that. In the beginning I was loving and affectionate, but that
behavior almost disappeared with time. My ex would tell me things like "Why have
you changed so much?", "I don't know were my loving girlfriend is", "Please bring
my loving girlfriend back"...

scheme00
Full Member

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 16:24:10 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 19, 2018 11:49:54 GMT fDA said:
I think I acted like that. In the beginning I was loving and affectionate, but that
behavior almost disappeared with time. My ex would tell me things like "Why have
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you changed so much?", "I don't know were my loving girlfriend is", "Please bring
my loving girlfriend back"...

Bait and switch! At least you recognize it. Do you lose interest in the person in a few
months usually?

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37 
Member is Online

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 16:47:43 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 19, 2018 16:24:10 GMT scheme00 said:

May 19, 2018 11:49:54 GMT fDA said:
I think I acted like that. In the beginning I was loving and affectionate, but that
behavior almost disappeared with time. My ex would tell me things like "Why have
you changed so much?", "I don't know were my loving girlfriend is", "Please bring
my loving girlfriend back"...

Bait and switch! At least you recognize it. Do you lose interest in the person in a few
months usually?
Well, I only had one relationship so far. Since it was a long-distance relationship, I
think I didn't lose interest that fast. But in general, I get bored with people really
fast (like within a few minutes or hours). Most of what they talk about is not
interesting to me at all. I'm a fan of random chatting lol It's like I get a high in the
beginning when talking to an interesting person, but that quickly vanishes and I can
cut it off immediately.
In the early stages. May 19, 2018 16:54:05 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote
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scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

May 19, 2018 16:47:43 GMT fDA said:

May 19, 2018 16:24:10 GMT scheme00 said:
Bait and switch! At least you recognize it. Do you lose interest in the person in a few
months usually?
Well, I only had one relationship so far. Since it was a long-distance relationship, I
think I didn't lose interest that fast. But in general, I get bored with people really
fast (like within a few minutes or hours). Most of what they talk about is not
interesting to me at all. I'm a fan of random chatting lol It's like I get a high in the
beginning when talking to an interesting person, but that quickly vanishes and I can
cut it off immediately.

Similar to my ex! Do you want to be in a relationship or not at all? I’m glad you are
here. We can sound very hateful (ap) towards Avoidants, please don’t take it
personal on these boards...we are very sensitive and take things personal and often
think everything that went wrong is the Avoidants fault. But I have learned so much
from the Avoidants that share here.

fDA
New Member

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 17:08:30 GMT tnr9 and bip like this
Quote

May 19, 2018 16:54:05 GMT scheme00 said:

May 19, 2018 16:47:43 GMT fDA said:
Well, I only had one relationship so far. Since it was a long-distance relationship, I
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think I didn't lose interest that fast. But in general, I get bored with people really
fast (like within a few minutes or hours). Most of what they talk about is not
interesting to me at all. I'm a fan of random chatting lol It's like I get a high in the
beginning when talking to an interesting person, but that quickly vanishes and I can
cut it off immediately.

Similar to my ex! Do you want to be in a relationship or not at all? I’m glad you are
here. We can sound very hateful (ap) towards Avoidants, please don’t take it
personal on these boards...we are very sensitive and take things personal and often
think everything that went wrong is the Avoidants fault. But I have learned so much
from the Avoidants that share here.
I just came out of a relationship, so I don't think I want to be in one right now. Also,
the thought of having to commit and take care of another person's feelings and
problems again is really repelling to me right now. If I ever get into a relationship
again, I will probably make sure that it doesn't get too close. I read that some
avoidant "couple" here called themselves  "just friends" even after years of being
together. That sounds better to me.

Thanks for the warning. I can be very sensitive and mean too, but I should probably
hold myself back and not show it online.

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

In the early stages. May 22, 2018 18:33:52 GMT
via Tapatalk david21 likes this
Quote
Nope, I'm not familiar with this behaviour. My
Da ex is a 'player', so he was just like a cool
dude/ mate at first (although he was on his
best behaviour for me compared to his
previous relationships). He did ask me out on
the first date, but only after I gave him an
Xmas present.
At first he was just like a laid back friend with
benefits, but at the same time, he called the
shots. There wasn't any lovey-doveyness from
his side. Basically he was just being a player
and didn't take our relationship seriously.
When I told him the dreaded L word, he got
extremely dismissive for a while and basically
messed up our emotional relationship
completely. But I didn't give up just yet and he
became really cute for a while. I don't mean
that he was nicer to me (although he was),
but that he allowed me to cutify him. He is
insufferable independent and suffers from his
own 'toxic masculinity' even more than his
'victims'.

tl;dr my ex was on an opposite trajectory than
what you described 

In the early stages. May 23, 2018 9:23:55 GMT via
Tapatalk david21 likes this
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squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Quote
david21
Not sure this is relevant, but I think
sometimes a DAs' various controlling
strategies can be at cross purposes with their
other controlling strategies :/
Two examples:
1. My DA ex: although he acted cool and
distant a lot of the time and made it clear from
the start that I shouldn't expect anything
serious <=> he likes to nail things down
quickly (e. g. by getting married) so that his
future wife has to be monogamous. He was
always a little paranoid of my platonic friends,
although there was no need for that, while he
was probably two timing me. 
Since he acted like a player and freaked when
I told him the L word, I made sure to explain
that I'm not looking to get married anytime
soon. One would think that would calm him
down, but he actually can't cope with
ambiguity about the future (that might be his
personality, rather than his attachment style?)
We're still friends, after a fashion, and the
other day he said something completely
unrelated that gave me an opportunity to
make a pun. I said he doesn't need to propose
to me because we're past that. That really hurt
him and I apologised. (This is 15 years later
and he's married to someone else.)

2. My gay friend who is DA (and near-
sociopathic) :
He's got a semi-boyfriend about whom he
makes very dismissive comments. He also tells
other people that he loves the guy, but he
hasn't told him. 
When the guy visited, they had a cuddle and
my friend was glad that the guy didn't say
anything romantic because he would have
freaked out. (Previously he had a semi-
boyfriend who didn't say anything and this
drove my friend crazy. ).
Then they travelled together and had sex. But
my friend says, the guy isn't good enough for
him and they're not in a relationship (they are
best friends and have sex.... Not a relationship
at all). Now the guy also says they shouldn't
rush things and should take it slow ( ) So my
friend continued to be a player. When the guy
did the same, my friend got jealous and told
the guy he can keep having sex with other
people but he can't have a relationship with
anyone. - - > his player behaviour (DA) and
his jealousy/ controlling behaviour (also DA)
are at cross purposes. 
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david21
New Member

Posts: 30

In the early stages. May 18, 2018 20:15:21 GMT via mobile
Quote
Most of the literature, if not all, I’ve read about dismissive avoidants states that they
tend to come on very strong during the beginning stages of a relationship. Very
loving, attentative, affectionate etc and then one day there’s a switch and their
behaviour immediately changes leaving their partner wondering where the person
they began dating suddenly went. I’m curious to hear from others if this was their
experience as in my case I can’t say it was. Right from the get go my ex
demonstrated many of the “distancing strategies” (especially the work one)
accustomed to love avoidants (particularly DA’s). So, it was quite a struggle early on
and there was certainly no big shift. It just became more and more difficult as time
went on.

yasmin
God

In the early stages. May 18, 2018 20:33:27 GMT via mobile
Quote
I'm more interested over why you'd date someone who was showing those qualities
from the beginning..

Thrill of the chase?

To answer your question though, it's human nature to initially feel carefree and then
to hit a moment of realising there is actual feelings developing and to panic and run.
Many people show those behaviours.
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I can't answer for others but my avoidance is pretty consistently obvious and I don't
attach easily or desire relationships most of the time. I'm happy just to be by myself
and for someone to change my mind usually takes a lot of work from their side.

david21
New Member

Posts: 30

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 2:26:24 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 18, 2018 20:33:27 GMT yasmin said:
I'm more interested over why you'd date someone who was showing those qualities
from the beginning..

Thrill of the chase?

Because as humans, we are attracted to what is familiar to us. That is how my father
treated me: aloof, cold, seemingly uncaring/uninterested and non emotional. So for
me, that is what is familiar. That is my “blueprint” of love. Therefore, I am naturally
attracted to those qualities. Furthermore, we often find partners who mimic the
qualities of the parent we had issues with. We do this subconsciously/consciously in
an effort to “right the wrongs” of the original relationship with the mindset of “if I
can win the approval of this person who is just like my [insert parent/parental figure
you had issues with] it will prove I am worthy. It will prove I am enough”. Sadly this
never, ever works and only serves to reinforce the original beliefs about oneself.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 4:12:35 GMT by david21

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 7:51:07 GMT squirrelkitty likes this
Quote
No. There was a stage when he was more enthusiastic, more interested, maybe
idealizing me a bit- just like everyone when infatuated with a new person but I was
always kept at arm's length. 

I've never experienced love bombing that some people describe here.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 9:05:18 GMT by mechristie

aislingt
New Member

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 8:18:48 GMT
Quote
What mechristie said. Perhaps what you describe is more FA than DA?
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scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 10:49:14 GMT via mobile
Quote
My DA ex chased me at the beginning. Cooked me dinner. Lots of PDA. As soon as I
got the feelz for her she went cold for the rest of the relationship. It was me putting
in all the effort. That was my experience. Interesting to hear the other side of the
coin.

fDA
New Member

Posts: 37 
Member is Online

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 11:49:54 GMT
Quote
I think I acted like that. In the beginning I was loving and affectionate, but that
behavior almost disappeared with time. My ex would tell me things like "Why have
you changed so much?", "I don't know were my loving girlfriend is", "Please bring
my loving girlfriend back"...

scheme00
Full Member

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 16:24:10 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 19, 2018 11:49:54 GMT fDA said:
I think I acted like that. In the beginning I was loving and affectionate, but that
behavior almost disappeared with time. My ex would tell me things like "Why have
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you changed so much?", "I don't know were my loving girlfriend is", "Please bring
my loving girlfriend back"...

Bait and switch! At least you recognize it. Do you lose interest in the person in a few
months usually?

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

In the early stages. May 19, 2018 16:54:05 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 19, 2018 16:47:43 GMT fDA said:

May 19, 2018 16:24:10 GMT scheme00 said:
Bait and switch! At least you recognize it. Do you lose interest in the person in a few
months usually?
Well, I only had one relationship so far. Since it was a long-distance relationship, I
think I didn't lose interest that fast. But in general, I get bored with people really
fast (like within a few minutes or hours). Most of what they talk about is not
interesting to me at all. I'm a fan of random chatting lol It's like I get a high in the
beginning when talking to an interesting person, but that quickly vanishes and I can
cut it off immediately.

Similar to my ex! Do you want to be in a relationship or not at all? I’m glad you are
here. We can sound very hateful (ap) towards Avoidants, please don’t take it
personal on these boards...we are very sensitive and take things personal and often
think everything that went wrong is the Avoidants fault. But I have learned so much
from the Avoidants that share here.

squirrelkitty
New Member

In the early stages. May 22, 2018 18:33:52 GMT
via Tapatalk david21 likes this
Quote
Nope, I'm not familiar with this behaviour. My
Da ex is a 'player', so he was just like a cool
dude/ mate at first (although he was on his
best behaviour for me compared to his
previous relationships). He did ask me out on
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the first date, but only after I gave him an
Xmas present.
At first he was just like a laid back friend with
benefits, but at the same time, he called the
shots. There wasn't any lovey-doveyness from
his side. Basically he was just being a player
and didn't take our relationship seriously.
When I told him the dreaded L word, he got
extremely dismissive for a while and basically
messed up our emotional relationship
completely. But I didn't give up just yet and he
became really cute for a while. I don't mean
that he was nicer to me (although he was),
but that he allowed me to cutify him. He is
insufferable independent and suffers from his
own 'toxic masculinity' even more than his
'victims'.

tl;dr my ex was on an opposite trajectory than
what you described 

squirrelkitty
New Member

In the early stages. May 23, 2018 9:23:55 GMT via
Tapatalk david21 likes this
Quote
david21
Not sure this is relevant, but I think
sometimes a DAs' various controlling
strategies can be at cross purposes with their
other controlling strategies :/
Two examples:
1. My DA ex: although he acted cool and
distant a lot of the time and made it clear from
the start that I shouldn't expect anything
serious <=> he likes to nail things down
quickly (e. g. by getting married) so that his
future wife has to be monogamous. He was
always a little paranoid of my platonic friends,
although there was no need for that, while he
was probably two timing me. 
Since he acted like a player and freaked when
I told him the L word, I made sure to explain
that I'm not looking to get married anytime
soon. One would think that would calm him
down, but he actually can't cope with
ambiguity about the future (that might be his
personality, rather than his attachment style?)
We're still friends, after a fashion, and the
other day he said something completely
unrelated that gave me an opportunity to
make a pun. I said he doesn't need to propose
to me because we're past that. That really hurt
him and I apologised. (This is 15 years later
and he's married to someone else.)

2. My gay friend who is DA (and near-
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sociopathic) :
He's got a semi-boyfriend about whom he
makes very dismissive comments. He also tells
other people that he loves the guy, but he
hasn't told him. 
When the guy visited, they had a cuddle and
my friend was glad that the guy didn't say
anything romantic because he would have
freaked out. (Previously he had a semi-
boyfriend who didn't say anything and this
drove my friend crazy. ).
Then they travelled together and had sex. But
my friend says, the guy isn't good enough for
him and they're not in a relationship (they are
best friends and have sex.... Not a relationship
at all). Now the guy also says they shouldn't
rush things and should take it slow ( ) So my
friend continued to be a player. When the guy
did the same, my friend got jealous and told
the guy he can keep having sex with other
people but he can't have a relationship with
anyone. - - > his player behaviour (DA) and
his jealousy/ controlling behaviour (also DA)
are at cross purposes. 
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The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 1:48:05 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hey guys!

I am having a hard time dealing with a guy that I have been investing in emotionally
for 9 months. We do not have an official relationship as he will not put titles on it,
but he tells me I am the closest person to him and I am the person he talks to and
shares with the most. He has not been in a relationship for 9 years and I am
beginning to understand that this is how he operates as he is not able to offer real
intimacy and everything is on his terms (he must be in control). He does not offer
empathy which is what is needed to make a relationship work.

We talk on the phone at least 3 times a week and text and use snap chat for the
remaining days. Lately, I have realized that it is harder and harder for him to open
up which causes me to ask him questions and he does not like being asked
questions. I will skip to our final conversation bc it is too long to describe the whole
back story behind the “relationship” just know that my counselor believes he is
either an extreme avoidant or NPD. 

He is a traveling welder and he is only home 4 months out of the year. He told me
on our last phone conversation that his job was about to end and he would be back
home (where I live) for the next month. I asked him if he would be able to make
some time for me since the last time he was home was Dec. 5th (the last time I saw
him). I assumed this was a normal question to ask someone that you have been
talking to almost everyday and the fact that they said you were one of the closest
people to them. He responded angrily and said that I was on the bottom of the
priority list and that he probably would not be able to see him. I sounded hurt when
he said this, and asked “so you can’t even see me for 2 hours when you are home?”
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aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

He immediately said he was getting irritated and he was hanging up. Before I was
able to say anything else he had hung up the phone on me.

An hour later he texted me, “I could tell you were hurt so I want to explain myself”.
He sent me a list of all the things that he needed to accomplish and why he would
not be able to see me when he was home. I texted him and let him know that I
understand that he has priorities and I had been looking forward to seeing him (bc
we had talked about it before in previous convos) but it’s ok if he could not make it
happen. I’ll let him contact me if he wanted to see me and I would drop it. I then
began to apologize for my behavior (I guess pushing to see him?) and let him know
that I never meant to irritate him and that I had nothing, but positive feelings for
him.

He then said that I needed to work on always pushing him for more communication
and for wanting to see him. I apologized again bc I didn’t know what else to say. I
then tried to explain myself and tell him about my anxious attachment and that I
had been trying to help myself by seeing a counselor for the last two months. I told
him I was working on myself and was trying to better myself.

He waited 15 hours to respond and said, “ I always knew you were damaged. From
now on we will only speak on the phone for 20 minutes and we will only discuss day
to day activities or fun stories, but nothing deeper than that!” I asked him why and
he said that the longer he talks to me the more curious I get with my questions and
he finds himself being worked up. 

This really hurt my feelings bc he had become one of my confidantes and at times
we used to share so much with each other until he would get uncomfortable and
distance himself and then come back. It was push and pull... always!

I told him that my feelings were really hurt and I wanted to talk to him about this
and it could even be via text, but I just wanted some kind of understanding since he
had pulled a 180 on me. He said he would consider it and then proceeded to ignore
me for the next 48 hours. I got anxious and sent him a video snap chat asking if he
could please talk to me about things bc I felt unsettled and I really wanted to work it
out and see if there was anything I could do to make it better and that I wasn’t
completely sure what was bothering him... also that I felt like he was ignoring me,
but maybe that wasn’t his intent. I was just looking for answers. He viewed the
videos, but never responded. It has now been 4 days and there has been nothing,
but radio silence. 

I stopped contacting him after sending the video snap chat bc if he didn’t care that I
was obviously tearfully upset then what was the point.

I don’t understand why a grown 32 year old man would refuse to communicate and
just let me know what is wrong even if it is hard to hear. This “relationship” has
made me so anxious and worried from the beginning and half of the reason why I
decided to finally go to therapy. Obviously, the issues stem from my childhood and
raising, but this whole ordeal has been really detrimental to my self worth. 

tnr9
God

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 3:41:05 GMT aubreyap likes this
Quote
Hi Aubrey....I really can't speak to his behaviors...I can say that it seems that your
first message triggered him (he may have interpreted your would you be able to
make time for me an obligation versus a request) and the rest of your
communication was triggered/clarification responses back and forth. I agree that his
comment about knowing you were always damaged was completely hurtful and
completely lacking in empathy. Good of you to speak to the fact that it hurt you!! It
is also great that you are seeing someone to address your own attachment issues. I
do wonder, if you feel triggered all the time and you have decided that he cannot
give you what you need...why stay? What is it that he offers you that you find
compelling? Especially given that it sounds like most of your correspondence is via
online communication.
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aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 4:42:02 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hi tnr9,

I think it is the fantasy of the maybe relationship. I naively thought (before I figured
out about attachment styles) that he was going to go back to the way he was when
we first met. He used to text me all throughout the night and talk to me on the
phone (snap videos) until 6 am. I thought that I had finally found the guy who was
going to give me the attention I so longed for. He kept dangling the carrot of
commitment in front of me with future faking that I desperately wanted to believe
him and just kept holding on. I thought the deeper our relationship got that he
would develop feelings for me and finally want me for real. The tighter I held on the
more I received scraps and lots of abusive comments. Soon texts became less...
communication became less... and I ended up being the pursuer. I only felt relief
when he would respond to my texts or he decided to initiate contact to me. I was
waiting around for my fix... it’s like he is the only thing that could calm my anxiety
yet was the very thing causing my anxiety.

serene13
Junior Member

Posts: 76

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 5:48:13 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 4:42:02 GMT aubreyap said:
Hi tnr9,

I think it is the fantasy of the maybe relationship. I naively thought (before I figured
out about attachment styles) that he was going to go back to the way he was when
we first met. He used to text me all throughout the night and talk to me on the
phone (snap videos) until 6 am. I thought that I had finally found the guy who was
going to give me the attention I so longed for. He kept dangling the carrot of
commitment in front of me with future faking that I desperately wanted to believe
him and just kept holding on. I thought the deeper our relationship got that he
would develop feelings for me and finally want me for real. The tighter I held on the
more I received scraps and lots of abusive comments. Soon texts became less...
communication became less... and I ended up being the pursuer. I only felt relief
when he would respond to my texts or he decided to initiate contact to me. I was
waiting around for my fix... it’s like he is the only thing that could calm my anxiety
yet was the very thing causing my anxiety.
That's it girl - you've described it to a 't'. And it doesn't get any better.... 

mechristie
Deleted Member

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 10:00:26 GMT
Quote
Was he 'love bombing' you at first?

Whatever you do, don't apologize him anymore. You're not at fault here, you did
nothing wrong. he knows it. If he's Narc you'll only feed him, if he's DA he'll run
away.
You have to take care of yourself because it already seems you're trauma bonded.

I know the silent treatment hurts, enormously but nothing you say will stop it.  
Meanwhile look into patterns Narcs use. It's a very thin line, I still sometimes
wonder if I'm his narcissistic supply. It's a spectrum and I don't think you can always
tell. So in case you decide to continue 'relationship' with someone like this, you have
to know how to protect yourself, where to set boundaries. It's easy to fall into a trap
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of justifying them.

If he's DA, don't put pressure on him. Suggest  (a meeting) but that's it. Let him feel
he is in control and see if he comes.  
Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 10:13:29 GMT by mechristie

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 10:39:59 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks for letting me know about trauma bonding! After looking I up, I can say it
describes what is happening to me or has been happening for a while. I have tried to
walk away before and I came back.

These are the signs you might be in a trauma bond with someone, according to
Psych Central:

A constant pattern of nonperformance - your partner promises you things, but keeps
behaving to the contrary.

Others are disturbed by something that is said or done to you in your relationship,
but you brush it off. {yup friends and my counselor have to remind me about what is
abusive behavior bc I overlook it}

You feel stuck in the relationship because you see no way out. 

You're punished or given the silent treatment by your partner when you say or do
something "wrong." ( ding ding ding)

You feel unable to detach from your relationship even though you don't truly trust or
even like the person you're in it with. ( yes!!!)

When you try and leave, you are plagued by such longing to get back with your
partner you feel it might destroy you. (yes!!!)

Yes, it is possible that he love bombed me... but he could be DA so not 100%. If this
is the final discard then maybe I’ll just be thankful... now I have no choice, but to
heal and move on. I can’t go back.

tnr9
God

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 10:46:34 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 4:42:02 GMT aubreyap said:
Hi tnr9,

I think it is the fantasy of the maybe relationship. I naively thought (before I figured
out about attachment styles) that he was going to go back to the way he was when
we first met. He used to text me all throughout the night and talk to me on the
phone (snap videos) until 6 am. I thought that I had finally found the guy who was
going to give me the attention I so longed for. He kept dangling the carrot of
commitment in front of me with future faking that I desperately wanted to believe
him and just kept holding on. I thought the deeper our relationship got that he
would develop feelings for me and finally want me for real. The tighter I held on the
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more I received scraps and lots of abusive comments. Soon texts became less...
communication became less... and I ended up being the pursuer. I only felt relief
when he would respond to my texts or he decided to initiate contact to me. I was
waiting around for my fix... it’s like he is the only thing that could calm my anxiety
yet was the very thing causing my anxiety.
It is good that you see the dual aspect...wanting relief from someone who has
triggered you.  There is a post from a member Jaegar about intermittent attention
and how it becomes addictive.  I know how absolutely easy it is to look at his
behavior and seek guidance....but the "external focus" is what causes so much hurt.
 It is only when we turn the focus back to ourselves and changing that dynamic that
we will ultimately find that person who is a good fit...put another way, learn to love
the person you are right now and you won't find the intermittent attention so
aluring.  As to the need for a fix, yes, understand that...it is a fear of disconnection
from a source we think can sooth us...but the reality is....he likely feels that as
smothering/intrusive behavior...and round and round you go...neither of you getting
what you want and expect from each other.  I wish you well on your journey.

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

The Silent Treatment Apr 23, 2018 17:23:22 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thank you so much for your response! I looked into intermittent attention and that
describes what was going on with me and why I was feeling like I was on pins and
needles for the last 9 months with no relief in sight. It literally is like an addiction
that I am a in the process of breaking (like I am in recovery now). I have had no
contact with him for 6 days now and my anxiety has been reduced by 60%. I think
it’s also bc the lately positive comments were so far out of sight it was so hard to
hold on for my next fix. I remember the rush I felt when they finally did come after
all the hurtful comments were said. This forum has really been a God send for me
and finally having the courage to break the cycle and try and heal. 

My counselor believes that he is feeling relieved by keeping me at a distance bc he
probably did feel smothered/emeshed. At some point he will feel abandoned and will
probably try and contact me again once the distance is too great. It is at this point
that I need to know what I am going to say or not say to continue my healing and
not go back.

Jaeger
Senior Member

Posts: 309

The Silent Treatment Apr 23, 2018 17:56:37 GMT via mobile
Quote
Link to the original article here:

jebkinnison.boards.net/thread/408/why-hard-leave-relationship

kelvain
Junior Member

The Silent Treatment Apr 23, 2018 21:18:38 GMT
Quote
Hi aubreyap! It doesn't sound like you acted unreasonably at all during the initial
contacting. If this guy is acting this way toward you, it most likely will not change.
I've been through the mill with my ex DA and thought we finally worked things
through... we were even planning to get engaged this past Easter and married this
coming November. She checked out of the relationship right before Christmas
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because she couldn't handle the emotional intimacy or the commitment, and really
didn't like having to give up some of her control.

I hope you have the strength to run far and fast from this guy.

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

The Silent Treatment May 20, 2018 3:17:12 GMT via mobile
Quote
update: I broke no contact after 4 weeks. He let me know that he already had a new
girlfriend and that what was done was done and to get over it. We were not
compatible bc I was looking for love, affection, and attention and he was never going
to be able to give that to me. He then let me know that I was a burden to him bc of
my emotions, bc I was nosy, and bc my feelings were always hurt. The time away
from me made him realize how negative I was and that he was happier without me.

Last Edit: May 20, 2018 3:17:54 GMT by aubreyap
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The Silent Treatment May 20, 2018 11:45:01 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
I know it's tough but be thankful. This sounded like a toxic situation and I think you
know that.
You are good enough. You know what your needs are and this is a time to work on
yourself. Take a look at a book called ATTACHED if you get a chance.

Deep down you know that things weren't right with this person. Good things are
ahead.

tbee813
New Member

The Silent Treatment May 22, 2018 3:06:41 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
"I am having a hard time dealing with a guy that I have been investing in
emotionally for 9 months. We do not have an official relationship as he will not put
titles on it, but he tells me I am the closest person to him and I am the person he
talks to and shares with the most."

I have been in a relationship with a Dismissive for 3 years and my relationship
started out EXACTLY this way and HAS NOT CHANGED much in the regard of his
refusing to label the relationship. We started in an "open" relationship which is still
extremely important to him (and has slowly pissed me off more and more lol)... I
started out mostly stable...much more stable than most women i know... I did not
have an easy home life, but i was able to find compassion for my NARC mother and
"not home much" father... or so I thought... This relationship has mirrored to me
ALL of the residue I still carry and has been INVALUABLE to me. It is for this reason
that I have been able to begin to heal the most wounded parts of myself. It has
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taken considerable work and is not for everyone.. in fact i would not recommend it.
We actually live together in this bizarre arrangement (a step I am now seeing is
actually progress and pretty amazing for this type). But I will say, as a person that
has observed this Dismissive for a LONG time... I can almost GUARANTEE that this
man you were seeing did NOT find someone else... but that instead what happened
is that he used this excuse to distance himself (my dismissive habitually uses this to
exit his other more temporary "relationships") because your admission to seeking
help was "repulsive" to him as these types DO NOT like vulnerability and regard it as
weakness... it TERRIFIES them... because they CANNOT accept or face "weakness"
in themselves. Your natural inclination to learn about them as ANY person gets to
know a new person sets them on edge... because they DONT even want to learn
about THEMSELVES!!! I tell you this because I think it is important that you hear
that there is NO WAY he is happier without you, because there is no way he is
happier period lol You are doing the RIGHT thing working on yourself so in your next
relationship you can be healed and find a healed person... I pray his journey will
bring him healing too... but not at your expense.. love love love
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The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 1:48:05 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hey guys!

I am having a hard time dealing with a guy that I have been investing in emotionally
for 9 months. We do not have an official relationship as he will not put titles on it,
but he tells me I am the closest person to him and I am the person he talks to and
shares with the most. He has not been in a relationship for 9 years and I am
beginning to understand that this is how he operates as he is not able to offer real
intimacy and everything is on his terms (he must be in control). He does not offer
empathy which is what is needed to make a relationship work.

We talk on the phone at least 3 times a week and text and use snap chat for the
remaining days. Lately, I have realized that it is harder and harder for him to open
up which causes me to ask him questions and he does not like being asked
questions. I will skip to our final conversation bc it is too long to describe the whole
back story behind the “relationship” just know that my counselor believes he is
either an extreme avoidant or NPD. 

He is a traveling welder and he is only home 4 months out of the year. He told me
on our last phone conversation that his job was about to end and he would be back
home (where I live) for the next month. I asked him if he would be able to make
some time for me since the last time he was home was Dec. 5th (the last time I saw
him). I assumed this was a normal question to ask someone that you have been
talking to almost everyday and the fact that they said you were one of the closest
people to them. He responded angrily and said that I was on the bottom of the
priority list and that he probably would not be able to see him. I sounded hurt when
he said this, and asked “so you can’t even see me for 2 hours when you are home?”
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He immediately said he was getting irritated and he was hanging up. Before I was
able to say anything else he had hung up the phone on me.

An hour later he texted me, “I could tell you were hurt so I want to explain myself”.
He sent me a list of all the things that he needed to accomplish and why he would
not be able to see me when he was home. I texted him and let him know that I
understand that he has priorities and I had been looking forward to seeing him (bc
we had talked about it before in previous convos) but it’s ok if he could not make it
happen. I’ll let him contact me if he wanted to see me and I would drop it. I then
began to apologize for my behavior (I guess pushing to see him?) and let him know
that I never meant to irritate him and that I had nothing, but positive feelings for
him.

He then said that I needed to work on always pushing him for more communication
and for wanting to see him. I apologized again bc I didn’t know what else to say. I
then tried to explain myself and tell him about my anxious attachment and that I
had been trying to help myself by seeing a counselor for the last two months. I told
him I was working on myself and was trying to better myself.

He waited 15 hours to respond and said, “ I always knew you were damaged. From
now on we will only speak on the phone for 20 minutes and we will only discuss day
to day activities or fun stories, but nothing deeper than that!” I asked him why and
he said that the longer he talks to me the more curious I get with my questions and
he finds himself being worked up. 

This really hurt my feelings bc he had become one of my confidantes and at times
we used to share so much with each other until he would get uncomfortable and
distance himself and then come back. It was push and pull... always!

I told him that my feelings were really hurt and I wanted to talk to him about this
and it could even be via text, but I just wanted some kind of understanding since he
had pulled a 180 on me. He said he would consider it and then proceeded to ignore
me for the next 48 hours. I got anxious and sent him a video snap chat asking if he
could please talk to me about things bc I felt unsettled and I really wanted to work it
out and see if there was anything I could do to make it better and that I wasn’t
completely sure what was bothering him... also that I felt like he was ignoring me,
but maybe that wasn’t his intent. I was just looking for answers. He viewed the
videos, but never responded. It has now been 4 days and there has been nothing,
but radio silence. 

I stopped contacting him after sending the video snap chat bc if he didn’t care that I
was obviously tearfully upset then what was the point.

I don’t understand why a grown 32 year old man would refuse to communicate and
just let me know what is wrong even if it is hard to hear. This “relationship” has
made me so anxious and worried from the beginning and half of the reason why I
decided to finally go to therapy. Obviously, the issues stem from my childhood and
raising, but this whole ordeal has been really detrimental to my self worth. 

tnr9
God

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 3:41:05 GMT aubreyap likes this
Quote
Hi Aubrey....I really can't speak to his behaviors...I can say that it seems that your
first message triggered him (he may have interpreted your would you be able to
make time for me an obligation versus a request) and the rest of your
communication was triggered/clarification responses back and forth. I agree that his
comment about knowing you were always damaged was completely hurtful and
completely lacking in empathy. Good of you to speak to the fact that it hurt you!! It
is also great that you are seeing someone to address your own attachment issues. I
do wonder, if you feel triggered all the time and you have decided that he cannot
give you what you need...why stay? What is it that he offers you that you find
compelling? Especially given that it sounds like most of your correspondence is via
online communication.
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The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 4:42:02 GMT via mobile
Quote
Hi tnr9,

I think it is the fantasy of the maybe relationship. I naively thought (before I figured
out about attachment styles) that he was going to go back to the way he was when
we first met. He used to text me all throughout the night and talk to me on the
phone (snap videos) until 6 am. I thought that I had finally found the guy who was
going to give me the attention I so longed for. He kept dangling the carrot of
commitment in front of me with future faking that I desperately wanted to believe
him and just kept holding on. I thought the deeper our relationship got that he
would develop feelings for me and finally want me for real. The tighter I held on the
more I received scraps and lots of abusive comments. Soon texts became less...
communication became less... and I ended up being the pursuer. I only felt relief
when he would respond to my texts or he decided to initiate contact to me. I was
waiting around for my fix... it’s like he is the only thing that could calm my anxiety
yet was the very thing causing my anxiety.
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The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 5:48:13 GMT
Quote

Apr 20, 2018 4:42:02 GMT aubreyap said:
Hi tnr9,

I think it is the fantasy of the maybe relationship. I naively thought (before I figured
out about attachment styles) that he was going to go back to the way he was when
we first met. He used to text me all throughout the night and talk to me on the
phone (snap videos) until 6 am. I thought that I had finally found the guy who was
going to give me the attention I so longed for. He kept dangling the carrot of
commitment in front of me with future faking that I desperately wanted to believe
him and just kept holding on. I thought the deeper our relationship got that he
would develop feelings for me and finally want me for real. The tighter I held on the
more I received scraps and lots of abusive comments. Soon texts became less...
communication became less... and I ended up being the pursuer. I only felt relief
when he would respond to my texts or he decided to initiate contact to me. I was
waiting around for my fix... it’s like he is the only thing that could calm my anxiety
yet was the very thing causing my anxiety.
That's it girl - you've described it to a 't'. And it doesn't get any better.... 

mechristie
Deleted Member

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 10:00:26 GMT
Quote
Was he 'love bombing' you at first?

Whatever you do, don't apologize him anymore. You're not at fault here, you did
nothing wrong. he knows it. If he's Narc you'll only feed him, if he's DA he'll run
away.
You have to take care of yourself because it already seems you're trauma bonded.

I know the silent treatment hurts, enormously but nothing you say will stop it.  
Meanwhile look into patterns Narcs use. It's a very thin line, I still sometimes
wonder if I'm his narcissistic supply. It's a spectrum and I don't think you can always
tell. So in case you decide to continue 'relationship' with someone like this, you have
to know how to protect yourself, where to set boundaries. It's easy to fall into a trap
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of justifying them.

If he's DA, don't put pressure on him. Suggest  (a meeting) but that's it. Let him feel
he is in control and see if he comes.  
Last Edit: Apr 20, 2018 10:13:29 GMT by mechristie
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The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 10:39:59 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks for letting me know about trauma bonding! After looking I up, I can say it
describes what is happening to me or has been happening for a while. I have tried to
walk away before and I came back.

These are the signs you might be in a trauma bond with someone, according to
Psych Central:

A constant pattern of nonperformance - your partner promises you things, but keeps
behaving to the contrary.

Others are disturbed by something that is said or done to you in your relationship,
but you brush it off. {yup friends and my counselor have to remind me about what is
abusive behavior bc I overlook it}

You feel stuck in the relationship because you see no way out. 

You're punished or given the silent treatment by your partner when you say or do
something "wrong." ( ding ding ding)

You feel unable to detach from your relationship even though you don't truly trust or
even like the person you're in it with. ( yes!!!)

When you try and leave, you are plagued by such longing to get back with your
partner you feel it might destroy you. (yes!!!)

Yes, it is possible that he love bombed me... but he could be DA so not 100%. If this
is the final discard then maybe I’ll just be thankful... now I have no choice, but to
heal and move on. I can’t go back.

tnr9
God

The Silent Treatment Apr 20, 2018 10:46:34 GMT
Quote
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I think it is the fantasy of the maybe relationship. I naively thought (before I figured
out about attachment styles) that he was going to go back to the way he was when
we first met. He used to text me all throughout the night and talk to me on the
phone (snap videos) until 6 am. I thought that I had finally found the guy who was
going to give me the attention I so longed for. He kept dangling the carrot of
commitment in front of me with future faking that I desperately wanted to believe
him and just kept holding on. I thought the deeper our relationship got that he
would develop feelings for me and finally want me for real. The tighter I held on the
more I received scraps and lots of abusive comments. Soon texts became less...
communication became less... and I ended up being the pursuer. I only felt relief
when he would respond to my texts or he decided to initiate contact to me. I was
waiting around for my fix... it’s like he is the only thing that could calm my anxiety
yet was the very thing causing my anxiety.
It is good that you see the dual aspect...wanting relief from someone who has
triggered you.  There is a post from a member Jaegar about intermittent attention
and how it becomes addictive.  I know how absolutely easy it is to look at his
behavior and seek guidance....but the "external focus" is what causes so much hurt.
 It is only when we turn the focus back to ourselves and changing that dynamic that
we will ultimately find that person who is a good fit...put another way, learn to love
the person you are right now and you won't find the intermittent attention so
aluring.  As to the need for a fix, yes, understand that...it is a fear of disconnection
from a source we think can sooth us...but the reality is....he likely feels that as
smothering/intrusive behavior...and round and round you go...neither of you getting
what you want and expect from each other.  I wish you well on your journey.

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

The Silent Treatment Apr 23, 2018 17:23:22 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thank you so much for your response! I looked into intermittent attention and that
describes what was going on with me and why I was feeling like I was on pins and
needles for the last 9 months with no relief in sight. It literally is like an addiction
that I am a in the process of breaking (like I am in recovery now). I have had no
contact with him for 6 days now and my anxiety has been reduced by 60%. I think
it’s also bc the lately positive comments were so far out of sight it was so hard to
hold on for my next fix. I remember the rush I felt when they finally did come after
all the hurtful comments were said. This forum has really been a God send for me
and finally having the courage to break the cycle and try and heal. 

My counselor believes that he is feeling relieved by keeping me at a distance bc he
probably did feel smothered/emeshed. At some point he will feel abandoned and will
probably try and contact me again once the distance is too great. It is at this point
that I need to know what I am going to say or not say to continue my healing and
not go back.

Jaeger
Senior Member
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The Silent Treatment Apr 23, 2018 17:56:37 GMT via mobile
Quote
Link to the original article here:

jebkinnison.boards.net/thread/408/why-hard-leave-relationship

kelvain
Junior Member
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Quote
Hi aubreyap! It doesn't sound like you acted unreasonably at all during the initial
contacting. If this guy is acting this way toward you, it most likely will not change.
I've been through the mill with my ex DA and thought we finally worked things
through... we were even planning to get engaged this past Easter and married this
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coming November. She checked out of the relationship right before Christmas
because she couldn't handle the emotional intimacy or the commitment, and really
didn't like having to give up some of her control.

I hope you have the strength to run far and fast from this guy.

aubreyap
New Member

Posts: 20

The Silent Treatment May 20, 2018 3:17:12 GMT via mobile
Quote
update: I broke no contact after 4 weeks. He let me know that he already had a new
girlfriend and that what was done was done and to get over it. We were not
compatible bc I was looking for love, affection, and attention and he was never going
to be able to give that to me. He then let me know that I was a burden to him bc of
my emotions, bc I was nosy, and bc my feelings were always hurt. The time away
from me made him realize how negative I was and that he was happier without me.

Last Edit: May 20, 2018 3:17:54 GMT by aubreyap
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The Silent Treatment May 20, 2018 11:45:01 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
I know it's tough but be thankful. This sounded like a toxic situation and I think you
know that.
You are good enough. You know what your needs are and this is a time to work on
yourself. Take a look at a book called ATTACHED if you get a chance.

Deep down you know that things weren't right with this person. Good things are
ahead.

tbee813
New Member

The Silent Treatment May 22, 2018 3:06:41 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
"I am having a hard time dealing with a guy that I have been investing in
emotionally for 9 months. We do not have an official relationship as he will not put
titles on it, but he tells me I am the closest person to him and I am the person he
talks to and shares with the most."

I have been in a relationship with a Dismissive for 3 years and my relationship
started out EXACTLY this way and HAS NOT CHANGED much in the regard of his
refusing to label the relationship. We started in an "open" relationship which is still
extremely important to him (and has slowly pissed me off more and more lol)... I
started out mostly stable...much more stable than most women i know... I did not
have an easy home life, but i was able to find compassion for my NARC mother and
"not home much" father... or so I thought... This relationship has mirrored to me
ALL of the residue I still carry and has been INVALUABLE to me. It is for this reason
that I have been able to begin to heal the most wounded parts of myself. It has
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taken considerable work and is not for everyone.. in fact i would not recommend it.
We actually live together in this bizarre arrangement (a step I am now seeing is
actually progress and pretty amazing for this type). But I will say, as a person that
has observed this Dismissive for a LONG time... I can almost GUARANTEE that this
man you were seeing did NOT find someone else... but that instead what happened
is that he used this excuse to distance himself (my dismissive habitually uses this to
exit his other more temporary "relationships") because your admission to seeking
help was "repulsive" to him as these types DO NOT like vulnerability and regard it as
weakness... it TERRIFIES them... because they CANNOT accept or face "weakness"
in themselves. Your natural inclination to learn about them as ANY person gets to
know a new person sets them on edge... because they DONT even want to learn
about THEMSELVES!!! I tell you this because I think it is important that you hear
that there is NO WAY he is happier without you, because there is no way he is
happier period lol You are doing the RIGHT thing working on yourself so in your next
relationship you can be healed and find a healed person... I pray his journey will
bring him healing too... but not at your expense.. love love love
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I don’t think this has anything to do with attachment style at all, rather a pattern he
developed as a child where he would lie instead of telling the truth because he does
not want people to think bad about him. Just like the last girl I dated, she thought it
was acceptable to lie. I think that is more a result of family interdynamics than
attachment style. Bottom line is that usually people that are used to lying won’t
suddenly have a change of heart and change their pattern they are used to.
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Narcissists do this. It's called gaslighting.
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Quote
It doesn't seem like gaslighting to me.

Most people lie, for many reasons. Most likely, he didn't want to explain it to you -
whatever the reason may be. 

Your perception of him can be wrong. I'm stoic in nature, people often ask me why
am I angry- I am not. 
Angry can mean tired, worried, annoyed, anxious etc. If he is not in touch with his
feelings and you're asking him to explain himself, of course he will dodge your
questions.

Last Edit: May 21, 2018 11:32:50 GMT by mechristie
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May 21, 2018 11:29:49 GMT @mechristie said:
It doesn't seem like gaslighting to me.

Most people lie, for many reasons. Most likely, he didn't want to explain it to you -
whatever the reason may be. 

Your perception of him can be wrong. I'm stoic in nature, people often ask me why
am I angry- I am not. 
Angry can mean tired, worried, annoyed, anxious etc. If he is not in touch with his
feelings and you're asking him to explain himself, of course he will dodge your
questions.
Totally off topic..but my mom is stoic also...very hard to read her feelings at times.
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It doesn't seem like gaslighting to me.

Most people lie, for many reasons. Most likely, he didn't want to explain it to you -
whatever the reason may be. 

Your perception of him can be wrong. I'm stoic in nature, people often ask me why
am I angry- I am not. 
Angry can mean tired, worried, annoyed, anxious etc. If he is not in touch with his
feelings and you're asking him to explain himself, of course he will dodge your
questions.
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It doesn't seem like gaslighting to me.

Most people lie, for many reasons. Most likely, he didn't want to explain it to you -
whatever the reason may be. 

Your perception of him can be wrong. I'm stoic in nature, people often ask me why
am I angry- I am not. 
Angry can mean tired, worried, annoyed, anxious etc. If he is not in touch with his
feelings and you're asking him to explain himself, of course he will dodge your
questions.
Totally off topic..but my mom is stoic also...very hard to read her feelings at times.
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Doesn't sound AP to me and I am an AP.
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May 18, 2018 17:21:53 GMT @femaleda said:

May 18, 2018 17:05:33 GMT tnr9 said:
Doesn't sound AP to me and I am an AP.
Okay, well I really don't know how to categorize him. Maybe he's just secure. He
doesn't really get jealous, too.
If he lies to you..then he is not secure...but does it really matter to catagorise him?
 If it wasn't a good relationship...can you simply say that it wasn't a good fit and
move on to someone who doesn't trigger you as much?  The fact is, knowing his
attachment style really doesn't necessarily help...because people are more then just
an attachment style.  Sounds like you are better off moving on to someone else.

tnr9
God

Posts: 849 
Member is Online

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 18, 2018 17:49:12 GMT
Quote
Perhaps some of the male members will have thoughts on it. You can check back
later or in the next few days and see if anyone else replies.

rocky
Deleted Member

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT via
mobile
Quote
Hi @femaleda.
Have you taken an attachment style test yourself?
I'm DA, and i found it very difficult to relate to your experience in the relationship as
i thought your perspective seems to be pretty anxious. I don't understand FA
thinking or behavior but perhaps you are an avoidant but FA? I'm just curious and
not trying to negate you. 

of course, all of us are unique and more than attachment styles. 

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here,
many posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 
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my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid
aspects of AP thinking and behavior. 
she actually is using it as a reference to help me address some of the emotional
abuse i endured from AP partners and my mother. She is doing this to help me see
that i am not alone in what i experienced. 

At any rate, I'm sorry you're hurting and i wish you the best. 
If you are a DA who is looking to heal from any kind of trauma yourself this may not
be a good venue.

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 0:42:27 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT @rocky said:
Hi @femaleda.
Have you taken an attachment style test yourself?
I'm DA, and i found it very difficult to relate to your experience in the relationship as
i thought your perspective seems to be pretty anxious. I don't understand FA
thinking or behavior but perhaps you are an avoidant but FA? I'm just curious and
not trying to negate you. 

of course, all of us are unique and more than attachment styles. 

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here,
many posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 

my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid
aspects of AP thinking and behavior. 
she actually is using it as a reference to help me address some of the emotional
abuse i endured from AP partners and my mother. She is doing this to help me see
that i am not alone in what i experienced. 

At any rate, I'm sorry you're hurting and i wish you the best. 
If you are a DA who is looking to heal from any kind of trauma yourself this may not
be a good venue.

I certainly hope your therapist is working on your contribution to the relationship.
Relationships are transactional and you reinforced some of those AP behaviors.
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rocky
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

May 19, 2018 0:42:27 GMT bedlam71 said:

May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT @rocky said:
Hi @femaleda .
Have you taken an attachment style test yourself?
I'm DA, and i found it very difficult to relate to your experience in the relationship as
i thought your perspective seems to be pretty anxious. I don't understand FA
thinking or behavior but perhaps you are an avoidant but FA? I'm just curious and
not trying to negate you. 

of course, all of us are unique and more than attachment styles. 

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here,
many posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 

my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid
aspects of AP thinking and behavior. 
she actually is using it as a reference to help me address some of the emotional
abuse i endured from AP partners and my mother. She is doing this to help me see
that i am not alone in what i experienced. 

At any rate, I'm sorry you're hurting and i wish you the best. 
If you are a DA who is looking to heal from any kind of trauma yourself this may not
be a good venue.

I certainly hope your therapist is working on your contribution to the relationship.
Relationships are transactional and you reinforced some of those AP behaviors.
duly noted advice from one of the most hostile, paranoid, and judge mental posters
here  

rocky
Deleted Member

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 0:51:46 GMT
Quote
returning the favor, bedlam71 , apply that enormous insight to all of your posts and
questions and see that you are in fact part of your problem, a fact you rarely if ever
acknowledge. Your posts have been a topic more than once, as they are highly
provocative and judgemental. 
we can all learn from that.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 0:52:19 GMT by rocky
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Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 1:02:01 GMT via mobile
Quote
That's funny

rocky
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 1:06:36 GMT
Quote

May 19, 2018 1:02:01 GMT bedlam71 said:
That's funny
indeed! let's end it on a good note, shall we? i've read your stuff with interest , you
have been struggling to understand for a while, concentrating the entire months that
you've been here on your ex partner, or on avoidants, rather than your own
contribution.

you are guilty of not taking your own "therapist" advice. is that because you are a
therapist?

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 1:20:18 GMT via mobile
Quote
I think most people are on this site to gain understanding of others behaviors. In
turn, this can help with personal awareness. Isn't that what your therapist is having
you do? And also, my original comment to your post is factual. Relationships are
transactional and we reinforce behaviors in each other. So who is paranoid?

gecko
Junior Member

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 17:18:39 GMT tnr9 likes
this
Quote
@femaleda

He sounds terrible.
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Posts: 51

Sorry, I know you came here to find out what attachment he is, but that's all I could
think about the more I read.

Compulsive lying should be a deal breaker, attachment style or not. I don't know
how people go DA to something else, so I would just guess you are FA if you were
able to get so anxious over his repeated bad behaviour and still keep giving it a go.

And he doesn't sound AP to me at all, he sounds just all round messy and you
deserve much better.

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 22:33:46 GMT
Quote
Hello from a DA woman :-)

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:
I'm a DA who just came out of a long straining relationship. It's going to be a pretty long
post. I think I need to write everything down to calm myself down and draw a line. So, here
we go:

I met him 6 years ago on a language exchange website. I was just starting to learn the
language of his country at that time and he was not that good at English either, but there
was an instant connection. He told me that he didn't have a good relationship with his
parents. He was studying in another city away from his parents, but admitted that he often
felt lonely (I guess he might be an AP, but I'm not sure). The fact that he lived
independently and didn't have much contact with his parents appealed to me.

Even before we met in real life he would imply that he's interested in me, even more so
when I told him that I had not dated anyone so far. What bothered me was, that sometimes
he would tell me about other girls he was talking to and send screenshots of "funny
conversations" he had with them. Although we were not officially dating I felt that nasty
jealousy welling up in me. Thinking about it now, it would be an instant dealbreaker.

What emotionas do you tend to feel when you feel jealous? What narrative to you tend to
form? 
More along the lines of fear and thinking you may lose him or do you feel mostly put off and
a decrease of attraction? do you feel the urge to withdraw or the urge to fight?

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:
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We kept on chatting everyday until I finally visited his country for the first time (that trip was
planned even before I got to know him). Since he was travelling himself in the first week of
my stay in his country we had decided to meet 1 day after he came back from his trip. But
since I met all my friends in the first week I had nobody to meet on the day he came back
which I told him. He said that we could meet on the day he arrives, so we met for the first
time in real life 1 day before we had actually planned to meet. We didn't talk that much, but
he would come very close and even find ways to touch me somehow. Like taking my hand
examining it or put is arm behind my back when we were sitting. I found it strange that
someone does these things with a person he meets for the first time, but I didn't say
anything, because I was afraid that it would have made things awkward.

1 week was left until I would go back to my country. On the 3rd day we met he suddenly
took my hand which was the official beginning of our relationship. He liked being close and
touching a lot and he seemed so happy and was smiling all the time. Sometimes he would
show me something on his phone and whenever he did there was a message arriving from
one of his female online friends which I didn't like. But at that time I was talking to other
guys too, so I couldn't say anything.

After several days I went back to my country and we were having a long distance
relationship. Shortly after I arrived back home he would tell me that he loves me. It was late
night and I was falling asleep, but as soon as he said those words I got so excited, but I just
pretended to sleep and not have heard it. On the next day I told him that I felt so happy that
he said it to me, but couldn't say it back.

Did you reallu want to be in the relationship? Did you like him enough to be exclusive? Did
you actually trust him with your heart?

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

Later I would sometimes resent him for not replying to my messages for several hours and I
would do the same on purpose. Once he apparently wanted to show me a picture so he send
a screenshot. What popped up? A message arriving from one of his female friends. It was
driving me mad. I didn't believe that he didn't do it on purpose as he always insisted. I felt
like he wanted to make me jealous and I started to resent him. I would also start to send
him screenshots of conversations I had with other guys.

After 6 months of separation I would travel to his country again. This time I did not make a
lot of appointments with my friends since I wanted to spend more time with him. At that
time he was staying in his parents' house since the semester was over. I thought he could
spend the nights with me, but he would meet me during the day and go back home, because
his parents told him so he said. I was disappointed, but at least I could spend daytime with
him. Then on one day he suddenly had to go to a wedding. I was all by myself. I don't think
he didn't know that in advance, but that's what he had told me. Got over it, too. Then one
night I came back from a trip to another city and I wasn't feeling good. Since he was worried
he called his parents and lied to them that he wouldn't come home because one of his friend
was sick. I was ok with him lying because in his country people are pretty conservative about
dating and stuff. He stayed the night.

How did his behaviour make you feel? Was your response in line with your feelings?
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May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

On another day he would ask me if I want to marry him. We had dated only 6 months then.
First I asked when? He said when we're both ready. I said ok. Kind of ironic because when I
was younger I would always make jokes that I don't need a boyfriend and that I will never
get married etc.

Anyway, I came back to my country again and 6 months later I asked him to visit me. He
said that he didn't have enough money. I said that I would buy him a plane ticket and he
could stay at my place, which he first refused, because it would be too much of a burden. We
got into an argument. I felt betrayed because he would always say how much he missed me
and how much he wants to be together with me, but would never make any attempts to
actually visit me or help me financially so I could visit him. That's why I got mad when I
offered him a way to be together at least for a few weeks. Eventually he gave in and came to
visit me.
Yes, I know. I should never have done that. It would be something that I would later resent
him for.

Did you truly want to be engaged? "Ok" is not a typical response to a proposal. 

A few months later it was time for me to spend 1 year in his country as an exchange
student. He was working in another city at that time. But I wanted him to live with me,
because I was afraid and insecure living in another country for 1 year. The thought of having
someone to help me with bureaucratical stuff made me feel saver. Again, he was reluctant at
first, because it would mean that he gives up his job and I provide for him in the beginning
until he finds a new job in the city. But again, eventually he agreed and for the first time we
spent 1 year living together. Big mistake. It took him quite a bit to find a job. I started to
resent him. How can one trust someone so blindly and give everything up just for one
person?

Also, at his job he had to work in shifts and very long hours. I grew insecure and felt left and
abandoned. He was really destroying his health with that job and I felt sorry. But at the
same time there were so many inconveniences and behaviors of him that made me resent
him even more. He did not know how to handle money. He bought things that were
completely unnecessary. I resented him for all of that. The list of things I didn't like about
him grew and grew. At some point I wanted him to stop talking to his female online friends
and was even jealous of his male friends. He said he would break up contact and delete the
messenger app on his phone. However, when I checked he had just hidden it keeping on
talking to his female friends. I felt so hurt and devastated. This happened several times. He
would always say and do the things I demanded just to please me only to keep on doing
them behind my back. My resentment towards him grew to no end. At some point I was so
sick and tired and decided to do exactly the same thing. Lie to him. He had blocked one of
my male friends because of some conversation that seemed too flirty to him. I contacted
that friend again and would meet him behind my bf's back. It worked, my bf had no clue. I
didn't feel guilty, because he deserved no better.

During that 1 year we lived together things started to get worse, I got depressed and I
couldn't wait to get back to my country away from my bf that I resented and felt betrayed
and suffocated by.
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[/quote]

Both of you sound jealous and resentful and mistrusting one another.

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

When I got back I had no plan. I dropped out of university (which I wanted to do anyway)
and got back to my hometown. It was the darkest time of my life I can remember. My bf was
in a hole. No proper job, he literally had to live from day to day. We argued a lot. He wanted
to be together with me as soon as possible, but I needed some space.
He expected me to find a job as soon as I arrived and when I said that I didn't want to work
a needed some rest he blamed me for not doing anything to get together. He, who had
never really contributed anything. I was the one who visited him and bought him a plane
ticket. Why did I have to hear such nonsense from him? He said I was lazy and he was the
one who works hard. Sure, he was physically working hard, but I had mental issues. I
resented him so much for putting me under pressure when my life was just as messy as his.

At some point I just couldn't stand him anymore. I hold him he should take care of himself,
because I wouldn't be there anymore. I wanted to break up. But he called me and told me
that he doesn't want to break up because he still loves me. Unfortunately, I gave in. At that
time he was also getting closer to his parents again, but apparently still not able to ask them
for help. So he asked me for money. Later he told me he did that because he didn't want to
burden his mother. Oh really? You don't want to burden your mother, but your girlfriend who
is much more suffering now you can burden?

I broke up with him after that incidence 2 more times. But whenever I did, after some time I
started to miss him (or miss being with someone?) and we would get back together. Then a
few months ago he came to my country on his own on a 1-year-visa. Unfortunately I was
stupid enough to let him live with me again. I would pay the rent, instead he would pay for
our food and stuff. But same thing happened, I started to resent him and all the things I
thought I had forgotten came up again.

I was jealous of him having female friends, watching explicit stuff, even listening to music
from girls that acted sexy. I never felt secure with him. I always felt that he was lying to me.
I couldn't trust him. And it turned out he WAS lying all the time. Even if I caught him doing
the same sh*t again and again he wouldn't admit it, he would say that he wouldn't do it in
the future, only to do it again. Sure, I was a controlfreak. But I didn't understand why he
would lie to me. If he so wants to do that sh*t he could just break up and do it, I thought.
Yet, he insisted and told me that I'm just too sensitive and I should change. It was a vicious
circle. I didn't want to change. He didn't want to be honest. Several times I caught him and
it always was so painful. I cried like I'd never cried before in my life. The person I should
trust the most keeps on lying to me.

Also, since he came here, his relationship with his family has been getting closer. He's
always been denying it. As it happened I also got jealous of his family, which is ridiculous, I
know. I don't know what triggers me. But when I first met him I liked the fact that he was
distant from his parents and now that he was getting closer and even dependent (his mother
sends him money so he can be here), I lost it. I resented and despised him for being so
dependent on his parents, for getting closer to them and also for being dependent on me.
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I am seeing a lot of blame and resentment. And more jealousy and mistrust over petty
things.Maybe this is necause he actually was unrealiable, maybe because you are FA

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

Sometimes I made him cry, because I hurt his feelings, because I treated him like an insect
that I wanted to get rid of, because I rarely was caring and affectionate, because I pushed
him away. But even if he was crying I did not feel that he was sincere. I also thought "You
have hurt me and made me cry like no one else did ever before, you deserve to suffer, too".
So I never felt sorry when he was having a hard time because of me and I do not up to this
point. I broke it off after I discovered once more that he had lied to me. I feel so hurt and
traumatized.

Looking back I realize that all the "nice" things he said just sounded fake and like lies to me.
Things like "I'm thinking about you 24 hours a day" and "I miss you even when you just go
into another room". He would come back from the restroom an tell me he missed me or text
me "I miss you" while he was there. When we were separated he would say those things
while at the same time taking hours to reply to my text messages. What he was saying and
how he was acting did not match, so he always seemed to be fake and lying. Also, all the
things he did to pleasure me would eventually turn against him, because he was not true to
himself and consequently not to me as well.

I think I tried to act against my nature having an image of a typical perfect relationship in
my mind. Me acting like a provider caused codependency. I thought he could give me some
love, instead I would provide for him, kind of. We did a lot of mistakes.

Thank you for reading so far. Any thoughts? Do you think he's an AP? As a DA, why do I get
so jealous and controlling? I may have traits of an FA as well, or may have developed them
during the relationship, I guess.

You sound more FA than DA in this relationship. Him being FA could bring that out if you are
on the fence. But he could also be AP. He engages in protest behaviour.

Jealousy and control stems from the need to keep the partner around, even at the expence
of your dignity and your partner's freedom. This stems from self esteem issues as seen in FA
and AP. As a DA/Secure, when I see a guy I am dating for a few month talk about other
girls, I'd feel stressed and my urge would be to form a narrative of disgust or him just nog
being the one. I'd feel more disgusted when I was DA. Nowadays I just sit with the
discomfort and simply label it as stress and try to suspend the judgement and narrative, but
I'd definitely withdraw and hold back my heart. I feel kind of turned off. Now that I have
healed a lot, I might be open to repair if he can stop the behaviour but it would pause the
relationship progress and I would not get engaged in that situation

Acting against your nature tells me you are lacking respect for yourself and your feelings.
You deserve better than this.
Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 20, 2018 12:26:12 GMT
Quote
In my opinion, the biggest problem here is that you are saying/doing yes, when your heart is
really saying no. 
Your heart deserves much more respect than that. 

Your heart is like a flower; it needs to be nourished with fresh water and sunlight and treated
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with care before it can bloom for someone.
You will be a kinder person when you are kinder to your own heart.

This having been your first relationship, you are inexperienced and there is a lot to learn. But
the first thing to learn may be to listen to your heart and see what you really want and need.
Would you share your age?

If you are DA or FA it is not easy to stay in love and have a happy relationship, but it will be
much easier and more rewarding if you choose a guy whom you actually like, trust and
desire.

Try these video's:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9SmypfxxVo

www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_oq794hInc

www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMhmQpYpd6s

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlhykkuCrBM

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaosM6Hi2JQ

www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXekCqcJNic

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an
End May 20, 2018 13:05:49 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
WTF? I couldn't read all of this.
You demanded that he should change his
whole life for you and then you resented him
for being 'weak'? And now you're acting like a
victim and looking for attention. 
How's about you learn to control your own
behaviour instead of blaming other people for
your own existential anger?

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 20, 2018 15:26:24 GMT bedlam71 likes
this
Quote
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May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT @rocky said:

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here, many
posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 

my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid aspects of AP
thinking and behavior. 
If you are annoyed with hostile/butthurt/paranoid people, feel free to block them so they
can't bother you too much.
This forum is not being moderated so they can linger about.
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Doesn't sound AP to me and I am an AP.
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Posts: 850 
Member is Online

May 18, 2018 17:21:53 GMT @femaleda said:

May 18, 2018 17:05:33 GMT tnr9 said:
Doesn't sound AP to me and I am an AP.
Okay, well I really don't know how to categorize him. Maybe he's just secure. He
doesn't really get jealous, too.
If he lies to you..then he is not secure...but does it really matter to catagorise him?
 If it wasn't a good relationship...can you simply say that it wasn't a good fit and
move on to someone who doesn't trigger you as much?  The fact is, knowing his
attachment style really doesn't necessarily help...because people are more then just
an attachment style.  Sounds like you are better off moving on to someone else.

tnr9
God

Posts: 850 
Member is Online

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 18, 2018 17:49:12 GMT
Quote
Perhaps some of the male members will have thoughts on it. You can check back
later or in the next few days and see if anyone else replies.

rocky
Deleted Member

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT via
mobile
Quote
Hi @femaleda.
Have you taken an attachment style test yourself?
I'm DA, and i found it very difficult to relate to your experience in the relationship as
i thought your perspective seems to be pretty anxious. I don't understand FA
thinking or behavior but perhaps you are an avoidant but FA? I'm just curious and
not trying to negate you. 

of course, all of us are unique and more than attachment styles. 

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here,
many posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 
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my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid
aspects of AP thinking and behavior. 
she actually is using it as a reference to help me address some of the emotional
abuse i endured from AP partners and my mother. She is doing this to help me see
that i am not alone in what i experienced. 

At any rate, I'm sorry you're hurting and i wish you the best. 
If you are a DA who is looking to heal from any kind of trauma yourself this may not
be a good venue.

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 0:42:27 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT @rocky said:
Hi @femaleda.
Have you taken an attachment style test yourself?
I'm DA, and i found it very difficult to relate to your experience in the relationship as
i thought your perspective seems to be pretty anxious. I don't understand FA
thinking or behavior but perhaps you are an avoidant but FA? I'm just curious and
not trying to negate you. 

of course, all of us are unique and more than attachment styles. 

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here,
many posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 

my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid
aspects of AP thinking and behavior. 
she actually is using it as a reference to help me address some of the emotional
abuse i endured from AP partners and my mother. She is doing this to help me see
that i am not alone in what i experienced. 

At any rate, I'm sorry you're hurting and i wish you the best. 
If you are a DA who is looking to heal from any kind of trauma yourself this may not
be a good venue.

I certainly hope your therapist is working on your contribution to the relationship.
Relationships are transactional and you reinforced some of those AP behaviors.
Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 0:44:40 GMT
Quote
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May 19, 2018 0:42:27 GMT bedlam71 said:

May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT @rocky said:
Hi @femaleda .
Have you taken an attachment style test yourself?
I'm DA, and i found it very difficult to relate to your experience in the relationship as
i thought your perspective seems to be pretty anxious. I don't understand FA
thinking or behavior but perhaps you are an avoidant but FA? I'm just curious and
not trying to negate you. 

of course, all of us are unique and more than attachment styles. 

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here,
many posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 

my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid
aspects of AP thinking and behavior. 
she actually is using it as a reference to help me address some of the emotional
abuse i endured from AP partners and my mother. She is doing this to help me see
that i am not alone in what i experienced. 

At any rate, I'm sorry you're hurting and i wish you the best. 
If you are a DA who is looking to heal from any kind of trauma yourself this may not
be a good venue.

I certainly hope your therapist is working on your contribution to the relationship.
Relationships are transactional and you reinforced some of those AP behaviors.
duly noted advice from one of the most hostile, paranoid, and judge mental posters
here  

rocky
Deleted Member

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 0:51:46 GMT
Quote
returning the favor, bedlam71 , apply that enormous insight to all of your posts and
questions and see that you are in fact part of your problem, a fact you rarely if ever
acknowledge. Your posts have been a topic more than once, as they are highly
provocative and judgemental. 
we can all learn from that.

Last Edit: May 19, 2018 0:52:19 GMT by rocky
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bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 1:02:01 GMT via mobile
Quote
That's funny

rocky
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 1:06:36 GMT
Quote

May 19, 2018 1:02:01 GMT bedlam71 said:
That's funny
indeed! let's end it on a good note, shall we? i've read your stuff with interest , you
have been struggling to understand for a while, concentrating the entire months that
you've been here on your ex partner, or on avoidants, rather than your own
contribution.

you are guilty of not taking your own "therapist" advice. is that because you are a
therapist?

bedlam71
Full Member

Posts: 196

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 1:20:18 GMT via mobile
Quote
I think most people are on this site to gain understanding of others behaviors. In
turn, this can help with personal awareness. Isn't that what your therapist is having
you do? And also, my original comment to your post is factual. Relationships are
transactional and we reinforce behaviors in each other. So who is paranoid?

gecko
Junior Member

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 17:18:39 GMT tnr9 likes
this
Quote
@femaleda

He sounds terrible.
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Sorry, I know you came here to find out what attachment he is, but that's all I could
think about the more I read.

Compulsive lying should be a deal breaker, attachment style or not. I don't know
how people go DA to something else, so I would just guess you are FA if you were
able to get so anxious over his repeated bad behaviour and still keep giving it a go.

And he doesn't sound AP to me at all, he sounds just all round messy and you
deserve much better.

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 19, 2018 22:33:46 GMT
Quote
Hello from a DA woman :-)

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:
I'm a DA who just came out of a long straining relationship. It's going to be a pretty long
post. I think I need to write everything down to calm myself down and draw a line. So, here
we go:

I met him 6 years ago on a language exchange website. I was just starting to learn the
language of his country at that time and he was not that good at English either, but there
was an instant connection. He told me that he didn't have a good relationship with his
parents. He was studying in another city away from his parents, but admitted that he often
felt lonely (I guess he might be an AP, but I'm not sure). The fact that he lived
independently and didn't have much contact with his parents appealed to me.

Even before we met in real life he would imply that he's interested in me, even more so
when I told him that I had not dated anyone so far. What bothered me was, that sometimes
he would tell me about other girls he was talking to and send screenshots of "funny
conversations" he had with them. Although we were not officially dating I felt that nasty
jealousy welling up in me. Thinking about it now, it would be an instant dealbreaker.

What emotionas do you tend to feel when you feel jealous? What narrative to you tend to
form? 
More along the lines of fear and thinking you may lose him or do you feel mostly put off and
a decrease of attraction? do you feel the urge to withdraw or the urge to fight?

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:
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We kept on chatting everyday until I finally visited his country for the first time (that trip was
planned even before I got to know him). Since he was travelling himself in the first week of
my stay in his country we had decided to meet 1 day after he came back from his trip. But
since I met all my friends in the first week I had nobody to meet on the day he came back
which I told him. He said that we could meet on the day he arrives, so we met for the first
time in real life 1 day before we had actually planned to meet. We didn't talk that much, but
he would come very close and even find ways to touch me somehow. Like taking my hand
examining it or put is arm behind my back when we were sitting. I found it strange that
someone does these things with a person he meets for the first time, but I didn't say
anything, because I was afraid that it would have made things awkward.

1 week was left until I would go back to my country. On the 3rd day we met he suddenly
took my hand which was the official beginning of our relationship. He liked being close and
touching a lot and he seemed so happy and was smiling all the time. Sometimes he would
show me something on his phone and whenever he did there was a message arriving from
one of his female online friends which I didn't like. But at that time I was talking to other
guys too, so I couldn't say anything.

After several days I went back to my country and we were having a long distance
relationship. Shortly after I arrived back home he would tell me that he loves me. It was late
night and I was falling asleep, but as soon as he said those words I got so excited, but I just
pretended to sleep and not have heard it. On the next day I told him that I felt so happy that
he said it to me, but couldn't say it back.

Did you reallu want to be in the relationship? Did you like him enough to be exclusive? Did
you actually trust him with your heart?

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

Later I would sometimes resent him for not replying to my messages for several hours and I
would do the same on purpose. Once he apparently wanted to show me a picture so he send
a screenshot. What popped up? A message arriving from one of his female friends. It was
driving me mad. I didn't believe that he didn't do it on purpose as he always insisted. I felt
like he wanted to make me jealous and I started to resent him. I would also start to send
him screenshots of conversations I had with other guys.

After 6 months of separation I would travel to his country again. This time I did not make a
lot of appointments with my friends since I wanted to spend more time with him. At that
time he was staying in his parents' house since the semester was over. I thought he could
spend the nights with me, but he would meet me during the day and go back home, because
his parents told him so he said. I was disappointed, but at least I could spend daytime with
him. Then on one day he suddenly had to go to a wedding. I was all by myself. I don't think
he didn't know that in advance, but that's what he had told me. Got over it, too. Then one
night I came back from a trip to another city and I wasn't feeling good. Since he was worried
he called his parents and lied to them that he wouldn't come home because one of his friend
was sick. I was ok with him lying because in his country people are pretty conservative about
dating and stuff. He stayed the night.

How did his behaviour make you feel? Was your response in line with your feelings?
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May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

On another day he would ask me if I want to marry him. We had dated only 6 months then.
First I asked when? He said when we're both ready. I said ok. Kind of ironic because when I
was younger I would always make jokes that I don't need a boyfriend and that I will never
get married etc.

Anyway, I came back to my country again and 6 months later I asked him to visit me. He
said that he didn't have enough money. I said that I would buy him a plane ticket and he
could stay at my place, which he first refused, because it would be too much of a burden. We
got into an argument. I felt betrayed because he would always say how much he missed me
and how much he wants to be together with me, but would never make any attempts to
actually visit me or help me financially so I could visit him. That's why I got mad when I
offered him a way to be together at least for a few weeks. Eventually he gave in and came to
visit me.
Yes, I know. I should never have done that. It would be something that I would later resent
him for.

Did you truly want to be engaged? "Ok" is not a typical response to a proposal. 

A few months later it was time for me to spend 1 year in his country as an exchange
student. He was working in another city at that time. But I wanted him to live with me,
because I was afraid and insecure living in another country for 1 year. The thought of having
someone to help me with bureaucratical stuff made me feel saver. Again, he was reluctant at
first, because it would mean that he gives up his job and I provide for him in the beginning
until he finds a new job in the city. But again, eventually he agreed and for the first time we
spent 1 year living together. Big mistake. It took him quite a bit to find a job. I started to
resent him. How can one trust someone so blindly and give everything up just for one
person?

Also, at his job he had to work in shifts and very long hours. I grew insecure and felt left and
abandoned. He was really destroying his health with that job and I felt sorry. But at the
same time there were so many inconveniences and behaviors of him that made me resent
him even more. He did not know how to handle money. He bought things that were
completely unnecessary. I resented him for all of that. The list of things I didn't like about
him grew and grew. At some point I wanted him to stop talking to his female online friends
and was even jealous of his male friends. He said he would break up contact and delete the
messenger app on his phone. However, when I checked he had just hidden it keeping on
talking to his female friends. I felt so hurt and devastated. This happened several times. He
would always say and do the things I demanded just to please me only to keep on doing
them behind my back. My resentment towards him grew to no end. At some point I was so
sick and tired and decided to do exactly the same thing. Lie to him. He had blocked one of
my male friends because of some conversation that seemed too flirty to him. I contacted
that friend again and would meet him behind my bf's back. It worked, my bf had no clue. I
didn't feel guilty, because he deserved no better.

During that 1 year we lived together things started to get worse, I got depressed and I
couldn't wait to get back to my country away from my bf that I resented and felt betrayed
and suffocated by.
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Both of you sound jealous and resentful and mistrusting one another.

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

When I got back I had no plan. I dropped out of university (which I wanted to do anyway)
and got back to my hometown. It was the darkest time of my life I can remember. My bf was
in a hole. No proper job, he literally had to live from day to day. We argued a lot. He wanted
to be together with me as soon as possible, but I needed some space.
He expected me to find a job as soon as I arrived and when I said that I didn't want to work
a needed some rest he blamed me for not doing anything to get together. He, who had
never really contributed anything. I was the one who visited him and bought him a plane
ticket. Why did I have to hear such nonsense from him? He said I was lazy and he was the
one who works hard. Sure, he was physically working hard, but I had mental issues. I
resented him so much for putting me under pressure when my life was just as messy as his.

At some point I just couldn't stand him anymore. I hold him he should take care of himself,
because I wouldn't be there anymore. I wanted to break up. But he called me and told me
that he doesn't want to break up because he still loves me. Unfortunately, I gave in. At that
time he was also getting closer to his parents again, but apparently still not able to ask them
for help. So he asked me for money. Later he told me he did that because he didn't want to
burden his mother. Oh really? You don't want to burden your mother, but your girlfriend who
is much more suffering now you can burden?

I broke up with him after that incidence 2 more times. But whenever I did, after some time I
started to miss him (or miss being with someone?) and we would get back together. Then a
few months ago he came to my country on his own on a 1-year-visa. Unfortunately I was
stupid enough to let him live with me again. I would pay the rent, instead he would pay for
our food and stuff. But same thing happened, I started to resent him and all the things I
thought I had forgotten came up again.

I was jealous of him having female friends, watching explicit stuff, even listening to music
from girls that acted sexy. I never felt secure with him. I always felt that he was lying to me.
I couldn't trust him. And it turned out he WAS lying all the time. Even if I caught him doing
the same sh*t again and again he wouldn't admit it, he would say that he wouldn't do it in
the future, only to do it again. Sure, I was a controlfreak. But I didn't understand why he
would lie to me. If he so wants to do that sh*t he could just break up and do it, I thought.
Yet, he insisted and told me that I'm just too sensitive and I should change. It was a vicious
circle. I didn't want to change. He didn't want to be honest. Several times I caught him and
it always was so painful. I cried like I'd never cried before in my life. The person I should
trust the most keeps on lying to me.

Also, since he came here, his relationship with his family has been getting closer. He's
always been denying it. As it happened I also got jealous of his family, which is ridiculous, I
know. I don't know what triggers me. But when I first met him I liked the fact that he was
distant from his parents and now that he was getting closer and even dependent (his mother
sends him money so he can be here), I lost it. I resented and despised him for being so
dependent on his parents, for getting closer to them and also for being dependent on me.
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I am seeing a lot of blame and resentment. And more jealousy and mistrust over petty
things.Maybe this is necause he actually was unrealiable, maybe because you are FA

May 18, 2018 16:49:42 GMT @femaleda said:

Sometimes I made him cry, because I hurt his feelings, because I treated him like an insect
that I wanted to get rid of, because I rarely was caring and affectionate, because I pushed
him away. But even if he was crying I did not feel that he was sincere. I also thought "You
have hurt me and made me cry like no one else did ever before, you deserve to suffer, too".
So I never felt sorry when he was having a hard time because of me and I do not up to this
point. I broke it off after I discovered once more that he had lied to me. I feel so hurt and
traumatized.

Looking back I realize that all the "nice" things he said just sounded fake and like lies to me.
Things like "I'm thinking about you 24 hours a day" and "I miss you even when you just go
into another room". He would come back from the restroom an tell me he missed me or text
me "I miss you" while he was there. When we were separated he would say those things
while at the same time taking hours to reply to my text messages. What he was saying and
how he was acting did not match, so he always seemed to be fake and lying. Also, all the
things he did to pleasure me would eventually turn against him, because he was not true to
himself and consequently not to me as well.

I think I tried to act against my nature having an image of a typical perfect relationship in
my mind. Me acting like a provider caused codependency. I thought he could give me some
love, instead I would provide for him, kind of. We did a lot of mistakes.

Thank you for reading so far. Any thoughts? Do you think he's an AP? As a DA, why do I get
so jealous and controlling? I may have traits of an FA as well, or may have developed them
during the relationship, I guess.

You sound more FA than DA in this relationship. Him being FA could bring that out if you are
on the fence. But he could also be AP. He engages in protest behaviour.

Jealousy and control stems from the need to keep the partner around, even at the expence
of your dignity and your partner's freedom. This stems from self esteem issues as seen in FA
and AP. As a DA/Secure, when I see a guy I am dating for a few month talk about other
girls, I'd feel stressed and my urge would be to form a narrative of disgust or him just nog
being the one. I'd feel more disgusted when I was DA. Nowadays I just sit with the
discomfort and simply label it as stress and try to suspend the judgement and narrative, but
I'd definitely withdraw and hold back my heart. I feel kind of turned off. Now that I have
healed a lot, I might be open to repair if he can stop the behaviour but it would pause the
relationship progress and I would not get engaged in that situation

Acting against your nature tells me you are lacking respect for yourself and your feelings.
You deserve better than this.
Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 20, 2018 12:26:12 GMT
Quote
In my opinion, the biggest problem here is that you are saying/doing yes, when your heart is
really saying no. 
Your heart deserves much more respect than that. 

Your heart is like a flower; it needs to be nourished with fresh water and sunlight and treated
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with care before it can bloom for someone.
You will be a kinder person when you are kinder to your own heart.

This having been your first relationship, you are inexperienced and there is a lot to learn. But
the first thing to learn may be to listen to your heart and see what you really want and need.
Would you share your age?

If you are DA or FA it is not easy to stay in love and have a happy relationship, but it will be
much easier and more rewarding if you choose a guy whom you actually like, trust and
desire.

Try these video's:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9SmypfxxVo

www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_oq794hInc

www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMhmQpYpd6s

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlhykkuCrBM

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaosM6Hi2JQ

www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXekCqcJNic

squirrelkitty
New Member

Posts: 29

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an
End May 20, 2018 13:05:49 GMT via Tapatalk
Quote
WTF? I couldn't read all of this.
You demanded that he should change his
whole life for you and then you resented him
for being 'weak'? And now you're acting like a
victim and looking for attention. 
How's about you learn to control your own
behaviour instead of blaming other people for
your own existential anger?

Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End May 20, 2018 15:26:24 GMT bedlam71 likes
this
Quote
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May 18, 2018 21:27:31 GMT @rocky said:

I would caution you that if you are DA, you will struggle to find much empathy here, many
posters are wounded AP, many unable to recognize their contribution to pain. 

my therapist pointed me to this website as we work on attachment issues together. 

She says that many of the posters perfectly illustrate the hostility and paranoid aspects of AP
thinking and behavior. 
If you are annoyed with hostile/butthurt/paranoid people, feel free to block them so they
can't bother you too much.
This forum is not being moderated so they can linger about.
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May 20, 2018 13:05:49 GMT squirrelkitty said:
WTF? I couldn't read all of this.
You demanded that he should change his whole   
and then you resented him for being 'weak'? An   
acting like a victim and looking for attention. 
How's about you learn to control your own beha  
of blaming other people for your own existentia  
How about you stop being so butthurt? I'm awa    
of it is my fault, because I chose to stay in the 
and demanded all that stuff. But hey, he could   
himself. I was pretty emotional writing that thre  
maybe it came off as if I'm victimizing myself. M  
still doing it. You're free to tell me in a nicer wa   
yourself really need to work on yourself for gett
emotional over some stranger's post. Guess you  
existential anger too and acting it out on people   
the Internet.
I agree that the guy's behaviour is equally as dy
as yours. But it's abundantly clear that you just   
a tool (you were scared of living on your own an  
help with admin). Then you got angry about his 
when he didn't find a job immediately. It was yo   
judgement that made you believe he'll be able t    
just because that would suit you. If you look for  
that's what you'll get. You can't complain that h   
turn out to be a doormat, since that was exactly  
were looking for.
Next time if you need help with admin, pay a tr   
least offer the locals who volunteer to help you   
return. That's just basic manners and you can't  
attachment style as an excuse.
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Senior Member
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@femaleda and squirrelkitty

I like how you resolved this!
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  Well done!
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Tips for DAs on how to find love May 19, 2018 20:33:16 GMT via mobile goldilocks likes
this
Quote 
Tips to the dismissive avoidant from an attatchment therapist:

Practice to give the relationship meaning . Use your head! What can the relationship
with this person offer you/bring to your life?

Date the same person minimum 5 times.

Try to think of the person in front of you as "good enough."

When you want to drop a potential partner, try to think about, why you want to do
that. Is it about the person or is it because you are trying to protect yourself?

Be aware of your state of mind/your body language/your tone of voice. It can make
you seem distant and un aprochable. Use different exercises breathing / grounding
exercises. Think of a person with kind eyes (get inspired with Diane Poole Hellers
kind eye exercise) aso to loosen up

Are you walking around in your own little bubble, so that you are not noticing when
people are smiling at you or are trying to flirt with you? 

Practice reashing out to other people even if it feels akward. Visit your friends and
family, go out and drink coffee with a colleague. 

Do not text but call up your friends, family, your date instead.
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.
Practice asking for help. Let other people give you love, compassion aso. Allow them
to be interested in getting to know you.

Practice the secure exersice for all attatchmentstyles:

Sit on a chair. Feel your seat knots legs and feet. Take 3 deep breaths. Now imagine
a person or an animal you could count on from your past or present. Imagine the
person/the animal standing by your side supporting you (a person from your own life
- dead or alive) Feel the sensations in your body thinking of this person. Notice the
shift in your breath and your body.

Practice "the love journey exersice" (not posted yet)
Last Edit: May 21, 2018 7:21:23 GMT by anne12
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Tips for DAs on how to find love May 19, 2018 20:33:16 GMT via mobile goldilocks likes
this
Quote
Tips to the dismissive avoidant from an attatchment therapist:

Practice to give the relationship meaning . Use your head! What can the relationship
with this person offer you/bring to your life?

Date the same person minimum 5 times.

Try to think of the person in front of you as "good enough."

When you want to drop a potential partner, try to think about, why you want to do
that. Is it about the person or is it because you are trying to protect yourself?

Be aware of your state of mind/your body language/your tone of voice. It can make
you seem distant and un aprochable. Use different exercises breathing / grounding
exercises. Think of a person with kind eyes (get inspired with Diane Poole Hellers
kind eye exercise) aso to loosen up

Are you walking around in your own little bubble, so that you are not noticing when
people are smiling at you or are trying to flirt with you? 

Practice reashing out to other people even if it feels akward. Visit your friends and
family, go out and drink coffee with a colleague. 

Do not text but call up your friends, family, your date instead.
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Practice asking for help. Let other people give you love, compassion aso. Allow them
to be interested in getting to know you.

Practice the secure exersice for all attatchmentstyles:

Sit on a chair. Feel your seat knots legs and feet. Take 3 deep breaths. Now imagine
a person or an animal you could count on from your past or present. Imagine the
person/the animal standing by your side supporting you (a person from your own life
- dead or alive) Feel the sensations in your body thinking of this person. Notice the
shift in your breath and your body.

Practice "the love journey exersice" (not posted yet)
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want to contact Avoidant/Anxious Ex..please help May 19, 2018 17:59:29 GMT
Quote
Background on my ex: she was always taught to kept quiet growing up, was never
able to express her emotions to her parents or family and when she did they did not
care. Her dad was very harsh and her parents constantly fought. She was also raped
in high school by her ex boyfriends friends. she never told her parents, she told her
friends who didn't believe her. She has a very hard time expressing emotion. She
seems to have no true friends. She is obsessed with work. she says that is the one
area she control. I think she is combo of anxious and avoidant. She also told me in
the beginning that she usually doesn't get into relationships. 

Background on me: I seem to always get in relationships that I am not supposed
to be in (they have a bf or I work with them or its my friends sibling etc.) I believe i
fall under anxious and constantly feel like I am not being loved or treated right in
relationships (I feel like i go after avoidant types). I often date people who seem to
have little emotion or have extreme difficulty in showing emotion. When they don't
show emotion or I feel like I am not being treated right I sometimes get really upset
and say things i don't mean. 

First 3 months, this was the best relationship of my life. We never fought. We
traveled together. We were with each other constantly, everyday. We worked
together and would spend the night at each others houses. We would tell each other
our goals and bucket lists and help each other on how we were going to accomplish
these things. We would read books and discuss them. She would tell me she had a
hard time expressing her thoughts verbally, but she would write me these amazing
cards and send me songs whose lyrics were exactly how she felt. I completely fell for
this girl. I loved her. 
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Now comes the downfall- We had a bad argument and I really lost my temper, i
didn't call any names, but i spoke very loud and aggressively. I felt i was right about
the situation and she wasn't understanding or seeing my POV. She completely shut
down. She invited me over but she just cried and would not speak or move. She
went to work the next day, a complete mess, eyes all puffed. I felt awful. I never
wanted to make her feel like that again. I tried to explain why i reacted the way i
did, i apologized, knew i was wrong and said i would get better at communicating. i
would try my best and i meant it.

She started acting differently after this, the cards stopped and then the songs
stopped, which made me freak out and want to get closer to her. when we would
have good nights, she would start fights for no reason, she would act emotionless
and when i asked what was wrong she would never tell me, and then a week later i
would find out she's upset about something i did. she would say that I don't respect
her voice. "I don't want her to have a voice". I swear i want her to have a voice. I
want her to communicate with me. Anytime we would have an argument i would try
to explain why i feel the way i do, listen to her and she would say that I just think
she is wrong and that she shouldn't talk anymore. All i really wanted was for her to
talk and communicate with me. If i didn't answer her, she would freak out. she
always wanted to know how i felt but wouldnt tell me how she felt.

When we would argue sometimes she would say she wanted to hurt herself. or
should go for walks in the middle of the night in a not good area. She would say that
I "think she is emotionless, but really she feels things way harder than other
people". She kept saying she couldn't believe i would hurt her like i did that one
night we had the big argument. 

This went on for months. No cards, no songs, no telling me how she feels about me.
While I pour my heart and soul out. She pushed me away and kept pushing me
away. Eventually I gave in and said we can be done. I moved to another city and
took another job.

The second I post a story on social media, she is the first one that looks at it. She
has not contacted me. I miss her so much. I have thought about her everyday. I
think she still cares. I broke down and texted her last night saying "I just want you
know you are in mind". She responded "you too"(which i thought was short). I said
"yeah?" and she said "yeah". I want to contact her especially after reading about
attachment theory but i feel like that will not do anything. It will make her push even
further away from me. 

Any advice? 
scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

want to contact Avoidant/Anxious Ex..please help May 19, 2018 18:32:10 GMT via
mobile
Quote
Keep the forum clean man you already posted this in the fearful category
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jeremyg23
New Member

want to contact Avoidant/Anxious Ex..please help May 19, 2018 17:59:29 GMT

Quote 
Background on my ex: she was always taught to kept quiet growing up, was never
able to express her emotions to her parents or family and when she did they did not
care. Her dad was very harsh and her parents constantly fought. She was also raped
in high school by her ex boyfriends friends. she never told her parents, she told her
friends who didn't believe her. She has a very hard time expressing emotion. She
seems to have no true friends. She is obsessed with work. she says that is the one
area she control. I think she is combo of anxious and avoidant. She also told me in
the beginning that she usually doesn't get into relationships. 

Background on me: I seem to always get in relationships that I am not supposed
to be in (they have a bf or I work with them or its my friends sibling etc.) I believe i
fall under anxious and constantly feel like I am not being loved or treated right in
relationships (I feel like i go after avoidant types). I often date people who seem to
have little emotion or have extreme difficulty in showing emotion. When they don't
show emotion or I feel like I am not being treated right I sometimes get really upset
and say things i don't mean. 

First 3 months, this was the best relationship of my life. We never fought. We
traveled together. We were with each other constantly, everyday. We worked
together and would spend the night at each others houses. We would tell each other
our goals and bucket lists and help each other on how we were going to accomplish
these things. We would read books and discuss them. She would tell me she had a
hard time expressing her thoughts verbally, but she would write me these amazing
cards and send me songs whose lyrics were exactly how she felt. I completely fell for
this girl. I loved her. 
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Now comes the downfall- We had a bad argument and I really lost my temper, i
didn't call any names, but i spoke very loud and aggressively. I felt i was right about
the situation and she wasn't understanding or seeing my POV. She completely shut
down. She invited me over but she just cried and would not speak or move. She
went to work the next day, a complete mess, eyes all puffed. I felt awful. I never
wanted to make her feel like that again. I tried to explain why i reacted the way i
did, i apologized, knew i was wrong and said i would get better at communicating. i
would try my best and i meant it.

She started acting differently after this, the cards stopped and then the songs
stopped, which made me freak out and want to get closer to her. when we would
have good nights, she would start fights for no reason, she would act emotionless
and when i asked what was wrong she would never tell me, and then a week later i
would find out she's upset about something i did. she would say that I don't respect
her voice. "I don't want her to have a voice". I swear i want her to have a voice. I
want her to communicate with me. Anytime we would have an argument i would try
to explain why i feel the way i do, listen to her and she would say that I just think
she is wrong and that she shouldn't talk anymore. All i really wanted was for her to
talk and communicate with me. If i didn't answer her, she would freak out. she
always wanted to know how i felt but wouldnt tell me how she felt.

When we would argue sometimes she would say she wanted to hurt herself. or
should go for walks in the middle of the night in a not good area. She would say that
I "think she is emotionless, but really she feels things way harder than other
people". She kept saying she couldn't believe i would hurt her like i did that one
night we had the big argument. 

This went on for months. No cards, no songs, no telling me how she feels about me.
While I pour my heart and soul out. She pushed me away and kept pushing me
away. Eventually I gave in and said we can be done. I moved to another city and
took another job.

The second I post a story on social media, she is the first one that looks at it. She
has not contacted me. I miss her so much. I have thought about her everyday. I
think she still cares. I broke down and texted her last night saying "I just want you
know you are in mind". She responded "you too"(which i thought was short). I said
"yeah?" and she said "yeah". I want to contact her especially after reading about
attachment theory but i feel like that will not do anything. It will make her push even
further away from me. 

Any advice? 
scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163
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mobile
Quote 
Keep the forum clean man you already posted this in the fearful category
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Quote 
If you change the assumption that he is being manipulative to he's doing the best he
can with what he knows with the skills he has, does that change anything for you?
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david21
New Member

Posts: 30

May 19, 2018 11:56:24 GMT @femaleda said:
So, yesterday I had a conversation with him which went like this:

Him: So sad. Having tried to have a good relationship with someone who doesn't
even like me.
Me: Don't say something like that.
Him: Why?
Me: You talk like it's not difficult for me at all.
Him: Well, it's the truth, but since you say you don't wanna hear it, I won't say it.
But I really feel like that.
Me: If I didn't like you I wouldn't have come so far and cried this much.
Him: I don't understand why you cry. You've always come up with and looked for
reasons why we can't have a relationship. Now you got what you wanted (breakup),
why do you cry?
Me: What you did hurt me and I was afraid of being hurt, so I tried to control you.
That might have looked like I have no feelings for you but...
Him: Yeah, it looked like that, I've felt like that and I feel like that right now.
Me: I also sometimes feel something, but you negate it. We don't understand each
other.
Him: Well. I really don't know.
Me: Me too.
Him: You just don't have any feelings, that's the only thing I feel. You're the person
who has been looking for reasons to break up all the time.
Me: Does that even make sense? If I had no feelings, would I cry like this?
Him: Apart from crying...
Me: You said you're reading something about psychology, didn't you?
Him: What I've read? You have a low stress tolerance. Not only the conflicts you
have with me, but also other conflicts you avoid.
Me: See, you only read what you already think. That's not the problem.
Him: That's the problem.
...
Me: I'm not talking about this right now.
Him: I tried to find positive parts as well. But can't think of them right now.

I've explained to him before why I act cold and distant as an avoidant, I even sent
him links to read, but he still doesn't get it. It's like talking to a wall that thinks it's
got everything sorted out already. I find his behavior quite manipulative. Saying
things like "You have never loved me", "You never care about my feelings", "I'm the
only one who has made any efforts in our relationship". Well, seems like he forgot
what the beginning of the relationship was like (refer to my other post
"Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End"). For the past few weeks our
conversations have been similar to this one. I don't think he will ever get it, though.

Do you have any idea how much I would have loved my ex to be this aware?!?!?
This guy doesn’t have the slightest clue how fortunate he is to have an avoidant
partner who’s willing to be open and communicative about the situation.
Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 13:22:34 GMT via mobile bedlam71
likes this
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david21
New Member

Posts: 30

May 19, 2018 13:08:57 GMT @femaleda said:

May 19, 2018 12:59:41 GMT david21 said:
Do you have any idea how much I would have loved my ex to be this aware?!?!?
This guy doesn’t have the slightest clue how fortunate he is to have an avoidant
partner who’s willing to be open and communicative about the situation.
Well, I also did avoid conversations a lot, especially when I felt like I'm talking to a
wall. But you know, he doesn't think I'm that open. He thinks I avoid confrontations
and that's one of the reasons why our relationship ended, in his opinion. Never really
helped to talk to him though, since he doesn't understand why someone would avoid
a loved one. At least I know what my problems are. He doesn't seem to.

No, he doesn’t seem to at all. But from my understanding it is EXTREMELY rare for
an avoidant (especially a DA) to realize or admit there’s something wrong. So kudos
to you. Seriously.

kelvain
Junior Member

Posts: 67

Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 13:50:33 GMT

Quote 
Is he aware that you are avoidant? Have you shared any of the research on
Attachment Styles with him?

tnr9
God

Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 14:53:15 GMT

Quote 
You both are coming to this with an agenda to be heard and neither of you is willing
to ask more questions to really understand each and in the end it escalates into
finger pointing "you this, you that". Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get
you and probably to his perspective, you don't get him. The two of you will not
resolve this unless and until one of you stops answering the question in front of you,
or defending your side of things.....read your conversation again....I know it is really
hard to do this...but what if, in answer to his very first question, you asked him why
he felt you never liked him...what were the actions/behaviors he was looking for as a
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sign that you liked him? Then use that as a springboard to say...I understand that
you thought I never liked you because I did not do/say xxx, however, I did like you
and this is how I showed it...xxx. But, I also felt that you did not like me because I
look for the following actions/behaviors to show me that someone likes me...xxx..
But I did not see xxx from you. Can you tell me how you showed me that you liked
me so I can understand you better." And then let him reply. If your goal is having
him understand you..then you also need to give space to understand him". You are
both simply shutting down and not hearing each other,..so of course he is only going
to read what supports his existing bias towards you...to change that...you have to
also be willing to change your bias towards him. It is not easy at all. Also....it would
be much better if you could do this sitting side by side...because if you are doing it
by text...you only have memory of his face to go by and you won't be able to see
how he actually takes each text....thus more bias comes into play (because the
same memory issue is there for him as well). I think it is fantastic that you are
engaging with each other civilly....and I think it is great that you are so aware...but
unless you change the framework, neither of you is going to be able to understand
each other and you will end up in attack/defensive mode feeling unheard again.
Good luck.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 14:55:20 GMT by tnr9

tnr9
God

Posts: 850

Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 15:09:34 GMT

Quote 
Annie12 posted this a bit ago and I thought it was fantastic so I saved it. It is about
the issues with texting. Give it a shot:

m.youtube.com/watch?list=LLka8S87kIJeDW2m_ixp1ycA&v=YWufgMYpYcU
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You both are coming to this with an agenda to be heard and neither of you is willing
to ask more questions to really understand each and in the end it escalates into
finger pointing "you this, you that". Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get
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you and probably to his perspective, you don't get him. The two of you will not
resolve this unless and until one of you stops answering the question in front of you,
or defending your side of things.....read your conversation again....I know it is really
hard to do this...but what if, in answer to his very first question, you asked him why
he felt you never liked him...what were the actions/behaviors he was looking for as a
sign that you liked him? Then use that as a springboard to say...I understand that
you thought I never liked you because I did not do/say xxx, however, I did like you
and this is how I showed it...xxx. But, I also felt that you did not like me because I
look for the following actions/behaviors to show me that someone likes me...xxx..
But I did not see xxx from you. Can you tell me how you showed me that you liked
me so I can understand you better." And then let him reply. If your goal is having
him understand you..then you also need to give space to understand him". You are
both simply shutting down and not hearing each other,..so of course he is only going
to read what supports his existing bias towards you...to change that...you have to
also be willing to change your bias towards him. It is not easy at all. Also....it would
be much better if you could do this sitting side by side...because if you are doing it
by text...you only have memory of his face to go by and you won't be able to see
how he actually takes each text....thus more bias comes into play (because the
same memory issue is there for him as well). I think it is fantastic that you are
engaging with each other civilly....and I think it is great that you are so aware...but
unless you change the framework, neither of you is going to be able to understand
each other and you will end up in attack/defensive mode feeling unheard again.
Good luck.
"Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get you and probably to his perspective,
you don't get him."

That I already admitted.

We have talked about all the things you suggested. I know what actions he was
looking for, I just could not give it to him, because I myself got hurt by him, which I
also told him. I told him how his actions made me feel and he told me how my
actions made him feel. This is just one conversation out of countless face-to-face
conversations. Yes, we are at a point were we are both just shutting down and we
would not be able to have a conversation without fingerpointing without a third
party. But my goal is not to get back together and honestly, right now I don't even
care anymore if he understands me or not.
So, obviously, I did not have any of the background on what the two of you have
done previously.  I am curious though, given what you just stated, why do you
continue to engage with him? 

i get the sense you latched onto my comment that was merely to bring some more
reflective consideration and are shutting down with me as well....I think we have an
opportunity to change that..but I would appreciate understanding how you took my
words.  What did you feel when you read them...was it judgement? Obligation?
Accusation?  Expectation?  I would truly like to understand..because I felt none of
that when I posted it..so if you received it in any of those manners..then I apologize.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 15:36:23 GMT by tnr9
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God
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May 19, 2018 15:30:08 GMT tnr9 said:
So, obviously, I did not have any of the background on what the two of you have
done previously.  I am curious though, given what you just stated, why you continue
to engage with him?  And what was the goal of posting that conversation on this
forum?
Well, he still has to get his stuff out of my appartment, so we're still communicating
a little bit. Obviously, I can't hold myself back when he starts blaming me for what
happened. When he moves out completely I plan to not engage with him at all.

The goal was just to get some opinions on our behavior from other people.
That has got to be hard...I remember the day B came over and I gave him his
stuff...it is not easy at all.  I can read blame...it is definately there...but I also read
feelings of hurt from both sides.  Perhaps it is better to not engage right now...give
yourself an emotional break so to speak.  Just a thought.
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Quote 
If you change the assumption that he is being manipulative to he's doing the best he
can with what he knows with the skills he has, does that change anything for you?
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david21
New Member

Posts: 30

May 19, 2018 11:56:24 GMT @femaleda said:
So, yesterday I had a conversation with him which went like this:

Him: So sad. Having tried to have a good relationship with someone who doesn't
even like me.
Me: Don't say something like that.
Him: Why?
Me: You talk like it's not difficult for me at all.
Him: Well, it's the truth, but since you say you don't wanna hear it, I won't say it.
But I really feel like that.
Me: If I didn't like you I wouldn't have come so far and cried this much.
Him: I don't understand why you cry. You've always come up with and looked for
reasons why we can't have a relationship. Now you got what you wanted (breakup),
why do you cry?
Me: What you did hurt me and I was afraid of being hurt, so I tried to control you.
That might have looked like I have no feelings for you but...
Him: Yeah, it looked like that, I've felt like that and I feel like that right now.
Me: I also sometimes feel something, but you negate it. We don't understand each
other.
Him: Well. I really don't know.
Me: Me too.
Him: You just don't have any feelings, that's the only thing I feel. You're the person
who has been looking for reasons to break up all the time.
Me: Does that even make sense? If I had no feelings, would I cry like this?
Him: Apart from crying...
Me: You said you're reading something about psychology, didn't you?
Him: What I've read? You have a low stress tolerance. Not only the conflicts you
have with me, but also other conflicts you avoid.
Me: See, you only read what you already think. That's not the problem.
Him: That's the problem.
...
Me: I'm not talking about this right now.
Him: I tried to find positive parts as well. But can't think of them right now.

I've explained to him before why I act cold and distant as an avoidant, I even sent
him links to read, but he still doesn't get it. It's like talking to a wall that thinks it's
got everything sorted out already. I find his behavior quite manipulative. Saying
things like "You have never loved me", "You never care about my feelings", "I'm the
only one who has made any efforts in our relationship". Well, seems like he forgot
what the beginning of the relationship was like (refer to my other post
"Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End"). For the past few weeks our
conversations have been similar to this one. I don't think he will ever get it, though.

Do you have any idea how much I would have loved my ex to be this aware?!?!?
This guy doesn’t have the slightest clue how fortunate he is to have an avoidant
partner who’s willing to be open and communicative about the situation.
Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 13:22:34 GMT via mobile bedlam71
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May 19, 2018 13:08:57 GMT @femaleda said:

May 19, 2018 12:59:41 GMT david21 said:
Do you have any idea how much I would have loved my ex to be this aware?!?!?
This guy doesn’t have the slightest clue how fortunate he is to have an avoidant
partner who’s willing to be open and communicative about the situation.
Well, I also did avoid conversations a lot, especially when I felt like I'm talking to a
wall. But you know, he doesn't think I'm that open. He thinks I avoid confrontations
and that's one of the reasons why our relationship ended, in his opinion. Never really
helped to talk to him though, since he doesn't understand why someone would avoid
a loved one. At least I know what my problems are. He doesn't seem to.

No, he doesn’t seem to at all. But from my understanding it is EXTREMELY rare for
an avoidant (especially a DA) to realize or admit there’s something wrong. So kudos
to you. Seriously.

kelvain
Junior Member

Posts: 67
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Quote 
Is he aware that you are avoidant? Have you shared any of the research on
Attachment Styles with him?
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Quote 
You both are coming to this with an agenda to be heard and neither of you is willing
to ask more questions to really understand each and in the end it escalates into
finger pointing "you this, you that". Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get
you and probably to his perspective, you don't get him. The two of you will not
resolve this unless and until one of you stops answering the question in front of you,
or defending your side of things.....read your conversation again....I know it is really
hard to do this...but what if, in answer to his very first question, you asked him why
he felt you never liked him...what were the actions/behaviors he was looking for as a
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sign that you liked him? Then use that as a springboard to say...I understand that
you thought I never liked you because I did not do/say xxx, however, I did like you
and this is how I showed it...xxx. But, I also felt that you did not like me because I
look for the following actions/behaviors to show me that someone likes me...xxx..
But I did not see xxx from you. Can you tell me how you showed me that you liked
me so I can understand you better." And then let him reply. If your goal is having
him understand you..then you also need to give space to understand him". You are
both simply shutting down and not hearing each other,..so of course he is only going
to read what supports his existing bias towards you...to change that...you have to
also be willing to change your bias towards him. It is not easy at all. Also....it would
be much better if you could do this sitting side by side...because if you are doing it
by text...you only have memory of his face to go by and you won't be able to see
how he actually takes each text....thus more bias comes into play (because the
same memory issue is there for him as well). I think it is fantastic that you are
engaging with each other civilly....and I think it is great that you are so aware...but
unless you change the framework, neither of you is going to be able to understand
each other and you will end up in attack/defensive mode feeling unheard again.
Good luck.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 14:55:20 GMT by tnr9
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Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 15:09:34 GMT

Quote 
Annie12 posted this a bit ago and I thought it was fantastic so I saved it. It is about
the issues with texting. Give it a shot:

m.youtube.com/watch?list=LLka8S87kIJeDW2m_ixp1ycA&v=YWufgMYpYcU
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to ask more questions to really understand each and in the end it escalates into
finger pointing "you this, you that". Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get
you and probably to his perspective, you don't get him. The two of you will not
resolve this unless and until one of you stops answering the question in front of you,
or defending your side of things.....read your conversation again....I know it is really
hard to do this...but what if, in answer to his very first question, you asked him why
he felt you never liked him...what were the actions/behaviors he was looking for as a
sign that you liked him? Then use that as a springboard to say...I understand that
you thought I never liked you because I did not do/say xxx, however, I did like you
and this is how I showed it...xxx. But, I also felt that you did not like me because I
look for the following actions/behaviors to show me that someone likes me...xxx..
But I did not see xxx from you. Can you tell me how you showed me that you liked
me so I can understand you better." And then let him reply. If your goal is having
him understand you..then you also need to give space to understand him". You are
both simply shutting down and not hearing each other,..so of course he is only going
to read what supports his existing bias towards you...to change that...you have to
also be willing to change your bias towards him. It is not easy at all. Also....it would
be much better if you could do this sitting side by side...because if you are doing it
by text...you only have memory of his face to go by and you won't be able to see
how he actually takes each text....thus more bias comes into play (because the
same memory issue is there for him as well). I think it is fantastic that you are
engaging with each other civilly....and I think it is great that you are so aware...but
unless you change the framework, neither of you is going to be able to understand
each other and you will end up in attack/defensive mode feeling unheard again.
Good luck.
"Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get you and probably to his perspective,
you don't get him."

That I already admitted.

We have talked about all the things you suggested. I know what actions he was
looking for, I just could not give it to him, because I myself got hurt by him, which I
also told him. I told him how his actions made me feel and he told me how my
actions made him feel. This is just one conversation out of countless face-to-face
conversations. Yes, we are at a point were we are both just shutting down and we
would not be able to have a conversation without fingerpointing without a third
party. But my goal is not to get back together and honestly, right now I don't even
care anymore if he understands me or not.
So, obviously, I did not have any of the background on what the two of you have
done previously.  I am curious though, given what you just stated, why do you
continue to engage with him? 

i get the sense you latched onto my comment that was merely to bring some more
reflective consideration and are shutting down with me as well....I think we have an
opportunity to change that..but I would appreciate understanding how you took my
words.  What did you feel when you read them...was it judgement? Obligation?
Accusation?  Expectation?  I would truly like to understand..because I felt none of
that when I posted it..so if you received it in any of those manners..then I apologize.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 15:36:23 GMT by tnr9
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May 19, 2018 15:30:08 GMT tnr9 said:
So, obviously, I did not have any of the background on what the two of you have
done previously.  I am curious though, given what you just stated, why you continue
to engage with him?  And what was the goal of posting that conversation on this
forum?
Well, he still has to get his stuff out of my appartment, so we're still communicating
a little bit. Obviously, I can't hold myself back when he starts blaming me for what
happened. When he moves out completely I plan to not engage with him at all.

The goal was just to get some opinions on our behavior from other people.
That has got to be hard...I remember the day B came over and I gave him his
stuff...it is not easy at all.  I can read blame...it is definately there...but I also read
feelings of hurt from both sides.  Perhaps it is better to not engage right now...give
yourself an emotional break so to speak.  Just a thought.
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If you change the assumption that he is being manipulative to he's doing the best he
can with what he knows with the skills he has, does that change anything for you?
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May 19, 2018 11:56:24 GMT @femaleda said:
So, yesterday I had a conversation with him which went like this:

Him: So sad. Having tried to have a good relationship with someone who doesn't
even like me.
Me: Don't say something like that.
Him: Why?
Me: You talk like it's not difficult for me at all.
Him: Well, it's the truth, but since you say you don't wanna hear it, I won't say it.
But I really feel like that.
Me: If I didn't like you I wouldn't have come so far and cried this much.
Him: I don't understand why you cry. You've always come up with and looked for
reasons why we can't have a relationship. Now you got what you wanted (breakup),
why do you cry?
Me: What you did hurt me and I was afraid of being hurt, so I tried to control you.
That might have looked like I have no feelings for you but...
Him: Yeah, it looked like that, I've felt like that and I feel like that right now.
Me: I also sometimes feel something, but you negate it. We don't understand each
other.
Him: Well. I really don't know.
Me: Me too.
Him: You just don't have any feelings, that's the only thing I feel. You're the person
who has been looking for reasons to break up all the time.
Me: Does that even make sense? If I had no feelings, would I cry like this?
Him: Apart from crying...
Me: You said you're reading something about psychology, didn't you?
Him: What I've read? You have a low stress tolerance. Not only the conflicts you
have with me, but also other conflicts you avoid.
Me: See, you only read what you already think. That's not the problem.
Him: That's the problem.
...
Me: I'm not talking about this right now.
Him: I tried to find positive parts as well. But can't think of them right now.

I've explained to him before why I act cold and distant as an avoidant, I even sent
him links to read, but he still doesn't get it. It's like talking to a wall that thinks it's
got everything sorted out already. I find his behavior quite manipulative. Saying
things like "You have never loved me", "You never care about my feelings", "I'm the
only one who has made any efforts in our relationship". Well, seems like he forgot
what the beginning of the relationship was like (refer to my other post
"Dysfunctional Relationship Finally Came to an End"). For the past few weeks our
conversations have been similar to this one. I don't think he will ever get it, though.

Do you have any idea how much I would have loved my ex to be this aware?!?!?
This guy doesn’t have the slightest clue how fortunate he is to have an avoidant
partner who’s willing to be open and communicative about the situation.
Conversation with ex. Any thoughts? May 19, 2018 13:22:34 GMT via mobile bedlam71
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May 19, 2018 13:08:57 GMT @femaleda said:

May 19, 2018 12:59:41 GMT david21 said:
Do you have any idea how much I would have loved my ex to be this aware?!?!?
This guy doesn’t have the slightest clue how fortunate he is to have an avoidant
partner who’s willing to be open and communicative about the situation.
Well, I also did avoid conversations a lot, especially when I felt like I'm talking to a
wall. But you know, he doesn't think I'm that open. He thinks I avoid confrontations
and that's one of the reasons why our relationship ended, in his opinion. Never really
helped to talk to him though, since he doesn't understand why someone would avoid
a loved one. At least I know what my problems are. He doesn't seem to.

No, he doesn’t seem to at all. But from my understanding it is EXTREMELY rare for
an avoidant (especially a DA) to realize or admit there’s something wrong. So kudos
to you. Seriously.

kelvain
Junior Member

Posts: 67
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Quote
Is he aware that you are avoidant? Have you shared any of the research on
Attachment Styles with him?
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Quote
You both are coming to this with an agenda to be heard and neither of you is willing
to ask more questions to really understand each and in the end it escalates into
finger pointing "you this, you that". Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get
you and probably to his perspective, you don't get him. The two of you will not
resolve this unless and until one of you stops answering the question in front of you,
or defending your side of things.....read your conversation again....I know it is really
hard to do this...but what if, in answer to his very first question, you asked him why
he felt you never liked him...what were the actions/behaviors he was looking for as a
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sign that you liked him? Then use that as a springboard to say...I understand that
you thought I never liked you because I did not do/say xxx, however, I did like you
and this is how I showed it...xxx. But, I also felt that you did not like me because I
look for the following actions/behaviors to show me that someone likes me...xxx..
But I did not see xxx from you. Can you tell me how you showed me that you liked
me so I can understand you better." And then let him reply. If your goal is having
him understand you..then you also need to give space to understand him". You are
both simply shutting down and not hearing each other,..so of course he is only going
to read what supports his existing bias towards you...to change that...you have to
also be willing to change your bias towards him. It is not easy at all. Also....it would
be much better if you could do this sitting side by side...because if you are doing it
by text...you only have memory of his face to go by and you won't be able to see
how he actually takes each text....thus more bias comes into play (because the
same memory issue is there for him as well). I think it is fantastic that you are
engaging with each other civilly....and I think it is great that you are so aware...but
unless you change the framework, neither of you is going to be able to understand
each other and you will end up in attack/defensive mode feeling unheard again.
Good luck.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 14:55:20 GMT by tnr9
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Quote
Annie12 posted this a bit ago and I thought it was fantastic so I saved it. It is about
the issues with texting. Give it a shot:

m.youtube.com/watch?list=LLka8S87kIJeDW2m_ixp1ycA&v=YWufgMYpYcU
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to ask more questions to really understand each and in the end it escalates into
finger pointing "you this, you that". Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get
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you and probably to his perspective, you don't get him. The two of you will not
resolve this unless and until one of you stops answering the question in front of you,
or defending your side of things.....read your conversation again....I know it is really
hard to do this...but what if, in answer to his very first question, you asked him why
he felt you never liked him...what were the actions/behaviors he was looking for as a
sign that you liked him? Then use that as a springboard to say...I understand that
you thought I never liked you because I did not do/say xxx, however, I did like you
and this is how I showed it...xxx. But, I also felt that you did not like me because I
look for the following actions/behaviors to show me that someone likes me...xxx..
But I did not see xxx from you. Can you tell me how you showed me that you liked
me so I can understand you better." And then let him reply. If your goal is having
him understand you..then you also need to give space to understand him". You are
both simply shutting down and not hearing each other,..so of course he is only going
to read what supports his existing bias towards you...to change that...you have to
also be willing to change your bias towards him. It is not easy at all. Also....it would
be much better if you could do this sitting side by side...because if you are doing it
by text...you only have memory of his face to go by and you won't be able to see
how he actually takes each text....thus more bias comes into play (because the
same memory issue is there for him as well). I think it is fantastic that you are
engaging with each other civilly....and I think it is great that you are so aware...but
unless you change the framework, neither of you is going to be able to understand
each other and you will end up in attack/defensive mode feeling unheard again.
Good luck.
"Admit it...from your perspective he doesn't get you and probably to his perspective,
you don't get him."

That I already admitted.

We have talked about all the things you suggested. I know what actions he was
looking for, I just could not give it to him, because I myself got hurt by him, which I
also told him. I told him how his actions made me feel and he told me how my
actions made him feel. This is just one conversation out of countless face-to-face
conversations. Yes, we are at a point were we are both just shutting down and we
would not be able to have a conversation without fingerpointing without a third
party. But my goal is not to get back together and honestly, right now I don't even
care anymore if he understands me or not.
So, obviously, I did not have any of the background on what the two of you have
done previously.  I am curious though, given what you just stated, why do you
continue to engage with him? 

i get the sense you latched onto my comment that was merely to bring some more
reflective consideration and are shutting down with me as well....I think we have an
opportunity to change that..but I would appreciate understanding how you took my
words.  What did you feel when you read them...was it judgement? Obligation?
Accusation?  Expectation?  I would truly like to understand..because I felt none of
that when I posted it..so if you received it in any of those manners..then I apologize.
Last Edit: May 19, 2018 15:36:23 GMT by tnr9
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May 19, 2018 15:30:08 GMT tnr9 said:
So, obviously, I did not have any of the background on what the two of you have
done previously.  I am curious though, given what you just stated, why you continue
to engage with him?  And what was the goal of posting that conversation on this
forum?
Well, he still has to get his stuff out of my appartment, so we're still communicating
a little bit. Obviously, I can't hold myself back when he starts blaming me for what
happened. When he moves out completely I plan to not engage with him at all.

The goal was just to get some opinions on our behavior from other people.
That has got to be hard...I remember the day B came over and I gave him his
stuff...it is not easy at all.  I can read blame...it is definately there...but I also read
feelings of hurt from both sides.  Perhaps it is better to not engage right now...give
yourself an emotional break so to speak.  Just a thought.
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up Apr 25, 2018 21:29:02 GMT via mobile
bip and kelvain like this
Quote
He reached out to me last week. I have been moving on well but after the text I
became very emotional. I wrote down what I wanted to say in the notebook but I
decided not to send the msg because I did not want to get into a mudfight. In fact, I
was never going to reply to his msg but it was not getting off my head. I simply sent
him a text on whatsapp if he could call me this evening. He said yes and we had a
chat for an hour. It was to check where we are standing at and also to do me a
favour since I was keeping everything inside me to make my exit graceful. 

I feel very liberating after this chat. I said everything I wanted to say. I asked for
apologies which he did. I asked for apologies for his unkind behaviours towards the
end of our relationship and also having been dishonest with me during our time. 

But what truly liberated me was that the break up was not my fault and it was not
because I was not good enough. His past relationship was all casual relationships
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except one whom he moved(she suggested it, not him) in with for a year. Even that
relationship was because of social pressure since everyone else was getting married
and he felt pressure. He said it was a serious relationship but he could not see
himself with her for the rest of the life, they broke up. He said he stayed in that
relationship for the convenience of a relationship.(Prob same thing applies to me)
This was when he was 35. He said he was never in love with anyone and would
probably end up being alone. He thinks he did not love her but I remember he said
that the breakup was very hard for him that he was sad for more than six months. I
don’t think it would have been difficult that if he was not emotionally attached to
her. And I’m the girl he dated the longest apart from her. I’m quite happy with that.
=)

I asked him if he still likes me. He said, without hesitation, that he likes me. He liked
being with me, hanging out, going out, making out with me. Basically isn’t that what
you want from a girlfriend? But he did not want to have a serious relationship. But
then he added once you are married, you are trapped, isn’t it?

He said it was good to hear my voice and having a chat with me. He asked me if I
want to stay in touch as I was ignoring him. I said I don’t know. I was going to
change my phone number as I moved into a new nearby country. He said I can
always text him as his number isn’t going to change.

Basically he wanted update from me as I was dead silenct since our break up. It was
not about getting back together but he wants to stay in touch with me. He is not
staying in touch with any of his dating partners.(well, can I believe that? Just hope
he is not an ex collector) He said he would text me and I know he will. I asked him
why then his answer was because he likes me as a person. (But I know it’s more
than that because that’s what my gut is saying) Haha. I don’t know if this guy is
decieving himself or maybe he loves me to his best but he does not realise it yet.
Because why would you want to keep in touch with a girl you don’t like on a daily
basis especially as a DA? Why would he keep texting when I’m ignoring it if he does
not like me? Why would you even care? Someone corrects me if I’m wrong =(

I don’t know if I want to get back together with him. He is not sure about it. When I
asked him if he wanted to come to visit me, he said maybe. 

He admitred that he was not giving what I deserve and said sorry. Apologised for
things that he thought it was wrong. I told him to man up and let her go if you don’t
like her enough. Stop being a hinderance. He understood the msg I was trying to
delievr and confessed him having been selfish, evil(his word), insecure. (I accused of
him being insecure because his looking for other girls while being with me was an
exact evidence that he was insecure. That he knows he is not a man of integrety and
it does not serve his self-esteem or insecurity. He agreed with me. Ha!)

So in conclusion, he apologised for everything and I’m really happy even if it does
not mean we are not going back together. Actually it is a good thing because for now
he cannot give me what I want. 

Also, our status is ambigious but it seems he wants me in his life. I cannot find other
reasons he would reach out to me if he does not miss me. As he wanted to stay in
touch, I asked him if he’d be okay to see me moving on with other guy. He could not
give me a clear answer. Maybe he is confused himself. He is DA/Emotionally
unavailable/commitment phobic. 

We had a very honest conversation. He hates this sort of talk but he endured for an
hour(He hing up the phone if we have to do relationship dicussion or anything that is
related to emotions) He answered to all of my questions and applogised everything I
asked for. Of course I wish he did not say sorry for him not giving me what I
deserve but I want to believe that that’s the emotion capacity he could ever have for
anyone. 

I am 99% sure he will kiss me if he sees me again. But now I know what he wants
and what I want and also aware that he cannot give me what I want. I’m not sure
where this relationship might go but the fact that he still likes me and the break up
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was not my fault gives me a sort of peace. My gut feeling says he does not know
how much he actually likes me. Getting back together is a different story though. 

Just wanted to leave a post so I can look back later. =) Peace to everyone xx
Last Edit: Apr 25, 2018 21:47:27 GMT by fifi
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 6, 2018 17:12:03 GMT
Quote
It is eerie how similar some of his responses are, to responses my ex has given me
in the past.

summer identifies "separate togetherness" and mary defines "companionship" as key
aspects of the DA's needs. Non-avoidants are accustomed to making commitments
to relationships that involve increasing closeness. That is not what the DA prefers.

The reason that they avoid clarity in breaking-up is the same reason that they avoid
clarity about commitment. Ambiguity preserves their independence. Simply because
they may lack malicious intent does not negate the outcome, which is avoidance.
Really, though, they are indifferent to individuals. Companions are functional and
replaceable. (Disclaimer: please know that I am generalising, or opining a rule
exclusive of exceptions)

Last Edit: May 6, 2018 17:12:43 GMT by robin
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 7, 2018 17:10:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes, you are right. In his words, he said he wants to be with someone but still wants
to be alone as well. 

We had another chat on the phone at 2:30am for 1h 30mins. I hated ambiguity and
just wanted to make it clear. 

To sum up, he is trying to replace me for another ‘companionship’’. He still says he
likes me but also admitted that he is dating. I accused of him of his insecurity again
and asked him why he would do this to me. He said if he told me the truth (the truth
is that he did not have strong feelings for me but he needed someone to be with),
then he knew that I would not have stayed with him. Also added that he low self
esteem does not allow others to come into his life. He said no one would love him if
anyone knows his true self and he does not believe anyone can love him. I said I did
even if I knew you are an idiot. (I was crying when i was saying this) 

I asked him again if he wants to get back together. He said if he does, prob it will be
because of guilt and compassion. He really crushed my pride by saying all of this. He
constantly reached out to me only to disappoint me. I think he still likes me maybe
it’s just nor enough feelings for him to continue? Or am I trying to sqaush DA way of
thinking into non DA just to understand and process my emotions? 

The only thing that I don’t understand is that why would he want to open up now
when everything is ended. Why does he disclose his true feelings behind the cold
façade now where he has been hiding for a year? His revealing vulnerabilty made me
feel more special than I was in the relationship. This opening up was more like a
conversation between SO’s. 

His disclosure of vulnerability and unwillingness of going back together confuses me
a little but most part of me accepted that this is truly over. I was nothing to him but
replacable companion. This is a hard pill to swallow. I invited him to Germany(where
I live) to come to see me just to test him. He said he would think of it but later when
I made everything clear it became a meaningless invitation. London to where I live is
only an hour flight. This is how much I mean to him. He chose go on a date with a
girl whom later turned him down than come to see me. He said he was pissed off
when she turned him down.(I think normally people feel sad when someone you like
says no to you) I was pissed off that he can actually say he liked the girl. I felt he
does not have any basic knowloedge of emotions that he can actually say these
things to me and say he likes me. I am really confused. I will change my number
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and not going to let him know. Hope my hearbreak can end here. No more tears...I
really hope.
Last Edit: May 7, 2018 17:30:19 GMT by fifi
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 15, 2018 1:40:41 GMT fifi likes this
Quote

May 7, 2018 17:10:25 GMT fifi said:
Yes, you are right. In his words, he said he wants to be with someone but still wants
to be alone as well. 

We had another chat on the phone at 2:30am for 1h 30mins. I hated ambiguity and
just wanted to make it clear. 

To sum up, he is trying to replace me for another ‘companionship’’. He still says he
likes me but also admitted that he is dating. I accused of him of his insecurity again
and asked him why he would do this to me. He said if he told me the truth (the truth
is that he did not have strong feelings for me but he needed someone to be with),
then he knew that I would not have stayed with him. Also added that he low self
esteem does not allow others to come into his life. He said no one would love him if
anyone knows his true self and he does not believe anyone can love him. I said I did
even if I knew you are an idiot. (I was crying when i was saying this) 
I'm sorry. 

I think that he is fearful-avoidant, not dismissive-avoidant. He would not have
otherwise tried to explain himself to you.

In his own way, he cares for you. But "his own way" means that he can
compartmentalise, hence liking you while seeking to replace you.

He only confided in you because you are no longer together. That way, he avoids the
true intimacy that occurs when there is interdependence.

It isn't easy, because you would always have been "alone" with your depth of feeling
for him. He will never, never feel or reciprocate that same level of love.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 2:37:59 GMT by robin
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 18, 2018 21:14:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks for your reply, Robin. Really appreciate it.

Reply
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up Apr 25, 2018 21:29:02 GMT via mobile
bip and kelvain like this
Quote
He reached out to me last week. I have been moving on well but after the text I
became very emotional. I wrote down what I wanted to say in the notebook but I
decided not to send the msg because I did not want to get into a mudfight. In fact, I
was never going to reply to his msg but it was not getting off my head. I simply sent
him a text on whatsapp if he could call me this evening. He said yes and we had a
chat for an hour. It was to check where we are standing at and also to do me a
favour since I was keeping everything inside me to make my exit graceful. 

I feel very liberating after this chat. I said everything I wanted to say. I asked for
apologies which he did. I asked for apologies for his unkind behaviours towards the
end of our relationship and also having been dishonest with me during our time. 

But what truly liberated me was that the break up was not my fault and it was not
because I was not good enough. His past relationship was all casual relationships
except one whom he moved(she suggested it, not him) in with for a year. Even that
relationship was because of social pressure since everyone else was getting married
and he felt pressure. He said it was a serious relationship but he could not see
himself with her for the rest of the life, they broke up. He said he stayed in that
relationship for the convenience of a relationship.(Prob same thing applies to me)
This was when he was 35. He said he was never in love with anyone and would
probably end up being alone. He thinks he did not love her but I remember he said
that the breakup was very hard for him that he was sad for more than six months. I
don’t think it would have been difficult that if he was not emotionally attached to
her. And I’m the girl he dated the longest apart from her. I’m quite happy with that.
=)
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I asked him if he still likes me. He said, without hesitation, that he likes me. He liked
being with me, hanging out, going out, making out with me. Basically isn’t that what
you want from a girlfriend? But he did not want to have a serious relationship. But
then he added once you are married, you are trapped, isn’t it?

He said it was good to hear my voice and having a chat with me. He asked me if I
want to stay in touch as I was ignoring him. I said I don’t know. I was going to
change my phone number as I moved into a new nearby country. He said I can
always text him as his number isn’t going to change.

Basically he wanted update from me as I was dead silenct since our break up. It was
not about getting back together but he wants to stay in touch with me. He is not
staying in touch with any of his dating partners.(well, can I believe that? Just hope
he is not an ex collector) He said he would text me and I know he will. I asked him
why then his answer was because he likes me as a person. (But I know it’s more
than that because that’s what my gut is saying) Haha. I don’t know if this guy is
decieving himself or maybe he loves me to his best but he does not realise it yet.
Because why would you want to keep in touch with a girl you don’t like on a daily
basis especially as a DA? Why would he keep texting when I’m ignoring it if he does
not like me? Why would you even care? Someone corrects me if I’m wrong =(

I don’t know if I want to get back together with him. He is not sure about it. When I
asked him if he wanted to come to visit me, he said maybe. 

He admitred that he was not giving what I deserve and said sorry. Apologised for
things that he thought it was wrong. I told him to man up and let her go if you don’t
like her enough. Stop being a hinderance. He understood the msg I was trying to
delievr and confessed him having been selfish, evil(his word), insecure. (I accused of
him being insecure because his looking for other girls while being with me was an
exact evidence that he was insecure. That he knows he is not a man of integrety and
it does not serve his self-esteem or insecurity. He agreed with me. Ha!)

So in conclusion, he apologised for everything and I’m really happy even if it does
not mean we are not going back together. Actually it is a good thing because for now
he cannot give me what I want. 

Also, our status is ambigious but it seems he wants me in his life. I cannot find other
reasons he would reach out to me if he does not miss me. As he wanted to stay in
touch, I asked him if he’d be okay to see me moving on with other guy. He could not
give me a clear answer. Maybe he is confused himself. He is DA/Emotionally
unavailable/commitment phobic. 

We had a very honest conversation. He hates this sort of talk but he endured for an
hour(He hing up the phone if we have to do relationship dicussion or anything that is
related to emotions) He answered to all of my questions and applogised everything I
asked for. Of course I wish he did not say sorry for him not giving me what I
deserve but I want to believe that that’s the emotion capacity he could ever have for
anyone. 

I am 99% sure he will kiss me if he sees me again. But now I know what he wants
and what I want and also aware that he cannot give me what I want. I’m not sure
where this relationship might go but the fact that he still likes me and the break up
was not my fault gives me a sort of peace. My gut feeling says he does not know
how much he actually likes me. Getting back together is a different story though. 

Just wanted to leave a post so I can look back later. =) Peace to everyone xx
Last Edit: Apr 25, 2018 21:47:27 GMT by fifi

robin
New Member

1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 6, 2018 17:12:03 GMT
Quote
It is eerie how similar some of his responses are, to responses my ex has given me
in the past.

summer identifies "separate togetherness" and mary defines "companionship" as key
aspects of the DA's needs. Non-avoidants are accustomed to making commitments
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to relationships that involve increasing closeness. That is not what the DA prefers.

The reason that they avoid clarity in breaking-up is the same reason that they avoid
clarity about commitment. Ambiguity preserves their independence. Simply because
they may lack malicious intent does not negate the outcome, which is avoidance.
Really, though, they are indifferent to individuals. Companions are functional and
replaceable. (Disclaimer: please know that I am generalising, or opining a rule
exclusive of exceptions)

Last Edit: May 6, 2018 17:12:43 GMT by robin
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 7, 2018 17:10:25 GMT via mobile
Quote
Yes, you are right. In his words, he said he wants to be with someone but still wants
to be alone as well. 

We had another chat on the phone at 2:30am for 1h 30mins. I hated ambiguity and
just wanted to make it clear. 

To sum up, he is trying to replace me for another ‘companionship’’. He still says he
likes me but also admitted that he is dating. I accused of him of his insecurity again
and asked him why he would do this to me. He said if he told me the truth (the truth
is that he did not have strong feelings for me but he needed someone to be with),
then he knew that I would not have stayed with him. Also added that he low self
esteem does not allow others to come into his life. He said no one would love him if
anyone knows his true self and he does not believe anyone can love him. I said I did
even if I knew you are an idiot. (I was crying when i was saying this) 

I asked him again if he wants to get back together. He said if he does, prob it will be
because of guilt and compassion. He really crushed my pride by saying all of this. He
constantly reached out to me only to disappoint me. I think he still likes me maybe
it’s just nor enough feelings for him to continue? Or am I trying to sqaush DA way of
thinking into non DA just to understand and process my emotions? 

The only thing that I don’t understand is that why would he want to open up now
when everything is ended. Why does he disclose his true feelings behind the cold
façade now where he has been hiding for a year? His revealing vulnerabilty made me
feel more special than I was in the relationship. This opening up was more like a
conversation between SO’s. 

His disclosure of vulnerability and unwillingness of going back together confuses me
a little but most part of me accepted that this is truly over. I was nothing to him but
replacable companion. This is a hard pill to swallow. I invited him to Germany(where
I live) to come to see me just to test him. He said he would think of it but later when
I made everything clear it became a meaningless invitation. London to where I live is
only an hour flight. This is how much I mean to him. He chose go on a date with a
girl whom later turned him down than come to see me. He said he was pissed off
when she turned him down.(I think normally people feel sad when someone you like
says no to you) I was pissed off that he can actually say he liked the girl. I felt he
does not have any basic knowloedge of emotions that he can actually say these
things to me and say he likes me. I am really confused. I will change my number
and not going to let him know. Hope my hearbreak can end here. No more tears...I
really hope.
Last Edit: May 7, 2018 17:30:19 GMT by fifi
1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 15, 2018 1:40:41 GMT fifi likes this
Quote
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May 7, 2018 17:10:25 GMT fifi said:
Yes, you are right. In his words, he said he wants to be with someone but still wants
to be alone as well. 

We had another chat on the phone at 2:30am for 1h 30mins. I hated ambiguity and
just wanted to make it clear. 

To sum up, he is trying to replace me for another ‘companionship’’. He still says he
likes me but also admitted that he is dating. I accused of him of his insecurity again
and asked him why he would do this to me. He said if he told me the truth (the truth
is that he did not have strong feelings for me but he needed someone to be with),
then he knew that I would not have stayed with him. Also added that he low self
esteem does not allow others to come into his life. He said no one would love him if
anyone knows his true self and he does not believe anyone can love him. I said I did
even if I knew you are an idiot. (I was crying when i was saying this) 
I'm sorry. 

I think that he is fearful-avoidant, not dismissive-avoidant. He would not have
otherwise tried to explain himself to you.

In his own way, he cares for you. But "his own way" means that he can
compartmentalise, hence liking you while seeking to replace you.

He only confided in you because you are no longer together. That way, he avoids the
true intimacy that occurs when there is interdependence.

It isn't easy, because you would always have been "alone" with your depth of feeling
for him. He will never, never feel or reciprocate that same level of love.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 2:37:59 GMT by robin
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1h chat on the phone after 2.5 months break up May 18, 2018 21:14:13 GMT via mobile
Quote
Thanks for your reply, Robin. Really appreciate it.
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Question about avoidant May 3, 2018 14:44:51 GMT bip likes this
Quote

May 3, 2018 1:28:02 GMT Darling said:
Ok. Well i think my ex delves between fa and da, but defo da at the end. When we
were at his house few weeks prior he had been distancing, deactivating n devaluing
me. We were talking n he confused me alot saying there's other blonde guys out
there, i don't wanna limit you to other guys, what if we want different things etc. He
really confused me n I think i may have smothered him. 

He dumped me by text. We had been texting that we're gonna compromise n move
in together after 3 years n he brings up that he doesn't want kids(he had said to me
he saw kids with me prior) n i asked why he said his age n weight(he's skinny now..)
then we gave each other a few days of space after we had an argument. I removed
our status on fb, cuz i had a feeling he was gonna dump me. He brings up what he
likes about me n what he doesn't like about me which isn't much, n said he really
likes me. I reacted badly to this, n he said he's never opening up again, n that was
the first time he had done that with me. He confused me so much that i said a few
hurtful things i didn't mean n which i said sorry to. He said i didn't trust him
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anymore. He broke up with me saying this is how it's gonna end n cut me off
completely. Also hid his friends list. He didn't wanna break up.

A month later, i sent a letter with/ asking a bunch of questions which he didn't
answer to but did reply to my letter. Stating he wasn't planning on ending it. Saying
there weren't a couple of things that couldn't have been worked out. I realise there
was so much miscommunication between us. He also said to ask questions n he'd
reply when he could. I did ask a few questions after that i gave up. Also it did seem
that was trying to get him back probably from his pov but i wasn't. I kept asking him
why he left n now i think the stuff he said when he broke up with me were excuses.
Basically after our argument he said it was too much. He had enough. I think he
sabotaged.

Our relationship was nearly a year. He is emotionally unavailable, possibly a
commitmentphobe? N fa/da. I also found these on his social media, "loneliness is
better than loss and there's always an end to everything"
And another quote to do with freedom.

I have gone no contact for over 4 months now n we broke up early november.

Thoughts?

Sorry if post is too long.
Work on your self esteem. No one will like everything about you. It's human nature.
You say he sabotaged, but you did as well.  

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

Question about avoidant May 4, 2018 0:02:39 GMT
Quote
I think it depends on how much you would benefit from reaching out, and how much
you would be affected if he is not responsive. Do you still have romantic feelings? Is
a friendship realistic? What are you hoping for and what is the likelihood of it
actually happening?

yasmin
God

Question about avoidant May 4, 2018 21:45:08 GMT via mobile
Quote
My personal opinion is that after 60 days of no contact it's time to move on with
your life. I know it's not easy but it's also not easy to waste your life waiting around
for someone to realise they love you.

Go out into the world and meet new people. As soon as your eyes and heart open
you'll see new possibilities everywhere.

I wasted a lot of time once when I was younger and wish I'd just been harsh with
myself and moved on 

Xx
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Can someone delete this thread/or their messages.
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May 3, 2018 1:28:02 GMT Darling said:
Ok. Well i think my ex delves between fa and da, but defo da at the end. When we
were at his house few weeks prior he had been distancing, deactivating n devaluing
me. We were talking n he confused me alot saying there's other blonde guys out
there, i don't wanna limit you to other guys, what if we want different things etc. He
really confused me n I think i may have smothered him. 

He dumped me by text. We had been texting that we're gonna compromise n move
in together after 3 years n he brings up that he doesn't want kids(he had said to me
he saw kids with me prior) n i asked why he said his age n weight(he's skinny now..)
then we gave each other a few days of space after we had an argument. I removed
our status on fb, cuz i had a feeling he was gonna dump me. He brings up what he
likes about me n what he doesn't like about me which isn't much, n said he really
likes me. I reacted badly to this, n he said he's never opening up again, n that was
the first time he had done that with me. He confused me so much that i said a few
hurtful things i didn't mean n which i said sorry to. He said i didn't trust him
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anymore. He broke up with me saying this is how it's gonna end n cut me off
completely. Also hid his friends list. He didn't wanna break up.

A month later, i sent a letter with/ asking a bunch of questions which he didn't
answer to but did reply to my letter. Stating he wasn't planning on ending it. Saying
there weren't a couple of things that couldn't have been worked out. I realise there
was so much miscommunication between us. He also said to ask questions n he'd
reply when he could. I did ask a few questions after that i gave up. Also it did seem
that was trying to get him back probably from his pov but i wasn't. I kept asking him
why he left n now i think the stuff he said when he broke up with me were excuses.
Basically after our argument he said it was too much. He had enough. I think he
sabotaged.

Our relationship was nearly a year. He is emotionally unavailable, possibly a
commitmentphobe? N fa/da. I also found these on his social media, "loneliness is
better than loss and there's always an end to everything"
And another quote to do with freedom.

I have gone no contact for over 4 months now n we broke up early november.

Thoughts?

Sorry if post is too long.
Work on your self esteem. No one will like everything about you. It's human nature.
You say he sabotaged, but you did as well.  

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275
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Quote
I think it depends on how much you would benefit from reaching out, and how much
you would be affected if he is not responsive. Do you still have romantic feelings? Is
a friendship realistic? What are you hoping for and what is the likelihood of it
actually happening?

yasmin
God
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My personal opinion is that after 60 days of no contact it's time to move on with
your life. I know it's not easy but it's also not easy to waste your life waiting around
for someone to realise they love you.

Go out into the world and meet new people. As soon as your eyes and heart open
you'll see new possibilities everywhere.

I wasted a lot of time once when I was younger and wish I'd just been harsh with
myself and moved on 

Xx
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Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 16, 2018 17:21:57 GMT

Quote  

 I have been dating the most wonderful man for the last 2.5 months, and I really like
him, enjoy spending time with him and I know he enjoys my company and we’ve
gotten close.   He is Avoidant, he experienced abuse from his father as a child, which
his mother stood by and watched as she was also being abused- through fear she
didn’t protect him. He’s Hugh functioning as a CEO of a very large company, and has
a very busy and full life at work. 

About me:  I’m also a CEO of a global company, I’m also a single mother of two girls.
I live 2.5 hours from him, but spend 3-4 days a week with him during the week as I
work in his city, and also every other weekend. I am also anxious avoidant or co-
dependant (I’ve not had any formal formal person tell me this, other than one coach
I’ve worked with) I don’t know if there is a difference.   

We met online, (I’m smiling as I write this) I was going on lots of dates and didn’t
think for a second that it would ever work out between us when we started chatting,
as he is 5 years younger than me, and I always dated men who were 10-15 years
older than me. But, my assistant at work told me to give him a chance… I was
scared the first time we arranged a date and I cancelled last minute… fast forward a
week later and we met, and ended up seeing eachother each night for 5 days. 

  Two weeks later he took me to Paris for the weekend, and 4 weeks after that, we
travelled 6,000 miles across the planet to have 2 weeks on a tiny island together-
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spending every waking, and sleeping moment together, which was a first for him,
and me! It was paradise, and I left on the plane thinking that it was either going to
be amazing, or, we were going to fall out and annoy each other and it’d be done…
we had the most amazing time, thankfully.

  During the last few weeks on our trip, we got very close. We both cried when I had
to leave after the 39 hour journey home, as we didn’t want to part.   He confided in
me that he has suffered with sexual addiction in the past to Pornography, watching it
for 2-4 hours a night, and suffered with a sexting addiction on dating apps. He said
that he has an overwhelming need to start porn/dating apps when he thinks that the
person isn’t right. 

 Also, He originally told me his longest relationship was 12 months, then in another
conversation it changed to 9 months, and on our holiday he said it was just over 2
months.   He’s confided in me that finds tiny faults with the women he dates,
convinces himself that she isn’t the one, and can’t see a future with her- as a result
when that happens the sex stops, they just become friends essentially, and then it
ends. He’s not been in a relationship for 3 years, at all.   He’s been in therapy for the
above, including being avoidant for 6 years with the same therapist, who he tells me
is proud of how far he’s come. He’s been very open about the fact he has these
issues, and is aware of it. He’s shared with me that this is the first time he’s been
‘dating’ someone and he’s not had a compulsion to start texting/sexting or watching
porn as soon as he finds a small fault with them… I have my faults and I have my
issues too. 

  I guess my reason for writing to your community is that I’m struggling with the
following:   When we were on our paradise island, I referenced one day that we were
in a relationship, to which he said he thought we were just dating. This somewhat
upset me, as I thought that you don’t spend every waking moment
texting/speaking/facetiming, AND travelling 6,000 miles across the world with
someone you’re casually ‘dating’. He said we’d talk about it that night, and randomly
over dinner said ‘I guess, ermmmm, we kinda are in a relationship’ to which I said, I
didn’t want to rush anything or change the pace of anything.   After we got back, I’ve
met his Mother, and his brother, which was lovely.

  Knowing he was avoidant, I am careful how I speak to him about commitment
(which is rare), which is hard for me being anxious.   He will say things like “You’re
mine” / “You’re my baby girl” / “You’re my special girl” / “You’re my woman” when
we’re kissing or falling asleep… or, “I would literally do anything for you…..” / “I like
looking after you, and taking care of you”   I sent him a late night text telling him I
feel love of the purest kind when he’s stressed at work, or sharing the deepest parts
of him, his addictions etc, it makes me want to show him love. I stated I wasn’t in
love with him, but I loved him as a person who is honest and I care about.   He
freaked out a little and said nobody had ever said anything like that to him before.
We didn’t really talk about it after that.   He will say things like “I really care about
you” when we’re cuddling, or after we’ve had sex… In a really sincere, sweet way.

  The things I’m struggling with are the fact I don’t know what he’s really ever
thinking. The guys I normally go for are very very direct about how they feel, and
I’ve often I’ve sadly fallen for narcissists who want to be ‘fed’ and that feed me as a
anxious to get their fix.   SO, Naturally I’m finding dating a non-narcasitsic avoidant
hard - as I have to be careful how I approach things, and be patient in the fact he’s
not open to talking so much about this feelings towards me,   I feel very anxious over
certain things- especially when he reads a text and I can see he’s read it, and he
doesn’t respond for a while, but, is online. It may only be an hour or so, but it
makes me feel very anxious.   It also makes me feel anxious, that now we’ve started
to ‘settle’ slowly into one another, the intensity of the texting has slowed down….
And he’s happier to text less.   I am working on those issues, as I imagine he’s
working on his with his therapist. But, I guess I’m just posting because I find it hard.
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I find it hard to know how to be when I am insecure and anxious, and because I care
about the fact he’s had trauma in his early life, I respect the fact he needs to take
things slow.   One of the things I worry about is, that, he’ll never truly get serious
with me because he doesn’t see it that way. Because I live far away, have kids,
these are mental barriers for some people, and may make him feel ‘safe’ as an
avoidant.   He’s said from the get-go when we started chatting that he’s looking for
‘the one’ and someone to have a serious relationship with and I believe him.   I’m just
confused if I’m going to get hurt in the long run, or, if he’s just working through
some things?   As I said, he’s only ever had short relationships, and I worry because
of that, he will want to explore other relationships, and not be satisfied by me, long
term (if that were to happen)    I also worry that he will ‘act out’ on his sexting
addiction, and at some point, fall into that. I am already thinking about how I would
respond… I know my heart would feel hurt, but at the same time, he’s been honest
about this from the first week of dating, and he’s also been in therapy for it for a
number of years. I would want to support him on it, and ensure that he knows I
understand.

He’s explained that he doesn’t want to ever feel contained and worries that he would
feel trapped in a relationship that was very serious. He said that sex doesn’t have to
just be emotional sex, and can just be an act of that- sex. If the partner he’s with
were to give him the space to have other lovers, he’d probably feel ok about the
space he’s given and never want to act on it.

  He’s read Esther Perel’s The State of Affairs, and Mating in Captivity, which I’ve also
read. He said that a lot of relationships breakdown in his opinion as there is a huge
lack of communication when you do want to sleep with someone else, or you’re
feeling ignored… if you feel you want to ‘act out’ - and that we should be 100%
honest about how we feel towards one another - even if it is that we want to sleep
with others, so we can put it right in our relationship. 

  I’m finding it hard to communicate to him I’d like him to open up more about how he
feels about me. 

I feel anxious and I’m not doing myself any favours over analysing things.   I just feel
scared.  

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 16, 2018 18:18:55 GMT via mobile squirrelkitty
likes this

Quote  
Wow. That’s a whole lot of unmet needs taking you both from zero to 100. Besides
your own issues, you’ve raised a bunch with him and I hope that you can take a
logical view and take 10 steps way way way back. So he didn’t tell the truth about
the relationship time and his longest was two months? Addicted to porn? Woah
WOAH! Please do not try and rationalize these things...”but he’s never done this with
someone” as most people like to think. You still do not even know this man yet and
he does not know you. 

Because you both have unmet needs, you are pedestalizing (my new word) each
other and are projecting that he is the catch you have always been waiting for. I say
to take a step back because you are setting yourself up for major heartbreak and
even the fact that you’ve wrote all this here shows you are too invested for someone
in such a short period of time. Slow down. You have everything to gain this way but
if you rush things and do not take these red flags seriously, you’ve got a lot to lose.
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God

Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 17, 2018 12:47:37 GMT

Quote  
Scheme responded to the "relationship" aspect really well....so I am not going to add
so much there.

I am however going to speak AP woman to AP woman for a second. I feel as if there
are 2 distinct women in this post...there is the CEO...which...absolutely
congratulations for achieving!!! I would imagine getting to that role took a lot of
dedication, a lot of will power and a lot of pressing forward when circumstances may
not have looked favorable. This woman I see as powerful, capable, strong,
independent, savvy, take charge...lots of very powerful words.
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However, I also see a woman who, in her personal life, is giving her power away to
men who only want to "use" her to get their own needs met. I see a woman who is
neglecting her own needs so that she can meet the needs of a man she barely
knows, justifying addictions/behaviors that are frankly...not ok in my book and
ignoring gut feelings/fears that this relationship won't last (I hate to break it to
you...but there is a very high probability it won't given his past track record). I am
only saying this because I too gave and gave and gave thinking that by some
magical powers inside the guy..he would start giving back in the same way...if he
hasn't yet..he likely won't. This is a relationship (term being used loosely here) of
convenience for him...he gets to be who he is (because you haven't stood up to a
single of his crappy statements about what he wants in a relationship...freedom to
have sex with others? Really?)...he gets to have you come to him, drop everything
for him..and where do your needs for security, for consistency ever come into his
mind? I will deviate from scheme here...I think it was a low blow for this guy to rush
things like meeting his mom and taking you on trips...that gave you hope for
something serious...that is not "casual" "seeing each other" behavior...and yet, you
are the one who has to balance out your feelings of hope because he doesn't want to
label it. Ugh. I am so sorry for you...you sound like you genuinely want a healthy
relationship...this is not it. If you want a casual thing where you could get more but
likely won't...then by all means..stay...but take that CEO part of you and get it
squarely into this aspect of your life. You are braver and more capable then you
think and your needs matter too!!!

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 17, 2018 13:49:04 GMT squirrelkitty likes this
Quote  

I think you have to slow down. It's only 2 months of knowing him. You shouldn't be
so attached to someone you don't know yet, nor you can expect from him to commit
to you.

Set your boundaries, keep them. Communicate your needs, as he told you and don't
try to ignore them in fear he'll leave you. If he does, he is not a guy who will satisfy
you. But try to be realistic and don't push him.

About the guy, the thing that I'd be concerned is not his addictions and tough past
per se but why is he telling you about it (so soon, so easily)...
Also love bombing ("you're mine I'll be taking care of you" - I'll die before I hear
such things from my DA).
It could be easily a manipulation technique. Don't buy it, just yet.
Last Edit: May 17, 2018 14:10:47 GMT by mechristie
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Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 17, 2018 19:32:41 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes
this

Quote  
Eek.

Dating for 10 weeks or so this is all quite intense. 

Under normal circumstances maybe that's ok but this guy is a porn addicted
commitment phone who's never had a long term relationship and says he gets bored
with all women quickly.

My goodness, you're right to feel scared. This sounds like it's very precarious.
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Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 16, 2018 17:21:57 GMT

Quote 

 I have been dating the most wonderful man for the last 2.5 months, and I really like
him, enjoy spending time with him and I know he enjoys my company and we’ve
gotten close.   He is Avoidant, he experienced abuse from his father as a child, which
his mother stood by and watched as she was also being abused- through fear she
didn’t protect him. He’s Hugh functioning as a CEO of a very large company, and has
a very busy and full life at work. 

About me:  I’m also a CEO of a global company, I’m also a single mother of two girls.
I live 2.5 hours from him, but spend 3-4 days a week with him during the week as I
work in his city, and also every other weekend. I am also anxious avoidant or co-
dependant (I’ve not had any formal formal person tell me this, other than one coach
I’ve worked with) I don’t know if there is a difference.   

We met online, (I’m smiling as I write this) I was going on lots of dates and didn’t
think for a second that it would ever work out between us when we started chatting,
as he is 5 years younger than me, and I always dated men who were 10-15 years
older than me. But, my assistant at work told me to give him a chance… I was
scared the first time we arranged a date and I cancelled last minute… fast forward a
week later and we met, and ended up seeing eachother each night for 5 days. 

  Two weeks later he took me to Paris for the weekend, and 4 weeks after that, we
travelled 6,000 miles across the planet to have 2 weeks on a tiny island together-
spending every waking, and sleeping moment together, which was a first for him,
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and me! It was paradise, and I left on the plane thinking that it was either going to
be amazing, or, we were going to fall out and annoy each other and it’d be done…
we had the most amazing time, thankfully.

  During the last few weeks on our trip, we got very close. We both cried when I had
to leave after the 39 hour journey home, as we didn’t want to part.   He confided in
me that he has suffered with sexual addiction in the past to Pornography, watching it
for 2-4 hours a night, and suffered with a sexting addiction on dating apps. He said
that he has an overwhelming need to start porn/dating apps when he thinks that the
person isn’t right. 

 Also, He originally told me his longest relationship was 12 months, then in another
conversation it changed to 9 months, and on our holiday he said it was just over 2
months.   He’s confided in me that finds tiny faults with the women he dates,
convinces himself that she isn’t the one, and can’t see a future with her- as a result
when that happens the sex stops, they just become friends essentially, and then it
ends. He’s not been in a relationship for 3 years, at all.   He’s been in therapy for the
above, including being avoidant for 6 years with the same therapist, who he tells me
is proud of how far he’s come. He’s been very open about the fact he has these
issues, and is aware of it. He’s shared with me that this is the first time he’s been
‘dating’ someone and he’s not had a compulsion to start texting/sexting or watching
porn as soon as he finds a small fault with them… I have my faults and I have my
issues too. 

  I guess my reason for writing to your community is that I’m struggling with the
following:   When we were on our paradise island, I referenced one day that we were
in a relationship, to which he said he thought we were just dating. This somewhat
upset me, as I thought that you don’t spend every waking moment
texting/speaking/facetiming, AND travelling 6,000 miles across the world with
someone you’re casually ‘dating’. He said we’d talk about it that night, and randomly
over dinner said ‘I guess, ermmmm, we kinda are in a relationship’ to which I said, I
didn’t want to rush anything or change the pace of anything.   After we got back, I’ve
met his Mother, and his brother, which was lovely.

  Knowing he was avoidant, I am careful how I speak to him about commitment
(which is rare), which is hard for me being anxious.   He will say things like “You’re
mine” / “You’re my baby girl” / “You’re my special girl” / “You’re my woman” when
we’re kissing or falling asleep… or, “I would literally do anything for you…..” / “I like
looking after you, and taking care of you”   I sent him a late night text telling him I
feel love of the purest kind when he’s stressed at work, or sharing the deepest parts
of him, his addictions etc, it makes me want to show him love. I stated I wasn’t in
love with him, but I loved him as a person who is honest and I care about.   He
freaked out a little and said nobody had ever said anything like that to him before.
We didn’t really talk about it after that.   He will say things like “I really care about
you” when we’re cuddling, or after we’ve had sex… In a really sincere, sweet way.

  The things I’m struggling with are the fact I don’t know what he’s really ever
thinking. The guys I normally go for are very very direct about how they feel, and
I’ve often I’ve sadly fallen for narcissists who want to be ‘fed’ and that feed me as a
anxious to get their fix.   SO, Naturally I’m finding dating a non-narcasitsic avoidant
hard - as I have to be careful how I approach things, and be patient in the fact he’s
not open to talking so much about this feelings towards me,   I feel very anxious over
certain things- especially when he reads a text and I can see he’s read it, and he
doesn’t respond for a while, but, is online. It may only be an hour or so, but it
makes me feel very anxious.   It also makes me feel anxious, that now we’ve started
to ‘settle’ slowly into one another, the intensity of the texting has slowed down….
And he’s happier to text less.   I am working on those issues, as I imagine he’s
working on his with his therapist. But, I guess I’m just posting because I find it hard.
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I find it hard to know how to be when I am insecure and anxious, and because I care
about the fact he’s had trauma in his early life, I respect the fact he needs to take
things slow.   One of the things I worry about is, that, he’ll never truly get serious
with me because he doesn’t see it that way. Because I live far away, have kids,
these are mental barriers for some people, and may make him feel ‘safe’ as an
avoidant.   He’s said from the get-go when we started chatting that he’s looking for
‘the one’ and someone to have a serious relationship with and I believe him.   I’m just
confused if I’m going to get hurt in the long run, or, if he’s just working through
some things?   As I said, he’s only ever had short relationships, and I worry because
of that, he will want to explore other relationships, and not be satisfied by me, long
term (if that were to happen)    I also worry that he will ‘act out’ on his sexting
addiction, and at some point, fall into that. I am already thinking about how I would
respond… I know my heart would feel hurt, but at the same time, he’s been honest
about this from the first week of dating, and he’s also been in therapy for it for a
number of years. I would want to support him on it, and ensure that he knows I
understand.

He’s explained that he doesn’t want to ever feel contained and worries that he would
feel trapped in a relationship that was very serious. He said that sex doesn’t have to
just be emotional sex, and can just be an act of that- sex. If the partner he’s with
were to give him the space to have other lovers, he’d probably feel ok about the
space he’s given and never want to act on it.

  He’s read Esther Perel’s The State of Affairs, and Mating in Captivity, which I’ve also
read. He said that a lot of relationships breakdown in his opinion as there is a huge
lack of communication when you do want to sleep with someone else, or you’re
feeling ignored… if you feel you want to ‘act out’ - and that we should be 100%
honest about how we feel towards one another - even if it is that we want to sleep
with others, so we can put it right in our relationship. 

  I’m finding it hard to communicate to him I’d like him to open up more about how he
feels about me. 

I feel anxious and I’m not doing myself any favours over analysing things.   I just feel
scared.  

scheme00
Full Member

Posts: 163

Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 16, 2018 18:18:55 GMT via mobile squirrelkitty
likes this
Quote 
Wow. That’s a whole lot of unmet needs taking you both from zero to 100. Besides
your own issues, you’ve raised a bunch with him and I hope that you can take a
logical view and take 10 steps way way way back. So he didn’t tell the truth about
the relationship time and his longest was two months? Addicted to porn? Woah
WOAH! Please do not try and rationalize these things...”but he’s never done this with
someone” as most people like to think. You still do not even know this man yet and
he does not know you. 

Because you both have unmet needs, you are pedestalizing (my new word) each
other and are projecting that he is the catch you have always been waiting for. I say
to take a step back because you are setting yourself up for major heartbreak and
even the fact that you’ve wrote all this here shows you are too invested for someone
in such a short period of time. Slow down. You have everything to gain this way but
if you rush things and do not take these red flags seriously, you’ve got a lot to lose.

tnr9
God

Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 17, 2018 12:47:37 GMT

Quote 
Scheme responded to the "relationship" aspect really well....so I am not going to add
so much there.

I am however going to speak AP woman to AP woman for a second. I feel as if there
are 2 distinct women in this post...there is the CEO...which...absolutely
congratulations for achieving!!! I would imagine getting to that role took a lot of
dedication, a lot of will power and a lot of pressing forward when circumstances may
not have looked favorable. This woman I see as powerful, capable, strong,
independent, savvy, take charge...lots of very powerful words.
However, I also see a woman who, in her personal life, is giving her power away to
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men who only want to "use" her to get their own needs met. I see a woman who is
neglecting her own needs so that she can meet the needs of a man she barely
knows, justifying addictions/behaviors that are frankly...not ok in my book and
ignoring gut feelings/fears that this relationship won't last (I hate to break it to
you...but there is a very high probability it won't given his past track record). I am
only saying this because I too gave and gave and gave thinking that by some
magical powers inside the guy..he would start giving back in the same way...if he
hasn't yet..he likely won't. This is a relationship (term being used loosely here) of
convenience for him...he gets to be who he is (because you haven't stood up to a
single of his crappy statements about what he wants in a relationship...freedom to
have sex with others? Really?)...he gets to have you come to him, drop everything
for him..and where do your needs for security, for consistency ever come into his
mind? I will deviate from scheme here...I think it was a low blow for this guy to rush
things like meeting his mom and taking you on trips...that gave you hope for
something serious...that is not "casual" "seeing each other" behavior...and yet, you
are the one who has to balance out your feelings of hope because he doesn't want to
label it. Ugh. I am so sorry for you...you sound like you genuinely want a healthy
relationship...this is not it. If you want a casual thing where you could get more but
likely won't...then by all means..stay...but take that CEO part of you and get it
squarely into this aspect of your life. You are braver and more capable then you
think and your needs matter too!!!

mechristie
Deleted Member

Posts: 0

Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 17, 2018 13:49:04 GMT squirrelkitty likes this
Quote 
I think you have to slow down. It's only 2 months of knowing him. You shouldn't be
so attached to someone you don't know yet, nor you can expect from him to commit
to you.

Set your boundaries, keep them. Communicate your needs, as he told you and don't
try to ignore them in fear he'll leave you. If he does, he is not a guy who will satisfy
you. But try to be realistic and don't push him.

About the guy, the thing that I'd be concerned is not his addictions and tough past
per se but why is he telling you about it (so soon, so easily)...
Also love bombing ("you're mine I'll be taking care of you" - I'll die before I hear
such things from my DA).
It could be easily a manipulation technique. Don't buy it, just yet.
Last Edit: May 17, 2018 14:10:47 GMT by mechristie
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Feeling scared (dating an avoidant) May 17, 2018 19:32:41 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes
this
Quote 
Eek.

Dating for 10 weeks or so this is all quite intense. 

Under normal circumstances maybe that's ok but this guy is a porn addicted
commitment phone who's never had a long term relationship and says he gets bored
with all women quickly.

My goodness, you're right to feel scared. This sounds like it's very precarious.
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Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 18:37:54 GMT

Quote 
...if there is nothing to hide?

bryan
New Member

Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 20:27:40 GMT bedlam71 and ocarina like this
Quote 
Because it creates the distance that avoidant people feel they need. It just feels
more comfortable and makes them less exposed to uncomfortable feelings like
anxiety, feeling trapped, losing control, having the feeling that the other person is
going to discover the real you (which he/she thinks isn't good enough)
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Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 20:28:15 GMT bedlam71 and squirrelkitty like this
Quote 
Most behaviours have an underlying motivation - being secretive might give a
person a sense of control, of being in charge of their own life by choosing whether or
not to share information. Also as a form of self preservation - retaining autonomy
when either another was trying to push boundaries or ones own boundaries were
somewhat loose.

Some personality types don't feel the need to share - and perhaps this could be
interpreted as being secretive.

I tend to find myself being secretive when I am threatened - when I doubt another
person's motive, am mistrustful, am attempting to retain a certain distance in
relationships.

In the above cases their really is nothing to hide - it's a coping mechanism, a form of
control, of self protection.

gecko
Junior Member

Posts: 51

Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 20:46:44 GMT bedlam71 and ocarina like this
Quote 
What I perceive as privacy may be what you interpret as secrecy.

I withhold information or don't reveal too much personal stuff about myself until I
feel I can trust the person. That often takes a long time.

It's never been about deliberately deceiving or not wanting to share with the other
person - eventually. I just find that people who expect to know a lot of personal
things about me to be pushing boundaries that isn't normal behaviour and I interpret
that as desperate and clingy because it's not natural for me to get close to someone
that fast. It feels artificial and I want something real and lasting.

I also feel if I am getting pushed to share things beyond what I think is a normal
rate, that the other person doesn't trust me too.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 21:02:58 GMT tnr9 and bedlam71 like this
Quote 
I sensed that for my DA ex BF is was a control thing...for no good 'reason' since in
our relationship I wasn't controlling at all so I would never interfere in his business
And I was zero judgemntal. 
I just want better communication so I could actually plan my days when he wouldn't
be available. I should always be making plans for myself ahead of him making plans
with me just in case, but it didn't feel like a proper relationship...but I guess that is
what a relationship with an DA is supposed to be...
I guess he also knew that sharing, even sharing little casual things, creates more
intimacy.

I am the opposite...I tend to overshare early on...working on it, better to find
balance.
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Sometimes it feels (I say feels, because feelings are not facts  ) that there is a
fine line between secrecy and lies?

Or at the very least, it's easy to become mistrustful of someone when you know they
are holding things back from you. Maybe it's the mass medias portrayal of what a
romantic relationship is supposed to look like that is to blame. Reading the accounts
on here, I can see how for some people, sharing too much too soon, or at all, could
be very scary. Again, potentially it highlights the mismatch between types if
someone needs a level of emotional intimacy which includes feeling like you really
"know" the person, and the other person simply can't offer that.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 0:33:29 GMT via mobile
Quote 
Because it’s my life, and my business how much I reveal.

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 0:33:52 GMT by mrob
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 15:20:49 GMT

Quote 

May 15, 2018 0:33:29 GMT mrob said:
Because it’s my life, and my business how much I reveal.
Yes it is and that changes when you get into a relationship. 
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Sometimes it feels (I say feels, because feelings are not facts  ) that there is a
fine line between secrecy and lies?

Or at the very least, it's easy to become mistrustful of someone when you know they
are holding things back from you. Maybe it's the mass medias portrayal of what a
romantic relationship is supposed to look like that is to blame. Reading the accounts
on here, I can see how for some people, sharing too much too soon, or at all, could
be very scary. Again, potentially it highlights the mismatch between types if
someone needs a level of emotional intimacy which includes feeling like you really
"know" the person, and the other person simply can't offer that.
I agree and there has to be a middle path. A relationship is not going to work if it's
always in extremes. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 16:28:53 GMT via mobile
Quote 
Not all relationships are the same, certainly not at the outset. Everyone knows
everything about my mother. I don’t do that. My private stuff is private. Within a
relationship, perhaps the question is where is the line between privacy and secrecy?

mechristie
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Posts: 0

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 16:41:17 GMT

Quote 
I care about my privacy, people rarely keep things for themselves- I don't want
them to gossip or simply, I don't want strangers to know details about my life. It
takes years to build trust and some people are not to be trusted, even if you're
close.

That being said, if you're not used to sharing(avoidants obviously aren't) you simply
feel uncomfortable doing so and it feels intrusive. 

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 16:46:27 GMT by mechristie
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 18:06:40 GMT

Quote 
Then what's the purpose of being in a relationship if you aren't going to open up?
Are partners there for utilitarian purposes? Is it because avoidants need to feel a
sense of control and independence, so they reel partners in long enough to get
someone to chase them in order to get a sense of control and a self-esteem boost?
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 18:48:20 GMT bedlam71 likes this
Quote 
I deflect questions out of habit or awkwardness.

I sometimes feel stressed when people ask me questions I don't want to answer (yet) Then I
fall into old habits and give evasive answers and it actually gets more awkward sometimes.
Other times it is more like a funny and flirty deflection and then it work for me because
people laugh and I feel more relaxed and excited instead of tense.
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 19:18:13 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote 

May 15, 2018 18:06:40 GMT bedlam71 said:
Then what's the purpose of being in a relationship if you aren't going to open up?
Are partners there for utilitarian purposes? Is it because avoidants need to feel a
sense of control and independence, so they reel partners in long enough to get
someone to chase them in order to get a sense of control and a self-esteem boost?

since I'm "better off" alone, no, I'd not enter a relationship for utilitarian purposes.

You're asking about being emotionally unavailable, not about being secretive then. I,
as well as my DA, have opened up and shared with very personal things when we
feel it's safe to do so(it's easy to get triggered). On the other hand we don't share
every little detail from our lives. I don't think it's necessary to have an emotionally
intimate relationship.

I just don't like to feel someone's breath on my back.

If you want DA, or anyone, to open up, you have to create a safe space first, rather
than just have expectations.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 19:33:22 GMT by mechristie
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God
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 19:22:13 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote 
Honestly...in day to day life I'm just not in the habit of voicing my thoughts or
feelings.

I'm not secretive with people who ask me direct questions hut being a little isolated
is just a habit.
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Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 18:37:54 GMT
Quote
...if there is nothing to hide?

bryan
New Member

Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 20:27:40 GMT bedlam71 and ocarina like this
Quote
Because it creates the distance that avoidant people feel they need. It just feels
more comfortable and makes them less exposed to uncomfortable feelings like
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anxiety, feeling trapped, losing control, having the feeling that the other person is
going to discover the real you (which he/she thinks isn't good enough)

Last Edit: May 14, 2018 20:40:56 GMT by bryan
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Full Member
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Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 20:28:15 GMT bedlam71 and squirrelkitty like this
Quote
Most behaviours have an underlying motivation - being secretive might give a
person a sense of control, of being in charge of their own life by choosing whether or
not to share information. Also as a form of self preservation - retaining autonomy
when either another was trying to push boundaries or ones own boundaries were
somewhat loose.

Some personality types don't feel the need to share - and perhaps this could be
interpreted as being secretive.

I tend to find myself being secretive when I am threatened - when I doubt another
person's motive, am mistrustful, am attempting to retain a certain distance in
relationships.

In the above cases their really is nothing to hide - it's a coping mechanism, a form of
control, of self protection.

gecko
Junior Member
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Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 20:46:44 GMT bedlam71 and ocarina like this
Quote
What I perceive as privacy may be what you interpret as secrecy.

I withhold information or don't reveal too much personal stuff about myself until I
feel I can trust the person. That often takes a long time.

It's never been about deliberately deceiving or not wanting to share with the other
person - eventually. I just find that people who expect to know a lot of personal
things about me to be pushing boundaries that isn't normal behaviour and I interpret
that as desperate and clingy because it's not natural for me to get close to someone
that fast. It feels artificial and I want something real and lasting.

I also feel if I am getting pushed to share things beyond what I think is a normal
rate, that the other person doesn't trust me too.

DearLover
Full Member

Posts: 173

Why be secretive.... May 14, 2018 21:02:58 GMT tnr9 and bedlam71 like this
Quote
I sensed that for my DA ex BF is was a control thing...for no good 'reason' since in
our relationship I wasn't controlling at all so I would never interfere in his business
And I was zero judgemntal. 
I just want better communication so I could actually plan my days when he wouldn't
be available. I should always be making plans for myself ahead of him making plans
with me just in case, but it didn't feel like a proper relationship...but I guess that is
what a relationship with an DA is supposed to be...
I guess he also knew that sharing, even sharing little casual things, creates more
intimacy.

I am the opposite...I tend to overshare early on...working on it, better to find
balance.
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Sometimes it feels (I say feels, because feelings are not facts  ) that there is a
fine line between secrecy and lies?

Or at the very least, it's easy to become mistrustful of someone when you know they
are holding things back from you. Maybe it's the mass medias portrayal of what a
romantic relationship is supposed to look like that is to blame. Reading the accounts
on here, I can see how for some people, sharing too much too soon, or at all, could
be very scary. Again, potentially it highlights the mismatch between types if
someone needs a level of emotional intimacy which includes feeling like you really
"know" the person, and the other person simply can't offer that.

mrob
Full Member
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 0:33:29 GMT via mobile
Quote
Because it’s my life, and my business how much I reveal.

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 0:33:52 GMT by mrob
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Quote

May 15, 2018 0:33:29 GMT mrob said:
Because it’s my life, and my business how much I reveal.
Yes it is and that changes when you get into a relationship. 
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Sometimes it feels (I say feels, because feelings are not facts  ) that there is a
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fine line between secrecy and lies?

Or at the very least, it's easy to become mistrustful of someone when you know they
are holding things back from you. Maybe it's the mass medias portrayal of what a
romantic relationship is supposed to look like that is to blame. Reading the accounts
on here, I can see how for some people, sharing too much too soon, or at all, could
be very scary. Again, potentially it highlights the mismatch between types if
someone needs a level of emotional intimacy which includes feeling like you really
"know" the person, and the other person simply can't offer that.
I agree and there has to be a middle path. A relationship is not going to work if it's
always in extremes. 

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 16:28:53 GMT via mobile
Quote
Not all relationships are the same, certainly not at the outset. Everyone knows
everything about my mother. I don’t do that. My private stuff is private. Within a
relationship, perhaps the question is where is the line between privacy and secrecy?

mechristie
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 16:41:17 GMT
Quote
I care about my privacy, people rarely keep things for themselves- I don't want
them to gossip or simply, I don't want strangers to know details about my life. It
takes years to build trust and some people are not to be trusted, even if you're
close.

That being said, if you're not used to sharing(avoidants obviously aren't) you simply
feel uncomfortable doing so and it feels intrusive. 

Last Edit: May 15, 2018 16:46:27 GMT by mechristie

bedlam71
Full Member

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 18:06:40 GMT
Quote
Then what's the purpose of being in a relationship if you aren't going to open up?
Are partners there for utilitarian purposes? Is it because avoidants need to feel a
sense of control and independence, so they reel partners in long enough to get
someone to chase them in order to get a sense of control and a self-esteem boost?
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 18:48:20 GMT bedlam71 likes this
Quote
I deflect questions out of habit or awkwardness.

I sometimes feel stressed when people ask me questions I don't want to answer (yet) Then I
fall into old habits and give evasive answers and it actually gets more awkward sometimes.
Other times it is more like a funny and flirty deflection and then it work for me because
people laugh and I feel more relaxed and excited instead of tense.

mechristie
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Posts: 0

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 19:18:13 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote

May 15, 2018 18:06:40 GMT bedlam71 said:
Then what's the purpose of being in a relationship if you aren't going to open up?
Are partners there for utilitarian purposes? Is it because avoidants need to feel a
sense of control and independence, so they reel partners in long enough to get
someone to chase them in order to get a sense of control and a self-esteem boost?

since I'm "better off" alone, no, I'd not enter a relationship for utilitarian purposes.

You're asking about being emotionally unavailable, not about being secretive then. I,
as well as my DA, have opened up and shared with very personal things when we
feel it's safe to do so(it's easy to get triggered). On the other hand we don't share
every little detail from our lives. I don't think it's necessary to have an emotionally
intimate relationship.

I just don't like to feel someone's breath on my back.

If you want DA, or anyone, to open up, you have to create a safe space first, rather
than just have expectations.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 19:33:22 GMT by mechristie
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God
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Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 19:22:13 GMT via mobile bedlam71 likes this
Quote
Honestly...in day to day life I'm just not in the habit of voicing my thoughts or
feelings.

I'm not secretive with people who ask me direct questions hut being a little isolated
is just a habit.
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May 15, 2018 18:06:40 GMT bedlam71 said:
Then what's the purpose of being in a relationship if you aren't going to open up?
Are partners there for utilitarian purposes? Is it because avoidants need to feel a
sense of control and independence, so they reel partners in long enough to get
someone to chase them in order to get a sense of control and a self-esteem boost?
since I'm "better off" alone, no, I'd not enter a relationship for utilitarian purposes.

You're asking about being emotionally unavailable, not about being secretive then. I,
as well as my DA, have opened up and shared with very personal things when we
feel it's safe to do so(it's easy to get triggered). On the other hand we don't share
every little detail from our lives. I don't think it's necessary to have an emotionally
intimate relationship.

I just don't like to feel someone's breath on my back.

If you want DA, or anyone, to be more open with you, you have to create a safe
space first, rather than just have expectations.

That makes sense.
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Then what's the purpose of being in a relationship if you aren't going to open up? Are
partners there for utilitarian purposes? Is it because avoidants need to feel a sense of control
and independence, so they reel partners in long enough to get someone to chase them in
order to get a sense of control and a self-esteem boost?
since I'm "better off" alone, no, I'd not enter a relationship for utilitarian purposes.

You're asking about being emotionally unavailable, not about being secretive then. I, as well
as my DA, have opened up and shared with very personal things when we feel it's safe to do
so(it's easy to get triggered). On the other hand we don't share every little detail from our
lives. I don't think it's necessary to have an emotionally intimate relationship.

I just don't like to feel someone's breath on my back.

If you want DA, or anyone, to open up, you have to create a safe space first, rather than just
have expectations.
I'm on a similar page, It takes time for me to want to open up and if someone can
consistently show up as safe over the long run, I can open up.

My friends that I have known for over a decade have taught me that.

And for me at least, if a man is willing to create a safe space consistently, I'd love to learn to
have an emotionally open relationship. However, if that scenario is not in the cards for me,
the next best thing is safety in my own company.
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God

Posts: 851

Why be secretive.... May 15, 2018 20:39:10 GMT
Quote
I had a rather insightful experience when I tried to go through the "36 questions that
lead to love" with B....it was pretty darn disastrous really. B did not want to answer
many of them and the ones he did answer, he was really defensive about....I got the
hint and stopped after question 8 I think. After that, I figured if he wanted to share
something...he would bring it up,
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May 15, 2018 19:18:13 GMT @mechristie said:
since I'm "better off" alone, no, I'd not enter a relationship for utilitarian purposes.

You're asking about being emotionally unavailable, not about being secretive then. I,
as well as my DA, have opened up and shared with very personal things when we
feel it's safe to do so(it's easy to get triggered). On the other hand we don't share
every little detail from our lives. I don't think it's necessary to have an emotionally
intimate relationship.

I just don't like to feel someone's breath on my back.

If you want DA, or anyone, to open up, you have to create a safe space first, rather
than just have expectations.
I'm on a similar page, It takes time for me to want to open up and if someone can
consistently show up as safe over the long run, I can open up.

My friends that I have known for over a decade have taught me that.

And for me at least, if a man is willing to create a safe space consistently, I'd love to
learn to have an emotionally open relationship. However, if that scenario is not in
the cards for me, the next best thing is safety in my own company.

I feel the same. I'd be very happy to be happy with someone but 99% of the time I
feel better off alone so in that mindset you don't easily invite people inside
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Why be secretive.... May 16, 2018 1:03:44 GMT via mobile
Quote

May 15, 2018 20:39:10 GMT tnr9 said:
I had a rather insightful experience when I tried to go through the "36 questions that
lead to love" with B....it was pretty darn disastrous really. B did not want to answer
many of them and the ones he did answer, he was really defensive about....I got the
hint and stopped after question 8 I think. After that, I figured if he wanted to share
something...he would bring it up,

See if someone did that to me, I'd feel very manipulated. They are 36 questions to
fall in love and for me that's going to make me feel instantly pushed into something
false. It would be a cute / fun activity for some people but it's quite a loaded activity
really if your actual intention is to get someone to fall in love with you.
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May 16, 2018 1:03:44 GMT yasmin said:

May 15, 2018 20:39:10 GMT tnr9 said:
I had a rather insightful experience when I tried to go through the "36 questions that
lead to love" with B....it was pretty darn disastrous really. B did not want to answer
many of them and the ones he did answer, he was really defensive about....I got the
hint and stopped after question 8 I think. After that, I figured if he wanted to share
something...he would bring it up,

See if someone did that to me, I'd feel very manipulated. They are 36 questions to
fall in love and for me that's going to make me feel instantly pushed into something
false. It would be a cute / fun activity for some people but it's quite a loaded activity
really if your actual intention is to get someone to fall in love with you.
Oh..I understand...it wasn't a great choice of questions to get to know someone.
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Why be secretive.... May 16, 2018 5:30:03 GMT
Quote

May 16, 2018 1:25:00 GMT tnr9 said:

May 16, 2018 1:03:44 GMT yasmin said:
See if someone did that to me, I'd feel very manipulated. They are 36 questions to
fall in love and for me that's going to make me feel instantly pushed into something
false. It would be a cute / fun activity for some people but it's quite a loaded activity
really if your actual intention is to get someone to fall in love with you.
Oh..I understand...it wasn't a great choice of questions to get to know someone.
My exes therapist actually gave him that exercise to do with me when we were a
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couple, when he was trying to allow himself to be more vulnerable with me.

I think it's actually designed for couples - to help them learn about each other in a
safe way? For me, I appreciated it because it showed he WANTED to open up more,
and for him it was a safe way of doing so.

Didn't save the relationship, obviously, but I think if it's initiated by the Avoidant it
can be really useful.

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

Why be secretive.... May 16, 2018 10:21:54 GMT
Quote

May 16, 2018 5:30:03 GMT flic said:

May 16, 2018 1:25:00 GMT tnr9 said:
Oh..I understand...it wasn't a great choice of questions to get to know someone.
My exes therapist actually gave him that exercise to do with me when we were a
couple, when he was trying to allow himself to be more vulnerable with me.

I think it's actually designed for couples - to help them learn about each other in a
safe way? For me, I appreciated it because it showed he WANTED to open up more,
and for him it was a safe way of doing so.

Didn't save the relationship, obviously, but I think if it's initiated by the Avoidant it
can be really useful.
I could see that flic...in my case, I thought it would be a unique way to get to know
B.  I did not tell him where I got the questions but simply said I wanted us to know
some different things about each other then the standard questions.  I guess..to
Yasmin's earlier post..he must have felt that there was a manipulative aspect to
them and as such, he shut down. This was really early in our relationship so it really
was not a good choice by me.

flic
Full Member

Why be secretive.... May 16, 2018 12:32:40 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 16, 2018 10:21:54 GMT tnr9 said:
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May 16, 2018 5:30:03 GMT flic said:
My exes therapist actually gave him that exercise to do with me when we were a
couple, when he was trying to allow himself to be more vulnerable with me.

I think it's actually designed for couples - to help them learn about each other in a
safe way? For me, I appreciated it because it showed he WANTED to open up more,
and for him it was a safe way of doing so.

Didn't save the relationship, obviously, but I think if it's initiated by the Avoidant it
can be really useful.
I could see that flic...in my case, I thought it would be a unique way to get to know
B.  I did not tell him where I got the questions but simply said I wanted us to know
some different things about each other then the standard questions.  I guess..to
Yasmin's earlier post..he must have felt that there was a manipulative aspect to
them and as such, he shut down. This was really early in our relationship so it really
was not a good choice by me.
Yeah, i can why he might have done that. As I said, i think it's a useful tool for
Avoidants to use when they want to be more vulnerable. APs prob don't need more
ammunition for leaning in 

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

Why be secretive.... May 17, 2018 0:35:23 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
In the relationship where I've been most DA, I don't even think I realized for years
that I was being in any way secretive. It's almost like I had an inner world
headspace that was mine and it didn't even OCCUR to me to share it. It was just so
insular. After years of the relationship I eventually realized there were major aspects
of my inner world that I never talked about. Maybe it also comes from having kept
some sort of diary/journal avidly like AVIDLY since about the age of 9 and for
decades after.

It reminds me of the ways in my youth it never occurred to me to talk about certain
things with my parents. There wasn't a conscious choice/decision not to that I can
recall. It was not like it felt like a secret life. Maybe it didn't even seem possible to
share it. It just never occurred to me to share it in the same way there were many,
many times it never occurred to me to ask anyone for help with any of my struggles.

I think a DA person may obviously keep some secrets on purpose or not share
certain things so as to not hurt another person, but it may also be that the inner
nature feels so normal and like the cruz of their identity to the point they may not
quite realize how "secretive" they are being.

kelvain
Junior Member

Why be secretive.... May 17, 2018 4:15:52 GMT
Quote
My ex DA purposely kept things from me because she needed to be in control.
OMG...I am sooooo glad I am done with all that!
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fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 2:14:33 GMT
Quote
my ex was da and fa i think. we had a very good connection for awhile. we even
started out as best friends for awhile before dating. we were like two peas in a pod. 

after we broke up, i asked him if he was ever in love with me. he said "yes, i was in
love with you at times." what? for the life of me i cannot understand that. you either
are or you aren't in love, right? he has a straight up aversion to admitting feelings.
he wouldn't even tell his mother that he loved her on the phone if i was in the room.
i used to have a hard time admitting i loved certain people in my life too, so i do feel
for him on many levels, because it's hard to go through that.

also when i told him that i loved him for the first time, he did not believe me. i got
so upset because he thought i was lying for some reason. he felt really bad later that
day though and told me that he would do anything in the world for me, but he
couldn't muster up that he loved me. and then later he did eventually tell me that he
loved me and we would say it to each other from time to time. 

does the comment about "being in love with me at times" point back to the fearful
aspect of avoidance? i am trying to understand this. i suspect it was some kind of
shield, but maybe i'm wrong. i tended to misinterpret him.

robin
New Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 7:34:43 GMT fara likes this
Quote
I think many people would misinterpret mixed messages, which is what he gave you.
What a mindfuck.
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mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 9:04:28 GMT via mobile tnr9 and fara
like this
Quote
The compassion drippeth. Thanks for the language, by the way. 

I have had times where I’ve been spooked by something small, have wanted to run
but haven’t. At that time, did I love her passionately? No, I was scared and had to
come back to a point of being available and loving. My relation to the world isn’t
sunshine and buttercups. It’s closeness followed by totally unreasonable terror and
back again.

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT fara likes this
Quote
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

mrob
Full Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 15:24:39 GMT via mobile fara likes this
Quote

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
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focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

Imagine being an FA. All the good stuff of a DA minus the self esteem with a good
smattering of AP in the right wind.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 15:24:51 GMT via mobile fara likes this
Quote

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

Imagine being an FA. All the good stuff of a DA minus the self esteem with a good
smattering of AP in the right wind.
in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 15:50:26 GMT fara likes this
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May 10, 2018 15:24:51 GMT mrob said:

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

Imagine being an FA. All the good stuff of a DA minus the self esteem with a good
smattering of AP in the right wind.
Oh....I can only imagine the challenges of having "both" insecure attachments.  

fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:11:05 GMT
Quote

May 10, 2018 7:34:43 GMT robin said:
I think many people would misinterpret mixed messages, which is what he gave you.
What a mindfuck.
exactly. i was so confused.

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:13:30 GMT
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fara
New Member

Posts: 19

May 10, 2018 9:04:28 GMT mrob said:
The compassion drippeth. Thanks for the language, by the way. 

I have had times where I’ve been spooked by something small, have wanted to run
but haven’t. At that time, did I love her passionately? No, I was scared and had to
come back to a point of being available and loving. My relation to the world isn’t
sunshine and buttercups. It’s closeness followed by totally unreasonable terror and
back again.
oh wow. mrob, you have great insight. i have read some of your other posts to other
members here before. i cannot thank you enough. your answers make so much
sense. i'm pretty sure that is what he must have been doing. i think you and my ex
have so much in common. 

do you think that you are ever able to love somebody passionately? or does that
cause terror too?

fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:16:12 GMT
Quote

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.
this kind of reminds me a bit of what mrob said. thank you so much! it really makes
so much sense! 

his lens was totally focused outside of me, you are right. my lens is truly all about
my relationships. i'm either all in or all out, so for me to say that i was in love "at
times," well that would make no sense at all! and yes, i think a lot of it was longing.
wow, i feel like this has all been an "A-HA" moment. thank you! 

fara
New Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:17:50 GMT
Quote
so does this make him more FA than DA?
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in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 2:29:32 GMT
Quote

May 11, 2018 1:17:50 GMT fara said:
so does this make him more FA than DA?
I think that focusing outside the relationship is a DA trait...however, I do not believe
there is enough here to say whether he is DA or FA.  

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 2:45:26 GMT
Quote
Fara...be careful about putting too much attention on him....I know that it would be
comforting to know if he is FA or DA but since he isn't your boyfriend anymore....the
focus can now be on you and on your healing.

fara
New Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 3:19:46 GMT
Quote

May 11, 2018 2:45:26 GMT tnr9 said:
Fara...be careful about putting too much attention on him....I know that it would be
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comforting to know if he is FA or DA but since he isn't your boyfriend anymore....the
focus can now be on you and on your healing.
that is true. i am getting better at focusing on myself, but there are random times
during my healing when i suddenly feel like i need to solve something. it's really
strange, but i do spend so much less time wondering what happened with him
because i have felt so comfortable to ask questions on this forum. at this point, all i
care to know is if he did love me. if he cannot offer the consistency of a real
relationship, then fine. but if he really did love me, then i can take a lot away from
that and feel at peace. i don't want to type out our whole story on here because it is
very very long, but there are many times when i do wonder if i was kept around
because he loved me or if he just wanted companionship? i feel like he did actually
love me. i really did feel that love from him. i know he cared a lot about me. we
broke up because he could not handle a relationship in addition to his unique
stressful life situations at the time. but i would still like to hear what others say they
think the difference is.

how do you determine one from the other? (DA/FAs who have love for you versus
just wanting companionship?)
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God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 8:18:43 GMT fara likes this
Quote

May 11, 2018 3:19:46 GMT fara said:

May 11, 2018 2:45:26 GMT tnr9 said:
Fara...be careful about putting too much attention on him....I know that it would be
comforting to know if he is FA or DA but since he isn't your boyfriend anymore....the
focus can now be on you and on your healing.
that is true. i am getting better at focusing on myself, but there are random times
during my healing when i suddenly feel like i need to solve something. it's really
strange, but i do spend so much less time wondering what happened with him
because i have felt so comfortable to ask questions on this forum. at this point, all i
care to know is if he did love me. if he cannot offer the consistency of a real
relationship, then fine. but if he really did love me, then i can take a lot away from
that and feel at peace. i don't want to type out our whole story on here because it is
very very long, but there are many times when i do wonder if i was kept around
because he loved me or if he just wanted companionship? i feel like he did actually
love me. i really did feel that love from him. i know he cared a lot about me. we
broke up because he could not handle a relationship in addition to his unique
stressful life situations at the time. but i would still like to hear what others say they
think the difference is.
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how do you determine one from the other? (DA/FAs who have love for you versus
just wanting companionship?)
Fara..I don't think the determination of FA versus DA will answer your question....I
think you already have it.  He already said he loved you...from his perspective...so
just go with that answer.  As APs, we tend to want "love" on our terms..full tilt, head
on....and we get disappointed with anything less...but what he said to you is an
honest answer from him and I think you should just allow yourself to take it in. 
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fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 2:14:33 GMT
Quote
my ex was da and fa i think. we had a very good connection for awhile. we even
started out as best friends for awhile before dating. we were like two peas in a pod. 

after we broke up, i asked him if he was ever in love with me. he said "yes, i was in
love with you at times." what? for the life of me i cannot understand that. you either
are or you aren't in love, right? he has a straight up aversion to admitting feelings.
he wouldn't even tell his mother that he loved her on the phone if i was in the room.
i used to have a hard time admitting i loved certain people in my life too, so i do feel
for him on many levels, because it's hard to go through that.

also when i told him that i loved him for the first time, he did not believe me. i got
so upset because he thought i was lying for some reason. he felt really bad later that
day though and told me that he would do anything in the world for me, but he
couldn't muster up that he loved me. and then later he did eventually tell me that he
loved me and we would say it to each other from time to time. 

does the comment about "being in love with me at times" point back to the fearful
aspect of avoidance? i am trying to understand this. i suspect it was some kind of
shield, but maybe i'm wrong. i tended to misinterpret him.

robin
New Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 7:34:43 GMT fara likes this
Quote
I think many people would misinterpret mixed messages, which is what he gave you.
What a mindfuck.
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Full Member

Posts: 185 
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in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 9:04:28 GMT via mobile tnr9 and fara
like this
Quote
The compassion drippeth. Thanks for the language, by the way. 

I have had times where I’ve been spooked by something small, have wanted to run
but haven’t. At that time, did I love her passionately? No, I was scared and had to
come back to a point of being available and loving. My relation to the world isn’t
sunshine and buttercups. It’s closeness followed by totally unreasonable terror and
back again.

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT fara likes this
Quote
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

mrob
Full Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 15:24:39 GMT via mobile fara likes this
Quote

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
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focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

Imagine being an FA. All the good stuff of a DA minus the self esteem with a good
smattering of AP in the right wind.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185 
Member is Online

in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 15:24:51 GMT via mobile fara likes this
Quote

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

Imagine being an FA. All the good stuff of a DA minus the self esteem with a good
smattering of AP in the right wind.
in love with me... at times? what? May 10, 2018 15:50:26 GMT fara likes this
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tnr9
God

Posts: 851

May 10, 2018 15:24:51 GMT mrob said:

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.

Imagine being an FA. All the good stuff of a DA minus the self esteem with a good
smattering of AP in the right wind.
Oh....I can only imagine the challenges of having "both" insecure attachments.  

fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:11:05 GMT
Quote

May 10, 2018 7:34:43 GMT robin said:
I think many people would misinterpret mixed messages, which is what he gave you.
What a mindfuck.
exactly. i was so confused.

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:13:30 GMT
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fara
New Member

Posts: 19

May 10, 2018 9:04:28 GMT mrob said:
The compassion drippeth. Thanks for the language, by the way. 

I have had times where I’ve been spooked by something small, have wanted to run
but haven’t. At that time, did I love her passionately? No, I was scared and had to
come back to a point of being available and loving. My relation to the world isn’t
sunshine and buttercups. It’s closeness followed by totally unreasonable terror and
back again.
oh wow. mrob, you have great insight. i have read some of your other posts to other
members here before. i cannot thank you enough. your answers make so much
sense. i'm pretty sure that is what he must have been doing. i think you and my ex
have so much in common. 

do you think that you are ever able to love somebody passionately? or does that
cause terror too?

fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:16:12 GMT
Quote

May 10, 2018 11:54:14 GMT tnr9 said:
I think this is a difference in perspective between AP/DA......as an AP my
focus/fixation is on the relationship...and as I understand the DA perspective, it is
focused/fixated on things outside the relationship. When I read his comment to you,
I felt like he was being honest from his perspective.....but it isn't because of you
Fara...it is because his lens is focused elsewhere...so yes, his experience is that he
loved you at times. As an AP, I would say that I loved my partner all the time...but
that is because my lens is all about my relationship....so it would not make sense for
me to ever lose my feelings of love...because then there would be no point to the
relationship for me. 

Put another way....an AP can be all in while a DA would be partially in, taking time
etc. And it would be a good idea to check if what you felt as love was really more
"longing for love". Because as APs, we can sense that the DA isn't all in and that
creates the longing we experienced with our caregiver. Our answer was to not give
up...to keep focusing on the relationship and have hope for a different outcome..
This is why AP/DA partnerships can be tricky to navigate.
this kind of reminds me a bit of what mrob said. thank you so much! it really makes
so much sense! 

his lens was totally focused outside of me, you are right. my lens is truly all about
my relationships. i'm either all in or all out, so for me to say that i was in love "at
times," well that would make no sense at all! and yes, i think a lot of it was longing.
wow, i feel like this has all been an "A-HA" moment. thank you! 

fara
New Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 1:17:50 GMT
Quote
so does this make him more FA than DA?
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in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 2:29:32 GMT
Quote

May 11, 2018 1:17:50 GMT fara said:
so does this make him more FA than DA?
I think that focusing outside the relationship is a DA trait...however, I do not believe
there is enough here to say whether he is DA or FA.  

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 2:45:26 GMT
Quote
Fara...be careful about putting too much attention on him....I know that it would be
comforting to know if he is FA or DA but since he isn't your boyfriend anymore....the
focus can now be on you and on your healing.

fara
New Member
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Quote
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Fara...be careful about putting too much attention on him....I know that it would be
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comforting to know if he is FA or DA but since he isn't your boyfriend anymore....the
focus can now be on you and on your healing.
that is true. i am getting better at focusing on myself, but there are random times
during my healing when i suddenly feel like i need to solve something. it's really
strange, but i do spend so much less time wondering what happened with him
because i have felt so comfortable to ask questions on this forum. at this point, all i
care to know is if he did love me. if he cannot offer the consistency of a real
relationship, then fine. but if he really did love me, then i can take a lot away from
that and feel at peace. i don't want to type out our whole story on here because it is
very very long, but there are many times when i do wonder if i was kept around
because he loved me or if he just wanted companionship? i feel like he did actually
love me. i really did feel that love from him. i know he cared a lot about me. we
broke up because he could not handle a relationship in addition to his unique
stressful life situations at the time. but i would still like to hear what others say they
think the difference is.

how do you determine one from the other? (DA/FAs who have love for you versus
just wanting companionship?)

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 8:18:43 GMT fara likes this
Quote

May 11, 2018 3:19:46 GMT fara said:

May 11, 2018 2:45:26 GMT tnr9 said:
Fara...be careful about putting too much attention on him....I know that it would be
comforting to know if he is FA or DA but since he isn't your boyfriend anymore....the
focus can now be on you and on your healing.
that is true. i am getting better at focusing on myself, but there are random times
during my healing when i suddenly feel like i need to solve something. it's really
strange, but i do spend so much less time wondering what happened with him
because i have felt so comfortable to ask questions on this forum. at this point, all i
care to know is if he did love me. if he cannot offer the consistency of a real
relationship, then fine. but if he really did love me, then i can take a lot away from
that and feel at peace. i don't want to type out our whole story on here because it is
very very long, but there are many times when i do wonder if i was kept around
because he loved me or if he just wanted companionship? i feel like he did actually
love me. i really did feel that love from him. i know he cared a lot about me. we
broke up because he could not handle a relationship in addition to his unique
stressful life situations at the time. but i would still like to hear what others say they
think the difference is.
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how do you determine one from the other? (DA/FAs who have love for you versus
just wanting companionship?)
Fara..I don't think the determination of FA versus DA will answer your question....I
think you already have it.  He already said he loved you...from his perspective...so
just go with that answer.  As APs, we tend to want "love" on our terms..full tilt, head
on....and we get disappointed with anything less...but what he said to you is an
honest answer from him and I think you should just allow yourself to take it in. 
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in love with me... at times? what? May 11, 2018 14:37:42 GMT via mobile fara likes this
Quote
The behaviour can look the same, it’s where the behaviour comes from, if you know
what I mean. Read the definitions in Jeb’s book. They’re right on. If you haven’t read
the book, I suggest you do.

$3.99
Rated 4.5 out of 5
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in love with me... at times? what? May 12, 2018 0:08:25 GMT kelvain and fara like this
Quote
Fara, maybe this is the DA side of me speaking, but what does "in love" even mean?
What were you asking him really? Did you mean did he have intense desire for you
at all times? That might not even really be love, and it's probably not realistic to
expect someone to sustain that.

And no, I don't think people either are or aren't in love. IF you're in a long-term
relationship (years) you will cycle through desire, lust, neutrality, serenity, anger,
frustration, desire, love, etc. etc. You're unlikely to stay in some shining state of
unwavering love (but again, what does love MEAN?) unless you're like a lucky 1% of
the human population. 

People experience "love" differently. I think their actions matter more than whether
or not they can say they are "in love" into perpetuity.

fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 13, 2018 21:18:40 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote
i think being in love means different things to different people. to me, it means
thinking about the person when you're not together, and noticing little things or
quirks about them that make you happy when you're near them. to me it also means
that they become very special to me, and that i want to be around them more than i
would want to be around other people. but when i'm in love, this is just my personal
thing, i don't like to be around the other person all the time. i do need more space
than most people would for some reason.

for my ex, he told me that being in love for him meant that you spend a lot of time
with that person and that you see each other almost every single day. 

i really just told him that i was in love with him (this was before i knew he was
avoidant, and i would have done things a lot differently had i known this at the time)
and then he responded on his own. he seemed scared now that i think about it, but
it came out as anger. 

i will just accept it for what it was. i know he cared about me a hell of a lot. and he
did things for me that he never did for his other exes. so i will try to remember that
going forward. knowing that it was real, even if we experience love differently.

robin
New Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 14, 2018 17:41:56 GMT
Quote

May 10, 2018 9:04:28 GMT mrob said:
The compassion drippeth. Thanks for the language, by the way.
Hey mrob , I'm sorry for the language.

An explanation, not an excuse: for AP's or secures that are unaware of attachment
styles, avoidants (fearful and dismissive) act in ways that seem inexplicable. I have
learned a lot since I first visited this forum and I have more compassion now.

I cannot intuitively understand how an avoidant feels, however by way of my own
anxiety I can empathise. It is absolutely a reflex, to feel fear. I am very sympathetic
because it isn't easy to change attachment styles.
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Posts: 14
I cannot imagine that any secure person would be compelled to relentlessly analyse
why an avoidant behaves as they do. AP's here do so because they sincerely want to
know what they could have done differently.

This forum is an enlightening resource and I am deeply appreciative for the insights
of its avoidant members like yourself, mrob . It takes both sides, I know. The best
threads here are those where both AP's and avoidants patiently explain their inner
workings to each other.
Last Edit: May 14, 2018 17:44:58 GMT by robin

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

in love with me... at times? what? May 14, 2018 22:59:00 GMT via mobile tnr9, bip, and
2 more like this
Quote
The really sad part is that there’s often nothing an AP could do differently without
selling their soul down the river. Not having any needs met and being eternally
dissatisfied. For me, that was the saddest part about reading Jeb’s book. That there
wasn’t a lot of hope. I thought I’d be different with the knowledge, but have proven
that I still sctivate in the same way, at the same tiriggers, over and over again.
That’s why I’m in therapy. I have no chance of giving anyone else a proper deal in s
relationship, myself included without some sort of movement across the spectrum.

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 0:38:26 GMT fara and robin like this
Quote

May 14, 2018 22:59:00 GMT mrob said:
The really sad part is that there’s often nothing an AP could do differently without
selling their soul down the river. Not having any needs met and being eternally
dissatisfied. For me, that was the saddest part about reading Jeb’s book. That there
wasn’t a lot of hope. I thought I’d be different with the knowledge, but have proven
that I still sctivate in the same way, at the same tiriggers, over and over again.
That’s why I’m in therapy. I have no chance of giving anyone else a proper deal in s
relationship, myself included without some sort of movement across the spectrum.
And yet....I will take those words if spoken by my partner...and interpret them to
keep trying because I tend "not" to give up on someone I am attached to.
 Congratulations...you just activated my "I can save you" complex.....where is my
cape?! LOL  Just being honest.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 0:39:57 GMT by tnr9

flic
Full Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 1:10:25 GMT fara and robin like this
Quote
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Posts: 100

May 14, 2018 22:59:00 GMT mrob said:
The really sad part is that there’s often nothing an AP could do differently without
selling their soul down the river. Not having any needs met and being eternally
dissatisfied. For me, that was the saddest part about reading Jeb’s book. That there
wasn’t a lot of hope. I thought I’d be different with the knowledge, but have proven
that I still sctivate in the same way, at the same tiriggers, over and over again.
That’s why I’m in therapy. I have no chance of giving anyone else a proper deal in s
relationship, myself included without some sort of movement across the spectrum.
Your comment makes me feel so sad, not just for you but for everyone suffering
attachment wounds. The unconsciousness of it seems so unfair. 

But, the fact you are in therapy is hope. The fact you post on here and people learn
so much from you, is hope.

From my perspective, the only thing an AP can do differently is to just be
compassionate, as we all should be, even after the relationship ends. It's all we can
ever give each other, regardless of whether we can make the relationships work.

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 2:41:17 GMT via mobile tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 15, 2018 0:38:26 GMT tnr9 said:

May 14, 2018 22:59:00 GMT mrob said:
The really sad part is that there’s often nothing an AP could do differently without
selling their soul down the river. Not having any needs met and being eternally
dissatisfied. For me, that was the saddest part about reading Jeb’s book. That there
wasn’t a lot of hope. I thought I’d be different with the knowledge, but have proven
that I still sctivate in the same way, at the same tiriggers, over and over again.
That’s why I’m in therapy. I have no chance of giving anyone else a proper deal in s
relationship, myself included without some sort of movement across the spectrum.
And yet....I will take those words if spoken by my partner...and interpret them to
keep trying because I tend "not" to give up on someone I am attached to.
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 Congratulations...you just activated my "I can save you" complex.....where is my
cape?! LOL  Just being honest.

And that’s so incredibly lovely and sad at the same time, because there, in a
nutshell, is the essence of the push/pull dance. Once I’m activated, it’s really, really
hard to come back. Deep down, I want the cape, but am terrified at the same time.

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 2:54:59 GMT flic, fara, and 1 more like
this
Quote

May 15, 2018 2:41:17 GMT mrob said:

May 15, 2018 0:38:26 GMT tnr9 said:
And yet....I will take those words if spoken by my partner...and interpret them to
keep trying because I tend "not" to give up on someone I am attached to.
 Congratulations...you just activated my "I can save you" complex.....where is my
cape?! LOL  Just being honest.

And that’s so incredibly lovely and sad at the same time, because there, in a
nutshell, is the essence of the push/pull dance. Once I’m activated, it’s really, really
hard to come back. Deep down, I want the cape, but am terrified at the same time.
And once I have the cape...it is really difficult for me to not blame myself if I don't
succeed at making my partner feel better.  It is why my positive words come across
as so "over the top"...I feel like I have to personally compensate for all the negative
stuff that happened to him.  It comes from a very sweet place with very sincere
intentions....but I know it doesn't come across in the manner it is intended and that
makes me sad...because I feel the push and take it so personally because the push
feels like rejection.  

Well..darn it...I am triggered again...bonus points for having activated my "hope"
and "caretaker" modes on top of my "I can save you" complex.  
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 7:40:29 GMT by tnr9

mrob
Full Member

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 9:09:56 GMT via mobile tnr9 and fara
like this
Quote
Oh no!!! Hahahaha. We shouldbe glad we’re probably on opposite sides of the
world!! 

Seriously though, I really do take it as it’s intended. Thankyou. When you start
expecting me to act in a certain way, to your timeframe, that’s when I won’t be able
to see it that way. And that’s when I start thinking that there’s no way in the world I
can give a partner what they need, and they should really get on finding someone
far less screwed up than me. It sounds like I’m milking this, but I’m trying to give
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you insight.

tnr9
God

Posts: 851

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 12:54:12 GMT fara likes this
Quote

May 15, 2018 9:09:56 GMT mrob said:
Oh no!!! Hahahaha. We shouldbe glad we’re probably on opposite sides of the
world!! 

Seriously though, I really do take it as it’s intended. Thankyou. When you start
expecting me to act in a certain way, to your timeframe, that’s when I won’t be able
to see it that way. And that’s when I start thinking that there’s no way in the world I
can give a partner what they need, and they should really get on finding someone
far less screwed up than me. It sounds like I’m milking this, but I’m trying to give
you insight.
I know right...LOL...took 6 hours to calm my hope down...but don't worry....I am not
yet ready to transition it off of B, so you are safe.

I actually really appreciate the insight you provide...and it honestly makes
sense....what I believe I am giving without any string attached...honestly has a ton
of strings attached because...and I literally just thought of this....there is this belief
that if my partner is not "all in", that he can just "leave"...like my dad did via the
divorce.  I will be 3 steps ahead....i will up my game...I will sit in what will feel like
agonizing fear with my attachment system telling me something is wrong and must
be addressed now...and I will look for ways that my partner may be interested in
someone else even if he is not...I will not speak to this...but he will feel it and in his
own way speak or act out of me being "way more into him then he is into me" (aka
"I can't give you what you need")...but I never realized the next bit..the whole "so
you can find someone less wounded then me".   Let me just pause for a moment on
that mrob...because my heart really wishes I could sit across from you and say
this...your wounding isn't what I see...you have it front and center 24/7..and initially
it may draw out the cape in me, but I can see past the wounding...I can't speak for
others...but if all I saw was the wounding, pppffftt...but what I tend to latch onto is
the beauty that actually is a result of that wounding.  It tempers pride, it expresses
humility, it acknowledges hurt, it allows for deeper care and love...ok, I will get off
my soap box now...but you get my drift.  And yes, I wax way sentimental and way
romantic...and I have just the hardest time honing in on the right words that will
express the feelings..and I will overshoot time and time again.  I don't have the
ability to temper it down to a more reasonable package...but it is a sincere
statement that I develop a very strong belief in and for my partner...and I know I
scare him, just as I likely have scared you.  The issue for me isn't that I will see the
good in my partner, it will be that I tend to push aside/tolerate/makes excuses
for/justify the...let's call them "less desirable" traits and coping mechanisms that are
employed to keeping the wounding at bay.   Somehow I also believe that if I balance
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the good with the bad, I won't be able to make my partner feel the good...that he
will latch onto me seeing and pointing out the bad and it will simply feel like when he
was a child....not being seen for who he is.  Lots of work needed there for me.

So now that I am back to being triggered again...this is going to be just a very fun
day I can tell....I am going to get going on my day.
Last Edit: May 15, 2018 13:22:33 GMT by tnr9

mrob
Full Member

Posts: 185

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 15:05:09 GMT via mobile tnr9 and fara
like this
Quote
I simply don’t know what to say. Thank you. I’m just so sorry that love is pain in
some ways for you, too. That there is little rest. I’ve never seen it from this way
before. Thankyou.

fara
New Member

Posts: 19

in love with me... at times? what? May 15, 2018 22:25:18 GMT
Quote

May 15, 2018 9:09:56 GMT mrob said:
Oh no!!! Hahahaha. We shouldbe glad we’re probably on opposite sides of the
world!! 

Seriously though, I really do take it as it’s intended. Thankyou. When you start
expecting me to act in a certain way, to your timeframe, that’s when I won’t be able
to see it that way. And that’s when I start thinking that there’s no way in the world I
can give a partner what they need, and they should really get on finding someone
far less screwed up than me. It sounds like I’m milking this, but I’m trying to give
you insight.
thank you mrob for your extremely helpful pov. i suspect you are very similar to my
ex, so everything you say really resonates for me. when i remember that you say
love and attachment mean pain for you, it reminds me to be compassionate towards
my ex when i get angry over old memories. i think the fact that you're aware is so
important, because i really don't think my ex is aware. he just says "something is
wrong with him" and that "he's not good with girls," but i feel like if he at least knew
the term dismissive or fearful avoidant, he could start to dig deeper like you have. 
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Quote
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Posts: 851

May 15, 2018 15:05:09 GMT mrob said:
I simply don’t know what to say. Thank you. I’m just so sorry that love is pain in
some ways for you, too. That there is little rest. I’ve never seen it from this way
before. Thankyou.
I think deep down, for many of us...love is a risk and feels like a crapshoot.  But
Thank You so much for seeing the effort and giving a voice to it.

compassionateavoid
Senior Member

Posts: 275

in love with me... at times? what? May 17, 2018 0:23:49 GMT tnr9 likes this
Quote

May 14, 2018 17:41:56 GMT robin said:

May 10, 2018 9:04:28 GMT mrob said:
The compassion drippeth. Thanks for the language, by the way.

. . . . I cannot imagine that any secure person would be compelled to relentlessly
analyse why an avoidant behaves as they do. AP's here do so because they sincerely
want to know what they could have done differently.

This forum is an enlightening resource and I am deeply appreciative for the insights
of its avoidant members like yourself, mrob . It takes both sides, I know. The best
threads here are those where both AP's and avoidants patiently explain their inner
workings to each other.

Wow, this is so true. I've spent so much of my life relentlessly analyzing the "why."
It can seem so important to know it, to figure it out, to really UNDERSTAND. It has
taken me a long time to really accept that there are situations I will not be able to
understand.  

It's true, I never want to give up.  It can be very difficult to really accept that we can
or should give up. I recently gave up on a friendship after 10 years of the struggle,
and only because something about an entire decade made me realize how long 10
years is. Like, if someone wanted you in their life, they'd figure it out in less than 10
years, right?

Do I really have to give up???  (kidding)
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Last Edit: May 17, 2018 0:29:15 GMT by compassionateavoid
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